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Ax Act to provide for the publication of the reports and papers of

THE Indiana Academy of Science.

[Approved .Vlareh 11, 1895.]

Whereas, The Indiana Academy of Science, a cliartered scien-

Vreamsle.
^^^f^^, association, has embodied in its constitution a provision that it

will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several depart-

ments of the State government, through the Governor, and through its council as

an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution of any investigation

within its province, without pecuniary gain to the Academy, provided only that

the necessary expenses of such investigation are borne Ijy the State, and,

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the several

papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial and economic value,

and should he preserved in permanent form, and.

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the General

Assembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scientific and agricul-

tural improvement, therefore,

Puhlieati n
SECTION 1. Se it enacted by the Oeneral Assembly of the State of

Dort^^ofU
Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the meetings of the

\ a(f°^ • Indiana Academy of Science, beginning with the report for the year

of fecience. 14^94^ including all papers of scientific or economic value, presented

at such meetings, after they shall have been edited and prepared for publication

as hereinafter provided, shall be published by and under the direction of the

Commissioners of Public Printing and Binding.

Sec 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for publica-

Editing
^j without expense to the State, bv a corps of editors to be selected

reports. ^ 1 . r

and appointed by the Indiana Academy of Science, who shall not,

by reason of such services, have any claim against the State for compensation.

The form, style of binding, paper, typography and manner and extent of illus-

tration of such reports, shall be determined by the editors, subject to the approval

of the Commissioners of Public Printing and Stationery. Not less

Number of . , . , , .. • 1 ^ 1 11

printed than 1,500 nor more than 3,0^0 copies of each ot said reports shall

be published, the size of the edition within said limits, to lie detei-

mined bv the concurrent action of the editors and the C'ommi^vi<niers of Pul)lic



Printing and Stationery: Prodded, That not to exceed n^ix hundred dollars

($600) shall be expended for such publication in anv one year, and
Proviso,

not to extend beyond 1896: Provided, That no sums shall l>e deemed

to be appropriated for the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume of said

reports shall be placed in the custody of the State Librarian, wiio
oTreports

shall furnish one copy thereof to each public library in the State,

one copy to each university, college or normal school in the State, one

copy to each high school in the State having a library, which sliall make ap-

plication therefor, and one copy to such other institutions, societies or persons as

may be designated by the Academy through its editors or its council. The re-

maining three hundred copies shall be turned over to the Academy to be disposed

of as it may determine. In order to provide for the preservation of the same it

shall be the duty of the Custodian of the State House to provide and place at the

disposal of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms of the State House, to be

designated as the office of the Indiana Academy of Science, wherein said copies

of said reports belonging to the Academy, together witli the original manuscripts,

drawings, etc., thereof can be safely kejit, and he shall alM) equip the same with

the necessary shelving and furniture.

Sec. 4. An emergencv is herebv declared to exist for the imme-
Emergeney.

diate taking effect of this act, and it shall therefore take effect and

be in force from and after its passage.

An Act for the protection of birds, their nests and eggs.

[Approved March 5, 1891.]

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of
Bird.*.

Indiana, That it shall be unlawful for any person to kill any wild

bird other than a game bird or purchase, ofTer for sale any such wild bird after it

has been killed, or to destroy the nests or the eggs of any wild bird.

Sec. 2. For the inirpose of this act the following shall be con-
* ^ Game Birds,

sidered game birds: the Anatid;*', commonly called swans, geese,

brant, and river and sea ducks; the Rallidie, commonly known as rails, coots,

mudhens, and gallinules; the Limicohe, commonly known as shore birds, plovers.

sari birds, snipe, woodcock and sandpipers, tattlers and curlews; the Gallini^,

commonly known as wild turkeys, grouse, prairie chickens, quail, and pheasants,

all of which are not intended to l)e affected bv this act.
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Sec. 3. Any person violating the provisions of Section 1 of this
Penalty. "

.
.

act shall, upon conviction, be fined in a sum not less than ten nor

more than fifty dollars, to which may lie added imprisonment for not less than five

days nor more than thirty days.

Sec. 4. Sections 1 and 2 of this act shall not apply to any per-
Permits. ...,., i i i" •

son holding a permit giving the right to take birds or their nests and

eggs for scientific piirjioses, as provided in Section 5 of this act.

Permits to
^^*^" '^^ Permits may be granted by the Executive Board of the

feeienee. Indiana Academy of Science to any properly accredited person, per-

mitting the holder thereof to collect birds, their nests or eggs for strictly scientific

purposes. In order to obtain such permit the applicant for the same must pre-

sent to said Board written testimonials from two well known scientific men certi-

fying to the good character and fitness of said applicant to be entrusted with such

privilege, and pay to said Board one dollar to defray the necessary expenses

attending the granting of such permit, and must file with said Board

a properly executed bond in the sum of two hundred dollars, signed

by at least two responsible citizens of the State as sureties. The bond shall be

Bond for-
forfeited to the State and tiie permit become void u]jon proof that

felted.
^]j^_, holder of such permit has killed any bird or taken the nests or

eggs of any bird for any other purpose than that named in this section, and shall

further be subject for each offense to the penalties ju-ovided in this act.

Sec. 6. The i)ermits authorized by tliis act shall be in force for

two years only from the date of their issue, and shall not be trans-

ferable.

p.
J J.

Sec. 7. The English or European house sparrow (passer domes-

i>rey. ticus), crows, hawks, and other birds of prey are not included among

the birds protected by this act.

. , . Sec. 8. All acts or parts of acts heretofore passed in confiict

pealed. with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.

Sec. 9. An emergency is declared to exist for the immediate
E 111 6 rsrG D cy

.

taking eflfect of this act, therefore the same shall be in force and

effect from and after its passage.

Two years



INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

(A Statement Made to the General Assembly, in 1895, of Its Work and Purposes.)

The Indiana Academy of Science has i)ublished during the last three rears

three volumes of proceedings. The first volume appeared in '92. It included

many of the i)apers in full or in abstract that were presented at the previous

Christmas meeting of the Society, together witli titles and authors of all other

papers presented before the Academy since its organization in 1885. Of all the

titles appearing in this volume, many of them upon topics of vital importance,

not over five per cent, were discussed in full in the publication. All the rest of

this valuable literature has been scattered and lost or rendered practicablv inac-

cessible.

The volumes appearing in '93 and '94 give in full or in abstract most of the

important papers presented in each case at the previous holiday meeting, while

the volume appearing in the summer of '94 is enriched by the reports of a large

corjjs of voluntary and unpaid but thoroughly trained workers, who have under-

taken and are energetically pushing a systematic biological survey of the State.

But the expense attending these publications has been too great for private enter-

prise and the treasury of the Academy. Unless the State now takes hold of the

matter they must cease for a time, at least, and a serious break in the proceedings

must occlir. This would be a lamentable check upon the progress of science in

the State. At this crisis the State is asked to join hands with the Academy only

in so far as to e.stablish and {)reserve the work to which the latter is dedicated.

It is our purpose here to set forth in detail, but briefly, some of the reasons why

the State should make this compact. These reasons fall under two general heads:

The Workers and Their Work.

By publishing the proceedings of the Academy the State secures, without fur-

ther compensation, the services of over a hundred trained experts working in fields

specially chosen and agreeable, spending a large i)ortion of their time upon new

problems whose solution is of vital importance to the development of our Com-

monwealth. These workers have been trained in the best schools, home and



foreign, and bring to their investigations zeal, enthusiasm, skill, patience and

common sense. For the results of their work they seek no other rejiiuneration

than the honor that comes from the willing and loving recognition of their labors

by their friends, neighbors and fellow-citizens, to whose highest and best interests

their lives are consecrated. These trained experts, who constitute the liest au-

thority in the State upon their several subjects, will act without compensation

with the legislative body of Indiana just as the National Academy acts in con-

junction with Congress; will freely advise with the legislators when asked upon

scientific subjects, and give proper direction to scientific investigations undertaken

by the Legislature as a basis for wholesome and logical laws.

To the work already done the publications of the Academy give but an im-

perfect witness. Certain it is that interest in these proceedings, incomplete as

they are, has gone out far beyond the confines of (jur own States and has been ex-

tensively awakened even in transatlantic countries. The Academy has helped to

train some of the foremost scientists of our day. When it expresses an opinion

upon a scientific subject it is listened to with respect, even by such distinguished

scientists as have been drawn in large numbers to our nation's capital.

It will be here attempted to set forth the scope and aims of the Indiana

Academy in the barest outlines. The outline itself must be imperfect at best, but

we hope this synopsis will show how closely it is identified in all of its ramifica-

tions with public progress. Without pretending to exhaust the subject, we will

ari-ange under six heads what we have to say upon the character of the work un-

dertaken by the Academy and the reasons why this work should be fostered by

the State to the extent of proper publication and dissemination of its results.

The six heads are : Educational Services, Development of Natural Resources^

Industrial Assistance, Economical Effects, Contributions to the Reputation of the

State and Recognition Accorded to This Kind of Work in Other States.

We may mention six ways in which the work of the Academy strengthens the

educational forces of the State : 1. Through its meetings and publications the

Academy gives direction and enthusiasm to the study of the sciences throughout

Indiana. Scientific instruction is no longer taken up in a half-hearted, perfunc-

tory way, but is instinct with life and energy. 2. It transforms teachers into

life-long investigators. The best science teachers are those most under its infiu-

ence. 3. It fosters and develops workers apart from and outside of the schools.

All have observed the tonic eflfects on a community of a single bright, active

mind. With every person thus endowed the Academy joins hands and helps him

make a general uplift oi his own locality in just such a way as university exten-

sion operates. 4. It brings together for conference teachers who are opening up



lines of work in their several localities and enables them to [)lan and distribute

original work in the wisest manner. 5. It fosters a spirit of home effort which

makes the student of science everywhere practically familiar with home surround-

ings and alive to the possibilities of home fields and forests. 6. It classifies and

arranges in a systematic way the whole plant ami animal life of the State, making

accessible at small expense to everybody the most important information other-

wise scattered through an expensive library.

Without going into details, it is only necessary to call attention to the fact

that everywhere the Academy is a powerful auxiliary in developing the mineral,

vegetable and animal resources of the State.

We may consider the industrial activity of the Academy under three heads :

Its efforts in behalf of agriculture, of mines and minerals, of manufactures. It

aids agriculture by studying and eradicating injurious weeds ; by investigating

insect life and showing what insects are beneficial, which injurious, and devising

means for fostering the former and exterminating the latter; by studying para-

sitic fungi, their habits, effects, control; by the investigation and adaptation of

soils; by studying birds and animals in their relation to agriculture.

It aids mines and mineral industries—by the study of coal, gas, oil, clays,

sands, road materials, gravels, building stones, etc.; by application of physics,

chemistry and mechanics to mine work ; by the application of scientific knowledge

of existing conditions, to the end that money should not be wasted in wild-cat-

ting and other useless operations.

It aids manufacturing industries—by investigating the i)hysical and chemical

properties of wood and iron, by perfecting accurate and economical methods of

manufacture and testing; by stimulating and laying the foundations for the devel-

opment of inventions which shall convert a given amount of power into the maxi-

mum amount of useful product; by investigating and devising economical methods

of developing and distributing power; by preventing the expenditure of money

upon unscientific and useless inventions.

We may group the general economical services of the Academy under three

heads:

1. It strives to increase the possibilities of existing properties—by improving

the soils; by the study and culture of fish; by developing new soil products, such

as the sugar beet, or by investigating the conditions under which they flourish; by

utilizing neglected food materials, such as mushrooms, etc.; by discovering prac-

tical and beneficial uses for waste products; by studying the uses of woods, clays,

etc. in the arts and manufactures; by studying the medicinal properties of
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plants; by studying the properties of plants injurious or fatal to man or beast, as

the stagger-weed.

2. It strives to increase the happiness, safety and productive capacity of

society by investigating food adulteration, drainage, water supply, sanitary ques-

tions; by investigating the effects of mineral and vegetable poisons upon man and

animals; by studying the diseases of animai>; by investigating general econom-

ical and social problems.

o. It studies the question of the protection of forms of life beneliciai to man,

such as forests, native birds, game and tishes.

In general, we may remark, the reputation of a State is a matter of pecuniary

as well as sentimental importance. While it is true that the work of the Academy

is widely known and its worth acknowledged, while the same is true for other edu-

cational forces in the State, yet when all is said, we must confess that we occupy

too low a position in the estimation of the scientific world, lower we believe, than

our merit as a State deserves. On the other hand, if the State Legislature should

cordially recognize the work being done, should encourage investigation along all

lines by the method here suggested, as it can at so slight an expense, that act alone

of enlightened and far-seeing policy would greatly improve our reputation ; it

would tend to give tone and character to the State; it would make the strong

workers within its borders more patriotic; they would not be so ready when oppor-

tunity ofTers to change their residence to some more appreciative community: it

would do much to attract from without first-class ability to assist in making Indi-

ana in every respect what her fertility and natural resources intended she should

be—a leader among the States of the Union.

New York, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas and

the National Government, together with the foremost foreign States and nations,

are more or less committed to the policy advocated. Its results in Indiana can

not be difierent from those achieved elsewhere. Its adoption can only inure to

the great and lasting benefit of Indiana and all her people.

The amount annually needed to publish in a proper manner, illustrate and

distribute the proceedings of the Society will not exceed S"2,000. The Academy,

does not ask a direct appropriation of money, but an annual publication of its

proceedings.

As shown by its constitution, the objects of the .Academy ''shall be scientific

research and the diffusion of knowledge concerning the various.departments of

science."
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The meiiiliersliip is limited only l)y the t'oUowino- clause:

''Any person engatjed in any department of scientific work, or in original re-

search in any de|)artment of science, shall he eligihle to active membership." The

meml)ership now numbers 146, of whom 25, known as Fellows, are supposed in a

special manner to represent the Academy in its relations to the general public.

In order that the general character of the Academy may be clearly under-

stood, the list of Fellows with their addresses is appended :

Daniel Kirkwood, Riverside, Cal.; J. C. Arthur, Lafayette; P. S. Baker,

Greencastle; \V. S. Blatchley, Indianapolis; J. C. Branner, Palo Alto, Cal.; A.

W. Butler, Brookville; J. L. Campbell, Crawfurdsville; John M. Coulter, Lake

Forest, 111.; Stanley Coulter, Lafayette; H. T. Eddy, Minneapolis, Minn.; C. H.

Eigenmann, Bloomington; W. F. M. Goss, Lafayette; Thomas Gray, Terre Haute;

O. P. Hay, Chicago, 111.; H. .\. Huston, Lafayette; J. P. D. John, Greencastle;

D. S. Jordon, Palo Alto, Cal.; V. F. Marsters, Bloomington; T. C. Mendenhall,

Worcester, Mass.; D. M. Mottier, Bloomington; W. W. Norman, Austin, Texas;

W. A. Noyes, Terre Haute; W. P. Shannon, Greensburg; Alex. Smith, Chicago,

111.; W. E. Stone, Lafayette; M. B. Thomas, Crawfordsville; L. M. L^nderwood,

Greencastle; T. C. Van Nuys, Bloomington; C. A. Waldo, Greencastle.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Sectiox 1. This association shall be called the Indiana Academy of Science^

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific research and the

diffusion of knowledge concerning the various departments of science; to promote

intercourse between men engaged in scientific work, espiecially in Indiana; to

assist by investigation and discussion in developing and making known the

material, eilucational and other resources and riches of the State; to arrange and

prepare for publication such reports of investigation and discussions as may fur-

ther the aims and objects of the Academy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, the State has undertaken the publication of such proceedings, the

Academy will, upon request of the CJovernor, or of one of the several depart-

ments of the State, through the Governor, act through its council as an advisory

body in the direction and execution of any investigation within its province as

stated. The necessary expenses incurred in the prosecution of such investigation

are to be borne by the State; no pecuniary gain is to come to the Academy for its

advice or direction of such investigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State shall

become a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be honorary fellows, fellows,

non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or in

original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active mem-

bership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual members

may be elected at any meeting of the Academy ; they shall sign the constitution,

pay an admission fee of two dollars, and thereafter an annual fee of one dollar.

Any person who shall at one time contribute fifty dollars to the funds of this

Academy, may be elected a life member of the Academy, free of assessment.

Non-resident members mav be elected from those who have been active members
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but who have removed from the State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the

members present shall elect to membership. Applications for membership in any

of the foregoing classes shall be referred to a committee on application for mem-

bership, who shall consider such application and rejjort to the Academv before

the election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientitic work, who have

recognized standing as scientific men and who have been members of the Academv

at least one year, may be recommended for nomination for election as fellows by

three fellows or members personally acquainted with tlieir work and character.

Of members so nominated a number not exceeding tive in one year may, on

recommendation of the Executive Committee, be elected as fellows. At the meet-

ing at which this is adopted the members of the Executive Committee for 1894

and fifteen others shall be elected fellows, and those now honorary members shall

become honorary fellows. Honorary fellows may be elected on account of special

prominence in science, on tlie written recommendation of two members of the

Academy. In any case a three-fourths v<ite of the meml)ers present shall elect.

AKTICLE III.

Section 1. The officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot at the

annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall consist of a president,

vice-president, secretary, assistant secretary, and treasurer, who shall perform

the duties usually pertaining to their respective offices, and in addition, with the

ex-presidents of the Academy, shall constitute an executive committee. The

president shall, at each annual meeting, ai)point two members to be a committee

^vhich shall prepare the programmes and have charge of the arrangements for all

meetings for one year.

Sec. 2. The anntial meeting of this Academy shall be held in the city of

Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year, unless otherwise

•ordered by the executive committee. There shall also be a summer meeting at

such time and i)lace as may be decided upon l)y the executive committee. Other

meetings may be called at tiie discretion of the executive committee. The past

presidents, together with the officers and executive committee, shall constitute the

Council of the Academy, and represent it in the transaction of any necessary

business not specially provided for in this constitution, in the interim between

general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitution may be altered or amended at any annual meeting

by a three-fourths majority of attending members of at least one year's standing.

No question of amendment shall be decided on the day of its presentation.
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BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science sliall he assigned to a cura-

tor, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other members interested in

the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in that particular de-

partment. Each curator shall report at such time and place as the Academy

shall direct. These reports shall include a brief summary of the progress of the

department during the year preceding the presentation of the report.

2. The president shall deliver a public address on the evening of one of the

days of the meeting at the expiration of his term of office.

3. Xo special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice of the

same having been sent to the address of each member at least fifteen days before

such meeting.

4. No bill against the Academy shall be paid without an order signed by the

president and countersigned by the secretary.

5. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two years, hav-

ing been annually notified of their arrearage by the treasurer, shall have their

names stricken from the roll.

6. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
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LIST OF PAPERS TO BE READ.

ADDRESS BY THE RETIRING PRESIDENT,

MR. A. W. BUTLER,

At 7 o'clock Friday evening-.

Subject—" Indiana: A Century of Changes in the Aspects of Nature.

AT THE SAME HOUR, BY REQUEST,

MR. W. W. PFRIMMER

Will read a new poem. Subject—" The Naturalist."

The address has been placed at this early hour in order that other engagements for the

usual hours of evening entertainment may not keep the members of the Academy and
their friends from being present.

The following papers will be read in the order in which they appear on the program,

except that certain portions of the program will be presented pari passu in sectional meet-

ings. When a paper is called and the reader is not present, it will be dropped to the end of

the list, unless by mutual agreement an exchange can be made with another whose time is

approximately the same. Where no statement of time was sent with the papers, they have
been uniformly assigned ten minutes. Opportunity will be given after the reading of each

paper for a brief discussion.

N. B.—By order nf the Academy no paper can he read tmtil an abstract of its contents or the

written paper has heen placed in the hands of the Secretary.

GENERAL SUBJECTS.

1. Unconscious mental cerebration, 5 m ('. E. Newlin

2. Human physiology in its relation to biology, 15 m Guido Bell

3. A means of preventing hog cholera, 5 m D. W. Dennis

4. The Hopkins Seaside Laboratory at Pacific Grove, Cal., 10 m. .B. M. Davis

5. Infection by bread, 10 m Katherine E. Golden

6. Simple apparatus for photo-micrography, 5 m M. J. Golden.

7. Sanitary science in the modern college, 10 m Severance Bnrrage
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GEOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

*8. Glacial and Eolian Sands of the Iroquois and Tippecanoe River

valleys, 10 m A. H. Purdue

9. ^The recent earthquakes east of the Rocky Mountains, 10 m. .A. H. Purdue

10. ^Some minor processes of erosion, 10 m .J. T. ScoviJle

11. 'Kettle holes at Maxinkuckee, 5 m .J. T. Scoville

••12. Fossils from sewer trenches in the glacial drift, 15 m Wm. M. Whitten

13. Relief map of Arkansas, 10 m John F. Newsom

MATHEMATICAL SUBJECTS.

14. Some skew surfaces of the 3d and 4th degree, 15 m C. A. Waldo

15. ^A problem in gravitational attraction, 5 m A. W. Duff

16. Xote relative to Peirce's "Linear Associative Algebra ". . James Byrnie Shaw

PHYSICAL SUBJECTS.

•'17. Some old and new experiments in sound, 10 ni M. N. Elrod

18. Variation of a standard thermometer, 10 m Chas. T. Knipp

19. ^A method of graphically representing the laws of falling-

bodies, 5 m F. P. Stauffer

20. Rates of comliustion in locomotive furnaces, 10 m R. A. Smart

21. The influence of heat, the electric current, and magnetism upon

Young's Modulus, 15 m Mary C. Noyes

22. 'The temperature coefHcient of the surface tension of liquids,

15 m Arthur L. Foley

23. Strains in steam machinery. 5 m W. F. M. (ioss

24. The viscosity of a polarized dielectric, 12 m A. W. Duflf

25. "A modification of the ring method for permeability, 10 m ,V. \V. Duff

•26. Some peculiarities in the formation and descent of drops, 5 m. .A. W. Duff

27. ^The effects of changes of temperature and pressure on viscosity,

5 m V. W. Duff

28. < )n the alternating-current dynamo, 15 m W. E. Goldsborough

••Neither paper nor abstract furnished the Academy for publication; no further men-
tion made in the proceedings.

Note: The titles set off by small numerals are discussed in the body of the proceed-

ings under corresponding heads given in the foot notes.

.1. The Charleston (Missouri) earthquake.
Some minor eroding agencies.

Kettle holes near Lake Maxinkuckee.
4. The gravitational attraction of a homogenous ellipsoid of revolution.

5. Graphic representation of the law of falling bodies.

The surface tension of liquids.

A method of measuring permeability.

Empirical formula for the temperature variation of viscosity.
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CHEMICAL SUP5JECTS.

29. ^The influence of grape sugar upon the composition of certain

fat-producing bacteria, 5 m Robert E. Lyons

30. A new method for the preparation of phenyl compounds with

sulphur, selenium and tellurium, 5 m Robert E. Lyons

3L Camphoric acid, 15 m W. A. Noyes

32. Note on milk inspection, 5 m Geo. W. Benton

33. Ratio of alcohol to yeast in fermentation, 10 m Katherine E. Golden

*34. Note on crystallized silicon, 1 m W. B. Johnson

BOTANICAL SUB.JECTS.

35. The circulation of protoplasm in the manubrium of Charafrac/ilis,

5 m D. W. Dennis

36. ^Some beneficial results from the use of fungicides as a preven-

tive of corn smut, 5 m Wm. Stuart

37. A new station for Pleodorina, 5 m Severance Burrage

*38. Certain plants as an index of soil character, 5 m Stanley Coulter

39. Forms of Xanthium C'anadense and A', strumarium, 15 m J. C. Arthur

*40. An interchangeable clinostat of new design, 15 m .J. C. Arthur

41. Some notes on wood shrinkage, 10 m M. J. Golden

4'/. Botanical literature of the State Library, 5 m John S. Wright

43. Microscope slides of vegetable material for use in determinative

work, 8 ni John S. Wright

*44. Embryology of Hydrafids Canadensis, 10 m Geo. W. Martin

*45. Some determinative factors underlying plant variation, 10 m.

(ieo. W. Martin

ZOOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

4t). Ha?moglobin and its derivatives, 10 m A. .J. Bigney

47. Effects of heat upon the irritability of muscle, 10 m A.J. Bigney

48. The evolution of sex in Cymatogaster, 20 m C. H. Eigenmann

'49. Variations in the cleavage of the Fundidus egg, 10 m Geo W. Martin

''Neither paper nor abstract furnished the Academy for publication: no further men-
tion made in the proceedings.

1. The eflFeet of grape sugar upon the composition of certain fat-producing liacteria.

2. Fungicides for the prevention of corn smut.
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50. The geographical variation of EtheoMoma nigrum and E. olunstidi,

10 m W. J. Moenkhaus

51. A revision and synononiy of the Parvun group of Utuonidw, with

6 plates, 10 m K. Ellsworth Call

52. The Fishes of the Missouri River Basin, 15 m.

B. W. Everniann and J. T. Scoville

53. Recent investigations concerning the Redfish ( Oiicorhi/iichns nerka)

at its spawning grounds in Idaho, 20 ni.

B. W. Everniann and J. T. Scoville

®54. A new subterranean crustacean from Indiana, 5 m W. P. Hay

*55. A peculiar crawfish from southern Indiana, 5 m W. P. Hay

*56. A note on the breeding habits of the cave salamander, Spelerpes

macuiicandus, 5 m W. P. Hay

57. A new habitat for Gastrophilufi, 5 m A. W. Bitting

THE STATE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

*58. Report of the Biological Survey, Zoology, 20 m (". H. Eigenmann

59. Second contribution to a knowledge of Indiana Mollusca,

10 m R. Ellsworth Call

HO. Contributions to the Biological Survey of Wabash County,

5 m • Albert B. Llrey

61. Notes on a collection of fishes from Dubois ('ounty, Indiana,

5 m W. .J. Moenkhaus

62. Additional notes on Indiana birds, 15 m A. W. Butler

'63. A mammal new to Indiana, 5 m A. W. Butler

64. Notes on animal parasites collected in the State, 5 m \. W. Bitting

65. ^Report upon certain collections presented to State Biological

Survey, 5 ni Stanley Coulter

66. Noteworthy Indiana phanerogams, 10 m Stanley Coulter

67. Distribution t>f Orchidacea' in Indiana, 10 m \lida M. Cunningham

*6S. Notes on the Fauna of the black shales of Hartholomew and .Jackson

counties, 10 m V. F. Marsters

''Neither paper nor abstract furnished the Academy for iniljlieation; no further men-
tion made in the proceedingrs.
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TURKEY LAKK AS A LIMIT OF ENVIRONMENT AND THE VARIA-
TION OF ITS INHABITANTS. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORTS.

69. I. First report ol' Biological Station, 10 m ('. II. Eigenmann

70. II. ^Some of the physical features of Turkey Lake, 10 m . . I ). C. Ridglev

71. m. Hydrographic map of Turkey Lake, 2 m C. Judav

72. IV. Temperatures of Turkey Lake, 5 m J. I*. Dolan

73. V. ^Inhal)itants of Turkey Lake in ijcneral, 3m... .V. II. P^igenmann

74. vr. Hirudinea of Turkey Lake, 1 m Bessie C. Ridgley

75. VII. ^Rotifera of Turkey Lake, 5 m I). S. Kellicott

76. VIII. Clodocera of Turkey Lake, 5 m E. vS. Birge

77. IX. '" Mollusca of Turkey Lake, 5 m R. Ellsworth Call

'78. X. ' Olonata of Turkey Lake, 1 m I). S. Kellicott

79. XI. "Fishes and tailed hatrachians of Turkey Lake, 5m.C. H. F^igenmann

80. XII. 'Tailless balracliians of Turkey Lake, ] m C. .Vtkinson

81. XIII. Snakes of Turkey Lake, 5 m H. (I. Reddick

82. XIV. ^Turtles of Turkey Lake, 5 m C. H, Eigenmann

83. XV. Water birds of Turkey Lake, 2 m N. M. Chamberlain

84. XVI. Flora of Turkey Lake, 10 m ( ). H. Meyncke

*85. XVII. ^".Methods of determining variations, 5 m C. H. Eigenmann

86. .win. Variation of Etheostoma of Turkey and Tippecanoe

Lakes, 10 m W. J. Moenkhaus

''Neither paper nor abstriic-t furnished the Academy for publication. No further men-
tion made in the proceedings.

1. A report upon certain collections of phanerogams presented to the State Biological

Survey.

2. A preliminary report on the physical features of Turkey Lake.
3. The inhal)itants of Turkey Lake.
4. Botlfera.

5. On a small collection of mollusks from Northern Indiana.

6. The Odonafa.

7. Fishes.

8. Batrachia.

9. Tfixtudihatii.

10. The study of vari tion.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETINGr OF THE INDIANA ACAD-
EMY OF SCIENCE.

The eleventh annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science was held in

Indianapolis Friday and Saturday, December 27 and 28, 1894, preceded by a

session of the executive committee of the Academy, 8 p. m. Thursday, Decem-

ber 26.

At 9 A. M., December 27, President Amos W. Butler called the Academy to

order in general session, at which committees were appointed, other routine

business transacted. After the disposition of the morning's business, papers of the

j)rinted program, under the title of "'(ieneral Subjects," were read and discussed

until adjournment at 12 M.

The Academy met at 2 p. m. in two sections—biological and physico-chemical

—for the reading and discussion of papers. President Butler presided over the

biological section and Prof. W. A. Xoyes acted as chairman of the physico-

chemical section. After the adjournment of the sectional meetings at 5 p. m. the

Academy again met in general session at 7 p. M. After the disposition of some

committee reports and other business, by request of the Academy, Mr. W. W.

Pfrimmer read a new poem, subject: "The Naturalist," following which was the

address of the retiring President, Mr. A. W. Butler, subject: "'Indiana; A

Century of Changes in the Aspects of Nature."

Following this evening session of the Academy was a meeting of the executive

committee.

Saturday, December 28, 9 A. m., the Academy met in general session for the

transaction of business, after which followed the reading and discussion of papers

until adjournment, ;2:15p. m.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Indiana: A Centiry of Chanof^ ix the Aspects of Xatlre. By A. W.

Butler.

Out of the wilderness ol the jjast has c-ome our present civilization. From

the fauna and Hora of the wilderness-tinie proceeded the forms of life about us.

The progress of this century is the marvel of history. Co-extensive with this

progress are the changes in nature wrought by human agency. The story told by

the witnesses of these things is incomprehensible. To the earliest pioneer a day

spent in the present time would paralyze his faculties. To the student of to-day

placed in the wilds of a century past would his wonder be any less? We can not

comprehend what man iiath wrought. Within our memories, a few there have

been—here and there one—whose lives included the beginning of the white man's

activity and who, much out of place in every feeling have seen the progress of the

ages move by. We listen to their tales of the i)ast, but who is there who can

picture in his mind the natural conditions of those early days and the subsequent

changings? ^'ague and imperfect are our impressions if, indeed, we have any

conception of them

It is probable that the first white man within the boundaries of Indiana was

the explorer LaSalle. His voyage was made about 1669. The earliest settlements

were established within the first (|uarter of the last century at Cuiatanon and

Vincennes. Authorities do not agree as to which was settled first or the date of

settlement. These were only trading posts. Their efl'ect ui)on existing conditions

was but small. Nor was it until the Americans began to occujjy this region at the

opening of this century that the old began to fade before the new.

Over the greater part of this State were spread dense forests of tall trees

—

heavy timber—whose limbs met and branches were so interwoven that but oc-

casionally could the sunlight find entrance. There was little or no undergrowth

in the heaviest woods, and the gloom of tiiose dense shades and it-< accompanying

silence were terribly oppressive. Mile upon mile, day's journey upon day's jour-

ney stretched those gloomy shades amid giant columns and green arches reared

by nature through centuries of time. The only interruptions were the beds of water-

courses; the i)oorer hillsides covered with underlvrush; the smaller growth of the

lerfs productive uplands; the site of an extensive windfall—the record of a tor-

nado's passage; the small area of second growth timber marking the former

clearing for some Indian catnp; the more or less extensive patches of meadow,
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occupying ground on which the forest had been destroyed by Indian fires. To

the west, in the valley of the Wabash, were wide meadows covered with long grass^

In the northern third of our territory were prairies and sloughs alternating with

wooded sand hills and reedy swamps, imperfectly drained by a network of slug-

gish streams, which in turn gave place to extensive marshes toward Lake Mich-

igan.

The southern portion of the State was more heavily timbered. Perhaps no-

where could America show more magnificent forests of deciduous trees, or more

noble specimens of the characteristic forms than existed in the valleys of the

Wabash and Whitewater. The trees ^lecreased in size to the nortliward, those

along the great lakes being noticeably inferior. The number of coniferous trees

was small and was confined to restricted areas. Those found were poor represent-

atives of their species.

The forests were made up of many kinds of trees growing together indis-

criminately. Here and there certain groups and occasionally a species were

found predominating. In various localities the character of the forest was dif-

ferent. Oak, ash, hickory, maple, beech and elm were prevailing trees,

varying much in number and proportion. In some places the Tulip Poplar

{Liriodendron tulipifera L. ) was very numerous, often attaining great size—the

largest tree of the primitive forests.

Forty-two kinds of trees in the Wabash valley attained a height above 100

feet.^ The tallest recorded being a Tulip Poplar, 190 feet in height. It was

twenty-five feet in circumference and ninety-one feet to the first limb. ^ Many

thousands grew over the State measuring from tliree feet six inches to ten feet in di-

ameter. Numbers of Sweet Gum {Liquidamber sti/raciflua L. ) in the more fertile

ground in the southern part of the State, contended with the tulip poplar in

height, and in l)eauty and symmetry exceeded it. Tliey attained a height of 130

to 150 feet and were three to four feet in diameter at the base, often preserving

almost the same size to the first limb. ^ In the oak woods there were giants too.

The Red Oak [Quercus rubra L,.), Scarlet Oak {(^Kercm coccinea Wangheim), Burr

Oak {Quercus microcarpa Michaux), and White Oak {Quercua cdha L. ) reaching a

girth of ten to twenty feet, and often a height of 125 to 150 feet. One instance-

is reported of a Scarlet Oak 181 feet high.*

1. Prof.Stanley Coulter: The Forest Trees of Indiana, Trans. Ind. Hurt, .-^ou, 1891, p. 8..

2. Dr. J. Stdineck: Kept. Ind. Geological Survey, 1875, p. 512.

3. R.Ridgway: Proe. U. S. National Museum, Vol. V, 1882, p. 67.

4. R. Ridgway: Ihid, i.. 80.
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In the f^outhern part of the State, too, the Sweet Buckeye {^J^sciilux gbthra

Willdenow) attained great size, often being three feet six inches and four feet in

diameter with trunks as straight as columns, the trees reaching a total height of over

100 feet. One example of this species is unique. It is the tree from which was

made the celebrated buckeye canoe of the Harrison presidential campaign of 1840.

The tree grew in the southeast corner of Rush county and is paid to have been,

when standing, twenty-seven feet nine inches in circumference and ninety feet

from the ground to the first limb. ^ Here and there, c^uite thickly scattered,

would be found groves of the finest Black Walnut (Jnc/lans nigra L.) trees the

world has ever known. Some of these groves were quite extensive, containing

hundreds of trees, individuals of which were four to six feet in diameter and 100

to 150 feet high. 2

In the river valleys, along the streams, the great size of the Sycamore {Platanus

occidentalis L) was noticeable. This was the largest of the hardwood trees, reach-

ing a maxium height of 140 to 165 feet and often measuring five to ten feet in

diameter.^ Keeping those company were the Cottonwoods [Popuius monilifera

Alton), the larger of which measured five and even eight feet through and 130 to

165 feet high. The beauty of all the trees of this region was the White Elm

{.Ulmus americana L. ). Its diameter sometimes reached five feet, and its height

120 feet or more, the ambitus often spreading over 100 feet.

At the time of its settlement the southeastern third of our territory, including

all the Whitewater Valley, contained no Indian towns and was unoccupied by

tiieui save as occasionally a hunting or a war party passed through it. In the

valley of the Wabash and in the northeastern part of the State were Indian vil-

lages, located because of natural advantages. These have been apparent to the

whites, who in several instances established upon their sites settlements which

have since become prominent as towns or cities. Among these Kekionga (Ft.

Wayne), Chip-kaw-kay (Vincennes) and (Juiatanon on the west side of the

AVabash Eiver, four miles below Lafayette*) were selected as trading posts by the

whites, being centers of the finest game regions occupied by man within the limits

of the present State. The peltry from the last-mentioned post, in one year, in

those early times amounted to about eight thousand pounds sterling.^

1. W. P. Shannon: Proe. Ind. Aead. Science, 189-1, p. loO.

2. R. Ridgway: Proc. U. S. National Museum, Vol. V, 1882, p. Tri.

3. R. Ridgway: Ibid, p. 73-75.

4. Prof. O.scar J. Craig: Oui.itanon, a Study in Indiiina History. Ind. Hist. Soc,

pubs. Vol. II, No. 8. p. 3.

5. Prof. Oscar .J. Craig: /iW., p.22.
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In different localities under different conditions were different forms of life.

We have noted this regarding plants. It was so concerning animals.

American Bisons ( JSt'sou americanuH (Tmelin), generally known as Buffaloes,

ranged in countless numbers over the meadows and iirairies at the time we first

learn of them. The AVhitewater and .Miami valleys formed routes to the Ohio River

and the Big Bone Lick in Kentucky. The Wabash Valley became another avenue

for their journeys, and the old trail from tlie prairies to the Kentucky barrens

crossed the Wabash River below Vincennes. Over tliis wide, well-marked road,

evidences of which still remain, countless thousands oi Bisons passed annXially*

From the Ohio River to Big Bone Lick wa-; a wide road which these animals had

beaten "spacious enough for two waggons to go abreast."^ Evidence of their for-

mer abundance is preserved in tUe swamps about this lick. In places their bones

are massed to the depth of two feet or more, as close as the stones of a pavement,

and so beaten down by succeeding herds as to make it difficult to lift them from

their beds. ^ .\t the Blue Licks in Kentucky we are told in 1784: "The amazing

herds of buffaloes which resort thither, by their size and number, fill the traveler

with amazement and terror, especially when he beholds the prodigious roads they

have made from all quarters, as if leading to some populous city; the vast space

of hind around these springs desolated as if by a ravaging enemy, and hills re-

duced to plains, for the land near these springs is chiefly hilly. "-^ In the region

that was densely wooded the Bisons were onlv seen as transients, but in the

meadows and prairies they abounded. From the summit of the hill at Ouiatanon

we are told, in 171S: "Nothing is visible to the eye but prairies full of

bu Haloes. "*

Elk {Cerviix canadensis Erxleben ) were common, and Deer {Cariacus virgin^

ianas Gray) still more so. Bear and wolves were (luite abundant. In one favor-

ite locality, it is reported, a good hunter, without much fatigue to himself, could

supply daily one hundred men with meat. Beaver ( Castor ^6ej' L. ) were found

in many localities. p]specially favorable to them were the more level regions to

the northward. Otter [Lutra canadensis Sabine) were quite common, while the

AVild Cat {Lynx rufus Raf. ), Canada Porcupine {Erethizon dorsahis V. Cuvier)

and Panther {Fefis concolor L. ) were numerous.

1. Journal of Colonel Croghan: Butler's History of Kentucky, 1834, p. 368.

2. Dr. A. W. Brayton: Kept, of Geolofrical Survey of Ohio, Vol. ly, Pt. I, Mammals,

pp. 7o-77.

3. W. T. llornaday: Kept. U. S. National Museum, 1887, pp. 387, 388.

4. Paris Documents, 1718: Colonial Hist. N. Y., Vol. TX. p. 891.
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Of suakes especially noticeable for their alnindance were Kattiesnakes (Cro-

talits harridus L., and SiMntru.'f caleuatus Raf . ) and Copperheads (Agkistrod'in

contortrii L. ).

The ponds, sloughs and deeper swamps were the homes of many species of

tishes, mollusks and crustaceans. The creeks, shaded by the closely crowding

trees, contained water all the year round and in them smaller fishes reared their

yonng. The rivers were clogged and dammed with fallen trees and driftwood and

the water, when the streams were swollen by heavy rains, pouring over these ob-

structions, cut deep holes, which became the homes of great numbers of the larger

tishes.

Wild Turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo L. ) were found in large flocks. Bobwhites

(Colinus virginianus L. ) were so numerous that when they collected in the fall as

many as a hundred were taken in a day with a single net. RufTed Grouse (Bonasa

umbellus L.) were abundant. Ducks and geese, snipe and plover were found in

inestimable numbers where favorable conditions existed. Paroquets {Conunis

carolinensis L. ) were more or less numerous over the entire region and in the lower

Wabash and Whitewater valley? were as abundant as blackbirds now are in spring

and fall. Passenger Pigeons (Ectopistes migratorius L. ) bred and roosted in many

localities. During the migrations they appeared in such numbers that they ob-

scured the sun and hid the sky for hours; sometimes for days in succession. The

strange appearance was made more wonderful by the continuous rumble of the

thunders of the oncoming clouds—the noise of the strokes of millions upon mil-

lions of wings.

Besides these, more rarely, Swallow-tailed Kites {Elanoide.^ forficaius L. ) and

Ivory-billed Woodpeckers \ Campephilus principalis L.) added their characteristic

forms to the wild scenery. The Osprey [Pandion hcdiaetus carolinensis Gmel.)

and the Bald Eagle (Hudi.retus leucocephalus L. ) built their nests beside the streams

and while one fished the other plundered the fisher.

Within the dense shades of the deeper woodland there was but a small

number of birds. There quiet reigned. Twilight by day and densest darkness

by night. How oppressive the awful quiet amid those gloomy solitudes! Every-

where tlie smaller birds were few compared with their present numbers.

But men of our race came upon the scene. Indians there had been there

before. As it always has lieen, and so will continue to be, when two races, one

superior, the other inferior, come into competition, the superior will overcome.

The contest was inequal. Tlie barbarism of the Ohio Valley could not hold its

own against the alert and thoroughly equipped juoneer. Soon the native began

to part with his land. It was not long until many sought other homes. ( )ther5
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attempted to l)ecome permanent i-esidents and to adopt, in some measure, the

habits of the conquerors. The result is too well known. An ancestor of theirs

gifted with the powers of a seer may have heen tlie subject of these lines:

" There was once a neolithic man, an enterprising wight,

Who kept his simple instruments unusually bright

:

Unusually clean he was, unusually brave,

And he sketched delightful mammoths on the borders of his cave.

To his neolithic neighbors, who were startled and surprised.

Said he, " My friends, in course "r time we shall be civilized I

AVe are going to live in cities and build churches and make laws ;

We are going to eat three times a day without the natural cause ;

We are going to turn life upside down about a thing called gold:

We're going to want the earth and take as much as we can hold;

We're going to wear a pile of stuff' outside our proper skins:

We're going to have diseases! and accomplishments! ! and sins!!!"

One can not but be impressed with the significance of the design of "The

Seal of the Territory of the U. S., N. W. of the River Ohio.'' Impressions of it

are preserved in the Department of State, Washington, D. C. In the light of

the development of the past century, of the changes that have been witnessed, it

would be impossible standing here, at the other end of the century, to conceive a

device more expressive or truer to facts. I quote from a work that has just ap-

peared :

"A study of this hi-toric seal will show that it is far from being destitute of

approjjriate and expressive meaning. The coiled snake in the foreground and

the boats in the middle distance ; the rising sun ; the forest tree felled by the ax

and cut into logs, succeeded by, apparently, an apple tree laden with fruit; the

I-atin inscription ' Meliorem lapm locarit,' all combine to forcibly express the idea

that a wild and savage condition is to be superseded by a higher and better

civilization. The wilderness and its dangerous denizens of reptiles, Indians and

wild beasts, are to disappear before the ax and rifle of the ever-advancing western

pioneer, with his fruits, his harvests, his boats, his commerce, and his restless and

aggressive civilization." "Meliorem lapxa loeavit .'" "He has planted a better

than the fallen!"!

The white man made the navigable water ways his routes and settled along

them. At once, under his influence, the aspects of nature began to change. As

in every other land the effects of man's settlement began to be seen. The need

for food and clothing and the desire for tillable land were the great causes which

impelled him to action. In every land, on every sea, the storv has been the

same. Before his aggression disappeared the most noticeable forms of life. The

large or conspicuous species were those most easily affected—the ones which were

1. AVilliam Hayden English: Conquest of the Cimntry Northwest of the River Ohio,

Vol. II, 1896, p. 774.
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first destroyed. The story of the disappearance of the great animals of Europe;

of the Bison and the Urus ; of tlie extinction of the giant birds of New Zealand;

of Steller's Sea Cow and the Great Auk, one each upon our eastern and western

coast; the most wonderful destruction of the great herds of the American Bison,

anil the threatened extinction of the Fur Seal in the North Pacitic, and of the

Zehra, Camelopard and other large animals in Africa, are notable illustrations of

the greater changes that have been wrought. But there are smaller ones not so

conspicuous but more potent in their inHuences upon human welfare.

The Bison, the most characteristic of all the animals of America, was

the first to disappear from the region under consideration. Formerly it had

ranged east, at least as far as western New York and Pennsylvania and in

States farther south almost to tide water, but about 1808 it was exterminated east

of the Wabash River. The Elk followed it closely, disappearing from the AVhite-

water Valley about 1810 and from the State in 1830. The Panther followed soon

after. Virginia Deer, Bear, Otter, Beaver, Wolves and other forms were almost

exterminated. Though of some, if not all. of these latter forms a remnant yet

remains in some favored localities.

Turkeys and Bobwhites; Ivory-billed Woodpeckers and Wood Ibises (Tcm-

talii^ loculator L. ) ; Black Vultures (Catharista atrata Bartram) and Carolina

Paroquets have been almost, or in a great measure, exterminated. The Paroquets

"which ranged to the great lakes and were so common a feature in the landscape

of the pioneer times, have not only disappeared from Indiana, but from almost

all the great range from Texas to New York over which they spread at the begin-

ning of this century, and are, perhaps, now only found in a restricted area in

Florida. The day of their extirpation is near at hand.

The Passenger Pigeon survived the beautiful little parrot until a later day.

But nets and guns, a short-sighted people and inefficient laws have all but swept

out of existence this graceful bird. It is now on the verge of extinction. W'e

can no more appreciate the accounts given of the innumerable hosts of these birds

of passage than we can of the incalculable multitudes of the Bisons three score

years ago. The words of those who saw them, we are assured, do not in any way

convey an adequate idea of the wonderful sights and sounds during a flight of

Pigeons. Some of their roosts covered many miles of forest. There, as they set-

tled at evening, the gunners from near and far began to collect for the slaughter.

The loaded trees upon the borders of the wood were first fired upon. Then the

shooters passed into the denser forest. Three or four guns fired among the

branches of a tree would bring down as many two-bushel sacks of dead birds,

while numbers of cripples fiuttered beyond reach. After a number of shots over

a considerable area— several acres i)erhaps—the whole roost would rise with a
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deafening thundering which no one lias attempted to describe and soar out of

sight in the dusk of the early evening, while from the rising cloud came a noise

as of a mighty tornado. As the darkness settled the birds descended and alighted

many deep upon the branches of the trees, the weight being sufficient to break off

many of the large limbs. Then the scene changed. The slaughter began in

earnest. The rapid firing of guns; the squawking of the Pigeons; the breaking

of the limbs of giant trees I)eneath the living weight; the continuous rumble aris-

ing from the whirr of countless wings; all illumined by the lurid lights of numer-

ous torches and many fires produced an effect of which no words can convey a

conception to one who has not experienced a night at a pigeon roost. Each year

such scenes were re-enacted. Each year the slaughter went on. Less and less the

numbers grew. Trapping and netting, supplemented by repeating guns, added to

the power of destruction, and the Pigeons, whose numbers were once so great that

no one could conceive the thought of their extinction, have dwindled until they

are rarely found. One Pigeon in a year I Soon they will be but a memory.

The pioneers' first work was to cut away the trees and build a cabin. As

each cabin was built, it foreshadowed a clearing extending more and more each

year. The line of the Ohio and of the Wabash formed the basis for the advance

of settlement. The ax and fire performed their work. Great deadenings gave

promise of a lively time log-rolling next season. Giant Tulip Poplars; monster

Black Walnuts; and Oaks, Ash, Wild Cherry (Prunus aerotina Ehrhart) and

Sweet Gums, the largest of their fellows, were rolled into heaps and burned. To

this, in time, was added the necessity for fuel, for lumber and for timber to sup-

ply all the demands which human minds could make upon the forest, not only

for our own population, but also for other States and other lands. Thus were

our forests destroyed. Now, except in a few localities, there remains no virgin

forest.

The destruction of the 2:)riniitive woods cost much besides the trees that were

sacrificed. Each tree was the host or resting place of other forms of life. Of the

blight upon its leaves; of the fungus upon its limbs; of the lichen and moss upon

its bark; of the birds among its branches; the insects on its foliage and about its

blossoms; the borers within its body. And it sheltered other lowly, ground in-

liabiting forms beneath its spreading shades. Who can tell what the destruction

of a tree signifies? How far-reaching are its effects! After the axe came fire,

carrying destruction to the more inconspicuous animals and plants. Fire, too,

swept the standing woods and in its blighting efiects extended far beyond the im-

mediate necessities of the pioneer. With the cutting away of the larger trees, in

many localities, sprang up thickets and therewith came thicket-inhabiting animals.

As the clearings were extended, meadow lands and pasture lands were reserved.
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To tlie meadows came such forms as the Bay-winged Sparrow {Poocfetes (jramineus

Omelin), Field Sparrow [Spizella pusilla Wilson), Grasshopper Sparrow (^4/7i?/io-

dramioi savannarum jaa.s.se/'f'nus Wilson), ^Meadow Lark {Sfuniella magna L. ),

meadow mice, garter snakes, green snakes, Jjumblebees and grasshoppers— species

peculiar to such surroundings. Some parts of this land were wet and where the

drainage was poorest, became swamps and sloughs. There, forms which love sucli

places, came. Among them Marsh Wrens, Swamp Sparrows (Melospiza georgiana

Latii.), and Ecd-winged Blackbirds {Agelaius phwniceus I^. ), salamanders, frogs,

water snakes, a<iuatic insects and marsh ])lants. As the orchard and garden de-

veloped, birds well known to us and greatly beloved for their ciieery social ways,

there made their liome and lived upon food brought to the locality by the chang-

ing conditions. Tiie number of settlers increased, causing a st«ady diminution in

the numbers of all the larger mammals, especially those used for food or valuable

for fur; of geese, ducks and other water loving birds. The early settlers had

brought with them tlie Black Kat [Mus rattus T>. ). I^ater another form, the

Brown Bat (3fus decumannit I'allas), which, like the first, was a native of the old

world, appeared, following the routes of civilization. It drove out the other rat

and has since occupied its place. The shy (iray Fox {Uroci/on cinereo-aryentatus

Schreber), disappeared in advance of the incoming pioneer and the Red Fox

{ Vulpea fulpes L.) occupied the field left vacant. The hog, a most valuable factor

in the development of the West, proved eijually valuable as an ally in the warfare

against snakes. Largely through its efforts were the rattlesnakes and copperheads

destroyed.

Removing the timber and breaking the ground began to show its effect upon

springs and water courses. Many became dry during the warm season. All life,

be it salamanders, fishes, mollusks, insects or plants, that found therein a home,

died. As time went on drainage became a feature introduced into the new coun-

try. With the draining of our sloughs and swamps other changes came. The birds

that lived among their reeds and flags, mingling their voices with those of the

frogs, disappeared, and the land reclaimed tells, in its luxuriant growth of corn,

no story to the casual passer-by of the former population which occupied it.

And so it was. Change succeeded change. Little by little, but still each

cleared field, each drained swamp, each rotation of crops, each one of a thousand

variations in cause had its effect upon the numbers and life histories of our plants

and animals.

When the Indians left, the prairies were no longer annually burned over.

Forest vegetation began to seize upon this open land, and in time much of it

became reforested. Into it w-as brought life from the surrounding woods, and the

former occupants were driven out.
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With the thinning of the trees appeared an undergrowth. Wliere the under-

growth came, and where the second growth :ip})eared in neglected clearings, the

vegetation was ol'ten different from that of the original forest. This, too, was

destined to go the way of passing things.

The Ginseng {Panax fjuincjue/olium L.), Spikenard (Aralia racemosa L.),

Bloodroot (Sanguinaria canaden/^is L. ), and Yellowroot {Hydrastis canadensis L.).

and many ferns are following the woody plants to extermination.

Milksickness, once so prevalent among the early settlers, with the peculiar

fevers of the new country, are of the past. Staggers has disappeared from many

places, yet the Wild Larkspur {Delphinium tricorne Michaux), which, tradition-

ally, is its cause, has become more al)undiint in some congenial localities, and in

such neighborhoods the disease is quite serious.

But tiiere are other results of the introduction of civilization which have

made themselves felt. The streams were dammed and the migratory fishes pre-

vented from ascending them. The driftwood disappeared from the streams. In

time the dams, too, were gone. The deep holes, where the fishes loved to hide,

filled up. The streams carried less water through the summer. Dynamiting,

netting, and other illegal means of fishing became prevalent. All these have

combined to wage a war of extermination against the inhabitants of our streams

and lakes which might, if properly protected, prove an exceedingly valuable

factor alike in tlie enjoyment and in the food supply of our people.

The telegraph wire is very destructive to birds. Birds and insects have found

a new instrument of destruction in the electric light. Railroad tracks have

proved very deadly to many living things besides man. They, in turn, are high-

ways along which the cars introduce new forms of plants and animals. The self-

binder and the mower play havoc with the lives of many inhabitants of the

meadows and grain fields.

Following in the civilizer's footsteps have come other changes. Man has not

only made the wilderness to blossom as the rose and gathered fruits and grain

from all lands for the necessity and enjoyment of our people, but with the grain

has been sown tares and with the fruit has been planted blight. Teasles {Dipsacus

sylvestfis Hud.), Canada Thistles {Cnicus arvensis Hoffm.), Wiregrass, Platains

and Prickly Lettuce {Lacluca scariola L.) are contending lor the soil. Pear

blight, smuts, rusts and Black-knot affect fruits and flowers. Chinchbugs {Blissus

leucopterus Say), Hessian Flies {Cecidomyia destructor Say), Colorado Potato

Beetles {Doryphora decem-lineata Say), Clover-root Borers {Hy(esinus trifolii Mull.),

Scale Insects and Cabbage Worms dispute with tiie farmer his right to the crops

he has planted.
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Some of the native forms of life have, in some respects, changed their hal)its.

This is evidenced by the Kose-breasted Grosbeak {Habia ludoviciana L. j feeding upon

the Colorado Potato Beetle. The destruction in the rice fields of South Carolina

caused by the Rice birds —our Bobolink (i)o/(cAo/ii/.r ori/ziiorua L.). The loss in-

flicted in the rice swamps of Louisiana by the Red-winged Bhickbird. The dam-

age done to the western corn grower by the Bronzed Grackle (Quucalus qui^cula

«'ne»s Ridg.)— our common Blackbird. By man's agency the European House

Sparrow, or " English Sparrow "
( Passer domesticus L. ), was introduced, and, as its

numbers increased, it began to assert itself in the struggle for existence. The

Bluebird (Sialla sialis L. ), which had come from the hole in the snag, was driven

from her box. The Martin {Progne subis L. ), which, like the Chimney Swift

(Chtetura pelagica L. ), formerly nested in hollow trees, left its nesting sites about

the house, an4 even the Eave Swallow {Petrochelidon lunifrons Say.), which, in

olden times, fastened its nest to the clifTs, was, in some cases, driven away. The

warfare with this aggressive little foreigner still continues, worse some places than

others. But it has such surprising powers of reproduction and such unheard of

audacity it seems they must soon cover our entire continent. The history of the

<jrerman Carp {Cyprinus carpio L.) in this country illustrates the same persistent

and successful struggle for the mastery in our water ways that has been noted of

the House Sparrow on the land.

In time fashion demanded of that which neither man's appetite nor his need

for protection had impelled him to take. Her altars were erected and upon them

sacrifices of animals—a host innumerable—were offered. Fur bearing animals

and bright plumaged birds were most earnestly desired, but even the shells of

turtles, the skins of snakes, the teeth of alligators and the i)earls of fresh water

muscles were acceptable offerings. The extent of the destruction of innocent

bird lives alone is appalling. A few facts may convey some idea of this. Among
the items of one auction sale in London were 6,000 Birds of Paradise; 5,000 Im-

peyan Pheasants ; 360,000 assorted skins from India ; 400,000 Humming birds.

One dealer in 1887 sold no less than 2,000,000 bird skinv ' It is probable not less

than 5,000,000 birds were required a year to supply the demand in this countrv

alone when the bird-wearing " craze " was at its height. From information ob-

tainable it is certain that hundreds of thousands of birds must have been slain

in the United States for the glory of fashion's devotees. To this great number of

victims our own State has been, to a greater or less extent, a contributor. Many
•counties in Indiana were visited by bird hunters. It is said from Indianapolis

alone 5,000 birds, prepared for millinery purposes, were shipped in one year. ^

1. Lucas. Report U. S. National Museum, 1S89, p. tUl.

2. Science. Vol. VII, 188o, p. 240.
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Under our present law, which seems to be well enforced, it is a pleasure to say

our birds are apparently free from that danger.

Changes still continue. The future will record them as has the past.

Those to come promise to be more fruitful of results, to be of greater moment to^

mankind, to bring more earnest messages for human weal or woe. But no time

in the future will the changes in the aspects of nature here be so noticeable, so

incomprehensible, because of their vastness, as bave those of the century just

closing.

Unconscious Mental Cerebration. By C. E. Newlin.

If it be true, as Dr. Kay says, that "our mental progress is in the direction

of our becoming unconscious, or largely unconscious, of many of our ac:ivities,"

and "the great object of education should be to transfer as much as possible of

our actions from the conscious to the unconscious regions of the mind," it seems

to me our eflbrts should be more largely directed to the training of the mind in

its method of acting, and less to the accomplishing of definite tasks. It seems to

me that much of our failure in accomplishing results is caused by the very effort

to accomplish them. The worry over the effort and the intense desire to succeed

incapacitates the mind for clear action. If we could only be oblivious to the

effort to think out a problem in any phase of life we would more easily reach the

desired end. As in riding on a smoothly moving train, we are unconscious of the

motion until we look out on the passing objects, so we should be entirely uncon-

scious of the vehicle of thought and the ends to be attained, and let the mind

attend to its thinking unhindered.

Dr. Mandsly says: "The interference of consciousness is often an actual

hindrance to the association of ideas."

Much of this desired condition is attained through cultivation of the facul-

ties. When an action becomes a habit the reflex action is unconscious. Dr, Kay

says: "The more we cultivate and train any faculty or power, the more easily

and rapidly does it perform its work; the less consciousness concerned in it the

more work does it accomplish and the less does it fatigue."

Dr. Morrell says: "A purely unconscious action is accompanied by no

fatigue at all." In my investigation I am convinced he is very nearly, if not en-

tirely, correct. For example, the receiving teller of a bank will run up the long

columns of ligures in adding with ease, and fatigue only to the extent of his con-

sciousness of his acts.

But I am convinced this is not altogether a matter of practice. It is partly

due to the method of thought. He reads the figures and their combinations much

as one reads words, without thinking consciously of each letter in the words. A
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Itill clerk will extend the totals of goods as quick as he can write them when the

number of articles or yards and the price are given. Some accountants will add

two or three columns at once almost as rapidly as he would read the same length

of printed words.

When in school I was given the problem of running a railroad much in the

shape of a letter 8 through three given towns. After working four days on it

and late into the night I decided to give it up, and prepared to retire. My in-

struments and figures still lay spread out on the table, and as I passed the table

to hang up my coat unconsciously my eyes fell on the figures, and the solution

came to me instantly, and I solved it and drew the figures in less than a minute.

I do not believe I would ever have solved it if I had not given it up and thus

relieved my mind of the intense consciousness of the effort to solve it.

When my father was a young man teaching school he had given his class a

long problem in partial payments. The class failed to solve it, and when he tried

it he failed also. Being unwilling to let them know he had failed, he worked on

it every spare moment for several days. One night he worked at it until late at

nighr, failed again, decided to give it up, and retired. In the night his mother

heard him marking on the slate in the dark room and asked him what he was

doing. He told her in his sleep he was trying to solve the problem. She let him

work on for some time, when he again retired. He did not waken until called

to breakfast the next moining, and when questioned in regard to the problem

said he had failed to solve it and had given it up for good. In the meantime his

mother had turned the slate over. His father insisted he should not give it up,

and induced him to try it again. He did so, working on the other side of the

slate, but he again failed. On turning the slate over they found he had solved

the problem correctly, covering the entire side of the slate with his work, in his

sleep and in a dark room, and yet remembered nothing of it and could not solve

it the next morning. This seems such a remarkable case that I thought it worthy

of giving to you as an illustration.

My conclusions are that we are wasting much time in life witii simple mental

acts that should be done unconsciously, and our very consciousness often defeats

the effort. It seems to me we should spend more time learning hoir to think, and

in concentrating our mind on the matter in hand regardless entirely of all accom-

panying subjects or the result of our thought. If this be true the ''To learn to

do by doing" does not cover all, nor the most important, of the ground.
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Means of Preventing Hog Cholera. By D. W. Dennis.

During the spring term of 1894 I gave twelve chapel lectures at Earlhani

College on the conquest of disease. In one of these lectures I discussed the

late cholera pestilence in Hamburg and presented a bulletin like those posted up

throughout the city, directing the sterilization by boiling of every article of food

and drink and of all infected utensils and clothing. I called attention to the

fact that science had not only kept the plague from crossing the ocean, but had

limited it by a single street in the city of Hamburg itself.

Mr. Porter Cook, of Wilkinson, Hancock County, was a student with us at

that time. His father, Mr. Lorenzo D. Cook, had lost by hog cholera what he sup-

posed was at least 50 percent, of his hogs for the ten previous years. The disease had

been among his hogs every year, and he had lost some years as high as five out of

every six. It was the habit of the disease to break out during the summer months

among the hogs destined for the following November market. When Mr. Cook

returned home at the end of the term he found the disease beginning among their

hogs as usual. He at once determined to try the effect of sterilizing all the drink-

ing water given to the hogs by boiling it with a little corn or wheat in it to give

the hogs a relish for it. The two that were then sick of the cholera got well and

there has been no cholera on his place since. He has never permitted his hogs

to drink anything but boiled water since.

During last month a neighbor on the west has lost seven out of eighteen ; a

neighbor on the north had a hundred head; the cholera broke ont among them

and he sold all but twenty-five, and of this number he thinks four will recover.

A third neighbor has lost eight out of seventeen. There could not be a more sat-

isfactory single experiment tried.

On a farm that had not for ten years escaped the disease, no case has occurred

since the water has been boiled, i. e., for two years, and during these two years

every adjoining neighbor has been continuously troubled with the disease.

Mr. Cook says that his hogs have contracted a liking for boiled water and

that they will not drink rain water when it gathers in pools in the fields, but

wait for watering time instead. Two other facts which have come to my notice

strengthen the view that boiling the water will entirely prevent the disease. A
farmer in Wayne County never has had the cholera among his hogs. None of his

neighbors' hogs have escaped the disease. Their hogs all drink from the neighbor-

hood streams, his from a spring in his field. A farmer near Hillsboro, Ohio,

when the disease was prevalent, divided a drove of 100 into two parts ; half

he watered from his well and the others at a stream. Of those watered at the

well none died; of the others more than half. I have within the last week in-

stituted a number of experiments, similar to the one Mr. Cook tried, in difTerent
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parts of the State where the disease is now prevalent, and I submit that the

splendid results above given demand that a fair and extensive trial be made. In

a large part of Indiana, namely, where there is natural gas, the experiment will

cast but little either in money or trouble, and if it is efficacious as it seems to have f

been in this one case, to arrest the progress of the disease after it breaks out in the *

drove, it will very richly repay the expense and trouble in every part of the

Gauntry. The (juestion does not alone concern the farmer whose hogs die ; it is

the policy of many raisers to sell fattening hogs as soon as the disease breaks out,

and there can be no question that much diseased meat is every year on the general

market.

Prof. Xoyes, of the Hygienic Laboratory of Ann Arbor, writes me, under date

of December 20th, that he does not know of any experimentation on a large scale

along this line. He ha«, I know, given much attention to the diseases, and would

be likely to know of such experiments if they had been made. Both the general

government and the governments of several of the States are spending large sums

of money at experiment stations for the arrest of this disease. The results so far

reached, interesting from a scientific standpoint, are useless in the field because of

the skill and expense which the application of the remedies requires. The pur-

pose of presenting this paper here is to secure, if possible, the co-operation of a

hundred stock-raisers in different parts of the State, and differently surrounded,

that a demonstrative test of this simple remedy may, in the next twelve months,

be had. The animals experimented upon must be isolated from all sources from

which they can obtain drink, and given only water to drink which has just been

boiled ; it should be served as hot as the hogs will drink it in clean troughs. Can

we secure these experiments tried in this way. Six dips in Jordan and one in

Parphar will be no experiment at all. It would be worth while for us to show, if

we can, that on the White River, also, the simple is the sublime.

The "Hopkins Seaside Laboratory" at Pacific Grove, Cal. By B. M.^

Davis.

[Abstract.]

The great variety in fauna and flora, both in inland and marine forms, make

the Pacific Slope and Coast, particularly that included in California, attractive

to naturalists. As soon as Dr. Oliver P. Jenkins and Dr. Chas. H. Gilbert took

their places in the Stanford faculty they recognized the resources of the coast

from the standpoint of biologists. They immediately began to consider plans for

establishing a biological station on the coast, and, after a careful survey of the

whole coast, decided on Pacific Grove as the best location. The first substantial
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aid was S300 given by tlie town ot Pacific (irove, and $500 given by the Pacific

Improvement Company. AVith this a temporary establishment was maintained.

This beginning was put on a firmer basis by the generosity of Mr. Timothy

Hopkins, a resident of San Francisco, and the present laboratory, known as the

*' Hopkins' Seaside Laboratory," is the result.

Pacific Grove is on Monterey Bay, two miles from the old California capital

of Monterey, and is reached by a l)ranch of the Southern Pacific Railway and by

the Pacific Steamship Line. The coast is irregular and rocky, yielding great va-

rietv of forms. Working material may be gotten from the Chinese and Portugese

fishermen, both of whom have villages there.

There are two buildings ; the older one contains three general laboratories,

a supply room and seven rooms for investigators; the other building has a gen-

eral lecture room, library room, a general laboratory, ten rooms for investigators

and a dark room for photographic work. The basement is designed for aquaria.

The librarv and apparatus of Leland Stanford University is used. Each stud-

ent is provided with a compound microscope, reagents and all accessary apparatus

needful in his work. Salt and fresh water is in both buildings and so distributed

that each student may preserve his collections. The investigators' rooms are sim-

ilarlv provided. The laboratory provides for three classes of students :

First. Investigators who are capable of carrying on independent researches

In morphology or physiology.

Second. Students of Stanford University, who wish to pursue their work

under more favorable circumstances and gain knowledge of practical methods of

Tesearch.

Third. Students and teachers interested in biology, who wish to become ac-

quainted with recent biological methods. For these courses of lectures are pro-

vided, supplemented by individual instruction at the work tables.

The spirit of the school is excellent. No hours are definitely appointed,

but students may be found at work from early in the morning until late at night.

Although the laboratory has been open practically only three years the advance-

ment already made and the evidence of increasing interest assure its future pros-

perity and growth.

Infection by Uread. By Katherine E. Golden.

In recent vears, since the subject of bacteriology has made such headway,

there have been numerous scares among the people; sometimes it is tuberculosis

in milk and meat, then the development of ptomaines in fish, clams, canned goods,

etc., the list going on indefinitely. Among these the dangers from bread baked
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personally, have been dwelt upon in newspapers, and even in the Century Maga-

zine an article appeared a year or so ago from a prominent member of the Xew

York Board of Health, advocating certain methods of making bread in which

baking powder should be used instead of yeast, so as to do away with the kneading

and the consequent handling of the dongh. Some of the cooking school teachers

have advocated the same thing, claiming in addition that in bread not thoroughly

cooked the yeast is not killed, and that on its introduction into the stomach a

fermentation is set up.

To test the validity of these claims I made a number of experiments upon

breads gotten from Lafayette bakers, the breads being obtained from the grocers,

the object for which they were to be used not being stated. Specimens of the

ordinary loaves, and also rolls that retjuire a shorter time in baking, were ob-

tained, an attempt being made also to select those specimens showing the least

baking. In making the tests care was taken that outside germs should not be in-

troduced. I first washed my hands with corrosive sublimate solution, then

singed the outside of the loaf by means of a gas flame; the loaf was then broken

open and a piece of about one gram weight taken from the center with sterilized

forceps and placed in test tubes of sterilized beer wort. The specimens of bread

were allowed to remain in this medium for about ten days, then plate cultures

were made, the gelatine for the plate cultures being inoculated from the wort in

the tubes. Duplicate experiments were made of each specimen of bread used.

Beer wort is one of the best media tor the cultivation of yeast, as it contains an

abundance of the food necessary for its growth. It is also valuable as a medium,

as it becomes turbid by the growth and froths readily in the fermentation.

In the experiments in no case was there any apparent growth in the wort; it

remained perfectly clear, and no gas was formed. In the plate cultures no

growth took place, except in one case in which a mould grew. It is very probable

this was introduced in the manipulation, as the duplicate showed no growth.

Duplicates of these experiments were made with bread obtained from Boston,

with the same results. The Boston bread was bought in some of the large grocery

stores and restaurants, which would, of course, insure the bread having come

from reputable bakers. I was not successful in obtaining any basement made

bread or that from so-called "sweat-shops" where the cleanliness is questionable.

Enough has been done, however, to demonstrate that yeast and the ordinary

bacteria found in dough are killed in the baking, and that any germs introduced'

into the stomach by means of the bread have come from the outside of the loaf,

and have been deposited upon it after the baking. If any doubt exists in one's

mind in regard to the place from which be has obtained bread, it is very easy to
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render the bread safe from living germs by singeing the surface with a flame. As the

interior of a loaf of bread is raised to nearly 100° C in the baking, besides steam

being generated, the conditions are such that yeast can not live, and most bacteria

can not resist this prolonged steam heat. The danger in bread is not the intro-

duction of living germs into the system, but the introduction of ptomaines formed

by bacteria during the rising of the dough. As the rising is done inside of six

or seven hours, the danger from this source is very slight, as it would take con-

siderably longer than that time for sutHcient ptomaine to be generated to be in-

jurious; moreover, the yeast is there in sufficiently large quantities to check the

growth of any foreign organism, that must of necessity be there in small

quantities.

Simple Apparatus for Photo-Micography. By M. J. Golden.

This device enables one to secure a photograph of a section with little loss of

time, and with little disturbance of the section.

The device consists of a piece of board, about an inch thick, forty inches

long and about twelve inches wide, to which are attached a shelf to hold the

microscope, and a sliding piece with a pair of brackets to carry the box of an or-

dinary hand camera. Under the shelf another piece of board is fastened to the

first, at right angles, and this assists in supporting the shelf, and serves as a leg

to help keep the apparatus in an upright position.

The back, leg, shelf and sliding piece may be constructed from a piece of

smooth pine board ; and the bolts and nut used with the sliding piece are ordi-

narv machine ones, that may be gotten at a hardware store. One of the bolts must

have the same pitch as the hole in the camera box, by which it is fastened to the

tripod. One may easily make this stand for himself, or have it made by a car-

penter at little cost.

The lens of the camera is removed, and a funnel made of heavy, black cloth,

or some corresponding material having flexibility, put in place of it, so that light-

tight connection may be made between the camera box and the eye-piece of the

microscope. If this cloth funnel be terminated in a small cone, made of tin or

paste-board, to fit over the eye-piece, the adjustment to the microscope can be more

rapidly made.

By using a camera box, one can also use the ordinary plate holders for his

negatives, and he can get his focus on the ground glass. Of course, the plates

may be developed at one's leisure.

The advantage of the apparatus is that one can, with slight cost, have at

hand in the laboratory, means for making a permanent record of any peculiarity

in a section that he may find, with the expenditure of very little time.
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It will be found that greater uniformity in the negatives from the sections

•can be gotten by using an artificial liglit rather than natural light ; a Wellsbach

incandescent gas lamp gives good results.

Sanitary Science in the Modern College. By Severance Burrage.

The modern college should reflect in its curriculum the best, the most ad-

vanced thought of the time on the physical as well as the mental and moral life

of tlie people. Many old habits and custt)ms which have been generally adopted

into family life have been curtailed, leaving room for more modern ideas and

<iiscoveries.

( )ne of tiie most profound changes in the latter part of this Nineteenth Cen-

tury has been in our attitude toward the physical welfare of mankind, especially

in regard to the causes and prevention of disease. This is no longer a matter of

importance to the medical profession alone; in fact the physician deals mainly

with the cure of disease, not its prevention; therefore, in order that the coming

generation shall be prepared to meet and grapple with these vital problems, to

apply the new ideas intelligently they must become familiar with the fundamental

principles of sanitary science. This is particularly true in view of the extended

growth of community life. The decline of individual responsibility, and the in-

crease in one form or another of socialism, makes the necessity for public super-

vision doubly important. Public supplies are public dangers, and, therefore the

supervision of them must be expert. The expert must be intelligent, and perhaps

more important still, he must be backed by an intelligent pnl>lic opinion. Here,

then, are the two great vacancies to be filled—the expert sanitarian and the well

informed citizen. No college should send out its students without some insight

into this new science of the public health. Whether the course be compulsory- or

elective may be a matter of opinion, but the important bearing of such a train-

ing must be evident. This training should include a certain knowledge of sani-

tary chemistry, as applied to the analysis of air, water, milk, butter, cheese and

other foods, as well as the principles of bacteriology, showing the importance of

cleanliness in the home, in the public places of the community, and in the general

habits of living. If the student is made to see, by actual laboratory experiment,

that the air is full of dust, much of which is living matter in the form of mold

and bacteria spores; if he examines a sample of railk and finds a million or more

bacteria, and if he understands that wherever there is decaying animal or vege-

table matter, there are myriads upon myriads of living microbes, then there is

4
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one more citizen, who, after he graduates, will insist on a neatly kept house in a.

clean, healthy neighborhood ; who will, we hope, find out who his milkman is,.

and what kind of milk he and hi.s family are drinking. Then, moreover, he will

understand the importance of having, in the thickly settled communities, efficient

men, free from [)olitics, to look after the public supplies of water, ice, milk and

meat; the removal of garbage and disposal of sewage; the ventilation of public

buildings and the cleaning of the streets, the isolation of contagious diseases, etc.

Aside from the importance of this work as shown above, it is a most valuable

training for the young man or woman as a laboratory course. Dr. Geoi'ge M.

Sternberg, Surgeon-General of the United States Army, in his address given in

September before the Georgetown Medical College, gives very much importance

to bacteriological work as a most excellent exercise for teaching the student to

observe. This was meant particularly for the preparation of men for the medical

profession, but accurate observation is desirable for, and often woefully lacking

in our modern citizens, l)oth men and women. The many delicate tests, chemical

and physical, that are essential in modern bacteriology give exceptional oppor-

tunities for a training of this kind. The careful manipulation necessary in mak-

ing microscopical preparations of bacteria, diseased tissues, etc., gives ample

chance for the training of the hand as well as the eye.

The study of vital statistics, which to a certain extent should enter into a

course of this kind, would necessarily show the need of accurate systems of reg-

istering births, deaths and cases of infectious diseases.

Much has been done in the last ten years toward establishing such courses in

sanitary chemistry and biology, and the recent gift of Miss Culver to ( hicago

University, providing especially for departments in sanitary science and hygiene,

shows clearly that the subject is not only in the pulblic eye, but that its import-

ance is even beginning to be realized. Indianapolis is alive to the subject, having

this month passed the ordinance providing for the supervision of the milk supply

and inspection of the dairies.

Wesee, then, that the rapid developementof applied biology and hygiene is call-

ing for and must have intelligent, well-trained men and women to lessen the dan-

gers that arise from public supplies of various kinds ;
to teach the children as

well as the public, their duty from the sanitary standpoint toward their neigh-

bors, and to assist in the solution of problems that are today perplexing physi-

cians and scientists. Many of these wants can be, and are being supplied by the

colleges and scientific schools, and the periodicals and the public press are earn-

estly pushing on the good cause.
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It can hardly he less than an educational and scientific duty for us to see to

it that the yonng people who are graduated from our modern colleges shall have

at least a realizing sense of this new scientitic development, all of which has

grown up within the last forty years.

The Charleston (Mo.) Earthquake. By .\. H. Purdue.

The earthquake of October 31. 1895, is the greatest seismic disturbance that

has occurred in the Mississippi Valley since the noted earthquake of 1811.

Though nowhere intense enough to do great injury to buildings, it was perceptible

over an area of more than 400,000 square miles.

A short lime after the occurrence of the earthquake the writer communicated

blanks to the teachers of science in seventy-five cities and towns in the States of

Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Kentucky

and Tennessee, requesting information concerning the time, duration and in-

tensity of the shock, together with the apparent course of wave movement, and

subsequent phenomena. The major part of these blanks was sent to science

teachers of Indiana with a view to determining, if possible, Avhether the great

volume of gas removed in recent years has had any effect on the stability of the

cru.st within the gas region. It seemed not unreasonable to suppose that the

relief of pressure within the rocks from which gas has been removed has left them

in a strain, in which case the earthquake waves might produce a collapse which

would be indicated by their reinforced intensity.

Of the seventy-five blanks sent out, only thirty-nine were returned, con-

sequently my information is not so complete as I had hoped to secure. Of the

thirty-nine received, however, twenty-seven are from Indiana, so that the facts

concerning that field are tolerably complete.

The reports sent in substantiate what the newspapers had already indicated,

viz., that the epicentrum was in the vicinity of Charleston, Missouri. The per-

son* reporting from that place says that the force was "sufficient to break

several plate-glass windows, crack brick walls, and throw down brick chimneys."

He also reports: "'About four miles southwest of this place the ground was

cracked open in several places, and sand and water were forced from the fissures,

causing what are commonly known in this section as sandblows. For a few

minutes afterward water spurted from several pumps." There were at least two

' A. R. Boon.
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slight shocks imuiediately following the severe one, at intervals of ten or fifteen;

minutes. Subseiiuently earthquakes occurred on November 1 at 8:15 P. M.;.

November 2 at 9:50 A. m., and November 17 at 9:20 p. m.

A good deal of injury to buildings is reported from Cairo, Illinois. At that

place there is reported to have been at least one shock each day during the first

five days of November. During one day there were three shocks.

At Columbus, Kentuck}', the shock was sufficient to crack brick walls and

throw off plaster. As at Charleston the first shock was immediately followed by

two others of less intensity. One subsecjuent earthquake is reported for Novem-

ber 1 at 8:00 p. M.

From nowhere else do the reports indicate such intense movement as at these

three places, and from no other place is there an earthquake reported subsequent

to the one of October 31st. As the three places are within a radius of twenty-

five miles, the epicentrum can be considered fairly well located.

Reports from the Indiana gas field and vicinity indicate a movement slightlv

more intense than those from other parts of the State, but the increased force

was not sufficient to justify the conclusion that it was due to the removal of gas.

Three shocks in rapid succession are reported from Portland and Marion; two

from Decatur, (joshen, Lafayette and Frankfort. From other places only one

is mentioned. The average duration of the shock in six towns and cities within

the gas region was -14.1 seconds. The average duration of the shock in sixteen

towns and cities outside of the gas field was 43.2 seconds. That the apparent

increase of intensity within the gas region and vicinity is not necessarily due to

the removal of gas is shown in the reports from Bowling Green and Frankfort,

Kentucky, each of which announces three shocks. Frankfort and Indianapolis

are about an equal distance from the centre of disturbance. At Batesville,

Arkansas; West Plains, Missouri, and Nashville, Tennessee, the shock is reported

intense. At Wichita, Kansas, it was scarcely felt. At Atlanta, Georgia, it was

slight.

Following the earthquake' were increased fiows of gas at Portland, Marion,

and BlufTton. There were increased fiows of water at Columbus, Shelbyville^

Albion and Wabash. The water in Blue River rose several inches at Columbia

City. The water in Pigeon Creek, Warrick County, rose one and a half feet the

day following the earthquake, but soon subsided. Phenomena of this kind are a

common result of earthquakes.

The average time of the shock as reported from Indiana was 5 o'clock, 10

minutes, and 30 seconds, A. M. There was nt> preceptible difference between the

time the wave was felt in the southern part and in the northern part of the State.
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This indicates either an extreme velocity of movement or great depth of dis-

turbance, probably both. The large area affected and the comparative mildness

of the shock at the epicentrnm indicate that the disturbance was deep. A disturb-

ance at a small depth might be felt over a large area, but if so, the force at the

epicentrum would be great. According to the conclusions of Capt. Dutton from

his studies of the Charleston (S. C.) earthquake,* the wave movement at that

time had a velocity of about three miles per second. At this rate, it would re-

rjuire 1.38 minutes for a wave to travel from Charleston, Missouri, to Indianapolis.

It will be seen that it would have required close observation to determine the

difference in time at which the wave was felt at Evansville and at Indianapolis.

The average time of the shock as reported from Charleston, Cairo, and Columbus

was 5 o'clock 8 minutes and 20 seconds, or 2 minutes and 10 seconds earlier than

the average time reported from Indiana.

An interesting feature of this earthquake is the fact that its epicentrum has

approximately the same position as that of the earthquake of 1811 which resulted

in the sinking of large areas about the mouth of the Ohio River for a distance of

several feet.

There are newspaper reports of an earthquake at Cotapaxi, Colorado, No-

vember 18 at 4:10 p.m. ; one at Greeley, Colorado, November 24th at 5 a. m. ; and

one at Clayton, Delaware, November 20, at 3 A. M. There was an earthquake of

some severity reported from Rome and Naples, Italy, November 1. Wlien we

consider the great frequency of earthquakes in volcanic regions and in regions

where there is great orustal disturbance, these closely simultaneous earthquakes

in distant parts appear as probable coincidences hardly worthy of remark. It is

reportedt that in .lapan there is an average of at least one earthquake a day.

According to the records kept at Lick Observatory^ there was an average of one

earthquake for every 11.4 days in the State of California for the years 1800 and

1891.

* Ninth An. Rep. U. S. Geolog. Survey.

t Rep. Brit. Association, 1884, p. 242.

i Bull. U. S. Geolog. Survey, No. 79.
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Some Minor Erodinc4 Agencies. By J. T. Scovell.

The major or more effective erosive agents are : Heat and cold, air and water,

plants and animals, wind, flowing water and ice.

The roots of growing vegetation sometimes open fissures in soils and rocks so

as to hasten erosion, but generally growing vegetation is conservative in is action,

serving to hinder the work of erosion. But decaying vegetation, especially trees,

often open the ground to the water, and frequently a gully has its beginning from

rain-water eutering the ground along the decomposing roots of some ancient forest

tree.

Burrowing animals, as the ground hog and gopher, the badger and prairie-

dog, rabbits, mice and crayfish, bring loose soil to the surface, where it can be

scattered by the wind or washed away by the rain. Air and water, by means of

these openings, penetrate the ground with their disintegrating powers, and the

cause of erosion receives material aid. Again, the track of a mole breaks the

surface, and is the beginning of a drainage channel whose extent is limited only

by the amount of rainfall and the steepness of the slope. Smaller animals of

lower groups are also important erosive agents.

Darwin mentions earth-worms, and calls attention to the immense amount of

work they do in working over the soil, rendering it more porous and fertile, and

opening it to the action of more active agents, as air and water.

Burrowing spiders do a similar work ; they are not as numerous as the earth-

worms, but their burrows are wider and generally deeper than those of the earth-

worm, so that, with fewer numbers, they still do a great amount of erosive work.

They are abundant everywhere, in yards and fields, between the bricks of walks

and by the roadside. Frequently they build a little curb of sticks, bits of grass

or other material, so that the burrow somewhat resembles a well.

Grasshoppers aid in erosion when they open the ground for their eggs. They

do not form a very large or a very deep hole, but when their great numbers are

considered, it soon appears that they are erosive agencies of no mean proportions.

The male cricket in some localities does a work that is quite similar to that

of the garden mole, only on a smaller scale. An immense number of the cole-

aptera spend a large portion of their larval stage underground. The entrance to

their burrows and the opening for their escape stirs up the ground to the action

of air and rain. Thus these humble workers contribute their mite toward keep-

ing the land on the run toward the sea. The numerous family of burrowing

beetles and manv others as adult insects aid in this work.
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The larva of the cycadia of diflferent kinds, during their long period of life un-

der ground, must do much toward pulverizing the soil. The larva of some of the

tipulidte, or crane flies, are among the most effective of these minor agencies. I

found them last season working in shale and bowlder clay. These materials were

honey-combed to a depth of about three inches below the level of the water, and

60 well was the work done that the mass broke down easily in the fingers. The

materials removed in boring their tubes was quickly dissolved or washed away,

and penetrating the holes the water rapidly dissolved the partitions or so weak-

ened them that even a gentle current carried awav the shale and clay in great

quantities.

Many different kinds of ants burrow in the ground often ranging over large

areas. The amount of soil worked over each year by these little laborers must be

very great. Then there are several kinds of wasps which work more or less ex-

tensively in the soil. Some of the bees also work in the ground, or in banks

much like cliff swallows. They deposit their eggs at the bottom of a hole or bur-

row some two or three inches deep. Often they build out an entrance or porch to

the hole, possibly as a protection against intruders. Their work breaks up large

areas of material each season for the rains of spring and autumn to dissolve and

carry away. Many other insects are engaged in this work, but the ones mentioned

are perhaps the more important. These little fellows are among the minor

agencies of erosion, but the amount of work accomplished each year is immense

and can not be neglected in a careful study of erosion and erosive agents. lu

nearly every ca.se the action of these little animals serves to enrich and fertilize

the soil, thus promoting the growth of vegetation while aiding in erosion.

KETTLE HOLES XEAK LAKE MAXIXKICKEE. By .J. T. SCOVILLE.

Kettle holes are phenomena incident to the retreat of glacial ice. They are

very numerous in southeastern Massachusetts and are abundant throughout the

glaciated area wherever the ice halted long enough to form morainic deposits.

They vary greatly in size, but are usually somewhat conical in shape. They are

often occupied by water forming ponds or small lakes. There are said to be more

than 300 such bodies of water in Plymouth Township, Massachusetts. In many

cases, however, their walls are of sand or gravel, which do not retain water for

any great length of time, so that they are usually dry. The holes are supposed to

have been formed somewhat as follows : The clay, sand, gravel and other

morainic materials along the margin of the ice were irregularly distributed so

that in some places it was so thick as to protect the ice underneath from the
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action of the sun until the ice on all sides had disappeared leaving an island or

detached portion of ice, thickly covered with rocky fragments, and often sur-

rounded by a deep layer of similar material left by the more rapidly melting ice.

The drainage channels abundant along the margin of the ice sheet often aided no

doubt in detaching such blocks of ice.

As these masses melted down, their loads of debris would shoot down the

sides, forming a rim, while the core, as it melted, would leave a hole or cavity,

often reaching much below the general level of the surface.

Kettle holes are so characteristic in form tliat they may be easily recognized,

and are indications of morainic materials that almost anybody can appreciate and

understand. On the west side of Lake Maxinkuckee, between Marmont and the

Arlington station there are seven or eight kettle holes ranging from 100 to 300 feet

in diameter and from 4 or 5 feet to 25 feet in depth. Some have been partially cut

away by the lake, others are quite perfect. One near the end of Long Point has

'been about one-half cut away, and the big ice house of Holt & Co. occupies a

portion of an old kettle hole. The lake itself doubtless occupies a portion of an old

drainage channel, the deeper portions being simply old kettle holes. It is interest-

ing to study these remains or relics of the glacier, so synimetrical in form, so perfect

in outline that they seem as if made but yesterday, as if fresh from the hand of

the builder, making one feel sure that the ice is just over them a little way, and

that the hills have just barely had time to clothe themselves with verdure since

the ice king yielded up his scepter to the sun.

A Relief Map of Arkansa?. By T. F. Newson.

[Abstract.]

In 1893 Dr. J. C. Branner constructed a relief map of Arkansas for the Ar-

kansas exhibit at the World's Fair. The horizontal scale used was three miles to

the inch ; the vertical scale was 2,000 feet to the inch.

Topographic maps of the entire State were first made. These were cut into

sections, and placed on small blocks cut to fit them. Pins were driven through

the sections at prominent points, and were then cut to the proper vertical scale.

These pins were the guiding points in molding the map, which was done in or-

dinary molders' clay. After being molded the separate blocks were fitted together,

forming the complete model of clay, from which a plaster of Paris negative was

•cast. From the negative the positive or final cast of the map was made.
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Some Skew Surfaces of the 3d and 4th Degree. C. A. Waldo.

[Abstract.]

The theory of skew ruled surfaces has been specially studied by Cremona,

C'ayley, Rohn and others. Rohn of Dresden has contributed several important

series of models of general and fundamental character.

The object of this paper is to discuss somewhat in detail by (artesian

coordinates a family of surfaces formed by a straight line generatrix moving

along two non-intersecting straight lines and a plane curve whose plane is parallel

to both right lines.

Let the plane curve be f { m, n ) = Am"^ + Bm*^"^ — Cm"^ - •- .... L = 0.

Let the orthogonal projections of the straight lines on the plane of this curve l)e

axes of X and Y. and their common perpendicular the a.xis of Z. Let the

distance from the plane of the curve to one right line directrix be pb, to

the other qb, the directrix parallel to the Y axis being the more remote. In this

position, by similar triangles, it is easily shown that m:x::pb:pb—z, and

n:y::qb:z—qb. Substituting these values in f(m, n)^0 we have at once a

general expression for the Cartesian equation of an unlimited number of skew

surfaces of this description, viz. :

(pb — zj (pb— zj (z— qbj

As shown by Salmon in another way the degree of this surface is at once seen

to be twice that of the directing curve or twice the product of the degrees of the

directing lines of the surface.

Plane sections of this surface are in general of the 2Kth degree, but when

made by the plane Z^=constant, they degenerate to the Kth degree.

If the directing curve be of the 2d degree the resulting surface will be of

the 4th degree unless degraded by some special position. If we take the circle as

our curvilinear directrix and place it half way between the two rectilinear

directrices the resulting equation will be of the form

b" x^ , b-' y^ _ ,,

(b-z)2 "^ (b+ z)2 ~ ''' ^^'•

If the circle be replaced by the equilateral hyperbola we have

(b-z)2~(b-fz)2—^ *^)-

If the directing curve be the parabola, x n-;=4pm, the surface is

b y^ p X

(b+z)2— b— Z
^^^'

a surface of the 3d degree.
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In (1) if l)=a=l, we have x^{l+z)'^-\-y^{l—z)'={l-^zyil-zy, a surface

Avhose sections by planes perpendicular to the z axis give us between z— and

z=l ellipses of all possible eccentricities. A similar remark may be made of

equation (2).

Among the deformations of which surface (1) is susceptible, one is worthy of

special attention. If the threads representing the elements be weighted below

the lower straight line directrix, and the upper directrix be then revolved until

ii comes into the plane of the lower directrix and the common perpendicular, the

surface will gradually close up until it becomes a plane, but in every position the

form of the Cartesian equation remains the same, while the axes of reference will

be the equi-conjugate diameters of the ellipse cut out by the x y plane.

The Gravitational Attractiox of a Homogeneou.s Ellipsoid of

Revolution.

[Abstract.)

In this paper the following problem was discussed : Given an ellipsoid of

revolution of given mass, but of variable eccentricity; find how its attraction on

a particle at the end of the axis of revolution varies as the ellipsoid alters con-

tinuously from the infinitely prolate to the infinitely oblate form.

It was pointed out that this was the only case in which the expression for the

attraction of a spheroid did not lead to elliptic integrals. An expression for the

attraction in the above case was found by direct integration without recourse to

the potential function. The integral took two forms according as the ellipsoid

was prolate or oblate. The ordinary process of finding the value of the eccen-

tricity corresponding to a maximum led to an insoluble equation. Hence the

position of the maximum was approximated to by trial and interpolation. The

conclusion was, that starting with the infinitely prolate form and passing through

the spherical stage to the infinitely oblate form the attraction increased continu-

ously, until that oblate stage was reached at which the axis of revolution was

seventy-two hundredths of the equatorial axis, then it decreased until when the

axis of revolution was fifty-one hundreths of the equatorial diameter, the attrac-

tion had fallen again to that at the spherical stage, from whence on it decreased to

zero.

It was pointed out that this invalidates the common argument that the

weight of a body at one of the earth's poles must l)e increased by the polar flat-

tening.
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Note Relative to Peirce's " Linear Associative Algebra." James Byrxie

Shaw, D. Sc.

I have no doubt many readers of Benjamin Peircc's classic work have found

soni.- difficulty in its perusal from the lack of examples of the algebras de-

veloped. That such a completion of the work was intended is shown by ''
2, p. 4,

and the last three lines of page H'J. The following method of exemplifying the

subject may be of use or help. It is in a succinct form thus: Every unit in an

ylgabra of this book is an operator of a niatrical kind upon a ground of what we

iii.iy call vectors. The whole work is tlius a treatise on groups of such operators.

This explains its abstruseness. Now for all cases in which the ground consists of

two or three or four vectors, the units can be represented by the linear vector

operators of quaternions, or linear quaternion operators. The relative forms given

by Mr. C. S. Peirce may be immediately translated into such quaternion forms.

Thus we may write, (a, .i,
} , being vectors such tkat S. a /3 y = 1, and tj, I2, I3, U,

being quaternions such that S. l^ A. l^ 13!^ = 1 *).

=: aS.^)().

= aS.}«().

= aS.3) +/3S.}a(); j = aS.ya{).

= «S.,?>(); j = aS.ya{).

= aS.>'a()+/3S.a,3(); j = aS./3y().

= aS./3>() + /3S.>'a() + yS.a/?();j= aS.ya() + /?S.a5();.

k= aS.a{i().

a%, (. = aS.,3y()+/3S.ya(); j= aS.ya{); k=raS.aii{).

a'%, i = -l,S.{)A. 1,1J, - ^4 S. ( ) A. hl,l, ; j = - I, S. {) A. h

IJ,; ^-^-/jS.O A. /,/,,%.

ba, i = - /x, S. 1 ) A. ^3 /, l,+l,S.{) A. /, I, /, - /, S. { ) A. /, h h ;

j = hS.{) A. IJ,L_ - h S-( )A. hU_h \k = -h S.( )\.hlJ,.

b^, i = -
/i S. A. I,UI, + /, S. ( ) A. lj,h_

; J= /i S. ( ) A. IJJ. ;

k =— bj, S.
( ) A. l,loj3 + US-' ) A-Uhl-i-

c„ i= -l,S.( )A.l,hh+l,S.()X.UJ2; ./ = /, S.( )A./, ?, /, ;

k = —aliS.( ) A./3/4/1— ;iS.(')A./i/J3+ /4S.()A./,/i/,.

d,, i= ,3S.al3{ ); j^aii.a3{); .(—aS. )«().

63, i =— /i S.( ) A././,/, ;./=— /, S.( )A. ;./,/, -rkS.OA.l.lJ,;

k = l,S.{ ) A./,/,/,— /., S. ( ) A. 1,1 J,.

jebr
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Algebra g4, i = a S. /3 y ;
j= aS.ya{); fc= /3S./3y(); l = (iS.ya{).

" hp„i=l^S.{)A.lJj2—l3S.{)A.l,l,l,; j=— l^S.()A.lJ,l,-

k = -l,S.( )A. /j/Ji - ^3 S.^ )A. 1,1.J, ; 1=1, S.( )A.Ul,U ;

m=—l,S.{ ) A.l,U^.

hk„i = l,S.{) A. i,/^/, - /3 S. ( ) A. /./Ji + /3 S. ( ) A. }JJ, ;j = -
l, S. ()A.yj, + l,S.{ )A.lJ,l,- k= l,8.( )A.IJ,I,-

l= -l,S.()A.l,l,l,; m = -l,S.{ )A.l,I,l,; n = -l,8.

()A.lJ,l,.

bme,i = aS.i3}();j= aS./a();A:=aS.a^();/=/?S.,5y();m =
,3S.>'a(); n = /3S.a/3().

These examples can be used to illustrate the general theorems. For example:

" Every group of linear vector opei-aiors contains at least one idempotent or one

nilpotent expresssioti."

The group bm^ contains the idempotents

a S. /?>'(), /3S. >'a(), aS. /?7()+/3S. yaO.
The group b p^ contains only nilpotents.

" When an algebra contains an idempotent expression it may be assKined as the

basis and tlie remaining expressions are then divisible into four classes."

In b mg if we assume a S. /? 7 ( ) as the idempotent then the units are, with

reference to the basis,

idemfaciend, idemfacieiit, a S. /? y ( ) ;

nilfaciend, idemfacient, /? S. /? y ( ) ;

idemfaciend, nilfacient, a S. y a
( ), and a S. a (3 ()

;

nilfaciend, nilfacient, /? S. y a
( ), and /? S. a /5 ( ).

" The fourth class are subject to independent investigation."

"If the first class comprises any units except the basis, there is, besides the basis, another

idempotent expi-ession or a nilpotent expression, and we may free the class from this, when

idempotent, by writing for the basis the difference between the two ; in this case expressions

may pass from idemfaciend to nilfaciend or from idemfacient to nilfacient, but not the

reverse." Thus, if we had taken for our basis in b mg a S. /? y ( ) + Z' S. y n
( ) there

would have been only two classes,

1 : a S. /J y () + /? S. y a
( ) ; /? S. y a

( ) ; a S. y a
( ) ; |3 S. /3 y ( ) ;

2: «S. a/3(); /? S. « /3
( ).

The second idempotent basis is easily seen to be (3 S. y a
( ), and the differei.ce

is a S. /? y ( ), as before. And making this change of basis, /?S. y « ( ) and (iS.a(3{ )

become fourth class, /3 S. j8 y ( ) becomes second class, aS.y a{) becomes third class.

" When there is no idempotent basis, all expressions are nilpotent, and all poivers of

each expression that do not vanish are independent. We may take any expression as the



hasia, bat it is well to /select one ufiirh has the Jiiost powers thit do not i-anish." Tims in

bp, we talce /. ^- ( > A. / / /, — /, S.
( ) A. /./,/,,, vviui.sf square is— /. 8.( )A. l^l.J,,,

tlie cube vanishing. Tiiis algebra is then of secdiui oidei. If A, B are any two

expressions of it,

A- B + A B' + .{ B A r I', A B ^ o.

These examples are sutiicient to sliow liie use of tliese forms in interpretin"- the

subject. It remains only to sliow liow iIkv may lie applied in a few cases. There

are of course for every one of tliem two ticlvls of applieatiun at once suggested by

this method of writing them, viz. : linear transformations and homogeneous strains.

E.g., the nilpotent algebra d^. The general expression of this algebra is

V.= X- (i^. aii{)+a^.(y\ ya +z\ a ,3) ( ).

This transforms P = Xj « + 2/i /^ ~F ^j ; into

(p p =z xzi ,i + a
( yy^ + 2z,)

= 2/yi « + 2i (sa + X t'i).

This may represent any point of the plane («, /3). Since the value of x^ does

not enter (p p, every straight line parallel to a is made to correspond to a config-

.uration of the (a, /i) plane. Those lines parallel to n which cut the
( /3, y) plane

in a line parallel to fi, correspond to a series of configurations of the («, ft) plane

produced by slipping it along the direction a. The movement of a line which is

I)arallel to a along a line parallel to the line >, produces a series of expansions of

the (rt, fi) plane from a point w?/i« as center. If both y^ and 2, vary, subject

:to a law, we have the configuration of the (", P) plane

<P p = yvi « + / (:¥i ) (2 « + ^ /?)•

Again, consider the algebra a^. The general expression here, is

= x(«S. /37( ) + /?S. 7a( ) + yS. « /?
( ) ) + 2/ (« S. >- a ( ) + /^S. a/?

( ) )

-\r za^.a p {),

= a S. (x V /? y + 2/ V }• a + 2 V fl /?) ( ) + /? S. (x V / a + 2/ V a /3) ( )

+ y^.x\ ap{)

p becomes <p p = n (xx^-]- yyi+ zz^) + ft (x2/i+ yzi) -f X2i y.

This strain operator will convert p into any other vector a, for if

<J = ia-\rVft + Zy

we have at once from

(p P = (7,

35X1+ ?///,+ 22 1 =^",

2-2/l + ?/2l ='/,

xz,=C.
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Whence

The exceptional cases are where 2i= 0. That is, ^ can be so chosen as to con-

vert any vector into any other except those lying in the plane of (a, /3), which is

converted into itself, the line x^a being converted into itself. The cubic of <j> is

(^— ocY = 0. We may write <t> p=^x p -\-
( yy^ + zz^) a ~\- yz^ /3.

Hence the effect of any o is to move the terminal point of p along its line

in either direction, and then slide this extremity along a plane parallel to ( a, 3 ).

Thus the infinite number of strains, which belong to this infinite group of strains,

and that have the same r, represent a group of shears. Space nor time permit a

fuller treatment of this interesting line of application of this algebra. The ap-

plication of the other algebras might similarly be deduced.

I may say in closing that the natural classification of these algebras referred

to by Professor Benjamin Peirce, who regarded his own classification as Linnean,

is pointed to by these representations of the dlgebras.

Illinois College, Dec. 23, 1895.

Variation of a Staxpard Thermometer. By Chas. T. Knipp.

During the term just past I made a number of observations on a standard

thermometer. The problem that presented itself was to observe the variations'in

a standard thermometer under given conditions, and the minimum limit of con-

ditions that would produce the same.

Having a delicate cathetometer at hand, that reads directly to j^ and

accurately to yj^ of a mm., no hesitancy was felt in making the observations,

feeling assured that the slightest variations in the reading of the thermometer

could be detected.

The thermometer that was in cj[uestion was one of Queen & Co's standardized

thermometers of the centigrade scale, graduated in tenths over a range of 100

degrees. The bulb, is cylindrical in form, thus having a maximum, or tending

towards a maximum surface and consequently increased sensitiveness.

The thermometer was tested and standardized by the above named company

on the 10th of October. After standardizing it was put in a brass case lined with
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n rubljer tube. The tube is closed at the lower end and is some shorter than the

thermometer, so that a little pressure is required to push it in far enough to

allow the cap to screw on firmly. This pressure is directly on lower end of bulb,

and is more than a person would at first think. By repeated tests I found it

equivalent to 240 grams, or a little over a half pound. Such a pressure acting

continuously for some length of time would certainly change the shape of the

bulb, and consequently the zero mark.

The length of the bulb is 25 mm. Its volume is approximately .3 cu. cm., as

near as can be ascertained by measurement of its dimensions.. The weight of the

thermometer is 43 grams.

On the 16tli of November, after a period of five weeks, the pressure was

released, the thermometer placed in an ice and water bath and the exact position

of the mercury column noted. Observations were made twice per week from that

date, the last one being Saturday, December 21. Great care was taken in making

these observations. The bulb was placed in an ice and water bath, while the

stem for five inches above the zero mark was jjacked with finely broken ice. The

added water was to equalize the pressure on the bulb. An aperture in the side of

the vessel, through which passed a tube, the outer end of which guarded by a

plane glass window made it possible to readily observe the mercury column, and

yet have it completely surrounded with ice. Each observation extended over a

period of three hours. To guard against jarring, the cathetometer and vessel

holding the thermometer were placed on a stone pier.

The apparatus was allowed to stand for one hour before taking a reading,

after which readings were taken every half hour. It was observed that when

great accuracy was expected, all of an hour is required as the glass is very slow

to take up the temperature of the melting ice and adjust itself accordingly,

while the mercury takes up the temperature in a very few minutes. The first

readings, therefore, are always too low. Before taking a reading the stem was

jarred to facilitate the adjustment of the mercury. To prevent radiation the

vessel was covered with a towel. After putting ice in the vessel it was thoroughly

washed with distilled water. This last precaution was at first overlooked and the

result was that the readings were far too low, i. e.. the melting mixture was made

colder by its containing foreign substances.

We would naturally expect that the pressure on the lower end of the bulb

would considerably change its size, and that a pressure of over a half pound could

not continue long without considerably altering the size, volume and accuracy of

the thermometer. In the case under discussion the volume of the bulb would be

increased by pressure on lower end. Also since the length of the bulb is 25 mm.
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and only 4 mm. in diameter it would stand a greater strain before yielding than it

would were it any other shape.

Considering it as above, the first reading would naturally be expected to be

a mimiraun, for as the volume of the bulb is a maximum the mercury stands lowest

in the stem, and the readings on subsequent observations would increase until a

fairly stationary point is reached, indicating that the bulb has regained its normal

volume.

The first reading taken Saturday, November 16th, showed the thermometer

to be in error 0.1479°. The second reading taken on the following Wednesday

was 0.1528°. The third, taken on the following Saturday, was 0.1540°, and

the fourth, taken on Wednesday, November 24th, was 0.1553°. These read-

ings are each the mean of four and five separate observations. They show a

gradual increase in the length of the mercury column which is in direct accordance

with what was first expected, /. e., that the pressure on the bottom of the bulb

would increase the size of tlie same and wliich in consequence would lower the

mercury column.

The part that seems strange to me, and that I can assign no direct I'eason for,

is the behavior of the seven subsequent readings that were taken extending over

a period of three and one-half weeks. The fifth reading shows a slight decrease,

and so also does the sixth reading show a decrease compared with the fifth, after

which it oscillated, as it were, about a mean of 0.1493°. The greatest deviation

above this mean being .0036, and the greatest below .0026 of a degree.

It was found that the position in which the thermometer was kept had no

appreciable effect upon its readings.

C4RAPHICAL Representation of the Law oe Falling Bodies.

By F. p. Stauffer.

[AllSTRACT.]

It was shown that by subdividing a right-angled triangle by lines parallel to

the hypotenuse and the sides into similar smaller triangles, the following could

be graphically represented—the distance traversed each second, the velocity at

the end of each second, the effect of gravity each second.
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Rates of Combustion in Locomotive Furnaces. By R. A. Smart.

The following brief comparisons of the rates of combustion in locomotive

and stationary furnaces, based upon data of tests made at the Purdue University

Locomotive Testing Plant, will show some of the effects of the heavy duty which

the limitations of space and the reijuirements of portability impose upon loco-

motive boilers.

In stationary boiler plants, the usual rate of combustion is between the

limits of 8 to 20 pounds of coal per square foot of grate surface per hour. From

the record of the rate of combustion of over half a hundred boilers tested by Geo.

H. Barrus, a well known expert, an average of 11.5 pounds per foot of grate was

found, which may be taken as representing good practice. Under certain condi-

tions of speed and cut-off, it has been found that the Purdue locomotive,

"Schenectady," which is a fair representative of its class, consumes 2,670 jiounds

of coal per hour, while developing 520 indicated horse power. To consume this

((uantity of coal economically at the rate given above would require a grate area

of 232 square feet. Taking 8 feet as the extreme allowable width, this would

give a furnace 29 feet long, which is of course much beyond the limits of avail-

able space. As the furnace of the Purdue locomotive has, however, only 17.5

square feet of grate surface, instead of 2S2, the rate of combustion under the con-

ditions mentioned above reaches the abnormal figure of 153 pounds per square

foot per hour.

It has been stated by Isherwood that the evaporative efficiency of horizontal

return tubular boilers of ordinary design decreases as the rate of combustion

increases, and if this holds in stationary practice it may be taken, in a measure, as

applying to locomotive practice. From this it is apparent that where only 17.5

s(iuare feet of grate surface are provided to consume a quantity of coal requiring

over 200 square feet for economical combustion, thereby raising the rate of com-

bustion from 11.5 to 153 pounds per i-(juare foot, the evaporative efficiency will

necessarily be low.

This extraordinary rapidity of combustion is still more striking when com-

pared with the conditions existing in an open fireplace. For instance, the rate

of combustion in an ordinary parlor grate is about 4 pounds per hour to the

square foot. At this rate it would require a grate equal in area to that of a room

26 feet sc^uare to consume the coal burned during the tests mentioned.

Other comparisons may be made as follows: Stationary boilers are usually

allowed about 12 square feet of heating surface per horse power developed, while

the total heating surface of "Schenectady," about 1,200 square feet, allow.*, under
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ordinary conditions, 4 square feet to the horse power, and under extreme con-

ditions, but 2 square feet.

The draft in a stationary plant having a chimney 50 feet high is less than

0.5 of an inch of water. The locomotive frequently runs under a draft as heavy

as six inches, making it necessary for the tireman to keep a very thick fire on the

grates.

With such great differences existing lietween the conditions apparently re-

quired by economy and those actually found in locomotive practice, it would be

expected that the evaporative efficiency of the latter would be small by compari-

son. It is interesting to note, however, that in spite of the disadvantages under

which the locomotive labors, its evaporation is seldom less than 50% of the best

evaporation given by stationary plants.

The Influence of Heat, the Electric Current and Magnetism Upon

Young's Modulus. Mary Chilton Noyes.

A series of experiments were carried out in the physical laboratory of West-

ern Reserve University to determine the effects of heat, of an electric current and

of magnetism upon the elasticity of piano wire, and of copper and silver wire.

The wires were heated by means of an electric current from a storage battery,

the current sometimes going through a magnetizing helix surrounding the wires,

sometimes through a non-inductive coil, and sometimes through the wires them-

selves. The methods of heating were used in different order with different pieces

of wire, in order to detect, if possible, any temporary or permanent effect which

was not due to the heat, but no such effect could be found.

The thermal co-efficient of elasticity for the piano wire was found to be 4. 69^

for 100°. For the silver wire it was about 8% and for the two specimens of cop-

per wire tested 13% and 1%. The permanent change in elasticity produced by

repeatedly heating the wires was from one to two per cent.

With the silver and copper wires the effect of heat upon the elastic limit was

determined. The limit was found to decrease quite rapidly and regularly as the

temperature was raised. The two specimens of copper wire tested were found to

give quite different results for the thermal co-efficient of elasticity, the co-efficient

of expansion and the co-efficient of decrease in the elastic limit with rise of

temperature.
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The Surface Tension of Liquids. By Arthur L. Foley.

Although many methods of measuring the surface tension of liquids have

been proposed and used, its absolute value is not known in a single instance.

Various experimenters by various methods have obtained various results ; these

results differing from one another in many cases by as much as fifty per cent.

For instance, Quincke, for the surface tension of water at 0"C, has obtained the

following results by the methods named

:

1. By measuring the rise of water at a vertical wall he obtained 8.7 mgm.

per mm.

2. By measuring the axis of a bubble of air in the interior of a liquid, 8.2

mgm.

3. By the rise of water in capillary tubes, 7.6 mgm.

4. By measuring the size of falling drops, 6.5 mgm.

These results show an average variation of about ten per cent., and a differ-

ence between the first and last of thirty-four per cent. Many other methods have

been used, but the results obtained are not more consistent than those given above.

The method generally used, and that which probably gives as consistent results

as any yet proposed, is the method of capillary tubes. But even if we restrict

ourselves to this one method, and to the results obtained by a single experimenter,

we find that thej' differ considerably. Let us again note the results obtained by

Quincke—than whom there is no better authority upon this subject. In Wiede-

man's Annalen, April, 1894, Quincke gives values ranging from 7.69 to 8.16 mgm.

per ram. for diflerent sizes of tubes made from the same specimen of Jena glass;

and values from 7.8 to 8.1 for English flint glass. In the October number of the

Annalen, 1894, Volkmann gives as widely different results for various specimens

of glass. The age of the tube is found to influence the height to which the water

rises in it. So it would seem that a better method of measuring the surface ten-

sion of liquids is greatly to be desired.

In the "Philosophical Magazine" of November, 1893, Mr. T. Proctor Hall

describes some "New Methods of Measuring the Surface Tension of Liquids."

Two years ago at the suggestion of Professor Michelson of the Chicago University,

I undertook to repeat and to extend the investigation. In the present article, I

shall confine myself to a brief statement of the results obtained by using Mr.

Hall's method c, the maximum-weight method.^

' Philof ophical Magf zine, November, 1893, p. 402.
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Ikt
dx O

Let a (Fig. 1) be an end face of a rectangular parallelopiped suspended from

one arm of a balance, with its lower face horizontal, and therefore parallel to the

liquid surface ()X. Call ?'•' the weight of the frame (block) in this position.

Lower the frame until it touches the liquid, and bring it again to the first position,

as in b. The weight of the frame is now increased bv the weight of the licjuid

raised above the level surface. As the frame is raised, the weight increases for a

time then suddenly decreases, passing through a distinct maximum. Call v" the

total maximum weight. The net maximum weight is

W'=w''— ('•':= 2 2' sin a -f- /)/(/, (1)

where 7"= the surface tension in grams per centimeter;

a = the angle between the A'-axis and the tangent to the rujliid surface at

the edge of the frame
;

t = the thickness of the frame;

l>
= the density of the liquid

;

y = the height of the frame al)ove the liquid surface;

/ = the length of the frame, one centimeter.

Also.

T sin n

ilx

dn

T cos "

(2)

/'.'/

Placins —
. and remembering that ^- = tan «,

ihj ('^ sin «

da y

jy2 = — 2 c2 cos n + /•.

When y = o, « ^ o, and A- = 2 r^

.-.
.y = 2c V- 2

It

c sin —
2



COS—=^ I

^ ^ .'/ .

2 \ 4c^ •

2 C'-i/^

2 c2
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(4)

(5)

Let us now suppose that the frame has vertical legs (as in Fig. 2) extending

downward into the liquid. Let / be the length between the legs.

Jfiz

E(|uation (1) becomes

w = 2T(l — t) sin n -\- i>thj,

— 2 i>c'-{l— t) sin rt + 2 Itjic sin-^

(6)

When «; is a maximum, -p- =o. Let t be verv small compared with /, then
'art • ' '

(I

2 c cos n + t cos -^ = o.

Eliminating a by (4) and (5), and inserting the value of c,

^ /' ^ A /«^ 2'

When t is small, a near approximation is

\ />

Supplying this value of y in (6), and solving for T,

T= :+
pPf' It

2(1— 1} ' 4(1— tr' 4(/-0-
-1 i>'l-t^ +4u' / — <)/'.

(7)

(8)

Table II gives the value of Tcalculated by the above formula for mica frames

varying in thickness from 0.0013 cm. to 0.02067 cm.
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Mr. Hall in his investigation used glass frames (made of cylindrical glass rods)

of the shape indicated in Fig. 3. He deduced for them equations correspond-

/ik^ 'pm'j////mi/nm//m/mmmn///m/////m mimi/m

ing to (6), (7) and (8). He admits, however, that these equations are so compli-

cated as to be almost unmanageable, and that the correction is obtained more

easily by determining the constants of a frame by using frames of different length

and of the same diameter, and again of the same length but of different diame-

ters. It is very difficult indeed to make such frames, and to use them after they

are made.

The chief objections to glass frames may be summed up as follows

:

The value of y, and hence the correction that must be applied to the

maximum weight in order to obtain the true film weight which measures

the tension, depends in a very complicated way upon the diameters of the

rods of the frame.

This correction forms a considerable part of tiie total maximum weight

(see Table I.). Frames can not be made sufficiently rigid and less than

0.03 cm. in diameter. Hence the correction is at least ten per cent, of the

whole.

The frames are difficult to make and they require delicate handling at

every stage.

With cylindrical end rods the actual length of the film surface is uncer-

tain.

It occurred to me that these troublesome corrections and inaccuracies might

be partially avoided by using a different kind of frame. After experimenting

with frames of various materials, among which I may mention thin sheet glass,

platinum, aluminum and mica, I found that the latter offered decided advantages

over glass. The general shape of the mica frame is given in Fig. 4. The frame

is supported by a forked glass stem, and the method of using is exactly as with a

glass frame.

j^^4 w
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My first frames were made by cutting the mica sheet as it lay under a steel

rule upon a piece of plate glass. I afterwards had made two heavy steel plates of

the exact shape of the frame desired. The inner surface of each plate was ground

plane with emery dust upon plate glass. A sheet of mica was clamped between

them and cut to their dimensions. The advantages of frames made in this way

are:

The steel plates are accurately ground; the frames are correspondingly

regular.

The mica does not split along the cut edge.

The edge is of the same thickness as the plate itself ; there is no bur.

Very thin frames are easily made, but it is difficult to work with them

when they are much less than 0.002 cm. thick.

A difficulty experienced with the mica frame, as also with those of platinum

and aluminum, is that the fluid does not readily and equally wet all portions ot

the surface. It has a tendency to collect in drops, rendering the after-weighing

uncertain. This difficulty was entirely overcome by roughing the surface (dark-

ened in Fig. 4) of the plate near the edge by rubbing very lightly with the finest

French emery paper. Both weights could then be taken again and again with a

variation of only a few hundredths of a milligram.

The advantages claimed for the mica frame are as follows :

1. They are easily made, and do not require careful handling.

2. They are of even thickness, with straight edges and square corners. Hence

the film length is not so uncertain as with glass frames.

3. They can be made less than one-tenth of the thickness of a glass frame,

reducing the correction correspondingly. Table I gives the relative corrections

for glass and mica frames, obtained by determining the maximum weight for a

soap solution, and then weighing the film itself. The film weight divided bv

twice the length of the frame gives the surface-tension. But with many liquids it

is impossible to obtain the film Aveight, as the film breaks immediately after it is

formed. The maximum weight can l)e determined in almost every case, and the

film weight by correction. It is evident that a slight error in the value of this

correction will be lessened by reducing the total correction, as is done by using

the mica frame.
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TABLE I.

Kind of
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5. In the case of thin frames the tension can be determined at once from the

maximum weight uncorrected, with results that varv less than do those obtained

by the method of capillary tubes. For example, compare Table II with Table

III, the latter giving selected results obtained by Quincke by the capillary tube

method.

'

TABLE II.
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7. The equations for u- and y are not so complex that they can not be used.

In Table II are given the values of 2' deduced by formula (8). It will be noted

that the last frame is about sixteen times as thick as the first, yet the greatest

difference in these values is but a little more than one part in two hundred. Of

the results for the first four frames, the greatest difference is one part in seven

thousand. The thicker frames can not be expected to give such consistent results,

as the water tends to creep in between the thin layers of which the mica sheet is

made up.

The Temperature Coefficient.

Previous determinations of the temperature coefficient of surface tension

give results not more consistent than the values obtained for the tension itself.

Brunner gives the coefficient as .14 dynes per degree, and Merian as .253 dynes.

The latter result is almost double the former. Other observers give intermediate

values. In view of these differences, I concluded to make a determination of the

temperature coefficient by the mica frame maximum weight method. This

investigation is not yet completed, so I shall not go into detail.

I am using a Troemner balance, No. 5, easily sensitive to one one-hundredth

milligram. The arrangement of the balance and box or closet is very much the

same as in Hall's experiment. Inside the wooden box I have a double-walled tin

box, open on the side next the glass door. The space between the walls of the

tin vessel (the walls being about two inches apart) may be filled with a bath to

regulate the temperature of the enclosure. This temperature is obtained by read-

ing three thermometers, placed in different positions. A rotary fan is used to

equalize the temperature throughout the enclosure. It is arranged so that the

water whose coefficient is to be determined is siphoned in and out of the vessel

inside, without opening the door or disturbing the balance.

I have tried four methods of regulating the temperature of the enclosure. A
current of air from a blower giving a very constant pressure was passed through

an iron pipe heated by from one to a dozen Bunsen burners, and then through

the tin box. By varying the air supply and the number of burners, a fairly con-

stant temperature could be maintained. But I was not able to raise it above 50°.

I next tried a water bath, the water being heated in a tube outside, but con-

nected with the box—somewhat upon the principle of an incubator. I could

easily maintain any desired temperature between 0° and 70°. But for higher

temperatures I found that the convective circulation of the water was too slow to

prevent the water in the tube from boiling. I substituted oil for water, but I was

not able to extend my observations above 80°.
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By far the most satisfactory method is to fill in between the walls of the tin

box with mineral wool, and to use wire coils and an electric current to heat the

enclosure.

In the earlier part of my work I used distilled water from the Chemical

Laboratory. Subsequent tests showed that it contained considerable organic

matter. I am now using water which has been distilled three times in glass; once

with permanganate of potassium to remove organic matter. My observations

range from 0° to 80°, and cover a period of four months.

Briefly, my conclusions are as follows

:

Between 0° and 80° the temperature coefficient curve is concave toward the

X axis, when we use tensions as ordinates and temperatures as abscissas. This

coefficient increases with the temperature, its value being about .17 dynes.

The formula usually used to represent the tension (T) at any tempera-

ture vt°J is

Tt -=To—.14 t°.

I find that the tension can not be expressed as a linear equation, and that

,14 dynes is too low for the average temperature coefficient.

Much of my work so far has been toward perfecting the method and my
apparatus. I am now making some observations, using exceedingly thin

mica frames, and standardized thermometers reading to one one-hundredth of a

degree. For temperatures below 0° I shall use the method described by Messrs.

Humphreys and Mohler in the "Physical Review," March-April, 1895. I shall

endeavor to extend my observations above 100° by using the capillary tube

method, the water and tubes being enclosed in an air-tight plate glass box and

under whatever pressure is necessary to maintain the desired temperature without

boiling the water.

Physical Laboratory, Indiana University, December, 1895.

Strains in Steam Machinery. By W. F. M. Goss.

Masses of metal when of considerable strength and weight would appear to

be proof against distortion under the influence of any force which may be brought

to bear upon them. "We think of the strength of metals, but it is not often that

we consider their elastic property, yet, physically speaking, nothing, jirobably, is

more elastic than steel. A piano wire, if tightly strung, increases its length, and

if loosened again it contracts. Within certain limits it behaves precisely like a

spring. When force is applied it stretches, and when the force is withdrawn it
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recovers itself again. If the force is considerable, change in the length of the

wire may be easily observed ; with a less force it will not be so apparent but still

measurable, and, finally logic requires us to believe that if the force applied and

withdrawn is infinitely small, there will still be a change in the length of the wire

acted upon.

That which is true of a wire is equally true of all masses of metal of what-

ever proportion. A cube of steel may resist an enormous load tending to crush

it, and yet the application of a slight force effects a decrease in its height. The

change in form under light loads is certainly small, but actual, nevertheless.

That which is true of steel is, in a general sense, equally true of wrought and

cast irons, and, in fact, metals of every sort.

The machine designer, therefore, can not, as some suppose, make the several

parts of his machine so strong that they will remain fixed in form, but he must

choose rather so to distribute the metal with reference to the stresses to be trans-

mitted, that the change in form which is sure to occur, will not interfere with the

action of the proposed machine.

Some years ago the writer became interested in tests involving a measure-

ment of the strain, that is the change in form, of various parts of steam engines,

parts supposedly invariable, while the engines were being worked under load.

The apparatus employed consisted of a fine micrometer screw mounted upon a

frame work wholly apart from the engine and having no connection with it, but

so arranged that the screw could be brought in contact with the part to be exam-

ined. In making observations, one terminal wire from a telephone receiver was

attached to the part of the engine which was under examination, and the other

terminal from the telephone to the micrometer; the observer placed the telephone

to his ear, and slowly screwed the micrometer in towards the desired point on

the engine. If the part of the engine in question was in vibration it first touched

the point of the advancing screw for an instant for each oscillation, the contact

being made manifest to the observer by a sharp click in the telephone as the cir-

cuit was made and broken again. This fixed one boundary by which the ampli-

tude of the vibration was to be determined. Next the micrometer was advanced

towards the engine until the screw did not break contact with the machines, a con-

dition which was denoted by a cessation of sound in the telephone, while for all

intermediate points the clicking in the receiver kept time with the_ revolutions of

the engine. It was assumed that this last position of the micrometer marked the

other boundary of the vibration. The difference of the two readings of the

micrometer gave the amplitude of the vibrations, or the extent of the motion in

the part examined. A large number of readings from several parts of two engines
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in the Laboratory of Purdue University were taken by ^Ir. Adam Iferzo^,

]>. M. E. , a t^umniary of which is as followt;:

First, measurements were taken from a 15 x 24 Corliss engine; this machine

has unusually massive parts, the fram^ being a heavy girder, jTnd the whole

being mounted in an excellent manner upon a deep foundation. Observations

were made while the engine was developing only 35 horse-power with an

initial steam pressure of 80 pounds. The head end of the cylinder was found to

move in a horizontal direction with every revolution of the engine, a distance of

0.009 of an inch; the frame over the guides moved in a vertical direction 0.014

of an inch, and the pillow block castings in a horizontal direction 0.030 inches.

Secondly, measurements from a 14x10 engine, having a modification of the

box-bed, mounted upon a substantial foundation, capped by a single stone of

massive size. The details of the engine are heavy and well designed. Its center

line, however, is considerably above the line of resistance ofi'ered by the bed.

Observations were taken during a time when the engine was running under an

initial pressure of only 40 pounds and while developing only 14 horse-power,

which is less than half its rated power. The head end of the cylinder was found

to move horizontally 0.018", and the top of the cylinder at the flange on the

crank end to move vertically 0.022^'.

These vibrations, while taking place with every stroke of the engines, would

not ordinarily have been detected with the eye, and were not accompanied by any

shock or other manifestation which would indicate their presence. The measure-

ments will serve to show to what extent the heavy fixed parts of well-designed

machines may move under the influence of the forces which they are designed to

resist, and they emphasize the necessity for a distribution of the metal which will

give strength in direct line with the stresses to l)e transmitted.

Viscosity of a Pol.\rized Dielectric. By A. Wilmer Dlff.

[Abstract.]

Very few observations of mechanical actions produced in li((uid dielectrics by

electro-static stress have been made. Faraday found that fibres of silk in the

liquid set themselves along the lines of force. Quincke thought he had detected

an alteration of volume, but his results have been doubted. Konig tried to find

a variation of viscosity by finding the rate of flow through a capillary tube placed be-

tween charged plates, but failed. A limit was set to the accuracy of his method

by the difficulty of maintaining the tube at a constant temperature.
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The author has sought a variation of viscosity by observing tlie rate of de-

scent of small drops of mercury through castor oil, which served as the dielectric

n a plate condenser. The condenser consisted of a tall, glass tank, the middle

part of which served as a condenser, tin-foil being glued to the middle half of the

outsides of the glass plates. To eliminate temperature effects the ratio of the time

of descent through the condenser part of the tank to the time of descent through

the non-condenser part, the condenser being uncharged, was compared with the

ratio similarly obtained when the condenser was charged. In this way any change

of temperature affecting the whole tank may be eliminated. To further eliminate

anv variation affecting different parts of the tank unequally, a long series of

readings was taken with the condenser alternately charged and uncharged ; and

each ratio obtained with the condenser charged was compared with the mean of

the adjacent ratios obtained with the condenser uncharged. The experiment was

performed in a cellar of fairly constant temperature, temperative effects being

thus almost perfectly eliminated; long series of readings made as described showed

invariable increases of viscosity on the application of electro-static stress. The

variation of viscosity seemed to be dependent rather on a non-uniform or varying

electro-static field than on a steady field. Castor oil and glycerine showed an in-

crease of viscosity.

As the above method could only be applied to very viscous liquids, the au-

thor also constructed an analogous apparatus on the capillary tube principle

suitable lor mobile liquids. It consisted of a capillary tube placed vertically be-

tween condenser plates, and connected above to a large tube with four constric-

tions in it dividing it oft' into three compartments. The times of emptying of the

compartments by fiow through the capillary tube were observed, the condenser

being first uncharged during the emptying of the middle chamber and then

charged. If the ratio of the time of emptying of the middle chamber to the sum

of the times of emptying of the other two be taken, the condenser being uncharged,

and compared wi h the ratio similarly obtained, the condenser being charged, a

method free from temperature effects is again obtained for detecting a viscosity

variation. In this way it was found that under a varying electro-static field, car-

bon di-sulphide showed an increase of viscosity and paraffine oil a decrease.

The above methods are being applied to other liquids, and a determination of

the law of variation of the effect discovered under varying strengths of electro-

static field will be made later.
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On the Altkekatikg Current Dynamo. By AV. E. Goldsboeovgh.

Consider the case of a simple alternator having but one armature coil that

rotates in a magnetic field of uniform intensity about an axis at right angles to

the direction of the lines of force. If successive instants of time during one rev-

olution of the coil are counted from the instant that the coil passes a line drawn

through its axis of rotation and perpendicular to both the axis of rotation and

the direction of the magnetic flux, the value of the induction piercing the coil

at any instant during one cycle is expressed by the equation

N — Ninax COSiCt, (1)

in which Nmax equals that portion of the flux that passes through the coil at the

instant the plane of the coil is at right angles to the direction of the lines of force

and jc represents its angular velocity. The instantaneous value of the E. M. F.

generated in the coil will be, by Faraday's law

dN
e ^ — = IV Xinax sinu't,

dt

= Esinu't (2)

since its maximum value

E = W N,„ax (3)

If the coil is closed through a circuit of resistance Kj, inductance Lj and ca-

pacity Cj, the resistance and inductance of the coil itself being R and L respec-

tively a current i will begin to circulate and we can write the equation of E. M.

Fs. of the circuit in the form

di fidt
e = {R + RJi + (L+Li)- + j

.

dt Ci

From this expression we can derive the equation of the current in terms of the

constants of the circuit and the maximum value of the E. M. F. developed in the

coil and obtain >

E
i ^=

V
[R + Ri]2 + [

.11- - (L + Lj,r]2

sin < ut
LCi«;(R+Ri) R+ Ri J

J
^

'

which expresses the instantaneous value of i as soon as a condition of cyclic sta-

bility has been attained.

Equations (1), (2) and (4) are the general equations that cover the working

of alternating current dynamos; they have been subjected to graphical analysis,
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the results of which are exhibited in the figure opposite page 80, aad are dis-

cussed in the following paragraphs :

Suppose a circuit in which the inductance is zero, the capacity infinite and

the resistance variable, to be subjected to the influence of a simple harmonic

E. M. F. that is generated by an alternator having a constant armature inductance

for all values of armature current, a constant field excitation and a constant

speed. Uuder these conditions the virtual value of the E. ^I. F. at the brushes

of the alternator just before the circuit is closed will be,

—

E = W X„,ax ^ ^/2 (5)

which is represented by the vector OA in the figure. The rector OX is laid off

at right angles to OA to represent the value of the M. M. F. producing Nmax.

It is drawn 90° in advance of the E. M. F. it induces in accordance with the

relation exhibited in equations (1) and (2). At the time of closing the circuit

suppose the external variable non-inductive resistance to have a value Rj, and

that the constant armature resistance has a value R and the constant armature

inductance a value L. Then the equation of the current will assume the form :

E • r t * -1 ^^^ "i
sin u»t — tan ,^v

1 = "- R + R,J (6)

V iR + Ri) -^ + L^ ir'

and its virtual value —

E"

I = (7)

V (R + RJ 2 + h^u-

which we can represent l)y tlie vector OB^ lagging tan degrees behind
R -j- Rj

OA. This armature current will react upon the magnetizing forces due to the

constant field excitation, and by virtue of the inductance of the armature will

produce an M. M. F. in phase with itself whicli is represented b_v the vector NNq,

drawn parallel to the current vector from the positive extremity of OX. This

armature M. M. F. sets up a cyclic magnetization developing a counter E. ]\1. F.

ODq lagging 90° degrees behind the current, and there is a loss of effective

E. M. F. due to the armature resistance that is shown by the short E. M. F. vec-

tor in phase with OP>o, therefore the total loss of E. M. F. in tlte armature will

be the resultant of these two vectors or OA^. The efi'ective E. M. F. that over-

comes the resistance of the non-inductive external circuit will be the vector A^A,

since it completes the E. M. F. triangle on OA and is in phase with the current
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<)P>.. The total eflective E. M. F (OC^) that overcomes the total ohmic resistance

( H -Ri) of the circuit, is due to the cyclic magnetization set up by the M. M. F.

vector OXq. OX^ is the resultant of OX and XX^ and as shown by the geom-

etry of the figure it is 90° in advance of the current, and therefore of A^A, as it

should be. The projection of XX^ on OX is the comjwnent of the armature

M. M. F. that acts against the field magnetization, /. e., it is « measure of the

armature reaction. The projection of XX^ on OA is likewise a measure of the

crors-magnetizing action of the armature.

Having constructed the initial diagram, we can now follow out what takes

place when the resistance of the external circuit is varied. Suppose Rj is re-

duced to a value Rr- The current vector head B^ will move out along the semi-

circle OBoBr until equilibrium is again established in the circuit by the current

reaching, its maximum possible value under the new conditions.* The vectors

OA and OX retaining their positions, all the other vectors involved will reach

their final values corresponding to the new current by following the arcs of the

circles passing through their positive extremities to the positions designated by

tlie common subscript letter (r). The correctness of the variations indicated can

be readily verified by an inspection of the geometry of the figure in connection

with equation (7).

In the present case Rj has been reduced to zero; in other words the sub-

scripts (r) indicate what takes place when a machine whose armature inductance

is large, as well as constant, is short circuited. A^ moves up to A, and the E.

M. F. at the brushes is zero. The current assumes an angle of lag of almost 90°

behind the total internal armature E. M. F. OA. the armature reaction almost

counterbalances the M.M.F. of the fields, and the resultant M. M. F. OXr is just

surticieut to develop the E. M. F. OCr that overcomes the resistance of the

armature.

Returning to the initial conditions, suppose we increase the value of Lj from

zero to some value Li. i. e., suppose we introduce inductance into the external

circuit. The virtual value of the current will then be ex))ressed by tlie equa-

tion

E (Si

\ (R + Ri)^ - (L ^ Li )-,r^-

:ind it will lag behind the internal E. M. F. E or OA, by an angle

"See Bedell and Crehore's Alternating Current?, luige 223.

6
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Eeferring to the figure, the new positions assumed by the variable vectors, owing

to the introduction of Li, are designated by the subscript letter (1). The cur-

rent will decrease and its vector head move along the circle OBcBoBiO until a

state of equilibrium exists between the forces involved. The E. M. F. that over-

comes the resistance and inductance of the armature will decrease also and move

to the position OAj, its vector head following the circle OAc A0A.1O, and the E.

M. F. at the collector rings will first decrease and then increase to a final value

AjA. The introduction of inductance into the external circuit brings the E. M.

F. at the collector rings and the total internal E. M. F. (OA) more nearly into

phase; it, however, causes a lag angle FjOBi to be introduced between the col-

lector E. M. F. and the current. The inductance E. M. F. of the armature de-

creases along the circle ODcDqDiO to a value ODi and the inductance E. M. F,

of the external circuit increases from zero along the circle YQcOQi Y to a value

OQi. The resultant M. M. F. will be 0'S\, and it is seen that while the arma-

ture reaction has remained very nearly constant the cross-magnetizing effect has

been reduced about 50 per cent.

From our initial conditions as indicated by the subscript letter (o) we can

also study the effects produced by the introduction of capacity into the external

circuit. If the value of C^ is reduced from infinity to some value Cc, the vir-

tual value of the current will change to

— E
I = —

(10)

^(R + K,)^ + (-^-Li«)'

and the angle between OA and the current will have a value

, = tan-^
[(R + ijCe«,

- (R+Rj] ^^^^

In consequence of this change the current vector will assume the position OBo and

the other variable vectors will move to their corresponding positions shown by

the subscript letter (c). The current in its new position is not only in advance of

the E. M. F. (AfO) at the brushes, but is also in advance of the E. M. F. OA,

since it has moved from B^ to a maximum value when passing OA, and then de-

creased in value. ^

1. See Bedell and Crehore's Alternating Currents, p. 297.
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The collector E. M. F., on the other hand, steadily increases as the capacity

decreases till it reaches a value AoA much greater than the open circuit E. M. F.

of the machine. A resonant effect comes into play here after the ca})acity of the

line neutralizes the inductance of the armature that is very well illustrated by the

figure: the line A^A will be a maximum when it passes from A through the center

of the circle OAcAaAiO, and will represent the greatest difference of potential

that can possibly exist between the brushes so long as R and Rj remain un-

changed in value. This rise in potential is due to the current being in advance of

the vector OA, for the position of the armature M. M. F. vector is also advanced,

and NXc increases the total tlux in the air-gap instead of diminishing it. The

cross-magnetizing action of the armature, however, remains approximately the

same.

The introduction of capacity into the line causes the inductance E. M. F.

of the armature to move to the position Dc, and the reactance E. M. F. of the

external circuit to decrease through zero and then increasing, assume a position

Qi-O, considerably in advance of the collector £. M. F. , and itO° in advance of

the current OBc.

The arrows indicate the relative direction of motion of the vectors as the re-

sistance is varied from infinity to zero, or as the reactance is carried from zero

capacity to an infinite inductance.

By following out a similar line of constructions the efl'ects produced by vari-

ations of the armature inductance can be studied, and by successfully varying

the resistance, inductance, capacity and frequency constants, and constructing

corresponding diagrams, a large variety of problems involving the simultaneous

variation of several terms can be successfullv treated.

A Method of Measuring Permeability. By A. Wilmer Diff.

[Abstract.]

The most common method of measuring the permeability of iron, or the

ratio in which the presence of iron strengthens the magnetic field, is to make a

ring of the specimen, cover it with two layers of wire, one connected with a source

of current to magnetize the ring, the other with a ballistic galvanometer to measure

the quantity of electricity induced in this secondary coil by making or breaking

the primary current. The galvanometer is calibrated by means of a straight

calibrating coil consisting of a non-magnetic core similarly wound with a primary
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and secondary. Tlien from the varions dimensions of the rinj^ and the calibrat-

ing coil as regards number of turns of the primary and secondary, cross-section

and length of core, intensity of primary currents and throws of the galvanometer,

the permeability uf the specimen can be calculated.

The objections to the above method are the tediousness of (/bserving the con-

stants (about a dozen in all) and making the calculation therefrom, and, further,

the inaccuracies involved in assuming the areas of windings and core to be the

same, in neglecting the difference in closeness of winding between the inside and

outside of the ring, etc.

For the last two years the author has recommended the following method to

his students. An exact non-magnetic copy of the ring specimen is made in the

form of a plaster of Paris cast therefrom. This cast is wound precisely similarly

to the iron ring. The permeability is then simply the ratio of the throws given

by the iron ring and the plaster of Paris ring on making or breaking e^ual

currents in the primaries. The calculations are thus greatly simplified and the

inaccuracies involved in the above mentioned assumptions are greatly reduced

and can be completely eliminated by winding the primaries and secondaries in

alternate turns on the core. It is not claimed that by this method the galvano-

meter is more exactly calibrated, but it is calibrated under the exact conditions

under which the actual measurements on the specimen of iron are piade. It is

calibrated, in fact, by the actual windings on tiie ring specimen, the iron core

being replaced by a non-magnetic core.

With a view to testing the sum total of the errors inherent in the ordinary

ring tnethod, simultaneous determinations of the permeability of the same speci-

men were made by the two methods. It was found that the total error involved

in the use of the ordinary calibrating coil was often large, amounting in some

cases to as much as thirty-eight per cent.

Empirical Formula for the Temperature Variation of Viscosity. By

A. WiLMER Duff.

[Abstract.]

A careful determination was made of the viscosity of glycerine between zero

and thirty degrees. The method employed depended on Stokes' formula for

the rate of descent of a sphere through a viscous liquid. Several different forms

of formula have been proposed for the representation of this temperature varia-

tion. It was shown that ncne of these Avould apply throughout a wide range of
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temperature variation. By plotting a curve of the sub-tangent of the vi«cn>>ity-

temperature curve against the temperature, a subsidiary curve was formed which

should, in all the types of formula proposed, be a straight line, but which turned

out to be a parabola. On determining the constants of the parabolic equation

and integrating this to obtain the equation of the viscosity-temperature curve,

a formula was deduced which represented the experimental results to within the

limits of experimental accuracy. This formula was an exponential one, the

exponent being the inverse tangent of a linear function of the temperature.

Reasons were given for believing that this would represent the temperature

variation of the viscosity of any litjuid.

The Effect of Grape-Sugar Upon the Composition of Certain Fat-

Producing Bacteria. By Robert E. Lyons.

It has been observed by Dr. E. Cramer • and otherst in studies upon the com-

position of bacteria, that the same micro-organism grown upon Peptom and

(Jrape-sugar Agar-Agar produces in eaeli case different quantities of nitrogenous

substances and matter which is soluble in alcohol and ether.

In this same direction Ducleauxj demonstrated that yeast cells grown upon

a material containing grape-sugar produced fat, while the same yeast grown upon

pure nitrogenous material did not produce fat.

To study how grape-sugar afl'ects the quantities formed of nitrogen, ash, fat

and matter to be extracted by nfeans of alcohol and ether, three varieties of cap-

sule bacilli were selected

:

Pfeiffers' Capsule Bacillus.

Fadenziehender Capsule Bacillus.

I

No. 28 Capsule Bacillus.

*Dr. E. Cramer—" Zusammensetzung der Bacterien in ihrer Abhiing-igkeit von dem
Niihrmaterial." Arch, fiir Hygiene—W, 151-191.

t Tayosaka-Nishimura—" Zusammensetzungeines Wasserbaoilliis." Arch, fiir Hygiene
;,s, .318-333.

+ Dueleaux—" Sur la nutrition interaoellulaive." Ann. de Tlnstitute Pasteur—1889 No.

8, p. 413.

Fadenziehender and No. 28 are forms from the water of the River Lahn, near Mos-
bourg.
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The culture medium employed was a neutral 1 per cent, meat extract, agar

agar, with the addition of varying quantities of grape-sugar, 1, 5 aud 10 per cent.,

respectively.

The agar was prepared in an autoclave after the method of v. Meyer & Buchner

and every care taken in each preparation to obtain as uniform a material as

possible.

To control the uniformity of the various preparations, estimations were made

from time to time of the solids (105° C. ) in the nutrient media, for example:

10 cc. 1 % grape-sugar agar = 0.1^69 grm. Residue.

10 cc. " " " =0.383 "

10 cc. " " " =0.374 " "

To grow the organisms agar agar plates were inoculated with a fresh bouillon

culture, by means of a roll of thin platinum foil and within a moist chamber

placed in the thermostat at 37. °5 C.

At the expiration of 48 hours the purity of the culture was controlled and

the bacteria-mass carefully removed with a scalpel and dried in a vacuum over

sulphuric acid.

Dr. F. Smith (1) maintains that the presence of grape-sugar in the culture

medium causes an increased production of gas and acids.

However, when the drying operation was conducted in the apparatus of Arz-

berger & Zulkowsky, connected with a condenser, the presence of acid in the dis-

tillate could not be demonstrated.

The gas production varied, as the amount of sugar, and the odor of ethylic

alcohol was always present, but the odor of the fatty acids was never encountered.

That volatile acids are formed during the growth of the cultures, under the

conditions given, could not be demonstrated.

The material dried finally at 105° C. was subjected to analysis.

Estimation of ash :

" " Nitrogen (Kjeldahl NX6.25=nitrogenous substances.

" " Ether extract (Suxhelet's app., 48 hours.

)

" " Alcohol extract (Soxhelet's app., 90 hours.)

(1) Dr. F. Smith—"Bedeutung des Zucker3. in Kultur Medien." Centralblatt fiir Bact.

«. PariitlS, 1-s.l.
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1 per cenr. 5 per cent. 10 per cent.
Grape-sugar Grape-sugar Grape-sugar
Agar Agar. Agar Agar. Agar Agar.

f N. Subst 62.75 58.88 45.88

Ether Extr. ... . 1.68 3.50 2.67

„, .„ Alcohol Extr. . . 12.17 17.30 29.60
Pfe^ff" Ash 7.16 2.97 3.09

[ Total 83.76 82.65 81.24

f N. Subst 71.81 59.12 46.25

Ether Extr 3.32 3.84 2.84

„ „o Alcohol Extr... 11.39 15.91 22.78
^o. Z^

j ^gj^ ,^,51 3_g6 4.18

[ Total 93.03 82.53 76.05

fN. Subst 61.05 44.31 33.25

I

Ether Extr 1.75 2.24 1.87

„, ., J j
Alcohol Extr... 18.40 21.80 27.50

Fadenziehender.
j

^^gj^ ^^g 4.50 3.02

[ Total 89.29 72.85 65.64

On examination of the table it is seen that a constant decrease in nitrogenous

substances of the bacteria-mass accompanies the increasing per cent, of sugar in

the culture medium.

Whether or not the total nitrogen consists in part of albumen-nitrogen, or

in part of extract-nitrogen ; and, further, if the extracted nitrogenous sub-

stances contain a lower per cent, of nitrogen than the albumen of the bacteria,

can not as yet be determined owing to the very small amount of material.

The increase in the quantity of extract matter goes hand in hand with the

increasing per cent, of sugar in the agar agar.

For the matter soluble in ether this is true only to live per cent, grape-sugar

;

at ten per cent, sugar the maximum production of fat seems to have been attained.

In this connection it is interesting to observe the relationship between the

ether extract and the ash.

A decrease in the ash and an increase of fat corresponds to live per cent, sugar

and to ten per cent., vice versa.

It might seem that the apparent increase in fat was due wholly or in part to

the relative decrease in the ash.

It is readily seen that this is not the case by calculating the per cent., exclud-

ing the ash ; on the contrary, the three forms studied produce more matter soluble

in ether and alcohol when they are grown upon media with a high per cent, sugar

than when they are grown upon such containing a lower per cent, sugar.



Briefly stated the results of the investigation are

:

1. The quantity of nitrogenous material is inversely proportioned to the

(juantity of sugar present.

2. To a certain limit the increase of sugar is accompanied by a decided in-

crease in the quantity of fat.

At ten percent, sugar the most favorable conditions for fat production ap-

l)ear to be overstepped.

3. Matter soluble in alcohol increases constantly with the increasing per

cent, of sugar.

A New Method for the Preparation of Phenyl-Compounds With Sul-

phur, Selenium and Tellurium. By Egbert E. Lyons.

Tiie very great similarity between the compounds of sulphur, selenium and

tellurium was observed l)y Frederick Woehler and other chemists of his time.

To trace tliis similarity further I was led to attempt preparing certain bodies

to fill up the gaps between the known compounds of the organic radicals,

methyl, ethyl and phenyl, with sulphur, selenium and tellurium.

C. Chabrie* gives the results of several years' study of aromatic compounds

of selenium jjrepared after the Friedel-Crafts' reaction, but this method in my

hands did not lead to satisfactory results.

On the other hand, tlie method proposed by Drs. F. KraflTt and W. Vorster,t

i. e., the replacement of the SOg group in the sulfone by sulphur or selenium

:

C,U,- SO^. C.Hs + S = CeHs. S. CU, + SO2.

Diphenylsulfone. Dipiienylsulfid.

was easily carried out and afforded 60-70 per cent, of the theoretical amount.

As excellent as this method is for the preparation of sulphur and selenium

compounds, it was nevertheless found, that the sulfohenzid, even after prolonged

heating with powdered tellurium, remained unchanged.

Tellurium dichloride, Te CI2, was next prepared in the hope that through its

action upon mercury diphenyl, Hg (C^Hj),, the diphenyltelluride would be ob-

tained according to the following reaction :

CJis. Hg. C.Hs +Te CI^ =C,^U,. Te. CeH, + HgCl^.

•Aiin.de Chi-inie et de I'liysicjue, VI sirie t. XX, p. 202-286 (1S90); al.-^o, Coini't. rcml.

109, 182 ft 5(i8 (1889^.

t Beiichte der Deutschen ('hem. Uesell. 26, 2813.
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However, the reaction did not take place according to the above equation,

hut the tellurium and the mercury combined in the final reaction, with the

formation of monochlorbenzene.

(C, H,), Hg+Te C\.--2L\ H, Cl+Hg Te.

From this change I was led to expect the formation of the desired liody, Di-

phenyltellurid, by the double decomposition of Diphenyl-mercury, by means of

metallic tellurium alone—and the expectation was happily confirmed by experi-

ment.

(C, Hs) Hg^-Te,=Ce H^ Te C, H-.+Hg Te.

If tellurium and mercury-diphenyl in the proportions by weight indicated by

the equation be heated together in a sealed tube filled with COj gas, 4-5 hours,

at a temperature of 200° Cent., there results a grayish Itlack crystalline mass, sat-

urated with a thick, heavy oil.

This oil, by extraction with ether and purification by rectification, was found

to be Diphenyltellurid, 78 per cent, of the theoretical quantity.

Thus I succeeded in preparing the, till then unknown, diphenyltellurid.

The method is a general one.

Dreher and Otto* studied the action of sulphur upon mercury-diphenyl and

were of the opinion that diphenyl-sulphide was formed only at a red heat.

However, the corresponding sulphides and telsurides may be obtained with

the greatest ease by heating mercury-diphenyl with sulphur or selenium to

200° C. under the conditions given.

Camphoric AcId. By W. A. Xoyes.

In a paper presented to the Academy last year two acids, which were called

cis-campholytic acid and cis-transcampholytic acid were described. The cis-

campholytic acid has now been reduced and a dihydro acid obtained from which

the«-brom derivative has been prepared. This, on treatment with alcoh( lie potash

yields the cis-campholytic acid again, thus proving conclusively that the doulde

union in the latter is in the 3 position.

rCH3 1.

Xvlvllic acid, Cg Hj { CHj 3. has been reduced bv means of amvl alcohol

i CO 2 H 4.

and sodium and the «-brom derivative of the hexahydro acid obtained, was pre-

pared. The latter, on treatment with alcoholic potash, does not give either of the

Berichte der Deutschen Chems., Gesell, ,'. 543.
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campholytic acids. This furnishes quite conclusive proof that the formula for

camphor proposed by Armstrong* is not correct.

fCHa 1.

The preparation of the acid, C b Hj
-|
CO2 H 2. has been undertaken and

t CH3 3.7

by a study of its derivatives it is hoped to secure proof of the truth or falsity of

•OoUie'st formula for camphoric acid.

Note on Milk Inspection. By Geo. W. Benton.

The milk supply of cities is becoming a matter of scientific interest. Formerly

milk sophistication consisted of skimming or watering or both. More recently

Tarious well authenticated rumors of the employment of chemists in the prepara-

tion of adulterants, and the marketing of preparations which enables the creamery

to substitute foreign fats for milk fats have caused increased attention and greater

care in their examination. The inspector, devoid of scientific skill, relies upon

the lactoscope, the lactometer, the hydrometer and the Babcock machine, instru-

ments sufficiently accurate and reliable for the cases of skimming and watering

for which they were made, but entirely unreliable when taken alone in the detec-

tion of the preparations made by chemists for the express purpose of deceiving

those using the instruments.

In my two years' experience in the work of milk analysis, abundant evidence

of the untrustworthiness of ordinary inspection came to my notice. Besides the

watered and skimmed milk, samples of pure cream, common herd and Jersey

milk, were passed upon and pronounced suspicious by the ordinary methods in

the hands of the inspector. And, finally, it became necessary, in view of the fab-

rications employed, to do away with such tests, and subject everything to a more

searching examination, as the only sure way to get at the truth.

A c ise in point came under my observation in December, 1892, as follows :

An inspector brought in a sample of milk which, by his testing instruments,

^ave evidence of being rich, but the appearance, on close examination, was not in

strict conformity with the other indications, and he submitted it for analysis.

Results attained were as follows, the data taken from my notes made at the time :

A careful physical examination showed the milk to be abnormally thick for

milk, but not for cream. A portion, on standing several hours, failed to show a

'Ber. d. Chem. Ges. (16, 2260.)

t Ibid. 25, 1116.
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cream separation, although there was evidence of an oil separation, lacking only

the true color of cream. No artificial color had been used.

The further analysis was as follows:

Per cent.

Sp. G. at 60° C 1.024

Water, by evaporation 80.30

Solids, by evaporation 19.70

Solids, by the Lactometer (N. Y. ) 13.50

Fats, by Feser's Lactoscope. . , 5.00

Fats, by extraction 4.95

Solids, not fat 14.75

By some oversight the ash, if taken, was not recorded. Absence of a record

in this instance would indicate that the ash was not abnormal, as it was my in-

variable custom to take it. No effort was made to determine the nature of the

solids not fat, as the purpose of the analysis was not to determine the kind, but

the extent of the sophistication, and, at the time, a press of work prevented my

taking up the matter from scientific interests.

The microscope confirmed the indications already observed. The familiar

milk-fat corpuscles were almost wholly absent, and in their stead was a mass of

irregular fatty bodies, twenty-five to fifty times the size of milk-fat corpuscles,,

whose appearance suggested some vegetable oil admixture, possibly cotton-seed.

Consideration of the results shows that the addition of a little coloring matter

would have placed the milk beyond the reach of ordinary inspection methods,

while the determination of solids and the microscope proved conclusively a skill-

ful adulteration. It will be noted that the lactometer failed to detect the abnor-

mal solids, as it depends for its data upon Sp. G., while the lactoscope and ex-

traction processes showed about five per cent, of fat, which the microscope proved

to be almost wholly foreign to milk.

My own experiments, confirmed by many others, show that milk solids are

among the least variable factors in milk analysis, as the average milk containing

3.5 per cent, of milk fat is nearly always found to contain about 12.5 per cent, of

solids, while Jersey milk with 4.5 to 5.0 per cent, of fats never exceeds 14.5 per

cent, of solids. It will be observed, that the milk referred to gave 19.7 per cent,

of solids and nearly 5.0 per cent, of a substituted oil.

As long as milk inspection is confined to the use of instruments in the hands^

of unskilled inspectors, the dishonest creamery, backed up by professional chemi-

cal skill, will continue to furnish a cheap, fabricated article, which savors less^

and less of its reputed origin and character.

Indianapolis, Dec. 2, 1895.
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Katio of Alcohol to Yeast in P'ermentation. By Katherine E. Golden.

Fermentation is, essentially, the breaking \i]} of chemical compounds into

simpler and more stable compounds. Some form of fermentation goes on in all

living cells, the nature of the fermentation and the resulting products depending

on the organism and the body fermented. The results may he simple, as, for ex-

araj)le, where a single organism is used, or complex where a number of organisms

are working together. Where a single organism is used, the predominating re-

sulting product gives the fermentation its name.

In the alcoholic fermentation, besides the akohol are formed COg, succinic

acid, glycerine and a number of by-products, the nature and quantity of which

depend on the orgenism, and the conditions under which it is grown. Beers and

wines depend mainly on these by-products for their aroma and special character,

so that experimenters, using the same kind of grape, have obtained many different

wines; the same way for beers, using the same wort, but varying the yeast, dif-

ferent beers are obtained. Even from apple must good wines have been pi*o-

duced, by the use of certain yeast cultures. Again, mixing certain yeasts in the

brewing, characteristics are obtained which are impossible with a single form.

Large breweries noM' have comi)etent bacteriologists, who seem to the uninitiated,

to be able to manipulate their yeasts, molds and bacteria much as a juggler does

his implements.

Yeast is the organism most commonly used to induce the alcoholic fermenta-

tion, though it can be induced also by certain bacteria and molds. The yeast

which is used in brewing is S. cerevisise, there being two well marked varieties,

the cerevisia', which produces top fermentation, and that which produces bottom

fermentation. Top yeast works at a comparatively high temperature, the action

is rapid, and the yeast rises to the surface of the liquid; this is used in the

brewing of ale and porter. Bottom yeast works at a low temperature, the action

is slow, and the yeast is at the bottom of the liquid; the bottom yeast is used in

the brewing of lager beer.

Wort, which is the basis of beer, is made in the following manner: First

there is the malting of the grain, which consists of the germination; then the

stoppage of the germination by heat. The first stages are for the purpose of

changing the chemical constitution of the grain ; diastase is developed from the

albuminoid matter; the diastase then acts on the starch, changing it to maltose

and dextrine. When this development has reached the projjer point, the germ is

killed by drying. The grain is then cleaned and crushed and placed in warm

Tvater to allow the diastase to act still further on the starch, the completion of this



prot-ess being determined by the it)dine test. Tlie solution is then drawn oft' and

boiled, hops being added. The hops give to the beer a bitter taste, be>ides aid-

ing in its keeping; they also, by means of their tannic acid, facilitate the coagula-

ioti of tiie protein material, which is going on by means of the boiling. The

wort is then cooled rapidly, after which it^s ready for fermentation.

There are difierent methods nsed by manufacturers in the fermenting of the

wort, but by whatever method there are always three stages into which the fer-

mentation can be divided : the main fermentation, which begins in a short time

after the yeast is added, during which time the maltose is decomposed, new yeast

cells are formed and a rise in temperature takes place; the after fermentation is the

next stage; maltose continues to be decomposed, the formation of yeast cells

nearly ceases, the yeast settles and the beer clears ; ihe last stage is the still fermen-

tation, maltose is still decomposed, dextrine is changed into maltose, but no new

yea«t cells are formed. The m.ain fermentation lasts from four to eight days; the

other stages vary in time, and are controlled by changing the conditions.

In the experiments which I made the study was on the main fermentation,

and was to determine the ratio between the amount of alcohol and the number of

yeast cells formed. Wort, that was ready for fermenting, was obtained from one

of the breweries, filtered, then placed in Hasks, and sterilized by the fractional

sterilization method. Two litres were used in a flask. Pure yeast, which had

been separated from a compressed cake by the Hansen orientation method, was

used; a colony, which had been grown from a single cell, was placed in occ. of

wort in a test tul)e, and allowed to remain there twenty-four hours. This (juan-

tity was then added to the wort in the flask. This corresponds to the method em-

ployed in breweries, where a quantity of yeast is first grown in a small amount of

wort; this quantity, called "pitching yeast," then added to the main quantity

that is wanted for beer. After the addition of the pitching yeast, the flask was

shaken thoroughly, and 1 cc. taken out with a sterilized pipette, for the purpose

of counting the yeast cells. To the 1 cc. was added 1 cc. dilute H„SO, for pre-

venting further growth of yeast, and also for dilution. The wort was kept in a

constant temperature oven at 25°c., this being a temperature at which the yeast

grows vigorously.

At the end of every twenty-four hours for seven days the flask containing the

wort was shaken vigorously for some time, so as to distrilnite the yeast cells thor-

oughly, then 1 cc. taken in the manner described, and also 200 cc. for determin-

ing the alcohol. The alcohol was estimated by direct distillation; 100 cc. was

distilled over, then an accurately tared pycnometer of 50 cc. capacity used for

the weighing. When the temperature varied from 15.5°c.. Allen's formula for
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correcting the density was used. D ^^ D^ + d (.00014 + -^) D = required

density; D' ^ observed density; d = difference in temperature between 15.5°c.

and observed temperature.

After the specific gravity of the distillate was obtained, Allen's tables were

used for determining the per cent, of absolute alcohol.

The apparatus for counting the yeast cells was made by taking a thin strip of

brass, cutting an oblong hole through it, then cementing a strip of glass to one

side of it, and using a similar strip for a cover on the other side. This gave a

chamber of known dimensions, so that when the yeast liquid was placed in it the

thickness of the layer was known. To obtain the other two dimensions, a micro-

meter having small squares engraved on it was placed in the eye-piece of the

microscope, and the value, with a system of lenses then determined. The cell con-

tents of a number of these squares were counted, and the average obtained. To

determine the number of squares to be counted, countings and determinations

were made until the number obtained had no influence on the average. This

number of squares was then used on duplicate samples:
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The table shows clearly that as the yeast cells increased in number the quan-

tity of alcohol also increased in a nearly corresponding degree, so that, taking the

results at the end of twenty-four hours, there is a direct ratio between the two.

During the first twelve hours this does not hold good, as during approximately

that period there is a large growth of yeast, but no apparent fermentation, as is

evidenced by the lack of gas given ofT. For this reason the time between the

"pitching," or inoculation of the wort, and the beginning of active fermentation

is called the "incubation" period.

Thanks are due to Mr. W. H. Test for assistance rendered in the work.

The Circui.ation of Protoplasm in the MANrBRiuM of Chara—Chara
Fra<;ilis. By D. "W. Dennis.

About the middle of May last Mr. Omer Davis, a student in the Biological

Laboratory, at Earlham, while studying the fertilization of Chara JVagilis noticed

that the nucleus of the manubrium traveled rapidly around the periphery of the

cell, with the circulating protoplasm. The phenomenon was subsequently noticed

by all the members of a class of eighteen, and the attention of many other persons

was called to it, some of whom were familiar with many of the phenomena of

moving protoplasm in the leaves of Chara, the stamen hairs of Tradescantia and

in other stock illustrations, it astonished all alike. The circuits of the nucleus

were timed by Mr. Davis and myself, and found to range from 15, when the

phenomenon was first noticed, to 26, something like a half hour later in a minute.

The circuit of this pai-ticular cell w&s not measured, but a measurement of a

large number of cells later convinces me that it could not have been less than

five-eighteenths of a mm. This gives a rate of 7.2 millimeters in a minute, or more

than four times as fast as the fastest rate given in Goodale's Physiological Botany

for protoplasm in a closed cell. I reported these facts to Prof. Barnes, who said

they were, so far as he could learn, entirely new, and he asked me to prepare the

matter for publication in the " Botanical Gazette." Early ni June I began what I

hoped to make an exhaustive study of the phenomenon for this purpose, but

could not find a single case in which the motion was going forward. Disintegra-

tion had taken place in most of the cells, and in all the motion had stopped. The

phenomenon seems, therefore, to be one connected with the growth and matura-

tion of the cell in which it occurs. All I can say is that next May we shall per-

mit nothing to interfere with the most exhaustive study we can give to the
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phenomenon. The observation requires no skill except what is necessary to find

the male organs of reproduction at the right time, and crush them under the

coverglass and recognize the manubrium. If nothing else comes of it it can not

fail to add one, and that one the most striking and one of the most easily attain-

able of all, to the stock illustrations of the circulation of protoplasm.

Fungicides for the Prevention of Corn Smut. By Wm. Stuart.

During the present century the disease of the corn popularly known as "corn

smut" ( Usiilago zen-mayp, [DC] Wint.) has engaged the attention of some of its

most eminent botanists. It has only been within the last half of the present

century that the life history of the fungus has been well understood. When we

consider that corn is the jjrincipal cereal crop of America, it is not to be won-

dered at that any fungus disease causing it much apparent injury should arouse a

desire on the part of investigators to devise some means of preventing it.

The successful treatment of the smuts of wheat and oats by disinfection of the

seed, either by hot water or chemical solutions, naturally turned the attention of

Experiment Station workers to employing the same remedies for the smut of corn.

The experiments of Arthur, ^ of Indiana, Kellerman and Swingle,^ of Kansas,

and those of Pammel and Stewart,^ of Iowa, are perhaps the most noteworthy.

These experiments included the disinfection of the seed by hot water and chem-

ical solutions; the attempted infection of the seed by rolling in the spores of tlie

smut; and the spraying of the plants with fungicides, the latter experiment being

conducted by the Kansas Experiment Station* in 1890. The results of all these

experiments were of a negative character, due to the fact that the fungus plant of

the corn smut, unlike that of wheat and oats, can enter any young growing tissue

of the host, while in the last two mentioned it can onlv enter the host when it is

very young. This point has been ably demonstrated by Brefeld, ' who, by a long

series of carefully conducted experiments, showed conclusively that the germinat-

ing spores, or conidia, are capable of penetrating any portion of the young

'Fourth Annual Report Indiana Experiment Station.

'Kansas Experiment Station Bulletins, Nos. 22, 23, 40, 41.

'lovya Experiment Station Bulletins Xos. 16, 20, Proceedings of Iowa Academy of

Sciences, 1894, p. 74.

^Kansas Bulletin No. 23, p. 101.

"Journal of Mycology, Vol. VI, Xos. I, II, and IV. (Translated from Nachrichten aus
dem KIul) der Landwirthe zu Berlin, Nos. 220, 222, by Erwin Smith.)
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growing tissue ot tlie host. It would therefore follow that the growing corn

plants are susceptible to infection during the greater part of their growth, or

until the fertilization of the pistils.

Realizing the importance of ascertaining some method for the prevention of

the smut, the botanical department of the Indiana Experiment Station undertook,

during the past season (1895), to carry out an experiment having as its main

object the spraying of the plants with the best known fungicides. A portion of

one of the Station cornfields was set aside for the experiment. In order to avoid

any possibility of infection through smutted seed, a portion of the seed was

treated with a copper sulphate solution, another with an ammoniacal copper car-

bonate solutiMU. and a third with hot water, while a fourth portion was infected

with germinating smut spores. The experimental plat was divided into five

sections, a? follows :

Section I. Seed untreated.

Section II. Seed treated with copper sulphate solution one-half hour.

Section III. Seed treated with ammoniacal copper carbonate solution one

hour.

Section IV. Seed treated with hot water at 60° C. for five minutes.

Section Y. Seed dipped in a nutrient solution containing germinating smut

spores.

The plat was planted May 18th, and on June 8th when the plants were about

six inches high, two cross sections containing five rows each were sprayed by

means of a kna))sack sprayer, the one with Bordeaux mixture and the other with

ammoniacal copper carbonate. This divided the plat into twenty-five lesser ones,

as will be seen by the following diagram:

1
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The strength of the Bordeaux solution consisted of six pounds of copper sul-

phate, four pounds of lime and fifty gallons of water, while that of the amiuuni-

acal copper carbonate consisted of one ounce of copper carbonate dissolved in

ammonia and diluted with nine gallons of water. The latter solution proved too

strong, some of the plants showing considerable injury two days afterwards.

Subsequent sprayings were made with a much weaker solution.

The plats were sprayed quite frequently during June. In July, owing to the

absence of the writer during the early part of the month, and frequent showers

during the middle part of it, the sprayings were somewhat interrupted. The par-

tial failure of the fungicides in completely preventing the smut may be largely

attributed to these facts

:

On July 20th some injury to the plants from the Bordeaux was noted, and for

the remaining sprayings the strength of the solution was reduced one-third. The

last spraying was made August 14th, the plants being then supposed to be too

mature for infection.

The dates of spraying were as follows;

Bordeaux.
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SUMMARY.

The results of this experiment show conclusively:

That the Bordeaux mixture, properly applied to the plants during their period

of growth, does materially lessen the smut.

That the ammoniacal copper carbonate was not as effective as the Bordeaux

in preventing the smut.

That frecjuent applications of the fungicides are necessary during the growing

period of the plant in order to he effective.

A Xew Station- for Pi.edporika Lamfornica Shaw. By Seaeraxce

Bfrrage.

lUiring an investigation of the sanitary condition of the Wabash and Erie

(^'anal as it runs through Lafayette, made in the laboratories at Purdue in Sep-

tember of the present year, Pleodortna was found in considerable abundance in

the canal water. This comparatively new member of the Vohoj: family was first

described by Walter R. Shaw, of Leland Stanford University, who found the

plant in a ditch in Palo Alto in September, 1893 (
" Botanical Gazette," Vol. 1!),

p. 279 *. ."^ince then D. M. Mottier has reported it in Bloomington, Indiana,

in May. 1894, and Messrs. Clinton and Burrill in Havana, Illinois ('' Botanical

Gazette,'" Vol. 19, p. 383 ), in June of the same year. It is now possible to add

another station in Indiana, namely, Lafayette.

The microscopical examinations were made according to the Sedgwick-Rafter

method, which has been used for several years by the Massachusetts State Board

of Health in the enumeration of microscopical organisms, exclusive of bacteria,

in water supplies. The average number of Pleodorina in one cubic centimeter of

the canal water was four. The census of other organisms found in the same sam-

ples included, on the vegetable side, Ilydrodiclion, Chara. and Splrogyra. too large

and abundant to enumerate; Diatoms, per cubic centimeter, eight; OscUlaria,

fifty-six: Aitubaena, three; Sceii'dei^miis, one; Protocoecui<, eight; Crenothrix, ten;

Pandorimi. one; viold hyphae, three; and. on the animal side, principally in/us-

oiia. as Peridiniiim, two hundred and ninety-six; j\lonas, four: Trachelamonas,

three; Dinobryon. three: and a few Pod/era and Acarina. The water was quite

turbid, and had the general appearance of dilute sewage, and in fact the water of

the canal wa^ evidently polluted. This shows the nature of the water in which

PleodoritHi seems to flourish in Lafayette, and also many of its companions.
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But, aside from the interest attached to tliis new genus of the Volmciniae from

the botanical point of view, it may be found to have important relations to odors

and tastes in water supplies, when it will become the enemy of engineers and

water commissioners, as other members of this group have done l)eIore. For ex-

ample, Votvox ylobator has caused much trouble in Rochester, X. Y., by imi)arting

a disagreeable fishy odor to the city water supply, and in Massachusetts Puudorina

and Eudorina have caused similar troubles on a smaller scale. Pt-oiiorina. com-

ing as it does between Volvox and Eudorina in the classification, may be looked

upon with suspicion in this respect, if it ever infects a water supply in a sufficient

quantity. On account of the filthy condition of the canal water in which it was

found in Lafayette, and the number of other forms growing witli it, ni> idea could

be formed as to the nature of the odor, if any, of Pleodorina.

Forms of Xanthium C'axadense and X. .strumakium. Bv .J. C Arthir.

In the absence of tlie author the outline of the paper was presented by Mr.

Wm. Stuart and photographs of the two species were shown. The species in their

most typical forms diSier widely in the outline of the leaf and cliaracter and size

of the burs. X. Canadense has a flowing sub-entire outline to llie leaf, and large,

strongly hispid fruit covered thickly with prickles, while A', stiumuritiin has den-

tate leaves and smaller glabrous fruit with fewer prickles. All gradation^ exist

between tlie two types, due possibly to hybridization.

X'oTE.s ON Wood Shrinkage. By M. J. Golden.

The increase or diminution in size of a |)iece of wood, due to its pos.session of

a greater or less amount of moisture, is well known, as is a\so the tact that this

change in size may be accompanied by the expenditure of a great ileal nf force.

If an unseasoned piece of wood has two sides fastened rigidly so that it can not

shrink across the grain, and then be exposed to a current of comparatively dry

air, it will very soon break, the break being in the tlirection of the leugtli of the

cells of which the wood fibers are composed; or if a piece of dry wood be con-

fined rigidly to jjrevent any increa^'e in size and then be saturated with moisture,

it will tend to swell and the force will be sufficient to crush the fibers where tiiey

are in contact with whatever confines them.
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This change in size occurs across the grain of the wood, or across the cells of

which it is composed, and only to a slight degree in the direction of their length.

Some pieces of unseasoned poplar had iron bars ten inches long placed be-

tween the projecting ends to prevent the ends coming any nearer together, and

were then allowed to remain in the conditions of ordinary workshop atmosphere

until they hroke, which they did in the average time of four hours after adjust-

ment.

A numl)er of tests made in a testing machine showed that a force of about

370 pounds to the square inch was required to break them.

Trials made with other wood gave corresponding results ; in a few hours each

piece broke, the force required to break it depending on the kind of wood. In

some cases the force was over 600 pounds to the square inch.

A microscopic examination of sections made from some of the pieces after

they had been allowed to dry, showed, first, a loss of the contained moisture, and,

as the drying continued, in some cases what seemed a shriveling of the tissues of

the side walls.

An examination, previously made, of the cell walls of some wood that had

been in a dry place during some years showed a disintegration of the tissue, the

cell walls having a rough and fibrous appearance.

In order to record any microscopic change taking place in the cell walls, two

sections, one a transverse and the other a longitudinal radial one, were made from

a freshly cut branch of Piniis .•<j/lvestrU and mounted dry under cover glasses.

They were photographed at intervals and records made of changes occurring in

them. Tlie moisture first dried out, the cells in transverse section becoming

slightly less in size. After a few days when the moisture had dried from between

the walls, the greater change seemed to take place in the longitudinal section, the

walls of which began to shrivel slightly. This change continued for some weeks

in a constantlv lessening degree, however.
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Botanical Literature in the State Library. By John S. Wright.

As a member of the Academy Committee on the State Library, sometime

ago I made a list of the works in that institution wliich are upon botany and re-

lated subjects. The numlier of such books is small, the authorities who have in

charge the purchases are inclined to increase the collection in lines of literature,

biography and history rather than science. While it may be true that those who

most use the library have greatest use for works of that nature, yet the State

Library should also be the repository of the standard and best works in the va-

rious departments of science, especially of the larger and more expensive sets

which are often beyond the purse of the individual worker.

In talking over this matter with the present Librarian and her predecessor

each expressed a desire to make the sections of botany and other sections of sci-

entific works what they should be. They also said that they would be glad of

any suggestions, from those competent, as to additional purchases. In accord-

ance with this wish about two years ago I prepared a circular letter addressed to

the professors of botany in the several colleges of the State. This letter contained

a list of the main botanical works then in the Library, and a request that they would

recommend such others as they thought it should contain, giving the name of the

publisher, place and date of publication and cost of each work so recommended.

Nearly every one to whom a letter was addressed responded, and from these let-

ters a list of books was compiled and recommended to the State Librarian for pur-

chase, each one of which was accompanied by the name of the person or persons

requesting its purchase and the other data mentioned. Since that time, however,

the Librai-y has changed management, has been thoroughly overhauled and re-

arranged, so the purchases asked for have not been made. The present Librarian,

however, is quite favorable to the improvement of the Library in this respect and

I believe that it is only necessary to bring a little intluence to bear upon other

library officials in order to secure to the Library a creditable number of botanical

works of reference. While it will be impossible to withdraw books from the State-

house, the establishment of such a collection should, nevertheless, be of interest

to botanists of the State.

list of works in state library ox botany- and related subjects.

An accurate classification could not well be made; many pamphlets on di-

verse subjects are bound together in one volume, and other works are general in

character, not fallintr wholly under any single division.
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AgiicuUure—
1. How Crops Feed, S. W. Johnson. 1882.

2. How Crops Grow, S. W. Johnson, 1888.

3. Resena sobre el eultive de algunas plantas industriales que se explo tan

sou suscepttibles oe explotarse, J. C. Sequra, 1844.

4. Sugar Cane, the Nature and Property of, Geo. E. Porter, 1843.

Botany, General Works on—
British Wikl Flowers in Relation to Insects, Sir John Lubbock, 1882.

Chfonological History of Plants, Chas. Pickering, 1878.

Desmids of the United States, Francis Wolle, 1884.

Dictionary of Economic Plants, .John Smith, 1882.

Encyclopedia of Plants, J. C. Loudon, 1841.

Ferns of North America, D. C. Eaton.

Ferns of North America, Native and Foreign, D. J. Browne, 1846.

Flora America Septentrionalis, Frederick Pursh, 2 vols., 1861.

Floral Stuctures, Origin of, Geo. Henslow, 18SS.

Flowers and Ferns of the United States, Native and Foreign, Thos. Meehan,

18S-.

Flowers, Fruits and Leaves. Sir .John Lubbock, 1886.

Flowers, How to Know the Wild Flowers, Mrs. Wm. Starr Dana, 1893.

Fungi, Their Nature and Uses, M. C. Cooke, 1830.

Genera of the Plants of the United States, Gray & Sprague, 1849.

Genera Plantarum, 3 vols, of 7 parts, Benthan c^' Hooker, 1862.

Cxeological History of Plants, Sir Wm. Dawson, 1888.

Manual of Botany of North America, Amus Eaton, 1836.

Manual of Botany of Northern United States, Asa Gray, 1848.

Manual of Flora of the Rocky Mountains, J. M. Coulter, 1885.

Manual of Flora of Southern L^nited States. Chapman, 1889.

< )rigin of Cultivated Plants, Alphonse DeCandoUe, 1885.

.Pamphlets on Botany (bound in one volume)

—

Fern List of L^nited States, Eaton.

Plants of United States, Horace Mann.

Forests and Forestry of Sweden, C. C. Andrews.

Dutv of Preserving Forests, F. A. Hough.

Medicinal Plants of United States, A. C. Clapp.

El Algedoners, Donato, Gutierrez.

Development of Cork Wings, Emily Gregory.

Woody Plants of Ohio, J. A. Warder.
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Plants of Michigan. Wheeler & Smith.

Physiology of Plants, J. Yon Sachs, 1887.

Plants of Boston and Vicinity (Flornla Bostoniensis), Jacob Bigelow, 1824.

Plants of North America, The, Frederick Pursh, 1816.

Plants of the United States, Geo. Putnam, 1849.

Sylva, The North American, .3 vols. 2 parts, Michaux, 1865.

Systematic and Physiological Botany, Introduction to, Nuttall. 1830.

Vegetable Mold, The Formation of, Darwin, 1SS2.

Forestry—

•

American Grove, Humphrey Marshall, 1785.

Forests and Moisture, J. C. Brown, 1877.

Forests of Northern Russia, J. C. Brown, 1884.

Forestry in Norway, J. C. Brown, 1884.

French Forest Ordinance of 1669, J. C. Brown, 1S7-.

Hydrology of South Africa, J. C. Brown.

Pine Plantations on Sand Wastes of France, .J. C. Brown.

Practical Forestry, A. S. Fuller, 1884.

Schools of Forestry in Germany, J. C. Brown.

Trees of America, J. Brown, 1846.

Trees and Shrubs of Massachusetts, By Order of State Legislature, 1846.

Government Reports—
Agricultural Grasses and Forage Plants of the U. S., Geo. Vasey, 1889.

Contributions from U. S. National Herb. Botany of Western Texas, Coulter,

1891-4.

Journal of Mycology, Vols. 1-6, Bound.

Forestry—

Reports on Four Years, 1877, '78, '79, '82, '84, and '88.

Horticulture—
Elementary Treatise on American Grape Culture, W. R. Prince, 1830.

An Elementary Treatise on Grape Culture and Wine Making, P. B. Meade,

1867.

Cultivateur de Dahlias, Legrand, 1848.

Du Fuchsia, son Histoire.et sa Culture, etc., 1844.

Gardening, Encyclopedia of, J. C. Loudon, 1834.

Grape Culture, Wines and W^ine Making, A. Haraszthy, 1862.

Hortus Botanicus Americanus, Sketches toward, W. .J. Titford, 1812.

Horticulture Practique, G. Laroque, 1883.
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Journal of Visit to Vineyards of Spain and France, Jas. Bushby. 1835.

Observations on Character and Cultivation of European Wine, S. I. Fisher,

1834.

Rural Essays on Horticulture, A. J. Downing, 1858.

The American (irape Growers' Guide, Wm. Charlton.

The Fruits and Fruit Trees of North America, A. J. Downing, 1886.

Theory of Horticulture, .John lindley, 1841.

Plants, Henderson's Hand Book of, Peter Henderson, 1881.

Plants and Fruits, Hand Book of, L. D. Chapin, 1843.

Trans, of Mississippi Vallev Horticultural Society, 1883.

Vineyard Culture, A. Du Breinl, 1867.

Western Fruit Book, F. R. EUicott, 1859.

Medical Botany—
Flora Medica, .John Lindley, 1838.

Medical Botany, R. E. (Griffiths, 1847.

Periodicals—
Botanical (nizette, partially hound. Vols, viii, x, xix, bound, x, xvi, xvii,

xviii, incomplete and unbound.

Botanical Magazine, Curtis, Vols. 1-10 inclusive, 1793 .

Microscope Slides of Vegetable Material' for Use in Determinative

"Work. By John S. Wright.

In the determination of plants it is freijuently necessary, or at least desirable,

to make examinations of various organs with the aid of a lens. Seed markings,

glandular structures and many portions of the flower upon which determinations

are partly Ijased may be so minute as to necessitate slight magnification for satis-

factory work. For example we have in the Euphorbias and Lobelias many species

in which the seeds are to the naked eye mere granules, but under a hand lens

their surfaces are seen to be decidedly marked with irregular ridges and pits, or

are handsomely sculptured. Many leaves contain glandular structures, or are

covered with hairs or scales which can be best seen under the lens. In determin-

ing specimens on which such structures exist and are of value in classification, it

is often desirable to compare them with like material from well determined her-

barium specimens. Commonly the material for these comparisons is dug out of

or cut off the herbarium specimen as it is needed from time to time and placed
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loosely under the lens for examination, and after it has served the purpose of the

moment is brushed aside and lost, or at best preserved in packets ujjon the sheet

with the specimen from which it was taken. This method is mussy and eventually

impairs the mounted specimens of an herbarium, and where there are many

workers it is not economical of time. To avoid this is quite practicable through

the preservation of all such materials dry in cells upon glass slips as opaque

mounts for the microscope. The cells are built by gluing to the glass slips

brass ring^, and the specimens are enclosed by cementing to the top of this ring

the ordinary circular cover glass. The method of building this form of cell was

suggested by Dr. Griffiths some years ago and is quite familiar. A cell of this

form will not accommodate leaves and some other plant structures as well as an-

other form of cell, which is made by gluing a rectangular frame cut from cardboard

to the glass slip. A cell of this construction will contain small leaves entire or

the tip and basal portions of larger leaves, which can be viewed from either side.

A cell of this type must be enclosed by a rectangular cover glass. A supply of

slips, upon which cells of various sizes have been built, may easily be kept on

hand, and whenever it becomes necessary to remove from an herbarium specimen

material for examination, it may be placed in a cell in manner best adapted for

its display, labeled, and you have at once, at very small expense, a slide of veg-

etable material which will be ready for use at any future time; and, if such a

collection of slides is properly classified and arranged, it forms a working ad-

junct to the herbarium of much value, and, besides, provides one constantly with

available material for numbers of demonstrations in botanical work.

H.KMAGLOBIN AND ItS DERIVATIVES. IJy A. .J. BiGNEY.

On subjecting a dilute solution of arterial blood to spectroscopic examination,

certain parts of the spectrum of natural or artificial light will be absorbed. The

amount of this depends upon the degree of concentration of the blood ; if a one

per cent, or two per cent, solution be used, two narrow dark bands are seen in the

orange-yellow between the Frauenhofer lines D anii E, the one next to E being a

wider, but not so deep a band as the one next to D. A little of the red is absorbed

and the violet, indigo, and a part of the blue. This is the spect-rum of Oxy. -Haem-

oglobin.

If arterial blood or venous blood which has been shaken with air be treated

with some reducing agent such as ammonium sulphide or alkaline iron sulphate

with tartaric acid, a decided change occurs in the spectrum, instead of the two
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bands only one appears, wliich is l)etween the two lines of Ory.-Hirmoglobin, and is

much broader than either of the bands mentioned above. This is the spectrum of

reduced Oiy.-H(rmoglobin or simply Hirmoglohin.

METH^MOGLOBIN.

The spectrum of Methivmoglobin is obtained by first preparing Oxy.-Hivmoglobin

crystals by treating dog's blood with ether and shaking it until it becomes laky,

then allowing it to stand in a cool place for an hour or so, at which time a firm

mass will be formed, due to the crystals. The mother liquor is separated from

the crystals by filtering through muslin or linen, squeezing the mass so as to ob-

tain the crystals in as pure a form as possible. The crystals are dissolved in dis-

tilled water and a dilute solution is examined with the spectroscope. The two

bands of Oxy.-Hcemoglobin appear. A few drops of potassium permanganate are

added and the solution gently warmed. If suflBcient time has elapsed for the ox-

idation of the Oxy.-Hctmoglobin, the two bands will have disappeared and instead a

single band in the red near the line (
' between C and D. Nearly the entire spec-

trum is absorbed. Sometimes it is a little diflficult to get this band, but if the ox-

idation has taken place it will be seen. In the experiment at hand I left the so-

lution until the next day before it would give the above result.

CARBOX-MOXOXIDE H.EMOGLOBIN.

If coal gas be passed through blood which has been defibrinated, it will as-

sume a cherry-red color, the carbon-monoxide of the gas having driven off" the

oxygen of the Oxy.-Hamoglobin and taken its place. The reducing agents have no

influence upon this new substance, it being more stable than Oxy.-Hcemoglobin.

The two absorption bands are nearer to E than in the Oxy.-Hcemoglobin spectrum.

H.EMATIN.

The red corpuscles are composed of a proteid stroma and a brownish pigment

which is called hsematin. The iron is a part of the hsematin. It can be obtained

either as the acid ha?matin or the alkaline hfematin.

In making the acid hiematin, I took 100 cc. of 95 per cent, alcohol and added

2 cc. of sulphuric acid, and then 10 cc. of blood; the mixture was boiled for about

an hour in a flask tube three or four feet long so that the vapor pa^ising off" would

be condensed in upper part of the tube and flow back into the flask.

During this process a precipitate is formed which is acid hfematin. The so-

lution is filtered and the precipitate is dissolved in alcohol and then examined
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Since the precipitate is soluble in alcohol, that which is obtained by filtering does

not represent all the hpematin, for a part would be dissolved while boiling. The

spectrum has one broad band near C. Most of the remaining portion of the

spectrum is also absorbed.

If 95 per cent, alcohol be added to blood and a small quantity of caustic soda,

a still difTerent spectrum is obtained. This is the alkaline hjvmatin spectrum. It

is similar to the acid hiematin except the dark band is near and often on D.

Effect of Heat Upon thk Irritability of Muscle. By A. J. Bigney.

In these experiments tiie gastrocnemious muscle of the frog was used. It was

suspended in a moist chaml)er and the tendon attached to a lever for recording

movements in contraction on a revolving drum. Surrounding the cylindrical

moist chamber was another similar cylinder filled with water; near the bottom

was a small tube about one-half inch in diameter passing from it at right angles

and forming two sides of a rectangle, returned to the cylinder filled with water.

By this arrangement the water could make a circuit through this tube and the

cylinder. Heat was applied to the tul)e, and a thermometer was placed in the

moist chamber.

The muscle was stimulated at difTerent temperatures and the result recorded

on the drum. Only making siwcks wei-e used in stimulation, this being regulated

by the automatic maker, or breaker. Between 36° and 38° C, the contractions

were the greatest, showing an increase in irritability. Between 39° and 40° the

contractions ceased, heat rigor having set in. At the time the contractions ceased,

the temperature was lowered and the muscle became irritable again. It would

continue irritable for some time, but would soon become exhausted. After several

hours' rest it would beconae quite irritable again.

Heat rigor began to set in at a little more than 3(i°, sometimes not until

nearly 39°. It is different in different frogs and in different seasons. From 45° to

55° C. the rigor would usually be complete. The most important point to be secured

is that temperature at which contractions cease and still when the temperature is

lowered the muscle will be found to be alive so as to give contractions. When

the heat rigor would once begin, it would continue even if the temperature is

lowered. This holds true only for a few degrees. Long rest would allow it to

pass out of rigor if it had not gone too far. After at least 24 hours had elapsed

good contractions were obtained, and this with muscle that had once been ex-

hausted.
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A Revision axd Synonymy of the Parvis Groip of Uxioxid.?^:. (With

Six Plates.) By K. Ellsavorth Call.

The tvpe of this group is a small unionine bivalve from the Fox river,

Wisconsin, eollected by Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft, while engaged in work on the

Northwest Expedition, of the early part of the present century. The type was

descrilied by Mr. D. H. Barnes, in 182), in the following words:*

''Shell oblong-ovate, small, convex, sides rounded; beaks slightly elevated,

inside pearly white, iridescent. * *

'•Diame'er, .35—.525; length, .4- .(5; breath, .75— 1.2.

••Shell rather thin, beaks placed about one-fourth of the length from the

posterior extremity, ligament very narrow, anterior lunule distinct and obsoletely

ribbed; basal margin slightly .shortened; epidermis brownish; an obtuse, slightly

elevated rib from the beaks to the anterior basal margin; lateral tooth rectilinear

rounded at the end, and parallel to the base: nacre very brilliant."

Ml'. Barnes completes his diagnosis of this form with the remark that it is

'•the smallest and most beautiful of all the genus yet discovered in America."

In geographic distribution this small mollusk ranges from Western New York

and Florida, to Minnesota, Texas and Arkansas. In this wide range there are

numerous diverse environmental conditions, and the species appears, in a definite

sense, to have responded to these, and thus have been produced a number of

variations, which passing through the hands of difl'erent naturalists, have been

elevated into specific rank. In some cases, indicated below, the sexes have been

' made to serve as the basis of new species; full series collected over the wide area

of distribution confirm the following synonymy./ in which the geographic distri-

l)Ution of several of the forms conveys its own argument

:

tUxro PARVUS Barnes.

Am. Jour, of Sci and Arts, 1st series. Vol. vi, IS.'H, p. 274, Fig. 18; Lea

figures the animal in .Jour. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., 2d series, \o]. iv, PI. xxix,

Figs. 102, 102a ; Conrad, Monography of Unio, 1836, PI. ix, Fig. 1 ; Reeve,

Conchologia Iconica, Vol. xvi, Unio PI. xxxv, Fig. 18fi, a very poor figure

from a specimen in the Museum Cuming. (PI. i. Figs. 1-3.)

Unio paulii-t Lea. Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, Vol. viii, 1840, p. 213, PI, xv,

Fig. 20. From the Chattahoochee river, Cieorgia. (PI. ii. Figs. 11-13.)

Unio minor Lea. Trans. Am. Philo.s. Soc, Vol. ix, 1843, p. 270, PI. xxxix,

Fig. 3. From Lakes Monroe and George, Florida.

Aiiierienn .Jour, of Sci., 1st Ser., Vol. VI, No. 2, p. '274, pi. 1.3. fisr. 1^, outline only.

i The plate references in parentheses are to the several |>l!ites aecompanyliijr this article

The sexes are indicated on the plates.
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Unio marginis Lea. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 2d series, ^'ol. vi, \>. 255,

1868, PI. xxxi. Fig. 69. P>om Dougherty county, Georgia. (PI. ii, Figs. 7-9.)

Unio coninus Lea. .Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 2d series. Vol. vi, 1868,

p. 310, PI. xlviii, Fig. 123. From Flint river, (ieorgia, and Neuse river, North

Carolina. (PI. i, Figs. 4-6.)

Unio veiiicularu Lea. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 2d series, \'ol. viii,

1874, p. 37, PI. xii, Fig. 34. From Lake Ocheechobee, Florida. (PL v. Figs.

35-37.

)

So few of the animals of the Uuionidce have been described that it may not

be superfluous to give at this place a description of the animal of Unto parvus

(plate ii, fig. 10), based upon the examination of a fresh specimen from the Des

Moines river in Central Iowa.

Animal of Unio parms. Color of the mass, whitish ;
tentacular portion of

mantle, dark brown, ending in a caruncle; labial palps, large, white, triangular,

united at base and partially so over the posterior margin; external ctenidium,

smaller tiian the internal, thicker and larger at the posterior extremity, which is

rounded, and on the margin, which is marked by a double row of minute, white

papilhe ; ctenidia united above throughout their entire length, free below; in-

ternal ctenidium, white, ovate.

The mass of the animal within the cavity of the beak is light brown owing to

the color of the large liver which shows through the thin tissues separating it

from the chamber of the ctenidia.

The chief anatomical peculiarity is the presence of the caruncle in the female.
^

This is somewhat separated from the main tentacular mass and is supported by a

slender pedicel. Its function is unknown.

To complete the history of this species the following redescriptiou of the

shell of Unio parvus is presented, based upon specimens collected in the Wabash

River, Indiana

:

Shell, small, compressed, rather thin, elliptical, rounded anteriorly and

slightlv thicker, posteriorly triangulate in the male and occasionally sulcate in

the female, thinner; umbonal slope somewhat depressed; umbones rather promi-

nent, with four to five coarse undulations ; epidermis, thin, olive-green over most

of disk, but much lighter on the umbones, striate, especially over the middle disk

thence to the margin ; in the young two broadening green bands often extend from

the umbones over the posterior slope to the posterior margin, otherwise eradiate;

ligament small, light brown in color, tiiin, rather long, but very narrow; hinge teeth

small, all double in the left and single in the right valve, the cardinals erect, thin,

lamellar, acuminate, crenulate, separating, the laterals long, lamellar, straight.
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smooth, forming a very obtuse angle with the cardinals ; anterior adductor cicatrices

distinct, deep, that of the protractor pedis very small
;
posterior adductor cicatrix

scarcely evident, confluent; pallial line distinct for the anterior two-thirds ; dorsal

cicatrices irregularly grouped in the rather large cavity of the beaks, minute;

nacre white, iridescent posteriorly.

Length. Height. Width.

No. 1. 42.00 mm. 26.00 mm. 23.00 mm. Female.

No. 2. 36.30 mm. 27.57 mm. 19.25 mm. Female.

No. 3. «-36. 10 mm. 18.00 mm. 14.60 mm. Male.

Unio texasensis Lea.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila, Vol. ix, p. 84, 1857 ; Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Phila., Vol. iv, pp. 357, 359, 362, PI. Ixi, Fig. 184, 1860; Observations on the

Genus Unio, Vol. viii, p. 39, PL Ixi. Fig. 184 (PI. v. Figs. 38-40). Dewitt

Co., Texas. »

Unio bairdianus 'Lea. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. ix, p. 102, 1857;

Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. iv, pp. 360, 361, PI. Ixi, Fig. 186, 1860; Observa-

tions on the Genus Unio, Vol. viii, p. 42, PI. Ixi, Fig. 186 (PI. vi. Figs. 41-43).

Devil's River, Texas.

Unio bealii Lea. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V^ol. v, p. 204, PI. xxx,

Fig. 273, 1866 ; Observations on the Genus Unio, Vol. ix, p. 26, PI. xxx, Fig.

273 (PI. vi, Figs. 44-46). Leon County and Rutersville, Texas.

The conchologic characters of this form do not widely vary. As may be seen

the species only comes from Texas, and contiguous portions of Louisiana.

The following description may assist in understanding the relation which

this form sustains to the common and widely distributed type of the group.

Shell small, very elliptical, especially in the female, compressed laterally,

nninded before, biangulate posteriorly though this character is less marked in

the female, which is somewhat regularly rounded, striate; valves rather thin

though somewhat thickened anteriorly ; epidermis rather thick, olive-green, in

young specimens with occasional rather broad greenish lines along the angles of

the posterior umbonal slope; lines of growth numerous, fine and closely arranged,

in old specimens often forming raised ridges along the ventral posterior margins

;

ligament long, smooth, light horn colored and shining, very narrow; umbones

scarcely prominent, close together, rather coarsely undulate, the undulations

being concentrically arranged as seen in young specimens; in the young the

"This is a large male specimen from the W.-ibiish River, Indiana. In it the cardinal

teeth are double tii both valves; the posterior cardinal in the left valve is curved dnimtd and is

very long and thin, its edges are sharply serrate.
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epidermis over the umbones is very light or straw-yellow in color; the ilorsal

aspect of the posterior umbonal slope is characterized by the presence of two

rather indistinct and obtuse angles which extend from the ambones and, reaching

the posterior margin, form the characteristic biangiilation seen in themah-;

cardinal teeth short, acuminate, single in the right and double in the left valve,

the single tooth being flattened and plate-like, the doable tooth somewhat more

trigonal and heavier, all crenulated on the margins; the posterior teetii are long,

slightly curved, and lamellar; plate between the cardinal and ]>osterior teetli

scarcely evident; the anterior adductor cicatrices are large, and deeply impressed,

entirely distinct from that of the protractor pedis impression which i'^ deep and

often pit-like; the posterior cicatrices are confluent, scarcely evident, that of

the retractor pedis muscle being placed at extreme end of the posterior hinge teeth;

dorsal cicatrices arranged, usually, in a line of five or more in the shallow cavity

of the umbones, though in an occasional specimen they are grouped : the pallial

cicatrix is faintly but regularly impre.ssed throughout its entire length; nacre

white, with tendency to salmon in the cavity of the umbones. beautifully irides-

cent posteriorly.

The four specimens on which this diagnosis is based are from Lake Caddo,

Louisiana. Their dimensions are the following, the first being that of a female;

comparison with the remaining three will evidence the more compressed character

of the male shell:

No.l. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

-Length 40.00 mm. 36.50 mm. 39.50 mm. 38.50 mm.

Height 24.00 mm. 20.00 mm. 22.00 mm. 21.50 mm.

Breadth .... 18 51 mm. 14.50 mm. 14.50 mm. 13.(j0 mm.

The habits of this form are quite similar to those of the type of the group.

It delights in still water with muddy bottoms, and usually occurs in very great

numbers wherever it is found at all.

As may be seen by comparing the figures given in the plates, which are copies

of Lea's original figures, this form illustrates the erection of a species name upon

characters that are but an expression of sex.

"The anatomy of the animal has been considered, rather than authority, in the teruii-

nology adopted. Thus the lengtli it' the extreme distance from the anterior to i)Osterii)r mar-

gin; the height the distance from ligament to the ventral margin: the width the distance

measured by a line drawn through the animal, transversely, from valve to valve. This

appears both natural and satisfactory. Say, Kirtland, Barnef^.Sowerby and others with them

confused the anterior and posterior ends; Lea did not make this blunder, but made others

equally reasonles.-;. Thus the distance from valve to valve he calls the heighlJi, a.-; if the nor-

mal or proper position of the animal was on one of its valves. Some later writers appar-

cntl.v have such reverence for these blunders that they still employ an obsolete terminology.
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Unio gIjAns Lea.

Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, Vol. iv, p. 82, Fl. viii, Fig. 12, 1830; Observa-

tions on the Gennn Unio, Vol. i, \>. 92, PI. viii, Fig. 12. Ohio Eiver (PI. iii,

Figs. 14-l(i).

Unio pnllus (Jonvdd. Monography Family Uaionidir, pp. 100, 101, Pl.lv,

Fig. 2, 1830. Waleree River, South Carolina (PI. v, Figs. 32-34).

Unio f/ranutaius hea,. Proc Acad. Nat. Soi. Piiila , Vol. xiii, p. 60, 1861;

Jour, Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. vi, \k 48, PI. xvi, Fig. 46, 1866; Observa-

tions on the Gevns J^nio, Vol. xl, p. o2, PI. xvi, f^ig 40. Big Prairie Creek,

Alabama (PI. iv, Figs. 23-2-5).

Unio fjermanus Lea. I'roc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. xiii, p. 40, 1861;

Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philn., Vol. vi, p. 4H, PI. xix, Fig. o4, 1866; Observa-

tions on the Genus Unio. Vol. xi, }>. 5;!, PI. xix, Fig. 54. Coosa River, Ala-

bama (PI. iv. Figs. 26-28).

Unio cromweUii Lea. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. xvii, p. 89, 1865;

.Tour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. vi, p. 25S, PI. xxxi. Fig. 73, 1868; Obser-

vations on the Gewm Umo, Vol. xii, p. 18, PI. xxxi, P'ig. 73. Kiokee Creek,

Albany, Georgia (PI. iv. Figs. 29-31).

Unio ci/liiidrellux Lea. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. vi, p. 308, PI.

xlviii, Fig. 121, 1868; Observations on the Genus Unio, Vol. xii, p. 68, PI.

• xlviii. Fig. 121. East Tennessee, North Georgia, North Alabama (PI. iii,

Figs. 17-19).

Unio corvunciilus Lea. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. vi, p. 314, PI. 1,

Fig. 127, 1868; Observations on the GotUf^ Unio, Vol. xii, [>. 74, PI. 1, Fig. 127.

Swamp Creek, Whitfield County, (ieorgia i PI. iii. Figs. 20-22).

The t'ollowing conchologic description is based upon material taken in the

White River, Indiana, where the species attains its maximum development, both

in point of size and abundance.

5/te// small, elliptical, striate, rather thick and snbangulate i)osteriorly, much

thicker anteriorly and rounded ; umbonea elevated, coarsely undulate, with irreg-

ularly crescent-shaped folds, three or four in niiiubcr; epidermis ratherthick,

dark greenish, obscurely radiate over the antericir [)ortion of the disk, a character

best seen by transmitted light, somewhat polished over the umbonal slope and

generally glos-y, lighter colored on the umbones; posterior margin sulcate in the

female, dorsal portion produced ; /('//a/new/ small, horn-c(dored, thin; both cardinal

and posterior hinge teeth double in the left and single in the right valve, the car-

dinals short, thick, heavy, serrate ; hitrra/s rather loug, striate, straight, lamellar
;
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anterior adductor cicatrices distinct, pit-like and deep
;
posterior adductor cicatrices shal-

low, confluent, that of the retractor pedis muscle impressed at tip of the laterals and

below; pallial cicatrix evident, regularly impressed and linear; dorsal cicatrices sev-

eral, crowded, in the deep cavity of the umbones or on the iiiarorin of the plate

joining the hinge teeth; cavity oi the umbones rather deep; nacre purple, with

anterior margin usually white, whole posterior region beautifully iridescent.

Number.
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*outh Tennessee and in the Black Warrior River of Alabama. The heaviest,

largest and glans like forms from the south occur in the Coosa River, a tributary

to the Alabama, just above Wetumpka. Similar shells were taken in numbers in

the Cahaba River, in Bibb County, also tributary to the Alabama.

UnIO AMGDAIAM Lea.

Observations on the Genus Unio. Vol. IV, p. 33, pi. XXXIX, tig. 1, 1843,

from Lake George. Florida ; Tran.s. Am. Phil. Soc, 2d Ser., Vol. IX, pi. 39, fig.

1, pp. 275. 27H. See also Simpson, " Xotes on Florida Unionida?, "' Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus. Vol. XV. pi. LXVII. fig. 3. p. 42(i, 1892.

I'nio paj>yniceiis (4ould. Proc. Bost. Soc. Xat. Hist., Vol. II. p. 53, 1845.

Florida. Latin diagnosis ; no figure.

The following description of Unio aiwidahnn is based upon excellent speci-

mens from the original locality.

Shell small, striate, somewhat intlated, nearly oval in outline, rounded be-

fore, subangular i)osteriorly, viewed dorsally the outline is rounded cuneate pos-

terior to the umbones, female slightly emarginate on the ventral border;

epidermis striate, light straw colored over the disk, greenish to greenish-yellow

near" the ventral margin, faintly rayed on the posterior dorsal slope in the manner

characteristic of all the parvus group; ligament short, thin, light horn-colored;

lines of growth distinct, broad, and much darlier than the balance of the disk;

anterior or cardinal teeth double in the left and single in the right valve, though

an occasional specimen exhibits a tendency to double teeth in both valves, flat-

tened, plate-like, crenate; posterior teeth double in the left and single in the

right valve, long, lamellar, straight, striate, particularly toward the extremities;

anterior cicatrices distinct, the adductor rather deeper or impressed, that of the

protractor pedis rather large, oval, but slightly impressed; posterior cicatrices con-

riuent, scarcely impressed, very iridescent ; cavity of the beaks rounded and shal-

low, with a row of pit-like and minute cicatrices just under the dorsal plate;

nacre white, pinkish or salmon tinged towards the cavity of the beaks, beautifully

iridescent over the entire posterior half, but the play of iris-like colors is most

marked on the posterior margin beyond the j)allial cicatrix, which is very faintly

impressed.

The average dimensions are: Length, 3.1 mm.; width. 1.22 mm.; heighth,

1.82 mm.

Some specimens of this shell approach the form of Unio minor Lea in that the

cardinals are much heavier than usual and the substance of the shell is much

thicker; in these forms also the posterior teeth are incrassate. The tout engi'mbl''
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of this shell is in no respect dissimilar from forms of Unio parvua found in gravelly

river bottoms in more northern regions, and it is very doubtful if it can maintain

a place in the system as a separate or distinct species. The species belongs to the

parvus group without a question, though the specimens under examination are

eroded and do not exhibit the characteristic coarse undulations on the umbones.

In all other particulars my shells are typical.

To complete the history of these small and difficult forms the original diag-

noses of Lea, except one, and Conrad have been tabulated and thrown into synop-

tical form as follows:
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ADDITIONAL NOTE.

Since the work on this group of Unios was completed I have had the oppor-

tunity to re-examine a carefully prepared paper by Mr. Chas. T. Simpson on the

" Unionidfe of Florida." I must dissent from some of the conclusions Mr. Simpson

reaches, though in the main he is, beyond question, correct. That author places

Unio lepidus Gould and Unio trossulus Lea in the parvus group. Both these shells

are here out of place. Unio trossulus has the fine concentric undulations on the

umbones which are so characteristic of many Unios typified by Unio fallax, Unio

lienosiis et cetera. Both Lea's figure and his description do not permit that this

form go into the present group. The character of the radiation, as given by Mr.

Simpson in his very poor outline figure of Unio lepidus places it elsewhere, for if

there is any such thing as a characteristic in the panms group its radiation, when

present, is very remarkable and quite uniform. There is no doubt that Unio

trossnluit and Unio lepidus are synonyms. The paper of Mr. Simpson is to be com-

mended as marking a distinct advance in the study of the southern representatives

of this great family. It appeared in volume XV of the Proceedings of the United

States National Museum, 1892, and should be in the hands of every student of

Unio.

The proofs of this article reached me when consultation of my library on one

or two points suggested by careful re-reading was impossible. The synonymy of

Unio parrus should have included the following:

Unio singleyanus Marsh. Ephemerally described in the .Joliet Weekly, a

newspaper of Illinois, May, 1891. See also the "Nautilus," Vol. V, p. 29; Simp-

son, "Notes on Florida L'nionida," Proc. L^. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XV, pp. 426,

427, pi. LXVIII, figs. 4, 5 (1892). Without doubt a synonym for Lea's Unio

marginis, itself a southeastern representative of Unio parrus.
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The Fishes of the Missouri Kjver Basin. By Bartux W. Evermaxn ani>

j. t. scovell.

In 1892 and again in 1893 I>r. Kverniann made extended investigations in

Iowa, Soutii Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming for tlie pnrpose of selecting a site

for a iish-cultiiral station somewliere in that region. In 1891 he iiad made

similar investigations in Montana and Wyoming and [)rimariiy for the same

purpose.

While engaged in this work we e.xamined a great many streams and made

large collections of fishes representing a great many localities.

Studying these collections very naturally led to a consideration of the entire

fish-fauna of the Missouri l)asin, and it is with some of the interesting features

<if this fauna that the present paper deals. That we may understand more

clearly the distribution of the fishes a few words concerning the characteristic

features of the basin may not be out of place.

The Mmonri River Bamn. The Missouri is the longest river in North

America. Its headwaters are among the Rocky Mountains of Montana, Wyoming

and Colorado. At numerous places its sources are but a few miles from those of

the Saskatchewan, the Columbia and the Colorado. In northwestern Montana

are the sources of Milk Kiver wiiicli are said to be connected directly with those

of the Saskatchewan, while only a few miles to the westward the drainage is into

Flathead Kiver and thence into the Columbia. In southwestern Montana the

headwaters of the Big Hole, Beaverhead, Red Rock and Madison on one hand

closely approach those of the Bitter Root, Salmon and Snake on the other. In

northwestern Wyoming, just south of the Yellowstone National Park, the head-

waters of the Columbia and Missouri actually unite in Two-Ocean Pass, forming

a continuous waterway from the mouth of the Columbia to that of the Mississippi.®

In Wyoming the Sweetwater, a tributary of the North Platte, and in Col-

orado the South Platte, rise within a few miles of streams which are tributary to

the Colorado of the west.

The headwaters of these various tributary streams are 8,000 to 14,000 feet

above sea level. Gallatin, Montana, where the .leflerson, iladison and tiallatin

rivers unite to from the Missouri proper is 4,i;V2 feet altitude, the sources of

Madison River are over 8,300 feet above the sea, while Two-Ocean Pass is about

8,200 feet.

For a full description of tiii.-; phenomenon anJ its be.-u-ing upon the distribution of

fishes see Evermann, in Popular Science Monthly, for .Tune, ISi'o.
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The mouth of the Missouri River is about 400 feet above sea level; the total

.ail of this river is over 7.000 feet, or 3,732 feet between Gallatin and the

Mississippi. The length of the Missouri proper is given as 3,000 miles; add to

this the length of Madison River and we have 3,230 miles, which may properly be

regarded as the total length of the Missouri. Among the important tributaries may

be named Milk River; Jefferson Fork, 140 miles; Gallatin Fork, 170 miles; Yellow-

stone River, 1,100 miles; Platte River, 1,250 miles (including the North Platte);

and the Kansas River, 900 miles (including the Smoky Hill Fork). The area

drained by this great river is given as 518,000 scjuare miles. This includes the

entire State of Nebraska, all of South Dakota, except a few square miles in the

northeast corner; nearly all of Montana, North Dakota and Wyoming, about

half of Kansas, more than half of Missouri, and large parts of Iowa and Colorado.

The Missouri basin may very properly be divided into three parts, viz., the

western or mountainous, the middle or plains portion, and the eastern or region

of deciduous trees.

The mountainous belt includes western Montana, northwestern and central

Wyoming, and a small portion of central Colorado. This includes the portion

with an altitude of about 4,000 feet or over, and is the region of coniferous for-

ests and swift, clear and cold mountain streams.

The middle belt includes most of northern and eastern Montana, a part of

eastern Wyoming and Colorado, and. excepting a narrow strip along their east-

ern edge, all of the Dakotas, Nebraska and Kansas. This is, in its general

feitures, a broad, level plain, with slight irregularities here and there. It is a

region witiiout forests, and over much of its surface not much vegetation of any

kind is found. The only timber of any importance is the narrow strip of cotton-

woods and willows covering the bottom lands along the streams. Tlic western

and central portions of this belt are very barren, in places even desolate, })articu-

larly in the Bad Lands, or Mauvais Terre of South Dakota, and parts of North

Dakota. Wyoming, Montana and Nebraska. These tertiary beds are of great

thickness, usually full of alkali, and very easily eroded.

The Black Hills constitute a mountainous island of evergreen forests and

beautiful, clear, cold streams in this desert plain, but need not concern us in the

consideration of the basin as a whole. The eastern part of this belt receives more

moisture and is a typical prairie region, but its streams are slow, shallow and

shifting, still carrying much solid matter in suspension from the region to the

westward.

The third or eastern belt embraces a narrow strip along the ea.stern border of

South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas, and the portions of Iowa and Missouri lying
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within the Missouri basin. Tliis is essentially a region covered with forests of

deciduous trees. It is true that some parts of it are prairie, but the soil contains

little or no alkali, and the small streams havinsi^ their rise in it arc fairly clear

and pure.

In the mountains at the headwaters of the various tributary streams there is

an abundance of rainfall in summer and snow in winter; as a rule the mountains

were originally heavily timbered and the moisture was therefore cf)nserved and

fed out slowly during the season of drought. This is still true in general, l)ut the

reckless destruction of tiic forests in many ])laces is having its ett'cct upon the

streams.

After leaving the mountains the tributaries df the Missouri, witii scarcely an

exception, enter the broad treeless plain of the middle belt. Here the alkali soil

erodes easily, the current becomes slower, the bed broadens, the channel shifts

from year to year, and the water becomes warmer and often of the consistency of

thin soup. This is the character of all the larger streams as they pass through

this middle belt, and the character of the water is the same in all the smaller

streams whicli start in this belt.

The Missouri Basin as a whole, however, is a country whose soils erode with

unusual ease and, after getting out of the mountains and upon the plain, few of

the streams are ever really clear The Missouri Kiver is alwavs carrying vast

amounts of solid matter in suspension and justly deserves the name " Big Muddy."

The channels of the Missouri and all the larger tributaries are constantly chang-

ing and shifting the beds of the streams.

THE FISHES OF THE MISSOURI RIVER HASIN.

All this, of course, has its effects upon the tish fauna of this river system.

Each of the three belts possesses a fish fauna differing very materially in the

aggregate from that of each of the other belts.

The total number of species and subspecies of lishes now recognized from the

entire Missouri basin is 143. These ai-e distributed among 24 families and <)8

genera. The families with large numbers of species are

:

The Cyprinidae, with 50 species.

The Percida", with 20 species.

The Catostomidae, with 16 species.

The CeutrarchidcC, with 12 species.

Tlie Siluridie, with 10 species.
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Only 10 species are characteristic of the western belt, the most characteristic

ones being the cut-throat trout, Williamson's whitefish, the blob, the grayling, the

long-nosed sucker, Jordan's sucker, and the western dace.

Only 45 species are known from North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming and

Colorado. < >n the other hand, Missouri and the small part of Iowa drained by

the Missouri, furnishes 94 species, or, if we include the narrow timbered and

abundantly watered strip of eastern Kansas, Nebraska and South Dakota, we have

about 100 species occurring in this eastern or lower belt of the Missouri Basin.

The middle belt has such characteristic species as Plalyyobio graeU'is, Hybopsis

gelidus. Hiibofpiathus michalis evansi, and the like. Few if any of these are confined

to this belt, but tbey probably all extend more or less into the lower and upper

lielts.

In the lower portion of the middle belt is found the limit in the western

extension of spiny-rayed fishes. West of the 96th meridian, which is approxi-

mately the eastern boundary of Nebraska and the Dakotas, not over a dozen

species of spiny-rayed fishes are known to occur. This fact becomes interesting

when we recall that a single small creek in Indiana (Bean Blossom Creek,

Monroe County*', is known to contain not fewer than thirty-five species of spiny-

rayed fishes, and from the streams of Indiana alone we know at least fifty-one

species of that group—nearly as many as the total number of species found in the

entire fish-fauna of the Missouri basin west of the 98th meridian.

In the Missouri itself and in its larger tributaries are found such large river

species as Poli/odon spatfiula, Scaphirhi/nchits platorynchus, Leptops olimris, Ictalurus

punclitus. species of Ictiobus, and the like; but in the smaller streams Caiostomus,

Hybofpiathnx and Notropis are the principal geneia represented. Micropterits,

Perm, Lepomis, and Etheontoma are not rare on the eastern edge of this region, but

they become more and more rare as we go westward and very soon disappear

altogether. Perca has not yet been found west of Mitchell, S. D., 98° west;

Micropt-' (lA has not been found west of Ravenna, Neb., 98° 30^ W., and it is not

likely that it occurs naturally even that far west.

Of the four darters whose range extends farthest west in this basin, Boleosoma

nigrum reaches only to Mitchell, S. D., Hadropterns cutpro to Ewing, Neb., 98° 20''

W.. Ethewtloma tmme extends still further west, having been found by us at

Valentine, Neb., 100° 30' W., while Boleichthys e.rilis, a somewhat doubtful

species, was found even a little farther west in North Dakota.

The Flat-headed Chub is pre-eminently the characteristic fish of the shallow,

alkali streams of the middle Missouri basin, and shows better than any other the

•' Eigenmaiin and Fordiee, Proc Phil. Aead. Sei. 1885.

1»
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peculiar bleaching effect of the alkaline waters of that region. The fishes are all

reduced to a nearly uniform pale or faded appearance. Except those found in

the headwaters above the alkali, they seem to be almost wholly without pigment

cells of any kind. Perhaps the most extreme case of bleaching is that of Platygobio

gracilis, which, of all American fishes, seems to be the one most perfectly adapted

to life in these alkaline streams.

An examination of the literature shows that seventy-four nominal species

have been described as new from Missouri basin localities. These seventy-four

names represent fifty-one species as now understood, but all but twenty-eight

of the seventy-four nominal species had already been described, so only twentv-

eight of them were really new. Indeed, we are inclined to think that a little closer

investigation will show at least eleven of these twenty-eight to have been not

new, so that of the seventy-four fishes which have been described as new from

the Missouri basin only seventeen, or about 23 per cent., were really so.

TABLE GIVINO NAMES OF DESCRIBEES OF MISSOURI BASIN FISHES, THE NUMBER

DESCRIBED BY EACH, AND THE NUMBER OF EACH WHICH STILL HOLD.

AUTHORS.
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Eecent Investigations Concekning the Eedfish, Oncorhykchus nerka,

AT ITS Spaavning GROUNDS IN Idaho. By Barton W. Evermann and

J. T. SCOVELL.

. Of the 130 or more families of fishes now recognized as constituting the fish-

failna of North America, the one of greatest and most general interest is the Sal-

monidae, the family to which belong the whitetish, the salmon, and the trout.

Whether we consider beauty of form and color, activity, gaminess, quality as

food, or abundance and size of individuals, the different members of this family

stand easily with the first among fishes.

Confined to the north temperate and arctic regions, they abound wherever

suitable waters are found. In North America alone no fewer than sixty-two

species are found. Some of these species are confined to the smaller rivers and

running brooks, entering lakes or the sea as occasion serves, but not habitually

doing so. Such are some of the species of trout of the genera Salielinua and

Sabno. Others again are lake fishes, approaching the shores or entering the trib-

utary streams only at spawning time and then retiring again to deeper waters.

These are the whitefishes and lake herrings.

Then there is another group made up of species that are marine and anadro-

mous, living and growing in the sea, but entering fresh waters at spawning time.

Such are the five species of salmon of our west coast.

From California to northern Alaska and across to Kamchatka are found

five species of true salmon of the genus Oncorhynchtis. viz.:

1. The Hump-back salmon, 0. gorbuscbu,

2. The Dog salmon, 0. keta,

3. The silver salmon, 0. kisutch,

4. The Blue-back salmon, 0. nerku, and

5. The Chinook salmon, 0. tschaioi/tscha.

The most interesting and by far the most important of the five are the Chinook

and the Blue-back; and it is to the last of those two species that this paper is

devoted.

In Kamchatka and Alaska this species is known as the Red salmon and is

commercially worth more than all the other salmon of Alaska combined. It here

ranges in weight from five to eight pounds, and in late summer and early f.all

they enter the rivers and lakes of Alaska in myriads at spawning time. In the

Columbia Eiver it is called the Blue-back salmon and, next to the Chinook, is the

most valuable fish of that river.
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The Blue-backs enter the Columbia along with the Chinooks early in the

spring, the height of the run being in the month of June; and the catch in the

lower Columbia amounts to several hundred thousand fish annually. Such as

escape the labyrinth of nets, traps and wheels which for miles literally fill

the lower Columbia, pass on to their spawning grounds. We do not yet know

just where all their spawning grounds in the Columbia basin are located, but we

do know that there are important ones in the inlets of Wallowa Lake in Oregon,

and Payette Lake and the Redfish Lakes in Idaho.

It was not, however, until 1894 that any naturalist visited these lakes at the

spawning time and made any study of the spawning habits.

In September of that year we made a brief visit to Alturas and Pettit lakes

and Big Payette Lake, where we found this salmon spawning.

Big Payette Lake is situated near the head of Payette River about 120 miles

northeast from Weiser, Idaho. Alturas and Pettit lakes are two of a group

known as the Redfish Lakes, lying among the eastern spurs of the Sawtooth

Mountains, forty-five to seventy-five miles northwest from Ketchum, Idaho, the

nearest railroad station. These Redfish lakes are really the headwaters of Salmon

River, the principal tributary of the Snake, and their distance by water from

the sea is more than a thousand miles.

The investigations of 1894 showed that the vicinity of tliose lakes afforded

excellent facilities for studying the habits of the salmon which spawn there, and

it was decided to visit them again in 1895.

It should be here stated that the Blue-back salmon which enter the Columbia

River are no longer known by that name when they reach their spawning

grounds, but are known as Redfish. When they enter the river from the sea they

are a clear, bright blue above and silvery on the sides, but when they reach their

spawning grounds they have become more or less red, especially the males, which

are often a bright scarlet red on the back and sides, the head being a light olive-

green. At these Idaho lakes two forms of the Redfish have long been known to

occur, a large form weighing four to eight pounds and corresponding to the

regular Blue-backs taken in the mouth of the Columbia; the other is a small

form weighing almost invariably a half pound each and not corresponding to any

salmon ever taken in the lower Columbia. Structurally it does not appear

to differ from the large form in anything except size, and the two forms are

regarded as being specifically identical.

But a number of (juestions concerning this fish were veiled in more i>r less

obscurity, among which may be mentioned the following :
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1. Do the Redtish which spawn in the inlets of the Idaho lakes really come

up from the sea, and when do they first arrive ?

2. During the spawning season the Eedfish are observed to have their fins

more or less worn or frayed-out and to have sores upon the body. Are these

mutilations received on the spawning grounds, or are they injuries incident to

the long and perilous journey from the sea ?

3. What are the habits of the Kedfish during spawning time?

4. What becomes of them after done spawning? Do they return to the sea,

to the lakes, or do they all die?

In order to answer as many of these questions as possible, it became at once

evident that an extended series of observations at one of the lakes would be

necessary. A camp was therefore established at Alturas Lake last summer on

July 20, and the observations begun then were carried on continuously until

September 24.

Alturas Lake is situated at an altitude of 7,200 feet, between two immense

glacial moraines extending downward from the eastern spurs of the Sawtooth

Mountains. It is about two miles long, four-fifths of a mile wide, and has a

maximum depth of 158 feet. Its inlet is a small mountain stream about eight

miles long, and thirty feet wide at the month. The outlet of Alturas Lake is

somewhat larger, and after Howing through Perkins Lake (a small lake about

a half mile below) enters Salmon River Valley. After a course of about five

miles to the northeast, Alturas outlet joins Salmon River.

Just above the lake on either side of the inlet tower extremely rugged

mountains whose peaks are 9,000 to 11,000 feet above the sea, and the scenery is

as wild as any to be found in America.

In order to study the Redfisli effectually, we set gill nets in the outlet and in

the inlet and examined them from day to daj-. The nets in the outlet would tell

us wlien tlie fish arrive from below on their way to the spawning grounds. The

nets in the inlet wonhl tell us when the fish run up out of the lake to their

spawning beds, and also whether they return to the lake after done spawning.

Witliout going too much into detail, it will suffice to say that daily observa-

tions of the lake, outlet and inlet, were made, and the nets, though not kept

continuously .set, were so regulated as to assist in solving as many as possible of

the problems involved.

Not a single Redfish was ever caught in any of the nets in the outlet. If they

come up from the sea, they had reached Alturas Lake before July 20, when our

nets were set.
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On July 24 four small Eedfish were caught on the net in Alturas inlet, and in

a day or two they were abundant in this stream. Evidently, therefore, they had

entered the lake at some date prior to July 20, and had remained in it until the

evening of July 23 when they first entered the inlet.

Beginning with July 23 the fish continued to enter the inlet until early in

September. During this time at least 2,000 Eedfish, only about a dozen of which

were of the large form, entered this small creek. Hundreds of these were ex-

amined as they were running up into the inlet from the lake, and not one of them

showed any sores, frayed-out fins, or mutilations of any kind. Toward the close

of the spawning season there was scarcely a fish whose fins were not more or less

worn out (frequently the caudal was entirely gone) and whose back or sides were

not sore. And we were able to see how these mutilations were received.

During the spawning period there is a rather definite pairing oflT of the sexes.

The spawning beds are usually in very shallow water on a bottom of fine

gravel and sand. While spawning, this gravel and sand is moved about a good

deal and made up into so-called nests, both sexes taking part in the work. The

gravel is moved about by the fish striking it with the tail, or by pushing against

it with the lower fins, or sometimes even with the dorsal fin and the back. The

gravel is moved by a rapid, quivering movement of the body as the fish swims

over the nest; then she circles around down stream a feAv feet and approaches the

nest to repeat the act again. The male follows closely behind the female, and

frequently moves the gravel in the same way.

The fish move about to some extent in the inlet, but there is no evidence that

they ever try to return to the lake. Our nets caught a good many from the upper

side, but they were nearly all dead or dying fish which had been carried down

by the current, and were only slightly gilled or simply lodged against the upper

side of the net. We saw no evidence whatever indicating any tendency to return

down stream, and it is not easy to believe that any fish, so seriously mutilated as

these all are at the end of the spawning season, could survive. On September 5 we

counted about 1,000 fish in Alturas inlet ; two weeks later all had died but about

150, and a week later practically all had died.

We consider it, therefore, absolutely proved that the Redfish which spawn in

the inlets of the Idaho lakes spawn only once and then die, and that the mutila-

tions are received on the spawning beds.
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A New Habitat for Gastrophilus. By A. W. Bitting.

The genus Gastrophilus contains two well known species, Gastrophilus equi

and Gastrophilus haemorrhoidalu'. These parasites are commonly known as bots

and inhabit the stomach and duodenum of the horse.

The life cycle is as follows : The female deposits her eggs upon the ends of

the hairs upon the fore limbs or some other part of the body that the horse

is likely to touch with his mouth in fighting flies. The eggs hatch and the lid

breaks open to permit their escape in from five to fifteen days. They attach

themselves to the lips or tongue when the host is fighting flies and soon find their

way into the stomach or interior part of the duodenum. Here they pass a period

of development lasting about seven months. Their food consists of the nutri-

ment found in solution iu the juices of the stomach. They escape from the body

with the excrement, pass a pupa state in the ground to emerge in a short time as

adult.

The particular observation to be recorded here is the finding of this parasite

in the alveoli of the horse's teeth.

Last September there were an unusual number of cases of caries of the teeth

at the clinics.

While extracting teeth six larvae were obtained attached to the tissues of

the teeth or alveolar cavity. They were alive and active. They were about three

centimeters from the surface of the gums and there was no visible point for

entrance.

The question remains how did they get to their destination and how did

they accommodate themselves to take nutriment from the blood wlien it is believed

that they are dependent upon the juices of the stomach?

Are they a factor in produciiig caries of the teeth?

Second Costribution to a Knowledge of Indiana Mollusca. By R. Ells-

worth Call.

The sources of information on which the facts stated in this brief paper are

based are various. Iso single source has availed largely in determining the

locality references that are given, though the collection in the Geological Museum,

in the State Capitol, has furnished the greater number. All the rest have been

contributed by specimens submitted through several gentlemen practically inter-

ested in the work of the biological survev of the State. For this aid thanks are
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due W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist; Dr. J. T. Scoville, Terre Haute High

School; Dr. C. H. Eigenmann, State University, Bloomington ; Mr. Harry

Dodge, Charleston, Indiana, and Mr. Charles Dunn, Chicago.

The specimens which have been seen are mainly the most common forms.

In some few cases they have been found to be widely distributed over the State;

others are, apparently, confined to the Ohio and its principal tributary stream,

the Wabash. North of the divide that separates the Ohio and lake drainages

fewer forms of Unionidce occur, but the limiupid fauna appears to represent both an

increased number of individuals and of species. The land shells of the Ohio

drainage are both more abundant and varied. But no really final generalizations

can yet be ventured in the absence of extended collecting and large numbers of

shells—a condition which the present activity of members in this branch of the

State's biological survey indicates to be very remote. The facts collected for the

year past are the foHowing:

Land Mollusca.

Mesodon albolabris Say.

Charleston, Terre Haute, Indianapolis, New Albany.

Mesodon dausus Say.

Vigo County, Indianapolis, Peru.

Mesodon elevatus Say.

Terre Haute, Indianapolis, Corj'don.

Mesodon exoletiis Binney.

Vigo County, Indianapolis.

Mesodon mvitilineatus Say.

Terre Haute, Indis'napoHs.

Mesodon profundus Say.

Charleston, Indianapolis, Terre Haute.

Mesodon thynoides Say.

Vigo County, Indianapolis, Charleston.

Pa'ula alternata Say.

Vigo County, Charleston.

Patula solitaria Say.

Vigo County, Charleston.

Patula perspectiva Say.

Vigo County.

Patula strmlella Anthony.

Vigo County.
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Zonites arboreu^ Say.

Vigo County, Bloomiugton, Charleston.

Zoniies ligerus Say.

Vigo County.
^

Zonites giilaris Say.

Charleston.

Zonites fiUiginosus Grittith.

Gibson County.

Tnodopsis jallax Say.

Vigo County, Indianapolis.

Triodopsis infecta Say.

Charleston, Vigo County.

Triodopsu< appressu Say.

Vigo County, Indianapolis.

Triodopsis palliata Say.

Vigo County.

Triodopsis tridentafa Say.

Charleston, Vigo County.

Tebenophoriis dorsali^ Binney.

Vigo County.

Limax campestrU Binney.

Vigo County, Turkey Lake.

The ''slugs" or shell-less terrestrial moUusks of Indiana are hardly known.

Very few collections contain any representatives. Inasmuch as they do not ap-

peal to the conehologist and are rather difficult of preservation, requiring alcoholic

methods, they have been neglected. They promise useful facts if particular at-

tention is directed to their systematic collection. They are to be sought under

chips, boards, logs, flat rocks, bark, sidewalks, in cellars and about barns and

other outhouses in damp situations. A track of dried mucus will often lead one

to their hiding place, if carefully traced. They should receive especial attention

from the collectors of the survey,

Stenotrema monodon Rackett.

Vigo County.

Stenotrema hirsiUum Say-

Vigo County.

Macroeylis concava Say.

Charleston, Indianapolis, Terre Haute.
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Succinea avara Say.

Vigo County.

Succinea obliqua Say.,

Vigo County.

FRESH WATER UNIVALVES.

Bulinus hypnorum Linnaeus.

Coffee Chute, Gibson County.

Limncea caperata Say.

Vigo County.

Limnophysa humilis Say.

Very abundant on marshy banks of the Ohio, in springs at New Albany
;

found in 1894 in myriads.

Limnophysa reflexa Say.

Ponds, Vigo County.

Physa gyrina Say.

Marion County
;
probably found everywhere in the State; exceedingly abund-

ant in pools on the Falls of the Ohio.

Setisoma trivolvis Say.

Vigo County.

PlanorbeUa campanulata Say.

Ponds, Vigo County; Lake Maxinkuckee.

Pleuiocera subulare Lea.

Wabash River, Vigo County.

Plurocera canaliculatum Say.

Very abundant on the Falls of the Ohio; on muddy banks of the Wabash

River, at Terre Haute, occurs in myriads. A large number of specimens

were collected in October, 1895, at the last named locality, which present

a wide range of variation, both in the characteristic grooving of the

body-whorl and in coloration. Many specimens occurred without any

indication of a groove ; in others the angle, which is found along the

lower border of the body-whorl, may be sharp, or obtuse, and is fre-

quently thickened at intervals, constituting a character that makes a

number of specimens approximate Pleurocera moniliferum Lea. Any one

of a half dozen species belonging to the pleurocerid group, of which cana-

liculatum is a type, might be separated from the material before me.

Manv thousands of this shell have been taken at the Falls of the Ohio
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opposite Louisville. They present a still wider range of variation, per-

haps from the character of their habitat. The very wide range of vari-

ation suggests some interesting synonymic conclusions that it is hoped

will be elaborated during the coming year.

Goniobasis pulchella Anthony.

Wabash Kiver, Ohio River at the Falls, Turkey Creek.

Widely distributed over the State, and with Goniobasis iivescens Menke,

ranges farthest north.

Goniobasis Iivescens Menke.

Turkey Creek, St. Joseph Kiver.

Goniobasis sp.

A very great quantity of these small shells were collected by me at the Falls

of the Ohio during the past three years, but opportunity to work it up

has not yet been afTorded. As in the pleuroceroid section, this material

promises an abundant synonymy.

Lioplax subcarinata Say.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

Vivipara infertezta Say.

Wabash River, Gibson County, Lake Maxinkuckee.

Vivipara contectoides Binney.

Lake Maxinkuckee, ponds along Wabash River.

Campeloma deci-ium Say.

St. Joseph River, Lake Maxinkuckee.

Campeloma ponderosum Say.

Ohio River, Wabash River, ponds in Vigo County.

Campeloma rufum Haldeman.

St. Joseph River.

Campeloma subsolidum Anthony.

Peru, Lake Maxinkuckee, White River.

The very interesting and very difficult group of shells comprised in Campeloma

is probably the least understood and the most abused of any in the North

American fauna. .Vt brief intervals some tyro arises to declare his "discovery

that after all there is but one species," etc., etc., the latest of these being a writer

in the "Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Sciences."* In this paper the

remarkable suggestion is confidently made that " Mr. Binney's disposition of

these forms is still the best." Xow, Mr. Binney wrote on these mollusks thirty

* Proc. Iowa Acad, of Sciences, 1893 fl894], p. 108. Shimek, " Additional Notes on Iowa
Mollusea."
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years ago, with poor and scanty materials at his command. He succeeded in

involving the group in almost inextricable confusion for nearly a quarter of a

century, a result hardly to be wondered at with paucity of material and want of

familiarity with fresh water forms. So far from the truth is it that Mr. Binney's

disposition of these forms was wise that, without detracting a whit from his well

earned reputation as a student of our terrestrial mollusca, it may be fairly stated

that had he left the group severely alone its limitations would sooner and better

be reached. As species go, every form listed from Indiana is distinct and is

easily separable, no matter how mixed the material may be. The embryonic

forms differ; the mature shells differ; their character is obvious to any who will

carefully study extensive series. What the specific value of certain forms

may eventually prove to be does not in the least affect the general proposition

that the group is composed of a number of forms which must be recognized as

species. It would, indeed, be a striking commentary on the acumen of American

conchologists if, after thirty years, no advance had been made in this group. And

this same writer accepts several undoubted synonyms of the circumpolar VaUonia

pulchell.a Miiller, as good species!

CORBICULAD.K.

Spharium sulcatum r>amarck.

Ponds, Vigo County.

Sph(erium striatinun Lamarck.

Turkey Creek; Ohio River; Ponds, Vigo County.

Sphn'rium ti-ansversum Say.

Abundant in the Ohio at Charleston.
,

Unionid.k.

'^A7iodonta edentula Say.

Ponds, Vigo County ; Bennett's Creek ; AValtash River ; Cedar Creek
; St. Joseph

River.

*Anodonta feriissaeiana Lea.

Bennett's and Coal creeks, Vigo County; Five Mile Pond, Vigo County; St.

Joseph River.

Anodonta footiana Lea.

Lake Hamilton
; Lake Maxinkuckee.

*A11 names; thus inarki'it have Indiana representatives in ttie i*tat.e Museum, ut Indian-
apolis.
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"Anodouta gmndis Say.

Fonrteen Mile Creek. Charleston
; Lake Hamilton ; Five Mile Pond, ^'ig^>

County ; Raccoon Creek.

Anodonta imhecillis Say.

Bennett's Creek, Vigo County.

Anodonta pa von ia Lea.

Pond, near Terre Haute; Bennett's and Ccal creeks, Vigo County.

Anodonta salmonia Lea.

Yellow River ; Cedar Creek ; St. Joseph River.

*Aiuidonta suborbiculata Say.

Wabash River.

*Anodonta subcylindracea Lea.

Wabash River; Cedar Creek.

Anodonta undidata Say.

Lake Maxinkuckee.

Anodonta uardiaiia Lea.

Fourteen Mile Creek, Charleston.

^Margariiana ealceola Lea.

Wabash River, White River, Turkey Lake.

'^Margaritana complanata Barnes.

Wabash River. White River, Ohio River, Bruiett's Creek.

'^Manjaritana confragosa Say.

Wabash River.

'^Margaritana dehiscens Say.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

*Maraaritana deltoidea Lea.

Lake Maxinkuckee, St. Joseph River.

This form is a synonym of Margarituna caiceoia Lea.

^Margaritana hildrethiana Lea.

AVabash River.

'^Margarituna margmata Say.

Wabash River, White River, Ohio River, St. Mary's River.

''Margaritana monodonta Say.

Ohio River, Wabash River.

This shell was described, in 1830, from the Falls of the Ohio, by Mr. Say, but

was by him regarded as a Unio. Mr. Lea described it the same year as TJnio

solenitoi'Tnis. Mr. Lea's shell is given the indefinite locality "Ohio," and the shell

probably came from the Ohio River, near Cincinnati. Mr. Say's name has
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priority, even though it is now recognized that the species falls in Marc/aritana

rather than in Unio.

In habit the species resembles Margaritana dehi'icens in that it is often deeplv

buried in the gravelly banks it affects, in rather swiftly flowing water. Most

commonly, however, it may be found buried deeply under large Hat rocks, and

between clefts in rocky bottoms. It is a rather rare shell in collections.

*Margaritana rugoaa Barnes.

Wabash River, White River, Blue River. Fourteen Mile Creek.

* Unio a'sopus Green.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio alatus Say.

White River, Ohio River, Wabash River.

* Unio anodontaides Lea.

W^abash River, Ohio River, Bruisett's Creek, Vigo County.

* Unio asperrimus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River, at the Falls; this form is equivalent to Unio

laihrymosus Lea.

* Unio camelus Lea.

Ohio River ; this is an old and heavy Unio phaseohm. of which it is a

synomym,

* Unio camptodon Say.

W^abash River, Ohio River.

* Unio capax Green

.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio cicatricosvs Say.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio circulus Lea.

St. Mary's River, Ohio River, Wabash River, Peru.

* Unio clavus Lamarck.

Wabash River, very abundant ; St. Joseph River.

* Unio coceineus Hildreth.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Linio cooperianus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio cornutus Barnes.

Ohio River, Wabash River.
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^"^Unio crossidens Lamarck.

Wabash Kiver, Falls of the Ohio, abundant.

^Unio eylindncus Say.

Ohio River, AVabash River, AVhite River.

These shells, as are indeed most others from the Wabash River, are singularly

beautiful and perfect. Even the largest and oldest examples present perfect um-

bones, with epidermis and apical crenulations entire. It is rare indeed to find

these forms so perfect. Both this species and ZTnio metanervus, which are charac-

terized by peculiar arrow-shaped green color-markings over the whole disk, pre-

sent this feature in singular beauty. The State Collection, at Indianapolis, con-

tains several well-marked and beautiful specimens,

* Unio donaci/ormis Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River at Falls of the Ohio; found, also, in collections

under the name of Unio zigzag I^a. The latter name was given two

years after Uyiio danaciformis was characterized.

* Unio ebenus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River, Falls of the Ohio.

* Unio elegant Lea.

W^abash River. Ohio River, Falls of the Ohio.

^Unio ellipsis Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River, Falls of the Ohio, common.

* Unio fabalis Lea,

Wabash River,

Unio lapillus Say, is a synonym of this form.

*Uniofraga<us, Conrad.

Wabash River, Ohio River, White River,

^ Unio gibbosiis Barnes.

Wabash River, .Sand Creek, Ohio River, Turkey Lake, Lake Tippecanoe,

St. Joseph River, Lake Maxinkuckee, Falls of the Ohio, St. Mary's

River.

The Avhite and heavy variety of this shell, called by Dr. Lea, Unio arctior,

occurs somewhat commonly in both the Ohio and Wabash rivers.

'^Unio glans Lea.

Wabash River, White River, Lake Maxinkuckee.

* Unio gracilis Barnes.

W^abash River, Ohio River on Falls of tlie Ohio, Muscatatnck Creek, .Jen-

ning*; County.
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* Unio grani/erus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio irui Lea.

Wabash River, Delaware River, Lake Maxinkuckee.

*Unio irrorratus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River. Very abundant, perfect and beautilul in the

Wabash.

*Unio lens Lea.

See Unio circuJn^, of which it is a synonym.

*Unio liyamentinus Lamarck.

Wabash River, Ohio River, Yellow River, Turkey Creek. Delaware River,

St. Joseph River. Widely distributed over the State. The most com-

mon Unio of our waters, with the possible exception of Unio luteolns.

* Unio luteolns Lamarck.

Whitewater River, White River, Wabash River, Ohio River, St. Mary's

River, Turkey Creek, Cedar Creek, Fourteen Mile Creek. Charleston
;

Lake Maxinkuckee.

* Unio metxinevrus Rafinesque.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio multiplicatus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River; a mud-loving form which reaches gigantic size

in both these streams. Very large and fine specimens are in the State

collection.

* Unio multiradiatus Lea.

Wabash River, White River, St. Joseph River.

*Unio mytiloides Rafinesque.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

* Unio nigeiTimus Lea.

Wabash River; a single specimen is in the State collection, labelled correctly

as above—though the locality can not be vouched for. Mr. Lea described

the form from Alexandria, Louisiana. The collection contains many

southern shells and I im inclined to regard this locality reference as an

error and to think the shell should not he reckoned as an Indiana form.

* Unic obliqum Lamarck.

Wabash River, Ohio River; probably the same form Rafinesque called

mytiloide.''.
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'
( nio occideiis Lea.

Decatur County, ()hio Kiver, \VaI>asli River, Falls ot the Ohio, Bennett's

Creek, Vigo County.

*Unio orbiculatus Hildreth.

Wabash River; Mr. Lea later descrilted the female of this species under the

name of I'nio higf^in.-<ii.

* Unio parvus Barnes.

Wabash River, Ohio River, Creek at (Treencastle (L'nderwood), Lake Maxin-

kuckee.

Very large specimens of this usually small shell are obtained in the Wabash.

So marked is their development that they are commonly known as " the

hig parvus of the Wabash."

* Uiiio perplex UrS Lea.

Wabash River. White Kiver.

Mr. Lea later twice described again this iotm, once as Unio rangianus and

then as Unio sampsonii, both the latter from Indiana waters. It has other

synonyms, by the same writer, in Tennessee waters.

*Unio phaseolus Barnes.

Wabash River, (^hio River. St. Joseph River, Lake Maxinkuckee, Fourteen

Mile Creek, near Charleston.

* Unio plenus Lea.

Wabash River.

^' Unio plicatus Le Sueur.

Ohio River, Wabash River.

This shell, widely distributed, has a number of synonyms which I have else-

where indicated. T It is also often confounded with Unio undulatus

Barnes, which is. however, a markedly different shell, very much more

compressed.

* Unio pressus Lea.

Sand Creek, Decatur County ; Bruiett's Creek, Vigo County ; St. Joseph

River, Lake Maxinkuckee.

* Unio pnstuiatiig Lea.

Ohio River, Wabash Kiver, White Kiver.

* Cni'o pustvJosus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

t See Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. VII, No. 1, pp. 36, .37; 18S15.

10
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*Unio recttis Lamarck.

Wabash River, Ohio Eiver, White River, St. Joseph River.

* Unio retusus Lamarck.

Wabash River.

• Unio 1 idibundus Say.

White River, Wabash River.

* Unio rubiginosus Lea.

Ohio River, Wabash River, Lake Maxinkuckee.

'Unio !<ecuns Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

• Unio solidus Lea.

AVabash River.

* Unio subovatus Say.

Wabash River, Ohio River, White River.

•* Unio subrostratus Say.

Wabash River, Lake Maxinkuckee, Bruiett's Creek, Vigo County.

Wrongly labelled Unio Jiasutus in the State collection.

* Unio sulcafus Lea.

White River, Marion County.

^Unio tenuissimus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River.

A specimen in the State collection is labelled Unio vellum Say.

'^Unio triangulariif Barnes.

AVabasli River, White River.

* Unio trigonus Lea.

Wabash River, Ohio River,

Unio tubercitlatus Barnes.

Ohio River, Falls of the Ohio. Wabash River.

^Unio undulatus Barnes.

White River, Ohio River, Wabash River, Bruiett's Creek, Vigo County,

Unio varicosus Lea.

^ Ohio River.

* Unio ventricosus Barnes.

Lake Maxinkuckee, St. .Joseph River.

* Unio veiTiicosus Barnes.

Wabash River, Ohio River, White River.

CiKCiNNATi, Ohio, December 23, 1895.
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Contributions to the PJiological Survey of Wabash County. By Albert

B. Ulrey.

The present paper is intended (1) to indicate the progress made during the

year in listing the fauna and flora of Wabash County, and (2) to give a sum-

marized statement of the work already done, thus placing the material collected

within access of those interested in special lines.

I have included in these lists, with but a few exceptions, only those forms of

which specimens were preserved :

*

I. The Fauna :

1. The list of tishes includes forty-two species, seven of which were not noted

in the last published report. I have included in the list the Brook

Lamprey (Ammoccete>< branchial^). Several specimens were taken in a

creek near North Manchester, about May 15, 1895.

2. Batrachians, 19.

a. Salamanders and Water Dog ( Urodela and Proteida), 10.

b. Tailless Batrachians (Sahentia), 9.

3. Reptiles, 18.

a. Snakes [Ophidm), 11.

b. Lizards (Lacertilia), 1.

c. Turtles (Testudinata), 6.

4. Birds.

The list of birds includes 186 species. Two specimens of the Horned

Grebe {Colymbus aurltus L.) were taken along the roadside November 27,

1895, after a severe storm. This is the first record of the bird in the

county. Mr. W. O. Wallace has taken another specimen of the rare

Kirtland's Warbler (Dendroica kirtlandi) at Wabash. It was taken some

time in May, 1895.

5. The mammals listed include about twenty species.

IL The Flora:

Among Phanerogams the list comprises about 750 species represent-

ing eighty-nine families. Only a few of the forest trees are included,

116 species of grasses and twenty-three sedges. About 400 species have

been added during the year.

The Cryptogams have not been listed, but some valuable material has

been collected in certain groups, such as the ferns and some forms of

fungi.
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In the collection of Dr. A. Miller, of North Manchester, Ind., there

are probably 175 species of parasitic fungi and perhaps twenty-five

species of the Slime Moulds, if I may, for convenience, still place them

among the fungi.

Nearly a complete list of the Phanerogams may be found in the

herbarium of Mr. John N. Jenkins, North Manchester, Ind., who has

done valuable work in collecting these forms.

Birds of Wabash County. By Albert B. Ulrey and William O. Wallace.

The present list enumerates 188 species of the birds of Wabash County.

Under each species are given notes concerning its abundance and in some in-

stances we have incorporated other observations which pertain to the life-history

of the species.

Most of the work was done at intei'vals during the years 1890 to 1893. Part

of the observations were made in the extreme northern portion of the county in the

Eel River valley, near North Manchester. About an equal amount of work was

done in the Wabash valley near Wabash, and some oV)servations were made nine

miles north of Lagro by Mr. Orrin Ridgley.

We have included in the list only those species identified by us, and with

only a few exceptions skins of each species have been preserved. We have noted

the breeding habits of those species only which came under our own observation.

We may expect to find two hundred or more birds within the county. The list

is quite complete in warblers, containing 31 species, one of them the very rare

Dendroieu kirtlaudi. Perhaps three more would complete the list to be found in

the county. We shall probably find Protonolaria citrea, Htlmithei-us vermivorous and

Geothlypl-< fonnom. The deficiencies in our list are mainly among the water birds.

Our only large stream, the Wabash, flows nearly eastward here and is not rich in

migrating water Ijirds. The region in the northwestern part of the county, con-

taining numerous small lakes, has not contributed many species to our list, be-

cause only a few of the rarer birds taken there by the hunters have been iden-

tified by us.

The Wabash River flows in a northerly direction to Logansport, where it

bends abruptly to the east and continues in this direction through the county.

Near Wabash one of the tributaries of the Wabash River flows nearly due south-

ward. .\ heavy growth of timber extends along the stjeam northward some dis-

tance from the Wabash and ends abruptly at a large tract of land under cultiva-

tion. During the spring iiiigrations the birds collect in the north edge of this
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woodland in great numbers. It seems that in their northward migrations along

the Wabash River the birds attempt to follow the wooded region of the smaller

stream instead of pursuing the eastward course of the Wabash, and on reaching

the open fields find themselves in a sort of trap. It was at this place that a large

per cent, of the birds inhabiting the woodland were taken.

1. Podylimhus podicep." Linnseus. Pied-billed Grebe. Rather common

migrant.

2. Colymbus auritui' L. Horned Grebe. Two specimens were taken No-

vember 27, 1895, after a severe storm.

3. Urinator imber Gunner. Loon. Great Northern Diver. Not infre-

quently taken on the lakes. Five or six were taken on the Wabash River near

Wabash.

4. Larus argentatus xmithKoninnuii Cones. American Herring Gull. One

specimen taken as it flew over the house four miles west of Wabash. The speci-

men was taken by Mr. E. Wright and is now in his possession.

5. Lams philadelpkin' Ord. Bonaparte's Gull. One specimen taken on

Lake Maxinkuckee. It will probably be taken here.

6. Sterna farsteri Nutt. Forster's Tern. Several specimens were taken on

Lake Maxinkuckee.

7. Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis Gmel. Black Tern. Probably taken

here. We have a specimen from the same place as the last.

8. Phalacrocorax dUophiis Sw. and Rich. Double-crested Cormorant. A
male and female were taken on Long Lake, November 15, 1890.

9. Merganser americanus Cassin. American Merganser. Not uncommon

migrant and winter resident.

10. Lophodytes eucidlatn.< Linnaus. Hooded Marganser. Rare. Three

specimens taken.

11. ^?ias 6o.scAa.s liinufens. Mallard. Abundant migrant ; sometimes taken

in midwinter, and three were killed July 3, 1892, by Mr. E. Wright. Hunters

report its breeding, but we have not observed it.

11a. Anas obseura GmeVm. Black Duck. One specimen taken at Wabash.

12. Anas discors Linnieus. Blue-winged Teal. Only one specimen. It

was taken April 15, 1891.

13. Aix sponsa Linnseus. Wood Duck. Abundant summer resident. I

have taken the young when still unable to fly. Wallace.

13a. Spatula clypeata L. Spoon Bill. Only one specimen taken. Wabasli.

14. Aythya affinis Eyt. Lesser Scaup Duck. A sj)ecimen was taken on

Long Lake, November 15, 1890.
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15. Chariionetta albeola Linnaeus. Butter Ball. One specimen from Long

Lake. Occasionally killed on Eel River by hunters.

16. Branta canadensis Linnaeus. Canada Goose. One specimen taken

;

frequently seen migrating.

17. Olor columbianus Ord. Whistling Swan. One specimen taken No-

vember 15, 1894, on Long Lake.

18. Botaurus lentiginosuf Montag. American Bittern. Several specimens

known to have been taken.

19. Botaurus erili'< Gmelin. Least Bittern. Two specimens taken, April

19 and May 1, 1894.

20. Ardea herodia-i Linnteus. Great Blue Heron. Common summer

resident.

21. Ardea egretta Linnaius. American Egret. A specimen taken just be-

yond the north line of Wabash County, in Kosciusko County.

22. Ardea vireseens Linnar-us. Green Heron. Abundant summer resident.

Breeds.

23. Nycticorax nycticorax nrevivs Bodd. Black-crowned Night Heron. T\\o

specimens taken. One at North Manchester and one at Wabash.

24. Bidlus inrginianiis Linnaeus. Virginia Eail. One specimen taken at

Eock Lake, in Fulton County just across the line, September 1, 1894.

25. Porzana Carolina Linnaeus. Carolina Rail. Not infiequently taken

by hunters.

26. FuUca americana Gmel. American Coot. Abundant migrant.

27. Philohela minor Gmel. American Woodcock. Not very common.

28. Gallinago delicata Ord. Wilson's Snipe. I took a specimen January

1, 1892, and the same winter two were killed between December 25th and January

1 by a friend of mine. I have seen them in midsummer. Wallace.

29. Tringa maculata Vieillot. Jack Snipe. Very common during migra-

tions, especially in September. It may be found at this time in great abundance

along the Wabash River in company with the Solitary Tattler and Killdeer.

30. Tringa mimdilla Vieillot. Least Sandpiper. Rare. One specimen

taken from a flock of Solitary Tattlers, August 29, 1893.

31. Iringa bairdii Coues. Baird's Sandpiper. Rare. Only one specimen

taken. This is apparently the only record of the bird in the State. [Proc. Ind.

Acad. Sci. 1893, p. 118].

32. Totanus melanoleitcus Gmelin. Greater Yellow-legs. I have never

seen this bird except on September 24 and 25, 1893, when I observed a number

along the river, three of which I shot. Wallace.
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33. Totanus solitarius "Wilson. Solitary Tattler. Very, common summer
resident. Breeds.

34. Bartramia longicanda Bechst. Upland Plover. One specimen taken

from a flock of three.

35. Actiiis macidaria Linnanis. Spotted Sandpiper. Very common
summer resident. Breeds.

36. ^Ef/ialites locifera Linna?us. Killdeer. Abundant summer resident.

Breeds.

37. Colinus virginiamts Linnaeus. Bob-white. Formerly very abundant,

but much less so since the winter of 1892-3, when they were destroyed in great

numbers by the severe cold and snow.

38. Bonasa umbellus Linnsens. Pheasant. Formerly common, now

becoming rare.

39. TympanuchuA americaniis Reich. Prairie Hen. Occasionally taken on

the prairie region near Wabash.

40. Meleagris gallopavo Linnanis. Wild Turkey. Formerly common, now

probably extinct. The last one known to have been taken was in 1880.

41. Eclopistes migratoriu,'' Linna-us. Wild Pigeon. Formerly abundant,

but none have been seen recently.

42. Zenaidura macroura Linnteus. Turtle Dove. Very common resident.

Breeds.

43. Cathartes aura Linna-us. Turkey Buzzard. Abundant summer resi-

dent. Breeds in hollow logs, trees, etc.

44. CirctLS hudsonius Linnaeus. Marsh Hawk. Bather common about

prairie regions. Extremely variable in color. Breeds.

45. Accipiter cooperi Bonaparte. Cooper's Hawk. Common. Probably

our most common injurious hawk.

4(i. Buteoborealii^ (Tinelin. Red-tailed Hawk. Abundant resident. Breeds.

47. Buleolineatus Gmelin. Red-shouldered Hawk. One specimen taken.

48. Buteolatissimus Wilson. Broad-winged Hawk. Two specimens taken.

49. Falcosparverius Linnaeus. American Sparrow Hawk. Quite abundant

resident. Breeds.

50. Strix pratincola Bonaparte. American Barn Owl. A single specimen

taken by Mr. Frank Bell at North Manchester.

51. Asio nihonianus Less. American Long-eared Owl. A specimen was

taken near the north county line. It is in the collection of Mr. M. L. Galbreath.

52. Asio accipitrinis Pallas. Short-eared Owl. Four specimens taken at

Wabash and one just north of the county line in Whitley County.
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53. Symiun^nebulosumyorst. Barred Owl. Quite abundant resident.

54. Nyctala acadica Gmelin. Saw-whet Owl. One specimen taken No-

vember 20, 1894.

55. Megascops asio Linnaeus. Screech ( )wl. Abundant, both red and gray

phases.

56. Bubo virginianus Gmelin. Great Horned Owl. Abundant resident.

Breeds.

57. Nyctea nyctea Linnteus. Snowy Owl. A specimen of this owl was

taken near Roann, probably during the winter of 1891-2, another near North

Manchester during the winter of 1893 and one in 1894.

58. CoccyzuH aviencanm Linnit-us. Yellow-billed Cuckoo. Abundant sum-

mer resident. Breeds.

59. Coccyzus o'ythrophthalmus Wilson. Black-billed Cuckoo. One or two

specimens taken. Perhaps rather common.

60. Ceryle alcyon Linnteus. Belted Kingfisher. Abundant summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

61. Dryobatefi nllosu)^ Linnaeus. Hairy Woodpecker. Abundant resident.

62. Dryobates pube»cens Linnfuus. Downy Woodpecker. Abundant resi-

dent. Breeds.

63. Sphyrapicus varim Linnaeus. Yellow-bellied Woodpecker. Common

migrant.

64. Ceophioeus pileatus Linnaeus. Pileated Woodpecker. Formerly com-

mon, but none have been seen recently.

65. Melanerpes erythrocephalus Linna'us. Red-headed Woodpecker. Abun-

dant, some years resident. Breeds.

66. Melanerpes carohnus Linnseus. Red-bellied Woodpecker. Abundant

resident, more common in winter.

67. Golaptts auratus Linnseus. Flicker. Abundant resident. Breeds.

68. Antrostomus vociferua Wilson. Whip-poor-will. Abundant summer

resident.

69. Ckordeiles virginianus Gmelin. Night Hawk. Common summer resi-

dent, more common in late summer.

70. Cha-tura pelagica Ijinnwus. Chimney Swift. Abundant summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

71. Trochilus colubris Linnseus. Ruby-throated Humming-bird. Common

summer resident. Breeds. On May 19, 1894, two were found dead after a few

davs cold weather.
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72. Tym)uiu,'< tyrannus Linn:tus. Kiiiifbird. Very oommon summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

73. Myiarchus oinidif Linnitiis. (rested Fly-catcher. Common summer

resident. Breeds.

74. Sayornis pfxrbe Latham. I'hiehe. Abundant summer resident.

Breeds.

75. Contopus virens Linnieus. Wood Pewee. Very common summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

76. Empidonax riariventns Baird. YeUuw-liellied Fly-catcher. Not very

common migrant.

77. Empidonar acadlcuf timelin. Acadian Fly-catcher. A common mi-

grant.

78. Empidonax minimu." Baird. Least Fly-catcher. Not very common mi-

grant.

79. Otocorys alpe.<tri)' pratlrola Ilensh. Prairie Horned Lark. Resident.

Breeds. More abundant during severe cold in winter.

80. Cyanocitta cristata Linnieus. Blue Jay. Abundant resident. Very

destructive to young birds and eggs.

8L Conmsamericamis Ami. American Crow. Abundant resident. Breeds.

82. DoUchonyx oryzivorus Linn:eus. Bob-o-link. Summer resident Breeds.

Formerly rare or wanting. Becoming more common every summer.

83. Molothrus ater Bodd. Cow bird. Abundant summer resident.

84. Ag-laius phamirens Linna?us. Red-winged Blackbird. Abundant sum-

mer resident breeding in swamps.

85. Sturnella magna Linntens. Meadow Lark. Common summer resident

and often seen in mid-winter. Breeds.

86. Ictei-us spurins Linnaus. < >rchard Oriole. Common summer resident.

Breeds.

87. Icterus gulbula Linuicus. Baltimore Oriole. Probably more abun-

dant than the last species. Breeds.

88. Scolecophagus carolinus Miill. Rusty Blackbird. Rather common mi-

grant.

8i>. Quisculus quiscula muiis Ridgway. Crow Blackbird. Abundant sum-

mer resident, sometimes seen in mid-winter.

90. Coccothraustes vespertina Coop. Evening Grosbeak. Two pair were

taken just beyond the north county line in Whitley County, one pair of which is

in the collection of Mr. M. L. (Talbreath. Collanier. Ind.
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91. Carpodacus purpureus Gmel. Purple Finch. Migrant, not very com-

mon.

92. Loxia curvirostra minor Brehm. American Cross^bill. Two specimens

seen September 11, 1894, in the cemetery at Wabash.

93. Acanthus linaria Linnaeus. KedpoU Linnet. Several flocks were seen

during the winter of 1889-90. This is the only time they have been noted in the

county except a record of the same date by Mr. D. C. Eidgley, nine miles north

of Lagro.

94. Spinii tristis Linna?us. American Goldfinch. Abundant resident.

Breeds.

95. Spinus pinus Wils. Pine Siskin. One shot from a flock of goldfinches

which came to feed on the mulleins in our yard .January 10, 1892. (Wallace.)

96. Calcarius lapponieus Linnaeus. Lapland Longspur. This bird was first

taken by Mr. Orrin Ridgley in the fall of 1891. At Wabash one was taken in

1892, and during the winter of 1893-94 they were common, coming in September

and remaining until March 15. All were in company with Horned Larks.

97. Poocates gramineua Gmel. Bay-winged Bunting. Very abundant

summer resident.

98. Passer domestica Linnaeus. European House Sparrow. "English

Sparrow." Very abundant resident. Not so al)undant as in 1892. A great many

were destroyed during the winter of 1892-93.

99. Ammodramus sandwichensis savanna Wils. Savanna Spariow. Mi-

grant, not common.

100. Arnmodramiui savannarum passerinusVt'ih. Grasshopper Sparrow. Abuur

dant summer resident. Breeds.

101. Cliondestes grammacus Say. Lark Sparrow. Not very common sum-,

mer resident. Breeds. More common during migrations.

102. Zonotrichia leucophrys Forst. White-crowned Sparrow. Abundant mi-

grant, occasionally seen as late as June 10.

103. Zonotrichia albicoUis Gmel. White-throated Sparrow. Much more

abundant than the last species. Its peculiar note, once heard, is not readily for-

gotten.

104. Spizdla inonticola Gmel. Tree Sparrow. Abundant winter resident.

105. Spizella socialis Wils. Chipping Sparrow. Very common summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

106. Spizdla pusdlo Wils. Field Sparrow. Abundant summer resident.

Breeds.
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107. Junco hyenuilis Linnspus. Slate-colored Jnnco. Snowbird. Common

Avinter resident, but more abundant in fall and spring.

108. 3Ielospiza fanciata Gmel.. Song Sparrow. Abundant resident. Breeds.

109. Melospisa georgiana Lath. Swamp Sparrow. Migrant, not common.

110. Pos.«ere//o iliaca Merr. Fox Sparrow. Common early migrant.

111. Pipilo erythrophthalmus Linnteus. Towhee. Chewink. Common sum-

mer resident. Breeds. A few remain over winter.

112. Cardinalis cardinab'.^ Linnaus. Cardinal (irosbeak. A common resi-

dent, less so than formerly. Breeds.

113. Habia ludvoicianu Linufeus. Rose-breasted Grosbeak. Summer resi-

dent, sometimes abundant and sometimes wanting. Breeds.

114. Passe ina cyonea Linnseus. Indigo Bunting. Very common summer

resident. Breeds.

115. Spiza americana Gmel. Black-throated Bunting. Very abundant sum-

mer resident. Breeds.

116. Piranga erythromelas Vieill. Scarlet Tanager. Common summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

117. Progne subis Linnaeus. Purple Martin. Summer resident, abundant

in cities. Breeds.

118. Petrochelidon lunifro^is Say. CliflF Swallow. Summer resident, breeds,

but is not so common as formerly. It has been driven out by the English

Sparrow.

119. Chelidoii erythrogaster Bodd. Barn Swallow. Adundant summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

120. Tachycineta bicolor Vieillot. Tree Swallow. Not often seen. They

were observed in some abundance in the fall of '93.

121. Clwicola riparia Linufens. Bank Swallow. Common along the Wabash

Eiver. Breeds.

122. Stelgidopteryr serripennis Aud. Rough-winged Swallow. Only two

specimens taken.

123. Ampelis garrulus Linmeus. Bohemian "Waxwing. A specimen was

taken near the Wabash County line and is now in the collection of Mr. M. L

Galbreath.

124. Ampelw cedrorum Vieill.. Cedar Bird. Common resident. Breeds

late in summer.

125. ianiws borealis Vieill. Northern Shrike. Butcher Bird. Winter

resident, not abundant.
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126. Lanius ludovicianus e.rcubUoride.i Swainson. White-rumped Shrike.

Common summer resident. Breeds. The typical species may also be found here.

127. Vireo olivaceous Linnaeus. Red-eyed \'ire(>. Abundant summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

128. Vireo philaiklphicus Cassin. Philadelphia Vireo. Rather rare mi-

grant.

129. Vireo (/ilmis Vieill. Warbling Vireo. Common summer resident.

Breeds.

130. Vireo jlavifrons Vieill. Yellow-throated Vireo. Abundant migrant.

131. Vireo solitarius yVih. Blue-headed Vireo. Migrant; not common.

132. Mniotilta raria Linnteus. Black and White Warbler. Abundant in

woodland during migrations.

133. Helminthophila pinus Linnivus. Blue-winged Warbler. Summer resi-

dent, never very common. Breeds.

134. Helminthophila chrysoptera Linnii?us. (iolden-winged Warbler. Mi-

grant; not so common as the last.

135. Helminthophila ruficapilla Wils. Nashville Warbler. An abundant

migrant.

136. Helminthophila celeta Say. Orange-crowneil Warbler. Rare. < >ne

specimen taken May 15, 1892.

137. Helminthophila peric/rina Wils. Tennessee Warbler. Abundant mi-

grant; most common in fall, when they may be founil in great abundance along

the rivers.

138. Compsothlypu americana Linnaeus. Paruia Warbler. A rare migrant :

two specimens taken.

139. Dendroica tigrina Gme]. Cape May Warbler. Migrant ; not common.

140. Dendroica astiva Gmel. Yellow Warbler. Very common summer

resident. Breeds.

141. Dendroica cwrulescens Gmel. Black-throated Blue Warbler. Migrant;

common. In the fall of 1893 it was probably our commonest warbler. It is fond

of the dense woodland.

142. Dendroica coronata Linnaeus. Y^ellow-rumped Warbler. The earliest

of the warblers to arrive and the last to go in the fall. It is probably our most

abundant warbler.

143. Dendroica maculosa Gmel. Magnolia Warbler. Not very common.

Its habits of seclusion make it seem less common than others of equal abundance,

144. Dendroica ccerulea Wils. Cerulean Warbler. Rather common. S<>

far it has been found only during the migrating season.
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1-45. Deudioica penn-fyhanica Linn.vus. (.'hestuut-sideii Warbler, (oimiiou

migrant.

146. Dendroica rastanea Wils. Bay-breasted Warbler. Not common ; most

most frequently seen in the fall.

147. Dendroica striata Forst. Black-poll Warbler. Kather rare migrant.

148. Dendroica blackbumiie Gmel. Blaukburnian Warbler. Abundant mi-

grant.

14y. Dendroica dorninica albilora Baird. Sycamore Warbler. Rather rare

migrant.

150. Dendroica virens. Gmel. Black-throated Green Warbler. Very

abundant migrant.

151. Dendroica viyor.Mi And. Pine-creepinu Warbler. ( »nly two specimens

taken in the county.

152. Dendroica kirtlandi Baird. Kirtland's Warbler. The only specimen

known in the State was taken May 4, 18i*2. This is the twenty-second specimen

reported from North America. Little is known of its life history. I took it in a

thicket. It was alone, there being no other birds in the near vicinity of it. It

seemed to be an active Hy catcher, not having the motions of the other Dendroico

\

being less active. It would dart off after an insect and then return to the same

perch. Another specimen was taken May 7, 1895. Early in the morning I

heard a bird singing in the thicket of plum trees near the house. The song was

strange to me. and consisted of a loud ringing note repeated three times in quick

.'succession, suggesting that of the Wrens or Maryland Yellow Throat. I did not

go to look for it at once, but as it continued singing for some time I finally got

my gun and went to look for it. It had tlown over intn the orchard then, but

soon returned to the plum thicket and was constantly uttering that peculiar

note. I finally caught sight of it and watched it for some time, not thinking of

its being the rare kirfandi. It moved with the grace and ease of a vireo or

tly-catcher. Wallace. [Proc. Ind. Academy of Science. 18'J3, pp. IIH, 120].

153. Dendroica di<color X'leiW. Prairie Warbler. One specimen was taken

May 2, 1892.

154. Dendroica palmarum iitnel. Kedi>oll Warbler. Abundant migrant.

155. Seiuruj< aurocapilli.-< Linnseus. Oven-bird. Very common summer

resident.

15b. Seiurus noveboracensi.'^ Gmel. Short-billed Water Thrush. Kather rare

migrant.

157. Seiurus motacilla Vieill. Large-billed Water Thrush. Summer resi-

dent; more common than the last. Arrives as early as April 3.
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158. Genthlypis agiUs Wils. Connecticut Warbler. Only one specimen

taken.

159. Geothlypi^ Philadelphia Wils. Mourning Warbler. Found in dense

thickets. It was rather common in the spring of 1892, but has not been seen

since.

160. Geothlypis Irichas Linnttus. Maryland Yellow-throat. Abundant sum-

mer resident.

161. leteria rirens Linn. Yellow-breasted Chat. Summer resident, not

common.

162. Sylvania viiirata Gmel. Hooded Warl)ler. One specimen was taken

September 13, 1893.

163. Sylvania pusilla Wils. Black-capped Yellow Warljler. Three speci-

mens were seen during the spring of 1892, but it has not been noted since.

164. Sylvania canidensix Linna?us. Canadian Fly-catching Warbler. A
common migrant.

165. Setophcja ruticilla Linnanis. American Redstart. Summer resident,

but much more common during migrations.

166. Anthus penn.'^ylvanicu.'t Lath. American Titlark. A migrant of irregu-

lar occurrence, but in some seasons very abundant.

167. Galeoscoptes carolinensis Linuieus. Cat-bird. Abundant summer resi-

dent. Breeds.

168. Harporhynchus ru/us Linna-us. Brown Thrusher, Brown Thrush.

Abundant summer resident.

169. Thryothorm ludovicianus Lath. Carolina Wren. Rather rare resident.

Some seasons none are seen.

170. Thryothnrns bewickii Aud. Bewick's Wren. Rather common summer

resident.

f 171. Troglodytes aedon Vieill. House Wren. Common summer resident.

Breeds.

172. Troglodytes byemalis Vieill. Winter Wren. Common migrant. Prob-

ably some remain throughout the winter.

173. Certhia fumiliaris americuna Bonap. Brown Creeper. Common mi-

grant. Occasionally seen in midwinter.

174. Sitta carolinensis Lath. White-breasted Nuthatch. Common resident.

175. Sitta canadensis Linna-us. Red-breasted Nuthatch. One specimen

taken Sept. 15th, 1891.

176. Parus bicolor Linna?us. Tufted Titmouse. Very common resident.
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177. Paru,^ cUroeapillis Linna?u3. Black-capped Chickadee. Abundant

-winter resident.

178. Bfgulus sairapa Licht. Golden-crowned Kinglet. Common winter

resident.

179. Hegulu^ calendula Linnfeus. Ruby-crowned Kinglet. Common mi-

grant.

180. Folioptila ccerulea Linnseus. Blue-gray Gnatcatcher. Common summer

resident.

181. Turdm mustelinus Gmel. AV'ood Thrush. Common summer resident.

182. Titrditsfuscescens Steph. Wilson's Thrush. Migrant. Not so common

as the preceding.

183. Turdus ustulatus snainsonii Cab. Olive-backed Thrush. Rather com-

mon migrant.

184. Titidus aonalai>ebk<r pallasii Cah. Hermit Thrush. Common migrant.

Our most abundant Thrush,

185. Merula migratoria Linnfeus. American Robin. Very abundant sum-

mer resident. Breeds.

186. Sialia sialis Linnfeus. Blue Bird. Abundant summer resident. Breeds.

Notes on a Collection of Fishes of Dubois County, Indiana. W. .J.

MOENKHAUS.

The following list of fishes is offered as a slight addition to our knowledge of

the fishes of Indiana. The list is based on a collection made during the second

-week in September, 1893, in Patoka River and Short Creek near Huntingburg.

Dubois County, Indiana. It has been withheld from publication thus long be-

cause I have hoped that further work might be done in the same streams, but as

each year makes this more improbable, it is perhaps best to publish the list as it

is. Very little is known of the fishes of the Patoka River, investigations having

been made only near its mouth, at the city of Patoka, by .Jordan and Evermann.

some years ago. (.Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Com. YIII, 1890).

The Patoka River flows from east to west across about one-half the width of

the State. In its course it passes through the southern part of Orange County

and through the middle of Dubois, Pike and Gibson counties, emptying into the

Wabash a few miles south of the mouth of the White River. In the vicinity of

Huntingburg where it was fished, the channel is from 75 to 100 yards in width.

The stream is evervwhere obstructed along the banks and ofttimes entirely across
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by fallen timbers. The water is always more or less muddy, except in the fall,

when very low, it approaches clearness. The river was fished for three-quarters

of a mile where Hunley Creek empties into it. The water was very low and the

fish were mostly collected in the deeper places in the channel. The ripples were

repeatedly seined, but were found to be poor in fish. These places seemed ideal

for darters, but not a single one was taken here. All that were caught were

living together and had collected in the apparently stagnant holes.

Short Creek is a narrow muddy stream about seven miles in length, emptying

into Hunley Creek three miles above its mouth. During dry seasons it dries up

at many places and presents only pools of yellow, muddy, stagnant water. It was

in some of these pools from its mouth to about a mile above that our fishing was

done.

Patoka River will be indicated by (
/') in the descriptions, and Short Creek

by iS).

All of this collection is in the Indiana University Museum.

The common names given are those by which they are known in this locality:

1. Iclatunin piindalus ll^finesque. Channel cat. (P.) Two specimens.

2. A iniirnm melas Riifinetique. Black cat. (P.) One specimen.

3. 7.ep^o/).s o/iiar/x Rafinesque. Flat-head. Mud cat. (P.) One specimen.

4. Schilheodes DiinruH Jordnn. (P.) Sixteen specimens.

5. Mojoxtoma aureolum Le Sueur. Red hoise. White sucker. Four

specimens from Short Creek and fourteen from the Patoka River.

6. Hybocpiallius nuchalia Aga.ssiz. Thirty-seven specimens from Short Creek

and fifty-nine from Patoka River.

7. PmcepAa/es ?)o/a/»s Rafinesque. (P.) Seven specimens.

8. CIiola V if/ilax Baivd A (jiraird. (P.) Many specimens.

9. Notropiii mierostomus Rairinesque. (P.) Nineteen specimens.

10. Notropix whipplei GirsLrd. (P.) Sixty specimens.

11. Notropix nroens Cope. (P.) Twenty specimens.

12. Notropis Km brafilis G'wiird. (S. ) Fifty-eight specimens.

13. iVo<ro/j(.s a//(ermo((/e.s- Rafinesque. {l\) Tliirty-eight specimens.

14. Opsopoeoditii einiliae Hay. (S.) Two specimens.

15. Notemigoneus chry^('leneusM\tc\\e\\. Golden shiner. (S) Five specimens.

16. Doroxoma f-epedianum he ^nenr. Mud shad. Hickory shad. (P.) One

specimen.

17. 2)/f/ortec<e.s «.o/a/(ts Ratinesque. Top minnow. (P. S. ) Sixty-one speci-

mens from Patoka River and five from Short Creek.

18. Lucius vermiculnl IIS he Snenr. Pike. Pickerel, i P. ) Four specimens.
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19. Labide^thes sieculm Cope. vSilver side. (P.) Five specimens.

20. Aphredoterus sayanus GiUiixms. (S. ) Five specimens.

'21. Pomoxis annularis Rafinesfjue. Calico bass. (S. ) Twenty specimens.

All ages. Six specimens show the following characters: Length. 85, 96, 108,

123, 124, 145; lat. 1., 4.3. 44, 43, 46, 45, 47; dorsal tin, V-15, VI-15, VI-15,

YI-14, VI-15, YI-14; anal tin, VI-19, VI-19, VI-18, VI-17, VI-19, Vl-17.

22. Chaenobryitus (/idosiis Ciiv. & \a\. (S.) Four specimens.

23. Micropterus salmoides Lacepede. Large-mouthed black bass. (P.)

Thirteen specimens. All ages.

24. Lepomis nugaloti.-<'Ri\^nes<iue. (S. ) One specimen.

25. Lepomis pallidum Mitchell. (P. S. ) Six specimens from Short Creek

and fifteen from Patoka Kiver.

26. J?^Aeo.s/oma as/)ro Cope & Jordan. Blacksided darter. (P.) Forty-nine

specimens. The Table X contains details of counts and measurements of these

specimens

:
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All the specimens had the cheeks, nape and breast naked and the opercles

sealed. 20 had the belly naked, 12 partly and 4 completely scaled. Below is the

table of counts for their scales along lateral line and the dorsal and anal fins.

3(5-10-46, for instance, stands for 36 scales with tubes, 10 without and 46 for the

total along side:

J_
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winter about Brookville. After a warm Christmas the weather changed. De-

cember 27 and 28, 1804, it became ([uite cold in this latitude. It remained warm

generally over the Southern i*^tates. On .January 2-1, 1895, the temperature as tar

south as South Carolina was near the zero mark. It turned warmer that night,

and the next day, January 25. the weather was bright and clear. The day fol-

lowing was Friday. It rained, then snowed, the wind came down from the

northwest with great velocity, the temperature fell rapidly, everthing was ice-

bound or snowbound to the Gulf of Mexico, then followed weeks of unusual

severity. The cold weather of April was also especially severe over the territory

noted. The region afl'ecled is the winter home of numbers of our birds. There

Robins, Bluebirds, Phtebes. Yellow-rumji Warblers and House Wrens spend that

season.

At the end of the severe weather in April, we are told, but few Robins and

Bluebirds were to be found. The destruction of birds must have been enormous.

The Bluebirds seem to have been almost exterminated. An observer living at

Mt. Pleasant, S. C, says that when the April cold spell came millions of Robins

were congregated in that vicinity and they perished by thousands. The severe

weather had lasted so long and food was generally so scarce that they easily suc-

cumbed to the last effort of winter. The Yellow-rump Warbler and Hermit

Thrush are reported also to have suffered severely. Perhaps other kinds of birds

were also caught in that death dealing storm. The following notes on this and

other subjects are brought to your attention:

1. iHialia siulis (Linn.), Bluebird.

Early in the spring of 1805 accounts of the scarcity of the Bluebirds began

to be received. This scarcity was generally observed. Some of the particulars

are here given.

At Redkey, Ind., Roy Hathaway says he saw two Bluebirds February 24;

next seen April 7. He did not find a single pair breeding and only a few were

seen, probably six or seven. He saw four Sunday, August 18, three of them he

took to be young. He did not hear of any nests being found near there last

spring.

At Ureensburg, Ind., Prof. W. P. Shannon reports one seen February 24;

next seen March 12. He notes it is becoming less common.

Mr. S. W. Collett, Upland, Ind., says: First seen March 25. Remarkably

scarce. Have not seen more than a dozen.

Prof. Glenn Cnlbertson. Hanover, Ind. First seen February 23, one ; next,

February 28; next, March 1. Decreasing in numbers.

Angus Gaines, Vincennes, Ind., says they are absent this year.
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A. B. Ghere, Frankfort, Ind., reports them extinct.

Jesse Earll, Greencastle, Ind., notes first one seen February 22; next,

March 2. Decidedly scarce this summer.

Alexander Black, of the same place, says they have not appeared this year.

He has not seen a dozen pairs all told.

Dr. Vernon Gould, Rochester, Ind. One reported March 19. One or two re-

ported later. Have not seen or heard one this summer.

Mrs. Jane L. Hine, Sedan, Ind. First seen were two, March 29; next, April

2. Very rare. The whole country must report a loss of Bluebirds. Once in a

great while one is seen. In a ride of twenty miles you may see none, or at best

only one or two.

T. S. Palmer, Acting Ornithologist U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C, informs me they received many reports of the unusual scarcity of

Bluebirds last spring.

L. A. and C. D. Test, Lafayette, Ind., report one, the first, March 9; the

next March 10. Strangely uncommon. Seemed very rare after the cold spell

during the first half of March.

Clyde L. Hine, Waterloo, Ind. .First seen, one, March 3; next, March 29;

next, April 14. Very rare this spring.

Prof. A. L. Treadwell, Oxford, Ohio. Two seen January 1 ; next seen Jan-

uary 3, which was last one noted.

Prof. E. L. Moseley, Sandusky, Ohio. One, the first, seen February 22; next

seen March 24. Not common this year.

E. M. Kindle, Franklin, Ind., says: The Bluebird seemed very scarce in

Orange, Martin and Dubois counties, Indiana, this summer (1895).

B. T. Gault, Glen Ellyn, 111., reported seeing but three at that place.

Ruthven Deane, Chicago, 111., informs me he saw one at English Lake, Ind.,

but was not near enough to certainly identify it. He says all reports from this

section show its extreme scarcity.

E. J. Chansler, Bicknell, Knox County, Ind., in a letter last spring, writes:

Has been a resident until this spring, but has disappeared. Have not seen one

the entire spring. Saw a dead one during the cold spell last winter. The past

autumn he wrote : Have not been seen here since last February until about Octo-

ber 21. I have made numerous inquiries in regard to them, but can not learn of

their breeding here this season.

T. L. Hankison, Agricultural College, Michigan : Heard one March 27. 1

have not seen a Bluebird this year, and know of only one other being seen.
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W. De Clarenze, Brant, Saginaw Connty, Mich. : Two seen April 4; next

seen April 10. For some reason Bluebirds are very scarce this season.

In the vicinity of Chicago, 111., their absence was very noticeable.

Eliot Blackwelder, Morgan Park, 111., informs me : Bluebirds have been

extremely scarce this year. Have seen two single birds—March 28 and May 10;

two 2)airs and one family of six. This makes in all twelve birds. Only one is

recorded by the Chicago Academy of Science for Lincoln Park, Chicago. Sep-

tember 11 saw a flock of eleven sitting on a telegraph wire near my home. Last

seen October 28.

L. A. and C. D. Test: Last seen (at Lafayette, Ind.) October 18. Usually

abundant, but this year strangely rare. Have seen Bluebirds but twice, and am

at a loss to account for their absence

At Brookville, Ind., they were as abundant aa usual in the fall and almost

every nice day through November and December, 1894. After the severe weather

last winter none were seen. Only a few were noted in the spring and none through

the summer of 1895. I do not know that any bred here. This fall they have

been more noticeable, but still are very rare. September 20 saw five in my gar-

den with flock of sparrows. September 22 saw three, one adult, two young. No-

vember 2 saw four. November 4, quite a flock. November 23, one, the last.

2. Tardus migratorius (Linn.), American Kobin.

Noticeably scarcer this year than usual. In some localities almost as few as

Bluebirds.

Mrs. Jane L. Hine, Sedan, Ind., reports them not more than one-half to two-

thirds as numerous as last year.

L. A. and C. D. Test, the past fall, say : Not as common as usual the past

fall.

S. W. CoUett, Upland, Ind., writes: Very scarce. A remarkable year for

scarcity of Robins and. Bluebirds. Have not seen more than a dozen of either

kind.

Reported very scarce in and about Chicago, 111. A daily paper there notes

that but one Robin's nest was all that vigilant search revealed in Lincoln Park

this year, where formerly there were hundreils of them. A single pair was seen

in Oakwood Cemeterv and three or four in Washington Park.

O. B. Warren, Palmer, Mich., says they were much scarcer than in 1894.

As to the general scarcity of certain birds, the following specific information

will give some idea.

Alexander Black, Greencastle, Ind., says we did not have sucii numbers of

warblers as we usually have. We saw a few Black-throated Green Warblers, a

few Yellow-rump Warblers, and one or two Canada Warblers.
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Mrs. Jane L. Hine, Sedan, Ind., says Bridge Pewees (Phciebes) were rare, Her-

mit Thrushes very rare, but Olive-backed and Wood Thrushes were common as

ever.

Charles Clickener says Wrens and Catbirds were rare in Parke County this

year.

At Palmer, Mich., O. B. Warren reports that many species were noticeably

less common than in 1894. Among them were Golden-crowned Thrush, Seiurus

awocapilliis (Linn.); Chestnut-sided Warbler, Dendroica pen7is}jlvanica (Linn.);

Black and Yellow Warbler, Dendroica maculosa (Gmel.) ; Yellow-rumji Warbler,

Dendroica coronata (Linn.); Black and White Creeper, MniotUta varia (Linn.);

Indigo Bunting, Pa-iserina cyanea (Linn.); Junco, Junco hyemulis (Linn.); Pine

Finch, Spiniis pintis (Wils. ); Red Crossbill, Lcria citrvirostra minor (Brehm);

White-winged Crossbill, Lojia leucoptera (Gmel.); Spotted Sandpiper, Actitis mac-

ularia (Linn.); Yellow-bellied Woodpecker, Sphyrapicii.< varius (Linn.); flicker,

Coiaptes auraius (Linn.); Night Hawk, Chordeiles virgiiiianus (Gmel.); Wood

Pewee, Contopua virens (Linn.); Least Flycatcher, Empidonax minimum (Baird);

Rusty Blackbird, Scolecophagiis carolinm (Miill. ). Especially rare were White-

throated Sparrow, Zonotrichia albicollis (Gmel.); Nashville Warbler, Helminthoph-

a(/a rufieapvlu (Wils.); Winter Wren, Troglodytes hyemalis (Vieill. ). Of the

Hermit Thrush, Tiirdim aonalaschhr pallasii (Cab.\ he says there is a marvelous

decrease in numbers, more noticeable than the absence of Sialia sialis.

E. J. Chansler, Bicknell, Ind., noted Phft-be, Sayornis phwbe (Lath.), and

Eave Swallow, Petrochtl don lunifrons (Say), as scarcer than usual.

3. Catharista airata (B&rtr.). Black Vulture.

November 24, 1894, three seen at Monrovia, Morgan County, Ind.^Alden M.

Hadley.

Large docks observed at Bicknell, Ind., last fall (1895) feeding on dead hogs.

—E. J. Chansler.

4. Phalacroeorax d.ilophus floridanus (Aud.). Florida cormorant.

Prof. Stanley Coulter informs me that there is a specimen in the collection of

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., bearingthe following legend : "Shot March,

1880, from amid a flock of wild ducks on bayou of Wild Cat Creek, Tippecanoe

County, Ind., by Daniel Mueller, who donated the same to Purdue University."

5. Phidacrocorax dilophiis (Sw. and Rich.). Duuble-crested Cormorant.

One shot November 28, 1895, on Big Walnut Creek, Putnam County, Ind.

—

Jesse Earll.

6. Aquila chrysaiios (Linn.). Golden Eagle.
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One measuring seven feet, two inche.s in extent was caught in a steel trap by

I'harles Fry. near Fairtield. Ind., December, 1895. The trap was set for skunks

and was baited with rabbit.

7. Prlecanus erythrorhynchos (Gmel.). American White Pelican.

One shot in the Wabash River near Lafayette, Ind., about September 29, 1895.

—L. A. and C. D. Test.

8. Chen hyperborea ( PaW.) . Lesser Snow Goose.

March 14, 1895, some sportsmen killed eight from a Hock of twenty, near

Oreensburg, Ind. Those killed were immature, and the others seemed to be also.

—Prof. W. P. Shannon.

9. Anas penelope (JAnn.). Widgeon.

Since our last meeting records have been received of two more European

Widgeons from Indiana. One, the second noted from the State, a young male,

was killed in the Kankakee marshes, near English Lake, Ind. It was shot from a

flock of Baldpates by Mr. J. F. Barrel], April 7. 1895. The specimen is now in

the collection of Ruthven Deane, Chicago, 111. Mr. Deane has also reported a

specimen in the collection of Dr. Nicholas Rowe, of "The American Field,"

Chicago, 111. It was killed at English Lake, Ind., in 1881 or 1882. This is the

third record for Indiana, and the fifth for the interior of the United States. (The

Auk. Vol. XII, No. 3, p. 292. See also Proc. Ind. .Vcademy of Science, 1894,

p. 78.

1

10. Calatriu.-' lapponicu--^. (Linn.) Lapland Longspur.

A hundred were seen at Morgan Park, 111., October, 17, 1895, when it

became abundant. Next seen October 26. Most abundant winter resident.

—Eliot Elackwelder.

11. Ammodramus caiidacitfus nelfoiii. (Allen.) Nelson's Sparrow.

Eliot Elackwelder, Morgan Park, 111., reports it from that locality Septem-

ber 28, 1895. He says it is not common and breeds there.

12. Ammodratmis leconteii. (And.). LeConte's Sparrow.

Mr. Elackwelder saw six at Morgan Park, 111., April 21, 1895. He next

noted them April 22. One day—the week of April 25—he shot three, and F. M.

AVoodruff. wlio was witli him, shot another.

13. Liixia curviroMra minor. (Brehm.) American Crossbill.

There seemed to be a flock of seven on and near Purdue University campus

{Lafayette, Ind. ) which were observed on the following dates, 1895: March 30; April

3, 5. 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29; May 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 17, 18,

20. 21. 22. They may have remained later, but the observers were absent
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after the last date. This fall these birds were seen November 5 (three), and heard

November 26. (L. A. and C. D, Test.)

14. Dendioica kirtlandi. (Baird.) Kirtland's Warbler.

The second specimen of this rare warbler from Indiana was taken by the

same person in the same vicinity as the first. W. O. Wallace obtained it

near Wabash, Ind., May 7, 1895. Mr. Wallace writes: "Early in the morning I

heard a strange song in the thicket near the house, but I was very busy and did

not go to seethe singer for some time. It kindly remained until I completed my

work, when I located it. Had it not been for its loud and peculiar song I should

have pronounced it a Canada Flycatcher. Its song sealed its fate. After watch-

ing it catch insects and listening to its song for some time, I backed oflfand shot

it. Imagine my surprise when 1 held in my hand my second Kirtland's Warbler.

The song bears considerable resemblance to that of the Great Carolina Wren and

also suggests that of the Maryland Yellow-throat. It is loud and rather musical.

I noticed in both specimens movements more like the Flycatchers than the

Warblers."

Notes on Parasites Collected in the State in 1895. By A. W. Biting.

I have only a few parasites to report as additions to the list presented last

year. Some of these are very common and it now seems strange that they were

not collected before.

Gasfrophilus h(PmorrhoidaUs was taken in the mature state during the summer.

Trichodete.-i parumpilosus Piaget taken last spring. It is the common biting

louse of the horse.

Pulex was taken on Scalops afjuaticiis, Cuv. Only a few specimens of this para-

site have ever been collected.

A species of Ixode was taken from Spermophilustridecum lineatus.

A species of Pulux was taken from the same host.

Strongyliis paradoxus was recently obtained from hogs thought to be affected

with cholera.

Amreba meleagridis was found in the liver of a turkey on December 25.

Trichocephalus affinis was obtained from the intestines of the sheep.
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A Keport Upos Certain Collections of Phanerogams Presented to the

State Biological Survey. By Stanley Coulter.

During the past year the Survey has come into possession of three collections,

embracing nearly one thousand species, which serve as a good foundation for the

proposed herbarium. The specimens are unmounted and provision should be

made in the near future for their permanent preservation. The collections,

while representative, contain but a scant series of duplicates, so that at present

the proposed distribution into sets is impossible. Much fuller collections must

come into the hands of the Survey before this work can be undertaken.

The material has been derived chiefly from three sources :

1. A collection of about 500 species, selected from the duplicates of the

herbarium of Purdue University. This represents for the most part forms of

general distribution, although containing such exceptional forms as Leavenworthia

3Iichau.rii, Sullivantia Ohionis and Brachychaeta cordata.

2. A collection of 163 species from the Kev. E. J. Hill, of Englewood,

Illinois. This collection is of especial value, since it is made up almost entirely

of plants of exceptional or limited distribution. A fuller idea of the value of this

collection may be gathered from an examination of the paper on Noteworthy In-

diana Phanerogams (these Proceedings, p. — ), to which reference is made.

3. A collection of some 300 species from Mr. H. J. Clements, of "Washington,

Daviess County. The collection of Mr. Clements was confined to the immediate

vicinity of AVashington, and the extent of the collection, the accuracy of de-

termination and the comjjleteness of the accompanying data are sufficient proofs

of Mr. Clements' ability. As the collection stands for a new region, concerning

which it is extremely desirable to have a full knowledge, I have made from the

material furnished by Mr. Clements a provisional list of the flora of the vicinity

of Washington. Some thirty sheets, chiefly Asters, are as yet undetermined. In

the work of studying this collection I have been greatly aided by Miss Alida M.

Cunningham, to whom the Survey is indebted for much critical work in the ex-

amination of Indiana forms.

The sedges and grasses have i)assed through the hands of Prof. .1. Troop, to

wliom acknowledgment is thus made.

Until such time as the Directors of the Survey have determined the form in

which the State flora shall appear it has been thought best to follow the nomen-

clature of Gray's Manual, sixth edition.
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Provisxcmal List oj the Phanerogams in the Vicinity/ of Washington, Daviess Countyy

Indiana. Based upon the collections of Mr. II. J. Clements, during the seasons of

1894 and 1895:

Ranunculace^e.

CU'/natit Pitcheri Torr and Gray. (104.) ''Near Prairie Creek, near B. c<i O.

R. R. July 4, 1894."

Anemone Virginiuna L. (99.) Woods south of Oak Grove and B. &. O. R. R.

July 4, 1894.

Anemone Pennsylmnicu L. (81.) Abundant on north side of B. & O. R. R.

west of Oak Grove.

Anemonella thaliclroides Spach. (17.) Rare. Woods west of Washington.

April 13, 1895.

Thalictruin dioicuml,. (54.) Sanford's Woods. May 4, 1895.

Thalictrumpuipuraseens L. (79.) South l)ank of railroad track, south of Oak

Grove. May 18, 1895.

Ranunculus midlijidus P»rsh, var. terrestris Gray. (87.) First wood south of

B. & O. R. R. and west of Oak Grove. May 18, 1895.

Ranunculus abortivusL,. (13.) Common in wet places. B. & O. Railroad west

of shops. April 5, 1894.

Ranunculus recurvatus Poir. (55. ) Sanford's woods. May 14, 1894.

Ranunculus septentrionulis Poir. (27.) Common, hillsides in woods, low

places, etc. April 20, 1894.

Ranuncidus repens L. (80.) Hyatt's, south of B. A:. O. Railroad. May 18,

1895.

Isopyrum biternatum Tott and Gray. (12.) Woods south of B. <k O. shops.

April 13, 1894. This form was referred by Mr. Clements to Thalictrum clavatum,

DC, which does not occur in Indiana.

Delphiniun tricorne Michx. (39.) Sanford's woods. April 21, 1894.

Actaea alba Bigel. (40. ) Woods south of B. & O. Railroad and Oak Grove.

April 27, 1894.

Hydrastis Canadeiisis L. (33.) Hyatt's woods, south of B. & O. shops. April

27, 1894.

MENISPERMACEjE.

Menispenmim Canadense L. (213.) South of Oak Grove. May 18, 1895.

BERBERIDACE^.

Podophyllum peltatum L. (34.) All woods. April 27, 1894.
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PAPAVERACE.E.

Sani^uinaria Canadensis h. (11.) Common. Sanford's woods. East of Wash-

ington. April 5, 1894.

FUMARIACE.E.

Dicentra CucuUaria DC. (20.) Hyatt's woods, south of B. & O. shops. April

14. 1894.

CRUCIFER-*:.

Dfntarialacimata ^inh\. (14.) Woods south of Oak Grove. April 5, 1894.

Cardamine rhomboidea DC. (24.) Bretz's pasture, damp places along branch.

Kather common. April 20, 1894.

Cardamine rhomboidea DC, var. purpurea Torr. (5.) Woods south of B. »i

(). Eailroad at Oak Grove, two miles west of Washington. April 2, 1894.

Cardamine hirmta L. (7.) Thin woods along Prairie creek. April 4, 1894.

The determination is apparently correct, but the specimen sent the Survey is too

immature for absolute certainty.

Draba CaroHniarut Walt. (8.) One specimen found along fence row. about

Sj miles north or northwest of Washington. April 4, 1895.

Siiymbrium officinale ScoY>. (145.) Common everywhere. August 4, 1895.

Brassica nigra Koch. (136.) Escaped about gardens, etc. July 29, 1895.

Lepidium Virginicum L. (124.) Common weed. Julv 29, 1895.

CAPPARIDACEjE.

Polanisia graveolens B-ai. (177.) Along B. i^ O. track in West Washington.

July 4, 1895.

VIOLACE.E.

Vwla palnataL,. (47.) Sanford's woods. Common. May 4, 1894.

Viola palmata L., var. cucullata Gray. (19.) Hyatt's woods, south of shops.

April 13, 1894.

Viola pube.^cens Ait. (18.) Hyatt's woods, south of B. & O. shops. April

13, 1895.

CARYOPHYLLACEjE.

Saponaria officinalis L. (97.) Common along roadsides, etc. July 4, 1895.

Sde7ie stellata Ait. (102.) South of Oak Grove and B. & O. railroad. July

4, 1895.

Silene Virginica L. (71.) Abundant. Woods south of B. & O. Eailroad, Oak

Grove and west.
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Silene antirrhina h. (305.) Along railroad track in shop yard. May 11, 1895.

Lychnis Githago Lam. ^214.) Grain fields; B. & O. track at Relay Station.

May 18, 1895.

Cerastium arvense L., var. oblmigifolium Holl. and Brit. (42.) Edge of Haw-

kin's creek, southwest of B. & O. shops. April 27, 1894.

PORTULACACE^.

Claytonia Virginica 'L. (1.) Common with flower parts multiplied. Abun-

dant later in all woods and meadows. March 30, 1894.

HYPEEICACE^.

Hypericum maculaium Walt. (135.) Roadside, northeast of Washington.

July 10, 1895.

MALVACE^.

Malva rotundifolia \^. (288.) About dwellings. September 28, 1894.

Sida spinosa h. (208.) Weed about gardens and yards. September 28, 1894.

Hibiscus lasiocarpus Cav. (161.) Roadsides, one or two miles north of Wash-

ington. August 5, 1895.

Hibiscus militari^ Cav. (162.) Bank of Swan pond. August 5, 1895.

TILIACE^.

Tilia Americana L. (82.) Bank of White River, Hyatt's. Not common.

May 18, 1895.

GERANIACE.E.

Geranium maculutum h. (31.) Sandford's woods. April 27, 1894.

Geranium Carolinianum L. (243.) Waste ground, side of streets, etc. May

4, 1895.

Oxaiis violacea h. (57.) Bretz' pasture. May 4, 1895.

Oxalis corniculata'L., var. strictaSav. (52.) Common everywhere. May 4, 1895.

Impatiensfulva ^utt. (126.) John Hyatt's woods. July 10, 1895.

Celastrace^.

Euonymus atropurpureus Jacq. (175.) Bank of Prairie Creek on B. & O. Rail-

road. July 4, 1895.

Rhamnace^e.

Ceanothiis Americanus L. (103.) Woods south of B. & O. Railroad and Oak

Grove. Herbaceous above, but drying down to wood base in winter.
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VlTACE.E.

Fiji's cordifolia Michx. (77.) Close to White River, near B. & O. bridge.

May 18, 1895.

Sapindace^.

Negundo aceroides Moench. (83.) Near White River, along or near B. & O.

track. May 18, 1895.

POLYGALACE,!^.

Polygala Senega h. (89.) Hyatt's woods, south of B. & O. Railroad. Also

south of Oak Grove. May 18, 1895.

Leguminos^.

Trifolium arvense L. (110.) About old canal, near B. A O. Railroad. July

4, 1895.

Trifolium pratense L. (237.) Waste places, roadsides, etc.

Petalostemon violaceus Michx. (165.) Roadside, Swan pond road. August

5, 1895.

Robinia Pseudacacia. (56.) Bretz' pasture. May 8, 1895.

Desmodium nudiflorum DC. (142.) Woods south of Oak Grove, and all woods.

A nuisance. July 29, 1895. (223.) Fruiting specimen, August 10, 1895.

Desmodium acuminatum DC. (143.) Woods south of B. & O. Railroad and

Oak Grove. July 29, 1895.

Desmodium pauciflorum DC. (174.) Woods two miles east of Washington.

July 16, 1895.

Cereis Canadensis L. (28.) South of Oak Grove. April 23, 1894. '

Cassia Marilandica L. (141.) Woods south of B. & O. Railroad at Oak Grove.

July 29, 1895.

Cassia ChamivcriMa L. (144.) Woods south of Oak Grove and B. & O. Rail-

road. July 29, 1895.

Gleditschia ti-iacanthos h. (138.) Near Washington ; no special habitat. July

29, 1895.

Rosace.e.

Prunus serotma ^hrh. (43.) Bretz' pasture. May 4, 1894,

Spiriea tomentosa L. (155.) Woods south of Oak Grove and B. & O. Railroad.

July 29, 1895.

Geum album Gmelin. (130.) Very common in moist woods. July 10, 1895.

Fragaria Virghiiana Mill., var. JlHnoensis Gray. Railroad track and woods

south of Oak Grove. May 11, 1895.
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Potentilla Canadensis 1^. (44.) Bretz' pasture. May 4, 1894.

Agrimonia Eupatoria L. (149.) Woods south of B. & O. Railroad and OaE

Grove. July 29, 1895.

Rosa humil is Marsh. (180.) South of Oak Grove. July 10, 1895,

Saxifragack.«.

Hydranffea arborescens L. (128). Sanford's woods. July 10, 1895.

Crassulace.*:.

Penthorum sedoides L,. (168.) Grassy pond. Augusts, 1895.

Ia'thrace^.

Lythrum alat urn l^ursh. (101.) Two miles east of Washington on B. & O.

Railroad. July 4, 1895.

Onagrace.e.

<Enothera fruUcosa L. (151.) Woods south of Oak Grove. July 29, 1895.

Circipn Lntetiana L. (113.) John Hyatt's woods. July 13, 1895.

('UCURBITACE.E.

Echinocyxlis lobata Torr. and Gray. (275.) Along ditch south of B. & O.

shops, September 28, 1894.

Umbkllifer.e

Daucus Carota L. (93.) Along ditches beside B. & O. track. May 18, 1894.

( 210. ) Along B. & O. track. September 28, 1894.

Zizia aurea Koch. (92.) Along railroad track, edge of woods west of

Washington. May 18, 1895.

Erigenia biUbosa Nutt. (2. ) Beech woods, Hyatts, just south of B. & O. shops.

-March 30, 1894.

CORNACE^

Cornus fiorida L. (35.) Rather common. Hyatt's woods, soutli of .shops.

Some with pink involucre, April 27, 1894.

Caprifoliace^.

Triosfeum angustifoliiim Li. (254.) Hyatt's.
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KlBIACE.E,

Cephalanihis occidentali.^ L. (111.) Bank ot Prairie Creek and B. A: O. rail-

road. July 4, 1895.

Sperinacoce glabra Michx. (i~0.) On side of Swan pond road. August 5,

1895.

Galium cir(cezansUiL-hx. (188.) South of Oak (xrove. May 18, 1895.

Gahum trijidum h. (120.) Woods south of Oak Grove. Common. July and

August.

Galium concinnum Torr and Gray. fl81.) South of B. I't O. railroad at Oak

Grove. June 29, 1895.

COMPO^IT.K

Elephantopus Carolinianu" Willd. (226.) Woods south of B. & O. railroad at

Oak Grove. August 10, 1896.

Vernonia fasciculata ^lichx. (273.) Fields and road.e. September 28, 1895.

Euputoriuvt purpureum L. (225.) Woods south of Oak Grove and B & O.

railroad. Six to eight feet high. August 10, 1895.

Eupatoriuiii per/oliatum L. (221.) Woods south of Oak Grove. August 10,

1895.

Enpuionum ageratoide." L. (200.) Woods south of Oak Grove. September

28, 1894.

Eupaiorium calif<(inum L. (232.) Near B. t^- O. shops, and in other places.

August 22, 1895.

Solidago ciesia L.. (199.) Woods south of Oak Grove. September 28, 1895.

Solidiigo Canaxlensis L. (274.) Waste fields, fence rows, etc. September 28,

1894.

Aster ^rn.s L. (199 and 283.) Field west of B. i?c O. shops. September

28, 1894.

Antennaria planiaginifolia Hook. (25.) Abundant in patches. Bretz's

pasture. April 20, 1894.

Gnaphalium polycephalum ^lichx. (206.) Field west of Washington. Septem-

ber 28, 1894.

Ambrosia artemisiiefolia L. (279.) Fields everywhere. September 28, 1894.

Heliopsis Iveins Fers. (191.) Woods south of Oak Grove. September 28, 1894..

Rudbeckia hirta L. (179 and 190.) Woods south of B. c^ O. Railroad and at

Oak Grove. July 4, 1895.

Helianthns dimricaius L. (156.) Woods south of B. & 0. Eailroad and at

Oak Grove. July 29, 1895.
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Helianthus hirsutus B.ai. (271.) Woods south of Oak Grove. July 29, 1895.

Helianthiis decapetalus h. (247.) Woods south of Oak Grove. August 15, 1895.

Bidens coiniata }iluhl. (194.) Woods south of Oak Grove. September 28, 1895.

Helenium autumnale h. (204.) Railroad track near Oak Grove. September

28, 1894.

Achillea Millefolium L. (212.) Along railroad near Oak Grove. Common

along roads. August 4, 1895.

Chrysanthemum Leucauthemum L (94.) Railroad bank, west of Oak Grove.

Edge of woods. June 8, 1894.

Tanacetum rulgare L. (159.) Roadside, about one mile north of West Wash-

ington. August 5, 1895.

Senecio aureus L. (88.) Hyatt's, south of B. »S: O. Railroad. May 18, 1895.

Cacalia atriplici/olia L. (158.) Woods south of B. t^- (). Railroad and Oak

Grove. July 29, 1895.

Arctium Lnppa h. (236.) Waste places. August 16, 1895.

Cnicus lanceolatus Koffm. (239.) Vacant lots, etc. August 16, 1895.

Cnicus altissimus Willd. (192 and 272.) Railroad track west of shops. Sep-

tember 28, 1894.

Krigia amplexicaulis 'Sntt. (66.) Woods south of Oak Grove. May 11, 1895.

Lactuca Canadensis L. (281.) Along fence rows, etc. September 28, 1894.

No. 137 also in all probability belongs here, although the form is too immature

for accurate determination.

LOBELIACE^.

Lobelia cardinalis L. (163.) Edge of Swan pond. August 5, 1895.

Lobelia syphilitica L. (188a.) On same sheet with No. 188 and probably the

same data.

Lobelia puberula Michx. (.188 and 205.) Yard, corner E. 6th and Vantrus

Sts.; near ditch west of shops. September 28, 1894.

Lobelia inflata L. (148.) Woods, south of Oak Grove. July 29, 1895.

Campanulace^e.

Speeularia perfoliata DC. (219.) Side bank of B. & O. track at Hyatt's. June

15, 1895.

Campanula Americana h. (114.) John Hyatt's woods. .July 17, 1895.

Primulace.^;..

Steironema ciliatum Raf. (100.) Hyatt's woods and B c*c O. tracks. .July 4,

1 805.
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Apocynace.e.

Amsonia I'aberncpmontana Walt. (86.) Abundant along Prairie Creek, south

of B. & O. tracks. May 18, 1895.

Apocynum ccDinabinum 1j. (176.) Along railroad in wet places. July 4, 1895.

ASCLEPIADACE.E.

Asclepias tuberom L. (109.) Common south of Oak Grove, and B. & O. Rail-

road. July 4, 1895.

Asclepias purpurascens h. (186.) South of Oak Grove and B. & O. Railroad.

June 1, 1895.

Asclepias incarnota Li. (266.) John Hyatt's woods. July 14, 1895.

Asclepias Cornuti Decaisne. (263.) Along B. & O. Railroad, West Washington.

Asclepias vai'iegata L. (185.) South of Oak Grove and B. ti O. Railroad.

June 1. 1895.

POLEMONIACE.K.

Phlox panicukda L. (115.) John Hyatt's woods. July 13, 1895.

Phio.r (flaberrima Li. (183.) Open woods, one-half mile west of Oak Grove.

June.

Phloj: pilosa h. (60.) South of Oak Grove. May 11, 1895.

Phlox divaricata L. (15.) Common, woods south of B. A O. shops. April

13, 1894.

Polemonium reptans L. (53.) Bretz' pastiire. May 4, 1895.

Hydrophyllace.e.

Hydrophyllum appendiculatum Michx. (304). Hyatt's woods, south of B. &
O. shops. June 1895.

Phacelia bipiniiatifida Michx. (32.) Hyatt's woods, just south of B. ct O.

shops. April 27, 1894.

BORRAG TNACE.E.

Hdiotropium Indicum L. (228.) Roadside three miles north of Wasliington.

August 5, 1895.

Cunoglos.mm Virginicum L. (63.) Woods south of railroad at Oak Grove.

May 11, 1895.

Echinospennv.m Virginicum hehm. (258.) Woods two miles east of Washing-

ton. July 16, 1895.

Lithospermum canescens Lehm. (252.) South of Oak Grove, near railroad

track. May 11, 1895.

12
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CONVOLVULACEvE,

Ipomaa purpurea Lam. (289.) Gardens, etc. September 28, 1894.

SOLANACE.K.

Solarium nigrum L. (140.) Common about yards. July 29, 1895.

Solanum Carolineiise L. (276.) Waste places. September 28, 1895.

Phymlis Fhiladelphica Lam. (91.) Along B. & O. Railroad and in woods

south of Oak Grove.

PhysalU pubescens L. (139.) About yards. .July 29, 1895.

Datura Stramonium L. (230.) Near Washington. September 28, 1895.

Datura Tatula L. (229.) Near Swan Pond. Not so common as No. 230.

August 5, 1895. As Mr. Clements confused the two species the inference is that

Tatula is the abundant form.

SCROPHULABIACE.E.

Verbascum Blaltaria L, (134.) Common in waste places. July 10, 1895.

Lirmria vulgaris Mill. (244.) Common weed, lots and streets, September

10, 1895.

Scrophularia nodom L., var. Marilandica Gray. (70.) Oak (irove on railroad

track. May 18, 1895.

Pentstemon pubesceni< Solander. (189.) Railroad track south of Oak Grove.

Pentstemon liFvigatua Solander, var. Digitalis Gray. (216.) Hyatt's. W^et

places. June 6, 1895.

Mimulus alutus Ait. (164.) Prairie Creek bridge, Swan Pond road. August

5, 1895.

Veronica Viryinica L. (95.) Along B. tV' O. railroad, two miles west of Wash-

ington. July 4, 1895.

Veronica peregrina L. (22.) Bretz's pasture. April 14, 1894.

Gerardia querci/olia Parsh. (171.) Woods south of B. & O., and Oak Grove.

Flowers, lemon-color. Plant, six to eight feet high. August 10, 1895.

Gerardia purpurea L. (193). Woods south of Oak Grove. September 28,

1894.

BIGNONIZCE.E.

I'ecoma mdican.s Juss. (96.) Along B. »S; O. tracks, west of Washington.

July 4, 1895.
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ACANTHACE.E.

Ruellia strepens L. (303.) Abundant along Prairie Creek at Hyatt's. May

18, 1895.

VERBENACEiE.

Verbena urticd'folia L. (285.) Common weed in waste places. Sei)tember 28,

1894.

Verbena angustifoUaMichx. (119.) Along railroad track east of Washington.

July 16, 1894.

Verbena hastata L. (270.) Yard of B. & O. shops. August, 1895. (132.)

Wilson's woods; wet places.

Verbena siricta Vent. (133.) Common plant along railroad and in vacant lots.

July 10. 1895.

Verbena bracleosa Michx. (125.) Growing along sidewalks, etc. July 31,

1895.

Lippia lanceolata Michx. (122.) Common, growing along grassy fences and

in pastures. July and August.

Phryma Lepiostachya L. (131.) Sanford's woods. July 10, 1895.

Labiat.15.

Teucrium Canadense L. (106.) South of B. & O. Railroad and Oak (irove.

July 4, 1895.

Mentha piperita h. (150.) Along railroad tracks. July 29, 1895.

Lycopus rubellus Moench. (277 and 291.) Field west of B. & O shops. Sep-

tember 28, 1894.

Pycnanthemum lanceolatum Pursh. (173.) Abundant in waste lands two

miles east of Washington. July 16, 1895.

Alonarda fistulosa h. (105.) Woods south of Oak Grove. July 4, 1895.

Blephilia hirsufa Benth. (129.) Wilson's woods, along branch east of Wash-

ington. July 10, 1895.

Nepela Glechoma Benth. (64.) West Eighth Street and B. & O. track. May

11, 1894.

Scutellaria lateriflora L. (169) Near Swan Pond. August 5, 1895.

Scutellaria canescens l^utt. (107.) Woods south of ( )ak Grove. July 4, 1895.

Scutellaria nervosa ^nrsh. (68.) Woods south of ( )ak (irove. May 11, 1895.

Brunella vulgaris L. (153.) South of B. & O. at Oak Grove. July 29, 1895.

Marrubium vulgare 1j. (168.) Swan Pond. Augusts, 1895.

Lamium amplexicaule L. (248.) Side of northeast Sixth Street, near Walnut.

May 11, 1895.
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Illecebrace^.

Anychia dichotoma Michx. (121.) South of B. & (). railroad at Oak Grove,

in edge of woods.

Anychia capiUacea DC. (264.) South of Oak (irove, near railroad.

Amarantace.e.

Amaranius retroflexus L. (234.) Gardens, yards, etc. .July.

Amarantus albus h. (211.) Weed about gardens. September 28, 1894.

' Amarantus spinostis L. (209.) "Weed in all gardens, etc. September 28, 1894.

Chenopodiace.e.

Che7iopodium album L.. (290.) Common weed. September 28, 1894.

Phytolaccace^.

Phytolacca decandra L. (147.) Common, roadsides, etc. July 29, 1895.

POLYGONACE^E.

Rumex Britannica'L. (238.) Waste places. August 16, 1895.

Rumex Acetosella L. (69.) Common everywhere in waste places. May

18, 1894.

Polygonum Pennsylvanicum 1j. (286.) Yards, etc. September 28, 1894.

Polygonum orieniale L. (235.) Escaped from yards. August 16, 1895.

Polygonum Virginianum L,. (146.) Woods south of Oak Grove and B. & 0.

Railroad. .July 29, 1895.

Polygonum dumetorum L., var. scandens Gray. (117.) John Hyatt's woods

and E. t^t I. Railroad. July 13, 1894.

Aristolochiace.e.

Asarum Ca7iadent^e h. (85.) South of B. & O. tracks at Hyatt's. Not com-

mon. May 18, 1895.

Santalace^.

Comandra umbeltata Nutt. (249 and 306.) W^oods south of Oak Grove, where

woods run into a low, grassy place. May 11, 1895.

EUPHORBIACEvE.

Euphorbia Preslii (Aass. ^280.) Weed in waste places. September 28, 1894.

Euphorbia corollaia L. (154.) Common along banks of B. & O. Railroad and

woods south of Oak (irove. July 29. 1895.
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Urticace^.

Laportea Canadensis Gsiudichaud. (116.) John Hyatt's woods. July 13, lb95.

Boehmeria cylindrica Willd. (267.) John Hyatt's woods. July 13, 1895.

Parietaria Pennsyvlanica M-uhl. (267a,) John Hyatt's woods. July 13, 1895.

Iridace^e.

7m versicolor L. (72.) First pond beyond Oak Grove, south of B. & O.

tracks. May 18, 1894.

Belamcanda Chinensis Adans. (127.) In pasture on Sauford's farm. July

10, 1895.

Skyrinchium angustifolium Mill. (90.) Prairie Creek, west of Washington.

May 18, 1895.

Amaryllidace^.

Agave Virginica L. (233.) Near B. & O. Eailroad, two miles east of Wash-

ington. Six to seven feet high. July 16, 1895.

DiOSCORBACEiE.

Dioscorea villosa L. (59.) Woods south of B. & O. Railroad antl Oak Grove.

May 11, 1894.

LiliacejE.

Smilax herbacea L. (45.) Sanford's woods. Common in all woods. May^

4, 1894.

Smilax. Pseudo-China L. (78.) A vine covering a small tree. Bank of

White River, north of B. & O. track. May 18, 1894.

Allium Canadense Kalm. (75.) Prairie Creek, south of B. & O. Railroad.

May 18, 1894.

Camassia Fraseri Torr. (76.) Prairie Creek, south of Oak Grove. May

18, 1894.

Polygonatum bijiorum Ell. (61.) Woods south of Oak Grove. May 11, 1894.

Polygonatum giganteum Dietrich. (253.) Beside railroad track near Oak

Grove. May 18, 1895.

Asparagus offici7ialis L. (160.) About one mile north of W^est Washington.

August 5, 1895.

Smilacina racemosa DesL (46.) Sanford's woods. May 4, 1894.

Uvularia grandiflora J . E. Smith. (23.) Woods south of Oak Grove. April

21, 1894.

Erythronium Americanum Ker. (19a.) Hyatt's woods, south of B. & O. shops.

April 14, 1895.
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Erythronhim albidum Xutt. (16.) Woods south of B. & O. shops. April

13, 1894.

Trillium ses.^ile L, (74.) Hyatt's, south of B. & O. Railroad. Not common

in this vicinity. May 18, 1894.

Tnllivm recurvatum Beck. (21.) Common in most woods. April 20, 1894.

Trillium erect urn h. (30.) East of Washington. April 26, 1894.

COMMELINACE^.

Tradescantia Virginica L. (62.) Common. Railroad bank and woods south

of Oak Grove. May 11, 1894.

Arace^.

Arismna triphyllum 'iorr. (38.) Hyatt's woods, south of B. & O. shops.

April 27, 1894.

Ariscema Dracontlum Schott. (73.) Prairie Creek, south of B. & O. Railroad.

May 18, 1895.

Alismace^.

Sagittaria vwiabilis Engelm. (245.) Ditch, south of B. & O. shops. Sep-

tember 10, 1895.

CvPERACEiE.

Cyperus strigosm L. (202.) Along ditch, west of shops. September 28, 1895.

Carex Grayii Carey. (300.) Wet places near B. & O. Railroad at Hyatt's.

May 18, 1895.

Carex Shortiana Dewey. (301.) Hyatt's, near B. & O. Railroad. May

18, 1895.

Carex cnnita Lam. (217.) Hyatt's. June 6, 1895.

Carex tereUmcula Gooden. (302.) Wet places near Hyatt's. May 18, 1895.

GRAMINEiE.

Panicum viicrocarpon Muhl. (308.) Two miles east of Washington. July

4, 1895.

Cenchrus tribuloides L. (201.) Along railroad tracks. September 28, 1895.
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Noteworthy Indiana Phanerogams. By Stanley Cuui.tek.

The ruling of the directors of the Survey that no form should be admitted to

the catalogue of the flora of the State unless veritied by actual specimens has led

me as far as possible to secure first exceptional forms of limited range, in the hope

that by a publication of the data concerning them the attention of collectors might

be directed to them, and our knowledge of their distribution within the State be

increased. The most notable collection of these exceptional forms that has come

into the possession of the Survey was that received from Kev. E. .J. Hill, of Engle-

wood, 111., embracing 163 species. All of the specimens were of extreme interest,

and many of them represented the sole record for the State. The following notes

are based very largely upon this collection, and most of the forms represent a

southern extension of northern forms. It should be remembered, however, that,

until we have a full knowledge of the isotherms of our country, statements as to

" southern limit ' and " northern limit " are merely terms of convenience, and do

not necessarily involve any real extension of range.

A fuller knowledge of natural drainage systems, of prevailing winds at vary-

ing seasons and of numerous other physical conditions is necessary before we can

properly undertake a definite limitation of the range of any plant form. In a

limited area, in which there is a definite organization of work, it is possible to

determine many of these conditions and by their record add much to the ease

with which some of the problems of geographical distribution may be solved.

Another feature emphasized by this paper is the extreme importance of long-

continued collections in the same region. The work of Mr. Hill in Lake County

covers a period of twenty years and has resulted not only in the addition of many

new forms to the State flora but in a thorough botanical knowledge of that portion

of the State. The work of Mr. Van Gorder in Noble County, extending through

ten year's, has shown similar results. Many problems which present themselves

can only be solved by work of this kind. The tendency of collectors in the past

work of the State has been to cover large areas, rather than to study closely some

definite regions. Closer attention should be given by all collectors throughout the

State to mass distribution, as distinguished from the station at which the collec-

tion is made, and also to the collection of fruiting specimens.

A somewhat careful study of our State flora leads me to believe that many

forms may be added if a more careful study is made of our marsh and lake forms

and of those groups which are of difficult discrimination. Special studies should

also be made iluring the coming season of definitely characterized regions, as, for
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•example, of the flora of lime stone clifTs, of clay soils, of sand hills, etc. The

work needed is not so much a collection of plants as a collection of fact'< verified

by plants.

In the following notes I have not in all cases referred to Mr. Bradner's list of

the plants of Steuben County, because I have had no opportunity to examine his

collections. The references, save as indicated in the notes, are to material in the

possession of the Survey. A large number of interesting forms of Cyperacecf and

Graminete have been omitted, because our knowledge of the distribution of these

forms in the State is too scant to justify any conclusions concerning them.

Cardamine pratensis L. This rare Northern plant, which was included in the

State catalogue, but of which no specimen had been preserved, is now definitely

reported with verifying specimens from two localities. Wet banks of Calumet

River, Miller's, Lake Co., June 6, 1893 (E. J. Hill); Section 5, York Tp., Noble

Co., May 28, 1894 (W. B. Van Gorder). Mr. Van Gorder sent me specimens of

this plant last June, at which time I determined it to be C pratensis L., a deter-

mination which was later confirmed by a careful comparison with the material in

the Gray Herbarium at Harvard University. Under date of November 6, 1895,

Mr. Van Gorder writes as follows

:

'^Cardamine pratensis L. grows plentifully on a tract of wet land, three or four

acres, in section 5, York Tp., Noble Co. This tract is a part of the Elkhart

Eiver flat. I had seen the plant for several years, and at a distance thought it

C. rhomboidea DC. This last spring it was dry enough, and passing the place I

determined to know for sure. It flowers from May 15 to June 10. The specimen

sent you was collected May 28."

The manual range of the plant is, '""Wet places and bogs, Vt. to N. J., "Wis.,

and northward; rare."

The following local references which I was able to collate while at the Gray

Herbarium during the past summer may serve to show the interest which attaches

to this plant as a member of the Indiana flora :

State (Indiana) Catalogue, etc. Lake Co. P. 3.

Flora of Michigan. Wheeler, C. F., and Smith, E. F. "Bogs." Bare S.,

frequent in C. and common N. P. 14.

Flora of Minnesota. Warren LTpham. Lake Superior to sources of Missis-

sippi. North. (Houghton.) P. 24.

Flora of Nebraska. Samuel A ughey. Includes without note. P. i).

Flora of loua. J.C.Arthur. Does not include.

Preliminary Catalogue of Anthophyta and Pteridophyta, etc. Torrey Botanical

Club.—Includes without note.
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Catalogue of Plants of New Jersey. N. L. Britton.—Cedar swamp at New Dur-

ham . Rare. P. 8.

Catalogue of Native and Nattiralized Plants of the City of Buffalo and Its Vicinity.

David F. Day.—Eare. S. E. portion of Buffalo, near West Seneca. P. 18.

Flora of Cook Co., III., o«d Part of Lake Co., Ind. Higley, Wm. K., and Ead-

din, Chas. S.—Calumet River, near Miller's, Ind.—Rare. April. (Bastin and

Hill.) P. 9. This reference is evidently based upon the collection of Mr. Hill

cited supra.

Plants of Illinois. H. N. Patterson.—Does not include.

Flora Peoriana (HI.). Frederick Brendel.—Does not include.

Higher Seed Plants of Minnesota Valley. Conway Macmillan.—Does not in-

clude.

Catalogue of Canadian Plants. .John Macoun.—"Wet, swampy meadows,

Labrador; St. Patrick, Charlotte Co., N. B.; vicinity of Prescott .Junction, three

miles south of Ottawa; wet meadows and swamps, Hastings Co., Ont.; Whiskey

Island; Georgian Bay; Hudson's Bay; throughout Arctic America and Green-

land."

Manual and Imtructions for Arctic Expedition, 1895. Hooker, on arctic plants,

p. 203, says: " The most arctic plants of general distribution that are found fur

north in all the arctic areas are the following; all inhabit the Parry Islands or

Spitzbergen or both." A list of fifty-three plants is given, including Cardamine

pratensis L.

On page 226, the range of this form is given as "from Mackenzie's River to

Baffin's Bay. Throughout Arctic Greenland."

In same volume, page 244, the following note concerning this form is given

by James Taylor :
" Cardamine pratensis Ij. Flowers June-July. East side Disco

Island. Altitude, 200 feet. North lat., 69° 10^; W. long., 54° 30^"

In the various catalogues of the New England States it is usually included

with the statement, "chiefly found in the northern part."

From these citations it will be seen that the Indiana stations mark the south-

ern-central limit of this true arctic form, which in all probability found its way

southward during the glacial period.

Arabis lyrata L. "Dry, sandy ground, Miller's, Ind., June 6, 1893." (E. J.

Hill.) Reported also from Laporte County, presumably upon authority ot Dr.

Barnes, and included in Bradner's flora of Steuben County. The form in general

is a northern one in its mass distribution, although extending south along the

mountains as far as Kentucky. Its local distribution will probably be found to
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be limited to the northern portions of the State, and its occurrence there can only

be expected in exceptionally favorable localities.

Hudsonia tomentom Nntt. "Sand hills, Miller's, Ind., June 20, 1893." (E. .T.

Hill.) This striking form has as yet its only station as indicated. It is so unlike

the ordinary phanerogam of Indiana that it could scarcely have e.«cai)ed notice if

it was of any wide distribution. The range of the plant is "sandy shores, Maine

to Md., and along the Great Lakes to Minn., rarely on streams inland." It is

therefore probable that its distribution in Indiana is extremely restricted.

Lechea thjmifolia Michx. "Sandv ground, Tolleston, Ind. Flowers collected

Sept. 16, 1882; fruit, Oct. 1, 1S81." This is the only record for the species,

and if the determination holds good, is a rather peculiar extension of range.

The assigned range is "dry grounds near the coast, E. Mass. to Fla." The refer-

ence is apparently accurate, but on account of the well-known difficulty of dis-

crimination between the species of this genus, 1 am unable to feel absolutely cer-

tain in the absence of authenticated specimens for comparison. The authority of

Mr. Hill, however, is sufficient to retain the plant in the State list until oppor-

tunity occurs for comparison with forms from the east.

Arenaria Michauxii Hook. f. "Dry sands, Clark, Ind., June 13, 1893." (E.

J. Hill.) There seems to be no special reason why this species should not be

found generally distributed throughout the State, although as yet this is the only

station recorded. The known range of the plant easily includes Indiana, and it

should be looked for throughout the State.

Arenaria hJeriflora L. "Dry woods, Miller's, Ind., June 20, 1893." (E. J.

Hill.) This species was reported by Dr. A. J. Phinney in his list of plants of

the region covering Jay, Delaware, Kandolph and Wayne counties. He, how-

ever, secured no verifying specimen. The Lake County collection, however,

serves under the rules of the State to give the species a place in the flora of Indi-

ana. It is probable that the plant will be found to occur only in the eastern and

northern counties of the State, its general range being northward.

Hypericum Kalmianum L. " Wettish sands, Tolleston, Ind. Flowers col-

lected June 29, 1880 ; fruit, September 3, 1880." (E. J. Hill. ) Also collected at

Laporte by Dr. C. K. Barnes. This species is evidently limited to the northwest-

ern counties of the State and will probably not be found much beyond the lake

region. The assigned range is Niagara Falls and northern lakes.

Linu.m su'cntum Kiddell. "Dry, sandy soil, Pine Station. Ind., July 28,

1875." (E. J. Hill.) So far as I am able to determine, this is the only station
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in the State for this species. Its general range, " E. Mass. to Minn., and south-

westward," would indicate, perhaps, a more general distribution since it has

made its appearance within our boundaries.

yemopantheg fascicuh]-isl^a.i. " Wet ground, Miller's, Ind. Flowers collected

April 29 and May 11, 1882 ; leaves and fruit July 4, 1882." (E. J. Hill) ; Steu-

ben County (E. Bradner). Although not included in the lists of Mr. Van Gorder,

I have received from him this summer material of this species collected in Noble

County. The manual range of the plant was extended upon the collection of

Mr. Hill, and from the later reports it is fair to infer that its occurrence is limited

to perhaps the northern tier of counties

Lathyrus maritimus Bigel. "Shores of Lake Michigan, Whiting, Ind., .July

15, 1875." (E. J. Hill.) A species inhabiting the seashore from Oregon and

New Jersey to the Arctic Ocean, and also foupd on the Great Lakes. The range

in Indiana can evidently be but slightly extended, if at all.

JRosa Englemanni Watson. "Flowers collected, East Chicago, Ind., June 5,

1800; fruit collected in damp thickets at Pine Station, Ind., Aug. 25, 1891. Four

feet to eight feet high." (E. J. Hill). The specimen furnished the survey seems

clearly referable to this species, though showing a decided increase in size. The

plant is normally from "three to four feet high, or less." Its range is given as

"Whisky Island, Lake Huron, shores of Lake Superior, and west to the Ked

River valley, and in the mountains from X. Montana and N. Idaho to Colorado."

Its appearance in Indiana is of extreme interest and adds a new station for the

species.

Heuchera hispida Pursh. "Sandy, open grounds, Tolleston, Ind., June 20,

1893." (E. J. Hill.) This is an additional station for this species which was

formerly reported only from Vigo County by W. S. Blatchley. It may be assumed

that the form will be found in favored localities throughout the State. (Saxifra-

gace;e in Indiana, Proc. Ind. Acad, of Sci. 1894, p. 105.)

Sambtuius racemosa L. "Open woods. Porter, Ind., May 17, 1890; fruit, Otis,

Ind., May 21, 1881" ( E. J. Hill); "common at least in eastern part of Noble

County" (VanGorderl ; Steuben County (Bradner) ; Putnam County (MacDougal)

;

Jeflerson County (J. M. Coulter) ; Clarke County (Baird and Taylor). This species

is northern in its mass distribution and is more rarely found southward. In leaf,

fruit and bark characters, it at times runs perilously close to S. Canadenids L. I

have found the color of the pith to be by far the most satisfactory means of dis-

crimination between the two forms. Although the assigned range includes Indi-

ana, my own experience leads me, in the absence of verifying specimens from
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other localities, to limit the distribution of the species to the northern portion of

the State.

Linnaea borealis (xronov. "Moist, pine woods, Pine Station, Ind., June 7,'

1884." (E. J. Hill.) This is the recorded southern limit for this definitely

northern form. Its occurrence so far south is worthy of note. It must be remem-

bered, however, in this extension of ranges that limits are marked by parallels of

latitude, when the proper method wotild be a consideration of isothermal lines.

Galium boreale L. "Sandy prairies, Sheffield, Ind., July 6, 1875" ( E. J.

Hill); "rather common. Noble County" (W. B. VanGorder). The distribution of

this species seems fairly well made out for Indiana, being confined to the northern

counties which represent in a general way its southern limits. It is a form that

can not be readily mistaken for any other members of the genus, being definitely

marked by its bright white Howers.

Liatrk cylindrar.ea Michx. "Dry sands. Lake County, Ind., September 4,

1893. (E. J. Hill.) The Indiana stations for this plant, so far as reported, in

addition to that in Lake County, are St. Joseph County (C. R. Barnes); Gibson

and Posey counties (J. Schneck). These widely separated stations indicate at

least the probability of its occurrence throughout the State in favorable localities.

The manual range reads: "Dry, open places, Niagara Falls to Minn, and Mo."

The St. Joseph County record is verified by specimens in the Purdue Herbarinm.

The inclusion of the Gibson and Posey County station is upon the authority of

Dr. J. Schneck, of Mt. Carmel, 111.

Solklar/o humilis Pursh. "Sand hills, near Lake Michigan, Miller's, Ind.,

September 12, 1893. Sometimes 3 feet high." (E. J. Hill.) This is a distinctly

northern form, and one which shows in its very considerable increase in size the

^flTect of its new range. In its normal range, "Rocky banks, W. Vt., along the

Great Lakes, and northward," it is a low plant from 6 to 12 inches high. At the

base of the White Mountains a form is reported, by (iray, as occurring, having a

"stout stem, 1-2 feet high." Variety Gillmanni Gray, is larger (2 feet high), but

in addition to differences in inflorescence, is sharply separated from the species

by its "laciniately toothed leaves " The species is undoubtedly a member of the

State flora, and the Lake County station is to be added to the other exceptional

stations recorded, "islands in the Susquehanna, near Lancaster, and at the Falls

of the Potomac."

Solidago uliginosa Nutt. "Peat bogs. Pine Station, Ind., Sept. 11, 1890."

(E. J. Hill.) This plant, which is northern in its mass distribution, has its

southern limit, so far as reported, in the northern tier of counties of Indiana.

Additional stations are. St. Joseph County (C. R. Barnes) and Noble County ( W.
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B. Van Gorder). Specimens have been examined from all three localities. The

recorded range of the plant is "Peat bogs, Maine to Penn., Minn., and north-

ward."

Brachychata cordata Torr. and (iray. Among the forms that have come into

the Indiana flora from the South the above is one of the mo-t interesting. Its

tjtation is in Jefterson County, especially at C'lifty Falls. The station is one of

the remarkable ones in the State, because of the number of rare forms there

found, Sidlivantia Ohionis Torr. and Gray, being perhaps the most noteworthy if

Ave except Brachychceta.

The manual range of the plant is as follows: "Wooded hills, S. Ind. and

E. Ky. to N. Ga." In the Synoptical Flora, p. 161, the range is given as follows:

^'Open woods, etc., W. North Car. and E. Ky. to upper part of Ga." The plant

was apparently first collected by Rafinesque, by whom it was described as Sohdago

sphacekita, Raf. Ann. Nat. (1820), p. 14.

In Short's Supplement to the Catalogue of the Plants of Kentucky it is de-

scribed as Solidago cordata Short.

In DeCandoUe's Prodromus, V. 313, it appears as Brachyris ovati/olia DC,

with the range "in agro Kentuckensi ad ripas jiuminum legit, cl. Rafinesque. * *

Species, distinctissima."

Additional localities are as follows:

Flora of West Virginia C. F. Millspaugh. P. 382.— "Fayette County, near

Nuttalsburg, plentiful."

Flora of Southern United States. A. W. Chapman, 2d edition. P. 213, entered

as Solidago cordata Short. " Mountains of Georgia and North Carolina and north-

ward."

Botany of Southern States. John Darby. P. 370—" North Carolina and North-

ern Georgia."

^1 Sketch of Botany of So^lth Carolina and Georgia. Stephen Elliott. Vol. II

(1824), which includes Solidago, does not distinguish the form.

Tennessee Flora. August Gattinger (1887). P. 51—Records as occurring over

the whole State.

The specimens in the Gray Herbarium only include four sheets, all being

from the South. They are as follows :

Solidago co'data (n. sp.) Short. Cliffs of Kentucky River. C. W. Short, M.

D., Lexington, Ky. This is the type specimen of Brachyrhata cordata Torr. and

Grav.
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Sulidago cordutu Short, Wilkes County, North Carolina, M. A. Curtis; Table

Mountain, North Carolina, M. A. Curtis. Both of these have received the label

BrachychiPta cordata in the handwriting of Dr. Gray.

Solidago cordata Short. French Broad River, 1843. No collector's name.

Bruchijcha'ta cordata Torr. and Gray. Curtiss, North American Plants, No.

1298; BlufTs of Cumberland River, near Nashville, Tenn. Legit A. Gattinger.

An examination of the above data shows that this form can be reasonably

expected in the southwestern counties of the State. It is easily mistaken for a

Solidago, which genus it resembles closely in head and flower, except in the pap-

pus. Jt perhaps should be looked for in collections among the Solidagos.

Aster polyphyUus Willd. "Grassy borders of low thickets. Whiting, Ind.

September 29, 1892." (E. J. Hill.) The range of this species being "northern

Vermont to Wiscon.sin, and southward," it is a little remarkable that this is its

only record for the State. It is possible that it has been mistaken for A. ericoides

L., which it resembles in many particulars. The extreme variability of this lat-

ter form renders such an error a natural one. It is probable that A. polyphyllus is

more widely distributed throughout the State than the single recorded station

would indicate.

Aster umbellatus Mill. "Moist grounds. Pine Station, Ind. September 4,

189-3." (E. J. Hill.) This form, "common, especially northward," is only

recorded from four counties of the State. Additional stations are as follows:

Jefl'erson County (C. R. Barnes); Clark County (Baird and Taylor); .Jay County

(Dr. Phinney). The Jefferson County reference has its authentication in speci-

mens in the Purdue Herbarium; the Clark and .Jay County stations rest upon the

authority of the collectors. The plant may be confidently looked for in the

northern counties of the State, and many new stations should be added as a result

of the work of the ensuing season.

Aster ptarmicoides Torr. and Gray. " Dry sands. Pine Station, Ind." (£. J.

Hill.) This form, occurring on "dry rocks, western New England to Min-

nesota, along the Great Lakes, and northward, "is another species that has entered

the State from the north. The Lake County station is the natural one for the

State. In the fall of 1894, Messrs. Conner and Laben collected this species at

Happy Hollow, Tippecanoe County. I withheld judgment upon the determina-

tion, until I was able to examine the type specimens in the Gray Herbarium.

There is no question that A. ptarmicoides occurs in Tippecanoe. The station in

which it is found is so secluded as to preclude the probability of its recent intro-

duction. The range of the species must therefore be extended somewhat.
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Echinncea nnrpiatifolia DC. " By Michigan Southern and Lake Shore Rail-

road, Durham, Ind. In a prairie. July 4, 1892." (E. J. Hill.) So far as I am

able to find, this is the only record for this species in the State. The form

has evidently entered our flora from the west, its recorded range being "Plains

from 111. and Wise, southwestward." li is easily distinguishable from E. pur-

purea Moench. and should be looked for carefully in the western counties of the

State.

Artemisia Canadensis Mich x. "Shores of Lake Michigan, Lake Co., Sept. 4,

1898." (E. J. Hill.^ This northern form has its only recorded station for Indiana

in the above reference. Its range is "Northern New Eng. to the great lakes,

Minn., and northward." It is closely allied to A. caudata Michx., which also has

its .sole Indiana station in Lake Co. No specimen of this latter form, however,

has as yet been obtained by the Survey. A. caudata having a range "Mich, to

Minn., and southward," should be found, at least, in the northern counties of the

State. Both species are separated from the other Artemisias by their dissected

leaves and should be readily recognized.

Cnicus Piichrri Torr. "Sandy shores of Lake Michigan, Pine Station, Ind.,

June 21, 1891." fE. J. Hill.) This well-marked species has this as its only sta-

tion in the State, so far as the records indicate. Its range, " Sandy shores of

Lakes Michigan, Huron and Superior," would indicate but a slight probability of

any material increase in its distribution. It would probably be found in Laporte

County in the region of Michigan City, if careful search were made. With its

cream-colored flowers and white woolly covering it is an extremely attractive

form and could scarcely be mistaken for any other species of the genus.

Cnicus pumilus Torr. "Pine l)arrens. Lake County, Ind., July 4, 1891."

(E. J. Hill.) This form is labeled Cnicus Hillii W. M. Canby. lam unable,

however, to see any reason why the form should not be referred to C. pumilus

Torr., and in the absence of Mr. Canby's original description I have so referred

the specimen sent to the Survey. Certain variations from the type seem to me

easily referable to geographical causes, and not of sufficient importance to neces-

sitate the establishment of a new species. The range of the plant, "Dry fields,

N. Eng., near the coast, to Penn.", seems to me to furnish the only argument

against the reference. It is possible that more abundant material may lead to a

difTerent conclusion. The reported occurrence of Cnicus pumilus in Dearborn

County (S. H. Collins) is not authenticated by specimens, and is in all probabil-

ity an error in determination. The extension of the range of a coast plant to

the Great Lake* could be easily accounted for, but its extension to Dearborn

County without intervening station* would be difficult of explanatinn.
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Prenunthes racemosa Michx. "Open, grassy land, East Chicago, Ind., Oct.

5, 1892." (E. J. Hill.) Noble County (W. B. Van (Jorder). The range of this

species in Indiana seems to be limited to the northern tier of counties. The form

is found in "plains, N. Maine to N. J. and northward," though extending also

into Missouri. It is easily distinguished from the other species of the genus

found in the State by its heads being in crowded clusters, and could scarcely have

escaped the attention of collectors had it been of any general distribution.

Pyrolu chlorantha Swartz. "Sandy woods, Whiting, Ind., May 25, 1878."

(E. J. Hill.) A northern form, ranging from Labrador to Minnesota, northward

and westward, with the single record from Indiana as indicated. The specimens

in the possession of the Surve}' are, so far as known, the only ones from the In-

diana station in the herbaria of the State.

Trientalis Americana Pursh. "Damp woods. Miller's, Ind., May 11, 1878."

(E. J. Hill.) "In tamarack marshes in moss near the roots of trees. Very com-

mon in some places. Noble County." (W. B. Van (4order.) The mass distribu-

tion of this species is decidedly northern, its southern limit being the northern

tier of counties in Indiana, save where it extends southward along the mountains.

It will probably be found in all of the northern counties, but need scarcely be ex-

pected farther south.

Menyantkes trifoliata h. "Bogs and peat marshes, Pine Station, Ind. May

13, 1876." (E. J. Hill.) " Moist shores of lakes—very common at Pleasant Lake,

Noble Tp., Noble Co." (W. B. Van Gorder. ) Whiie the sixth edition of Gray's

Manual includes Indiana in the range of this species, its authenticated distribu-

tion is confined to the stations mentioned. It probably occurs throughout the

northern portion of the State in favorable localities.

Convolvulus arvendu L. "By railroad. Pine Station, Ind. July 28, 1875.

Rare." (E. J. Hill.) Also reported from Jay, Delaware, Wayne and Randolph

Counties (Phinney), and Dearborn Co. (Collins). This adventive species, hereto-

fore restricted to North Atlantic States, has evidently made lodgment in Indiana.

I am inclined to think the Dearborn County reference somewhat doubtful, judg-

ing from the general range of the plant and taking into consideration the means

of distribution to which the presence of this intruder is evidently due. I believe

its range in the State will be found limited to the northern and central counties.

Stachys hyssopifolia Michx. "Wet, sandy banks, Laporte, Ind. July 22,

1875." (E. J. Hill.) Also collected at Laporte by C. R. Barnes. The State cata-

logue notes the plant as occurring from " Marion Co. and northward." The Ma-

rion County reference was doubtless based upon the authority of the late Dr. H.

E. Copeland, who was an exceedingly keen observer, but who, unfortunately, left
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no verifying specimens. It is scarcely possible tiiat this can be the only station

for the plant, since its range fairly covers the State.

Utriculnria resupinatu B. D. Greene. "Sandy margins of ponds, Whiting,

Lake County, Ind., Ang. 16, 1883." (E. J. Hill.) This collection, upon which

is based the extension of the range of this form in the Gth Edition of Gray's Man-

ual (p. 7;^5c. ), is only one of the many evidences of the critical work done by

Rev. E. J. Hill and proof of the value of a long continued study of a single area.

This same form was sent me last summer by W. B. Van Gorder from north shore

of Bear Lake, Noble County, thus extending its local distribution.

Utrieuloria purpurea Walt. "Shallow ponds, Pine Station, Lake County,

Sept. 13, 1879." (E. J. Hill.) This is another form shown by Mr. Hill to be a

member of the State Hora. This station for the plant is somewhat remarkable be-

cause it is so far inland. While the range is "ponds, Maine to Florida," it is

limited by the additional statement, usualli/ near the cotust.

Utricularia (/ibba L. "Sandy, wet margins of ponds. Pine Station, Lake

County, Sept. 13, 1879." (E. J. Hill.) While this plant would be naturally ex-

pected within our range, it has been but rarely collected in the State. The speci-

mens furnished by Mr. Hill being the only ones I have seen from Indiana. It is

especially desirable that close observations should be made in favorable localities

in order that the distribution of these forms within the State may be determined.

Corispermum hyssopifoliuin L. "Dry, sandy ground. Pine Station, Ind., Sept.

4, 1893 " (E. J. Hill.) The only reported station for this species. No great

extension of its range throughout the Stale need be expected, since in our range

it seems confined to the beaches of the Great Lakes, although farther west and

south it is not so restricted. The form is presumably from the west, judging from

available data.

Salsola Kali L., var. Tragus. This plant has undoubtedly obtained a sufficient

foothold in the State to be included in its flora. It is, however, very doubtful if

its spread will be sufficiently rapid to give it rank among our worst weeds. The

plant is definitely reported from Clarke, Lake County, by E. J. Hill, and from

Avilla, Noble County, by W. B. Van Gorder. Both collections are labelled

"along railroad," indicating very clearly the method of introduction into our

State rtora. An examination of both specimens leads me to question the reference

of the Lake County specimen. It does not agree in many particulars with the

Noble County specimen, which latter is very plainly the typical variety 'I'raf/UK,

and so far as I am able to judge agrees more nearly with Salsola Kali. The exten-

sion of the range—"sandy seashore, New England to Georgia"— by the addition

of "and along shores of Great Lakes" is a very natural one. but is apparently

(13)
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incorrect because of the label, "along railroad." So far as I am able to learn,

the plant has not spread with the rapidity to be expected from the variety Tragiis.

In view of the accuracy of Mr. Hill in all of his determinations, the Lake County

station is admitted, with the suggestion that the plant in that particular locality

needs a much closer study.

The Noble County plant is unmistakable, not only in its characters, but in its

habits of growth. From facts ascertained through the work of Supt. Van Gorder,

it is safe to say that if the Russian thistle spreads throughout Indiana it will be

from the Noble County station as a center. The plant has been carefully watched

since its first appearance in 1893, and efforts made to prevent its spread, though

with no very great success, as the following letter indicates:

Brimfield, Ind., Nov. 3, 1895.

3Ii: W. B. ]'(!)} (rOfder, Knif/hfstown, Ind.:

Dear Sir — In reply to yours of some time ago, will say that the Russian

thistle came up again this year worse than last year. It was not cut soon enough,

which, of course, scattered the seeds. I have not heard of it any place else

yg^ iS J J^ NlSWANDER.

In the last map issued by the United States Department of Agriculture,

showing the distribution of the Russian Thistle, a location is given in south-cen-

tral Indiana. The map is, however, so small that I have not been able to locate

the station, nor have I been able to discover upon what authority it was added.

In my opinion there are not more than two stations for the Russian Thistle

in the State. Of these, that in Noble County alone seems to threaten any great

spread of the pest. While the plant should be carefully watched, its general

character as to periods of flowering and maturation of seed, taken in connection

with the fact that though known to exist in Indiana since 1892, it has yet made

no marked advance, would indicate that the danger from its introduction has

been overestimated.

Polygonum teniie Michx. "Sand hills, Pine Station, Ind., July 28, 1875."

(E. J. Hill.) Tippecanoe County, 1893. (Stanley Coulter.) This species has

perhaps a more general distribution throughout the State than the references

would indicate. Its normal range easily includes our territory, yet so far as I

know no other stations are recorded. In a study of the genus Polygonum made re-

cently I examined all of the collections in the State, and it is certainly not found

in them from any other localities. The species is sufficiently characteristic to be

easily separated from the more common forms, and could scarcely be confused

with any other species, if we except P. ramonissimum Michx., from which it is

readily distinguished by the character of the achenes.
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PolyyoneUa ariiculata Meissn. "Sand hills, Millers, Ind , October 1, 1881.

Flowers white or rose-colored." (E. J. Hill.) This seems to be the only authen-

ticated station for this species. Mr. Van Gorder includes it in his list of plants

of Noble County, published in pamphlet form in 1884, but excludes it from list

published in 1887 in Eighteenth Report of the State Geologist. I infer from this

that its inclusion in the first list was an error. Baird and Taylor also include it

in their "Flora of Clark County," but as they made no collections the record is

necessarily a doubtful one, with the probability against the accuracy of the de-

termination. The assigned range is: " Dry, sandy soil ; on the coast from Maine

to New Jersey, and along the Great Lakes." It can be readily seen that its distri-

bution in Indiana is in all probability limited to the northwestern counties.

Shepherdid Cnn«f?eH.x-(N Nutt. "Sand ridges, usually near sloughs. Pine

Station, Lake County, May 13 and 27, 1876." (E. J. Hill.) This attractive shrub

has perhaps its southern station in this record. Its reported range is from "Ver-

mont and New York to Miciiigan, Minnesota and north and westward." It is

Avorthy of notice, perhaps, that in Indiana it occurs "near sloughs," while in

other regions it is found chiefly on rocky or gravelly banks.

Euphorbia pohjcionifdlw L. " Sandy shores of Lake Michigan, Lake County,

Indiana, September 4, 1893." (E. .J. Hill.) The range of this species is probably

limited to the shores of Lake Michigan, at least so far as Indiana is concerned.

While in general appearance it might be easily confused with other species, it

is characterized by having seeds larger than those of any other species in section

Anii^ophylluin.

Mijrtca aspleni/olia Kndl. "Sand hills, .Miller's, Indiana. Flowers collected

April 29 and May 30, 1882; fruit, July 4." ( E. J. Hill.) This is the only lo-

cality for the State and it was upon this collection that the range of the sjiecies

was extended in the sixth edition of Gray's Manual to include Indiana.

Betnla papi/rifera Marshall. "Sandy soil. Pine Station. Ind. Flowers col-

lected May 18, 187fi ; fruit, September 3, 1876. Trees ten to thirty feet high."

(E. J. Hill.) The material furnished the Survey was somewhat scant, but seemed

sufficient to verify the determination. The petioles were shorter, perhaps,

than in the normal form, but this seemed the only deviation from type in the

leaf characters. The reduction in size from a tree fifty to seventy-five feet high

in the normal range, to that indicated above, is the most marked feature in this

extension of range. The form also occurs in northern Illinois, but I have no data

at hand which indicate whether or not a similar reduction in size occurs. The

species, as is well known, is northern in its general range.
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Pinus Bmiksiana Lambert. "Sand barrens, I^ake County, Intl., May 13,

1876." ( E. J. Hill.) This is the only record for the gray or northern scrub pine

in the State. The specimens sent the Survey establish the species as a member of

the State Hora beyond question. The inclusion is an extension of the reported

range from Southern Michigan to Northern Indiana. It is a fact that in all prob-

ability more new forms will be added to the State Hora by a careful study of our

forest trees than from any other group of jdants, if we except, perhaps, the

water plants. For various reasons forest forms have received less attention and

are more poorly represented in existing herbaria than any other. It is especially

urged that during the ensuing season specimens of all forest trees be furnished

the Survey by those interested in the work.

Orchidaeed'. Our knowledge of the occurrence and distribution of the various

orchids of the vState has been very greatly increased during the past year, a fact

due largely to the laboris of Messrs. Hill and Van Gorder. Both of these gentle-

men have studied definite regions for years and have placed the Survey under

many obligations for their careful and courteous responses to the many requests

for information. I have asked Miss Alida M. Cunningham to collate the facts at

hand, which she has done under the title " Distribution of Orchidaceci> in Tnrliaiia,"

and reference is hereby made to that article (These Proc, p. — ). I wish also, in

this connection, to express the thanks of the botanical division of the Biological

Survey to Miss Cunningham for the patient and efficient work she has done in the

study and comparison of critical forms, which has done much to expedite the

work of the division and has added greatly to the value of its final report.

Tojii-Ulid ftliitiii()s(( W'lUd. "Moist sands. Pine Station, Ind., .July 28, 1875.

(E. .1. Hill.) The State Catalogue refers this species to the " northern tier of

counties." This, however, is the only station in the state from which I have been

able to secure herbarium specimens. It is included in the Flora of Noble County

by W. B. Van Gorder (18th report of State Geologist, p. 66,) as growing in

"moist grounds along the Elkhart river in Orange township, and is represented

in Mr. Van Gorder's private herbarium. I know of no other stations in which

the species occurs. The recorded range of the plant is "moist grounds, Maine to

Minnesota, and northward ; also south in the Alleghanies.

Triylochin maritima L. " Wet sands, border of slough, East Chicago, June

13, 1893." (E. J. Hill.) This species has been added to the state Hora through

the close work of Mr. Hill, who has recorded the only station for Indiana. The

species is easily distinguished from the other members of the genus by its fruit of

six carpels. The assigned range of the plant is, "salt marshes along the coast,

Labrador to N. J., and in saline, boggy or wet places across the continent."
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Poi(imo(/etnn . Any svstematist who has undertaken a study of this genus, will

at once appreciate the fact that the value of specific determinations is largely in-

creased if they have received the sanction of a specialist in the group. Mr. Hill's

forms of this genus have undergone the scrutiny of the late Dr. Thomas Morong

and may be added with confidence to the state flora. It is therefore with very

great difiidence that I venture to question the determination of one or two of

the sheets sent the Survey. The question is not of the original determination, but

the suggestion is made that in the distribution there has been a confusion of forms-

The most noteworthy species of this genus are the following:

P. pitlcher Tuckeriy. "Shallow ponds, Pine Station, Lake Co., June 21,

1884." (E. J. Hill.) From an examination of many specimens, I am led to be-

lieve that this form as received by the Survey should be referred to P. amplifolius

Tuckerm, because of leaf and fruit characters. The range of the two forms is

practically the same and it is possible that they may be found associated, and be-

come mixed in distribution. The size of the fruit is perhaps the most apparent

distinction between the two forms. In addition to P. pulcker Tuckerm, P. ampli-

foliiiK Tuckerm is also without doubt a member of the state flora.

P. prcelongns Wulf. Cedar Lake, Lake Co., Ind., Feb. 27, 1882. (E. J.

Hill.) This well marked form should be more generally found in the northern

counties of the State. The region is fairly within the range of the plant and the

conditions for its occurrence are good. It has, however, been reported from no

other locality, so far as I have knowledge.

P. Rnbbimii Oakes. "Cedar Lake, Lake Co., Ind., June 30, 1886." (E. J.

Hill.) This is another interesting northern form added to the Indiana flora as a

result of Mr. Hill's indefatigable work. (Man. 6th edn. 735c.)

In the specimen sent the Survey by Mr. Hill, both fruit and flowers are

absent. From this specimen standing alone, I would refer the form to P. marinus

L., since the leaf and stem characters do not conform to the description of P.

Robhinsii. My very high appreciation, however, of the skill and acuteness of Mr.

Hill lead me to include the form P. Eobbinsii Oakes, and also to add the species

P. marinus L.

I am inclined to believe that a more careful study of the plants of our marsh

and lake regions would result in the extension of the range of many forms in this

and allied groups.

Eriocaulon septanc/iUare Withering. " Sandy bordiers of ponds, Laporte, Ind.,

July 22, 1875. Scapes 6-8 striate." (E. J. Hill.) The addition of Indiana to

the assigned range of this plant in the 6th edition of Gray's Manual was based
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upon the collection of Mr. Hill. During the last summer Mr. Van Gorder col-

lected it in Noble County, and Mr. Bradner includes in catalogue of the Flora of

Steuben County (17th Report of State Geologist, p. 156), with the statement,

"badly named, as the scape frequently has eight striae." The Hill collection is

of the normal size from 2-6 inches high, while that of Van Gorder shows speci-

mens from 1-2 feet high, having been submersed.

Distribution of the Okchiuace.e in Indiana. By Alida M. Cunningham.

The family of Orchidaceie, as shown by the reports and specimens examined,

is represented in the State by twelve genera and thirty-seven species.

3Iicros(ylis monophyllos Liudl., according to the 6th edition of Gray's Manual,

s found growing in cold swamps in northern Indiana. It is also reported from

the " Knob" region by Dr. J. M. Coulter. No specimen was examined.

^licroKtyliif iiphio(/lus.toidef< Nutt., has been reported from Monroe by W. S.

Blatchley, whose determination is verified by specimens in the DePauw Herba-

rium. One specimen of this species has been reported from Noble by W. B. Van

Gorder and has been examined.

Liparis lifiifolia Richard, occurs in the southern and central portions of the

State. It is reported as rare in Franklin by O. M. Meyncke, but common in rich,

shady woods in Gibson and Posey by Dr. Schneck. No specimens of this form

have been examined.

Liparix Ln'selii Richard, grows in extreme northern counties. Specimens from

Lake by E. J. Hill and from Noble by W. B. Van Gorder were studied. Mr.

Van Gorder states that it is very rare in that region and grows in tamarack

marshes.

Apkcfnim lui-inak Nutt., is reported from the following counties: Clark, .Jef-

ferson and Franklin in the southeast; Gibson and Posey in the southwest; Put-

nam in the central; Noble and Steuben in the north. The State catalogue

includes the species, refen-ing it to Tippecanoe, but gives no authority for its in-

clusion. Specimens from Clark and Noble were the only ones studied.

Corallorhiza is represented in the State by three species— iH/iato, nthmtorhka

and multiflord.

C. innata R. Brown. No Indiana specimen of this species was examined. It

is reported, however, from the "knob" region by Dr. Clapp.
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C. odontorhiza Nutt., is reported from Gibson and Posey by Dr. Schneck as

rare, and found growing in shady woods in rich soil ; from Franklin, by O. M.

Meyncke; from Steuben, by E. Bradner, and from Noble, by W. B. Van Gorder.

whose specimens were examined,

C. multijlora Nutt., is reported from Union by W. S. Blatchley, whose determi-

nation is verified by specimens in the DePauw Herbarium. From Noble, by W.

B. Van Gorder, who states that it is rare in that county and grows in dry woods

;

and also from Steuben, by E. Bradner. The State catalogue includes this species,

referring it to Jefferson, but gives no authority for its inclusion. No specimens

were examined.

Spiranthes is said to be represented by four species: latifolia, cernua, pritxox and

gracilis.

S. latifolia Torr., is very limited in its range, at least as far as we have knowl-

edge of its distribution. It is reported from Noble by Mr. Van Gorder, who

states that only a few specimens were found. It is reported also from Tippecanoe

by John Hussey, and his determination is verified by a specimen in the Purdue

Herbarium.

S. cernua Richard, occurs chiefly in southern and western counties. It is re-

ported also from Noble, where it grows with cranberry vines on the low shores of

lakes.

S. pnvcox Watson, has been reported from Clark by Messrs. Baird and Taylor,

and from Steuben by E. Bradner. The 6th edition of the Manual does not in-

clude Indiana in the range of this species, which reads: "Wet, grassy places,

Mass. to N. J. and Fla."

S. rjracilis Bigelow, is fairly well distributed, being reported from southeast-

ern, northern and central counties, but is not found abundantly. Specimens

from Noble, Lake and Jefferson were examined.

Goodyera repens R. Br., is reported from Steuben by E. Bradner. No speci-

mens were studied, but the habit and range of the plant renders the determina-

tion doubtful.

Goodyera pubescens E. Br., has been collected in Noble by Mr. Van Gorder,

whose specimen was examined. It is also reported from Warren and Vigo Coun-

ties.

Arefhusa bidbosa L., is referred, in the State catalogue, to Lake Co. Dr. J. M.

Coulter also reports it in the region of "Barrens." This would make it a true

northern form and indicate that it grew in a cool climate and in both dry, sandy

soil and low ground. No specimens were examined.
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Calopoyon pulchcUus R. Br., is a northern species, being reported from St. Jo-

seph by Dr. Barnes, whose specimen is in the Purdue Herbarium; from Steuben

by E. Bradner, and from Noble by Mr. Van f-rorder, who states that it is very

abundant in that county and found growing in the same locality with Pogonia

ophioglossoides.

Pogonia is represented by three species : ophioglos>foides, pcndida and veiticilhda.

P. opMoghstioides Nutt., is another true northern form. It is reported from

Lake by E. J. Hill, from Noble by W. B. Van Gorder, who reports it to be very

abundant and growing in cranberry marshes and low ground along the Elkhart

River, and from Steuben by E. Bradner.

P. peiidula Lindl., is rejiorted from the extreme northern and extreme southern

portions of the State. From Lake, by E. J. Hill, as very rare; Noble, by W. B.

Van Gorder, as rare and growing in rich woods; Steuben, by E. Bradner; Gibson

and Posey, by Dr. Schneck, as rare, growing in damp, rich woods, and from Jef-

ferson, by Dr. J. M. Coulter.

P. I'erticillaia Nutt., has been reported from three counties. From Monroe by

W. S. Blatchley, Jefferson by Dr. Barnes, and from Noble by W. B. Van Gorder.

Specimens from Noble and Jefferson were examined.

Orchis spcchtbile L., is the most widely distributed species in the family, being

represented in twelve counties. It has been reported from the following: Jay,

Delaware, Randolph and Wayne in the east; Jefferson, Clark and Monroe in the

south; Noble and Steuben in the north; Putnam in the central; Franklin and

Dearborn in the southeast.

Hahenaria is represented by twelve species.

H. tridentata Hook., is reported from Lake by E. J. Hill whose specimen was

examined.

H. riresetrinSpreng., is reported from Steuben by E. Bradner. No specimen

of this species was examined, but its range would include it in the State list.

H. bracteata R. Br. Mr. Van Gorder reports three specimens of this species

from Noble. Dr. Stanley Coulter says that it is fairly abundant in Tippecanoe,

being reported by almost every class. Specimens from both counties were studied.

H. hyperborea R. Br., is referred to Lake in the State Catalogue, but no

authority is given for its inclusion. It is probably, however, based upon the col-

lection of E. J. Hill.

H. Hookeri Torr., is a northern form. Mr. Van Gorder reports it from Noble.

A specimen from Lake by E. J. Hill was the only one studied.
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H. orhiculata Torr., is also a northern species, being reported only from Noble,

where it is very rare and grows in rich woods. A specimen from this county was

examined.

//. filiariit'R. Br., is reported from St. Joseph by Dr. Barnes, from Noble by

W. B. Van Gorder and from Steuben by E. Bradner.

H. leucophmi Gray, is reported from Noble by W. B. Van Gorder, from Steu-

ben by E. Bradner and from White by J. Hussey.

H. lucera E. Br., is reported from Noble, where it grows in tamarack marshes.

H. psycodes Gray, is limited to the eastern half of the State, being reported

from Jay, Delaware and Randolph by Dr. Phinuey; Clark by Baird and Taylor;

Jefferson by Dr. J. M. Coulter ; Noble by W. B. Van Gorder and Steuben by E.

Bradner.

H. limbriata R. Br., has been reported only from Clark by Messrs. Baird and

Taylor.

H. peramirnn Gray, is a southern and western species. A specimen from Jef-

ferson was the only one studied.

Cypripedium is represented by five species.

C. candidum Muhl, has been reported from Steuben by E. Bradner, and also

from Gibson and Posey by Dr. Schneck, who states that it was at one time verv

common in that locality, but is rapidly disappearing.

C. paiiiflonim Salisb., is reported from Lake and Noble in the north
; Dearborn

in the southeast; Gibson and Posey in the southwest. In Noble it is rare and

grows in birch marshes. It was at one time common in Gibson and Posev, but is

becoming rare.

C. pubescens Willd., grows in northern and central counties. It was, at one

time, common in Franklin, but is becoming rare. Mr. Van Gorder states that it

is very common in dry woods in Noble

C. spedabile Salisb., is another extreme northern species. It is found in

Noble growing in moist, shady places of tamarack swamps and bogs. It is re-

ported also from Steuben by E. Bradner.

C. acaule Ait., has been collected in Noble by W. B. Xnn Gorder whose speci-

men was examined. It is also reported from Lake.

Out of the thirty-.seven species named in this pajter twenty-seven have been

verified by herbarium specimens. Most of the others doubtless occur in the State,

as they have been reported by good authorities.

From these facts we find that the following species are found only in the

region north of an imaginary line drawn east and west through Indianapolis

:
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Liparis Loeselii, Spiranthes latifolia, Goodyera repens, Arethusa bulbosa, Calopo-

gon pulchellus, Pogonia ophioglossoides, Habenaria tridentata, H. virescens,

"H. bracteata, H. Hookeri, H. orbiculata, H. ciliaris, H. leucophita, H. lacera,

Cypripedium spectabile and C. acaule. Of these the following are confined ex-

clusively to the northern tier of counties : Goodyera repens, Arethusa bulbosa,

Habenaria tridentata, H. virescens and II. hyperborea.

The following are reported only in the region south of the above named line:

Microstylis ophioglossoides, Liparis lilii folia, Corallorhiza innata, Habenaria fim-

briata and H. peramrena. Habenaria fimbriata is confined exclusively to counties

bordering on the Ohio river.

Habenaria virescens and Goodyera repens are reported only from Steuben

County, and need verifying specimens to support the reference.

Three species, viz., Arethusa bulbosa, Habenaria tridentata and H. hyper-

borea, are reported exclusively from the western portion of the State, yet it is a

noteworthy fact that all three come from Lake County, and are doubtless ex-

clusively northern species. In all probability a careful study of the flora of the

northeastern counties would show no division between the eastern and western

species.
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TURKEY LAKE* AS A UNIT OF ENVIRONMENT, AND THE
VARIATION OF ITS INHABITANTS.

First Report of the Indiana University Biological Station. By C. H.

ElGENMANN.t

Introductory.—At the last meeting of the Academy I outlined a plan for

the future work of the zoological section of the biological survey of Indiana. It

was in brief, to study some lake as a unit of environment and the variation of its

inhabitants. This plan has materialized, and I present this as the Biological Sta-

tion's first report.

To select a suitable site I visited, in February, 1895, lakes Maxinkuckee, Eagle

and Turkey. The lakes were frozen over, and I had a good long walk over Max-

inkuckee and a sleigh ride over Turkey Lake. Turkey Lake seemed well suited

for a starting point for the work in hand. In March I again visited this lake to

look for a suitable laboratory and quarters. A laboratory was found in a large

boat-house belonging to Mr. T. .1. Vawter, the owner of Vawter Park. The boat-

house is directly on the water's edge, in about 86° 18' east longitude and 41° i3.5'

north latitude. In March the lake was still frozen over with but a narrow rim of

free water near the shore. When I again visited the lake, to make the final ar-

rangements, on the 30th of May, and captured snakes, turtles, frogs, and two spe-

cies of spawning fishes, all within a hundred feet of the laboratory door, I was

convinced that no mistake had been made in the selection of a locality. Deep

water near the laboratory, a spring at the laboratory door, the situation of the

laboratory nearly e»iuidistant from either end of the lake, high land all about the

laboratory, the nearness of such large bodies of water as Lake Tippecanoe of an-

other river system, and a large number of smaller lakelets within a mile of Turkey

Lake, all contributed to make the location selected as near perfect as could be ex-

pected.

''The only recorded name of this lake seem= to be Turkey. It appears so in the govern-

ment surveys of 1838, and on all the maps published since that time. I am told that it re-

ceived that name from the fancied resemblance of the general outline of the lake to a

Thanksgiving turkey. During the last few years the lake has been known to those person-

ally acquainted with it as Lake Wawasee, and there seems to be a laudable ambition that

this latter name should supplant the horalier, but more significant, name of Turkey. The

lower lake is locally known as Syracuse Lake.

The following letter was received from the Director of the Bureau of American

Ethnology : In response to your letter of December 6th last, I beg leave to inform you that

the word" wa-wa-see," " wa-wa-si" or " wa-wa-sing,'' signifies " at the bend of a river."

Yours with respect, J. W. Powell.

tContributions from the Zoiilogical Laboratory of the Indiana University, No. 14.
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A twelve- room cottage was rented, in which fifteen of the members of the Station

besides my family were quartered. While a summer cottage, thus peopled, is

not a good place for consecutive thinking, this experience will also be remem-

bered with pleasure. Most of the students rented a large dining tent and hired a

cook. Others tented and boarded themselves. Their expenses ranged from $1.25

to f3 per week.

The laboratory was open from June 25 to September 1.

Acknowledgments.—Mr. T. J. Vawter, besides placing the boat house at

our disposal, gave us camping ground just back of the laboratory, and assisted us

in various ways, both in fitting up the Station and during the entire summer.

I am under many obligations to the officers of the Baltimore t^ Ohio, the

Vandalia and the Michigan Division of the Big Four for transportation over their

lines leading to Vawter Park, and for other favors.

During our stay at Tippecanoe Mr. W. S. Standish assisted us very materially.

He took the whole party on a tour of general inspection about tlie lake from end

to end, and placed himself and his steamer at our disposal during our entire stay.

The Pottawatomie Club granted us the use of their reception room, Avhere

some of the lectures were delivered.

Professors Birge, Kellicott and Call have prepared accounts of material col-

lected during the summer.

I must especially thank Dr. J. C. Arthur, Dr. G. Baur and Geologist Willis

Blatehley, who visited the Station to deliver lectures before the members.

Lastly, J am indebted to Mr. J. P. Dolan, superintendent of the Syracuse

schools. He first directly, and through Mr. Eli Lilly, of Indianapolis, called my
attention to Turkey Lake, met me at Warsaw, and guided me to the lake and over

and around it on my first visit. During the summer he furnished the Station

with a splendid row-boat, and by his knowledge of the lake and its surroundings

and personal acquaintance with the natives contributed much to the success of the

undertaking.

Equipment.—The equipment of the Station consisted of a room 18x30 feet,

with six windows on a side. Li this s{)ace the twenty-two members of the Station

were provided with tables. Continuous with this available laboratory space was a

space 18x20, opening by verv wide doors to the lake front. This space was util-

ized for storing apparatus. The apparatus, nearly all furnished by the Indiana

University, was as follows: Compound microscopes (Zeiss), 21 ; dissecting micro-

scopes, 3; microtome, 1; dredge, 1; plankton net, ]; Birge net, 1; dipnets; re-

agents, about 200 bottles; working library, about 200 volumes; Wilder's protected

thermometer, 1; lamps, glassware, etc., the usual e(|uipment of a laboratory
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tabla; two boats; one sounding machine. The plankton net and sounding appa-

ratus and the method of using them may be described here.

Plankton Net.—An idea of our plankton apparatus and its modus operandi

can be gathered from one of the illustrations. The sounding boat was fitted in

the stern with a swinging derrick. Through the end of this was attached a

pulley, through which the rope supporting the net passed. The derrick was high

enough to allow the net to swing clear of the sides of the boat, so that when a

haul had been made, the net could be swung forward over a tray of tubes, ready

to receive the condensed plankton. The depth through which hauls were made

could be ascertained either by means of the sounding apparatus or by the direct

measurement of the plankton rope. The plankton net was built essentially as

devised by Ilensen and Apstein, except that the straining net of No. 20 silk bolt-

ing cloth, Dufour's, was permanently attached to the truncated cone of canvas.

The bucket which receives the plankton was from necessity greatly simplified, but

as no measurements were made with it, and further improvement, both in effi-

ciency and simplicity, have been devised, I will describe this instrument as it will

be made for next summer.

The diameter of the bucket will be made one and one-half inches. Its bot-

tom will be of a sheet of brass or copper, hammered so that it will be slightly

concave or cup-shaped. A hole will be punched from the inside and provided

with a nipple soldered on the outside. The sides of the bucket will be made of

one piece of wire net of the same caliber as the No. 20 bolting cloth of Dufour.*

The upper part of the bucket will consist of a flat brass or copper ring soldered to

the wire sides, and provided with openings through which the binding screws,

fastening the whole bucket to the net, may pass. Three legs of narrow strips of cop-

per passing from the upper ring along the sides of the bucket, being also fastened to

the bottom, will give rigidity to the sides and form a support for the bucket when

it is being emptied. To the nipple at the bottom of the bucket will be attached

a short rubber tube. The opening iu the bottom will be closed with a tight-fitting

rubber stopper, manipulated from above by a glass rod passing through its mid-

dle. The whole cost of the bucket need not exceed $3.50. The estimate received

on one of Hensen's pattern was $25.

Only part of the sides were made of the wire netting during the past summer. A
piece of new bolting cloth was found to have 83 per cent, of its surface solid, 17 per cent,

being open for the passage of water. The wire cloth used during the past summer had 77

per cent, of its surface solid, 23 per cent, being open for the passage of water. Repeated

trials of forcing water thick with plankton through the bolting cloth and through the wire

shewed that the wire was under such conditions a more effective strainer than the cloth.
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SotTNDiNG Apparatus and Method of Usin(; it.—A rtat-bottomed boat

capable of running into shore at all points was manned by three persons. One

who was an expert and steady oarsman at the oars, one in the stern to take notes

and steer, and one in the bow to mak^ the soundings. The sounding apparatus

consisted of a wheel two inches wide with a circumference at the bottom of a flat

marginal groove of one foot ten inches. (It had been ordered with a circumference

of two feet.) On the drum was wound 175 feet of fine annealed wire. This, whtn

wound, formed less than two layers over all parts of the drum. The weight con-

sisted of a round pebble as large as a fist and was tied in a piece of cheese cloth.

This was a very simple and efficient piece of apparatus. The weight, if lost, could

easily be replaced by one of several others carried along, and the wire was found

sufficient for the whole summer's work. The original cost plus the cost incident

to its operation did not exceed $1.50. The wheel was provided with a crank and

being of a definite circumference the depth was measured by the number of turns

it took to raise the weight from the bottom to the surface. This apparatus would

be efficient in any lake of moderate depth. To run a line of soundings the bear-

ing to the objective point on the distant shore were taken from the starting point

with a compass. The oarsman pulled thirty strokes, backed water and held the

boat. A sounding was made in the bow and the depth recorded by the man in

the stern. It was found that with the boat always used for the purpose, manned

as above in calm weather, when all the sounding was done, 30 strokes moved the

boat 300 feet. This method proved entirely satisfactory in short lines a mile and

a half in length. In long lines it proved unsatisfactory.

Additions to the Equipment. A new laboratory 18x55 feet, two stories

high, will be ready for occupation by June 1 of 1896.

A partial description of new apparatus devised for next summer's work may

be given.

One fiat-bottomed boat similar to sounding boat, 12 feet, 2 oars.

One fiat-bottomed boat 15 feet, four oars. Plankton apparatus.

Three glass-bottomed galvanized iron boats about 12 inches in diameter to

explore bottom.

One galvanized iron tube 2 inches by 20 feet, glass ends and funnels for fill-

ing or emptying, to determine color of water.

Automatic recording apparatus to observe seiches.

Plan of Work.— It must be understood that the undertaking was quite

expensive both in time and in money. The Indiana University endorsed the

plans and lent apparatus from the zoiilogical laboratory with the provision that
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the Station be of no expense to the Universit\'. At the end of the season the Uni-

versity paid for some of the apparatus specially designed for the Station, which

thus became the permanent property of the University. In order to defray ex-

penses, a series of courses in elementary and advanced instruction were offered

and given. Each one of the advanced students and the instructors took charge of

some particular work of the survey. The preliminary reports of some of these,

form part ol this first report. The work was distributed as follows:

C. H. Eigenmann, Director.

W. J. Moenkhaus, Variations in E^theostoma.

F. M. Chamberlain, Variations in Lepomis.

J. H. Voris, Variations in Pimephales

D. C. Ridgley, Physical Survey and Variations in Micropterus.

Bessie C. Ridgley, Variations in Labidesthes.

Thom. Large, Physical Survey and Variations in Fundulus.

Chancy Juday, Physical Survey and Planktonist.

Curtis Atkinson, Variations in Batrachians.

H. G. Reddick, Variations in Reptiles.

O. M. Meincke, Botanist.

J. P. Dolan, Meteorologist.

The work of but few has progressed far enough to justify even "forlaufige"

notices. We have but just begun our work, and the Station will remain at least

three years longer at the same place. Excursions were made to lakes Tippecanoe,

Webster, and Shoe in the Mississippi basins.

While much of this report is taken up with the physical features of the lake,

and the enumeration of the inhabitants, it must be borne in mind that the phy-

sical studies are merely a means to an end. That however interesting in them-

selves to us they are only interesting as far as they form part of the environment

of the highest creatures making the lake their permanent home. It may even be

that some of the things considered or to be considered, form in reality no part of

the environment of the vertebrates, /. e., that they in no' way aflfect them, but

this is a matter that must be determined, and for the present we must"consider as

manv things as mm/ influence them. The things probably most directly influenc-

ing the higher forms to be found in a lake are light, temperature and food. The

last item is again conditioned as the highest forms are, so that nothing short of a

complete understanding of the conditions will be sufficient. A lake seemed to me

the ideal place because here the changes due to light, temperature, change of

water or surface are reduced to the minimum to be found in this latitude. A
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small lake is better than a large lake, because the unknown elements can be re-

duced to a smaller number.

We have attempted to collect specimens of the higher creatures in such

numbers and sizes, that had we collected all the specimens In the lake, our results

would not be diflFerent. How far we have succeeded in this remains to be seen.

The main object of the Station is the study of the variation of the non-migra-

torv inhabitants. I may be permitted to quote here the plan as stated in the

circular issued by the Station last spring.

The main object of the Station will be the study of variation. For this pur-

pose a small lake will present a limited, well circumscribed locality, within which

the difference of environmental influences will be reduced to a minimum. The studv

will consist in the determination of the extent of variation in the non-migratorv ver-

tebrates, the kind of variation, whether continuous or discontinuous, the quantita-

tive variation, and the direction of variation. In this way it is hoped to survey

a base line which can be utilized in studying the variation of the same species

throughout their distribution. This study should be carried on for a series of

years, or at least be repeated at definite intervals to determine the annual or

periodic variation from the mean. A comparison of this variation in the same

animals in other similarly limited and well circumscribed areas, and the correla-

tion of the variation of a number of species in these areas will demonstrate the

influence of the changed environment, and will be a simple, inexpensive substi-

tute for much expensive experimental work.

For this work the situation of Lake Wawa.see, surrounded as it is bv other

lakes, some of them belonging to other river basins will be admirably adapted.

In connection with this study of the developed forms, the variatitm in the de-

Telopment itself will receive attention. For instance the variation in segmenta-

tion, the frequency of such variation, and the relation of such variation in the

development to the variation in the adult, and the mechanical causes affecting

variation.

This plan will be modified as our knowledge grows and our experiences dictate.

PAET I. THE LAKE AS A UNIT OF EXVIRONMENT.

INTRODUCTORY.—A lake is a depression in the ground filled with water more

or less stagnant.

A glance at a good map of North America will show the following peculiar-

ities in the distribution of lakes:

I. A large number of lakes are found in Florida.

(14)
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II. A host of them are distributed in northern United States and Canada,

including the greatest collection of fresh waters on the globe.

III. A good number in the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains.

The remainder of the country from the southern boundary of Georgia to the

northern boundary of Pennsylvania west to the Rockies is practically free from

lakes, except

IV. along either side of the lower Mississippi and Red Rivers.

These four groups of lakes are due to four different methods of lake forma-

tion, but all four are indicative of the fact that the lake-rich areas have under-

gone recent change.

The first series is due to the comparatively recent elevation of an irregular

ocean floor. The second series is due to the action of ice in the irregular gouging

and irregular dumping of debris. These are all of recent date, probably none of

them being over 10,000 years old. The third series is due to the exigencies of

mountain formations, including in this plication and plication hollows, craters

and lava flows and the settling of small areas. The fourth is due to the change

of channel on the part of the Mississippi and to the debris brought down by the

Red River which it has deposited at the mouths of its tributaries.*

Of course the lakes of one of these regions need not be all of the same origin.

Small lakelets around Lake Tahoe in the Sierra Nevada are certainly due to the

gouging action of glaciers coming from a steep incline onto a comparatively level

plain. Generally speaking, mountain regions, unless, as in the case of the

Appalachian, they have outgrown their lake stage, contain lakes of the greatest

diversity of origin.

Lakes are of interest to the geologist to determine the particular way in

which a general cause has been modified to produce a particular efl^ect at any

particular lake; to the physicist to account for the various colors, temperatures,

pressures, reflections, refractions, etc.; to the chemist to determine the degree of

concentration of minerals and gases in solution ; they are of interest to the

naturalist to determine the organic inhabitants, their quantity and kind and

their life histories; to the cecologist and evolutionist to determine the geological,

physical and chemical characters in their eff'ect on the organic inhabitants and

these on each other.

Lakes may therefore be studied for other than purely economic interests,

such as water supplies and liighways for commerce or location of summer resorts.

•'The facts for the foregoing have largely been drawn from Russell's American Lakes.

Ginn & Co., 1895.
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Orientation.—A liight of land (moraiii) extends from the northeastern corner

of Indiana directly southwest to south of Albion in Noble County, and from here

westward between Turkey Lake and Tippecanoe Lake, then northwest through

Nappanee in Elkhart County to near South Bend. In its range from the north-

eastern corner to south of Albion this ridge separates the Lake Michigan from the

Lake Erie basin. AVest of this it separates Lake Michigan basin from the Ohio

basin, and still farther west from the Mississippi basin proper. In the eastern

half of Indiana this ridge is exceedingly rich in lakes. Most of these lie on the

northern side of the divide, but about the headwaters of the Tippecanoe and Blue

rivers many are also found on the soutli side of the divide. A glance at the map

leaves the impression that this region is low and swampy, while in reality this

whole region forms one of the highlands of Indiana, a considerable part l)eing

over 1,000 feet high.

Turkey Lake is the most western lake of this series lying north of the divide.

It lies in Turkey Creek Township, in the northeastern corner of Kosciusko

County. South of the ridge separating the Mississippi and St. Lawrence basins

at this point lie Webster and Tippecanoe lakes, and south of these the Barber lakes

and Shoe Lake. Between the crest of the ridge and Turkey Lake the country is

pitted and grooved. Many of the pits are tilled wifh water, forming ponds of

various sizes. One of these has recently been drained. Many more lakelets are

found about the head of Turkey Lake, but the topography of tins region will be

dealt with in one of the following reports. This whole region gives one the im-

pression that it has changed but little since the ice left it.

General Features.—The lake has a general trend from southeast to north-

west. It is divided by a wide stretch of very shallow water, which is fast being

reclaimed by various water plants. A deeper channel extends through this

swampy region, connecting the upper and lower portions.

The greatest length from the head of Turkey Lake to the end of Syracuse

Lake is live and one-half miles. The width, measured at right angles to such a

line, rarely exceeds a mile. The greatest width is just east of Ogden Point, where

it measures one and a half miles. The length of Turkey Lake from Mineral

Point to Conkling Hill is about four miles. The total shore line is between twenty

and twenty-one miles.

The excellent map prepared by Messrs. Juday and Ridgley, based as it is on

numerous soundings, shows the lake bottom to be of the same rolling character as

the surrounding region. A lowering of the surface of the lake ten feet would

make the long stretch of territory between Sj'racuse and Turkey lakes dry land,

and make the lake entirely landlocked.
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The similarity of the hike b<3ttom to the surnninding country, which seems to-

have been little changed by erosion, makes it quite certain that the lake basin is

due to the irregular dumping in a terminal moraine, parts of it containing deeper

kettle holes.

The lake was never much more extensive than now. There are evidences

that the surface was a few feet higher. These will be considered in a later report.

The lake is surrounded by extensive swamps on the east, north, and west ; these

would practically all be covered by Avater should the surface of the lake be raised

five feet. The hydrographic basin is so small that at pres^ent but seven inches of

water are removed from the surface by outflow, while thirty are removed by evap-^

oration. The lake having a surface of 5.6 square miles, an increase of this sur-

face by 3%, or about one and a third square miles, would be sufficient to allow

all the water coming into the lake to be lost by evapoiation except in wet seasons.

The surface of the lake, therefore, can not have been very much higher than at

present if the present precipitation and evaporation have been constant since the

ice left this region. The lake has been about six or seven feet lower, having been

raised to its present height by the building of a dam across its outlet. The changes

due to this dam and to the encroachment of plants will be considered in another

report.

Size.—The total area now under water is 5.659722 scjuare miles. This area

was obtained by weighing a sheet of paper of uniform thickness and of the shape

of the whole area to be calculated, and comparing this weight with the weight of

a square of the same paper covering a square mile. This method is much more

expeditious than calculating such an irregular body as these lakes in the absence

of a planimeter, and quite as exact. The same method was used in determining

the areas below which there is a certain depth of water, with the following results:

Tlo.^tv. <^f Area in Amount of AVater

Water. Square Miles. in Cubic Miles.

l_l()teet 3.27777 .00310395

10-20 feet • • -59027 .00167690

20-30 feet 62500 .00314867

30-40 ieet.. 45833 .00303817

40-50 feet ^9583 .00337165

50-60 feet
".'.'. 22918 .00231162

60-70 feet ^«^ .00082026

5.64576 .0174712

Error to be distributed •
1396

5.65972
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Forel (Faune profonde des lacs Suisses, p. 5) proposed to estimate the volume

of a lake by comparing it with a cone whose height is the maximum depth, and

whose base is the surface of the lake. Estimated in this way he found the cone

gave but .67 of the actual volume of Lake Geneva. A similar estimate for Tur-

key Lake will give us .024654 cubic miles, or considerably more than the actual

value. The average depth obtained by dividing the cubic contents by the surface

gives us 16.6 feet. All these measurements were made during the summer of 1895

when the lake was below the average height, so that 17 feet will probably be nearer

the average depth. It will be found that by another method Mr. Eidglev obtained

21 feet as the average depth.

Over half the area contains water less than 10 feet dee^j. A reduction of

thirty feet below the present level would reduce the lake to a Y-shaped figure ex-

tending nearh' from end to end of the present lake. One of the horns of the Y
would extend to Crow's Bay, the other to Mineral Point. The base of the figure

would lie to the west of Black Stump Point. Between the horns of the Y we

should have a peninsula continuous with Morrison's Island, which is the last of a

series of islands left in the lake. During the ancient history of the lake the land

about Buttermilk Point was an island, and ridges of land east and west of this

formed the islands. One of these is seen in the illustration. The detailed descrip-

tion of the hydrography of the lake will be given in the map and Mr. Kdgley's

report.

Relation of Water to Outflow and Evaporation.—Without any addi-

tion to the water of the lake the quantity now in the lake would be sufficient to

supply the present outlet for 26 years.*

In other words, every cubic foot of water entering tlie lake will remain in it

on an average of twenty-six years, unless removed by evaporation. Ridgiev esti-

mates that the infiow from springs equals the outflow, yet the lake was observed

to fall on an average of one-quarter inch per day, rising of course during rains.

That the outflow will not account for the fail of the hike is sufficiently shown by

the fact that the calculated fall due to the outflow is l)ut .0016 inches per day.

(See Ridgley's report). Tlie remainder of the fall must be due to evaporation

and seepage, very largely to the former. Attempts were made to estimate the

amount of evajjoration from the surface, but they proved failures. It is self-evi-

dent that simply exposing water in an open dish will not answer the purpose of

estimating the amount of evaporation in the lake for the reason that water in a

shallow dish is heated to very diflferent degrees from the water of the lake. An

'Based on Ridgley's and Juday's estimate of the outflow, and my estimate of the lake's

contents.
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apparatus which promised to measure the evaporation accurately and at the same

time do several other things was devised, but it proved a failure because it could

not be well protected in rough weather and still maintain natural conditions.

The apparatus which we hope we shall be able to perfect is as follows:

A glass jar 9 inches in diameter and 12 inches high with a small hole near the

bottom and open at the top is sunk into the lake to within two inches of its top.

When the water in the jar has reached the level of the lake water a tight rubber

stopper is inserted in the small opening from without. The column of water in

such a jar would be as near as possible under the same conditions as the surround-

ing water, and the fall of the water in the jar, plus the amount of rainfall for the

period, would verj' closely approximate the amount of evaporation. This appa-

ratus would also enable one to get at the amount of water received from springs

and other sources aside from rain falling directly into the lake. The amount of

reduction due to outflow from the lake can readily be calculated by observing the

outlet. Mr. Ridgley has estimated it at .0017 inches per day. If at the end of

thirty days there was a difference between the water in the jar and the water in

the lake, less the calculated reduction of the lake due to outflow, the difference

would represent the inflow from springs and other tributaries during thirty days.

The lake is frozen over about four months in a year. During the remaining

eight months evaporation is going on at a maximum rate of one-fourth inch per

day and a minimun of 0. Taking one-eighth inch per day as the average, we

obtain about thirty inches as the amount of the annual evaporation. At this rate

the lake, if without income, would become dry in twenty-eight years. Four

years would reduce the lake to half its present size.

Outflow and evaporation operating together would reduce the level at the fol-

lowing rate

:

Time in Years.
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These figures do not claim any great degree of accuracy; they simply lielp

to form an estimate of the length of time it would take both tlie outflow and

evaporation together to empty the lake. But while it would take both the out-

flow and the evaporation fourteen years to empty the lake, one-fourteentli does

not express the per cent, of the water of the lake changed annually under present

conditions. Since the vertical reduction is the same whether the surface is large

or small, it is evident that a much larger amount would be evaporated while the

surface is large. In reality, if a bulk were to be taken from the lake equal to the

outflow, plus the evaporation over the present area, about six years would be suf-

ticient to empty the lake, or, to put it in other words, during average years every

cubic foot of water entering the lake remains on an average six years. During

very wet seasons the amount of loss may reach a much larger proportion of the

whole contents.

Constancy of Turkey Lake a;; a I'nit of Environment.— From the

preceding chapter it must be evident that the conditions in the lake, from month

to month and from year to year are but little changed, that the conditions, as far

as the water is concerned, are remarkably constant, especially if we compare these

conditions to those obtaining in the lower courses of such rivers as tiie Wabash or

the Illinois.

In the early part of this century a dam was built across the mouth of the

outlet forming an effective barrier to the ingress of fishes from below. The lakes

being at the heailwaters. nothing has entered it from above. A few forms were

planted in recent years by Col. Lilly of Indianapolis.

The level of the lake was changed by the building of the dam, and as late as

1840 trees were standing in water six to seven feet deep. Many of the stumps

still remain. Their location and the effect of the dam upon tiie lake will be dis-

cussed elsewhere.
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assistance of Mr. Chauncey Juday, Mr. Thomas Large and others in taking the

s^onndings of the lake; of Mr. Juday, in making a survey of the shore and for

copies of the accompanying map with whicli he has furnished me and from which

the report on the topography of the bottom is largely drawn; of Mr. J. P. Dolan

for records of daily observations of lake phenomena and for the history of the

lake in years past ; of the officials of the Baltimore t^ Ohio Railroad who fur-

nished data with reference to elevations and whose generosity has made it possible

for me to make frequent visits to the lake during the winter.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE LAKE.

Turkey Lake is made up of two parts, connected by a channel. The channel

is three-(|uarters of a mile in length and from one hundred feet to a half mile in

width. Its depth varies from one to five feet. The part of the Lake north of the

channel is known as Syracuse Lake. It includes an area.of three-quarters of a

square mile, which is approximately one-eighth of the area of the entire Lake.

The larger part of the Lake, to the south and east of the channel, may be known

as the main lake.

The general direction of the lake is from southeast to northwest. Its greatest

length is five and a half miles, and its greatest width at a right angle to its length

is one and a half miles. The entire shore line is between twenty and twenty-one

miles in length, and the area of the lake is a little more than five and a half

square miles. No very prominent irregularities occur around Syracuse Lake,

while in the main lake a number of evident indentations are to be found. The

east end of the main lake is made up of three bays. Johnson's Bay, extending to

the north, is one mile long and three-eighths of a mile wide. Ogden Point lies to

the west of the entrance of this bay and Cedar Point to the east. The east end of

the main lake is Crow's Bay, with Cedar Point on its north and Morrison's Island

on its south. Jarrett's Bay extends to the southeast, with Morrison's Island to

the east of its entrance and Clark's Point to the west. In the west end of the

main lake is Conkling Bay, circular in form and with the surrounding marsh a

half mile in diameter. It lies south of Conkling Hill. These are the most prom-

inent indentations. Between the channel and Ogden Point, which are two and a

quarter miles apart, the shore line curves gently northward three-quarters of a

mile, forming Sunset Bay. Between Clark's Point and Black Stump Point, one

and three-quarters miles to the northwest, the shore line bends southward one-

third of a mile.
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The following places are located for convenience in referring to different

parts of the shore line and lake : The town of Syracuse lies on the west side of

Syracuse Lake near Turkey Creek, the outlet of the lake. Pickwick Park is on

the north shore of the main lake a half mile east of the channel. Eppert's is

1,000 feet east of Pickwick Park, and nearly a half mile further east is Jones'

Landing. Three-fourths of a mile east of Jones' Landing is Wawasee. Jarrett's

Landing is at the middle of the southern extremity of Jarrett's Bay. Yawter'

Park is a half mile west of Clark's Point and directly south of Wawasee. The

laboratory of the Indiana University Biological Station is located on the shore of

the lake near the west end of Vawter Park.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE BOTTOM.

The data from which the topography of the bottom has been determined con-

sist of numerous soundings taken throughout the lake between June 29 and Au-

gust 21, 1895. The water was very low during this period. For our purpose we

may consider all soundings taken when the lake had the level of July 6, 1895.

This level has been marked and is used for a bench line from which to read the

fluctuations in level On August 21 the lake had receded 5 inches from this level.

Soundings were taken along 28 lines in the main lake and 4 lines in Syracuse

Lake. These soundings were taken about 300 feet apart along all lines. Where

-water deeper than 60 feet was found, numerous soundings were made to determine

the extent of such areas. Below is given the number and location of each line

along which soundings were taken, except No. 3 and No. 9 in the main lake,

neither of which was used in drawing contour lines or in computing average

depth.
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IN MAIN LAKK.

No. of

Line.
Location.

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Frou\ Biological Station to Ogden Point, North 37° East.

From Ogden Point to east end of Crow's Bay, South 53° East.

From Biological Station to Wawasee, North.
From Wawasee to Black Stump Point, South 52° West.
From Biological Station to Cedar Point, North 64° East.

From Cedar Point to Morrison's Island, South.
From Morrison's Island to northeast corner of Crow's Bay, North 8° East.

From south end of Jarrett's Bay to mouth of Bay, North 7° West.
From east margin of Ogden Point to north end of Johnson's Bav, North

1° West.
From north end of Johnson's Bay to mouth of Bay, South 10° East.
From east side of Ogden Point across Johnson's Bay, North 60° East.

From middle of east side of Johnson's Bav, across the Bay, North 79°

West.
From Clark's Point to ^lorrison's Island, East.

From mouth of Turkey Creek across Jarrett's Bay, West.
From a point | of a mile west of Biological Station across the lake, North.
From Clark's Point to east side of Ogden Point, North 5^° East.

From point a half mile east of Biological Station, North.
From Ogden Point to Black Stump Point, North 83° West.
Fiom west side of .Jarrett's Bay to Mineral Point, East.

From Clark's Point to east side of .Johnson's Bay, North 30° East.

From north end of No. 22 to Ogden Point, South 85° West,
From point one-half mile west of Wawasee across lake. South.
From Black Stump Point, North.
From Eppert's South.
One-quarter of a mile west of No. 26 and parallel with it.

One-quarter of a mile west of No. 27 and parallel with it.

IN SYRACUSE LAKE.

No. of

Line.
Location.

From middle of east end of Syracuse Lake, South 80° West.
From point 700 feet southeast of west extremity of Lake, North 70° East.

From a point on north shore one-half mile east of west extremity of lake,

South 10° West.
From west extremity of lake. South 80° East.

In the accompanying map, constructed by Mr. Juday, the hypothetical con-

tour lines of the bottom of the lake were drawn from the soundings along the

above mentioned lines, and numerous other soundings taken to determine tlie ex-

tent of certain depths of water. The contour lines indicate intervals of ten feet
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in depth. From the same data were constructed ten vertical sections of the

bottom. In constructing the vertical sections a base line was drawn from Pick-

wick Park to Mineral Point, and seven of the vertical sections, from "A" to

"G" inclusive, were made at right angles to this line at intervals varying from

one-<}narter of a mile to two-thirds of a mile. Vertical section "H" is a short

distance east of No. 18, "I" is along No. 4, and "J" along No. 25 of the lines

of soundings in the main lake. The remarks on the topography of the bottom

are drawn largely from a study of these contour lines and vertical sections.

The average depth of the lake, found by taking the average for the soundings

at regular intervals of 300 feet along the lines of soundings is 21 feet 6 inches in

the main lake, 13 feet 6 inches in Syracuse Lake, and 20 feet 5 inches for the

entire lake. By a difierent method, as explained in his report, Dr. Eigenmann

has computed the average depth at a little more than 17 feet. The maximum

depth found in the main lake is 68 feet 7 inches, one-quarter of a mile from the

southern extremity of Jarrett's Bay; 1,000 feet northeast of the Biological Station

a depth of 66 feet 5 inches was found; three-quarters of a mile north and one-

quarter of a mile west of the Station the water is 60 feet deep ; and a half mile

northwest of Black Stump Point it is 63 feet 3 inches deep. The deepest water

found by us in Syracuse Lake is 28 feet 10 inches. A depth of 35 feet is recorded

for this lake in the State Geologist's Keport for 1875.

An examination of the contour lines of the map shows that if we consider

water having a depth of 30 feet or more as deep water, we have in the main lake

four areas of deep water varying greatly in size, and connected with each other

by channels.

In Crow's Bay the greatest depth found was 49 feet 9 inches. These waters

€nter the main body of the lake through a channel deeper than 30 feet, and 200

feet wide at its narrowest point. This channel flows across the mouth of John-

son's Bay, meeting a short arm deeper than 30 feet from that bay, and comes

within 600 feet of the southeast extremity of Ogden Point. This channel con-

tinues less than 400 feet wide to a point two-thirds of a mile west of Ogden Point

where it joins the channel deeper than 30 feet from Jarrett's Bay. The deepest

-water in Jarrett's Bay is 68 feet 7 inches, and the area deeper than 30 feet is one-

fourth of a mile wide, extending north beyond the mouth of the bay and to

within 700 feet of its southern shore. This 30-foot depth joins the main body of

the lake a half mile north of Clark's Point where the channel 30 feet deep is only

100 feet wide. Turning to the west, 1,000 feet northeast of the Biological Station

this channel deepens to 66 feet 5 inches, and widens to a half mile directly north

•of the Station. Here it meets the narrow channel 30 feet deep from Crow's Bay.
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The two channels merge into one and form an area of water from 30 feet to 66

teet in depth, one mile in length and with a maximum width of three-quarters of

a mile. This area of deep water lies nearer the south shore, its center being one-

third the distance from the south shore to the north shore. Near Black Stump

Point the deep water narrows abruptly from the north, and 500 feet out from

Black Stump Point its width is but 200 feet. West of Black Stump Point the

deep water widens abruptly to the north to a width of one-quarter of a mile and

deepens to 63 feet 3 inches. West of this the area of deep water narrows again

and the water having a depth of 30 feet ends one-quarter of a mile southeast of

the entrance to the channel between the main lake and Syracuse Lake.

Between th^ deep channels from Crow's Bay and Jarrett's Bay the area having

-a depth less than 30 feet is one and one-quarter miles long, 1,300 feet wide, and

contains an area one mile long and 500 feet wide over which the water is less

than 10 feet deep.

If the level of the lake were lowered 30 feet there would remain four bodies

of water connected by channels from 100 feet to 200 feet wide and less than 10 feet

•deep. These four bodies of water would be: (1 ) a small area in Crow's Bay with

a maximum depth of 19 feet; (2) about one-half of Jarrett's Bay with a maxi-

mum depth of 38 feet: (3) the main body of the lake, its width decreased almost

one-half, audits maximum depth being 36 feet; (4) a small area northwest of

Black Stump Point with a maximum depth of 33 feet. Lower the level of the

lake 10 feet more, that is, 40 feet below its present level and these four bodies of

water would remain as separate lakes, the connecting channels now being dry.

Great changes in the shore line will take place if the level of the lake be

lowered to a much less extent. By observing the map it will be seen that a low-

ering of the level of the lake to the amount of 10 feet would move the shore line

to the first contour line. This would leave one-half the bottom of Johnson's Bay

dry land ; it would move the shore line along Crow's and Jarrett's Bays from 400

feet to 1,000 feet into the lake. Clark's Point would extend 2,000 feet further

north, and the distance between Clark's Point and Ogden Point would be reduced

from 4,000 feet to 1,800 feet. The south shore line from Clark's to Conkling Bay

would be moved northward distances varying from 250 feet at Iron Spring Point

to 1,000 feet along the shore west of Black Stump Point. The north shore line

from Ogden Point to the Channel would be moved southward from 900 feet to

2,000 feet, and at one place—between Jones' Landing and Black Stump Point

—

4,000 feet, reducing the width of the lake at this place from 1 mile to 500 feet.

The Channel between the main lake and Syracuse Lake would be drained, and

.the greater part of Syracuse Lake would become dry land.
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Judging from the contour of the land, the level of the lake has probably-

never been more than 5 feet below its present level.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SHORE.

The shore of 20 miles is about equally divided between dry shores and marshy

shores. The shores of Syracuse Lake and of the west end of the main lake were

not carefully surveyed, but accurate measurements and notes were taken of the

shore line of the east end of the main lake from a point on the north shore three-

eighths of a mile to the northwest of Wawasee, around the east end of the lake to

a point directly south of the starting-point. These data were used in mapping a

ten-foot elevation line around this part of the lake. For this reason the shores of

the east end of the lake are treated more in detail than the others.

The dry shores are composed of sand and gravel. Some are less than 5 feet

high, but more often they are abrupt bluffs from 10 to 30 feet high, or hills which

ascend rapidly to a height of 40 feet. The west, north and northeast shores of

Syracuse Lake are bluffs or hills. The east shore is marshy. The shore south of

Turkey Creek, the outlet, is also marshy, and these marshes extend along both

sides of the Channel between Syracuse Lake and the main lake. Pipkwick Park

is located on a gravelly shore less than 10 feet above the level of the lake. Be-

tween Pickwick Park and Eppert's is the Gordoniere Marsh extending north-

west to the Channel. Pickwick Park and the land to the west of it is sur-

rounded by the main lake, the Channel and the Gordoniere Marsh and is known

as British Island. The shore between Eppert's and .Jones' is mainly marsh. From

Jones' one-quarter of a mile east the shore is a bluff from 10 feet to 15 feet high.

From this point almost to Wawasee the land near the shore is at present a dry

marsh. The blutf at Wawasee is 15 feet high and extends along the shore 1,700

feet. I'his bluff" extends back from shore 500 feet where it joins the marsh which

stretches along the shore to Ogden Island, and also to the east to -Johnson's Bay.

Ogden Island, which is surrounded by the lake only on the southwest side and on

all other sides by marshes, extends a half mile to the noithwest of Ogden Point

and is from 300 feet to 1,000 feet wide. Its greater part is from 3 feet to 6 feet

above the level of the lake. About one-half of that part of the island which

touches the lake is a bluff from 10 feet to 18 feet high. The area higher than 10

feet is 1,100 feet long and from 175 feet to 400 feet wide. The marsh around

Johnson's Bay is known as the Johnson Marsh, It skirts the southeast and east

sides of Ogden Island, surrounds a piece of timbered land 700 feet in diameter
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north of Ogden Island known as Oak Island, borders the bay on the noUh, send-

ing oft' a broad marsh across the country to the northeast, and continuing along

the east side of the bay with a width of a half mile, joins a narrow marsh ex-

tending to the southeast. On the east side of Johnson's Bay are two bluffs, one

reaching a height of 23 feet and extending from Cedar Point northwest one-

quarter of a mile along the shore and having 500 feet for Its greatest width ; the

other is 1,000 feet further to the northwest, and is between 10 feet and 15 feet

high, 700 feet long and 150 feet wide. Lying to the northeast of these bluffs and

extending between them is an arm of the Johnson Marsh from 50 feet to 800 feet in

width, which joins Crow's Bay just east of Cedar Point. From the northeast cor-

ner of Crow's Baj' the bluffs extend south along the east end of the lake for a

half mile. They are from 10 feet to 27 feet in height. The l€-foot elevation line

then leaves the shore and extends almost south to Turkey Creek, leaving an area

of well timbered dry land along the lake with an elevation of from 3 feet to 10

feet and attaining a width of 1,000 feet.

The land on both sides of Turkey Creek, the inlet of tlie lake, is marshy.

Lying to the north of the mouth of tiie creek this marsh is 400 feet wide and ex-

tends one-quarter of a mile north along the lake. This marsh is separated from

the marsh along the east margin of Morrison's Island by a shallow channel of

water. The west side of Morrison's Island is a bluff reaching a height of 21 feet.

From Turkey Creek to Buttermilk Point the shore is skirted with marsh from 200

feet to 400 feet wide. Mineral Point is 200 feet from the lake and ascends abruptly

from the marsh to a height of 25 feet. A half mile south of Turkey Creek the

lake is entered by Jarrett's Creek which is the outlet of a chain of small lakes

lying southeast of .Jarrett's Bay. This stream flows through a marsh 400 feet wide,

and all the small lakes are bordered by marsh land. The marsh along the lake

ends at Buttermilk Point, and for a quarter of a mile the shore is dry and

sandy. The land along this shore is not a perpendicular bluff, but rises rapidly

from the lake to the south and reaches a height of 40 feet at a distance of 400 feet

from the shore. The west side of .Jarrett's Bay is skirted by a marsh from 150 feet

to 1,000 feet wide. West of the marsh is a bluff from 10 feet to 15 feet high cqn-

tinuous with the land south of the bluffs of Vawter Park. "West from Clark's the

south shore of the lake is a perpendicular bluff reaching a height of 29 feet in

Vawter Park and extending west beyond the point where our survey of the sum-

mer ended. This bluff is cut by a ravine 50 feet wide at the Biological Labora-

tory and by a small stream entering the lake a (quarter of a mile west of Vawter

Park. The shore extending west to and around Black Stump Point is from 5 feet

to 15 feet above the level of the lake. The high bluffs from Clark's Point to Black
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Stump Point is by far the longest stretch of highland along the shore, being nearly

two miles in length. Conkling Bay during the summer months contained an area

of water about 300 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep, bordered by wide stretches

of marsh containing a few small pools of very shallow water. To the north of

Conkling Bay, Conkling Hill ascends rapidly to a height of 40 feet or more. This

hill is conical in shape and slopes to the water on the south and east, and to marsh

and lowland on the north and west.

It will be noticed that the perpendicular blufl's of the main lake face to the

south at Jones' Landing; to the southwest at Wawasee, Ogden Island and Cedai-

Poiut; to the west along Crow's Bay and Morrison's Island; and to the north

along Vawter Park. The high hills at Jarrett's and Conkling's are without pre-

cipitous shores. All oi these bluffs are bordered by wide areas of shallow water,

and it will be noticed that the 10-foot contour line of the bottom does not approach

the shore much nearer than 400 feet, and is usually much further from shore. As

a rule, the bluffs facing to the south and southwest have a much wider margin of

shallow water than those facing to the west or north.

Wherever there is a long stretch of shore, bordered by marsh, there is no

beach formed, but the muddy bottom of the lake merges into the mud of the

marsh along the shore line. Along all the dry shores, and along the marshes of

small extent lying between bluffs, the beach is composed of gravel and sand.

This gives a gravelly or sandy beach around Syracuse Lake' except on the east

and southwest; along the north shore of the main lake, from the Channel to

Ogden Point; along the east shore of Johnson's Bay, from Cedar Point northwest

to the extremity of the dry shores ; from the northeast corner of Crow's Bay to a

point east of the north end of Morrison's Island; along the south end of Jarrett's

Bay; from Clark's Point along the south shore for a short distance beyond Black

Stump Point. These beaches along the bluffs are formed by erosion and deposit

along the base of the bluffs. The sandy and gravelly beaches along marshes are

found where the adjoining bottom of the lake is composed of sand and gravel.

The^e beaches have most probably been formed by the action of ice.

.\round the main lake a number of beach formations of this kind are found.

From Wawasee a half mile west the beach is composed of sand and gravel. It

is about three feet above the water's level, and is higher than the land back of it.

From the east end of the bluffs of Wawasee to the dry land of Ogden Island is a

distance of a half mile, and the marsh along the shore is very' little, if any,

higher than the level of the lake. Between the marsh and lake is a beach com-

posed of sand and gravel. This beach is two feet or more above the level of the

water, and 30 feet wide. The beach along the bluff of Ogden Island is of tiie-
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usual formation, but this beach continues along the shore for one-fourth of a mile

beyond the blufif as a very sandy beach a foot or more above the water's level and

50 feet wide; then the beach grows narrower and is on the level of the water, the

sand becomes less plentiful, and the beach is composed of a small amount of

coarse gravel and then merges into the marsh, where the shore line of Ogden

Point turns north. The same formation is found running a short distance north

of the bluffs on the east side of Johnson's Bay.

Between the two bluffs on the east side of Johnson's Bay is a beach 1,000 feet

in length, with the lake on one side and a marsh containing pond lilies on the

other. This beach is from 20 feet to 80 feet wide, 3 feet above the water's level,

and composed of sand and coarse gravel. The margin of the beach further

from the lake is the higher, and is covered with a growth of willows, cedar and

other small trees. Along the lowlands of Crow's Bay is a broad beach composed

of coarse gravel about three feet high and on a level with the land back of it.

Along the south end of the west side of Morrison's Island, which is lowland, the

beach is from 15 feet to 25 feet wide, three feet high, and composed of coarse

gravel. The beaches along marshes and lowland are broader and higher, and

contain much more material than those along bluffs.

The action of the ice is an important factor in the formation of these beaches.

For the explanation of the action of ice on beaches as well as the formation of

ice cracks, I am indebted to I. C. Ru> sell's excellent book, "Lakes of North

America." The lake freezes over and by expansion the ice is pushed up along

the shore carrying sand, gravel and stones with it. Numerous ice cracks form^

during the winter and till with water. This water freezes and pushes the ice still

further up the shore carrying the beach forming material still higher. These ice-

cracks are very numerous and may be as much as three inches wide. The amount

of lateral pressure brought to bear on the shores by this means is very great, and

beach ridges are begun and added to each year. The action of the ice in forming

beaches along marshes is very great, while along bluffs it is small. In the first

case no great resistance is met with in expansion, and the material for building

the beach will be carried up to the full extent of the expansion of the ice, while

along the bluffs the ice crowds against the shore and is itself broken at every ex-

pansion. A recent ice formation is evidexit at the northwest end of the Gordo-

niere Marsh, between the marsh and the Channel. In 1891 this marsh was under

water, but since that time the water of the lake has receded and left the marsh

dry. Separating the marsh from the Channel is a ridge of earth more than one

foot high running parallel with the water's edge. This ridge can be accounted

(15)
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for by the action of the ice subsequent to the time when the marsh was left with-

out water. Some of the most striking examples of ice action in the formation of

beaches are found along the east side of Johnson's Bay; along Crow's Bay; at

Morrison's Island, where two ice beaches, separated by a few feet, are now cov-

ered by trees; at Clark's Point, where an old beach extending as much as 200

feet from shore is found, and at Black Stump Point.

CHARACTER OF BOTTOM.

In the shallower parts of the lake the bottom is composed of sand, gravel,

and small boulders, except along the low marshy shores, where it is composed of

mud. At several places, both in Syracuse Lake and in the main lake, dredgings

were taken at depths from 25 feet to 60 feet. Here the bottom was covered with

a deposit of marl in which were found many diatoms and shells.

Further investigations will be carried on to determine more fully the charac-

ter of bottom at different depths.

For information concerning the freezing of the lake I am indebted to Mr. .1.

P. Dolan, who has given me the history of ice formations as he has observed them

during years past, and he has furnished me with records of careful observations

made since the first formation of ice in October, 1895. These observations, unless

otherwise indicated, are for Syracuse Lake. Ice forms on the main lake at the

same time, but it does not freeze entirely over so soon as Syracuse Lake.

The lake begins to freeze along the edge, except where strong springs enter

near the margin. Information has been obtained concerning the influence of

springs only at Crow's Bay and Vawter Park. Springs are numerous along

Crow's Bay for a half mile and the water along the edge is kept open after the

lake is frozen over, but I have not yet learned to what extent these springs in-

fluence the freezing of the edge of the lake in this locality. From Mr. Smith

Vawter, who has observed the springs at Vawter Park for a number of years, I

learned that the spring, which is near the margin of the lake and 2C0 feet east of

the Biological Laboratory, keeps the edge of the lake open throughout the winter.

If the weather is not severe, ice does not form for 25 feet along the shore, and

from 12 feet to 15 feet from shore. In the severest weather the lake is kept open

for 2 or 3 feet from the margin.

The ice spreads rapidly from the shore towards the center. The lake freezes

ovc quite rapidly when the general temperature remains below 32° Fahrenheit
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and there is no accompanying wind. All parts of the lake freeze, except where it

is kept open by springs, but the last place to freeze is a narrow strip from 20 feet

to 30 feet wide, extending from the north end of the Channel to Turkey Creek,

the outlet of the lake. Ice sometimes forms to a thickness of 6 or 8 inches along

the margins of this channel before it freezes over. This is due to a current along

this narrow channel towards the outlet. The ice is alwaj^s thinner here than

elsewhere.

Accurate information could not be obtained concerning the exact date of

freezing in 1894, but from Mr. Dolan's observations we can give an accurate

account of ice-formation during the fall and winter of 1895.

The first ice of the season was observed on October 20. The temperature of

the air at 7 a. m. was 28°. A thin layer of ice 4 or o feet wide had formed along

the edge of the lake. It melted during the day. At 7 a. m. October 30, the

temperature of the air was 26°, and about one-fourth of Syracuse Lake was

frozen over. Not quite all the ice melted, but it all disappeared on the fol-

lowing day. At 7 a. m. November 2, the temperature of the air was 22°. The

mill race was covered with ice three-eighths of an inch thick. Only the edge

of the lake was frozen, as the wind blew during the night. On November 21,

the temperature of the air at 7 a. m. was 13°, and ice had formed from shore

to shore on Syracuse Lake; at 12 m. the ice was nearly all melted, and at 5

p. M. the lake was free of ice. This was the first date on which the ice ex-

tended entirely across the lake. On November 23, at 7 a. m., the temperature

of the air was 30°. Ice had formed on the mill race, but no ice formed on

the lake, owing to a slight wind. On November 27, the temperature of the air

at 7 a. m. was 16°, and a wide belt of ice had formed around the lake, but it

disappeared on the following day. On December 2, the night was clear and

calm. There was no ice at 4 p. M., but at 7:30 p. M. a thin sheet of ice had

formed and extended apparently from shore to shore. On December 3, Syracuse

Lake was completely covered with ice. The temperature of the air during the

day was 6° at 7 A. M., 16° at 12 m. and 12° at 5 p. M. On December 5, the ice was

2 inches thick near shore. On December 7, the ice near shore was 3| inches thick,

and 500 feet out from shore 1^ inches thick. I visited the main lake on Decem-

ber 7, and the ice appeared to extend over the entire lake. Warren Colwell had

skated over the lake during the forenoon as far east as Ogden Point. The only

place where he found the lake open was a space about 20 feet square, half way

between Ogden Point and Black Stump Point. Three dozen ducks and mud-hens

had congregated in this open space.
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The increase and decrease in tlie thickness of the ice from December 9, to De-

cember 20, are shown in the following table. The measurements were taken 50

feet or more from shore.

Day of
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ice has gone off with a west or southwest wind and has been piled up on the east

or northeast shores.

In the spring of 1895, the ice went off' the lake in an unusually short time.

The lake had remained completely frozen over until March 24. During this day

the ice began to melt along the shores. On the morning of March 25, the ice had

melted to a distance of 20 feet from shore. At noon the ice had receded 400 feet

from shore. A heavy west wind was blowing all day, and the cracking of the ice

could be heard. At 3 p. m. the noise caused by the crushing of the ice became

very loud and could be heard for a quarter of a mile. The ice was broken into

huge cakes. The wind now began to lift the ice and drive it eastward. At 4 p. M.

all the ice was piled along the east shore. The height to which the ice is piled

depends on the character of the shore and the strength of the wind. The piles

are not so high along a low marshy shore as along an inclined or abrupt shore.

Occasionally a great sheet of ice is pushed up a smooth inclined surface 6 or 7

feet without breaking the ice to any great extent. An instance of this kind was

observed by Mr. Dolan on the northeast shore of Syracuse Lake last March. No

ice formed on the lake after March 25.

Ice cracks are very numerous from the time the ice forms entirely across the

lake and has attained sufficient stability. They form before the ice has reached

the tliickness of one inch. When the first cracks formed in December the ice was

so thin that it sagged slightly along the crack. The water came through the

crack and spread over the surface of the ice suflficiently to melt the small amount

of snow covering the ice, to a distance of 5 or 6 feet on each side of the crack.

The explanation of ice cracks as quoted from Gilbert by Eussell in his

"Lakes of North America" is so applicable to the case in hand that I reproduce

the quotation here

:

"The ice on the surface of a lake expands while forming, so as to crowd its

edge against the shore. A further lowering of the temperature produces contrac-

tion, and this ordinarily results in the opening of vertical fissures. These admit

the water from below, and, by the freezing of that water, are filled, so that when

expansion follows a subsequent rise of temperature the ice can not assume its

original position. It conse(|uently increases its total area, and exerts a second

thrust upon the sliore. When the shore is abrupt, the ice itself yields, either by

crushing at the margin or by the formation of anticlinals (upward folds) else-

where; but if the shore is gently shelving, the margin of the ice is forced up the

acclivity and carries with it any boulders or other loose material about which it

may have frozen. A second lowering of temperature does not withdraw the pro-

truded ice margin, but initiates other cracks and leads to a repetition of the
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shoreward thrust. The process is repeated from time to time during the winter,

but ceases with the melting of the ice in the spring."

The formation of these cracks is accompanied with noise, and, when the ice

has reached the thickness of four or five inches, the noise resembles the distant

booming of cannon. These cracks may be mere seams in the ioe, or they may be

several inches wide. On December 7, I measured a crack three-eighths of an inch

wide in ice one and three-fourths inches thick. On December 9, Mr. Dolan meas-

ured one two and three-fourths inches wide in ice four inches thick. On the same

day he counted eleven loud reports caused by the formation of ice cracks in five

minutes. They form during all parts of the day and night. They cross the lake

in every direction, and, while the cracks are slightly zig-zag, their general courses

are in straight lines.

The ice is very clear and pure, especially out from the shore, where there is

no vegetation near the surface. Is is used very largely for commercial purpose?,

the ice being cut from about one-fourth of the surface of Syracuse Lake each

year.

The only stream flowing into the lake and containing water throughout the

year is Upper Turkey Creek, which enters the lake on the east side of Jarrett's

Bay. During the summer months it was filled with an abundant growth of water

vegetation, and was without any perceptible current. When the water is high

the chain of small lakes lying to the southeast is drained into the large lake

through Jarrett's Creek, entering Jarrett's Bay a half mile south of Turkey

Creek. During the past summer no water entered the lake from this source. A
small stream one-fourth of a mile west of Yawter Park, and another from the

east side of Johnson's Bay, contribute water to the lake when the water is high,

but not during the dry summer months. There are no springs around Syracuse

Lake, but springs are found along the margin of the main lake wherever the

shore rises fifteen feet or more and extends across the country as elevated territory.

These springs usually enter the lake near high water mark. This gives springs

along Crow's Bay, Mineral Point, the south and west sides of Jarrett's Bay, and

along the south shore from Vawter Park one mile west. No springs are found

along the bluffs at Jones', Wawasee, Cedar Point, Morrison's Island, or Conkling

Hill, but in each case these highlands are narrow and surrounded by marsh or

lowland. For a half mile along Crow's Bay the bluff is more than twenty feet

high. All along the foo of the bluff the water percolates from the gravel, and

at places it flows from quite strong springs. At Mineral Point there are a number
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of strong springs. At Buttermilk Point and along the base of the blufi's west of

Jarrett's Bay are a number of springs. The margin of the lake from Vawter

Park one mile west is very springy, but the flow of water is not so strong as along

Crow's Bay. The waters from all these springs show traces of iron more or less

strongly.

The waters of the lake tiow into Lower Turkey Creek through which they

enter the Elkhart River near Goshen, Indiana; then through the Elkhart and

St. Joseph rivers they reach Lake Michigan.

Near the outlet of the lake the creek, during the summer, was about 20 feet

wide and had an average depth of less than 6 inches. The volume of water dis-

charged through the outlet was computed from measurements taken in the creek

and the overflow of the mill race July 18, 1895. The outflow through the creek

was 103 cubic feet, or 772i gallons, per minute ; through the mill race, 41 cubic

feet, or SOTi gallons, per minute, making a total of 144 cubic feet, or 1,080 gal-

lons, per minute. At the same time the volume of the creek a half mile below

was computed at ISTj cubic feet, or 1,031 gallons, per minute.

By taking the outflow of the lake at 144 cubic feet per minute, finding the

amount discharged in twenty-four hours, and computing the amount the level of

the lake, with an area of 65 square miles, would be lowered by such an outflow

with no inflow, we find it to be .016 of an inch. At this rate it would require

622 days to lower the lake one inch. In one year of 365 days, at the same rate,

the level would be lowered 5.84 inches. The inflow, during the summer months,

is almost entirely due to springs, and probably equals the outflow. The lowering

of the level of the lake, during the summer months, seems to be due almost en-

tirely to evaporation.

ELEVATION.

The elevation of the lake above the sea and above Lake Michigan is shown

in the following list of stations and their respective elevations. The list of sta-

tions with their respective elevations above mean tide at .Sandy Hook, New York,

was furnished by the General Superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio Kailroad.

The elevation of each station above Lake Michigan was found by subtracting 682

feet, the elevation of the surface of Lake Michigan above the sea, from the ele-

vation of the station above the sea :
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ELEVATIONS OF STATIONS ON BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD FROM SOUTH CHICAGO.

ILL., TO PATTON SIDING, IND., THE MOST EASTERN STATION IN INDIANA.

NAME OF STATION.
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Syracuse is the station having most nearly the elevation of the surface of

Turkey Lake. The mean level of the lake is about 5 feet below the station at

Syracuse. This gives the lake an elevation of 864 feet above the sea, and 282 feet

above the surface of Lake Michigan.

CHANGES IN LEVEL.

Changes in the level of the lake have been due to three causes : erosion, the

dam which is built across Turkey Creek just below the outlet of the lake, and

climatic conditions.

Old beach formations give evidence that the level of the lake was formerly 5

or 6 feet higher than at present. By erosion the channel at the outlet was cut 10

feet below this ancient level, and the dam has raised the level of the lake 5 feet

to its present level.

The history of the dam as given by an old settler is as follows

:

A small dam was built in 1828, to which additions were made in 1831. This

dam washed out in 1833, and the present dam and mill race were begun in the

same year. This raised the level of the lake so that timber stood in water 5 feet

deep. Much of this timber remained uncut in 1840, and some was still standing

as late as 1865.

The vertical distance between the level of the water in the creek below the

dam and the top of the Avaste gate, December 7, 1895, was five feet. This would

be the amount the dam, when in working order, would raise the level of the lake.

The dam is not in use at present and a small portion has been removed, which

allows the water to pass into the creek at a level 16 inches below the top of the

waste gate. This present condition of the dam holds the water of the lake 3 feet

8 inches above the level of t»he water in the creek below.

The submerged stumps in many parts of the margin of the lake is the best

evidence that the dam had the effect of increasing the area of the lake. These

stumps stand at present in water from a few inches to two feet or three feet deep.

Along the margin of Syracuse Lake the stumps are most abundant at the point of

the lake extending furthest west, and on the east shore along the edge of the

marsh. Turkey Creek, from the lake to the dam, is sixty feet wide, and only

twenty feet along the middle is clear of stumps. This was the channel of ihe

creek before the dam was built, and the stumps now standing in water are the

remains of the timber which grew along the banks of the creek. On the north

and south sides of Buck Island, at the south end of Syracuse Lake, areas of sub-

merged stumps indicate that this island was formerly one hundred feet wider in
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each direction. On the east side oi the entrance of the main lake to the channel

are many submerged stumps. Along Johnson's Bay much timber stood in water,

especially on the east side of Ogden Point and on the east side of the bay just

north of the bluffs. In these localities the stumps are very numerous, and among

the largest in the lake. There are a few stumps along the marsh just east of Cedar

Point. Others are found in the vicinity of Morrison's Island and go to indicate

that this island, before the building of the dam, was a part of the mainland. It

is so represented in the government survey of 1838. On the west side of Jarrett's

Bay submerged stumps are numerous, especially along the southeast corner, where

much small timber is still lying in the marsh at the margin of the lake, and at

Clark's Point where many large stumps are found in the water. vSubmerged

stumps are also found west of Black Stump Point. The elevation of the lake by

the dam, not only increased its area but must have rendered much of the low

level land in the vicinity of the lake marshy, which would have been tillable. It

is claimed by persons living in the vicinity of the lake that the dam rendered

four thousand acres of land untillable.

The fluctuations in the level of the lake are caused by climatic conditions,

and vary with the inflow and outflow, rainfall and evaporation. In Mr. J. P.

Dolan's report will be found the record of changes of level as observed during the

past few months. Annual fluctuations are estimated to be about two and one-half

feet. The level of the lake is usually highest about May 1, after the heavy

spring rains, and lowest in August, although this year it kept lowering until

November 2, owing to the very light rains up to that time. It was then ten and

one-half inches lower than on July 6. The lake was lower on November 2, than

at any time since 1871, when the marshes around the lake were drier than in 1895.

Since November 2, the lake has been rising until, on December 25, it was fifteen

and three-quarters inches higher than on November 2.

In May, 1891, the lake was higher than at any time during the past twenty

years. The difference between well-remembered high water marks of that time

and the level of November 2, 1895, is four and one-half feet, which is the maxi-

mum fluctuation during recent years. Each spring since 1891, has found the

level of the lake lower than during the preceding spring^. This gradual lowering^

of the level of the lake has decreased its area and has shown marked -changes in

the marsh land along the margin of the lake. Four years ago the water in Conk-

ling Bay covered an area a half-mile in diameter, now it is reduced to three hun-

dred feet in diameter; a small shallow lake just west of Conkling Bay contained

water throughout the year, now it is dry and growing good crops; fields lying

west ot the channel were almost marsh land, the crops being greatly damaged by
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water, but during the past two years no difficulty has been experienced in tilling

them; two or three feet ot water flowed over the Gordoniere Marsh, which is now

dry with beach lines forming along its margin; and boats were rowed over all

parts of the Johnson Marsh, while at present hardly any of its surface is sub-

merged.

Consult Hydrographic Map Next to Frost Cover.

TEMPERATrRE OF TcRKEY LaKE. By .J. P. DOLAX.*

In making these obj^ervations a Charles Wilder standard, protected, thermom-

eter was employed. They were begun the 13th of July, during which month four

soundings were taken in the deepest parts of the lake from the surface to the

bottom at every five feet. Then on October 5 two records were made at about the

same points, and again on November 2.

iSeptember 17 a rain guage was set up and from that day to the present a

regular record of temperature, precipitation, direction of wind and rise and fall

of lake has been kept, but the observations have been confined to the northwest

part of the lake; properly, Syracuse Lake.

I. TEMPKEATURES IIF TURKEY LAKE, l-»i.

July. Xov.2.Dec.14. Dkc.24.
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VI. SUMMARY OF SOUNDINGS OF TURKEY LAKE.
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November
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(a) A few well-known facts are emphasized, the variableness of the atmos-

phere and the persistence of the water; that water is a poor (6) radiator and an

indifferent conductor of heat, and responds slowly to atmospheric changes.

(d) It shows also that the great volume of Syracuse lake at no time has been

stagnant, but that a condition of activity has obtained throughout the[entire period

of observation.

(c) For the four months in which a large number of observations were made

the general average of the water, both surface and bottom, is higher than that of

the air.

A difference of 10° between the water one foot deep near the shore and the

surface mid-lake during a rain the day the ice left the lake, shows that the surface

drainage is no small factor in winter and spring in raising the temperature of

the whole bodv.

PART II. THE INHABITANTS OF TURKEY LAKE.*

Plankton.

By plankton, Hensen, the author of the word, means everything floating in

the sea and passively driven about by the waves and currents. Haeckel in-

cludes under plankton all organisms swimming in the sea. Haeckel says:

"The totality of the swimming and floating population of the fresh water

may be called limnoplankton." Limnoplanktonic studies have been made when-

ever a collector scooped for protozoa, diatoms or other minute organisms.

Planktonic studies of this sort have been carried on for a long time. Recently

plankton has been studied in a new way, first in the ocean and more recentlv in

fresh water. This more recent study has been the quantitative and qualitative

estimation of the plankton in a given volume of water. There seem to have

developed in a remarkably short time two schools of planktonists, the one headed

by Hensen asserting that planktonic organisms are uniformly distributed, the

other, headed by Haeckel, being e(jually sure that planktonic creatures are to be

found in clouds or schools. We are interested in plankton only in so far as it is

part of the environment of the vertebrates inhabiting the lake. That it is not an

unimportant element of the environment is due to the fact that it forms the

primitive food of most of the fishes and that at the most plastic period in the life

of the individual. The amount of plankton, as well as its composition from year

"Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the Indiana University, Xo. 16.
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to year, is therefore of prime importance in the search for the causes of the

differences in the same fish in two contiguous lakes or in two successive years in

the same lake.

Our plankton apparatus was completed too late to enable us to make any

systematic measurements, especially as our plauktouist was actively engaged in

the physical survey of the lake. But plankton was collected and some of its

different constituents will be reported upon.

A good historical account of planktonic studies, as well as exact detinitions,

are to be found in the Planktonic Studies of Haeckel, translated by G. W. Field,

and published in Commissioners' Report, 1889-91, U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries,

pp. 565-641.

In the following sketch several groups of animals are not at all considereds

and others but briefly. The only groups found in the lake of which we approxi-

mate a comjjlete list are the fishes, batrachians and reptiles. Deficiencies will be

removed in subsequent reports when a classification of the material into liHoral,

bdihyhial and pda</ic will also be attempted.

The Protozoa were not represented by a large array of speciesduring the summer.

No detailed work has been done on them as yet, but I want to mention two

characteristic forms.

The most striking Protozoan is Ophridium. It is found in clumps varying from

microscopic minuteness to the size of walnuts, and in different parts of the lake

the pebbles and exposed parts of clam shells are covered with these colonies to

such an extent as to suggest young lettuce beds.

Ceratium kirudinella is as striking and abundant in the pelagic regions as

OphrkJium is in the littoral.

In this connection two plants may also be noticed.

Rivularia is very abundant during the whole summer. It is conspicuous in

calm weather, when it rises to the surface. Toward the end of August and in

early September it collects in such numbers as to form large patches and streaks,

forming a true Wa.<serbliithi'.

Various forms of Palmelta are abundant during the whole summer, and in

October, when Rivularia has disappeared, it forms large patches oh the surface

forming the WasserblUfhe of the late fall.
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PORIFERA.

Sponges are not abundant in the lake. They are found in small patches on

boards, sticks and other things near the margins of the lake. They grow much

more luxuriantly in the outlet of the lake where they sometimes form patches

several square feet in extent.

CNIDARIA. V

Hydra viridis L. Specimens of hydra were exceedingly rare. On one occasion

a few were taken on a submerged stick near Black Stump Point.

PLATHELMINTHES.

Flat worms were not systematically collected and none of these collections

have been identified. Of Turbellarkms there were several species. Ainia calva is

infested by a tape worm and by a Disfonnivi.

NEMATHELMIA.

No attempt was made to collect thread worms. Gordlii--< is exceedingly

abundant on the margins during the latter part of summer. I counted as many

as twelve in the area of one foot square.

ANNELIDA. BY BESSIE C. EIDGLV.

No Chaetopoda were collected.

No systematic attempt was made to get large numbers of leeches, but speci-

mens were preserved whenever found. In the classification I have followed

Verrill.

Xephelis qiiadriMriafa Grube. Thirteen specimens from Turkey Lake.

yeplielis fervida Yerrill. Fourteen specimens.

Clepsine parasitica Diesing. Three specimens.

Clepsine ornata sfellata Verrill. This species was not found in Turkey Lake.

Two specimens were taken in Tippecanoe Lake.

Clepsine ornata rugosa Verrill. Four specimens.

Clepsine ornata variety d Verrill. Ten large sijecimens corresponding with

the second specimen described by Verrill were found, most of them on turtles.

Clepsine papillifera Verrill. One specimen.

Clepsine papillifera carinata Vei'rill. Three specimens. One of these, one-

half inch long, was found under a stone in front of the laboratory. A number of

young were attached to it.

Clepsine pallida Verrill. One specimen.

Clepsine pallida variety b Verrill. One specimen.

Clepsine elef/ans Verrill. Five specimens.

(16)
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EOTIFERA. D. S. KeLLICOTT.

I received in September three vials of plankton, from Mr. Chancey Judaj

with the request to report upon the Rotifera found therein. The vials Avere

marked and described as follows :
" I. Contains plankton caught at the surface

of the water of Wawasee Lake, Indiana, by using a plankton net; taken August

28, 1895 ; killed in picro-sulphuric acid ; washed in 35 per cent, and 50 per cent,

alcohol and preserved in 85 per cent, alcohol." "II. Depth of haul, 60 feet

(Wawasee) ; depth of water, 65 feet; taken July 20, 1895; killed in Flemming's

Fluid; washed in 35 per cent, and 50 per cent, alcohol, and preserved in 85 per

cent, alcohol." "III. From Tippecanoe Lake ; depth of haul, 110 feet; depth

of water, 117 feet ; taken August 7, 1895; killed in Flemmings's Fluid; washed

in 35 per cent, and 50 per cent, alcohol, and preserved in 85 per cent, alcohol."

I find that the Rotifera were much better preserved in II and III than in the

first. The illoricate species in I were scarcely recognizable ; in fact three species

found in this vial I have not been able to place more nearly than the probable

genus. Those in II and III have all been satisfactorily identified. While the

whole number recognized in these collections is not large some interesting facts

are brought to light. Three species not hitherto reported from this country are

among the number, and others rarely. It is certain that the rotijeral fauna of

these lakes is rich and will yield many unique forms as a reward to any student

who may be able to work in the region, to take and study them in the fresh state,

and in all their varied relations and situations of residence.

I shall enumerate, with remarks, the species found in each haul separately,

although it will cause some repetition, and in the order of Hudson and Gosse's

Rotifera, without citing the bibliography farther than a description where the par-

tial bibliography, however, will usually be found.

1. Floscularia mutabilis Bolton. Not infrequent. It is quite unexpected

that a floscule should occur among pelagic species, and yet there are four known

species of these Rhizota that cut loose and become sailors. Mr. H. S. Jennings

has found three of them in St. Clair and lakes of Michigan. Of this one he says:

" Very common in towings from Lake St. Clair, either at the surface or near the

bottom. Hudson and Gosse, I, 56.

2. Qucist£s brachiatm Hudson. A large number were found, but it was im-

possible to identify them surely. The tube conforms to the figures and descrip-

tions of that of Bruchiatus ; it is cylindrical, smooth, compact, perfectly hyaline,
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often containing a slight amount of adhering matter, often containing several

eggs, which, however, are not so elongate as the figures represent those of

Srachiatus; the long narrow foot and the long non-retractile antenna> agree well

with the type. I am pretty confident that it is Brachiatus, yet I am surprised to

find so many of them, or any of them, in a surface tow, as it is evidently norm-

ally anchored
;
perhaps they were attached to floating alg:v wliich apparently are

not uncommon in the lake. H. and G., I, 83.

3. Philodina megalotrocha Ehrenberg. Numerous. I have often taken it

-at a distance from land, particularly in shallow lakes or among floating alga*.

H. &G., I, 101.

More than one species of Rotifer which could not by any means be identified

were present.

4. .S'acru/u.? riVi'rff'.? Gosse. Rare. H. and G., I, 124.

0. Polyadhm platyptera Ehrenberg. Many seen. The serrations on the

•edges of the broad plates are coarse and more distant than in the type. H. and

O , II, 3.

6. Dinocharis pociilum Ehrenberg. One individual. It is a bottom feeding

species and rarely occurs in a surface tow. H. and G., II, 71.

7. Dinocharix coUirvii Gosse. One. Bottom feeding species. It has not

been observed in this country before. Xo species exceeds it in beauty. I could

not make out the pair of spines on the foot and the edge of the lorica appears to

be set with a row of small spines, rather than being serrate as described and

figured. H. and G., II, 72.

8. Anunra cochlearis Gosse. Exceedingly abundant. Our form difl^ers

slightly from Gosse's figure since the mesal ridge of the lorica does not extend

straight from end to end, but has a decided angle at each pair of facets, the an-

terior median one is not divided. H. and G., II, 124.

9. yothoka longi'ipina Kellicott. Not rare. This rotiferou was first known

in the water supplies of cities along the Great Lakes. Soon after it was described

in 1879, it was found in Olton Reservoir, Eng., and then by Imhof in the Swiss

Lakes. More recently it has been found in lakes of America. Mr. Levic reports

finding the eye spot double, or so far separated as to be regarded as two eyes. I

have seen several in these collections with the same peculiarity.
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II.

1. Polyarthm plutyptera Ehrenberg. Few.

2. Triarthra Imcjiseta Ehrenberg. Comparatively few in this vial. H. and

G., II, 6,

3. Ploesoma Itnticulare Herrick. Very many. It occurs in the lakes of

Europe. In this country it has been reported only from Lake St. Clair, both in

bottom and surface tows (Jennings). Zool. Anz., Bd, 10, 577.

4. Brackionus militant Ehrenberg. Rare. I have found this an abundant

species in ponds of western New York ; it is a good sailor, preferring small seas,

however. Authors have recorded the fact that the posterior spines are not in the

same horizontal plane. This seems to be in relation to the habit of always turn-

ing on its long axis as it swims ; they appear to bore their way through the water.

H. and G., Sup. 82.

5. Anurcea cochlearis Gosse. Many, but far less numerous than in I.

6. Xotholca longiftpina Kellicott. More abundant than in I.

III.

1. Asplanchna priodonta Gosse. Quite numerous. Jennings reports tliis tine

species as abundant in Lake St. Clair, both at the surface and in deep water. H.

and G., I, 123.

2. Polyarthra plati/ptem Ehrenberg. Several found.

3. Triarthra lomjisetu Ehrenberg. Numerous.

4. Biaxchim vaUja Gosse. Only one seen. It appears to agree well with the

figure and description. H. and G., II, 77.

5. Anurtm cochlearis Gosse. Not common.

6. Nothoica loiif/ispcia Kellicott.

Cladocera. a. Birge.

The following letter on the Chtdoceru of Turkey Lake has been received :

I enclose list of Cladocera in your bottles.

1. Holopediuni gibberum Zad., few; Daphnia hjalina and retrocurvu Forbes.

Much alijal material, chiefly Clathrocystis.

2. Holopedium gibherum D. relrocurva Sida. erystallina 0. F. M., Diaphanosoma

brachyurum Liev.

3. D. retrocnrva, extreme form of hemlet, like that of Lake Mendota, Diaph.

brachyurum. Material looks as if it had been dried.
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4. D. retrocurva Diaph. brachyurum Ceriodaphnia lacustri.'< Birge. Leplodora

hyalina Lillj-, Holopedium gib))€i'um, one specimen.

5. Diaph. brachyurum, Sida crystallina, Cer. lacustris.

6. Holo. gibberum, Diaph. brachyurum, D. retrocurca, Algae like No. 1.

7. Diaph. brachyurum, D. retrocurca, Cer. (acustri.^, Leptodora hyalina.

Great number of Epi.ichura lacu.<tris, far more than I ever saw before.

8. D. retrocurva, Sida crystallina, Diaph., brachyurum.

9. Diaph. brachyurum, D. retrocurva, not an extreme form, D((phnia hngiremis

Sars, Sida crystallina, very few.

Most of these species are predictable, that is, they would be found in al-

most any pelagic collection from this general region. I do not think that H.

gibberum has been found so far south as this collection shows it. Cer. lacu-itris has

not been found outside of Wisconsin before. The specimens are much more thin-

shelled than those which I have seen before. It is remarkable that D. retrocurva

is far more numerous than is D. hyalina. The reverse has been true in all lakes

which I have studied, except Pine Lake, Wisconsin. In most of the bottles ex-

amined it was difficult to tind D. hyalina, while the other species was quite plentv.

It is to be noted that this species of Forbes is really a variety of D. kahlbergien-

si'.v Sch, but as the form is well marked and the full name intolerably long, I

have quoted it by the varietal name only.

D. longiremis has been found before only in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. In

size, form and shape of head it exactly agrees with my figures and description in

Trans. Wis. Acad.; Vol. IX, p. 299, pi. XI, figs. 4-10.

In all bottles there were many Cyclops and Diaptomu.i, and in one, as already

noted, large numbers of Epischura.

I should gladly write more, but have been too busy for a longer report. Will

send bottles to Marsh for Copepods and try to get up a full account later.

Very truly,

E. A. Birge.

Data of the lots of specimens numbered in the above letter:

I. Taken Aug. 28, 1S95, between 1 and 2 p. m., from surface of water. Killed in

picro-sulphuric acid. Preserved in 70 per cent, alcohol.

II. Taken June 27, 1895, at 8 a. m. Skimmed from surface of water, using Xo.2 Bolt-

ing Cloth. Killed in picro-sulphuric acid. Preserved in 70 per cent, alcohol.

III. Taken Aug. U, 189-5, at 5 P. M. Depth of haul, 60 ft. Killed in picro-sulphuric
acid. Preserved in 70 per cent, alcohol.

IV. Taken .July 27,1895. Skimmed from surface of water, using Xo. 2 Bolting Cloth.

Killed and preserved in 10 per cent, formalin.

V. Taken June 27, 1895, at 8 a.m.- Skimmed from the surface with a Xo. 2 Bolting
Cloth net. Killed and preserved in 10 per cent, formalin.
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VI. Taken July 29, 1895. Depth of haul, 25 ft. Killed and preserved in formalin.

YII. Taken July 12, at night. Surface skimming, using a No. 2 Bolting Cloth net.

Killed and preserved in 10 per cent, formalin.

VIII. Taken Aug. 1,1895, at 9 a.m. Depth of haul, 10 ft. Killed in Flemming's fluid.

Preserved in 70 per cent, alcohol.

IX. Taken Aug. 7,1895, at 4 p.m. Depth of haul, 110 ft. Killed in Flemming's fluid.

Preserved in 70 per cent, alcohol.

I,II,III,IV, V, VI, VII, VIII are from Turkey Lake or Lake Wawasee; IX is from

Tippecanoe Lake.

Decapoda.

The following crayfishes from Turkey Lake were identified by Mr. W. P.

Hay, of Washington, D. C:

Cambarus blandin(/ii acittus Girard.

Gamharus propinguus Girard.

Cambanis virilis Hagen.

On a Small Collection of Mollusks from Northern Indiana. By R. Ells-

worth Call, M. D., Ph. D.

The mollusks herewith reported on were collected by the members of the In-

diana University Biological Station during the past summer. The region is

sufficiently well characterized in the report of Dr. Eigenmann, the Director of the

Station, and it is necessary here only to allude to its salient features.

The locality. is on the divide separating the drainage areas of the Great Lakes

and the Wabash River. In certain places the two drainages are practically

identical and thus afTord opiJortunity for the intermingling of the two faunas.

The lakes and streams are all well within the limit of glaciation in former ages

and their beds and shores are boulder-covered or lined. The bottoms of shallower

portions of the lakes are gravelly or muddy, while the deeper portions are either

muddy or sandy. Corresponding with these physical factors are certain features

of molluscan distribution and modification, which it is the object of these notes to

adduce and emphasize.

UNIONID.E.

Anodonta decora I^ea. Two specimens of this form were found, both of which

were obtained in Syracuse Lake. The specimens were very much more fragile

and far thinner than is usual for this species, even when secured from lakes and

ponds. The epidermis is quite pale, the lines of growth crowded, and the nacre-

ous deposit very white. Forms from sluggishly flowing streams in southern In-

diana and elsewhere in the Ohio basin are very highly colored, both interiorly
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and without. As in other members of this family from these lakes the optimum

habitat does not appear to be here. Many of the shells are coated with heavy

deposits of calcareous matter, indicating a chemic condition of the water that is

unfavorable to the normal development of the several species.

Anochmta feru.ssaciana Lea. One specimen from Turkey Creek ; three speci-

mens from Syracuse Lake.

The resemblance of these shells to the Anodonta subci/lindracea is very marked

indeed. The lake form is lighter both in texture and color than the one speci-

men from the creek.

Anodonta footiana Lea. Three specimens from Syracuse Lake; one specimen

from Turkey Creek.

The shells submitted are very characteristic of this form, which may not,

ultimately, be separated from Anodonta lacustri.-: Lea. Like its congeners from

the same locality the lake form is very pale in color and unusually thin and

fragile. A very interesting fact is illustrated in the littoral distribution of this

species and Sphrrrium from the same lake. Those which occur in comparatively

deep water are very much thinner and lighter in color than the shore forms.

Also, those which are found on the northern shores are thinner and more fragile

than those on the southern beach. The reason possibly may lie in the prevail-

ing winds, which are from the northeast. The southern beach is also more

gravelly than the northern. The conditions of environment then, in this case,

favor thicker development of the shell in the forms living on the southern beach

;

they need greater powers of resistance, are subjected to rougher conditions of

habitat and this finds expression in heavier secretion of nacreous material. The

shells which live at the lake's bottom are also beyond the disturbing influence of

waves and being deeply imbedded in mud develop to greater size, but with

thinner shells.

Margaritana calceola Lea. A single dead specimen, from Turkey Creek.

This specimen is a very characteristic one, the deposit of calcareous matter on

the inner surfaces of the valves being marked; this is a pathologic feature, well

marked in the type specimens which Dr. Lea studied. This form and Margar-

itana deltoideu Lea are synonyms.

Margaritana ritgosa Barnes. Represented by eight specimens from Turkey

Creek, all of which are characteristic.

Unio coccineus Lea. One specimen, dead, from Turkey Creek.

The nacre of this shell is quite white, a fact true of the majority of shells

which fall under this form, though the type-form was beautifully pink. It is

often found in collections labelled Unio ntbiginosns Lea, but is easily separated
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by the characters of the cardinal teeth and the rounded, nonangulate character

of the posterior slope. In Unio rubu/inosiiif there is a well marked ridge extend-

ing quite to the posterior margin. The flat and white nacred form also may

occasionally be seen in collections as Unio (/ouldianus Lea, now a well recognized

synonym.

Unio fabnlig Lea. Twelve specimens from Tippecanoe Lake.

This is one of the smallest of our Unio.^. The shells submitted do not pre-

sent any variant features other than the very light coloration so characteristic of

all the lake shells which we have seen. Unio lapillus iSay is a synonym.

Unio (/ibboms Barnes. This form is represented by three specimens from

Turkey Creek. These are all much thinner and lighter than the same species

from the Ohio and Wal:)ash rivers, in both of which it is a common shell. It

seems to be very abundant in certain of the lakes of northern Indiana, notably

Lake Maxinkuckee. The nacre of these three individuals is very dark purple.

Similar shells to these probably have led to the reference of Unio complanatus

Solander to the western fauna.

Unio iris Lea. Two characteristic specimens from Turkey Creek. Like its

near relative—which is probably also a s_vnonym

—

Unio nonebomci Lea, this shell

occurs most commonly and aliundantly in creeks and other small streams. It

most affects soft muddy bottoms in rather still waters.

Z^nio luteolus Lamarck. Ten specimens from Syracuse Lake; seven specimens

from Turkey Creek.

This species is the most widely distributed shell of the family. It occurs

in every stream, lake and pond in Indiana in which shell life of any sort occurs

at all. It is also the most abundant Unio, and, correlated with abundance and

wide distribution, is a range of variations that are of the greatest import in evo-

lutionary processes. All the shells submitted, particularly tliose from Syracuse

Lake, are well covered, posteriorly, with carbonate of lime in heavy masses.

The lake specimens also have beautifully marked green rays widely separated

over a polislied disk, thus constituting them the form to which Anthony gave the

name of Unio distans. The epidermis usually has the peculiar coloration of

forms which live in muddy bottoms, though in the lake specimens the epidermis

is, for some hidden chemical reason, quite red posteriorly. This peculiar color-

ation has often been noticed in shells submitted to us from the lake region of

Northern Indiana.

Unio occiden)i Lea. Nine characteristic specimens from Turkey Creek. None

present features difierent from shells found elsewhere in the State.

Unio prcfisus Lea. One specimen from Turkey Creek.
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A great many shells of this species have been seen from time to time from

various places in Indiana. Very many of them, as this one well does, pre-

sent a peculiar diseased or pathologic condition of the cardinal teeth not alto-

gether unlike the condition exhibited by the interior surface of ^^argal•^(ana cal-

ceola. In this instance the cardinal teeth are nearly destroyed and are represented

by distorted and imperfect vestiges. It would be interesting indeed if the Station,

during the next season, could investigate this phenomenon as a study in the

physiology of Unto, a field yet uncultiva'ed.

Unio riibiffiiiosus Lea. Two specimens from Turkey Creek, one of which is

pathologic

These shells are intermediate between Unio trif/onits Lea and typical Unio

nibiginosm Lea. They are somewhat more trigonal than the latter shells are com-

monly found, and, on the other hand, are less heavy and trigonal than the ponder-

ous river form. The whole group is sadly confused and needs painstaking revision.

CORBICULAD-E.

Sphcpriiiin rhomboideum Prime. A single specimen only was taken, from Turkey

Lake, in muddy bottom and in comparatively deep water. The specimen is very

much thinner than usual.

Sphn:rium solidulum Prime. Ten specimens from Turkey Lake. These are

all smaller than common and quite heavy; they came from the beach at Vawter

Park.

FRESH-WATER UNIVALVES.

Amnicola porata S&y. Eight specimens of this small univalve were obtained

in Tippecanoe Lake. Neither it nor others of the univalves found present any

characters different from shells found in streams throughout the State.

Campeloma decisum Say. Five dead specimens from Turkey Lake.

Cavipeloma integrum Dekay. One dead specimen from Turkey Creek.

Campeloma rufum Haldeman. About twenty specimens from Tippecanoe

Lake; thirteen, one of which was reversed or sinistral, from Turkey Creek.

There is no dilficulty in recognizing these several forms, though tyros an-

nually make the discovery that there are no valid species but one. Campeloma

rufum differs from both the others constantly by the outlines of the whorls, the

shape and color of the aperture, the pink character of the apical whorls, a feature

which is best illustrated in the very young and which is a constant character, and

in the polished epidermis, which presents a character seen in no other member of

the genus. Reversed forms are not uncommon, but yet may be justly considered
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rare. The type of the genus is a reversed specimen of Campeloma ponderosuin from

the Ohio River, taken by Kafinesque near Louisville, Ky.

PlanorheUa campanulata Say. Very abundant in all parts of Tippecanoe Lake.

Helisoma trirolvis Say. Two specimens from Turkey Lake ; three specimens

from Turkey Creek. The form submitted from Turkey Creek is a very large one,

^nd is rather heavy in texture. The species must be very abundant in favorable

localities.

Limnophym httmilis Say. Five specimens of this small limnsid were obtained

along the shores of Turkey Lake.

Liiiuiophysa caperata Miiller. A single specimen of this common form only

"was secured. It came from Turkey Lake.

Phym ancil'aria Say. Four specimens taken alive, entirely white, from

Turkey Lake. This shell is usually honey yellow in coloration, but these speci-

mens were a snow white.

Phym c/yrina S&y. Only two specimens of the "tadpole" physa appear in

the collections, and these came from Ti^jpecanoe Lake. It is one of the most

widely distributed and most abundant of the Limnst^idje.

Goniobasis pulchella Anthony. Nine specimens from Turkey Lake ; very

abundant in Tippecanoe Lake, from which many dead specimens were submitted.

This form is widely distributed throughout Indiana. Sometimes associated with it

is Goniobmis livescens Menke, a form decidedly characteristic of the lake drainage.

Pleitrocera siibulare Lea. Very abundant in Lake Tippecanoe, from which

many dead examples were seen.

Valvata iricarinaia Sav. A single specimen from Tippecanoe Lake.

LAND MOLLUSCA.

Limax campestris Binney. Four specimens of this widely distributed form

were obtained from Vawter Park.

Succinea obliqua Sav. This species is represented by ten alcoholic specimens.

All taken at Vawter Park.

Zonites arborens Say. Three alcoholic specimens from Vawter Park.

None of the univalves present features worthy of special mention. The

whole collection is rather the result of incidental work than of careful collecting,

and is to be taken as somewhat indicative of the wealth of moHuscan life in

favored localities in Indiana. It is submitted as a local contribution, in the form

of a special report, that may help to a general knowledge of Indiana moUusks.

•Cincinnati, Ohio, November 3, 1895.
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The Odonata. By D. S. Kei.licott.

I received for identification last fall two small collections of Dragonflies from

Professor Eigenmann, They have been 'studied and compared with a determined

collection; the following species were included:

1. Caloperyx maculata Beauv. It occurs throughout the Eastern United

States and is usually abundant wherever it is found, preferring shady streams or

rivulets of spring water.

2. Hebrrina americana Fabr. Several examples of both sexes. This species

extends over a wide eastern range and is represented in the Gulf States by a well

marked form known in the lists as H. husalix, and on the Pacific Slope by another,

H. Californica. Flies late, often until the middle of October, in Ohio. The

scarlet patches at the base of the wings of the male make it a beautiful and con-

spicuous insect.

3. Enallagma hageni Walsh. This appears to be a rare species, but has

now appeared in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.

4. Enallagnm dgnatuvi Hagen. Extends from the Gulf to Maine.

5. uEschna clepsydra Say. Two males and one female (?) were sent. All the

leschnas fly late in the season. The three species constricta, clepi^ydra and verticallis

resemble one another so closely that they are often regarded as one species; the

females can not be separated by any one as yet.

6. Anax Junius Drury.

7. Tramea lacerata Hagen.

8. Libellula basalis Say.

9. Libellula pidchella Drury.

10. Plathcmis (rimaculafa DeGeer.

11. Celithemis eponina Drury.

12. Diplax vicina Hagen. This is doubtless the last odonat on the wing in

our latitude. In central Ohio it has been taken pairing and ovipositing as late as

November 8.

13. Mesofhemis simplicollii^ Say.

14. Pacltydiplax longipennis Burm.

I am surprised at the absence of all Gomphines and that so few Agrionines

are present. Collecting in the early summer would doubtless disclose several

species of both groups.
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Fishes. By C. H. Eigenmann.

Fishes were collected in much larger numbers than any of the other verte-

brates. They will form the subject of our most extented study of variation. I

present here simply a few dates on the spawning time and the distribution of the

various species in the localities examined. Half of these localities are on the St.

Lawrence side of the divide; the other half on the Mississippi side. To show the

relation of the fauna to that of the State I present a complete list of Indiana

fishes.

SPAWNING SEASONS.

Most of the fishes spawn in the spring before the Station opened. This was

true of all the larger species except a few stragglers of Lepomis pallkhis.

Nohirnx fl'irus. This species is common under boards and logs in Turkey

Creek, at Syracuse. Eggs were found in all stages of development the latter half

of June. They are laid in little depressions in the gravel under boards, and are

apparently watched by the adult. The eggs adhere to each other in masses large

enough to fill the hollow of the hand. The eggs are very flabby, the membrane

being not tense, as usual in fish eggs. After hatching the young remain together

in the nest, and if they are uncovered by raising the board they quickly scatter to

hide under another object or under the board again if this has been turned over.

The blastoderm forms a narrow nodule well separated from the yolk by a deep

constriction.

Pilnephale^' notatus. The eggs of this species are laid on the under surface of

various objects submerged in the margin of the lake to a depth of one or two feet.

The fish is usually found with the nest, and the immediate neighborhood of the

nest is kept clean of weeds and mud. The eggs were found during the whole of

June and the greater part of July. The young swim near the surface and are

very abundant the latter half of June.

Fundithts diaphanns menona. On June 24 eggs of this species were dragged

up by the seine from the grass of the bottom. They are bound together by fila-

ments.

Z)/f/onectes notatu!<. Many taken on .June 27 in Turkey Creek were with ripe

eggs.

EtheoHtoma cuprndes. This species was spawning on Maj' 30, a single ripe

female was taken about June 25.
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Batrachia. By Curtis Atkinson.

Siren lacertiiia Linnaeus. A single specimen of this si)ecics was taken in the

seine in the channel. Mr. Dolan secured another late in September, and after-

wards, through his students, secured a nest of eleven, which were uncovered while

cleaning a lot near Syracuse. These had evidently gone into winter quarters.

Five of them are still alive. Turkey Lake is the most northern locality so far

recorded for the siren.

Xectnrus maculatux Kafinesque. Three specimens of this species were secured.

It is said to be abundant, but no other specimens were noted. On June 28, a

number of eggs were found fastened to the lower surface of a board, which was

well imbedded in the mud of the bank of Turkey Ci-eek. The young were al-

ready quite active in the loose, flabby bags forming their covering.

Ambhjftloma Jefferson ianiim Green? A single specimen under a log near the

lake.

Bufo knfiginosas Shaw. The ubiquitous toad was present, but not in great

numbers at Syracuse, Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes.

Acrix f/ri/llux crepitans feaird. Abundant along the shallow margins of the

lake among rushes and lillypads. Detailed localities where it was taken are

outlet of String Lakes, Turkey Lake, Syracuse Lake, Turkey Creek, Webster and

Tippecanoe Lakes and Tippecanoe River.

Rann virescenx Kalm. Very abundant and variable. I am not at all certain

that the varieties described by Cope and Hay are to be found among our material,

but it seems (luite certain that there is no correlation in the variations of difi'erent

parts of the body. If varieties are to be distinguished it must be by separating

them on single characters.

I have made measurements of a number of characters to determine whether

the 120 specimens collected could be grouped according to any of these.

The relation of the tibia in the length of the body gave the length of the

tibia .55 that of the body as the most common relation between the parts.

From this there is a gradual reduction to a length of .49 on the one hand and

an increase to .70 on the other. But .20 of the specimens had the tibia with the

most common length. This character is then perfectly useless in separating

varieties in my specimens.

The same may be said of the length of the head in the length of the body,

.33 is the relation occurring oftenest and from this there is a variation to .20 on

one hand and .27 on the other; .20 of all the specimens have the length of the head

.33 of the length of the body.
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The relation of the fifth toe to the lengtli of the third toe gave a very jagged

curve with the length of the fifth toe .95 of the length of the third as the condi-

tion occurring in .20 of the specimens. From this a very irregular curve extends

to .89 on one side and to 1.00 on the other.

The relation of the diameter of the tympanum to the diameter of the eye

gave the most irregular curve. Thirty-five per cent, of all the specimens had a

tympanum with a diameter equal to .60 of that of the eye. From this we have

a saw-toothed curve to .48 on one side and .70 on the other. A comparatively

large per cent.—15 per cent.—have a relation of .50. Attempts to get system

out of this curve by breaking it up into age curves did not succeed entirely. But

these separate curves for the different ages show that in the young the tympanum

is comparatively small, and that the peak noted at the .50 mark is due to the

young included in the general curve.

The whole study emphasized the fact that there is little or no coordination in

the variation in this frog. No two characters, in fact, seem to vary together and

all the specimens may be referred to but one variety.

I have in the following grouping, in the shape of the conventional key, sep-

arated the specimens according to their color patterns. All but one or two of

the combination of patterns.contains individuals which have the vomerine patches

of teeth forming a straight line, and others with these patches inclined to each

other at a more or less distinct angle. They clearly show that there is no coordi-

nation in the different parts of the color pattern. Each region varies apparently

independently of the others.

KEY TO THE COLOR PATTERNS.

a. A spot on the nose.

h. Two complete series of spots on the back.

e. Two cross bars on the femur.

d. Tibia with a mixture of spots and bars. 5 specimens.

hi). Two complete series of spots on the back, with a third broken series

between.

c. Two cross bars on the femur.

/. Tibia, with a mixture of spots and bars. 16 specimens.

ff'.
Tibia, with a row of spots on the anterior and another on the

posterior edge, upper surface unspotted. 1 specimen.

ee. Three cross bars on the femur.

c/. Tibia, with a mixture of spots and bars.

h. Spots on back, many and small. 21 specimens.

hh. Spots on back, few and large. 13 specimens.
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gg. Tibia, with a row of spots on the anterior and another on the

posterior edge, upper surface unspotted. 9 specimens,

eee. Four or five cross bars on femur.

/. Tibia, with a mixture of spots and bars. 16 specimens.

/)". Tibia, with a row of spots on the anterior and another on the

posterior ed.^e, upper surface unspotted. 2 specimens.

aa. No spot on the nose.

./. Two series of spots on the back.

/.-. Two cross bars on femur. Tibia, with a mixture of

spots and bars. 4 specimens.

kk. Three cross bars on the femur. Tibia, with a mixture

of spots and bars. 4 specimens.

kkk. Irregular number of cross bars on femur, always more

than three.

/. Tibia, with a mixture of spots and bars. 2 specimens.

//. Tibia, with a row of spots on the anterior and pos-

terior edge, upper surface unspotted. 2 speci-

mens.

//. Two complete series of spots on the back, with a third

broken series l)etween them,

m. Two cross bars on the femur. Tibia, with a mix-

ture of spots and bars. 4 specimens.

mm. Three cross bars on the femur.

n. Tibia, with a mixture of spots and bars. 11

specimens.

nn. Tibia, with a row of .spots on the anterior and

another on the posterior edge, upper surface

unspotted. 4 specimens.

mviin. Four or five cross bars on the femur.

0. Tibia, with a mixture of spots and bars. 1

specimen.

(>o. Tibia, with a row of spots on the anterior and

another on the posterior edge, upper sur-

face unspotted. 4 specimens.

String Lakes, Upper and Lower Turkey Creeks, Turkey, Webster and Tippe-

canoe Lakes.

Bana palustris LeConte. One at the String Lakes, one at Turkey Lake, five

at Tippecanoe Lake.
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Rana sylvadca LeC'onte. A single specimen at Turkey Lake.

Eana clamata Daudin. Abundant at Upper and Lower Turkey Creek, Turkey

and Tippecanoe Lakes.

Eana catei^hiana Shaw. Abundant among lily pads, especially in parts of the

lake not frequently visited. Turkey and Tippecanoe Lakes.

Snakes of Turkey Lake. By G. Keddick..

The number of specimens of snakes taken amount to about 225. They belong

to five genera and eight species.

Bascanion constrictor Linn, is common around Turkey Lake and is the largest

of the snakes found here. This snake is of course no part of the lake fauna. This

snake was also taken at Lake Tippecanoe.

Eutainia xirtaliti Linn, is very abundant along the margin of the lake, feed-

ing on frogs and fish. One specimen was secured with a cat-fish spine sticking

through the body wall of the snake.

Young taken from this snake July 17 averaged a slight fraction over seven

inches in length and were almost grown, only a very small amount of the yolk

being left. These young as soon as they were liberated would try to crawl away,

and upon provocation and some without provocation would open their little mouths

and flatten their heads and strike as viciously as old snakes.

As high as seventy-two young were taken from one snake, and often from

thirty to forty. The average appearing to be between thirty and forty. This

snake was also secured from Tippecanoe Lake.

Eutainia saurita Linn, is not nearly so abundant nor is it nearly so prolific.

Eggs were taken from only three or four specimens, six being the highest number

taken from any one. Specimens of this snake were also taken from the margins

of Lake Tippecanoe.

Eutainia butleril Cope. Only one specimen of this was taken. It was four-

teen and one-half inches long. This snake is short and chubby and its movement

is very characteristic of it. It does not have the gliding movement of E. murita

nor the swift but yet very active movement of N. .npedon, but seems rather to

exert a large amount of force to do little crawling. The movement is so charac-

teristic that I believe any one, having once seen the peculiar way in which it tries

to hurry itself away, would ever after be able to recognize it at a distance. No

specimen was taken from Lake Tippecanoe.
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X<ttrix k'beris Linn, is rare in Turkey Lake, but common in Lake Tippeca-

noe. Twelve is the highest number of embryos taken from any one specimen.

Embryos taken August 5 contained a considerable amount of yolk
;
probably

enough to nourish the embryo for a month or more.

Natrix s'pedon Linu. is the most abundant of snakes found in this region,

but not the most prolific, E. sirtalis standing ahead of it. Thirty-four was the

highest number of eggs taken from any one si)ecimen. One snake which was

kept in confinement gave birth to fourteen young the third week of September.

Among the buUrushes is a favorite abode for this snake, and also under any-

thing whatever that happens to be lying along the margin of the lake, especially

if it happens to be lying partly in the water.

Sistnirus catinatus Kaf. This snake is very common around Turkey Lake

and also around Lake Tippecanoe. Several specimens were secured and others

killed. It lives chiefly in the swamps.

A specimen taken August 6 contained five eggs and the embryos were seven

inches long.

Storeria delai/i Holb. Only one specimen of this was secured. It was

taken along a highway running by the side of a swamp.

Testcdinata. By C H. Eigexmann.

Turtles are at all times and everywhere abundant. They frequent especially

the shallower portions of the lake. Many specimens of all ages were preserved.

The number of variations in the shields is large. I present here simply a list with

notes on their abundance and breeding habits.

Chelydra serpentina Linnffus. This species is abundant in Turkey Lake, and

reaches a larger size than any of the others. It is caught for the markets. It is

much shyer than the other species of turtles and is not frequently seen. It inhabits

the shallower muddy parts of the lake, being abundant in the kettle and about

Morrison's Island. No eggs were found.

Trionyx spiniferus LeSueur. The soft-shelled turtle is very abundant It is

the second in size and is caught for the markets. Its round eggs 'are laid in the

sand and gravel near the water's edge during June and July. On June 26 one

was seen digging a nest in the gravel banks at Syracuse, and on the 27th we

obtained eggs from five nests about Ogden Point and other places about the kettle.

Other fresh nests were found July 9. The time of hatching was not determined.
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Several empty nests were found in July, but some eggs, examined as late as Sep-

tember 1, contained young whicli would have been ready to hatch about a month

later. The number of eggs found in several nests was as follows: 9; 12; 17; 18;

27; 32.

Aromochelys odorata Bosc. This species is abundant, but not conspicuous.

Individuals were oftenest seen the latter part of June and first part of July while

laying their eggs. The eggs are laid in the rotten wood in the tops of stumps

standing in the margin of the lake. The turtles were frequently found in the

tops of these stumps, and some of their eggs wedged as far into the rotten wood

as a finger could bore. Rotten logs removed some distance from the water are

also favorable places for egg laying, and in a mucky place of small area at the

edge of the lake 362 eggs were taken at one time. The number of eggs laid by

one individual varies from 4 to 7, this number being usually in a cluster. At this

rate about sixty turtles must have contributed to the nest of 362. While passing

along a wheat field some turtles were seen coming from it, and on inspection it

was found that they had deposited their eggs in the ground in depressions made

by a cow while walking over the ground when it was soft. Still other eggs were

found in bundles of rushes drifted together. An interesting change of habit

seems to have taken place among these turtles during the last fifty years. Before

that time the number of stumps standing in the margin of the lake must have

been exceedingly small. The present large number is due to the rising of the

lake after the building of the dam and the subsequent cutting down of the trees

whose boles had become submerged. The habit of laying eggs in stumps can not

be of much more than fifty years' duration.

The time of laying must be scattered over considerable time, for many eggs

were found hatched in August, while some obtained about then hatched at

various times from September 15 to November 1. These were, however, kept in

a box in a room and therefore removed from normal conditions. The age of this,

as of all other hard-shelled turtles, can be estimated by the lines of growth on

the horny cuticle. The originally exposed part of the plate occupies the medio-

cephalic corner of the plate and additions occur as smooth strips along the outer

and posterior margins. The strips are quite distinct in early years, but become

more or less obscure with age.

Chrysemi/.i marcfinata Agassiz. This appears to be the most alnindant turtle of

the lake. How far its apparent abundance may be due to its habits I am unable to

say. It is found Hoating or quietly paddling along, its head out of the water, but

on nearer approach it always turns tail and seeks refuge in the abundant chara

fields or in other hiding places. The chara fields are traversed by narrow paths
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and tunnels made by this turtle. The eggs are laid later in the summer and

farther from the water than those of the other species. Many were leaving the

water in late August; the eggs were found but once.

Malackmmys geocjmphica LeSueur. Next to Chrysemys the most abundant of

the turtles. It goes by the appropriate name of Housetop.

Emys blandin()ii Holbrook. Found in moderate numbers in the lake and

along the banks of Turkey Creek.

Clemmys guttata Schneider. But two specimens were seen.

Cistudo Carolina Linna?us. One specimen of this species was taken. It, how-

ever, in no sense forms a part of the fauna of the lake.

Water Birds of Turkey Lake. By F. M. Chamberlain.

The following birds were taken between .July 1 and September 1, on or near

Turkey Lake. Only those of more or less aquatic habits are listed :

L Hi/drochelidon nigra L.

2. Botaurus lentiginosus Montaga.

3. Botaurus exilis Gmelin.

4. Ardea virescens L.

5. Eallus elegans Audubon.

6. R(dlus virginianus L.

7. Gallinu^a galeata Lichtenstein.

8. Fulica americana Gmelin.

9. Actitis maridaria L.

10. Aegili{es loci/era L.

11. Ceryte alcyon L.

12. Agelaius phoenic}is T,.

13. Clivicola riparia L.

14. Cistothorus palustris Wilson.
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PART III—VARIATION.

The Study of Variation.* By C. H. Eigenmann.

Variation and Its Importance. No two individuals are exactly alike. The

differences of whatever sort, whether in structure or habit, between the individ-

uals of a species, whether these individuals are related to each other as parent

and child, or belong to the same brood, are termed variation.

The whole basis of the Darwinian idea of evolution is this individual vari-

ation. At present we have two estimates of the imjjortance of individual vari-

ation.

I. The individual variations are of the utmost importance, and all species

are the result of natural selection working on the varying individuals of any

species.

II. Individual "variation offers us little hope of learning the real facts of

evolution," "species are not the result of the selection of a few favorable vari-

ations out of a large number of haphazard changes," but to "the orderly ad-

vance (of the mean specific form) towards the final goal, deviating very little

from the direct line."t

"We subscribe to neither of these views, wishing to view the facts as they are

presented by the conditions of the environment at Turkey Lake and the lakes in

the neighborhood, in a perfectly impartial way.

The causes of variation are still unknown, though several explanations have

been attempted. This is not surprising since the variations in no s))ecies are

sufficiently known to formulate any satisfactory explanation, in fact little has

been attempted but to determine the extent of variation in comparativelv few

cases where the variation is great, resulting in the naming ot new varieties and in

the recording of abnormalities. The statistical method of studying variation is of

the most recent date, but much promises to be done with this method.

Distribution of Variations. Variations are to be found at all times and

at all places where organisms exist. They are found under conditions where the

environment is in a state of stability. The conditions under which the greatest

variability is found liu fishes) are:

1. Wide distribution. A large territory is, usually, though not necessarily,

inhabited by more or less stable varieties.

'••Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the Indiana I'niversity, Xo. 17.

tThis wording is from Scott, but since the paragraphs are selected from isolated parts

of his paper, I do not wish to convey the idea that they state his views as he would like to

have them stated. The paragraphs state an extreme view.
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2. Great physical and climatic differences, even in comparatively narrow

limits. No more striking illustration can be imagined than is offered by the

streams of the Pacific slope of North America, which are inhabited by extraord-

inary variable species, without stable varieties

3. Amphimyxis has been suggested by Ayres as a condition favoring the

display of great variation.

These are simply statements under which variation seems to find its optimum

condition and do not approach any explanation of its causes.

Classifications of Variations.—Students of variation have found it ad-

vantageous to analyze the phenomena, and the result of this analysis has given us

the following classifications:

Continuous variation, including all gradual modifications and transitions.

Discontinuous variation; any sudden and wide modifications or saltations.

Using other features as tlie basis of classification, we have :

Meristic variations dealing with the change in the number of successive parts.

Substantative dealing with tlie chemical modifications of parts.

Another classification gives us :

Indeterminate, or fortuitous and aimless variation. This is largely individual

and pertains to series of variations either geographically or geologically.

Determinate and adaptive, leading to definite end.

The most essential and at the same time the most difficult to define is the

distinction between

—

Ontogenetic variation including all those deviations appearing at any time,

from any cause, during the life cycle of an individual;

Ph)/logenetic variations change from the specific characters ajjpearing at some

time in the life cycle of an individual, or better still, a large number of indi-

viduals, reappearing in the next generation, finally becoming hereditarily fixed.

I have in the following directions omitted the use of the terms ontogenetic

and phylogenetic. Recently (Osborn, 1894 , the di>tinction between ontogenetic

and phylogenetic variation in the study of evolution has been strenuously insisted

upon as the only possible way of determining the value of any given variation in

the process of evolution. However, it is certainly impossible in many cases to

determine whether a given variation is ontogenetic or phylogenetic as defined by

Osborn. To give a concrete case. The ancon sheep of evolutionary classics was

born with short legs. Were they ontogenetic or phylogenetic? Subsequent events

proved that they were phylogenetic, but certainly the short legs in themselves

enabled no one to make the distinction; the hereditary transmission decided the
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matter. Sports, therefore, of which the ancon sheep was certainly one, may be

phylogenetic. Scott, however, has recently shown, Am. J. Science, 369, 1894, that

many if not most saltatory variations are of an entirely different nature from the

variations that in the past have given rise to phylogenetic series. In a deviation

much less marked, such for instance as^he presence of one more than the normal

number of spines in a fin, this ultimate criterion of transmission might fail us

even were it practicable to put it to the test. A surer way of determining

phylogenetic variation is to measure variation in the bulk by means of curves.

If, say one thousand individuals of a definite time and place, show in the aggre-

gate a character different from tliat normal to the species, it is phylogenetic. Such

variations may occur in successive years or at isolated places. The phylogenetic

character is in such a case really made up of a large number of ontogenetic vari-

ations which must also be capable of reapjjearing; that is, they must also be

phylogenetic. A better way of stating the problem would seem to me to be that:

All variations are ontogenetic, some are at the same time immediately phylo-

genetic and many if not all may become so— a phyletic series. This leaves open

the question of tbe cimditions under which ontogenetic variation becomes phylo-

genetic and ignores the unchanged germplasm theory whicli from purely embryo-

logical grounds is untenable.

The paragraphs pertaining to this subject in the following direction are : 7.

8, 13, 15, le.

Nearly synonymous terms with ontogenetic and phylogenetic are the terms

variation and mutation as used b}^ Newmayr, AVaagen, and Scott. Variation is

here applied to locally different forms, while mutation is applied to the chronolog-

ical changes or "steady advance (of the mean) along certain definite lines." The

latter term may for our purpose be still further restricted by applying it not only

to the changes of the mean in successive geologic periods, but to the changes in the

mean which may occur in two successive years or broods.

To quote Newmayr, pp. 60-61 (from Scott, p. 372), " Weil ein Theil der Merk-

male gleichmiissig nacli einer Richtung im Laufe der Zeit mutirt, zeigen andere

Charactere regellose Abiinderungen und jede Mutation entwickelt denselben

Varietiitenkreis." Scott illustrates this process by comparing the mutation to the

progress of a cyclone centt?r and the continual circlet of variations to the circu-

lating winds.
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING AND STUDYING SPECIMENS.

The following directions and explanations have been prepared for the students

at the Biological Station for the study of the variation of the inhabitants of lakes

Turkey and Tippecanoe and the small lakelets in the neighborhood.

! . Collect at random all available specimens, to the number of several hun-

dred, the last week in June, in both Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, keeping the

exact location where each lot of specimens was collected.

It is necessary to collect at random or the personal element of the collector

may become a disturbing factor in determining the variation. The date, which

is not necessarily fixed for any particular week, has been selected because at this

time many very young specimens, but a few weeks old, can be secured. It is

necessary to collect in both lakes at approximately the same date in order to se-

cure corresponding ages.

2. Collect in the same manner and an equal number of specimens in each

lake near the end of August.

From this second collection the rate of growth and any elimination taking

.place early in life may be determined.

3. Arrano-e the material of each date according to the size, to determine

whether the broods of successive years can be separated.

If specimens have been collected at random and include all sizes this can

usuallv be done for the preceding few years. Among the older individuals the

gradation in size is usually too perfect to permit any grouping according to age.

i. Determine the variation in two or more prominent characters in each

brood of specimens, keeping the record and labeling the specimens in such a way

that the specimen for any record can at any time be re-examined. Determine at

the same time the sex.

This is bv far the m st laborious and time killing operation, but absolutely

essential to determine anything further. The characters measured in fishes can

always be the number of rays in the dorsal and anal fins, and the number of scales

in the lateral line. Other characters will vary with the species, as one species has

one another a different character that lends itself especially to the study of varia-

tion. In reptiles deviations in the number and characters of plates are available

characters for the study of variation. Of course any character can be taken, but

one in which the variation can be numerically expressed and the number be deter-

mined by a simple count instead of a measurement, is vastly superior, since

nothino- can be left to the judgment, and the personal element is therefore much

less important.
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5. Are there external sexual differences, and is the amount and extent of

variation different in the sexes?

This determination can usually be left till later; it is introduced here so as

not to mar the sequence of the following points.

6. Is there a successive modificati6n in going from younger to older speci-

mens indicating a structural modification with age ?

It may be possible with some species, for instance, that the number of rays

increases directly with the age. Should such a case exist it might give rise to

entirely erroneous notions as to the influence or effect of selective destruction.

7. Is the variation of each year grouped about a mean common to all the

specimens, or is each year's variation grouped about a center of its own?

While the idea of the annual variation or the reaction of each brood to a

slightly varying environment was supposed to be a possible element, and suggested

as such in my first announcement of the station,J was entirely unprepared for the

startling annual variation in such a prominent character as the number of dorsal

spines which has been discovered by Mr. Moenkhaus and reported upon in another

paper.

The neglect of the consideration of the environment during the early period

of development in modifying successive broods in different ways may lead to en-

tirely erroneous ideas of the structural modifications of growth on the one hand,

or the entirely erroneous ideas of the action of selective destruction on the other.

To determine the latter it is alisolutely necessary to take individuals of the same

year's broods at successive periods or.successive years. Whether as great an annual

fluctuation is present in crabs as has been observed in Etheostoma I can not pre-

sume to say. But the entire neglect of this element vitiates the results of Prof.

Weldon, of the committee of the royal society for "Conducting statistical in-

quiries into the measurable characteristics of plants and animals," which Mr.

Thistelton-Dyer (Nature, Mch., 1895) considers to be "among the most remarkable

achievements in connection with the theory of evolution."

I quote from Prof. Weldon to show his methods and results. (Nature, Mch.

7, 1895, p. 149.) "In order to estimate the effect of small variations upon the

chance of survival, in a given species, it is necessary to measure, first, the percent-

age of young animals exhibiting this variation ;
ffecondly, the percentage of adults

in which it is present. If the percentage of adults exhibiting the variation is

less than the percentage of young, then a certain percentage of young animals has

either lost the character during growth, or has been destroyed. The law of growth

having been ascertained, the rate of destruction may be measured, and in this

way an estimate of the advantage or disadvantage of a variation may he obtained.
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In order to estimate the eflect of deviations of one organ upon the rest of the body,

it is necessary to measure the average character of the rest of the body in indi-

viduals with varying magnitude of the given organ."

Conclusions reached by an application of these principles to a study of the

shore crab gave as a result that

—

a. There is a period of growth during which

the frequency of deviations increases, b. That in one case the preliminary in-

crease is followed by a decrease in the frequency of given magnitude, in the other

case it was not. c. Assuming a particular law of growth the observations show

a selective destruction in the one case and not in the other.

8. What is the relation of the annual fluctuation (mutation) in variation to

the annual fluctuation in the different elements of the environments?

\). What is the difference in the variation of the youngest brood early in the

season and late in the season, and what is the difference in the variation in suc-

ceeding years of the same brood ? Is this difference, if any exists, due to modi-

fications with age or to selective destruction, /. e., has a larger percentage of

individuals with one characteristic been eliminated than of individuals with

this characteristic slightly different? In what part of the curve of variation

have the greatest changes been produced ?

10. If certain individuals with definite characters seem to survive, can it

be determined in what way this variation brings about the survival?

11. At what age or stage of growth are variations greatest?

12. Can variations arising with age be referred to habits or environment?

i;!. What is the relation of sports or saltatory variations to the continuous

"variation numerically?

By saltatory variations are meant all those variations not connected with the

mean by intermediate steps.

14. Are saltatory characters always bilateral? If not, to what degree are

ihey bilateral?

The fact that a saltatory variation is confined to one side or is found on both

sides, may enable us to determine whether the deviation began in the germ before

the appearance of bilaterality or is of later origin.

15. In how far is the repetition of a character due to the repetition of the

environment as shown in the correlation of annual fluctuations in environment

with annual variations? See under 8.

Whitman Biological Lectures, 1894, p. 4: "An epidemic of metaphysical

physics seems to be in progress—a sort of neo-epif/eiiexk. In place of the ?is

e-^isentiaiis of the old epigenesis, the new epigenesis sets up as its letich the im

impressa. The new god is preferred because it works from the outside instead of
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the inside. It represents the sum of external conditions and influences at the

present moment, and is proclaimed all-suflicient for building up organisms out

of isotropic corpuscles. Previous conditions are not, indeed, quite ignored, for

they have resulted in special molecular constitutions called germs, and these dis-

play molecular activities known as metabolism, growth and division. The long

past can bring forth only a molecular basis; a few hours of the present can sup-

ply all, or nearly all, the determinations of the most complex organism. Im-

potent past
;
prepotent present. We have no longer any use for the 'Ahnengal-

lerie' of phylogeny. Heredity does not explain itself or anything else, and it

detracts from the omnipotence and universality of molecular epigenetics. We
are no better off for knowing that we have eyes because our ancestors had eyes.

If our eyes resemble theirs it is not on account of geneological connection, but

because the molecular germinal basis is developed under similar conditions.

The reason this basis becomes an eye rather than an ear or some other organ is

wholly due to its position and surroundings, not to any inherent predetermina-

tions. If the material for the eye and the ear could be interchanged in the

molecular germ, that which in one place would become eye would in the other

place become ear, and vice versa.^'

16. In what characters does the same species in the neighboring lakes difien

and in what respects does the variation differ in the different lakes?

17. Are variations in one part of the body correlated with variations in

another part of the body?

In many cases this can only be determined by converting the variations in

part into the terms of the variation of another part. The method for doing this

has been suggested by Galton, whose method is discussed at the end of this paper.

18. What correlation is there in the variation of different species under the

same environment?

As far as I am aware, no systematic studies of this description have been

made. With us this study resolves itself into the determination of whether the

fishes in Turkey Lake all differ from those in Tippecanoe along definite, deter-

mined ways, so that given the characters of a species for Turkey Lake the charac-

ters for the same species in Tippecanoe could be predicted.

Similar but exotic instances are the absence of ventral fins in some of the

fishes inhabiting even widely separated mountain lakes, and the presence of en-

larged scales along the base of the anal in the Cyprinidfe inhabiting mountain

streams of India; or, to come nearer home, the peculiar color patterns of the

fishes in some regions of upper Georgia.
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Method of Presenting Eesults. Results of statistical inquiries into vari-

ation can best be presented by frequency of error curves, and tliese will be used

wherever possible. The abscissa will in all cases be made to represent the size of

the organ, the ordinate the percentum of individuals having the particular size.

To convert variations in one organ into the terms of another organ the scheme

of distribution will be used with the formula given by Galton for comparing one

such curve with another. The process of comparing any curve "a" with any

of "a"
curve "b," multiply each of "a's" height by

.^ f "v,"

The Q of any scheme of distribution is one-half the difference between any two

grades. The same grades in the two carves to be compared being used to determine

their Q for this purpose, 25 per cent, and 75 per cent, are suggested as most con-

venient by Galton.

Ideally the variations occurring in a single organ expressed by a frequency

of error curve, when a large number of individuals have been examined, will

form a symmetrical curve which is called a "normal." Such a curve may always

be expected when the material under consideration is of a single origin and has

developed under the same environment. Unfortunately for non-mathematical

evolutionists, the converse does not seem to be the case, for a symmetric curve

may be made up of two symmetric curves with axes not far apart, a fact that can

only be determined mathematically. Says Pearson, ''There will always be the

problem: Is the material homogeneous and a true evolution going on, or is the

material a mixture? To throw the solution on the eye in examining the graph-

ical results is, I feel certain, quite futile."

It is not hoped that the data can be treated with the mathematical refine-

ment suggested l)y Pearson, nor is it probable that such treatment of our material

will become absolutely necessary, since there can be but little question of the

unity of origin of the material in any given small lake.

While usually, as stated above, the curve resulting from the study of a large

number of specimens will be symmetric, it will frequently be asymmetric. Sam-

ples of the difTerent sort of curves actually observed are given.

Asymmetric curves may be the result,

1. Of the selective influence working on one side of a symmetric curve and

be then found in more or less mature specimens.

2. Of the reaction to a change in the environment and indicative of a muta-

tion or change in the mean specific form.

3. Of the double origin of the material under consideration, and may then

have a great variety of forms, from slightly asymmetric curve to one with a broad

top or with many peaks.
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VARIATION OF NORTH AMERICAN FISHES. 11.

The Variation of Etheostoma Caprodes Rafinesque in Turkey Lake

AND Tippecanoe Lake.* By W. J. Moenkhaus.

Introduction.—In a former paper on the "Variation of Etheostoma capj-odes

Rafinesque" (Am. Nat., Aug., 1894), I determined the geographical distribution

of this fish and the geographical variation of its color-pattern and fins.

It was found that this species inhabits practically all the fresh waters of the

Atlantic slope east of the 100th meridian and west of the Alleghany Mountains.

Its northern and eastern limits are the Great Lakes and Lake Champlain
;

its

southwestern, the Rio Grande in the extreme southern part of Texas.

The following conclusions were reached among others :

1. Each river system from which specimens were examined possesses a pe-

culiar variety. This peculiarity is most striking in the color-pattern.

2. All the variations are continuous.

•Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the Indiana University under the

direction of C. H. Eigenmann, No. 18.
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3. The variation in the anal rays and dorsal spines are determinate with the

latitude, the southern specimens having a slightly larger number of rays and

spines.

4. The color-pattern variations are determinate, varying through detinite

stages from a simple to more complex pattern.

In Table A and B are given the data on the anal rays and dorsal spines.

The localities are arranged in the order of their latitude from north to south.

From these we see that there is both an increase in the average number of rays

and spines and in the number that prevails in each case from north to south. In

the anal tin 10 is the prevailing number north, and 11 and 12 south, of the Ohio

Kiver. Fourteen and fifteen are the prevailing number of dorsal spines in the

north and 15, IG and 17 in the south.

TABLE A.

LOCALITY.
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TABLE B.

LOCALITY.

^

- o

>> t-.

x _ v: „ x X
c--|C-- C-- 0--

s9|55i3933
^ ,^ bz; ^

Torch Lake, Mich
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
White River, at Indianapolis
Gosport, Ind
Bean Blossom. Ind
Rushville, Ind
Wild Cat Creek, Ind
Pike Creek, Ind
Illinois

Nipinsik Lake, 111

Monongahela River
Hartford, Ky ^

Green River, Greensburg, Ky -. .

.

Little Barren River, Osceola, Ky
Little South Fork Cumberland River, Wayne
County, Ky

Eagle Creek, Olympus, Tenn
Obeys River, Elizabethtown, Tenn.
Watauga River, Elizabethtown, Tenn
North Fork Holsten River, Saltville, Va
Eureka Springs, Ark
Chocola Creek, Oxford, Ala
San Marcos Springs, Tex

1

1

5

17

1

1

2

1

2

1

4

3

4

1

2

13
2

1

1

4

2

14i

14
14

144
14/.

14

15

Uh
15

lU
15

15

15

15

16

16^

16/,

15i
16'

16

15*

The color-pattern varies from a probably primitive, simple pattern consisting

of alternate whole and half cross-bars distributed along the entire length of the

body through the pattern consisting of whole, half and quarter bars, having an

incomplete longitudinal series of lateral spots to a pattern having a very promi-

nent longitudinal series of dark lateral blotches with fine reticulations on the back.

Between these different patterns all stages exist, so that they can be connected by

regular steps. Those si^ecimens inhabiting the lakes were found to possess a pecu-

liar color-pattern. This was derived from the primitive, simple pattern by sup-

posing the lower part of the whole bars to have become much broader than the

upper part, and then to have shifted backwards slightly.
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This lake variety {manitou, Jordan) is one of the most abundant of the fishes

in Turkey and Tippecanoe Lakes, and upon it the results given in the following

pages are based.

Six hundred specimens, all that were collected from Turkey Lake, and three

hundred of those collected from Tippecanoe Lake, have been examined with a

view, first, of making a comparison of this species in the two lakes, and second,

of determining the range and character of its variation within Turkey Lake itself.

The number of species collected from Tippecanoe Lake is much greater than 300,

but this number was thought sufficient to give fairly good results. The effect of

natural selection will be taken up at a later time.

Etheosioma caprodes has two dorsal fins, the first, a spinous one, well separated

from the second, which is composed of soft rays. The anal fio is composed of two

rather strong spines followed by a number of soft rays. The scales are very reg-

ularly arranged, so that they can be definitely counted along the complete lateral

lines. The number of spines and rays in these fins, and the number of scales in

the lateral line of both sides of the body have been determined. Besides these

characters the presence or absence of scales on the nape has been determined.

These structures have been taken because, with the exception of the last, they

present definite, countable elements, so that in the results the i)ersonal factor is

entirely eliminated.

Curves have been constructed to represent the variation in these structures.

In all the curves the horizontal distances represent the countable elements, and

the vertical distances the per cent, of specimens possessing these varying elements.

COMPARISON OF TURKEY LAKE AND TirPECAN(;E SPECIMENS.

Coloration.—The coloration of these fishes in the two lakes will be taken up

in detail later. The color-pattern of Turkey Lake specimens is, on the whole, of

a more blotched character than that of Tippecanoe Lake specimens, and shows a

slighter affinity to the simple, primitive coloration characteristic of the Wabash

Eiver forms. The connection of Tippecanoe Lake with the Wabash River may

account for this greater affinity.

Squamation of Nape.—In Turkey Lake the nape is as a rule naked, while in

Tippecanoe Lake it is usually scaled. Table I will bring out the difference.
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TABLE I.

Per cent.



TABLE II.

28S

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
of specimens
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The prevailing number of rays in both lakes is 11 ; 53 per cent, from Turkey

lake, and 56 per cent, from Tippecanoe Lake having that number. The number

of rays in the next highest per cent, is 10 for Turkey Lake and 12 for Tippe-

canoe Lake, about 27 per cent, in each case.

The range of variation is two greater in Turkey Lake. This may be due t

the greater number of specimens from this lake.

=rr=
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lakes, the preferences shown for a given number of spines are quite different.

In the Tippecanoe Lake specimens the preference is decidedly for 14. In the

Turkey Lake specimens the preference is for 15, although not so decided. From

Table IV and the curves, it will be seen that the number of individuals in Tur-

key Lake having 14 spines and 15 spines are about the same, 41 per cent, having

14 and 44 per cent., 15, while in Tippecanoe Lake this is not the case, 60 per

•cent, having 14, and only 25 per cent, having 15.
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specimens having these numbers in both lakes. The range of variation is two

greater in Turkey Lake, from 12 to 18 as compared from 14 to IS in Tippecanoe

Lake. This again may be due to the greater number of specimens.

60

50

40

30

20

10

12 13 14 15 16 17 (8

Fig. 4.

u
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S oi n
? 3.J

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
sjjecimens

specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens

having the

having the

having the

having the

liaving the

having the

having the

having the
having the

having the

having the
having the
having the

havinof the
having the

having the

having the
having the

having the

having the

having the

having the
having the

having the
havin.o- the

having the

having the

having the

having the

having the

combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
comliination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination
combination

XII-14.
XII-15.
XII-16.
XIII-14.
XIII-15.
XIII-16.
XIII-17.
XlV-12.
XIV-13.
XIV-14.
XIV-15.
XIV-16.
XIV-17.
XIV-IS.
XV-13.
XV-M.
XV-15.
XV-16.
XV-17.
XV-18.
XVI-12.
XV 1-13.

XVr-14.
XVI-15.
XVI-16.
XVI-17.
XVII-14.
XVII-15.
XVII-16.
XVIII-14.

0.16

0.16

0.84

3.71

0.67

0.16

1.01

11.99

22.46
5.74

0.33

0.67

13.51

24.49
5.40

0.84

0.16

0.16

0.16
2.36

3.04

0.84

0.33

0.50

0.16

0.16

0.37

0.37

2.22

5.92

2.59

1.48

20.37

82.11
6.66

1.11

1.85

8.14
14.44
1.48

1.11

0.37

0.37

In Table VII is given the variation in the two dorsal hns taken together. Tlie

average number for the two fins is 29.21 for Turkey Lake and 30 for Tippecanoe

Lake. In Turkey Lake 36.82 per cent, have the average number; in Tipjiecanoe

Lake, 41.8 per cent. The range of variation in the fins separately is six for the

spinous dorsal and five for the soft dorsal in Tippecanoe Lake, and seven in eacli

dorsal fin in Turkey Lake. With an exception in the spinous dorsal in Tijjpecanoe

Lake the range of variation is, in each case, one greater for the two fins taken

together, than for the fins separately. Although the extent of variation is only

one greater for the two fins together, the per cent, of specimens having the aver-

age number is much smaller than the per cent, of specimens having the average
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number in the fins separately. In Turkey Lake nearly 37 per cent, have the

average number of the fins taken together, while 44 per cent, and 52 per cent,

have the average number in the spinous and soft dorsal respectively. In Tippe-

canoe Lake 41 per cent, have the average number for both fins, while 52 per

cent, and 61 per cent, have the average number in the spinous and soft dorsals-

respectively.

TABLE VII.
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10. The range of variation in the total number of dorsal spines and rays

combined is one greater than the variation in the fins separately.

11. The number occurring most frei^uently is 29 in Turkey Lake and 30 in

Tippecanoe Lake.

12. The preference shown for a gi^en number is less decided for the two

dorsal fins taken together than for the dorsal fins taken separately.

13. The variation is in all cases continuous.

THE VARIATION IN TTRKEY LAKE.

Many of the facts on the extent and character of the variation of the (500

specimens from Turkey Lake, taken as a whole, have been given in the pre-

ceeding.

The lengths of the 600 specimens from Turkey Lake were measured and upon

comparison were found to fall into three quite distinct groups. Fig. f) represents

the curve for all. Each of the smaller horizontal distances represents one mm,

and each of the larger verticle distances one per cent. The sizes ranged from 27

mm. to 102 mm. The first group ranges from 27 mm. to 00 mm.; the second from

60 mm. to 80 mm., and the third from 79 mm. to 103 mm. The three curves of

Fig. 5 represent these three groups. I have watched the growth during the fir.st

summer, and know the first curve to represent the first summer's fish. The second

curve in all probability represents the second year's fish, and the third curve, those

three years old and over. The growth, thus, is most rapid during the first sum-

mer, the rate of growth decreasing each year after. The fish reaches practically

its full size the third year, though the more gradual slope to the right of the last

curve shows that it does not cease growing entirelv.

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 SS lOO

Fig. 5.

(19)
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Having grouped them into three definite ages, a summary of the characters

for each was made, and curves constructed. Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 represent the

curves for these characters. In all the curves constructed for these ages, the contin-

uous line is for the third year specimens, the broken line for the second year

specimens and the dotted line for the first year specimens.

Later.\.l Line.—Below is the table of the average number of scales in the

lateral line of the three ages.

1st j/eai: 2d year. 3d year.

Eight side 87.84 90.80 88.39

Left side 88.00 89.80 88.78

From this it is seen that the first and third year specimens are most nearly

alike. The second year specimens have about two scales more. By reference to

the curves, I^ig. 6, and Table VIII below, it will be seen that the great bulk

of the specimens of all three ages have from 85 to 92 scales. The increased

average in the second year is due to a larger per cent, having 93, 94, 95 and 96

scales than in the first and second vears.

20

15

10
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Anal Fin.—Five out of 116 first year specimens liave one anal spine; 6 out

of 236 of the second year, and 3 out of 246 of the oldest specimens.

The average number of anal rays are 10.56 for the first year, 10.74 for the

second year and 11.00 for the third year specimens.

The curves in Fig. 7 and Table IX, below, show that the anal fins of the first

and second year specimens more nearly resemble each other. All three ages show

a preference for 11.00 rays. The per cent, of specimens having this number are

51.69, 52.53 and 61.60 for the first, second and third year specimens respectively.

The per cent, of specimens having 10 rays is reduced from 36.43 in the first year to

2". 57 in the third year, and the per cent, of those having 12 rays is increased

from 5.09 in the first year to 20.16 in the third year. There is a very evident in-

crease in the number of spines with the age.

The extent of variation of the second and third year specimens is the same.

The first year specimens, although only half as many, exceed the other ages two

ravs in the extent of variation.

TABLE IX.

First

Year.
Second
Year.

Third
Year.

Per cent, of specimens having 7 anal rays
Per cent, of specimens having 8 anal rays
Per cent, of specimens having 9 anal rays

Per cent, of specimens having 10 anal rays

Per cent, of specimens having 11 anal rays

Per cent, of specimens having 12 anal says

Per cent, of specimens having 13 anal rays

0.84

5.09

36.43
51.69

5.09

0.84

0.42

1.69

32.19

52.53
13.12

0.82

20.57

61.60
20.16

0.82
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Several important facts brought out by the preceding comparison are worth

consideration.

1. No two of the ages here compared are alike in all the characters.

2. In the anal fin and soft dorsal there is a definite increase in the number

of rays with the age.

3. Variation of this nature is not present in the other structures.

4. The extent of variation in the different ages is about the same.

Dorsal Rays.—The average number of dorsal rays are 14.57, 14.76 and 14.98

for the first, second and third year specimens, respectively. There is a slight in-

crease with age. The summaries for this structure are given below in Table XI,

and the curves in Fig. 8. The prevailing number of rays is 15 for all three ages,

the per cents, being 53.39, 52 53 and 55.69 for the first, second and third year

specimens, respectively. The per cent, of specimens having 14 rays decreases from

40.72 in the first year to 22.35 in the third year specimens, while the per cent, of

specimens having 16 rays increases from 3.38 in the first year specimens to 16.73 in

the third year specimens. The extent of variation is from 12 to 16 in the first

year, from 12 to 17 in the second year and from 13 to 18 in the third year speci-

mens. As in the anal fin there is a tendency toward a greater number of rays as

the fish grows older.
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TABLE XL
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of specimens having 12 dorsal spines,

of specimens having 13 dorsal spines,

of specimens having 14 dorsal spines,

of specimens having 15 dorsal spines,

of specimens having 16 dorsal spines

.

of specimens having 17 dorsal spines.

First

Year.
Second
Year.

Third
Year.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

1.69

38.98

50.00
7.62

0.84

8.47

49.14
35.16

5.50

0.42

3.65

36.17

51.62

8.13

0.40

The first and third year specimens resemble each other very closely in regard

to the scales in the lateral line and the dorsal spines. In these characters the

second year specimens show a decided difference. These have on an average two

more scales in the lateral line, and have 14 as the prevailing number of dorsal

spines instead of 15, the number in the first and third year specimens.

Several explanations might be suggested to account for a part or all of these

differences.

The explanation suggesting itself most readily is that an additional spine and

ray are added during the life of the individual. I have gone over all the specimens

carefully with this point in view, but find no evidence either of the splitting of a

ray or spine, or of the new growth of these, except at the anterior of the dorsal fins.

Here may be found numerous instances of shorter spines and rays from two-

thirds to one-fourth the normal length. But among so many sjiecimens it is en-

tirely probable that these spines and rays would be found in every possible stage

of growth. But this is not the case. The spines and rays, although sometimes

only one-fourth the full length, are always strong and suggest aborted rather than

immature structures. Besides, if this were the case, we would expect to find the

tendency toward a lower number of spines, and rays very decided in the first

year specimens. While this condition is true in the dorsal and anal rays, it is;

decidedly not true in the dorsal spines, where the characters in the first years are

almost identical with those of the third year.

Natural Selection.—The principle of natural selection, the infiuence of

which upon this species I hoped in the onset of this work to find, can not be

applied in explanation of the difference in the number of scales and dorsal spines

without serious objections. If natural selection were the determining factor in

producing these differences, we should expect all the variations graduated with

the age. We would expect to have a narrower range of variation as the specimens
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grow older. Neither of these conditions obtain. There are neither 18 dorsal rays

nor 13 anal rays represented in the second year specimens; and in the first year

specimens 17 dorsal rays are not represented. In the dorsal spines where the

difference is most pronounced we have in the first year specimens the exact

duplicate of that of the third year specimens, while the second year specimens

are quite different. The scales in the lateral line jjresent the same diflSculty.

Annual Variation.—The explanation that seems to meet all the conditions

most satisfactory is that the species varies with the varying conditions of successive

years.

The difference in the dorsal spines of the different ages accounts thus for the

abnormality of the curve for the dorsal spines of all the Turkey Lake specimens,

Fig. 4. The 600 specimens for which the curve is constructed is a composite lot

of three age varieties.

This conclusion, however, should ])e held with some reservation. It will be

noticed that nearly all the curves of Figs. 7, 8 and 9 are abnormal curves, which

may possibly be due to the presence of local races in the lake. While this may

possibly be the case, it is not at all probable, because, in the first place, the

curve constructed for the dorsal spines of 100 specimens of three year olds,

taken within a distance of 100 yards along the shores where the conditions were

undoubtedly uniform, gave a curve identical with that for all the three year

olds. In the second place, the second and third year s{)ecimens are found in

about equal abundance together, and since these were promiscuously preserved it

is altogether probable that from any given locality, an equal number of each age

was taken.

The sex has been determined in all, and a summary shows that the sexes do

not differ in the characters entering into the above considerations.
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An Act to provitik for the pitbmcation of the reports and papers of

THE Indiana Academy of Science.

[Approved Mnrch 11, 1895.]

Whereas, The Indiana Academy of Science, a chartered scien-

Preamble. ti^c association, has embodied in its constitution a provision that it

will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several depart-

ments of the State government, through the Governor, and through its council as

an advisory body, assist in the direction and e.xeculion of any investigation

within its province, without pecuniary gain to the Academy, provided only that

the necessary expenses of such investigation are borne by the State, and.

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the several

papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial and economic value,

and should be jjreserved in permanent form, and,

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the General

Assembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scientific and agricul-

tural improvement, therefore,

P bli •• tion
Section 1. Be it fnarted bij the General Assembly of the Slate of

oorts^of^he
^'''^^'^"> That hereafter the annual reports of the meetings of the

AMffeinv Indiana Academy of Science, beginning with the report for the year

of
.

ciencc. jsil4, including all j)apers of scientific or economic value, presented

at such meetings, after they sliall have been edited and prepared for publication

as hereinafter provided, shall be published liy and under tlie direction of the

Commissioners of Public Printing and Binding.

Sec. "2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for publica-

reoorts
^'""^ without expense to the State, Viy a corps of editors to be selected

and appointed by the Indiana Academy of Science, who shall not,

by reason of such services, have any claim against the State for compensation.

The form, style of binding, paper, typograph}' and manner and extent of illus-

tration of such reports, shall be determined by the editors, subject to the approval

of the Commissioners of Public Printing and Stationery. Not less

printed than l,oOO nor more than 8,000 copies of each of said reports shall

rsports,
be published, the size of the edition within said limits, to be deter-

mined bv the concurrent action of the editors and the Commissioners of Public
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Printing and Stationery: Provided. That not to exceed six liundred dollars

(1600) shall be expended for such publication iu any one year, and
p^.^^.^^^,

not to extend beyond 1896: Prodded, That no sums shall be deemed

to be appropriated for the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume of said

reports shall be placed in the custody of the State Librarian, who ^o7re'po?t!«.

shall furnish one copy thereof to each public library in the Slate,

one copy to each university, college or normal school in the State, one copy

to each high school in the State having a library, which shall make application

therefor, and one copy to such other institutions, societies or persons as may be

designated by the Academy through its editors or its council. The remaining

three hundred copies shall be turned over to the Academy to be disposed of as it

may determine. In order to provide for the preservation of the same it shall be

the duty of the Custodian of the State House to provide and place at the disposal

of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms of the State House, to be desig-

nated as the office of the Indiana Academy of Science, wherein said copies of

said reports belonging to the Academy, together with the original manuscripts,

drawings, etc., thereof can be safely kept, and he shall also equip the same with

the necessary shelving and furniture.

Sec. 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for the imme-
1 Emergency,

diate taking effect of this act, and it shall therefore take eiiect and

be in force from and after its passage.

An Act for the pkotection of birds, their nests and eggs.

[Approved March 5, 1891.1

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of

Indiana, That it shall be unlawful for any person to kill any wild

bird other than a game bird, or purchase, offer for sale any such wild bird after

it has been killed, or to destroy the nests or the eggs of any wild bird.

Sec. 2. For the purpose of this act the following shall be con-
• 11 1.1 1 . -1 I 11 1

Game Birds,
sidered game birds: the Anatida-, commonly called swans, geese,

brant, and river and sea ducks; the Rallida», commonly known as rails, coots,

mudhens, and gallinules; the Limicola', commonly known as shore birds, plovers,

surf birds, snipe, woodcock and sandpipers, tattlers and curlews; the GalliuH^,

commonly known as wild turkeys, grouse, prairie chickens, quail, and pheasants,

all of which are not intended to be affected by this act.



Sec. 3. Any person violating the provisions of Section 1 of this

Penalty.
^^^ shall, upon conviction, be fined in a sum not less than ten nor

more than fifty dollars, to which may be added imprisonment for not less than five

days nor more than thirty days.

Sec. 4. Sections 1 and 2 of this act shall not apply to any per-

fermits.
g^^j-^ holding a permit giving the right to take birds or their nests and

eggs for scientific purposes, as provided in Section •> of this act.

Sec. 5. Permits may be granted by the Executive Board of the
Permits to
Science. Indiana Academy of Science to any properly accredited person, per-

mitting the holder thereof to collect birds, their nests or eggs for strictly scientific

purposes. In order to obtain such permit the applicant for the same must pre-

sent to said Board written testimonials from two well known scientific men certi-

fying to the good character and fitness of said applicant to be entrusted with such

privilege, and pay to said Board one dollar to defray the necessary expenses

attending the granting of such permit, and must file with said Board

a properly executed bond in the sum of two hundred dollars, signed

by at least two responsible citizens of the State as sureties. The bond shall be

Bond for-
forfeited to the State and the permit become void upon proof that

felted.
^YiQ holder of such permit has killed any bird or taken the nests or

eggs of any bird for any other purpose than that named in this section, and shall

further be subject for each offense to the penalties provided in this act.

Sec. 6. The permits authorized by this act shall be in force for

two years only from the date of their issue, and shall not be trans-

ferable.

„. , „ Sec. 7. The English or European house sparrow (passer domes-

Prey.
ticus), crows, hawks, and other birds of prey are not included among

the birds protected by this act.

. . Sec. 8. All acts or parts of acts heretofore passed in conHict

pealed.
;vith the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.

Sec. 9. An emergency is declared to exist for the immediate
Emergency.

taking effect of this act, therefore the same shall be in force and

effect from and after its passage.

Two years.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This association shall be called the Indiana Academy of Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific research and the

diffusion of knowledge concerning the various departments of science; to promote

intercourse between men engaged in scientific work, especially in Indiana; to

assist by investigation and discussion in developing and making known the mate-

rial, educational and other resources and riches of the State; to arrange and pre-

pare for publication such reports of investigation and discussions as may further

the aims and objects of the Academy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, the State has undertaken the publication of such proceedings, the

Academy will, u\nm reijuest of the Governor, or of one of the several departments

of the State, through the Governor, act through its council as an advisory body

in the direction and execution of any investigation within its province as stated.

The necessary expenses incurred in the prosecution of such investigation are to

be borne by the State; no pecuniary gain is to come to the Academy for its advice

or direction of such investigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State shall be-

come a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be honorary fellows, fellows,

non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or in

original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active mem-

bership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual members

may be elected at any meeting of the Academy; they shall sign the constitution,

pay an admission fee of two dollars, and thereafter an annual fee of one dollar.

Any person who shall at one time contribute fifty dollars to the funds of this

Academy, may be elected a life member of the Academy, free of assessment.

Non-resident members may be elected from those who have been active members
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but who have removed from the State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the

members present shall elect to membership. Applications for membership in any

of the foreofoing classes shall be referred to a committee on application for mem-

bership, who shall consider such application and report to the Academy before

the election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific work, who have

recognized standing as scientific men and who have been members of the Academy

at least one year, may be recommended for nomination for election as fellows by

three fellows or members personally acquainted with their work and character.

Of members so nominated a number not exceeding five in one year may, on

recommendation of the Executive Committee, be elected as fellows. At the meet-

ing at which this is adopted, the members of the Executive Committee for 1894

and fifteen others shall be elected fellows, and those now honorary members shall

become honorary fellows. Honorary fellows may be elected on account of special

prominence in science, on the written recommendation of two members of the

Academy. In any case a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. The officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot at the

annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall consist of a president,

vice-president, secretary, assistant secretary, and treasurer, who shall perform

the duties usually pertaining to their respective offices and in addition, with the

ex-presidents of the Academy, shall constitute an executive committee. The

president shall, at each annual meeting appoint two members to be a committee

which shall prepare the programmes and have charge of the arrangements for all

meetings for one year.

Sec. 2. The annual meeting of this Academy shall be held in the city of

Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year, unless otherwise

ordered by the executive committee. There shall also be a summer meeting at

such time and place as may be decided upon by the executive committee. Other

meetings may be called at the discretion of the executive committee. The past

presidents, together with the officers and executive committee, shall constitute the

Council of the Academy, and represent it in the transaction of any necessary

business not specially provided for in this constitution, in the interim between

general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitution may be altered or amended at any annual meeting

by a three-fourths majority of attending members of at least one year's standing.

No question of amendment shall be decided on the day of its presentation.
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BY-LAWS.

1. Oil motioij, any special department of science shall be assigned to a

curator, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other members inter-

ested in the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in that particu-

lar department. Each curator shall report at such time and place as the Academy

shall direct. These reports shall include a brief summary of the progress of the

department during the year preceding the presentation of the report.

2. The president shall deliver a public address on the evening of one of the

days of the meeting at the expiration of his term of oflSce.

3. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice of the

same having been sent to the address of each member at least fifteen days before

such meeting.

4. No bill against the Academy shall be paid without an order signed by

the president and countersigned by the secretary.

5. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two years,

having been annually notified of their arrearage by the treasurer, shall have their

names stricken from the roll.

6. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
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A. B. Ulrey North Manchester.

W. B. Van Gorder Knightstown.

H. S. Voorhees Brookville.

J. H. Voris Bloomington.

Ernest Walker New Albany.

F. A. Walker Anderson.

W. P. Wallheiser Bedford.

W. O. Wallace Wabash.

Fred C. Whitcomb Delphi.

William M. Whitten South Bend.

.J. R. Wiest Richmond.

W. L. Wood Covington.

William Watson Woollen Indianapolis.

A. J. Woolman Duluth, Minn.

P. A. Yoder Bloomington.

A. C. Yoder Bloomington.

O. B. Zell Clinton.

Fellows 41

Non-resident members 10

Active members 149

Total 200
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LIS'l OF FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS.

Dr. J. Medley Wood, Natal Botanical Gardens, Berea Durban, South Africa.

South African Philosophical Society, Cape Town, South Africa.

China Branch Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai, China.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, India.

Geological Survey of India, Calcutta, India.

Indian Museum of India, Calcutta, India.

India Survey Department of India, Calcutta, India.

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Volkerkunde Ostasiens, Tokio, Japan.

Imperial University, Tokio, Japan.

Koninklijke Naturkundige Vereeniging in Nederlandsch-Indie, Batavia, Java.

Hon. D. D. Baldwin, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

V. R. Tschusizu Schmidhoffen, Villa Tannenhof, Halle in Salzburg, Austria.

Herman von Vilas, Innsbruck, Austria.

Ethnologische Mittheilungen aus Ungarn, Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

Mathematische und Naturwissenschaftliche Berichte aus Ungarn, Budapest, Aus-

tro-Hungary.

K. K. Geologischen Reichssanstalt, Vienna (Wien), Austro-Hungary.

K. U. Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

Naturwissenschaftlich-Medizinischer Verein in Innsbruck (Tyrol), Aust o-Hun-

gary.
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Editors "Termeszetrajzi Fiizetk," Hungarian National Museum, Budapest, Aus-

tro-Hungary.

Dr. Eugen Dadai, Adj. am Nat. Mus., Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

Dr. Julius von Madarasz, Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum, Vienna (Wien), Austro-Hungary.

Ornithological Society of Vienna (Wien), Austro-Hungary.

Zoologische-Botanische Gesellschaft in Wien, Wien. Austro-Hungary.

Dr. .J. von Csato. Xagy Enyed, Austro-Hungary.

Malacological Society of Belgium, Brussells, Belgium.

Royal Academy of Science, Letters and Fine Arts, Brussells, Belgium.

Koyal Linnean Society, Brussells, Belgium. ,

Societe Beige de Geologie, de Palaeontologie et Hydrologie, Brussells, Belgium.

Societe Eoyale de Botani([ue, Brussells, Belgium.

Societe Geologique de Belgirjue, Liege, Belgium.

Prof. Christian Frederick Lutken, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Bristol Naturalists' Society, Bristol, England.

Geological Society of London, London, England.

Linnean Society of London, London, England.

Liverpool Geological Society, Liverpool, England.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, Manchester, England.

"Nature," London, England.

Royal Botanical Society, London, England.

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, Penzance, England.

Royal Microscopical Society, London, England.

Zoological Society, London, England.

Lieut. -Col. John Biddulph, 43 Charing Cross, London, England.

Dr. G. A. Boulenger, British Mus. (Nat. Hist.), London, England.

F. DuCane Godman, 10 Chandos St., Cavendish Sq., London, England.

Hon. E. L. Layard, Budleigh Salterton, Devonshire, England.

Mr. Osbert Salvin, Hawksfold, Fernshurst, Haslemere, England. -

Mr. Howard Saunders, 7 Radnor Place, Hyde Park, London W., England,

Phillip L. Sclater, 3 Hanover Sq., London W., England.

Dr. Richard Bowlder Sharpe, British Mus. (Nat. Hist.), London, England.

Prof. Alfred Russell Wallace, Corfe View, Parkstone, Dorset, England.
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Botanical Society of France, Paris, France.

Ministere de I'Agriculture, Paris, France.

Societe Entomologique de France, Paris, France.

L'Institut Grand Ducal de Luxembourg, Luxembourg, Lux, France.

Soc. de Horticulture et de Botan. de Marseille, Marseille, France.

Societe Linneenne de Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France.

La Soc. Linneenne de Normandie, Caen, France.

Soc. des Naturelles, etc., Nantes, France.

Zoological Society of France, Paris, France.

Baron Louis d'Hamonville. Meurthe et Moselle, France.

Prof. Alphonse Milne-Edwards. Rue Cuvier, o7, Paris, France.

Botanischer Verein der Provinz Brandenburg, Berlin, Germany.

Deutche Geologische Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany.

Entomologischer Verein in Berlin, Berlin, Germany.

Journal fiir Ornithologie, Berlin, Germany.

Prof. Dr. Jean Cabanis, Alte Jacob Strasse, 103 A., Berlin, Germany.

Augsburger Naturhistorischer Verein, Augsburg, Germany.

Count Hans von Berlspsen, Miinden, Germany.

Braunschweiger Verein fiir Naturwissenschaft, Braunschweig, Germany.

Bremer Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein, Bremen, Germany.

Kaiserliche Leopoldische-Carolinische Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher,

Halle, Saxony, Germany.

Koniglich-Sachsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Mathematische-Physische

Classe, Leipzig, Saxony, Germany.

Naturhistorische Gesellschaft zu Hanover, Hanover, Prussia, Germany.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein in Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany.

Verein fiir Erdkunde, Leipzig, Germany.

Verein fiir Naturkunde, Weisbaden, Prussia.

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society, Belfast, Ireland.

Koyal Dublin Society, Dublin.
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Societa Entomologica Italiana, Florence, Italy.

Prof. H. H. Giglioli, Museum Vertebrate Zoology, Florence, Italy.

Dr. Alberto Perngia, Museo Civico di Storia Naturale, Genoa, Italy.

Societa Italiana de Scienze Naturali, Milan, Italy.

Societa Africana d' Italia,. Naples, Italy.

Dell 'Academia Pontifico de Nuovi Lincei, Rome, Italy.

Minister of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, Rome, Italy.

R. Comitato Geologico d' Italia, Rome, Italy.

Rassegna della Scienze Geologiche in Italia, Rome, Italy.

Prof. Count. Tomasso Salvadori, Zoolog. Museum, Turin, Italy.

Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences. Throndhjem, Norway.

Dr. Robert Collett, Kongl. Frederiks Univ., Christiana, Norway.

Academia Real des Sciencias de Lisboa, Lisboa (Lisbon), Portugal.

Comity Geologique de Russie, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Imperial Society of Naturalists, Moscow, Russia.

The Botanical Society of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland.

John J. Dalgleish, Brankston Grange, Bogside Sta., Sterling, Scotland.

Edinburgh Geological Society, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Geological Society of Glasgow, Scotland.

John A. Harvie-Brown, Duniplace House, Larbert, Stirlingshire, Scotland.

Natural History Society, Glasgow, Scotland.

Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland.

Royal Society of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Royal Physical Society, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Barcelona Academia de Ciencias y Artes, Barcelona, Spain.

Royal Academy of Sciences, Madrid, Spain.

In><titut Royal Geologi<iue de Suede, Stockholm, Sweden.

Si)ciete Entomologiciue a Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden.

Royal Swedish Academy of Science, Stockholm, Sweden.
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Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Basel, Switzerland.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Berne, Berne, Switzerland.

La Societe Botanique Suisse, Geneva, Switzerland.

Societe Helvetique de Sciences Naturelles, Geneva, Switzerland.

Societe de Physique et d' Historic Xaturelle de Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland.

Concilium Bibliographicum, Ziirich-Oberstrasse, Switzerland.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Ziirich, Switzerland.

Schweizerische Botanische Gesellschaft, Ziirich, Switzerland.

Prof. Herbert H. Field, Zurich, Switzerland.

AUSTRALIA.

Linnean Society of New South Wales, Sidney, New South Wales.

Royal Society of New South Wales, Sidney, New South Wales.

Prof. Liveridge, F. R. S., Sidney, New South Wales.

Hon. Minister of Mines, Sidney, New South Wales.

Mr. E. P. Ramsey, Sidney, New South Wales.

Royal Society of Queensland, Brisbane, Queensland.

Royal Society of South Australia, Adelaide, South Australia.

Victoria Pub. Library, Museum and Nat. Gallery, Melbourne, Victoria.

Prof. W. L. Buller, Wellington. New Zealand.

NOKTH AMERICA.

Natural Hist. Society of British Columbia, Victoria, British Columbia.

Canadian Record of Science, Montreal, Canada.

McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

Natural Society, Montreal, Canada.

Natural History Society, St. John, New Brunswick.

Nova Scotian Institute of Science, Halifax, N. S.

Manitoba Historical and Scientific Society, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Dr. T. Mcllwraith, Cairnbrae, Hamilton, Ontario.

The Royal Society of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

Natural History Society, Toronto,Canada.

Hamilton Association Library, Hamilton, Ontario.

Minister of Militia and Defense, Ottawa, Ontario.

Canadiaii Entomologist, Ottawa, Ontario.

Department of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa, Ontario.
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Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont.

Canadian Institute, Toronto.

Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club, Ottawa, Ont.

University of Toronto, Toronto.

Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Ont.

La Naturaliste Canadian, Chicontini, Quebec.

La Naturale Za, City of Mexico.

Mexican Society of Natural History, City of Mexico.

Museo Nacionale, City of Mexico.

Sociedad Cientifica Antonio Alzate, City of Mexico.

Sociedad Mexicana de Geographia y Estadistica de la Republica Mexicana, City

of Mexico.

WEST INDIES.

Victoria Institute, Trinidad, British West Indies.

Museo Nacional, San Jose, Costa Rica, Central America.

Dr. Anastasia Alfaro, Secy. National Museum, San Jose, Costa Rica.

Rafael Arango, Havana, Cuba.

Jamaica Institute, Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Argentina Historia Natural Florentine Amegline, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Re-

public.

Musee de la Plata, Argentine Republic.

Nacional Academia des Ciencias, Cordoba, Argentine Republic.

.Sociedad Cientifica Argentina, Buenos Ayres.

Museo Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Sociedad de Geographia, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Dr. Herman von Jhering, Dir. Zool. Sec. Con. Geog. e (ieol. de Sao Paulo, Rio

Grande do Sul, Brazil.

Deutscher Wissenschaftlicher Verein in Santiago, Santiago, Chili.

Societe Scientifique du Chili, Santiago, Chili.

Sociedad Guatemalteca de Ciencias, Guatemala, Guatemala.
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TWEIvKTH ANNUAL ^vlEETING

Indiana Academy of Science,

STATE HOUSE, INDIANAPOLIS,

December SO and 31, 1896.

OFFICERS AND EX- OFFICIO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Stanley Coulter President

Thomas Gray Vice-President

John S. Wright Secretary

A. J. BiGNKY Assistant Secretary

W. P. Shannon Treasurer

Amos AV. Butler, T. C. Mendi^nhall,

W.A.NoYES, John C. Branner,

J. C. Arthur, J. P. D. John,
J. L. Campbkll, John M. Coulter,

0. P. Hay, David S.Jordan.

The sessions of the Academy will be held in the State House in the rooms of the State

Board of Agriculture.

Headquarters will be at the Denison Hotel. A rate of $2.50 per day will be made to all

persons who make it known at the time of registering that they are members of the

Academy.
Reduced railroad rates for the members can not be obtained under the present rulings

of the Traffic Association. Many of the colleges can secure special rates on the various

roads. Those who can not do this could join the State Teachers' Association and thus

secure the one and one-third round-trip fare accorded to them.

C. A. Waldo,
A.J. BiGNEY,

Committee.

GENERAL PROGRAM.

Tuesday, December 29.

Meeting of the Executive Committee at the Denison Hotel 8p.m

Wednesday, December 30.

General Session 9 a. m. to 12 m.
Sectional Meeting 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.
Address by President Stanley Coulter 7 p. m.

Thursday, December 31.

General Session, followed by Sectional Meetings P a. m. to 12 m.
General Session 2p.m.to4p.m.
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LIST OF PAPERS TO BE READ.

ADDRESS BY THE RETIRING PRESIDENT,

PROFESSOR STANLEY COULTER,

At 7 o'clock Wednesday evening.

Suhjeet : " Science and the State."

The address has been placed at this early hour in order that other engagements for the
usual hours of evening entertainment may not keep the members of the Academy and their

friends from being present.

The following papers will be read in the order in which they appear on the program, ex-
cept that certain papers will be presented "pari pax»ii " in sectional meetings. In order

that the labor of presentation may be relieved, papers presented by the same authors have
been separated unless such separation would impair the value of the papers. When a paper
is called and the reader is not present, it will be dropped to the end of the list, unless by
mutual agreement an exchange can be made with another whose time is approximately the

same. Where no time was sent with the papers, they have been uniformly assigned ten

minutes. Opportunity will be given after the reading of each paper for a brief discussion.

N. B.—By order of the Academy, no paper can be reid until an ah^tract o/ its contents or the

written paper haf hot n plated in the hands of tin- Secretary.

GENERAL SUBJECTH.

1. Evolution of map of Mammoth Cave, Ky. (Exhibition of all

maps, ever made. ) 10 m R. Ellsworth Call.

2. Fauna of Mammoth Cave with exhibition of specimens.

20 m R. Ellsworth Call.

'6. Notes on Indiana caves and their fauna, 20 m W. S. Blatchlej.

4. A possible relation of the Academy of Science to the Teachers of

Biology in our High Schools, 12 m L. J. Rettger.

5. The occurrence of Uroglena in the LaFayette City water,

10 m Severance Barrage.

6. Relation of the engineering research laboratory to the public,

12 m W. F. M. (loss.

7. Louisville filtration experiments, 10 m Geo. W. Benton.

8. A "Tornado" in Rush County, Indiana, August 1, 1896,

10 m W. P. Shannon.
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GEOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

9. Crushing strength of Bedford Oolitic limestone in cubes and

prisms, 10 m W. K. Hatt.

10. Some mounds of Vanderburg County, Indiana, 10 m A. H. Purdue.

11. The Lake Michigan and Mississippi Valley water shed, o m. . . .T. H. Bali.

^12. Some Indiana eskers, 15 m Chas. R. Dreyer.

13. Some facts concerning sand ridges and beds, water courses, wells

and Springs in Lake County, 10 m T. H. Ball.

14. Report of a moraine of Niagara limestone, near Kicmond, 10 m..Jos. Moore.

MATHEMATICAL SUBJECTS.

lo. A new formula for determining the friction of shafting .J. J. Flather.

10. Orthogonal surfaces, 20 m A. S. Hathaway.

17. The Calendar Group, 10 m C. A. Waldo.

18. Study of euthymorphic function of the first order, 10 m E. M. Blake.

19. New mechanical computer, 20 m Kred Morley.

PHYSICAL SUBJECTS.

20. A new apparatus for photographic surveying, 20 m Fred Morley.

21. Experiments on the surface tension of water above 100° C, 8 m.

Chas. T. Knipp.

22. Crushing strength of wrought iron cylinders, 10 m.

AV. K. Hatt and L. Fletemeyer.

23. Test of a (i0,000 lb. car axle, ") m W. F. M. Goss.

24. Subdivision of pow«r, 10 m .1. .J. Flather.

25. Electromagnets W. E. (ioldsborough.

26. An efficiency surface for Pelton motor, 5 m W. K. Hatt.

27. On seiches, 15 m A. W. Dufi.

28. Some experiments on the phenomenon of the elevation of the

elastic limit, 10 m W. K. Hatt.

29. Empirical formula for viscosity as a function of temperature,

10 ra A. W. Duff.

30. Cadmium cells as compared with the standard Clark cells, 10 m,

S. N. Taylor.

"Author absent; paper not presented.
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CHEMICAL SUBJECTS.

31. Soil solvents, 10 m H. A. Huston and .J. M. Barrett.

*32. The occurrence of Raffinose in American beet sugar, 10 m.

W. E. Stone and W. H. Baird.

33. Basic slag, 10 in H. A. Huston and W. J. Jones.

*.34. The action of enzymes upon starches of different origin, 10 m. . W. E. Stone.

35. The character of the volatile matter lost bj' bituminous coal at

100° C.15 m W. E. Burk.

t;'>6. Notes on the relation of Sodium Silicate to alcoholic fermentation,

5 m Geo. W. Benton.

37. Notes on Diphenylselenon and Selenthren, 2 m Robert Lyon.

38. Notes on L- and B- Lupanin, 10 m Sherman Davis.

39. The physiological action of compounds containing bivalent car-

bon, 20 m J. U. Nef

.

40. Calculation of heating effect of coals by proximate analysis. . W. E. Noyes.

BOTANICAL SUBJECTS.

41. Notes on tlie llora of Lakes Cicott and Maxinkuckee, •"> m. .Robert Hessler.

42. Notes on some Phanerogams, new or rare to llie State, 10 m.. W. S. Blatchley.

43. Periodicity of root pressure, 15 m M. B. Thomas.

44. Notes on the Hora of the lake region of northeastern Indiana,

20 m W. W. Chipman.

45. Contribution to the flora of Indiana IV, 15 m Stanley Coulter.

46. Additions to the published lists of Indiana cryptogams. .L. M. Underwood.

47. Changes in the pith cell preliminary to the development of cavities

in the stems of some grasses, 15 m G. J. Peirce.

48. Bacteria found in the air of stables, 15 m A. W. Bitting.

49. Have the common yeasts pathogenic properties? An experimental

studv, 15 m Katherine E. Golden.

50. Exceptional growth of a wild rose, 5 m Stanley Coulter.

51. A revision of the species of the genus Plantago occurring in the

United States, 15 m Alida M. Cunningham,

* Author absent; paper not presented,

t Paper not presented.
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52. A microscopic examination of certain drinking waters, 15 ra.

G. J. Peirce, F. M. Andrews and A. C. Lite.

53. The eti'ect of drought upon certain plants—an experimental study,

15 m Clara A. Cunningham.

51. Additions to the Cryptogamic Hora of Indiana, 10 m J. C. Arthur.

55. The Uredinea? of Tippecanoe County, Indiana, 10 m Lillian Snyder.

5<i. Traumatropic curvatures of tendrils, 5 m D. T. McDougal.

57. Mechanism of curvatures of roots, 5 m D. T. McDougal

58. The occurrence of the Russian Thistle iSalsola Kali Tragus) in

Wabash County, 5 m A. B. Ulrey.

ZOOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

59. Some additions to our knowledge of the anatomy and embryology

of the Holostomida?, 10 m L. J. Rettger.

60. Abnormal incisor growths in rodents. 5 m C. E. Xewlin.

61. The Bobolink ( Dolichony and oryzivorous) in Indiana, 15 m..A. AV. Butler.

62. The birds, our friends, 12 m E. J. Chandler.

63. Some additions to the Indiana bird list, with other notes, 15 m.. A.W.Butler.

64. Some interesting bones, 5 m M. B. Thomas.

65. The hydrographic basins of Indiana and their Molluscan fauna,

10 m R. Ellsworth Call.

66. The American Indian—his religion, 15 m Geo. L. Curtiss.

67. Notes on the origin of the epiphysis cerebri of Amia, 5 m B. M. Davis.

68. Summary of the literature on the epiphysis cerebri, 5 m B. M. Davis.

69. The snowbird at night, 5 m W. P. Shannon.

70. On the occvirrence of several families of aquatic animalcule in

new stations, 3 m E. Pleas.

71. Notes on the biological survey of Milan Pond, 10 m A. J. Bigney.

72. Involuntary suicide of a crow, 3 m Stanley Coulter.

73. A brief history of the Randolph Mastodon, 10 m .Jos. Moore.

74. The increasing abundance of the opossum (Didelphns virginiana

Shaw I in northern Indiana, 5 m A. B. lirev.
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TURKEY LAKE AS A UNIT OF ENVIRONMENT AND THE
VARIATION OF ITS INHABITANTS.

75. I. Second report of the Biological Station, 10 m C. H. Eigenmann.

76. II. The temperature of Turkey Lake and the fluctuation of its

level during the past year, 10 tn J. P. Dolan.

77. III. The Plankton of Turkey Lake, 10 m Chancey Juday.

78. IV. Physical survey of Lakes Tippecanoe, Eagle, Webster and

Cedar, 10m Thomas Large.

79. V. Destruction of a school of Blue Gills in Webster Lake,

1 m Thomas Large.

80. VI. The variation of Lepomis, 15 m G. J. Peirce.

81. VII. The variation of Etheostoma, 20 m W. J. Moenkhaus.

82. VIII. Blind fishes, a preliminary report, 15 m C. H. Eigenmann.

83. IX. The fovea, 20 m J. R. Stonaker.

84. X. The variation of Micropterus, 20 m D. C. Ridgley.

85. XI. The variation of Pimephales, 10 m J. R. Voris.
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TWELFTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY
OF SCIENCE.

The twelfth annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science was held in

Indianapolis Wednesday and Thursday, December 30 and 31, 1896, preceded by

a session of the executive committee of the Academy, 8 p. M., Tuesday, Decem-

ber 29th.

At 9 A. M., December 30th, President Stanley Coulter called the Academy to

order in general session, at which committees were appointed and much other

routine and miscellaneous business transacted. After the disposition of these

affairs the reading and discussion of papers of the printed program, under the

title of "General Subjects," occupied the time until adjournment at 12 m.

The Academy met at 2 p. M., in two sections—biological and physico-chemi-

cal—for the reading and discussion of papers. President Stanley Coulter presided

over the biological section, and Vice-President Thomas Gray acted as chairman

of the physico-chemical section. After the adjournment of the section meetings

at 5 p. M. the Academy again met in general session at 7 p. >i. Following the

disposition of committee reports and the transaction of other business was the

address of the retiring President, Dr. Stanley Coulter, subject : "Science and the

State."

The evening session of the Academy was followed by a meeting of the exec-

utive committee.

Thursday, December 3Ist, 9:15 a. m., the Academy met in general session for

the transaction of business, after which it divided into sections for the considera-

tion of papers. President Coulter presided over the biological section, while

Prof. W. B. .Johnson acted as chairman of the physico-chemical section.

Adjournment of each section about 12 M.
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THE FIELD MEETING OF 1896.

The Field Meeting of 1896 was held Thursdav and Friday, June 4th and 5th,

at Oxford, Ohio. This, the first session of the Indiana Academy held out of the

State, was in connection with the field meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science.

Thursday, June 4th, was largely spent in the field. At 8 p. m. the two acad-

emies met at the Western Female kSeminary, where President Stanley Coulter, of

the Indiana Academy, delivered an address, subject: " Tiie Influence of Biology

upon the World."

The executive committee of the Indiana Academy met in business session at

7:30 A. M., Friday, June oth, President vStaniey Coulter in the chair. Both acad-

emies occupied much of the day with various excursions, after which they visited

Oxford College. In the evening, at Miami University, Dr. R. Ellsworth Call

delivered an illustrated lecture on Mammoth Cave. Adjournment.

The joint meeting of the Indiana and ()hio Academies of Science was an

occasion of more than usual interest. The academies were laid under heavy

obligations to Oxford citizens, who individually and through the various educa-

tional institutions spared no eftorts to make the event enjoyable and profitable.
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Science and the State. By Stanley Coulter.

Presidential Address, Indiana Academy of Science, December 30, 1S96.

I recognize the fact that innovation is dangerous, especially when it involves

an attempt to give definite form to thoughts, which in varying degrees of distinct-

ness are common property. Yet, despite this danger, I feel constrained to depart

somewhat from the usual line of presidential addresses, and, instead of presenting

a paper based upon research work or upon achievement in any one department of

science, to treat in somewhat broad lines the relation of science to the State.

I trust that I may be able to show that the relation is one which involves

duty—personal and associate—offers opportunities and opens splendid possibili-

ties. I am led to this course, partially, at least, in the hope that the existing

relation between the Academy and the State may be shown to be not only a natural

one, but one of extreme mutual advantage.

Science, as every other branch of knowledge, may be considered from two

points of view, and the view-point has much to do with the aspect she wears. To

the student filled with the scientific spirit the truths she offers are not only inspira-

tion, but sufficient reward. In no other guise can she wear so fair a form.

To the mass of humanity science is beautiful only as she is useful, worthy as

she is helpful.

I am one who stands for the exceeding strength and beauty of pure science,

who believes it not only strong and beautiful, but fundamental, the sine qua non

of the useful, and yet as one who is forced to feel that perhaps the world has

gained more from " Dobbin" than from "Pegasus." It is possible, too, that you

and I may have wrong conceptions of just what is meant by the term pure science.

The old monastic idea of the scholar and of scholarship still persists. It finds,

perhaps, its highest utterance in Prof. Woodrow Wilson's address at the Princeton

Sesquicentennial celebration, where he says that for him the university is

—

"A place removed—calm science seated there, recluse, ascetic, like a nun.

not knowing that the world passes, not caring if the truth but come in answer to

her prayer; and literature, walking within open doors in quiet chambers with

men of olden time, storied walls about her and calm voices infinitely sweet ; here

'magic casements opening on the foam of perilous seas in fairy lands forlorn,' to

which you may withdraw and use your youth for pleasure."

It finds its every-day utterance in the sneer of the party organ at the scholar

who raises his voice in affairs political, and in the expressed belief of tlie masses

that scholars are impractical and thenretical. I care not fiom what source it may
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come or with what authority it may be voiced, such a conception of the scholar

and of scholarship is utterly at variance with existing facts. I believe this to be

true in all realms of thought. I know it to be true in the realm of science. The

development of this wonderfully brilliant and complex composite, which we

call modern civilization, has been due to the interplay of many factors, and

udt the least of these in these latter days has been science. During the last

decade, indeed, science seems to have been the dominating factor in human

affairs. It is not necessary in this presence to recount the manifold applications of

the truths of science to the affairs of every-day life. Science has stretched out

her hand and touched transportation and manufactures and agriculture, and with

the touch has given a fuller and more abundant life. She has gone into the home

and municipality, and by her presence has minimized the dangers of disease.

She has entered the office of the physician and surgeon and given a power that

even in this day of wonders seems marvelous. Her influence is felt in school, in

philosophy, in church and is surely, though perhaps somewhat slowly, bringing

these g:reat forces into a closer touch, a more complete harmony with the life that

is. Each day in the clear light of the truth, given as the rewards of her devotees,

clouds of superstition and ignorance lose form and vanish into nothingness.

To one in touch with science and her achievements she seems no " /eca/se, " no

"a.scrtic," very little "like a nun, not knowing thai the world passes," but rather as a

virile force pervading the world in all of its affairs, a force as potent as pervading.

And yet in spite of this broad view there exists in our own cases even a

somewhat natural tendency to withdraw from the affairs of common weal into the

shell of specialty. We justify this withdrawal by some plea of "truth for truth's

sake "or talk learnedly about "pure science" as if it were a thing apart from

human affairs. The fact plainly stated is, that science has not done as much for

the State as it should. I do not refer especially to Indiana and the scientist of

Indiana, but to science and the State in tlie broadest possible application of the

terms.

Th»' monastic idea has prevailed too largely among scientists, and science has

not done its full duty by the State. Do not imagine for a moment that I am

tacitly admitting the converse of the statement that the State is doing for science

more than it merits. The failure in duty is mutual. Science has largely failed

to seize her opportunities, the State has almost utterly failed to utilize one of her

most potent forces. Many things have conspired to bring about tliis state of af-

fairs, one no doubt, that somewhat vague something known as " j)ractical poli-

tics." Another, e(iually vague ideas on the part of scientists as to what science

can do for the State.
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I may premise by saying that the State as a rule can not deal in intellectual

futures. It can not or should not make appropriations for investigations to run

through long series of years, the ultimate outcome of which is merely the solution

of some scientific problem. To the scientist such problems are of the profound-

est interest, their solution seems to him of alnu)st paramount importance, and yet

a moment's reflection will serve to show that the State can not properly provide

for such work. The State has to deal, not with the general problems of science,

save as they are applicable to immediate needs, but with the welfare of her citi-

zens. Welfare being a term under present conditions, which seems to be largely

material in its interpretation, incidentally intellectual, remotely moral.

If I am right in this view, it follows that the first duty of science to the State

is the development and protection of her material resources. This may appear, at first,

a lowering of the high ideals many of us hold, and yet as we increase the resources

of our commonwealth, we manifestly increase the possibility of the attainment of

our high ideals. "Untoward circumstances" has blighted many a scientific as-

piration. An increase in material prosperity is the shortest cut to an increase in

the intellectual activity and development of the State. As intellectual activity is

increased, the constituency appreciating the value of scientific work increases,

opportunities broaden and achievement is possible. I am inclined to think that

the duty to increase and conserve the material resources of the State may be found

to be the all inclusive duty of science, since if thoroughly done, all other desired

conditions will naturally follow. To become concrete. For a long series of years

the State has maintained a geological survey. I believe that in spite of the num-

erous criticisms that can justly be made upon the published reports, no wiser or

more productive expenditure of public moneys has been made. If all conditions

are considered, limitations of opportunity, uncertain and meagre appropriations,

illogical selection of the official chief by popular vote, control over the extent and

character of the reports by committees and the sundry other stumbling blocks in

the way of the highest efficiency, the results are surprisingly good. As individ-

uals and as an association, I believe we have failed in our duty to the State as

regards these publications. It goes without saying that the work of the State

Geologist would have been made infinitely simpler, that his reports would have

had a higher value if he had received during the past ten years the hearty indi-

vidual and associate co-operation of this Academy. We have, in a degree, lost

an opportunity to make science and the scientist a factor in the material advance

of the State.
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In my opinion the first duty of the members of this Academy is a complete

study of the material resources of the county in which they reside. Xot, for ex-

ample, a list of flowers, unless it is indicative of soils, of drainage, of forest

wealth, of forage resources, of the numerous facts of which the list stands as in-

dex. Not a mere list of birds, or fish, or insects, interesting though such lists be,

but the conditions of which they stand as the visible sign. Not catalogues of

fossils, nor sections of wells, save as they speak of mineral resources, of what may

be called the unutilized wealth of the State. This material should be furnished

to the State Geologist for proper correlation and use. The Academy has enough

work of other character, of equal value to turn all of this material over to the

State Geologist.

These facts in the hands of individuals are practically valueless, usually

travelling into a swift and secure oblivion through the columns of a county paper

or the introduction to a county atlas. In the hands of the State Geologist these

same facts would often prove of supreme importance, saving weary hours of study

and laborious trips of investigation. Within the year such a wealth of facts con-

cerning the resources of the State could be collected without especial effort on the

part of any one person, that many conclusions could be drawn with almost abso-

lute precision. Conclusions that would serve to develop new industries on the

one hand, or prevent the useless expenditure of thousands of dollars on the other.

I say it is a duty you and I owe the State—we have always owed it, but the duty

is now an imperative one since the State has given official recognition to this

organization.

Another duty is in the conservation of the wealth of the State. A collation

of facts that will tend to the conservation of forests, to the destruction of weeds,

the protection of birds and fish, the warding ofl of plant and animal diseases,

improved sanitation in homes and municipalities, the increase of crop production.

All of these are within the domain of science, and it is only through the labors

of scientists that success will be achieved. No one has a higher and more pro-

found respect for pure science than I. No one feels more deeply the truth that

pure science—the theoretical, if you please—must precede the practical ; is, in-

deed, the foundation of the practical. But if science expects to justify herself to

the State, and hopes for continued recognition by the State, she must from time

to time, at least, descend from the heights of pure science and mingle in the

affdirs of daily life. She must not always claim; she must occasionally do.

This duty of developing and conserving the material resources of the State I

believe to be an imperative one, and one which, unfulfilled, leaves us culpably

derelict.
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But the duty of science to the State does not cease with the discovery of

truth. It extends to its dissemination in a fairly intelligible language, with suf-

ficient suggestions as to its relations to make it practically useful. In this matter,

too, I claim that science has neglected manifest duty to her own injury. Either we

have been held back by modesty, not usually considered an attribute of scientists,

and refrained from publication, or we have sought publication in some journal of

high rank in our own lineof work, butof extremely limited circulation. When forced

by occasion to use other media for relieving intellectual congestion, the articles so

bristle with technicalities and multiplied allusions to (Terman and French and

Russian and Italian authorities that the hopeful neophyte turns pale and the raaa

of affairs, eager to see what science has in store for him, turns away in disgust.

As a rule, when called upon for a popular presentation, a primer style is adopted,

from which an intelligent public turns with eijual disgust. That the statements

of science in certain presentations must have technical precision no one ques-

tions, and these presentations have their place in technical journals; but surely,,

after the technical language has been stripped off, and the curves of this and that

and the other have been eliminated; when the foot-notes have all been dropped

and the ready familiarity of the author with all languages lost sight of, there

should be some small residuum of truth capable of interpretation into every-day

language. It is this residuum of truth, clearly put, with relations definitely

stated, that science should disseminate. It is this that will give standing and

credit among the people, and until such credit is gained scientists will find them-

selves hampered at every turn by the wearisome iteration, impractical—theoret-

ical. It is this dissemination of a true science in a popular, not puerile form,

that is needed above all things. It is needed that our citizens may have a

knowledge of all that class of facts which intimately concern their daily life,

that they may know the limitations nature has placed about their efforts—may
know the possibilities she opens before them; that they may have awakened in

them the knowledge that through their efforts and observations new truths may

be discovered which will become the heritage of their children. I am convinced

that scientists have much to answer for because of this failure in duty. I am

equally convinced that they have been repaid doubly for all of ti»eir .sins of

omission, in the almost universal lack of appreciation of the character and im-

portance of their work. This accurate popularization of scientific truth is abso-

lutely necessary if our work as scientists and as an Academy is taken at its full

value. Did you ever think of it? Appropriations for proceedings of societies of

horticulture, of agriculture, of swine-hreeders, of chicken raisers, of bee-keepers,

of tile-makers, without question, but grave doubts as to the publication of the

1
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proceedings of the Academy of Science because of lack of practicality I If there

is one practical thing in these days of ours it is science; if there is one Jorm of

truth which more than all others underlies and jiervades all our industries, it is

scientific truth ; if there is one form of knowledge which more than any other seems

Ttj condition public prosperity—even to condition duration of life—it is scientific

knowledge. It is a startling commentary on the neglect of duty of men of science that

in these last years of this century of scientific achievements, achievements which year

by year become more marvelous, more wide-reaching in their effects; when achieve-

ment seems only limited by man's daring, to hear solemn discussion as to the

•practical value of scientific publication. The truths of science that are funda-

mental, the practical application of these truths, should be the common property

of every man and woman, of every school child, in the State. The scientist

should be nature's interpreter to the people. Too often he has merely striven to

interpret himself to others of his kind. I repeat that this Academy as a body,

and through its members, owes the duty to the State of disseminating scientific

itruth in a straightforward, clear-cut way, that the people may have put into their

hands all of the truths of science which have immediate practical bearing. If a

man who accumulates money hoards it he is a mean man, a miser. The man

who accumulates useful knowledge and hoards it is infinitely meaner than the

miser.

Among the best intentioned educational movements in secondary schools

-during the last few years has been that which has introduced nature study into

the grades. Following the letter of the recommendation of the committee of ten,

the spirit of the recommendation has often been utterly overlooked. Nature

study has been so associated with language and number and form studies that

nature has llown out of the window, while number and language and form

•remained. Where the intention is most honest, the work is imperfectly co-ordi-

nated, without sequence, practically without purpose. The real aim of scientific

study seems often utterly misconceived, for science work consists not in the mere

.collection and pigeon-holing of facts, but in the development and strengthening of

certain specific intellectual powers. It is eviJent that this state of affairs exists

because scientists have not sufficiently concerned themselves in the movement to

bring it success. A movement which promises so much for the symmetrical

intellectual development of the youth of the State, which promises, so much for

science itself, is surely of sufficient importance to merit some attention from every

itrue scientist and sy.stematized and wisely directed efforts for its success by this

Academy as a body. My position is, that this Academy should stand for the

.combined wisdom of its members in all matters scientific which pertain to the
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common weal, and that its views in all such matters should be so voiced as to

carry the influence such combined wisdom and experience merits. I believe, then,

that as individuals, and as an associate body, we owe a definite duty to the State

in the wise fostering of all efforts to increase the amount and improve the quality

of the science work in our secondary schools. It may be urged that all of this is

beyond the province of this body. As I conceive the province of science, how-

ever, such duties as I have indicated seem the most natural and forceful way of

showing, even to the veriest gradgrind, the very close and eminently practical

relationship existing between science and the State.

All I have said implies that the scientist recognizes himself as a loyal citizen

of the State in which he works, and that he is as jealous of her honor, as careful

for her prosperity, as watchful over her interests as the man who edits a news-

paper, who practices law or runs for office. But where the monastic idea prevails,

where the laboratory so absorbs that he loses sight of his citizenship, he is derelict

in duty and discredits science.

On the other hand, the State, through her legislators, m<iy be said to owe cer-

tain duties to science. One of the most patent of these is official recognition of

the value of scientific work to the State. From the days of the New Harmony

Settlement, when Indiana was the Mecca of all the Scientists of the land, when

the Owens and Say and Lesquereux and others were not only revealing the

natural wealth of the virgin State, but were adding lustre to her intellectual

record, down to the present time has science and the scientist done much for the

State. The exploitation of our coals, of our stone quarries, of our clays, of our

forest resources, with the development of the industries dependent upon them^

has been based directly upon the work of the scientist. As the result of the study

of farm products, of plant and animal diseases and their remedies, of soils and

fertilizers, thousands of dollars annually have either been saved to the State or

added directly to its wealth. In manifold ways, without withholding, has science

given largely and liberally to the State. It would seem but a natural thing in

view of such a record for the State to assume that science still had something in

store for her; to assume that when she spoke her utterances would have value.

It would seem but a just thing when the scientists of the State are associated to-

gether and have organized definitely for an increase of knowledge of the resources

of the State to at least provide for the publication of this knowledge. It would

seem to be the high-water mark of practicality as well as economy to secure some-

thing for nothing. The worker has the satisfaction of work well done, the State

all the results of his labor.
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Points of view vary, however, and what may seem just and generous to the

scientist, may not have such a fair seeming to the legislator. But I believe that

an honest and intelligent study of the contributions of science to the material

wealth and intellectual development of the State will furnish a sufficient warrant

for the views advanced.

The obvious way in which this official recognition could be given objective form

is in a permanent appropriation for the publication of the proceedings of this Acad-

emy—an appropriation sufficiently liberal to insure the proper presentation of

its work. The expense would be most trivial compared with the results such

action would secure. Results which would extend beyond the material and would

pcfwerfully upbuild and support the educational system of the State. It seems to

me that a failure to utilize such an agency is inexcusable. I believe that if there

were no material interests involved, the proper encouragement of scientific inves-

tigation, regarded from a purely intellectual standpoint and because of its reflex

influence upon the character of the instruction in the secondary schools, is within

the province of the State and may fairly be classed as one of its duties. The

history of such action and its results in other States seVves to emphasize this view.

I am not, however, so much interested in the duty of the State to science as in the

converse, and feel in nowise moved to instruct legislators in their duties.

If, however, tliere is a full recognition of the mutual obligations existing

between science and the State, then the organization of this Academy opens wide

the gate of opportunity.

Before suggesting these opportunities, allow me to say that 1 believe that,

perfect as is our organization, it can be made far more productive of results by a

proper co-ordination and distribution of work. There are certain investigations

which can not be made by individual workers which can easily be carried on in

the laboratories of the colleges. There are other investigations which can only

be carried to a successful conclusion by the co-operation of many persons or in

some cases of several colleges. It is one of the most difficult things in the world

to recognize the limitations our environment imposes upon us, but a failure to

recognize such limitations leads often to a sad waste of energy. To properly

utilize the energy of the Academy there should be a co-ordination of the scientific

work of the State of such a character as would at least prevent overlapping and

valueless repetition, as would give the individual worker his proper field, thus

freeing the larger laboratories for the broader problems demanding for their so-

lution large equipments and libraries. Apparently, the only thing that stands in

the way of such co-operation and such a practical distribution of work is the de-

sire most of us have to pose as past masters of science. Is it too much to say a
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feeling of jealously, a fear lest some other worker will gain more of reputation or

popular favor? I much fear me that were we fully truthful with ourselves some

slight leaven of professional jealousy might be found working in our actions. It

seems clear to me—very clear indeed—that before we can properly seize the op-

portunities offered, there must be some practical, though not necessarily formal

co-ordination of work.

Take the opportunities for concerted, co-ordinated work in a single science

and notice how great their practical as well as theoretical value. There are cer-

tain natural resources of the State which may be materially developed in some

instances, or have their utility greatly increased in others, by full and complete

chemical studies. Perhaps that of the greatest importance from a commercial

standpoint is the thorough and complete investigation of the clay deposits

of the State. I will be pardoned for saying that I think that the last vol-

ume of the Geological Reports fully justifies all the grants ever made to the

survey by the preliminary investigation of the clay deposits of the coal bear-

ing counties. The certain outcome of the work is the rapid development of new

industries, based upon this formerly unutilized resource, which will annually

produce thousands of dollars in excess of all appropriations ever made for the

survey. But this investigation has but begun, and a full knowledge of the clay

deposits will only be possible after many years, unless there be in the various

laboratories of the State full and complete studies made of the possibilities of

these clays in various directions. Some are fitted specially for tile, some for

paving brick, some for building brick, some for pottery, special uses which can

only be determined by studies in the chemical laboratory or by the costly experi-

ments of actual manufacture. From work of this character would naturally fol-

low monographic work upon the chemical problems involved in the successive

steps in the manufacture of each of these various products. Such work would

give almost immediate return and would appeal to a much larger constituency

than the scientist can usually hope to reach.

In the line of increasing the utility of resources already developed, it is evi-

dent that chemical investigations would reveal many ways in which our coal and

gas and oil might be made to yield even richer returns than at present.

That an intimate relationship exists between public prosperity and public

health is no longer questioned. It is a matter of popular knowledge, which is

taking form in the various voluntary and legalized organizations for the improve-

ment of sanitary conditions in homes and municipalities. This movement sug-

gests another opportunity for concerted chemical work bearing upon these grave

problems. No more valuable work for the State could be carried out than that of
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a chlorine survey of the natural waters of the streams and springs of the State.

A knowledge of the local normal chlorine in the natural waters of the State is

almost a necessity, if outbreaks of disease are to be anticipated. Any sudden in-

crease in the amount of chlorine in a given locality, would give warning of possible

danger and serve to give direction to the efforts of health officers in averting

disease from their districts. A chlorine map of the State is a necessity for its

proper sanitary cotitrol and this work can only be done satisfactorily and rapidly by

the concerted work of an organization, such as this Academy. After the establish-

ment of this chlorine base line there would still be necessary the regular examina-

tion of water supplies for purposes of comparison, which could be done in almost

every case by the local health officer. Without this base line chemical analyses of

water lose much of their meaning.

Correlated naturally with this would be the general examination of water in

epidemic districts, the immediate benefits of which are self-evident.

The mineral waters of the State open another field of chemical research work,

attractive and of evident value. It is manifest that in the working out of prob-

lems, such as these, covering the whole area of the State, there should be the

most careful co-ordination, the most perfect division of labor. It does not seem

to me that such work is beyond the province of the Academj"^, indeed it seems ta

be its supreme province so far as its relation to the State is concerned.

Since I am speaking of chemical research, .a-How me to suggest that much yet

remains to be known of the chemistry of the soils and rocks of the State, much

that must be known if in the near future we reach the apotheosis of usefulness,

which some one says consists of making two blades of grass grow where one had

grown before.

The plant world also offers to chemistry opportunities for investigation in

lines not merely of theoretical interest, but of high practical value. The exami-

nation of vegetable products—for example, of plants producing sugar, tannin,^

medicinal properties, etc. How much of unutilized wealth is at our feet, bound

up in plants, only waiting the word of science for its release. It is said that one

of our smart weeds (Polygonum amphibirem) , a common plant in marsh regions,

contains 18 percent., by weight, of tannin^, an amount sufficient, if the statement

is true, to justify at least an attempt to utilize it for commercial purposes. This

is but an illustration of scores of cases which might be cited to show the possibili-

ties of this form of work.

It is strange when we consider the length of time scientists have been at work

in the state, that there is so little of actual knowledge concerning its topographical

»Bot. Gaz., vol. i, p.20.
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features, and, stranger still, of its drainage systems. In a general way we recog-

nize the lowlands of the State are located in the southwestern counties, while the

highland regions, if they can be dignified, are in the eastern-central counties ; we

know there are chains of hills in the south and prairies in the north, but beyond

these facts we know very little.

We are familiar with the two great drainage systems of the State, but of the

minor details essential in the working out of local jiroblems we have absolutely

no data— at least none that are at all available. In an attempt last year, in the

sanitarj^ laboratories at Purdue, to make a contour map of the State, the paucity

of data was strikingly apparent. Had it not been for the railroad levels, not

«ven an approximation could have been reached. It is not necessary to say more

than that a moment's reflection will suggest the far-reaching application and value

of this work. It is also manifest that the accomplishment of such work is only

possible through the intelligent co-operation of the members of a body such

as this.

I have purposely omitted thus far any mention of the opportunities that open

to biologists. From my point of view they are so numerous and of such impor-

tance that they are almost self-evident. Fields that have already been entered show

themselves broadening as the work advances. And the work already done sug-

gests yet further worlds for conquest. The biologist still has much to do in the

line of plant and animal diseases, infinitely more in the line of sanitation. The

accomplishment of yesterday in these lines serves merely as the incentive for the

work of to-day. There is little danger that work of this character will be neg-

lected. There are, however, other problems, the solution of which depends upon

a patient gathering of facts almost innumerable, and an equally patient study of

these facts in their true relations—problems which by their mere statement carry

little idea of their real importance. Systematic botany has, I presume, in the

opinion of most people, about as little to do in the realm of practical aflFairs as

any branch of knowledge. Such an opinion is doubtless true if systematic botany

consists, as is the popular conception, in the mere cataloguing and naming of

plants. The systematic botany of to-day is, however, far more than this; it

involves studies of plants in their relations to soil and rainfall, to heat and light,

to air and mechanique, to each other, to animal life. More and more clearly out

of the great masses of facts being collected in ecological studies is the truth be-

coming apparent that plants stand as the sure sign of the natural agricultural

capacity of the soil upon which they grow.

Allow me to quote from Mr. Corille's "Bota7iy of the Death Valley Expedition,"

a report, which is a model in every way. After showing that trees and shrubs
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are most reliable as zonal guides, he says: "Shrubs and trees, being com-

monly larger than herbaceous plants, reach higher into the air and penetrate

more deeply into the soil, thereby subjecting themselves to a wider range of con-

ditions than do these smaller plants. They also, by continuing throughout the

year exposed to successive, varying seasonal conditions, complete the full round

of their possibilities in environment. They therefore stand as the most complete

summation that can be attained of the natural light, heat, moisture, food, air and

mechanique of any area; in other words, a sure index of the natural agricultural

capacity of the soil upon which they grow. From a utilitarian point of view, too

much stress can scarcely be laid upon this fact. It has been the practice of agri-

culturists to gauge the capacity of soils, in regions new to the plow, by observa-

tions on rainfall, temperature, cloudiness, chemical composition of the soil,

drainage, and many other phenomena, or by the even more laborious process of

experimenting on evei'y farm with each kind of cultivated product ; ignoring the

fact that this determination can be greatly hastened, cheapened, and authenticated

by correlating the natural vegetation, especially that made up of the trees and

shrubs, with that of other regions, whose agricultural capacities are known."'

A careful gathering of facts of the character indicated regarding our native

flora would not only give results of the highest practical value, but would also-

serve in a great measure to relieve chemists and agriculturists of irksome work,

the results of which at best could be of but local value. In this broader view

even systematic botany has opened before it a splendid opportunity, for I know"

to my sorrow how few facts of this kind are available. Here, also, it is evident

that data sufficiently extended can only be secured through intelligent co-opera-

tion of botanists throughout the State. No more attractive field offers; none in

which the prospect of valuable returns is more promising.

A recent article in Nature, by M. T. Masters, abstracted in the Popular

Science Monthly for October, 1896, on "Plant Breeding," is also suggestive of

work of great practical value along botanical lines. Quoting briefly: "The

natural capacity for variation of the plant furnishes the basis on which the breeder

has to work, and this capacity varies greatly in degree in different plants, so that

some are more amenable and pliant than others. The trial grounds of our great

seedsmen furnish object lessons of this kind on a vast scale. The two processes

(selection and cross-breeding) are antagonistic. On the one hand, every care is

taken to preserve the breed and to neutralize variation as far as possible, so that

the seed may "come true;" on tlie other hand, when the variation does occur the-

observation of the grower marks the change, and he either rejects the plant,.

^ Botany of the Death Valley Expedition , 18
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manifesting it as a "rogue" if the change is undesirable, or takes care of it for

further trial if the variation holds out promise of novelty or improvement. AVhere

the flowers lend themselves readily to cross-fertilization by means of insects, it is

essential, in order to maintain the purity of the offspring, to grow, the several

varieties at a very wide distance apart. Some apparently slight variations, which,

even to the trained botanist, are hardly noticeable, may be of great value commer-

cially—as, for instance, of two apparently almost identical varieties of wheat, one

may be much better able to resist mildew and diseases generally than another

;

some again prove to be better adapted to certain soils, or for some climates,

than others; some are less liable to injury from predatory birds, and so on.

So far we have been alluding to variations in the plant as grown from the seed,

but similar changes are observable in the ordinary buds, and gardeners- are not

slow to take advantage of these variations. The field is one of great scientific as

well as commercial interest, and a thoroughly equipped biologist would probably

soon distance the ordinary gardener who works by rule of hand in producing and

perpetuating valuable variations."^

This audience will carry the thought of opportunity into other lines of scien-

tific work without additional detail. The zoologists are hard at work, under care-

ful organization, and will at this meeting show something of the scope of their

work, with the results already reached. The engineers, with all their energies,

have as yet been unable to fully occupy their territories, so manifold are their

fields for investigation.

All that I have suggested involves no neglect of pure science. Neither d.oes

it necessarily involve the abandoning of work which, with our present knowl-

edge, seems purely theoretical. It does not suggest the introduction of the

mercenary or utilitarian idea into scientific work. It is only an intimation of

how, by a judicious and well-ordered treatment of what may be called the by-

products of our activity much good may be accomplished for science, much for

the State. As the manufacturer often finds that the careful utilization of the

by-products conditions success, so the scientist may find that his success depends

upon his contributions to the general good. Every truth will, of course, at some

time take its appointed place and be assigned its true value; but many truths of

science as yet stand isolated—unrelated, marvelous products, often, of skill and

patience) but, until they find their true place, of little general interest. Through

facts such as these scientist may appeal to scientist, but it is through simpler facts

of readier application that science appeals to the State.

' Pop. Soi. .Mo:.thly, Oct., 1896, pp. 859-860.
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I have thus in the broadest lines indicated what seemed to me some of the

evident duties of the Academy to the State, and what seemed to be opportunities

for increasing its value to the State. All are dependent upon the combined work

of many individuals. Few, if any, can be accomplished save through an organ-

ization such as this.

I look over the secondary schools of the State and find that the teachers of

science, with few exceptions, are poorly paid; that science courses are, almost

without exception, arranged with reference to recitation schedules rather than to

logical sequence of subjects or intellectual capacity of pupils. That science is

assigned a value in the curriculum far less than language, or number, or form.

I find in our colleges, again, with few exceptions, that while it is not expected

that one man can teach both Latin and Gi*eek, it is expected often that one man

can teach Botany, and Zoology, and Physiology, and Chemistry, and Physics,

with other incidental subjects to fill his schedule. I find a prevailing belief that

the scientific specialist is a narrow man, when, by the very nature of things, he

must be, if a true specialist, one of the broadest of men ; a belief, in general,,

that science is impractical, theoretical, visionary. All this in spite of the fact

that far more than any other force has science directed—yes, dominated—the

progress of the past decades. I believe the cause of all this to be that science

has not been fairly dealt with by her devotees. That the scientist, absorbed in

the work of the laboratory, has too often forgotten his citizenship and neglected

to transfer to the State the truth which science had placed in his hands. Prima-

rily the objects of the Academy are inspirational, but secondarily, at least, and

certainly in its relations to the State, its objects should be eminently practical.

If we fully grasp the idea of this relationship, which I have but imperfectly

outlined, the possibilities of science in Indiana are almost limitless. Its influence

will be increased, its constituency broadened, its achievements more splendid, and

the prophecy of a high place in science, born in the New Harmony days, will

have its realization in the effective and beneficent work of this Academy.

The Evolution of the Map of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. By R. Ells-

worth Call.

There probably does not exist elsewhere on earth so famous a natural feature

concerning which so little is definitely known as the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky.

Its scientific exploration has been so hampered and guarded by a jealous fear of

rival interests that no one has been permitted to survey the great cavern and to
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project it on the surface in order to determine its relations to the topography of

the region in which it is located. There have been but few attempts to so de-

lineate its hundreds of ramifications that the visitor may know his whereabouts

by reference to surface features. These are commonly conjectural; the guides

profess to have, and for the most part are honest, but little knowledge of the rela-

tions of the outdoor topography to that of the avenues and chambers of the cave.

The liberal management of the present Superintendent, Mr. Henry C. Ganter,

extended to the writer in a hundred different ways the most complete opportuni-

ties to examine and study the cave in the usually inaccessible localities as well as

those commonly visited. Measurements and compass work was permitted within

the cave but the line was drawn when surface work was planned or attempted.

Courtesy freely extended must be regarded, and while the results attained are not

of the most exact kind, nearly four years of exploration have given a better idea

of its surface relations and internal ramifications than could otherwise have been

possible.

The interests of the present owners are as jealously guarded as ever, and in

this communication, therefore, I shall not violate any confidence which has been

vouched to me. Nevertheless, I can not refrain from placing on record, in this

manner, my firm belief that a survey which has been made ought to be projected

in map form and given to the world of science. Only good could result to all the

interests involved should an accurate knowledge of the cavern's relations to the

surface be made public. Such information would be invaluable to one who

wishes to know the great cavern as a geological entity. Perhaps, as the years

roll by, wiser counsels will prevail and the world will eventually know Mammoth
Cave in all its ramifications and will see them represented on a map which will

also show their relations to the surface. For the present it is my purpose to give

a history of the several published maps, and the manner in which they have been

prepared, to show how diflicult has been the process of evolving the map and to

emphasize the present need of a cartograph which shall exhibit the cave as it is.

Mammoth Cave was discovered through an accident of the chase in the year

1809 by one Hutchins, a hunter who, tradition says, traced a wounded bear to the

entrance, then quite hidden in a dense growth of underbrush and fallen trees. It

would be diflScult to imagine a more rough and wild region than is the countrv in

which this greatest of caverns is situated. Facing north, on the side of the Green

River Canyon, far away from the traveled routes of the olden time, accident only

could have brought it to view. If Hutchins ever really lived there now remains

no trace of him beyond the tradition of discovery; none of his kith or kin have

been dijcovcred in the region. Perhaps with this single act to make him forever
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known he was content to pass from human view. In those good old Kentucky-

days, when firearms were as much in vogue as they are in these later days, and

with worthier ends be it remarked in passing, gunpowder was a scarce article and

was husbanded beyond comparison. A roving Philadelphia chemist, Dr. Samuel

Brown by name, first taught the earlier settlers the methods of manufacture of

gunpowder, with probably as great acceptability as Latinus first taught the Latins

agriculture. But the nitre-bearing sheltered cliffs and caves of the Blue Grass

region could not alone furnish all the needed nitrate, originally obtained in the

form of calcium nitrate, from which the needed saltpetre, or potassium nitrate,

was procured through the medium of wood ashes in the clumsy chemistry of

nearly a century ago. Recourse was therefore had to other caverns, which were

assiduously sought after and many found. From these the needed nitrate was

obtained in abundance and a great industry was built up in Kentucky. Rumors

of the great cave in Warren County, for we may be sure that coupled with the

growth and size of that famous bear each time the story was recounted, Hutchins

did not fail to tell of the cave he had found, reached the ears of the middle Ken-

tucky folk and business enterprise soon made Mammoth Cave a fact of history.

Mammoth Cave appears to have attracted great attention from the very first,,

though its chief value seems to have been connected with the manufacture of

saltpetre. When the war of 1812 came and the resources of the United States

were taxed to the utmost in securing materials for the making of powder because

the foreign supply was rendered uncertain through the exigencies of war, the

caverns of Kentucky furnished nearly all the saltpetre used in that memorable

conflict. With central Kentucky, and notably with Lexington, the great eastern

city of Philadelphia had intimate commercial relations. It resulted that the

caverns of this portion of the State soon were exhausted of their precious nitrate

and the new, stupendous Green River cave came prominently into view. A Phil-

adelphian of Hebrew descent, and a patriot, by name Hymau Gratz, associated

with one Charles Wilkins, of Lexington, leased Mammoth Cave from its earliest

owner and carried on in extensive scale the manufacture of saltpetre. Many

tons of "petre-dirt," as the miners called it, were brought from far within the

cave, the places where they last dug and the vats in which they leached the earth

still attesting the magnitude of their operations. With the development of this

industry came visitors, and with the visitors went wonderful stories of the great

cave. It thus happened that in August of 1814 a gentleman unknown to later

days wrote an extended account to "a respectable gentleman of New York,"^

which was published in the Medical Repository, then under the editorial control of

the eminent Dr. Samuel Latham Mitchill, accompanied by a map. The account
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and map appeared in the seventeenth volume of that journal. It is presented

herewith, not because it has value as being an accurate map of the cave, but

because it possesses a certain archaic value as being the first map to have appeared

in print. A previous map, essentially the same, is known to have been made,

but there is no record of its having found a way into literature. The author of

our map is unknown, so far as any fact connected with its publication goes, but

in a later number of the same journal another map is mentioned as accompany-

ing a description of a mummy from a cave near by and on deposit for exhibition

purposes in the Mammoth Cave, and is said to be the same, substantially, "as

that which we had received before from Mr. Bogert;" from which fact it appears-

that such was the name of the man who presented the original map. But noth-

ing more is known of him. This map is not drawn to scale, nor was the compass

employed in determining the relations and directions of the several halls. AVith

the exception of a very few localities near the entrance, which are fairly correctly

located, it is impossible to identify any of these avenues with those now known.

But the map is important as being the beginning of the published cartography o£

the cave.

The second map of Mammoth Cave was the one prepared by Dr. Xahuni

Ward, a photographic copy of which is presented herewith, its original, the only

copy now known to be extant, being in my own library. This map first appeared

in the Worcester Spy, a newspaper of Massachusetts, in .June or July, 1816, My
copy is a facsimile, printed on one-half of a newspaper sheet, with blank reverse.

As presented herewith it is reduced one-half.

As in the case of Bogert's map, so in this one, it is impossible to identify very

many ot the localities mentioned. The descriptions of Doctor Ward are quite full

but are by no means exact. He appears to have been thoroughly impressed by

the great magnitude of the cavern, and the terms selected to convey has idfeas of

the cave comport well with its greatness. But the map is drawn to- no scale and,

as may be noted from the map itself, its horizontal distances are grossly inaccurate.

In addition this writer makes the cavern to pass under the Green Eiver in three

separate places. As a matter of fact it is impossible for sodi an extension to'

happen ; the area of the cave is limited by the configuration of the country around

it ; while its depth is determined by the level of Green Eiver, into which, by-

several separate channels, breaking out as large or small springs, the waters of

the cavern eventually find their way. The drainage levels of th« subterranean

streams are all determined by that of the Green. While Ward employed the

compass at places and determined thus the directions of the longest diameters of

the great halls, he did not employ it constantly or systematically and nowhere did
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he run long lines or have points for "tying" those he did run. His published

account is the first extensive one in literature, though it, like all the earlier ones,

abounds in exaggerations.*

The next map, in order of publication, bears the date of 1835, the year of its

copyright, and was prepared by Edmund F. Lee, a civil engineer of Cincinnati,

Ohio. It is based upon the first instrumental survey ever made of the cave, and is

both complete and accurate for that portion which may be called the cisriparian

eave. The rivers and all that vast area of the cavern which lies beyond, were

then unknown and undreamed of.

The rivers were discovered by Stephen Bishop, the guide, in the year 1840,

for tlie way to them, over what is now the Bottomless Pit, had not been known;

ihe Pit itself was not crossed until 1840, the crossing being almost immediately

followed by the discovery of River Hall and all its wonders. Consequently none

of this portion of the cavern appears in Lee's map, a copy of which is herewith

_given, from a faded copy in my library, which, like the others mentioned, is the

only copy now known to be in existence. Lee's map is further characterized by

sections of the several known avenues and chambers, and is the result of many

month's of underground work. As laid down in his map the relations of the

. avenues and chambers are absolutely accurate ; the nomenclature has since very

..greatly changed, as the fancy of visitors or the caprice of the several managers

.have dictated. It will be at once recognized that this map has extraordinary

Talue when it is stated that it forms the basis of several other maps which have

. appeared from time to time ; further, it is the first map to have been profession-

ally made. Complete surveys of most of the newer or transriparian avenues

have never been made. Some of these aA'enues and passages, like that which

leads to Mystic River, leaving El Ghor just below Martha's Vineyard, have been

• entirely closed up by the management and never will be surveyed. A complete

. map of the cave will, therefore, always be impossible, and some avenues will only

''Since this article wa« completed, chance has thrown in my way an old volume pub-

lished by Lee & Shepard, Boston, in 1873, " The Wonders of the World," which reproduces

Ward's account of Mammoth Cave, together with his origrinal map; the map appears as

pa''e 327 and has a cut of the " mummy, now in the American Museum, New York." It is

interesting to note that this old map is useless in such a book. It is further interest-

ing to note that the mummy was not then in the American Museum, nor ever had been, be-

yond a few days for exhibition purposes, but was deposited in the museum of the American

Antiquarian Society, at Worcester, Massachusetts. A short time since, following the

World's Fair, where it was on exhibition, it was removed to the National Museum, at Wash-

ington, where it may now be seen. A most excellent photograph of this famous mummy
was recently made for me and forwarded by the courtesy of the late Dr. G.Brown Goode.

The account of the cive, which this volume gives, in 1873, is a verbatim reproduction of

Nahum Ward's original ilescrip ion, made in 1816. In this way do great publishing houses

give us new and .resli knowledge of the world's wonders.
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have historic names. They will never be visited by future explorers. But Lee

a.one has surveyed the intricate and devious windings which make up the Laby-

rinth, together with its associated chambers. Use was made of his work by the-

maps which followed.

The parts of the cavern which are beyond the pass known as El Ghor, includ-

ing a considerable portion of explored but unmapped cave, have had several

names bestowed on them by the earlier visitors. Of the parts which it will now

be impossible to visit, owing to the artificial occlusion of the small passage under

Martha's Vineyard, are the following: Byrd's Avenue, Miriam's Avenue, Har-

lan's Avenue and Hebe's Spring. The Mystic River itself rivals the famous Echo

River, but is less in size. It has probably some connection with Roaring River,

a great stream at times, reached from Stephenson's Avenue at the Cascades, but

as yet unexplored fully. Several attempts made by the writer to reach its end

were defeated by lack of boats, the only means by which the deeper and unfa-

miliar places can be passed.

Lee's map was followed by one prepared from accounts and free-hand sketches'

of Stephen Bishop, in 1845, and is found in a little volume called "Mammoth
Cave, by a Visitor," and published by Morton & Griswold, of Louisville, Ken-

tucky. This map appears to have Lee's map as its basis for the older portion of

the cave; the newer portion, which had not then been surveyed, is laid down by

Bishop and from his notes. In common with all the published maps of later date-

than Lee's, the distances are grossly exaggerated, and the relations of some of the

avenues are certainly hypothetical. But this map stands to-day as the best that

has been published, and while inaccurate for any scientific purpose is certainly-

exact enough for the visitor. It names and shows the points of departure of the

side avenues from the larger and better known or more traveled portions^anJ
'

gives a sketch of their turnings and ramifications. It is to be constantly remem-

bered that none of the maps, except Lee's, have been based upon compass- bear-

ings, even, to say nothing of determining their relations by exact method&-.

No other map appeared until 1875, when Forwood's "The Mammoth Cave of

Kentucky," Fourth Edition, appeared from the Lippincott press, of Philadelphia.

His map gives only the two traveled routes, called the " long" and the "short"
'

routes, and is grossly inaccurate even for these. No dependence can be placed'

upon any of the details of this map. It is noticed here simply because it is one

of the few which have ever been published.

Hovey's map, which appeared in his "Celebrated American Caverns " fn~

1882, is the next in order of time. It is probably the best known map of the cave

having been reproduced in a number of other publications and been sent abroad
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in numerous copies of his guide book, itself a separately bound excerpt from the

larger volume, with slight changes in the later editions. This map is chiefly that

of Bishop; all the main features of Bishop's map appear and few additional facts.

For the older portion of the cave, like Bishop's map, this one follows very closely

the original work of Lee. No mention is made of these sources, and Doctor Hovey

did not himself map any part of this great cave except Ganter's Avenue. Some

measurements of separate localities were made by him, but beyond this his map has

"verylittleoriginal matter or matter not already known. It is, however, a useful one,

"for more names to localities appear on this map than on any other, many of which

have been happily bestowed by Hovey who, in these matters, has appreciated the

~" eternal fitness of things." In his names record is often made of the pioneers of

^iiscovery in the cave ; in other cases he has happily made allusions to mythologic

-characters to which is added the uncanny suggestiveness of the gloom of the un-

derground world.

The latest map of the cave is still unpublished, but will appear within a few

months. In it the attempt will be made to correct the errors of the older maps

and to add to them as wholes the newly discovered portions or those portions of

"which little has hitherto been known. But when this map shall have appeared

it will demonstrate the need of accurate surveys, which are never likely to be made,

rather than add very greatly to our knowledge of the cave. Still, errors of others

being corrected, the golden goal of exact knowledge will be brought a very little

aiearer.

li is well known that the main avenues of the cave have been "run" bycom-

tpetent engineers, and they have been platted on the surface, in part at least. This

was done in the attempt to learn whether any of the more valuable parts of the cave

extended beyond the limits of the present "cave estate." No one has beeu al-

lowed to see these plats except those who are directly interested. The closeness

with which this information is kept argues for the fact that without doubt the

cavern extends beyond the estate. Numerous attempts have been made to find

other entrances than the one on the estate ; that they exist is proven by the free

'circulation of the air and the presence, in places miles from the well-known

month, of seeds and leaves, sticks and bark, from the surface, and oftentimes in a

fairly fresh condition. But these entrances are small and not likely to ever prove

valuable to others if found. It is this fear of attempts to enter the property of

the present estate that operates to make impossible, at present, a cartog'raph which

exhibits Mammoth Cave in its true relations to the region in which it is situated.
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Fauna of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. By E. E. Cali,.

Published in the American Naturalist, May 1,1897.

Notes on Indiana Caves and Their Fauna. By W. S. Blatchley.

Published in the State Geological Report for 1896.

A Possible Relation of the Academy of Science to the Teachers op

Biology in Our Secondary Schools. By L. J. Rettger.

[Abstract.]

The purpose of the Academy of Science, as I understand it, is in the main

two-fold. It aims to encourage original research work among its members, and

so enhances the amount of scientific knowledge by valuable contributions. It

also encourages younger observers to attempt more critical work and so prepare

to continue the regular research work. By its organization and its meetings it is

able to accomplish this to a very satisfactory degree.

The second purpose is probably the dissemination of scientific knowledge

among the people. It is this second purpose that makes the first one peculiarly

valuable to the State, and in the fullest way repays the favors which the State

officially grants the Academy. But the dissemination need not be limited to the

actual research work of the Academy. It may legitimately include that basal

scientific information which any advanced work presupposes.

It will in this way create a more general and a more intelligent appreciation

of true scientific work and may result in bringing out scientific talent that would

otherwise have been missed.

The avenue along which the Academy may most efficiently exert its influence

in this way is in the secondary schools of the State. By persistent eflbrts biologi-

cal studies in some form or other are included in almost every high school curric-

ulum and so the way is open as far as the subject matter is concerned. In many

instances, too, there are teachers who have had a high grade laboratory training

and who teach the subject in the high school in a most commendable way. But

the fact remains that possibly in the majority of instances biological work in our

high schools is still deeply mired in text book work. The utter worthlessness of

biological work which does not bring the student into a direct contact with at least a

reasonable number of actual things need not be restated. It is a maxim that such

work is laboratory work or it is nothing.
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In many instances this kind of work done is due to the lack of training of the

"teacher himself and for such a place there is no hope until bv some good fortune

the teacher gives wav to a better. But there is a second class where biological

work is handicapped in spite of a well trained teacher, and it is this class for which

a possible remedy is here suggested. In few high schools indeed does the work in

biology fall to a single teacher and occupy all his time. In practically all our

secondary schools the teacher of biology has in addition to his zoology or botany

classes, three or four other classes that may range from Greek through English

Literature to mathematics. Usually his entire school day is occupied in '' hear-

ing" recitations. Time spent in laboratory work is usually '"offtime." There seems

often but one thing left and that is to devote the recitation period in botany or zoology

to an exposition of some text, and the actual study of things is very infrequent.

If it be asked why the recitation period itself is not devoted to actual laboratory

work, one needs but to be reminded that laboratory work requires material, good

material, and a fairly large amount of it. And to continue this day after dav

• with new forms means an amount of time spent in preparing this materiah which

is not available to the high school teacher with his multiplicity of other duties.

The teacher is further often ijuite unacquainted with the resources of his neighbor-

hood, and is frequently not assigned to his place of duty until after the opportunities

for collecting are gone. The writer has had the opportunity of visiting numbers

of High Schools, and in almost all instances the apology for doing a low grade of

work in botany or zoology was the one that specimens were, in spite of best

efforts, not accessible. Sometimes the neighborhood would yield in abundance

two or three different forms for study, and these would be studied as the material

warranted, and yield all those desirable results which flow from the studv of

actual things. But tliese forms are soon exhausted, and the interest of the class

is lost in attempts to put in the remaining time in this line of work which the

program calls for.

For this difficulty it seems to me the Academy could offer a remedy. It could

establish a central station of supplies from which all secondary schools could draw

their material. Being controlled by the Academy, the following things would be

assured in this matter : (I) Material well adapted for school work would be se-

lected. This material could so be hardened, dried or otherwise preserved as to be

in available form during any time of the school year. (2) Exchanges could be

made subject to the approval of the station, and so a variety of forms secured for

a collection of one or two forms which the teacher's own neighborhood easilv af-

forded. A possibility to get a good assortment of forms without the direct outlay
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of money is thus opened. As nearly every neighborhood has semething in abund-

ance which is more or less rare in others, this plan can not be wholly impracti-

cable. (3) Along with this high grade material the station could send carefully

prepared directions for study in order to insure the proper use of the material.

(4) This central station, being under the immediate control of the Academy,

would preclude the suspicion that there was a mercenary element back of the af-

fair, and would come to the teachers or school authorities with the force and in-

fluence of the Academy itself. (5) It would furnish all material to schools at

actual cost, which would make the expense to equip a botany or zoology class

through the winter a very slight one. (6) It would be a central station to which

regular collectors could send the surplus of their collections for free distribution,

and so materially widen the value of their work.

[Upon motion, the Chair appointed a committee to investigate the desirability

of such a plan ; the committee consisting of L. J. Rettger, Dr. C. H. Eigenmann

and W. P. Shannon.]

The Occurrence of Uroglena in the LaFayette (Ind.) City Water. By

Severance Burrage.

It not infrequently happens, even with the best public water supplies, that the

attention of the consumer is attracted by some peculiar taste or oder in the water.

This is particularly apt to be the case when the supply is derived from a lake or

pond, or if it has to be stored for any length of time in a reservoir. In such

instances the superintendent or water commissioners receive complaints to the

effect that the water has a very disagreeable taste and smell, and that there must

be dead fish or eels in the pipes. Just such complaints were heard in Lafayette

in the early part of October, and vigorous attempts were immediately made to get

rid of the trouble by flushing the pipes at different points in the city. But there

was not much improvement.

The city water supply is derived from driven wells in the vicinity of the

Wabash River, and is a remarkably pure water, both from the chemical and bio-

logical standpoints. This water is pumped directly into the pipes. There is a

reservoir situated on a hill some two miles from the pumping station, and it has

been generally understood that the water stored there was only used in case of an

emergency, such as a large fire. But upon inquiry it was learned that the pumps

were not kept working all night. Thus, as the supply from the pumps was

stopped, the reservoir water must work back gradually into the pipes, replacing
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that used in the town after the pumping had ceased. Now if the trouble was in

the reservoir water, we would expect to have the complaints made in the early

morning, which would be the only time, as we have seen, that this water had

access to the service pipes. And such was the case. All the complaints were

made in the morning, and when the superintendent would go to investigate at

this or that place late in the forenoon he could detect nothing wrong in the water.

The pumps had started and forced the reservoir water back to a certain extent,

fresh water from the wells taking its place.

All of this evidence, together with our knowledge of the natural history or

biology of bodies of water exposed to the sunlight would point to the reservoir as

the source of the trouble. A microscopical examination of this water was made,

and it showed the presence, among other things, of the colony-building infusorial

organism Uroglena in small numbers.

This Uroglena is well known in Massachusetts and Connecticut as having

caused strong fishy tastes and disagreeable oily smells in many large water sup-

plies, and in some cases in the very best ones. So that knowing the history of

this organism, and finding it in the water of the reservoir, it was unnecessary to

search further for the trouble.

This organism itself has been described by Ehrenberg^, Biitschli-, Stein^,

Kent*, and Calkins^. It was first recognized in this country by Conn'^, who

found it in the reservoir of the Middletown (Connecticut) waterworks. Since

then it has been known to cause trouble in a large number of prominent Eastern

water supplies.

The colonies in the LaFayette water were just visible to the naked eye, being

considerably less than y^^ (one one-hundredth) of an inch in diameter, and

spheroidal in shape. Each colony is made up of a delicate gelatinous matrix, in

the periphery of which are imbedded two hundred or more individual monads,

these monads having two Hagella each, chromatphores, and, quite important to

us in connection with water supplies, many oil globules variously distributed

throughout the cell. It is supposed, and with good reason, that these are the

direct source of the oily taste and smell in the water. When the colony is intact,

in its normal condition in the water, very little if any odor can be detected ; but

let that water be disturbed in such a way as to rupture or disintegrate the colonies

^Die Infusioiisthiere als vollkomna Organismen. Leipzig, 1&58.

=Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftliehe ZoHlogie. 1878. Bd. XXX, p. 265.

^Organismus der Infusidusthere. III. 1878.

^Manual of the Infusoria, I. London, 1881. (AV. Saville Kent.)

^On Uroglena. G. N. Calkins, in Annual Kaport Muss. State Board Health, 1891.

''Report of Water Commissioneis for 1889, Middletown, Ct.
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and the odor becomes quite strong. This, of course, is what occurs when the

water runs into the service pipes. The change of conditions causes the disrup-

tion of the colonies, and so we get the smell and taste in the hydrant water, but

almost none in the water examined fresh from the reservoir.

This matter of the cause of such odors and tastes in drinking waters has been

the subject of much study by the Massachusetts Stnte Board of Health i, and I

had the privilege of doing some work in that line in 1894, while connected with

that Board. Most of the experiments were conducted on this Uroglena because

it had such a strong and characteristic odor. Large quantities of water contain-

ing an abundance of Uroglena were filtered through cotton, and this cotton was

immersed in ether and several other solvents of oil, particularly the volatile ones.

Then the ether was allowed to evaporate, leaving an oily residue on the watch

glasses which in some cases gave the characteristic odor, somewhat intensified.

But in nearly all of the experiments trouble was caused by the ether itself leav-

ing a noticeable residuary odor after evaporation, which was in some instances

quite misleading. The Uroglena oil, however, was collected, and did to a certain

extent have the sought for odor. Among the other solvents tried were carbon

bisulphide and chloroform, with the same difficulty of the residuary odor.

The ordinary method of microscopical analysis (Sedgwick-Rafter) is practi-

cally useless in determining the numbers of Uroglena colonies in a given quantity

of water, because of the readiness with which the organisms break up. The esti-

mates consequently in such cases would be far too low. In the analysis of the

water supply of Lafayette made last October the water was examined without

making any attempt to concentrate the organisms. Cubic centimeter after cubic

centimeter Avas examined directly with a small band lens, and in no case were

there more than twenty colonies per 100 cubic centimeters. The average was six

per 100 c. c, but this was sufficient to give the offensive odor to the water when

drawn from the faucet. As was found in other cities, and as we might expect to

find in Lafayette, the water drawn from the housetops in the morning, while giving

the odor, showed absolutely no Uroglena colonies.

The question naturally suggests itself, how did the reservoir get planted with

this troublesome organism? Of course we can make no definite statement in re-

gard to this, but an examination of the reservoir overflow, which forms a more or

less stagnant pond just below the reservoir itself, showed a larger number of these

Uroglena colonies per 100 cubic centimeters than the reservoir water, and it

'Odors in Drinking Waters. G. N. Calkins. Mass. State Board of Health, Ann. Re-

port, 1892, p.3f.5.
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would not be very difficult to imagine that birds flying directly from the overflow

to the reservoir might carry the organisms there.

To get rid of the trouble in this case was comparatively easy, because the

reservoir was small and it was not a difficult matter to entirely change the water

in the reservoir by keeping the pumps going full force day and night for a few-

days. In three weeks from the time my attention was first called to the matter, I

was unable to find any Uroglena in the reservoir water, and I have heard no com-

plaints since.

It is not known that the Uroglena, even in very great abundance in the water,

causes any disturbance or inconvenience to our bodies. It is most important, how-

ever, that the city engineers and waterworks superintendents should know this, in

order to so inform the people when they make their complaints. The suffering

public under such circumstances are apt to imagine that all sorts of ills are

caused directly by this to them unseen pest, and they are too prone to find fault

with the water supply. While we can not prophecy when Uroglena may appear

in or disappear from a water supply, we can state with much certainty that it is

perfectly harmless, and that it does not necessarily indicate a bad condition of the

water. The Lafayette water, for the past two years at any rate, has been abso-

lutely free from all dangerous contamination, and the recent appearance there of

Uroglena does not mean that the water supply is at all degenerating.

The Engineering Research Laboratory in Its Relation to the Public.

By W. F. M. Goss.

In the present era of the world's progress we hear much of our "material

prosperity" and of the "development of our resources." Feeling sure that the

earth was made for man, man is anxious to make his possession yield him its

best. Nor is he contented with what his own immediate neighborhood can

furnish. If there is anything in the ends of the earth, or in the air, or in the

sea which is capable of making for his advancement, he rests not until he has

secured it. The business of the world, therefore, incneases with every hour, and

its problems multiply.

In the midst of its hum and hurry, the engineer is a prominent figure. It is

his province to study the properties of matter and to make them useful to man in

structures and machines. He deals with the mining and reduction of ores, the

chemical and physical properties of metals, and all the great variety of {processes

by which iron and steel are shaped for purposes of construction; with earth-work
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dams, with systems of municipal piping, with steam engines and pumping ma-

chinery, with locoinotives and other railway equipment, with bridges and build-

ings, with ships and harbor improvements—in fact, with structures and machines

of every conceivable type.

The engineer is the servant of the people. His ingenuity and skill are the

starting point which leads to the employment of all the artisans who fill our

shops and factories; his work makes possible the peace and comfort of household

life, the success of social affairs and the perfection of business methods, and it

often serves to furnish inspiration for modern thought and to give direction to its

tendencies.

The basis of the whole science of engineering, extensive as it is, is to be

found in facts which have either been deduced from practical experience or

derived from especially conducted experiments. The early engineer could

neither lean upon accepted theories nor look to precedent for guidance. It was

not what Brindley, and Telford, and Watt, and the two Stephensons knew, but

what they did, that helped to inaugurate our present era of engineering. Since

their day, every important structure has served a double purpose : first, that for

which it was especially designed, and, secondly, that which regards it as a sub-

ject for observation and study. Where such structures have been a complete

success, information concerning them has become a matter of record, and the

essential facts have been given a place in the annals of good engineering practice

;

and where structures have failed, the causes have been carefully studied, that the

fault might be understood and consequently avoided in future work. Successes,

therefore, have inspired imitators, and failures have warned all followers.

But while it is in this manner that a large part of our present fund of engi-

neering data has been brought into existence, and while the process still goes on,

it is admitted to have its limitations. The attempt to build a house and at the

same time determine the subsequent behavior of certain details entering into its

construction, is illogical and expensive. For example, it is poor economy to

ascertain the strength of an iron column by finally seeing it fall under the load

of a wall. A crack in an arch or a fragment from an exploded boiler may testify

to faults in construction, and may even serve as a basis for theories leading to

better practice, but the information obtained is dearly paid for in the damage

sufJered by the collapse of the arch or the explosion of the boiler.

Again, great as are the losses occasioned by failures, they do not equal those

which occur through fear of failure. The fear that workmanship may be bad or

materials defective leads to lavishness which could not be justified if our informa-

tion were more definite. It is indeed true that "factors of safety are factors of
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ignorance." When it is doubtful just how great a resistance can be withstood by

a given bulk of material, we make success certain by building many times

stronger than is really necessary. If we could know at the outset the exact value

of the stresses involved and the actual strength of the materials to be employed,

it would become obvious that such a practice as this could give no additional

security, and its result would be wastefulness.

In the domain of machine construction the same general principle applies.

The demand is everywhere made for machines that will act with a higher degree

of efficiency ; that is, do their work with less wear and tear and at a lower run-

ning expense. There is no lasting market for inferior gocds, and success in

competition is to be obtained as the result of merit. Thus it is that designing

engineers who give their thought and skill to planning great bridges, buildings

and machines are successful in proportion to their ability to simplify and cheapen

and at the same time perfect, while all unite upon the general principle that a

bridge must not only stand, but it must also involve a minimum of material, and

a machine must not only run, but must do its work with the highest degree of

efficiency.

It is clear, therefore, that what is needed in engineering work is a more

perfect knowledge of the materials and forces involved. This is not a reflection

upon the knowledge of the past, but a suggestion that its fund is insufficient for

the future. The engineering of the last quarter century has done much to make

definite matters which were before but little understood. Facts have been gath-

ered and compared, and from them theories have been deduced. Failures are

fewer and the efficiency of structural work, and of machines of every sort, has

been increased. But the end is not vet. To-day, more than ever before, the

attention of the whole engineering world is directed to methods of improving and

saving. Its efforts are put forth in response to the demands of a more exacting

clientage, and this clientage is the public. It is evident that everything which

contributes to the perfection of engineering methods must benefit the peojile and

must arouse their interest, for it is the people who finally reap the advantages, as

well as pay the price. Hence public interest in the work of the engineer is keen

and critical, and will always sustain any serious movement which promises t<5

advance true practice. Such a movement presents itself in the establishment of

laboratories devoted to engineering research.

When all forms of mechanical construction were crude it was possible to im-

prove by the mere application of experience, but as construction became more

refined it was necessary to examine with greater accuracy and to proceed with

greater care. The crude stage in engineering is now a thing of the past, and
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every day increases the degree of refinement which characterizes the work. The

research laboratory stands as a response to these conditions. It is its function to

investigate, in a scientific manner, problems which arise in practice or which may

be suggested by practical experience. The fields of science and the field of

engineering combined make up its proper domain. Its equipment, therefore, em-

braces the delicate apparatus of the scientist and the ponderous machinery of

the engineer, and its lines of investigation may be chemical, metallurgical,

structural, pneumatic, hydraulic, or thermodynamic. Its methods eliminate the

complicating conditions of service and allow efTects to be traced singly to their

causes. For example, efforts to determine the power and efficiency of locomotives

while in service upon the road extend back through more than three decades,

with no general result that is satisfactory. But the difliculties and inaccuracies

which appear in the process of road testing entirely disappear when tests are

made in the laboratory, for here it is possible to maintain for an indefinite period

an unvarying condition of speed and load, and to employ sensitive apparatus in

observing the performance of the machine.

There have been many instances where locomotives on the road have left bent

rails in the track behind them, but it required the laboratory to demonstrate that

under conditions not uncommon in practice, the drive-wheels of a locomotive

leave the track at every revolution. This being proved, the matter of the bent

rails was easily explained.

Again, it has been assumed for years that the draft produced by the exhaust

steam in a locomotive was the result of an action similar to that of a pump ; that

each puff from the cylinders supplied a ball of steam which filled the stack as a

pump piston fills its barrel, and pushed before it a certain volume of the smoke-

box gases until it passed out at the top of the stack. Believing this view to be

the true one, designers have shaped the details of locomotive draft appliances

accordingly, and the value of proposed improvements has been measured by the

completeness with which they have satisfied the conditions of the accepted theory.

But the processes of the laboratory have disproved this whole assumption. They

have shown that the steam does not fill the stack except at its very top, and that

the action of the jet is clearly one of induction. In accordance with these

results a new theory has been formulated, and although it is but a few months

old, the laboratory facts which sustain it are so conclusive that it has already

been generally accepted. These illustrations, drawn from a single field of inves-

tigation, will serve to show something of the character of the work done by the

research laboratory. They might, with equal justice, have been selected from

any one of the many different departments into which engineering research may
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be divided. But they have served their purpose if they have emphasized the fact

that the laboratory process gives results which can not be obtained in any other

way, and that these results may be relied upon to guide and direct practice in

engineering affairs.

English technical papers admit that the painstaking processes of German

laboratories have so well guided German manufacturers that Germany not only

competes with England in many lines of manufactured goods, but in some has

driven her from her markets. We have a new country, in which large engineer-

ing enterprises, both public and private, are always being pushed and are calling for

economy in expenditures; and there is a strong national desire for an outlet of

manufactured goods through exportation, which can only be secured on merit, in

competition with the world. With these facts in mind the conclusion is obvious

that there is room and need in this country for research laboratories. All such

laboratories are but means to ends. They are not only contributors to the public

fund of information, but they infuse into every branch of construction and of

operation a spirit of accuracy and a desire for excellence.

LoursviLLE Filtration Experiments. By Geo. W. Benton.

The 1st of August, 1896, completed the routine work of one of the most

unique series of experiments the scientific world has had the privilege of wit-

nessing.

The question under investigation was the chemical and bacterial con-

dition of the Ohio River water, as furnished the City of Louisville, Ky., and the

relative merits of the several systems of filtration seeking establishment there,

and proposing to do away with the mud and its accompanying bacterial impuri-

ties, so familiar to the citizens of and visitors in the great cities adjacent to the

Ohio, the Missouri and the Mississippi rivers.

The peculiar yellow clay suspended in the Ohio water will not subside even

on standing, and ordinary schemes of filtration utterly fail in its treatment, even

in times of low water.

In view of the conditions, Mr. Charles Hermany, Chief Engineer, and Mr.

Charles R. Long, President, of the Louisville Water Company, decided that the

only sure way to treat the question was by means of an experimental plant

erected on the gj-ound and operated for a term of months, which should give

them definite knowledge of the water in every stage. In accordance with this
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plan, Mr. Long issued an invitation to all the large concerns engaged in the

filtration of water on an extensive scale to establish experimental plants at the

pumping station. The terms of the arrangement were as follows:

Each company entering the competition to establish its own plant and operate

it with its own representatives in charge ; the Water Company to provide tem-

porary buildings for the housing of these plants, the necessary steam power, and

the unfiltered water to be used in the experiments. The entire operation of the

plants to be under the supervision and control of a competent staff of engineers

and scientific experts in the employ of the Water Company, who were to have

access at all times to the several plants, keep accurate records of metre readings,

both of filtered and unfiltered water, to take samples at any time and at any

stage, to examine the chemicals used as to quality and quantity, and to note the

expense of the power required for operating the machinery.

Four companies entered the competitive test, namely: (1) The O. H. Jewell

Filter Co., of Chicago, presenting the Jewell Filter; (21 The Cumberland Manu-

facturing Co., of Boston, presenting the Warren Filter; (o) The Western Filter

Co., of St. Louis, presenting two filters, the Western Gravity and the Western

Pressure; (4) The John T. Harris Magneto-Electric Purifying Co., of New
York, presenting a process based on electrolysis.

These filters are doubtless well known to those interested in water examina-

tion, as they are extensively advertised, and time will not be taken to consider the

details of their operation.

Work began October 1, 1895, with a laboratory force of three, including Mr.

George W. Fuller, Chief Chemist and Bacteriologist, in charge; Mr. E. S. Wes-

ton, Chemist, and Mr. C. L. Parmelee, Engineer. This force was gradually

increased until, at the close of the period of work, there had been added to those

already mentioned Mr. J. W. Ellms, Chemist; Mr. G. A. Johnson, Clerk; Mr.

H. C. Stevens and Mr. R. E. Bakenhus, Engineers ; Mr. Hibbert Hill, Bacteriol-

ogist, and myself. I can not refrain from expressing at this time my high appre-

ciation of the enthusiasm and untiring energy, the skill and scientific value, of

the experts named. The volume of work was enormous, and during the month

of July, when I had the privilege of ranking as one of the force in the bacterial

laboratory, our chemical thermometers frequently ranged (expressed in Fahren-

heit degrees) 98 to 100. The excessive heat had no effect upon the work. Every

man seemed infested by the work bacillus, and spread contagion throughout the

whole plant. During July, not counting specie work, which constantly went on,

over fifteen hundred bacterial samples were plated and counted ; in many cases,

recounted the second time. The chemists were equally busy.
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Ethical as well as business reasons prevent the announcement of even

approximate results, the complete elaboration of which will appear over Mr.

Fuller's name early in 1897, whether in public form or as a private report to the

Louisville Water Company I am not informed. In any case, the matter which it

will contain concerns not Louisville alone, but the world as well. It is to be

hoped that water experts will have access to it. I believe that I am entitled to

say, however, that Ohio River water has been successfully filtered in quantity,

under the most extreme conditions, during the course of these experiments. It

has come from the filters clear and sparkling, on days when the chemists found in

the neighborhood of 3,500 parts of solids per million, and when the river showed

12,000 to 2o,000 bacteria to the cubic centimeter, I have counted six to ten indi-

vidual colonies in the filtered water.

The equipment of both chemical and bacterial laboratories was complete and

thoroughly up to date. The methods for bacterial work, preparation of media,

classification, etc., were mostly taken from unpublished manuscripts. The steam

sterilizer was largely replaced by the autoclave, at a pressure of 20 pounds and a

registered temperature of 12(5 degrees Celsius. Color tests were a feature of the

chemical work, the method being that of the Massachusetts State Board of

Health.

Chemists and bacteriologists can not praise too highly those members of the

Louisville Water Company, who, in the face of much criticism, and at such great

expense, have not Only made possible the solution of the question of their own

water supply, but that of the great cities of the Mississippi basin, and at the same

time placed in Mr. Fuller's hands the means of enriching our experience in the

handling of refractory sources of potable waters for cities.

Indianapolis, December 30, 1896. Geo. W. Benton.

A "Tornado" in Rush County, Indiana, August 1, 1896. By W. P.

Shannon.

On the first day of last August there was a destructive storm along the south-

ern line of Rush County. Approximately, we may say, it began near Milroy in

Rush County, and ended near Metamora in Franklin County, running from west

to east on a line bearing but little to the south. It was not continuous. The

most destructive part of its course was shortly after the beginning, on my old

home farm. I visited the place two days after the storm. My brother, H. F.
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Shannon, who was in the storm, described it as a cannonading from the clouds,,

and, as the evidence shows, this figure is a good one.

What seemed to be an ordinary rain cloud rose from the north. In a short

time the cloud showed that it was bordered behind with a straight line, and the

blue sky appeared beneath. It seemed that in a few minutes the cloud would be

over and all would be bright again, when suddenly from the rear edge of the cloud

in the northwest vapor began to puff downward; in a moment a broad bind of

buff-colored cloud reached from the main cloud to the ground, not straight down

but obliquely to the south, and curving more southward near the ground. This

band was a half or a mile wide, the width of the storm as it was approaching;

then parallel bands began to float southward from the main band. Then the real

nature of the band began to show itself—it seemed that shots were being fired fast

and thick in front of the main band from the upper cloud to the ground. Imagine

the smoke from a cannon to continue to boil from the ball as it progresses, and

you have a picture of one of these shots as it went from the cloud to the ground.

The buff color, or the dust-like appearance, may have been due to electricity^

The storm ran from west to east along the well defined rear edge of the main

cloud.
,

While the storm was passing, my brother was in a barn near the south doors,

which were open. (The roof of the barn slopes to the east and west). While the

storm was approaching it gave a rumbling sound, while it was passing it made a

hissing sound, and the air was so full of vapor that the house, a few steps from

the barn, couldn't be seen. Suddenly there was a dead thud on the west side of

the barn, then a deluge of water poured from the hay above, and all who had

taken shelter in the barn had to gape for breath. Then he saw passing obliquely

before the open door what he took to be the head end of one of the shots. It was

like frost particles moving among one another, as bees while swarming. The thud

west of the barn was another one of those shots. Those who were in the house had

retreated to the cellar, when they were deluged with water. They noted the hiss-

ing sound and a glare of lightning over the ground, and had the same difficulty to

get their breath. A woodhouse and the porch connecting it with the house were

knocked into pieces, and large trees about the house and barn were broken off or

uprooted ; but no one heard any crashing of timber or buildings, the only noise

was the hissing sound.

A hundred acres of corn west and northwest of the barn was laid flat. In a

piece of timber, beyond the corn, three-fourths of the trees were knocked down.

In another piece of timber, southwest of the barn, nearly all of the trees were

down. About fortv rods east of the barn is another tract of timber. In a hundred
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acres of this more than half the trees were down. A map of the 2,000 acres of

land covering the most destructive part of the storm's course, with lines showing

the directions in which trees were thrown, should have the lines arranged fan-

shaped, running from north to south on the western border of the map, and from

west to east on the northern border. These lines may be evidence that the storm

ivas not a tornado.

My brother took me over the ground and showed me the records of the work.

They were not so striking as immediately after the storm, but they were still plain.

In a piece of bottom land, covered with horse weeds, a large svcamore tree had

been turned out of root, and in a circle of fifty feet or more in diameter about the

root of this tree the horse weeds were Hat, almost beaten into the ground. It

looked as if a great ball of water, or something, had struck the ground there and

turned the tree out of root. It was no trouble in the patch of horse weeds, or in

the corn field, or in the grassy woodland, to pick out where every shot had struck

the ground. In every case where a shot struck the ground in front of or at the

base of a tree, the tree, if green, was turned out of root, if dead, was broken off

even with the ground.

In most cases where the shot struck a tree above the base, the tree was broken

oft'. In one case, while standing at the base of an upturned tree in the center of

the spot of flattened grass, we could tell by looking upward and westward, the

course of the shot by another tree that had been topped in its path. In another

-case we were standing in the center of a spot of flattened horse weeds, wondering

why the shot didn't hit one or the other of two ash trees on the west side of the

spot; soon we observed by limbs broken away that the shot had passed between

the two trees. In nearly every case where a tree had been topped, we could find

the spot of flattened grass a little distance east or southeast of the base of the tree,

the direction depending upon our position in the devastated area. In this way

we could, in nearly every case, make out the path of the shot through the air.

Near the central part of the devastated area the shots moved from the northwest

downward at an angle of 45°. In the eastern part of this area they moved nearly

«astward at an angle of 30° with the horizon. In some cases a dead tree was un-

harmed, while a green tree near by was turned out of root, or had its top cut ofl".

There was evidence that, on the south margin of the devastated area, trees were

blown down by the wind ; but in the central part they must have been knocketl

down by globe lightning, or something'else, shot from the cloud.

The evidence is that each shot was accompanied by electricity, rarified air,

and a deluge of water. The appearance resembling particles of frost flying among

one another, as swarming bees, suggests electrified snow. Such a suggestion may

lead to experiment. What kind of a storm was this?
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Comparative Crushing Strength of Cubes and Prisms of Bedford Lime-

stone. By W. K. Hatt.

[Abstract.]

An examination of the curve representing Baushinger's experiments on the

crushing strength of stone cubes as compared with the strength of stone prisms,

will show that the law of variation of strength is such that the strength of a prism

whose height is 1^, the length of its base will be only 92 per cent, the strength of

a cube of equal section. It is a matter of doubt whether such a diflference will

occur between tests of any given specimens of the variation in height mentioned

under the ordinary condition of testing.

Tests of 31 specimens of Bedford Limestone (of rather soft variety) made at

Purdue University, show that 17 cubical specimens (4x4x4) were slightly weaker

than 14 prisms (4x4x6) of the same material, subjected to the same conditions

throughout. Specimens were bedded in plaster of paris. The average angle of

failure in shearing was 64.5 degrees.

Some Mounds of Vanderburgh County, Indiana. By A. H. Purdue.

Exactly in the southeast corner of Vanderburgh County, Indiana, is a collec-

tion of mounds and earthworks, which, so far as I am aware, have never been

fully described,* and which are doubtless among the most interesting of the State.

They are locally known as the Angel Mounds, taking their name from the owner

of the land on which they occur.

As the ground upon which they are situated is nearly all under cultivation

and the mounds are rapidly disappearing, it is desirable that a description of them

be placed in permanent form.

The remains are situated upon the alluvial soil of the Ohio River, north of

Three Mile Island, and lie between two bayous, one on the south separating Three

Mile Island from the main land, and an older one on the north.

When in a perfect state there was probably an inclosure, formed by the bank

of the bayou on the south and an irregularly curved wall, presumably a rampart,

either end of which was terminated by the embankment. At present there are

about 1,400 yards of this wall remaining. As it now stands it is from 5 to 10 feet

wide at the base, and from 1 to 2 feet high. At intervals, usually of from 37 to

*An imperfect description of these mounds will be found in the Smithsonian Repo^t^

1881, p. 591.
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40 yards, there are semicircular mounds with radii of from o to 8 feet, joined to

the outer side of the wall. < )n the supposition that the wall was a rampart, these

semicircular projections from it were probably lookouts from which the guards

could easily flank the outer face of the yrall. It will be seen by reference to the

map that there is within the outer wall a similar inner one, which terminates in

Mound No. 2. There is evidence, though very slight, that this wall formerly ex-

tended from Mound No. 2 southward. It is possible that it marks the border of

the original inclosure which was afterward extended to the outer wall.

The area included between the outer wall and the embankment nortii of the

present bayou is a little more than Wo acres.

The most striking object among the collection is the large mound within the

inclosure. Its longest diameter is 500 feet. Its width varies from 17o feet to 225

feet. With reference to altitude it is divided into three parts. The southern

part, which is 160 feet long and which has been under cultivation for years,

varies in height from 6 to 9 feet. The east border of this part is somewiiat ob-

scured, from cultivation and erosion, but the south and west borders are distinct.

The second part of the mound rises about 17 feet above the first part, and is 26

feet above the base. The top is Hat and is 240 feet long by 112 feet wide, and has

been utilized until recently for an apple orchard. The third part is a dome 13

feet high and stands on the southeast corner of the second part. The base of this

dome is about 48 feet in diameter, and the highest point is 39 feet above the

ground on which the mound rests. If the trees along tlie Ohio River were re-

moved, the top of this dome would afforti a commanding view for several miles up

and down the river.

I shall not even venture a conjecture as to the purpose of this remarkable

mound.

Besides this, there are six other mounds within the inclosure, denoted by

Arabic numerals. These mounds are all circular at the base and have rounded

tops, except No. o, which is a truncated cone. It has a diameter of 160 feet and

is 10 feet high. Trees of walnut, oak and maple are growing upon it. The

largest tree is an oak, which is 2h feet in diameter. This mound has for a long

time been used by the people of the vicinity as a burying place. Mound No. 1 is

115 feet in diameter and 12 feet high; No. 2, 90 feet in diameter and 6 feet high;

No. 4, lOO feet in diameter and 5 feet high; Ni>. 5, 60^ feet in diameter and 4 feet

high; No. 6 is a small indistinct mound.

All of the small mounds, except No. ."5, are being cultivated.

In Mound No. 5, Mr. Charles F. Artes, of Evansville, reports having found

13 human skulls, 12 of which formed the circumference of a circle., the thirteenth

6
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being in the center. All were well protected by slabs of shale. No human re-

mains are reported from any of the other mounds.

In the southeast part of the inclosure the plow frequently brings to the sur-

face bones of birds, small and large mammals, and human beings. This is for

that reason designated on the map "Burying Ground."

Pieces of pottery, such as is now made by the western Indians, are common

within the inclosure.

On the north side of the old bayou, beyond the area shown in the map, is an

old excavation, from which a portion of the earth in the mounds was doubtless

obtained. In this excavation are stumps of oak trees, two feet or more in

diameter.

A striking feature of these mounds is their perfect state of preservation.

True, the rampart, if it were such, has been greatly reduced in height; but this is

probably due to the fact that most of it overflows during the Ohio floods. The

east end of the natural embankment north of the bayou and south of the Burying

Ground was improved, and, with the exception of a few small washes, now stands

as it was left by the aboriginal men who did the work. The large central mound,

excei3t where cultivated, is apparently in a perfect state of preservation. The ap-

parent recency of the work certainly indicates that it is none other than that of

the American Indians.

Why these mounds were located here on this alluvial soil, most of which over-

flows, and which is productive of malaria, while the highlands are only a mile

north, and three miles to the northeast, at the town of Newburgh, is one of the

most commanding views along the entire course of the Ohio River, is a question.

About a mile northeast of the large mound is a single conical mound, 150 feet

in diameter and 25 feet high. There are several small mounds along the alluvial

deposits of tlie Ohio in Warrick County.

Angel Mound (1894)
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The Lake Michk-ax and Mississippi Valley Water Shed. By T. H. Ball.

Commencing near the headwaters of the Des Plaines River in Wisconsin, l)nt

a few miles from the shore of Lake Michigan, then jiassing southward, winding

slightly, passing within eight miles of Lake Michigan, and then, just west of the

city of Chicago, passing the south arm of the peculiar Chicago River, still going

southward, this line passes west of Blue Island, eight miles west of tiie Indiana

State line. It then passes southwest around the headwaters of Rock Creek, and

then, southeastward, around Thorn Creek, which is its most southei-n point in

Illinois, and is near Eagle Lake, two miles west of the Indiana line and directly

west of the Lake County village of Brunswick and twenty three miles south of

the State line monument on the shore of Lake Michigan. This line then passes

northward and enters Indiana and Lake County in section 30, township 35, range

10 west of the second principal meridian. It then bears southeastwardly around

the headwaters of West Creek, to a high, wooded ridge about a quarter of a mile

north of Red Cedar Lake, and then passes along a low, curving ridge on which

was once a wagon road, the most beautiful and best marked portion of the line

in Lake County. It passes eastward three miles over a timbered table-land, and

running south of the center of Crown Point about two miles, it passes across sec-

tion 17, on which was laid an "Indian float." and the south part of section Ki,

township 34, range 8 west, and then south on the east side of the old Stoney

Creek, and east across sections 3o and 3(i, in township 34, range 8, and into sec-

tion 31, range 7 west, where is now the village of Le Roy, and where it turns

northward, having reached its extreme southern limit in Indiana. Here it winds

around the head of the south branch of Deep River, passing between that and

Eagle Creek, and l)earing eastward, south of Deer Creek, it leaves Lake County

almost due east of the center of Crown Point, distant from that town seven miles

and a mile and a half, nearly, south of its point of entrance into the county. It

then passes north of a little lake, and then east, and then in a northeasterly direc-

tion across Porter County, running barely south of Valparaiso and north into

Liberty Township in township 3<5. range (>. then east across Jackson Township

into Laporte County. Passing the city of Laporte and running eastward near

the line of the Lake Shore Railroad, distant a few miles only from the north line

of Indiana, it turns again southward till it comes into Portage Township in St.

Joseph County, a little west of South Bend. And here on this noted portage be-

tween the St. Joseph and Kankakee Rivers, this notice of this watershed line

will close.
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It may prove a matter of interest to some, in another generation, to have this

line traced with even this much definiteness, although, of course, it has not been

given with the entire accuracy of a surveyor's tieUl notes; for the drying up of

water courses and the drainage by means of hirge ditches have already almost

consigned to oblivion the names and the winding beds of some of the small

streams that were well known to the Illinois and Indiana pioneers.

Some Notice of vStreams, Springs, Wells and Sand Ridoes in Lake

County, Indiana. By T. H. Ball.

Some of the natural features of Lake Countv, Indiana, are rather peculiar,

and are quite surely of interest to students of physical geography.

Bounded on the north by Lake Michigan, on the west by Illinois, on the south

by the Kankakee River, if the waters of Lake Michigan ever passed southward

into the Mississippi and the Mexican (iulf, as some suppose, the outflow was

quite surely over a part of what is now Lake County.

Of the two most southern points of the Lake Michigan basin, as stated in a

former paper, one is in Lake County, eighteen miles south of Lake Michigan, and

the other is distant about fifteen miles, almost exactly west, not far from the Illi-

nois line.

North of the water shed the beds of the streams have an easterly and westerly

direction mainly, or northwesterly and northeasterly, while south of this line the

streams flow mainly southward. The Calumet, the largest northern stream, is

quite peculiar in this respect, that it flows across the county nearly twice, one

stream known as the Little, the other as the Grand Calumet. The windings of the

bed of Deep River, the second in size, are quite remarkable, and this stream, for

some two miles of its course, flows due north.

While not a region of brooks, there are, nevertheless, in this county, some in-

teresting and remarkable springs, about twenty in number, that are quite well

known. Three of these are near Crown Point, and in the Deep River Valley.

One has excellent, healthful, mineral properties, and one will furnish water suf-

ficient, so its owner believed, to supply the wants of a thousand head of cattle

each day. A fourth of these springs is near Creston, in the Cedar Creek Valley,

affording a large amount of water, and covering several square yards of surface.

A fifth one, furnishing quite a flow of water, is on the west side of Red Cedar

Lake, north of Paislev, at the base of the low bluff. The sixth is on the east side
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of the lake, south of tlie Sigler hotel, some rods out from the bluff, and once cov-

ered with the lake water, and the seventh is still covered by the lake water, in the

northeast part of the lake, its existence ascertained by bathers, or divers, on ac-

count of the change in temperature of the water. Others like it doubtless feed

the lake. The eighth to be mentioned here is in the east part of the town of

Lowell, in the Cedar Creek Valley, the feeder of a beautiful little tish pond. The

ninth, and last, to be specially mentioned, and surely not the least, was known in

the early settlement of the county as the Mound Spring, or Springs. These

springs, forming (juite a stream called Spring Run, are in the prairie, two miles

east of the Lowell mill pond, and a mile east of Pleasant Grove. From these

springs water was hauled in barrels for three or four years to supply many fami-

lies of early settlers.

Other line springs are in Cedar Creek and Eagle Creek townships and along

the West Creek Valley, nearly all being lowland springs and furnishing excellent

water.

At LeRoy, near the water-shed, there is a well called artesian, sixty-two feet

in depth, which is an artificial spring. The water is excellent. There is another

like it a mile east of Crown Point in the Deep River Valley, near the river bed,

eighty-five feet in depth.

At Hammond, in the Grand Calumet lowland, are three true artesian wells

eighteen hundred feet in depth. An effort was made to obtain one on the public

square at Crown Point, but after going through l(i feet of earth and clay, 100 of

quicksand, 25 of blue clay, 112 of slate and shale, 667 of blue limestone streaked

with pure white sand rock, brown sand rock and fine gravel of different colors,

and into so-called Trenton rock, in all 3,100 feet, the effort was abandoned. No

rising water found.

The sand layers and ridges of the county form an interesting study. The

shore of Lake Michigan is all sand, and this sand, generally in ridges, some mas-

sive, some low, running about parallel with the shore line, with marshes and

swales intervening and some swamps extend to the Little Calumet, with an average

width of seven miles. Some of this sand is (juite white, some yellowish. South

of the Calumet a ridge of sand extends across the county passing out into Illinois

for several miles at Lansing, and leaving the county on the east near Hobart. This

ridge varies in width, being twenty rods and then less and then inore.

The crest is in some places thirty or more feet high. Its direction is nearly

east and west. South of it, on the west side of the county, is yet another ridge

with a base about as broad and a crest as high, commencing at Dyer on the State
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line tifteen miles south of the Iliinoi.s ami Indiana corner-stone, and passing east-

ward live luiles and three-quarters, then turning northward, taking in the town

of Griffith and becoming much broader, it bears northeast and connects with the

other ridge near Ross, half way across the county. This ridge seems to have been

once washed by Lake Michigan's ''proud waves." South of these main ridges

and large sand barriers are four special sand banks or small ridges tiiat are worth

inspection. One is three miles west of the north end of Red Cedar Lake, a large

bank on the West Creek Bluff out of which a few years ago a number of human

skeletons were taken. The second is on the northeast shore of that lake, where,

also, human skeletons, some twenty in number, were taken out in 1880, and where

is now a known, undisturbed Lidian burial ground. The third is one mile and a

half west of Crown Point, near one of the head branches of Deep River. It is

known as the Beaver Dam and is near a large marsh. The fourth is three miles and

a half east of Crown Point, near one branch of Deep River. In the north part of

Crown Point sand comes within a few feet of the surface, but some prairie soil

now lies over it.

The immense bed of sand over the Kankakee marsh region, some five miles

in width, is covered by several feet of muck. L nlike the deep white and yellow-

ish sand of Lake Michigan, this marsh sand makes excellent roadbeds, five, north

and south, marsh roads having been made with it.

No time now remains for noticing what these few facts indicate in regard to

the physical conditions here somewhere back in the mighty past.

ACCOL'NT OF A MoRAIMAL StOXE (^UARRY OF UpPER -SiLURIAN LIMESTONE

NEAR Richmond.

That bowlders, or rock fragments in some form are to be found in the track

of a glacier, is one of the most familiar of phenomena. From Maine to Minnesota,

and beyond, these fragments are in a direction southerly, with greater or less

deviation, from the rock masses to which they previously belonged. Lines of

boulders, pebbles, sand and rock-paste are strung along or spread in tiie course of

the ice sheet; granite irom granite cjuarries, gneiss from gneiss beds, quartz from

quartz veins, conglomerate from conglomerates, copper from copper deposits, and

so on from wherever they were formed in place.

But that an acre, more or less, of stratified rock should be grasped, en masse in

the great ice palm and dragged or shoved for miles is not so common.
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Professor Orton, in the (ieological Keport of Ohio, Vol. Ill, page 'ASo, men-

tions a mass of Clinton Limestone sixteen feet thick and covering three-quarters

of an acre, quite behjw its geological horizon and resting on glacial clays and

gravels which separate it from the blue limestone of the Cincinnati rock beneath.

The subject of this paper is a mass of upper silurian rock, Niagara limestone,

or more likely, Niagara and Clinton. It is clearly a drift deposit and was originally

the greater part of an acre in extent. It is difficult to say just what is its area as

it extends back from the hill-slope, where it is exposed, under a heavy deposit of

later, modified drift. The Evansville & Kichmond Railroad, which was never

finished further than the road bed, cut through it a few years since to its full

depth, or very nearly. Portions of the border of this rock moraine had been ex-

posed for time unknown by erosion. A mixture of clay, sand and a variety of

small boulders separates this deposit from the Hudson Eiver rock of the Lower

Silurian.

Fig. 1 gives a view for near 70 yards east and west. It has been five years

since the rocks were cut through, and as a consequence the superposed loose ma-

terial has drifted over the ledges and into the crevices, partially obscuring the

promiscuous jumble of the separate masses. Still it can be seen that the coarse

chunks of various sizes and forms are jammed together at all angles.

Fig. 2 represents an instance of a large block glaciated on the under side.

The use of a glass will aid in discerning the well-marked stria\ One or more

observers who have examined the deposit are of the opinion that the rock was

glaciated from above while in place, and subsequently inverted, but the repeated

occurrence of such under-polishing and the finding of it nowhere but at the

bottom, would seem to indicate that it was caused by sliding over the surface

below. Furthermore, some of the blocks, while being shoved along, appear to

have tilted upward in front, and as a result were rounded off at the heel. Much

of the rock is thick-bedded and very compact. Other portions are softer, disin-

tegrate very easily, are stained brown by iron oxide, and are composed mainly of

crinoid fragments. The harder rock contains various species of corals and

brachiopods, and occasionally the trilobites Calymene niagarensis and IlUinus day-

tonensis.

Large bowlders of this limestone are found for a mile and more south and

southwest from the main moraine. All must have been removed from a point

eight, ten or twelve miles north. The fine exposure of striated bed-rock at

Thistlethwaite's pond, two miles to the north, has the strife pointing south 2G°

west, which is very nearly in line with this morainal deposit.



Fig. 1. North Side of Cut—East and West. Extent near 70 yards. Shows how the rock masses

tip at all angles. G. The ledg&that is polished on under side, as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Nearer view of a mass, marked M in Fig. 1, showing glaciated surface nn under
side—W. W to E, six feet.
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Fig. •">. R. R. fill from material ljla;<ted out of cut.

Fig. 4. West end of moraine as shown by ero.sion in creek bank below point W in Fig. 1.

M, M, M, mas.ses buried in talus. P, pit from which rock has been quarried.
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Formulas for Shaft Friction. By J. J. Flather.

Among the various methods employed tor the long distance transmission of

power shafting has been used to a limited extent.

In many of the earlier applications the motion was one of translation. Thus

in the transmission of power from the large overshot wheel at Laxey, on the Isle

of Man. trussed rods are used to transmit about 150 h. p. several hundred feet;

the rods are continuously connected and are supported on wheel carriers running

on iron ways.

This method was adopted, on a very large scale, in the mines of Devonshire

for the transmission of power from large overshot water wheels to pumps fixed in

the shaft of the mine at a considerable distance higher up the valley.

In one case the water wheel was 52 feet diameter, 12 feet breast, and its or-

dinary working speed was 5 revolutions per minute. The length of stroke given

by the crank to the horizontal or " tlat " rods was 8 feet; the rods were Sa-inch

round iron, and were carried on cast-iron pulleys.

At Devon Great Consols, near Tavistock, there are altogether very nearly

three miles of 3-inch wrought-iron rods, carried on bobs, pulleys and stands,

whereby power for pumping and winding is conveyed along the surface to differ-

ent parts of these extensive mines from 11 large water wheels ranging up to 50

feet in diameter.

In the transmission of power by rotating shafting supported in bearings

throughout its length, the friction of the journals is a very important considera-

tion, and effectually debars its use for long-distance transmission.

This can be seen in the following formula?, which show the relation between

the horse-power required to overcome the friction of the shaft due to its weight

and velocity, and the horse-power transmitted by the shaft for a given diameter

and length corresponding to an angular distortion of ^^^^ degree per foot of length.

If the contact between shaft and its bearing be a line contact only, the initial

load which produces friction will be P ; on the other hand, if the shaft exactly

fits the bearing the friction load will be — P; midway between these lies a

4
value, PXI.28, or — P, which will be here assumed as closely approaching con-

ditions of actual practice when the journal is well worn to its bearing.

Under these conditions the friction horse-power will be:

_ Fv 4 W X V
»• "~ 33000 ~ - "^ 33000 (^)
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111 which F = load due to friction

;

V ^ velocity of surface of shaft;

9 = coefficient of friction for factory shafting
;

Wz= weight of shaft.

While o varies from 0.08 to 0.08 under different conditions, we have assumed

it to equal 0.06 for ordinary factory shafting, with more or less imperfect luhrica-

tion and alignment.

If there are no pulleys on the shaft, W will equal

"Y d- L X -'-SB pounds, where

L = length of shaft in feet, and

d = diameter of shaft in inches.

The horse-power exerted to overcome friction will then be :

The horse-power transmitted by the shaft will be

:

- dM y 2 TT NH P = — ^ ——. ( ^ ^

16 12 X 33000 ^ '

If we assume the angle of torsion not to exceed y^ degree per foot length

of shaft, there is obtained

360 LX12 _360f 12L.
2- >^* G r - -G ^ d '

^^>

hence

:

f = '-'?-^^^^^ = 800d
360 X 12 L

when G — 11,000,000; that is, when the modulus of torsion = J modulus of

elasticity.

Substituting this value of f in (3), and noting that v = —r-^— , we have:

H. P. = 0.0095 d^ V. ( 5 )

From ecjuations ( 2 ) and (
'^

) there is obtained

H. P„. _ 0.000006 d^ L v
_

H. P. ~ 0.0095 d« v '

that is, H. P,. = 0.000063 H. P. ^ = ^ X ?' ^' very closely.
' d d 1600

•' '

(6)

We see from this that the horse-power required to overcome the friction of a

one-inch shaft 1600 feet long is equal to the total allowable transmitting capacity

of the shaft under ordinary working conditions.
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The following table, calculated from this formula, gives the limits in wliicli

the power transmitted by a shaft would be absorbed by the friction of the bear-

ings under the above conditions:

lliameter of Shaft in
Inch s.

Length in Feet Wbfu
Total Power is Ab-

sorbed.

Length When

i,-o(* per cent.

Length When

;,^75 per i-ent.

1
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In addition to this weight there is the unbalanoed belt-pull vs-hich increases

the load on the bearings. Although the tension on the tight side of the belt may

not ordinarily exceed abont twice the tension in the slack side necessary for ad-

hesion, yet it is probable that belts are frequently run with a ratio of tension

equal to one to three, and occasionally one to four. On the other hand, it is a

very common thing for belts, especially short ones, to be laced so taut that the

initial tension is greatly in excess of that required for adhesion, in which case the

sum of the tensions approaches twice that in the tight side of the belt.

With ordinary shop-worn belting it will be safe to assume that the tension

Tj on the slack side of the belts is one-half the tension Ti on the tight or driving

T
side, that is T^ = —,-, hence, since Tj — T. = P, the driving force, we have

H P -T^X-^^ ^'^

2 ^ 33000'

Under the conditions which obtain in machine shops the diameter of a shaft

to safely transmit a given horse-power without undue deflection may be obtained

from the formula

Combining ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) we have

H P -iLy^^^^d^N (9)

2 '^ 33000 100
'

, ^ 660 d^ y
and 1 1 = :r= ,

Therefore the sum of the tensions on the entire length of shaft

„ 1000 ., ^ .

or Bi = d-' iS very nearly.

d' N ...
Hence the belt-pull per foot of length of shaft = 1000 -y ^. The force of fric-

tion, F, acting at the circumference of shaft, is _ o W, as before, but in this

^case W equals the weight of shaft, W.^ and its furniture, as well as the unbalanced

^belt-pull.

The belt tension may act in any direction perpendicular to the axis of the

sTiaft, and the intensity of pull in any given direction will vary from to the

maximum to total tension. Besides these tensions there will be an additional pull

due to the tensions in the belt from fly-wheel to main line shaft.
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Let Bi^=belt-pull ilue to total teiii^ions acting at an angle, 3, with the horiz-

ontal
;

B'=belt-piill due to tensions in main belt acting at an angle, a. , with

the horizontal
;

V^ ^linear velocity of main belt from fly-wheel :

V=average linear velocity of cross belts
;

VI
. . . .

r^^^ratio ot velocity ot main belt to average velocity of cross belts,

then the horizontal puU^B^ coscc -1-Bi cos ,>
( 11 )

and the vertical pull=Bi sin x -i-B^ sin ? (12)

But B' =h= 1000
^^-^

'

( 13)
r Vr

therefore, the horizontal piill^Bj ( ~" + cos 3\ — .r;
^ r —

and the vertical pnll^B'( ^ " -j- sin 3 )= (/:

r — / •

If a =0 and p=0,

thenr=B, (A - 1 )
r — ^

and 1/^=0.

The most usual case, when the power is not taken ofl' eijually on either side,

will be that in which main belt makes an angle with the horizontal, and the cross

belts are themselves horizontal, that is:

x=B, (^^li^-l)
r

^

B, .

V =:

—

- Sin X
r

When the horizontal cross-belts are distributed equally on either side of the shaft

the only load we need consider will be that due to the main belt, in which case

X = Bj cos X
,

and
r

y ^ B , sin X .

r

If the machines be driven from below, the pull of tiie belts, instead of adding

to the load on the bearings, will cause this load to be decreased; but as this

method is not usual we shall not consider it here.
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Combining the load on the shaft due to the l)elt pull with that due to its

weight, the resultant load will be

V x'^ -L,Ws--y)2> (14)

hence the friction load will be

If W. = 3 (ild^ X 3.36 L ) we have

F = i 9 V x2 f [y + 3 (ii d2 X ?>.36 L )]2 (
^'^ ^

Taking a specific case in which the cross belts are assumed to drive horizon-

tally on each side of the line shaft, and the main belt to make an angle of 30°

with the horizontal, we have

The velocity of intermediate belting is so variable that any assumption of

speed must be regarded as applying to a particular case or representative of a cer-

tain type of factory, and can not be taken as general. In many machine shops

the average speed of intermediate belts is not more than 500 feet per minute; in

others the average speed is more than twice as great, and in wood-working shops

it is still greater.

For our present purpose we shall assume an average speed of 660 feet per

minute for belts running from the main shaft to a secondary or countershaft, and

four times this speed for the velocity of belt from engine .to main shaft, that is

y =r = 4.

Substituting these values in ( 13) we have

^ 1 , lOOOd^^N 1 . , . x-,

therefore F = ^-o] ^
[ ^ ( H ' N cos =c ] ^ + [

i (| d « N sin oc
) + 7.9 d ^ L ]

^

= V [ 0.025 d •' N ] ^ + [ 0.014 d ^« N + 0.6 d -' L 1
^

( 16 )

From the formula for the power absorbed by friction we have

F^ = H-P"- = 3l5^fl^'°^^-P''-=^-^^«^^^^' ^''^

hence the ratio of power absorbed by friction to the horse-power which the shaft

is capable of safely transmitting will be

H. P„. 0.0^ 8dN F 0.08 F
ITPT = 0.01 d ^ N = "d^ P^"" '''''•
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From this expression the foUowing table has been computed for a 3-inch

shaft running at 100 and 250 revolutions per minute:
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A very general solution of this etiiiation comes from a::^h=-=c, j'= ij = fi

= 0, which are tlie difierential equations of the series of spheres that pass through

a given fixed circle, including, as particular cases, concentric spheres, planes inter-

secting in a fixed line, and parallel planes.

It may be shown that the a-bove equation factors into four factors of the form

l'6"—c' D -~ \ c^—a^ J/' = 1 a'— 6' N^ where a\ b\ c\ are the roots of t!ie cubic

found by replacing «, b, c in the above matrix by a—x, b—x, c—x. The diflferential

equation may also, by the usual reciprocal transformation X=^L, Y=^ M, Z=^ y,

U -\- u= L X -{- M y -{- N z, be reduced to a simpler form.

The preceding diflferential equation and the resulting theory of orthogonal

surfaces were obtained by quaternion analysis. Briefly, if '/, /6, are two perpen-

diculars to the surface normal 6, that are also surface normals, then we have,

(1) 5^<T— o; (2) ;SZyA= o; (3) ^'A(7yA(7=zo.

We may replace (3) by

(3') S?.ax'i^(^i= o,or S /. (}> V(y?.= o, vfheve <i/. = l (ri'S?- (^1+ ffi'S?. Vi).

Thus <p is the self conjugate linear vector function, whose matrix is given above.

From (1) and (3\) we find

F?. Voo Vcy=o
This determines /I as one (and A a as the other i of tlie two latent directions of the

plane self-conjugate vector function V (^ <^ V(t/-. There is therefore in general but

one pair of normals that may satisfy the conditions of which (2) becomes a condition

upon (T, or the differential equation satisfied by /(/, y, z) in order that it may possess

a pair of orthogonal conjugates. If, however, the above plane vector function have

equal latent roots, then its latent directions become indeterminate. This means

that (1) becomes a factor of (3M so that the only equations to be satisfied are (1),

(2). These may be satisfied without other condition upon o than the above equality

of latent roots which is tiie difterential equation that we have given at the be-

ginning of the paper.

XoTE.—Since presenting the above I have noticed that the latent roots of the plane strain

mentioned are proportionals to the principal radii of curvature of normal sections of the

surface f (x, y, z] =c. The above differential equation o£ second order therefore expresses

that every point of each of these surfaces is an nmbilic. Hence the general solution consists

of a system, of spheres (or planes) with one variable parameter. tu = Ax, y, z). The above

qtiatemion method gives also the conditions that a system of linos may be the intersection

of one pair of orthogonal systems of surfaces, or of an infinite numlier of such pairs.

The Calendar Grox'p. By C. A. Waldo.
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LiXEAU KlTHVMOKPHH' FUNCTIONS OF THE FlKST ORDER.

By K. M. Klake. i
Abstract. )

Euthymorphic functions aiv those monogenic functions wliich satisfy an equa-

tion of the form

where /i, . . ,fn, Pi^ • . /)„,/> are given functions of which pi, . . .
,

p„ , p are algebraic. The order of o u' is n and it is linear if all of /i, . . .
,

. . , • a z -i- 3
fn are or tlie torm ', .

The paper gives a systematic compilation of the investigations of Babbage,

Rausenberger, Koenigs and others ui)on functions defined by an equation of the

form

(where pisl is algebraic* in so far us relates to their existence and analytical ex-

pression. The theorems of Koenigs relate to more general functions but they are

only defined within a limited circle of convergence. The application of these

theorems to euthymorphic functions and their continuation over the entire 3-plane

are believed to be new.

A tabulation of the results contained in the paper is as follows

:

Every equation (1) can be reduced by a linear transformation to one of the

three forms : (^ (z) ^ p [z) (p {z -\~ \] I.

<!>{z)=p(z)6[e'^ z) II.

^{z)=p(z)<p{az\
I

a
I

<
I

. III.

Sub-forms and their sDlwtions, (/ is any function),

la. (? {z\ ^=0 \z ^ \\\ f\e
'"'-)

lb. <?{z)=bo(z+\; b-= . f{e-'''~)

ic. nz)^ \'~l^'-
• • • ^^-""'U i. + i)

(2 — 6, ) . . . . (3— 6„)

/(e = -^-').
r(2— 6^1 . . . . T(z-bn)

' r(3— aj) .... l^{z— am)

Id. 6 (z) = p (z)
<t>

(z -^ I); p(3) irrationalis unsolved.

lla. 0(z)=<p(eiOz); f (z^)

m. 9(z)=b<;,ie^'z)-z-'^.f{z'-^)

lie. <p{z)=p[z)f[-z); (pi3). p{-z)=:^l); (1 -f p (3) )./(2^.)
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For p(z) not a constant lie is the only solved foiiu.

Ilia. 0^z) = ,p(as);fizfj^j

lUb. ,p{z)=b<p{az); z-'p^.f (z^)
"^

^ ' '^ ^ '
' luy a •' ^ l()(J a'

Ille. <p{z}=2<p{az); [t\(l+a'"z). ^ (1 + «!')./ (,~i^)

Illd <p{z)=p{z)i>{az); (p(o)=l); r(z)./[Z^J.

The T (z) has the same number of branches as p{z). It maybe algebraic.

When transcendental x is its only essential singular point.

The solution of any equation of form 111. consists of a product of solutions

of the four types given.

Nkw Mechanicat. Computer. By Fred Morley.

A New .Apparatus for Photographic Surveying. By Fred Morley.

Crushinc; Strength of Wrought Iron Cylinders. By W. K. Hatt and

L. Fletemeyer.

Test.s of a Wrought Iron Car Axle. P5y W. F. M. (toss.

While much has been written concerning the variety and intensity of the

stresses which service conditions impose upon car axles, there have been presented

but few descriptions of the behavior of such axles when under stresses that are

simple and definite in character. Interesting material of the latter class is sup-

plied by a recent test of a (iO,0(JO-ponnd axle made in the Engineering Laboratory

of Purdue University.

The axle tested was supplied by the Bass Foundry and Machine Works, of Fort

Wayne. It is said to have been made of No. 1 wrought railroad scrap, and to have

been selected at random from a lot of 100 which were being shipped to a railroad

company, and with it there was delivered to the laboratory a small test specimen

which had been drawn down from the crop end of the axle. As prepared for the

tests the axle carried two 33-inch cast wheels, and it was tested under transverse

stresses, while the small specimen was sul)jected to tensional tests. The work was

executed by Mr. J. H. Klepinger, who perfected details in the general plan and

was painstaking in the manipulation of the apparatus.
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The tests were made ou a 300,000-pound Riehle testing machine, a general

view of which, with the axle in place for testing, is shown by Fig. 1. Fig. 2

gives the dimensions of the axle and the details of the arrangements for applying

loads. The axle was supported by cast iron blocks, AA, four inches in breadth,

shaped to the form of a bearing, and extending from the center to the outer end

of the joumial. The actual points of supj)ort were located in the center of these

blocks. Load was applied to the wheel treads through steel rollers, BB, which,

at the beginning of the test, were located 4 feet 10 inches apart ; that is, at a point

corresponding to a position three-fourths of an inch outside of the inner or

"gauge face" of the rail upon which it may be supposed the wheels were set to

run. In this manner stresses were imposed upon the axle which were in every

way similar to those which might have been imposed by a car, if the axle had

been in service, but to give greater facility in testing, the usual order was re-

versed, the rails being assumed to be above the axle and the car below.

Fig. 2 shows also the means employed in determining the deflections corre-

sponding to different loads. At each end of the axle there was attached a ligbt

arm (bb), extending at right angles both to the axle and to the plane of the stresses

to which it was subjected. Over these was stretched a fine wire parallel to the

axis of the axle. The wire passed through the web of the wheels, in holes which

were drilled for the purpose, and made sufficiently large to give ample clearance.

The whole length of wire between the arms (bb) was at all times perfectly free,

and the arrangement was such that although the axle might be bent by loads

applied to it, the wire would remain straight. Three micrometers attached to

blocks clamped about the axle served to locate the latter with reference to the

wire, and thus to determine the deflection. A fourth micrometer was used to

measure distances between the wheels' flanges in a line parallel with the axle and

16.J inches distant from its center.

Loads were applied at C in 5,000 pound increments, and all micrometers

were read before each change of load. In this way a maximum load of 85,000

pounds was applied, under which the axle showed unmistakable signs of failure,

the elastic limit having been reached with a load of 55,000 pounds. The results

are presented graphically by Fig. 3, in which the curve marked "center" repre-

sents the deflections of the center of the axle as determined by the middle microm-

eter, Fig. 2; the curves marked "right" and "left" represent corresponding

deflections for points 18 inches either side of the center. Deflections of the axle

involved changes in the gauge of the wheels as measured above or below the axle,

the extent of which is indicated bv Fig. i.
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The actual readings of all micrometers are given in the tabulated statement

below :

LOAD.

Micrometer Readings at Different Loads. Total Deflection.

5,000
10,000

15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
.35,000

40.000

45,000
50,000
55,000
60,000
65,000
70,000
75.000
80,000
85,000

.084
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Area at point of fracture

—

Per cent, of original area

Elongation in S inches, per cent.

(U.6

27.:;

Finally one end of the test specimen was exposed to the action of acids, and

the etching thus produced used in printing Fig. 5. This figure, therefore, shows

the disposition and relative density of the various layers of iron composing the

specimen. The symmetrical arrangement of curved lines, which is so noticeable,

is due evidently to the hammering of the round section of the axle to a square

section in the process of forging the end of the axle down to the size of the test

specimen.

While the tests show the iron of the axle to have been of excellent cjuality,

the most significant fact developed is that concerning the amount of distortion

which such an axle will \vithstand without taking a permanent set.

It would at first sight appear impossible that by loads applied at the journals

a common car axle could be deflected at its center as much as a third of an inch

without exceeding its elastic limit, but an analysis of the data given will fully

justify such a conclusion. The results show al:;o that a deflection of the axle

well within the elastic limit of the material may be sufficient to produce a tem-

porary change of gauge in the wheels mounted upon it of (juite three-tenths (0.3)

of an inch.

Fig. 1. Test-i of ;i Wrought Iron ('sir .\xle.
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Fig. 2. Tests of a Wrought Iron Car Axle.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. i. Tests of a Wrought Iron Car Axle.

Fig. 5. Car Axle.

Subdivision of Power. By J. J. i^LAXHER.

While economy in the use of power should be secondary to increased output,

yet careful attention to details will often greatly reduce the useless waste of power.

It is well known among engineers that there is a very great percentage of loss

due to shaft friction, which, in shops where the buildings are more or less scat-

tered, is probably not far from 75 per cent, of the total power used. In two cases

known to the writer these losses are 80 and 9.S per cent, respectively.

No matter how well a long line of shafting may have been erected, it soon

loses its alignment, and the power necessary to rotate it is increased.

In machine shops with a line of main shafting running down the center of a

room, connected by short belts with innumerable countershafts on either side,

often by more than one belt, and, as frequently happens, also connected to one

or more auxiliary shafts which drive other countershafts, we can see why the

power required to drive this shafting should lie so large.
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There is no doubt, however, that a large percentage of the power now spent

in overcoming the friction of shafting in ordinary practice could be made avail-

able for useful work if much of the present cumbrous lines of shafting were

removed.

Manufacturers are realizing the enormous loss of power which ensues from

the present system of transmission, and we find a general tendency to introduce

different methods by which a part of this loss will be obviated. Among these are

the introduction of hollow and lighter shafting; higher speeds and lighter pulleys;

roller bearings in shaft hangers; and the total or partial elimination of the

shafting.

Independent motors are often employed to drive sections of shafting and

isolated machines, and among these we find steam engines, electric motors, gas

engines and compressed air motors, although the latter have not been used for

this purpose to any extent in this country.

For the average machine shop, short lengths of light shafting may be em-

])loyed to good advantage, and the various machines, arranged in groups, may be

driven from one motor. By this method fewer motors are required and each may

be so proportioned to the average load that it may be run most of the time at its

maximum efficiency. When short lengths of shatting are employed the alignment

of any section is very little affected by local settling of beams or columns, and

since a relatively small amount of power is transmitted by each section, the shaft

may be reduced in size, thus decreasing the friction loss. Moreover, with this

arrangement, as also with the independent motor, the machinery may often be

placed to better advantage, in order to suit a given process of manufacture;

shafts may be placed at any angle without the usual complicated and often un-

satisfactory devices; setting-up room may be provided in any suitable location as

required without carrying long lines of shafting through space. This is an im-

portant consideration, for not only is the running expense reduced thereby but

the clear head room thus obtained free from all shafting, belts, ropes, pulleys and

other transmitting devices, can be more easily utilized for hoists and cranes, which

have so largely come to be recognized as essential to economical manufacture.

There is also less liability of interruption to manufacture on account of the

subdivision of power, and, in case of overtime, it is not necessary to operate the

whole works with its usual heavy load of transmitting machinery.

Another advantage is the adaptability of the system to changes and exten-

sion ; new motors may always be added without affecting any already in opera-

tion, and the ease with which this system lends itself to varying the speed of

different unit groups is a very potent factor in its favor.
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In the choice of motors for this work the steam engine has heretofore been

used, especially where the units are relatively large. An interesting example of

this is noted in the sugar refinery of Claus Spreckles, in Philadelphia, in which

there are some seventy live Westinghouse engines about the works, many of them

being of 75 and 100 horse-power.

A similar subdivided plant involving forty-two engines was erected several

years ago at the print works of the Bunnell Company. Pawtucket, R. I. More

recently, however, the electric motor has superseded the steam engine for this

work, as its economy and convenience over the latter is now thoroughly recognized.

For isolated machines and for heavy machines that may be in occasional use

the electric motor is particularly well adapted as a source of power, for such a

means of transmission consumes power only when the machine is in operation.

This is true also of compressed air, and we tind numerous instances where it

has entirely replaced steam even in large work. Thus, at the steel works at

Terni, Italy, a 100-ton hammer is worked by compressed air, and also two large

cranes, one having a capacity of 100-tons and the other 150 tons. Compressed air

in some cases is also superseding steam for operating pumping machinery.

In Paris, according to Prof. Unwin, compressed air motors are even used to

drive dynamos for electric lighting. At some of the newspaper offices there are

motors of 50 and 100 horse-power driving presses, and in shops and factories

these motors are used to run lathes, saws and various other machines.

In the transmission of air, within reasonable limits, the loss in transmission

need not be considered, for although there is a slight loss in pressure due to the

frictional resistances of the pipes, yet there is a corresponding increase in vol-

ume due to fall in temperature, so that the loss is practically inappreciable.

In the compression of air, with steam actuated compressors, there are various

sources of loss, which, in the aggregate, will vary from 25 to 45 per cent, of the

total power of the machine.

The greatest loss of efficiency is that injhe air motor. It is usually imprac-

ticable to reheat the air with any degree of economy when employed intermit-

tently, and we find very generally that the air is used at normal temperature for

the various purposes to which it is applied. In small motors (1 to 2 horse-power)

the loss may be as much as 65 per cent, when the air is used without expansion.

With larger motors (75 horse-power), using a reheater and hot air jackets, the

motor loss has been kept within 20 per cent, at full load.

These results and others would indicate that compressed air as now used is

not at all efficient as a source of motive power, since the combined efBciency of

compressor and motor, even under favorable conditions, is not more than 50 per
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cent, of the available energy put into the compressor. In other cases the effici-

ency is as low as 20 per cent.

There should be no comparison between the cost of the transmission of power

by compressed air and its so-called rival, electricity, since each has its own field

of usefulness, yet it may be interesting to note for our present purposes the effici-

ency of electric transmission.

A modern generator, belted from an engine, will have an efficiency of about

90 per cent, when working under favorable conditions, but as the average load is

ordinarily not more than two-tliirds full load, and often much less, the efficiency

will not usually be more than 85 per cent. Since the engine friction was added

to the losses in compression, so also it should be considered here, in which case

the efficiency of generation will lie between 75 and 80 per cent. With a pressure

of 220 volts, which is very suitable for ordinary shop transmissions when both

light and power are to be taken oft" the same line, the loss in transmission need

not be more than 5 per cent, so that the efficiency at the motor terminals will not

be far from 75 per cent. With motors running under a nearly constant full load

the efficiency of motor may be 90 per cent., but with fluctuating loads this may

fall to 60 per cent, at quarter load. In numerous tests made by the writer the

average load on several motors in machine shops was only about one-third of the

rated capacity of the motor.

It is interesting to note that in recent tests made at the Baldwin Locomotive

Works it was found that with a total motor capacity aggregating 200 horse-power,

a generator of only 100 horse-power was sufficient to furnish the current, and

ordinarily only 80 horse-power was required.

Under these conditions when the driven machines are not greatly over-

motored we may assume a motor efficiency of 80 per cent., which may be less or

greater in individual cases. The combined efficiency, then, of generator and

motor working intermittently with fluctuating loads will be about 75 x S0=: 00 per

cent, of the power delivered to the engine.

For greater distances than those which obtain in plants of this character the

loss in transmission will be greater, and higher voltage must be employed in

order to keep down the line loss ; while it is possible to put in conductors suffi-

ciently large to carry the current with any assumed loss, yet the cost of the line

soon becomes prohibitive with low voltage. In work of this kind it is well to

remember that while the efficiency may be very high the economy may be very

poor, and good engineering is primarily a question of good economy, all things

considered. It is not the most efficient plant which produces the greatest

economy. While it is interesting to know that a certain amount of power may



be transmitted a given distance with a high etticiency, it is more important to

know that the same amount of power could be obtained at the objertive point for

one-fourth the cost of the former.

Lafayette, Ind., Dec. 30, 1896.

Economy in the Deskjn of Electro-Magnets. By W. E. Goldsbokouoh.

Published in the Electrical AVorM, Vol. XXIX, p. IW, Feb. li, 1S97.

An Efficiency Si'rface for the Pelton Motor. By W. K. Hatt.

Published in the Journal of the Franklin Institute, June, 1S97.

On Seiches. By A. W. Duff.

Some Exi'Eriments on the Phenomena of the Elevation of the Elastic

Limit. By W. K. Hatt.

Viscosity as a Function of Temperature. By A. W. Duff.

LAbstract.]

The author shows the insufficiency of the formuliv proposed by Poisenille.

Slotte, Koch, Griitz and others, and finds generalized formulre.

^ —tan 'a( 5'-f (!)
)

which are in agreement with all data hitherto obtained, the former applying to

water and most substances of slow variation of viscosity, and the latter to glycer-

ine, mercury and most substances of rapid variation of viscosity.
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Comparison of Clark and Weston Cells. By S. N. Taylor.

A great deal of work of very excellent eliaracter has been done upon the

Latimer Clark Standard Cell by Prof. Glazebrook, Prof. Carhart, Prof. Kahle,

Lord Rayleigh and others, and by them the merit of the cell has been well estab-

lished.

It has been shown by them that the cell can be made so that, under favorable

conditions, it will v;iry in E. M. F. less than one part in a thousand, even when

made by different persons and of materials obtained from various sources. It has

also been .shown that with proper care the cell maintains its potential indefinitely,

and forms a very excellent standard of electro-motive force, which is both moder-

ately portable and cheap.

It is well known, however, that this standard of potential has at least one

very serious drawback, namely, it has a very large temperature coefficient, and

the E. M. F. of the cell varies considerably for slight changes in temj)erature.

Moreover the coefficient may not be the same for different cells, or may be differ-

ent at different temperatuies even in the same cell, if the temperatures considered

are not near together. Therefore the coefficient for any cell can be exactly de-

termined only by experiment on that particular cell, and must be ascertained for

all ranges of temperature to which the cell is likely to be exposed. It is also true

that changes in temperature in the cell can not be detected easily and accurately,,

and hence arises some doubt as to the actual E. M. F. of a Clark cell at any

particular instant.

Methods have been proposed for obviating tiiis difficulty, but for want of

space we must omit them here. It goes without saying, however, that if we could

find another cell having the same excellencies as the Clark in all respects, and

not having this defect in temperature coefficient, it would be a decided advantage.

The Cadmium cell, recently invented by Mr. Edward Weston, has attracted

considerable attention, and so far as our observations go, it possesses these very

qualifications. For the past three years we have spent considerable time in test-

ing the merits of this cell as compared with the Clark Standard Cell.

To do this we made a number of Clark cells according to the latest instruc-

tions given by the English Board of Trade, as founil in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for 1892. We also made a number of Weston cells similar to the Clark,

except that in the Cadmium or Weston cells Cadmium and Cadmium-Suh^hate

took the place of the Zinc and Zinc-Sulphate of the Clark.
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Groups of cells were made at various times, and tests made upon them. We
mention the group set up during March, ISt'o, as typical of all the Cadmium cells.

Thev were of the H form (see Fig. 1) and constructed as follows:

Fij, 1.

At A tiiere is a quantity of Cadmium Amalgam about one centimeter deep,

and covering the platinum wire, the negative terminal. Above this, at i?, there

is a concentrated solution of Cadmium Sulphate (CdS04) containing crystals of

Cadmium Sulphate. At E there is pure mercury covering the platinum wire

which serves as a positive terminal. Above the mercury, at i>, there is a thick

paste of Mercurous Sulphate (HgjSO^), reaching as high as the cross tube. The

remainder of the space, CC up to the corks FF, is filled with a solution of Cad-

mium Sulphate. The tubes are then sealed above the corks in the usual manner

by marine glue or some other form of cement. I can not describe here the manner

in which these materials were prepared, but can only refer those interested in the

subject to a dissertation which I am about to publish concerning my investigations

at Clark University. Suffice it to say that the mercury used was some which I

had purified a short time before by means of chemicals and distillation in vacuo;
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and the other materials were bought of Eiuier iV: Amend as being cdiemically pure.

The cells are easily made, and can be set up by anyone without much trouble.

The method adopted for comparing these cells one with another was a modi-

tication of the potentiometer method used by Professor Kahle, and was as follows:

ri^.2.

The current from a single storage cell A \ Fig. 2) passes through an ordinary

resistance box B^ and through a wire resistance B, made of German silver, with

sliding contact capable of continuous variation for fine adjustment. At the mer-

cury commutator M the circuit is divided. The first branch passes through £,

then through the wire c back through c/ and M to the storage cell A. The second

.
branch of the circuit passes successively from M through the transfer switch S,

the variable resistance i2', the sensitive galvanometer G, back again to S, and

thence through W to M. The resistance box B was made especially for this pur-

pose and consists of seven coils of wire, having the resistances of 10, 15, 50, 100,

300 and 500 ohms approximately. These dip into a dish of kerosene, so that

their temperature can be measured more readily. C is a German silver wire 1,122

mms. long, stretched tightly over a boxwood meter bar. The resistances of both
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J5 and c have been very accurately measured in international ohms and their tem-

perature coefficients determined. TI' is a standard cell, either a Clark or a

Weston, and is connected in opposition to the storage cell A. As the current then

passes from A, if the resistance in B is properly adjusted, the E. M. F. of W will

just counterbalance the potential around the J5-branch and there will be no de-

flection of the galvanometer G when the key A' is closed. But increasing the re-

sistance in B, if A is constant, has the same effect upon the potential around the

^-branch as decreasing the resistance in B would have. Hence we may choose

any resistance in the B branch that we may wish, and yet regulate the potential

about that branch by properly adjusting the resistance in B. This being true, let

B denote the total resistance of the -B-branch, including c and (/; let e denote the

resistance ot the wire a b; let E« denote the E. M. F. of the standard cell TT'^ and

Ec the potential about the wire a, 6 or c. Then, when the resistance in B^ and R
are so adjusted that we get no deflection of the galvanometer G when K is closed,

we have the proportion:

B:C::Ew: Ec

Knowing the resistance c of a b and that of the total i?-branch, of course we know

the potential about c. 'Again, since the potential between any two points p y be-

tween a 6 increases directly as the resistance included between them, and since

the resistance increases directly as the distance between the points, we can find

any portion of the potential E,- by measuring off on the meter bar the appropriate

length along the wire a b.

Another portion of the potentiometer consists of a third branch circuit

including two standard cells TFj and W^ which are to be compared. For short

we shall call this branch the JN'-branch. It starts from a movable contact p on

the wire a b and leads to the reversing commutator N, thence through TI', and W^

to S through the galvanometer G back again through J\* to 7, another movable

contact on a b. p and 7 are knife-edged contacts and can be placed at any position

along the wire a h and the distance between them measured by means of the

meter rod.

The two cells W^ and Wn, which are to be compared, are now placed in this

branch in opposition to each other. If, then, the E. M. F. of TT'^i is exactly equal

to that of Wo, that is if E] = E^, and if p and 7 are placed close together upon

C, then there will be no deflection of the galvanometer G when K is closed. If,

however, Ej is greater than Eo we can tind two points upon C such that the

difference in potential between jy ami 7 shall exactly equal the difference between

Ej and Eo and in opposite directions. The potentials in the N-branch will then

be at equilibrium, and there will be no deflection of the galvanometer. In other
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words, we thus measure the dirtierence between E, and E^ in terms of the stand-

ard cell W. This is expressed by the formnla

^ ^ Ew C
E, — E, =n^jg- = nk

Where E„ = E. M. F. of the cell W; E, = E. M. F. of the cell W^
;

E, -= the E. M. F. of the cell W^
n = number of millimeters between p and 7

1 ^ total length of the wire ab in millimeters

c = resistance of the wire ab

B = total resistance of the B-branch

F C
k = or the constant of the wire ah.

The resistance of IV consists of a few coils of wire varying in resistance from

zero to fifty thousand ohms, but their actual resistance need not be known.

Neither is it necessary to know the resistance at J5' and R, nor that of the galva-

nometer G, since the method of no deflection is used. Care was always taken,

however, never to close the circuit through the galvanometer without including a

high resistance at i?^ unless it was first known that the system was almost ex-

actly at equilibrium. For it is important that as little current as possible shall be

allowed to pass through the cells. But when the system has been carefully ad-

justed, the resistance of i?' can be gradually cut out, so as to utilize the full sensi-

tiveness of the galvanometer. Measurements made by means of this apparatus

were limited in accuracy only by the galvanometer's .sensitiveness. For by taking

the resistance in B large enough we can make fc as small as we please. Thus we

found that we were able to detect diti'erences in E. M. F. as small as three one-

millionths doosooo) of ^ ^^o^^ with a considerable degree of certainty.

One difficulty which we had to overcome was the change in position of the

galvanometer's zero, caused l.)y the passing of electric street cars some four hun-

dred feet distant. It was found necessary to make the final measurements be-

tween 12:30 and 5:30 A. m., when the cars were not running.

Measurements made at various times upon a number of Clark and Weston

cells are given in the followiiis; talile :
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From this table it will be noticed that when the Cadmium cells are first set

up they differ somewhat in E. M. F. But after about a month they come to have

a normal value which is common to all. Moreover, this value is not affected by

any moderate change in temperature, and so far as our experience goes, these cells

are more easily made, and there is less variation in E. ]\[. F. between them than

there is between the Clark cells.

It will be noticed that the values given in Table Xo. 1 are simply relative,

but we have made absolute determination of their E. M. F. , and tind for the Wes-

ton cell the value 1 OlSol volts when the resistance is measured in Legal ohms; or

1.01o(j3o volts when the resistance is measured in International ohms.

The result of our investigations lead to the following conclusions:

Fii-M. That the Cadmium cell is more easily constructed than the Clark cell.

Second. That it has practically no temperature coetticient.

Third. That the E. M. F. of the Cadmium cell is even less variable than that

of the Latimer Clark.

Soil Solvents for Available Potash and Phosphoric Acid. By H. A.

Huston and .J. M. Barrett.

It seems to be accepted that in the case of worn soils solution in strong min-

eral acid gives little insight into the availability of their potash and phosphoric

acid. More recently the use of dilute organic acids, such as the one per cent, cit-

ric acid used br Dr. Bernard Dyer^ and the acid ammonium oxalate used by Dr.

A. M. Peter-, has been tiied with more promising results. The theory of the use

of dilute organic acid solutions seems to rest on the idea that plant roots give

off fluids containing organic acids which act on the soil in a degree comparable

with the effect of the dilute acids employed in the laboratory experiments.

While I do not question that plant roots in contact with polished marble, or

even granite, may make appreciable markings on the carbonate of lime and on

the feldspar of the granite, the conditions of the experiment, as usually conducted,

differ radically from those found in the field, for in the experiment the plants are

not supplied with normal soil water. So far as I have observed, normal soil

waters give an alkaline reaction. No inconsiderable part of the food of the plants

comes to it dissolved in the soil waters. The work of Dr. H. J. Wheeler* shows

what marked difficulty is encountered in growing plants on a well-drained soil

having an acid reaction.
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Soil waters rising from a subsoil are charged with more or less of mineral

salts; and if the upper layers of the soil have a different composition from the

lower layers in which the soil waters have been charged, we may expect chemical

changes to take place according to the )vell established facts of soil absorption.

In view of these considerations some work was undertaken with alkaline

solvents. I'he first solution used contained the same amount of ammonium oxa-

late as the solution used by Dr. Peter; but instead of the acid an amount of

ammonia equivalent to the acid was added. All work is based on the same rela-

tive quantities of soil and solution as used by Dr. Peter—200 grams soil and 1,000

cc solution. In working with Dyer's solution the digestions continued at room

temperature for seven days, with shaking at frequent intervals. All the other

digestions were continued for five hours, with constant shaking in the apparatus

described in Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 55, and Wiley's

Principles and Practice of Agricultural Analysis, Volume II, page 142. The

flasks were inverted every thirty seconds. The utmost care was used to secure

clean precipitates of potassium platinic chlorid.

THE SOILS USED.

Tlie Kentucky soils are those used for work by the Association of Official

Agricultural Chemists for the past two years, and are described on page 31 of

Bulletin 47, Chemical Division United States Department of Agriculture. Briefly

stated, the soil requires the addition of potash to produce satisfactory crops of

corn, potatoes and tobacco, but seems to contain enough available potash for a

good wheat crop. The field tests indicate abundance of available phosphoric

acid. Soil No. 1 has received phosphoric acid and nitrogen, and Soil No. 2 has

received potash and nitrogen. Of the Indiana soils the one marked "Turley " is

from Orange County. It is a medium clay resting on a red clay, which in turn

rests on the limestone rock of the region.

The land has been under cultivation for some seventy years, and at one time

was so badly worn as to be considered of very little value. The sample was

drawn after plowing for corn in the spring of 1896. In 1895 wheat had been so

poor on this land that hogs were turned in to eat the standing crop. In the spring

of 1S90 the clover was so uneven that the land was put in corn, of which it pro-

duced in this very favorable year for corn, thirty-seven bushels per acre on the

unfertilized plats. The owner does not believe that it can produce a profitable

crop of wheat without the use of some commercial fertilizer or manure. The

usual application has been one hundred pounds ground bone per acre. The field

tests this year showed marked gain in corn from the use of acid phosphate and
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potash, but increasing the amount of potash from thirty to sixty pounds per acre

gave no increased yield. Original timber, oak.

The soil marked "Campbell" is from Monroe County, and represents a cold,

badly drained clay, resembling the so-called "crawfish" clay. Commercial fertil-

izers are considered necessary for wheat. Field tests this year showed marked

gains on corn from the use of acid phosphate and potash, but increasing the

amount of potash from thirty to sixty pounds per acre gave no increased yield.

Original timber, poplar and mixed hard woods.

The station land is a second-bottom soil, resting on gravel. It is a dark, pro-

ductive loam. In favorable seasons the land will produce fifty bushels of corn

and thirty bushels of wheat per acre without the use of fertilizers or manure.

While commercial fertilizers have some effect in increasing the crops, the use of

them on this land has not been profitable. Original timber: Black walnut, oak,

maple, wild cherry and some hickory. The plats from which the samples were

drawn have been in wheat since 1888. Plats 3 E. 1 and 3 E. 4 have received no

fertilizers; plat 3 E. 2 has received "complete" chemical fertilization, and plat

3 E. 5 has received applications of barnyard manure. In five years (1890 to 1894),

3 E. 1 lost to crop 8.1 pounds phosporic acid, 11.3 pounds potash, and 17.8 pounds

nitrogen; plat 3 E. 4 lost 7.2 pounds phosphoric acid, 10.1 pounds potash, and

15.9 pounds nitrogen; plat 3 E. 2 lost net 0.8 pounds phosphoric acid, 3.2 pounds

potash, and 7.9 pounds nitrogen; plat 3 E. 5 gained 4.2 pounds phosporic acid,

6.9 pounds potash, and 0.3 pounds nitrogen. The plats contain one-tenth acre

each. Plat 3 E. 4, a blank plat, contains humus (by Huston's method) ^5.3 per

cent., and nitrogen in this humus 4.52 per cent. Plat 3 E. 5, which has received

barnyard manure, contains humus 5.6 per cent., and nitrogen in this humus 5.71

per cent.

The mechanical analyses of the Indiana soils are shown in Table I.

TABLE I.
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Since Peter's solution and the alkaline ammoninm oxalate contain a salt of

ammonia, it was thought that the phenomena of soil absorption might come into

play. To test this, a solution of the same alkalinity, but containing the sam^

amount of ammonia as chloride as was contained in the other solutions in the

form of oxalate, was used. To test the question of soil absorption pure and

simple, a neutral solution of ammonium chlorid, 17.2 grams to the liter, the same

amount of ammonium chlorid as in the previous solution was used.

The soils were also digested with ammonium hydrate, sp. gr. 0.96, containing

17.2 grams ammonium chlorid per liter, and with ammonium hydrate, sp. gr. 0.96

alone. Ammonium hj'drate was tried, because, as I have previously shown^,

phosphates of iron and alumina are dissolved by ammonium hydrate. At first

we hoped to utilize the ammonia and ammonium chlorid mixture, but in the

presence of the ammonium chlorid not a trace of phosphoric acid was dissolved.

On the Kentucky soils a number of solvents were tried at a higher tempera-

ture. This modification seemed no improvement—rather the reverse ; and it was

decided to use room temperature.

Table II contains the results of the work. The total potash in each soil, and

the amount of potash and phosphoric acid removed by hydrochloric acid, sp. gr.

l.ll"), are also added for the purpose of comparison:
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It will be seen that Dyer's solution and Peter's solution resemble each other

in a general way in their action on the phosphates ot' the Kentucky soil (rich in

phosphates) and on the Turley soil (poor in phosphates^; while on the Campbell

land (poor in phosphates), and on the station land (fairly good in phosphates)

they differ radically. ^

In their action on potash the two solutions differ widely in the case of the

Kentucky soils containing too little available potash for corn, while they resemble

each other in their action on the other soils, which seem from field tests with corn

to contain considerably higher available potash than the Kentucky soils.

Dyer's solution extracts more phosphoric acid from the Kentucky soil that had

received phosphoric acid than from the one receiving none. From the station soil

it extracts the highest phosphoric acid from the soil that had received superphos-

phate ; but it failed to extract as much phosphoric acid from the soil receiving

its phosphoric acid in the form of manure as it extracted from either of the plats

that had received no fertilizers. On the average. Dyer's solution extracts no

more phosphoric acid from the station soils known to contain a fair supply of

available phosphoric acid than from the clay soils known to be very deficient in

phosphoric acid.

Dyer's solution dissolves more potash from the Kentucky soil that had re-

ceived potash than from the one not receiving any.

From the clay soils, which seem from field tests with corn to be somewhat

deficient in available potash, it dissolves relatively high amounts of potash.

From the station soils it dissolved no more potas-h from the soil that had received

full applications of muriate of potash than from the soils that had received no

potash.

Peter's solution would indicate that there was a good supply of available

phosphoric acid in the Campbell soil, where it is known to be deficient. It would

also indicate that the Turley land was higher in available potash than the station

soil, although the field tests indicate to the contrary.

The acid solutions of Dyer and Peter seem to fail when applied to soils of

different types, although their indications are in the right direction when applied

to soils of exactly the same type, such as the Kentucky soils.

The alkaline ammonium oxalate dissolves practically as much potash from

the Kentucky soil as from the station soil, although the available potash is much

higher in the latter, as shown by field tests.
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It dissolves about the same amount of phosphoric acid from the Kentucky-

soil as from the station soil, both of which have a fair amount of available phos-

phoric acid, although the former has a much higher total phosphoric acid con-

tent. It distinguishes these soils very sharply from the clay soils known to be

deficient in phosphoric acid.

The alkaline ammonium chlorid distinguishes the fertilized from the unfertil-

ized plats very sharply on the station soil and to a fair extent on the Kentucky

soil. Its action on the clay lands is in accord with what knowledge we have in

regard to the potash in these soils.

The ammonium chlorid dissolved in ammonia, sp. gr. 0.96, gives results on

potash in the same general direction as the mildly alkaline ammonium chlorid,

but the differences are less sharply defined. As this solution is rather troublesome

to work with, I would prefer to use the mildly alkaline one.

The neutral ammonium chlorid distinguishes very well the Kentucky soil

from the station soil, gives fair indications on the clay soils, but fails to show the

effect of the potash salts applied to the station soil.

Ammonium hydrate, sp. gr. 0.96, gives results on potash that are quite at

variance with what is known about these soils, but on phosphoric acid it gives

promising results. The character of the individual results indicates that the

digestion was not continued long enough to complete the reaction. Yet the results

clearly distinguished the lands poor in phosphoric acid from those known to be

well supplied with available phosphoric acid. The only case where it seems at

fault is on plat 1 of the station soil. But every other solvent acts in the same

way, indicating that the sample from this plat is really higher in phosphoric acid

than the sample from the other blank plat, No. 4. Crop tests covering five years

show that plat 1 has a crop-producing capacity about lo per cent, greater than

plat 4.

Ammonium chlorid in neutral and alkaline solution removes notable quan-

tities of lime from soils. The quantities were determined and are given in

Table III.
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TABLE III.

PER CENT. OF CALCIUM OXID REMOVED BY VARIOUS SOLVENTS.

SOURCE OF SAMPLE.

I-

o a
3:2 §C t> ~
5 ^ ._

aos'

— ^1 ri>~— ^1 HHi-ix:;-— a|«=—gi s^;

03 «

Kentucky No. 3.

Kentucky No. 1

.

Turley
Campbell
Station 3 E. 1 . ,

Stations E. 2. .

Station 3 E. 4. .

Station 3 E. 5. .

0.144

.122

.066

.114

.096

.089

.113

.105

0.173

.196

.122

.143

.216

.246

.226

.227

0.51

.31

.447

.472

It will be seen that the alkaline ammonium chlorid removes about one-fourth

and neutral ammonium chlorid about one-half as much lime as the hydrochloric

acid used in the customary method of soil analysis. The station soils are prac-

tically free from carbonates, containing an average of only 0.015 per cent, of

carbon dioxid.

Of the solvents used we consider alkaline ammonium chlorid and neutral

ammonium chlorid promising for available potash, and ammonium hydrate prom-

ising for available phosphoric acid. Alkaline ammonium oxalate seems to do

very well for available phosphoric acid in some cases, but the material is rather

troublesome to work with on account of the large amount of organic matter that

goes into solution. Where ammonium chlorid is present the solutions are nearly

free from organic matter, filter very rapidly, and the ignition is readily made,

leaving only a small amount of bases to be removed before determining the potash.

Tatlock's method was tried for potash, but proved unsatisfactory.

We have tried chlorids of calcium, magnesium, and sodium, but prefer to use

the ammonium salt, since it introduces no involatile base which would interfere

with the potash determination.

We are now at work with ammonium hydrate, continuing the digestion for a

longer time and changing the strength of the solution. We are also testing am-

monium chlorid dissolved in 1 per cent, hydrochloric acid. We shall also test
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the (jiiestion of tlie relative (jiiantities of the soil and solvents used as the present

amcunts—200 grams soil to 1 liter of solvent—seems to involve too small a vol-

ume of solvent. While we feel encouraged by the outcome of the work reported

above, it must be borne in mind that before any method of soil testing can be con-

sidered satisfactory, it must give reliable indications on soils of different types

that have been subjected to investigation by field tests ; and these tests must not

be confined to one crop, but must relate to all the crops likely to be produced on

the land under investigation. From data now at hand it seems probable that

certain soils may have ample potash in an available form to produce good crops

of cereals, while not having enough to produce profitable crops of corn, potatoes,

or tobacco. This phase of the matter must be kept in mind in deciding upon any

definite amount of soluble ingredients which shall be used as a minimum in judg-

ing of th-" fertilizer needs of a soil.

Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station, November, 1896.

(1) Jour. Chem. Soc, London, March, 1894. This paper contains a resume of

suggestions by various authors and special investigations by Dr. Dyer.

(2) Chem. Div. U. S. Dept. Agr., Bull. 47, p. 32.

(8) Rhode Island Agr. Exp. Sta., 7th Ann. Rpt., p. 152.

(4) Chem. Div. U. S. Dept. Agr., Bull. 38, p. 84; Wiley's Agr. Analysis, vol. 1,

p. 32(5.

(5) Chem. Div. U. S. Dept. Agr., Bull. 31, p. 99.

(6) Determined by Harry Sn3'der. See Bull. 47, l^. S. Dept. Agr., Chem. Div.,

p. 49.

Action <>i' Ammonium Citrate and Citric Acid on Basic Slag. By H.

A. Huston and W. J. Jones, Jr.

[Abstract.]

This is a continuation of the work carried on for several years by the authors

under the general head of the availability of commercial phosphates. This paper

deals with the two most prominent materials proposed for determining the avail-

ability of the phosphoric acid in the slag. The factors controlling the action of

the reagents are discussed under the following heads:

I. Influence of time of digestion.

II. Influence of temperature.

III. Influence of acid (citric) ar.d alkali (ammonia).

IV. Influence of quantity of slag used.
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V. Action of citric acid on slag.

Amount of acid neutralized in times ranging from one-half to live

hours, at 25° C and at ti5° C. Amount of phosphoric acid remain-

ing in solution at the end of these periods. The phosphoric acid

in solution decreases with a rise in temperature and with an increase

in time.

VI. Comparison of the U. S. official method with the method proposed by

Dr. Paul Wagner, including special molybdate and magnesia solu-

tions.

The paper will be found in complete form in Bui. 49, Chem. Div. U. S. Dept.

Agr., p. 68-72.

Laboratorj- State Chemist of Iiuliana. Punlue Univ., Nov., 1896.

The Character of the Volatile Matter Lost by Bituminous Coals at

1(10= C. By W. E. Burk.

The conditions accompanying the common method of determining moisture

in coal suggested a study of the nature and amount of volatile matter given off at

the temperature of determination.

The work was done on two classes of Indiana coals, one high in moisture, the

other considerably lower, the operation consisting in passing the volatile products

from the coal heated approximately to 100° C, together with a current of dry air

over copper oxide in a combustion furnace, absorbing the moisture coming over

with calcium chloride, and carbon dioxide arising from combustion of any vola--

tile hydrocarbons in a caustic potash solution.

A hard glass combustion tube was used, which extended some 20 c. m. from

the forward end of the furnace. This portion of the tube was jacketed with a

glass sleeve with rubber plugs, and arranged with entrance and exit openings

through which a continuous current of steam was passed. By this means a tem-

perature approximating 100° C was maintained through the forward part of the

tube in which a weighed quantity of powdered coal was placed in an aluminum

boat. A slow current of dry air was passed, and the heating of coal and com-

bustion of volatile products maintained for one hour. The boat was then removed

and the absorption bulbs weighed, after which they were attached again and the

tube heated for a further twenty to thirty minutes. The boat containing coal was

weighed in a glass enclosing tube, and after the operation was allowed to cool in
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same tube and under similar conditions, tliereby preventing an\' reabsorption

of moisture while cooling.

Determinations were made on from one to three grams of coal, giving results

of which the following are fair examples:

Weight op Coal
Takkn.
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Notes on L— and B— Lupanin. By Sherman Davis.

The Physiological Action of Compounds Containing Bivalent Carbon,

By J. U. Nef.

The Calculation of the HEATiN(i Effect of Coals from the Proximate

Analysis. By W. A. Noyes.

So far as I am aware, no satisfactory formula has ever been given for the cal-

culation of the heating effect of coals from the amounts of fixed carbon, volatile

combustible matter and sulphur present. It has been generally assumed that the

amount of o:?ygen in coals varies so greatly that no rational basis for such a cal-

culation could exist. During the spring of 18!»o, Mr. J. R. McTaggart and Mr.

H. W. Caver made careful analyses and determined the heating effect with Hem-

pel's calorimetre, for six Indiana coals. Recently I have had the opportunity of

examining similar analyses and calorimetric tests of fifteen Pittsburgh coals, made

under the direction of Prof. N. W. Ford, of the University of Ohio,

In the analyses as given, the amount of oxygen in these coals appears to vary

between quite wide limits. On subtracting from the total oxygen the oxygen

present in the form of water, however, it was found that the average amount of

oj-ygen of combustMe matler wan 7 .72 per cent, for the Indiana coals and 8.05* for

the Pittsl)urgh coals, or a general average of 7.96 per cent, and a maximum devi-

ation from that average of 1.23 per cent. In only one coal is the difference froru

the mean more than one per cent.

Since the per cent, of hydrogen in these coals is subject to only a slight

variation, it follows that the combustible matters present in all of these coals se

far as they consist of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, have a nearly constant com-

position. There should, therefore, be a nearly constant factor for this total com-

bustible matter. In order to calculate this factor for the coals in question it iian

been assumed that one-half of the sulphur is found in the volatile combustible

matter as calculated from the difference between total volatile matter and water

and that the fixed carbon is given with sutHcient accuracy by subtracting the ash

from the coke. In other words, the combustible matter was formed for the pur-

poses of this calculation by subtracting from 100 the per cents, of water and ash

' In calculating this result Professor Ford's figures for oxygen were corrected by adding
three-eighths of the weight of sulphurs, on the supposition that iron pyrites in the eoa! i«

burned to ferric oxide in the ash. See Jour. Am. Ch. See. XVII.
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and one-half of the per cent, of sulphur. When the heating effect, as found in

the calorimetre (calculated on the basis of the fuel burned and vapors of water at

100° C.) was divided by this per cent, of combustible matter it was found that one

gram of combustible matter gives, on the average, for the Indiana coals 8073

calories and for the Pittsburgh coals 8078 calories.

We may, therefore, give the following empirical rule for the calculation of

the heating effect of coals : Find the combustible matter by subtracting from 100 the

per cents, of water and ash and one-half of the per cent, of sulphur, and multiply this re-

mainder by 80.7. The result will give the heating effect of the fuel burned to liquid ivater.

For the twenty-one coals referred to, the heating eflFect calculated by this rule

shows a maximum deviation from the calorimetre test of two and one-fourth per

cent., while the agreement is in most cases, much closer than that.

It would not be safe to apply this rule to coals known to be of very different

origin or character, until a similar comparison of calorimetre results with the

analvsis has been made for such coals.

JNOTES ON THE FlORA OF LaKE CrCOTT AND LaKE MA.VtNivrCKEE. By

Robert He:*3ler.

The following notes on the flora of the region surrounding Lakes Cicott and

Maxinkuckee are offered as a contribution toward a complete flora of Indiana;

they are based on personal observations made during the period beginning with

August, 1894, and ending with December, 1896.

Longcliff, just west of Logansport. has been the basis of oiieration, so to speak,

and this locality has been examined most fully. I thought it best, therefore, to

make mention of the noteworthy plants found here, although the flora does not

differ materially from that common to the central part of the State. It is the

usual glacial drift flora, with beech as the most common forest tree.

The region about the lakes is in marked contrast. The upland soil is made

\ip of a fine sand which contains only the merest trace of lime, and with oak as

the prevailing tree. The lowlands in places are wet or swampy. Tamarack

swamps and peat bogs occur here and there, but are nowhere of great extent. It

is, perhaps, unnecessary to state that the wet northern portion of Indiana is being

drained more and more every year, and the land, exceedingly fertile, brought

under cultivation. The completion of the Kankakee drainage system will, in

time, be followed by numerous minor system*, and in the course of a few years the
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"Marsh Flora." if we may so call it, will have disappeared from Indiana. Al-

ready many of the plants, once common, are rare and restricted to isolated areas;

the natural habitat being destroyed, the extermination of plants naturally follows.

In my own numerous excursions I have, in many instances, lieen unable to find

more than one or two specimens of certain species after three seasons of close

search. The reports of other observers in different parts of the State show a sim-

ilar result. Even now the swamps and bogs mentioned in this paper are being

ditched and drained, and in a very short time the last vestiges of a once common

flora will have disappeared.

The flora of the uplands, with, perhaps, a few exceptions, is in no immediate

danger of extinction. It will be many years before the comparatively barren oak

flats and oak ridges will be brought under cultivation, and even then species will

continue to lead a more or less precarious existence in waste places and along

fence rows. Species with showy flowers, or those that are useful, are among the

iirst to disappear; this being especially true of the flora of lakes visited by sum-

mer tourists.

A few remarks on the location and general surroundings of the chief localities

embraced in this paper will render unnecessary in the notes extended references to

localities, which would otherwise be frequent. For instance, "Swamp east of

Lake Cicott" refers to one definite locality, as described below.

Lake Cicott is located near the western border of Cass County, about eight

miles west of Logansport. At present it is an oval body of water less than half a

mile in length, east to west. Formerly it was much larger, with an irregular

shore line. The north and south banks are high, even bluffy; those on the east

and west low and flat. There is no outlet, but in the event of high water the ex-

cess would drain into Crooked Creek, a mile to the east. The recession of the

water has been in the west, and this portion is now dry and covered by a dense

growth of weeds, chiefly ragweed and smartweeds. The water is very clear and

contains few aquatics. The soil of the neighborhood is sandy, a fine-grained

a?olian sand with little lime, and with a vegetation characteristic to such soils,

chiefly oak, with an entire absence of beech. The country is gently rolling, be-

coming level to the west and north. The railroad station at the lake is Cicott,

also spelled Ciecott.

Swamp East of Lake Cicott is situated about one mile due east of the

lake, and marks approximately the boundary between the sandy lands on the west

and the glacial drift soils on the east. At present it is reduced to a few acres, and

is being rapidly encroached upon by drainage, and will soon cease to be. The

number of rare species found in it is remarkable; some were seen nowhere else.

9
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Lake Maxixki'CKEE. This well-known hike, several miles in length, is

located in the southwest corner of Marshall County, about thirty-five miles north

of Logansport. The soil in the vicinity is sandy, especially in the uplands. The

most interesting botanical localities are along the low marshy southern extremity,

and, unless otherwise indicated, my references are to this part.

Tamarack Swamp, South of Delong, is located in the extreme northwest

corner of Fulton County, within half a mile of the station on the Michigan Divi-

sion of the Vandalia Kailroad, and a few' miles south of Lake Maxinkuckee. It

has an irregular outline, is narrow in places and contains several hundred acres.

In the center is the remains of an old lake, now almost covered over by a mass of

ericads and peat moss. The whole region has recently been ditched, the ditch in

places passing through peat four feet in thickness. This drainage is an example

of what is going on all over northern Indiana.

Tamarack Savamp, East of Mosteray, is several miles west of the last

named swamp, and just east of the little t<jwn of Monteray, in Pulaski County,

It covers less than fifty acres, but is very dense, and also contains the remains of

a lake.

Sandy Land, West of Lhuansport, is interesting, botanically. It begins

abruptly at Kenneth, three miles west of Logansport, in the form of a triangle,

widening from a narrow point to a mile or more, and gradually fading or disap-

pearing at Logansport. (Geologically it is a limestone ridge covered with wind-

blown sand in a glacial region. At the western extremity it rises abruptly, as

already indicated, and is more or less bluflfy on the sides, especially on the south,

fronting the Wabash River. From a height of about forty feet at the angle, it

gradually declines to the east and finally merges into the ordinary ' second bottom'

soil of the valley. The sandy covering, that is, the soil, is deep on the north and

very thin on the south, the underlying rock being bare in places. The Western

portion is covered with a thin oak wood ; the remainder is in cultivation. Cer-

tain species occurring here |(lentifully are either absent in the other localities or

occur sparingly.

The Wabash River at Logansport, and for many miles below, has its bed

eroded in the limestone; the blufls in places are perpendicular and often twenty-

five feet high ; the bottom is of solid rock, sandbars being few and small. The

periodical high water washes out everything before it, and, therefore, plants

usually found on the sandj^ banks of rivers are notably absent.

Localities other than the above are referred to by name or descriptively under

the proper species. Where no locality is given the species is general.
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In regard to species included and excluded, the list is limited as follows:

(a. ) To phanerograms or Howering plants.

"(b.) Plants new to Indiana, /. e., plants not given in Coulter's Catalogue of

the Plants of Indiana.

ic.) Plants rare in Indiana, or locally distributed, according to the above

catalogue.

(d.) Plants noteworthy for some particular reason.

(e.) Excluded species are those common throughout the State and which

may be seen at any time. At the suggestion of Prof. Stanley Coulter, however,

some species have been mentioned on account of their rarity or absence, an ab-

sence well marked to one accustomed to note the plants about him.

The nomenclature is that of the sixth edition of Gray's Manual, as at present

used by the State Biological Survey. For the benefit of the reader not familiar

with the botanical names the common English names have been added.

Specimens of species mentioned, unless common in other parts of the State,

are in my herbarium. A set comprising those new to the State, and a number of

the rarer ones, has been presented to the Biological Survey. In case of doubt as

to the identity of a species, critical comparisons were made with the specimens in

the herbarium of Purdue University. My thanks are due to Prof. Stanley Coulter

for his kind assistance in making comparisons and in determining several species

which were in leaf only.

Anemone Pennsylvanica L. General but nowhere abundant.

Anemonella thalictroides Spach. Rue Anemone. Common in sandy soils west

and north, rare in drift soils.

Thalictrum poii/gamum Muh\. Tall Meadow Rue. Seen occasionally in wet

soils about the lakes.

Ranunculus multijidus, var. terrestris, G. Two plants only found in a dried-up

pool on the western border of Lake Maxinkuckee. None of the leaves were fili-

form.

Ranunculus sceleratus L. Cursed Crowfoot. Frequent in the brooks about

Logansport ; not seen at the lakes.

Isopyrum hiternatum T. and G. Plentiful in beech woods, rare in sandy soil

woods.

Caltha palustris L. Marsh Marigold. Frequent in wet places.

Coptis trifoUa Salisb. Goldthread. Common in one small locality, tamarack

swamp at DeLong; does not occur at Lake Cicott. No other notes.

Caulophyllum thalictroides Michx. Blue Cohosh. Rare in drift.
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Jeffersonia diphylla Pers. Twin-leaf. Not seen ; absent.

Brnsenia peltata Pnrsh. Water-shield. Common in Lake Cicott ; no notes

on other localities.

yelnmbo Ititea Pers. Water Chinquapin. Absent.

2^'t/mphira reniformis J). C. White Water Lily. Lakes, ponds and slow

streams; common.
2^hiphar advena Ait. Yellow Pond Lily. With tlie last, plentiful.

Sarracenia purpurea L. Pitcher Plant. Common in tamarack swamps around

Lake Maxinkuckee. Not seen at Lake Cicott.

Corydalis flavula D. C. Plentiful about Logansport in all soils.

Arabis hirsuta Scop. Frequent along the banks of the W^abash. Plants

smoothish; stems clustered. Not given in Coulter's catalogue.

Arabis dentata T. & G. Frequent on dry limestone cliffs and in hilly drift.

Erysimum asperum D. C. Western Wall Flower. Common on a few lime-

stone cliffs west of Logansport.

Si.symbrium canescem Nutt. Tansy Mustard. Very common in the sandy

lands west of Logansport, not seen in other localities.

Polanisia graveolens Raf. Noticeably absent from the banks of the Wabash

River, and not seen anywhere.

HeUanthemnm Conadense Michx. Frost-weed. Frequent in dry, sandy soils

about the lakes.

Lechea major Michx. Pinweed. Seen in two localities only, and here plenti-

ful ; one at Lake Cicott, in moist, sandy ground ; the dther east of Monterey.

Lechea minor L. A few plants seen near Lake Cicott; one locality.

Viola pedata L. Bird-foot Violet. Plentiful on sand ridges at Lake Cicott.

Solea concolor Ging. Green Violet. Rare, on limestone, west of Logansport.

Cerastium arvense Var. oblongifolium H. I'i: B. Common in the Wabash Valley.

Hypericum prolificum L. Shrubby St. .John's Wort. Rarely seen ; east of Lake

Cicott only.

Hypericum cistifolium Lam. In several places; wet limestone ledges on the

Wabash; plentiful where it does occur.

Geranium Garolinianum L. A weed along the railroads.

Xanthoxylum AmericaJium Mill. Prickly Ash. Frequent in drift.

Ilex verticillata G. Winter Berry. Fre(juent about the lakes.

Nemopanthesfascicularis'Ral. Frequent in tamarack swamps a^ DeLong; not

seen anywhere else.

Bhamnm lanceolata Pursh. A few bushes on the limestone outcrops west of

Logansport.
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Ceanolhns Americanus L. New Jersey Tea. Common everywliere in dry, up-

land, sandy soils; not seen in drift.

Vitis Labrusca L. Fox Grape. Eare ; about the lakes.

l^egundo aceroides M. Box Elder. In drift soils, rare.

Rhus vetienata D. C. Poison Tree. Poisiu Dog-wood. Excessively common

about DeLong in tamarack swamps and peat bogs. Not seen at Lake Cicott. Its

presence in a swamp acts as an efiectual barrier to the entrance of many persons,

especially those readily susceptible to its noxious intluence. Many persons proof

against the common Poison Ivy readily succumb to this species.

Bhm Canadensis Marsh. Fragrant Sumach. Very common and forming

thickets in the thin, sandy soils west of Logansport and in the limestone ledges.

Rarely seen in other localities.

Polygala Senega L. Seneca Snakeroot. Common in sandy soils east of Lake

Cicott; more or less general in sand soils, but nowhere common.

Polygala sanguinea L. Rarely seen, in moist alluvial soils at lakes.

Polygala cruciata L. A few plants in one locality only, a moist place south-

east of Lake Cicott.

Lupinus perennis L. AVild Lupine. Common about the lakes.

Psoralea onobrychis Nutt. Rare, in sandy soils.

Amorpha canescens Nutt. Lead Plant. Seen occasionally at Lake Cicott.

No notes on its occurrence in other localities.

Pefalostemon violaceus M. Rare; in sandy soils.

Petalostemon Candidas M. With the last and rare.

Tephros-ia Vh-giniana Pers. Goat's Rue. Lake regions ; rare.

Astragalus Canadensi.< L.. Along the west shore of Lake Maxinkuckee ; not

rare.

Dfsmodium canescens D. C. In sandy soils.

Lespedeza violacea Pers. Common in sandy soils west of Logansport ; also oc-

casional in other places.

Lespedeza reticulata Pers. Sandy woods of lake regions; frequent.

Lespedeza capitata M. With the last and common.

Lespedeza angustifolia Ell. A single large, bushy plant was found along the

railroad east of Lake Cicott
;
perhaps a migrant.

Vicia Caroliniana Walt. Sandy soils about the lakes; frequent. Several

other species, belonging apparently to the Vicice group, were found in leaf <inly,

and on account of their uncertain identity are here excluded.

Apios tuberosu M. Absent.
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Oymnodadnx Canadensix Lam. Cott'eenut Tree. Seen occasionally in drift

soils at Logansport: trees often large.

Prvnus Amrrica-ia Mar. Wild Plum. Rare.

Prunus Virginiana Ij. Choke Cherry. Limestone bluffs; rare.

Spiraea salicifolia L. Common Meadow Sweet. Common in wet situations

about the lakes.

Spireae tomentosa L. Hardback. Steeple-bush. With the last, but rare.

Spiraea lobata Jacq. Queen of the Prairie. With the preceding.

Physocarpus opulifolius Maxim. Nine-bark. Rare ; along Crooked Creek.

Potentilla Norvegica L. A weed in cultivated ground ; common in drift.

Potentilla fridicosa L. Shrubby Cinquefoil. In a few places near the lakes,

and here common.

Pyrus arbiUifolia Var. melanoearpa Hook. Choke-berry. Frequent in low

lands at the lakes.

Amelanchier Canadensis T. & G. Service-berr^'. Generally disti-ibuted, but

rare.

Amelanchier Canadensis Var. ohlongifolia T. & G. Dwarf June-berry. On

limestone cliflfs of the Wabash; not rare.

Saxifraga Pennsyivanica L. Meadow Saxifrage. Frequent in wet places.

Parnassia Caroliniana Michx. Abundant in many wet places.

Ribes floridum L'Her. W^ild Black Currant. Seen occasionally in wet woods

near Logansport.

Drosera species. Although a very close search was made for species of Dros-

era, not a single plant was found.

Hamamelis Virginiana L. Witch-hazel. None seen.

Liquidamber Styracijlua L. Sweet Gum. Seems to be absent.

Myriophylium. No notes.

I/ythrum alatum Pursh. Loosestrife. Common near the water's edge Lake

Cicott; less common at Lake Maxinkuckee; moist places along the Wabash.

Decodon verticillatus Ell. Swamp Loosestrife. I have no specimens and no

notes on its occurrence, but at this writing (December, 1896) believe it occurs in

at least one wet place near Lake Cicott. I may add, parenthetically, that it oc-

curs plentifully at Turkey Lake, in the northeast portion of Kosciusko County.

Epilobium angustifolium L. Great Willow Herb. A single large specimen of

this handsome plant was found on the edge of the Tamarack Swamp at DeLong.

Not in Coulter's Catalogue.

Heracleum lanatum Michx. Cow-Parsnip. Moist places about Lake Cicott;

not rare.
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Eryngiiim iiuccaefolium Michx. Rattlesnake Master. Frequent about the

lakes, especially Lake Cicott.

Aral'ui racemosa L. Spikenard. In drift soils ; rare.

Viburnum acerifotium L. Dockmackie. Common in sandy soils.

Triosteum perfoliatum L. Horse Gentian. Rare.

Triosteuvi angustifolium L. Common in sandy soils. (Besides these well-marked

forms there occur, especially in the sandy soils west of Logansporl, specimens that

partake of the characters of both. In a large collection all stages of transition of

one to the other may be seen. Are possibly hybrids.)

Hotistonia raenUea L. Bluets. Only two plants were found, one of which was

in bloom, on the grassy edge of a thin sandy woods, about one mile south of Lake

Cicott. The leaves are very hairy.

Hou.itonia purpurea L. A narrow-leaved form is common in the sandy lands

west of Logansport; also seen about the lakes.

(ralium boreale L. Northern Bedstraw. Noticed in three localities. Common
in the swamp east of Lake Cicott and also common on the southern edge of Lake

Maxinkuckee; rare on the wet limestone ledges just west of Logansport, on the

Wabash. The occurrence in Cass County greatly extends its southern range in

Indiana, according to Prof. S. Coulter.

Fa/''/i«»a edulis Nutt. Common in a wet meadow on the southeast edge of

Lake Maxinkuckee and in the swamp east of Lake Cicott, seen nowhere else.

This species is not reported in Coulter's Catalogue.

Valerianella radiata Dufr. According to my notes, occurs along the railroad

east of Cicott, but I can not vouch for its identity ; no specimens preserved.

Eiipatorium sesilifoliu)n L. Cpland Boneset. Occasional in sandy lands west

of Logansport. .

Liatris .irariosa Willd. Frequent in dry sandy soil.

Liafris spicaia Willd. Common in wet situations.

Grindelia Sijuarrosa Dunal. Appearing along the railroads.

Solidago latifolia L. Broad-leaved Goldenrod. Rare.

Solidar/o uliginosa Nutt. Wet places.

Solidago speciosa Nutt. Rare; in sandy lands west of Logansport and in the

neighborhood of Lake Cicott ; not seen elsewhere. This showy species is not re-

ported in Coulter's Catalogue of the Plants of Indiana.

Solidago palula Muhl. Common in wet places.

Solidago rugom Mill. Collected at Lake Maxinkuckee in the fall of 1894.

No notes.
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SoliiJarjo ulmifoUa Miilil. Common in thin woods, sandy lands west of Logans-

port.

Solidafjo arguta Ait. With the last, rare.

Solidago serotina Ait. Collected at Lake Ma.icinkuckee. No notes.

Solidago nemoralis Ait. Frequent in dry places at Lake Cicott.

Solidago radula Nutt. Collected at Lake Maxinkuckee.

Solidago rigida L. Some large plants at Cicott ; frequent.

Solidago RideUii Fr. Common in wet places.

Solidago lanceolata L. Common.

Solidago tenuifolia Pursh. At Lake Cicott ; rare.

(Besides the above several Solidagos of doubtful identity were collected in

different localities. Where no locality is given in the list the species occurs gen-

erally. These remarks also apply to the Asters. Asters are not represented as

well as the Solidagos.)

Aster Novfr-Anglice L. Common in wet places.

Aster azureus Lindl. Wet meadow east of Cicott.

Aster cordifolius L. Frequent.

Aster laevis L. Frequent.

Aster umbellatus Mill. Very tall and common in a wet place east of the Ken-

neth Stone Quarries, west of I>ogansport ; rare at Lake Maxinkuckee.

Aster iinariifolius L. Occurs sparingly on the southern high, dry, sandy

bank of Lake Cicott ; not found elsewhere.

Silphium terebinthmacenm L. Frequent; open, sandy soils.

SUphium laciniatum L. The Rosin-weed was not seen by me, but a friend

brought me some leaves from the extreme northwest corner of Cass County ; is re-

ported common on the prairies to the northwest.

Silphium int-grifolium Michx. Frequent about Lake Cicott.

Parthenivm integrifoliuvi L. Very rare; a few plants south of Cicott.

Ambrosia psilostachifa D. C. Seen in leaf only; along the Vandalia Railroad

at Marmont ; evidently a migrant. Not in Coulter's Catalogue.

Echinacea purpurea Moench. Purple Cone-Flower. Generally distributed,

but not common.

Rudbeckia subtomentosa Fnrsh . About Lake Cicott; rare,

Lepachys pinnafa T. & G. General, but rare.

Helianthus occidentalis Rid. In dry places. Lake Cicott; rare.

Helianthus divaricatus L. Sandy woods west of Logansport ; rare.

Coreopsis palmata Nutt. iligh south bank. Lake Cicott; rare.

Coreopsis tripteris I^. Sandy woods; common.
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Dysodia chrysanthemoides Lag. Along the railroad at Cicott ; evidently a

migrant. Not seen elsewhere.

Artemisia caudaia Michx. High, sandy bank, Lake Cicott; rare; a few plants

only. Not seen elsewhere.

Cacalia utriplicifolia L. Dry, sandy soil, along the railroad, east of Lake

Cicott
;
possibly a migrant.

Cacalia tuberosa Nutt. Tuberous Indian Plantain. Swamp east of Lake Cicott

only, and here common.

Ctiicus arvensift HoWm. Canada Thistle. Noticed a small patch at Logans-

port by the side of the railroads; is a migrant.

Prenanthes racemom Michx. East of Cicott ; rare. Not in Coulter's Cata-

logue, but reported since then.

Lactuca scariola L. Prickly Lettuce. This rank weed is excessively common

along the railroads, and is rapidly spreading.

Lobelia cardinalis L. Not seen; if present at all, is certainly rare. (Common

at Turkey Lake, in Kosciusko County.

)

Lobelia spicata Lam. Frequent in dry, sandy soils.

Lobelia Kahnii L. Not rare in wet places.

Campanula roiundifolia L. Var. Arciica. Harebell. Common in crevices in

limestone bluflfs on the Wabash; frequent on high banks of Lake Maxinkuckee.

Not seen at Lake Cicott.

Gayliissacia reswoso T. & G. Black Huckleberry. Common in open, sandy

woods about the lakes.

Vacciniuni Pennnylvanicmn Lam. Dwarf Blueberry. Seen in one locality, a

thin, sandy woods south of Lake Cicott. Doubtless occurs in other localities.

Vaecin'uni corymbosum L. Common or Swamp Blueberry. Common in

swamps in sandy regions ; not found in drift soil.

Vaccinium viacrocarpon Ait. Cranberry. Common in open places in the

tamarack swamps and peat bogs south of Lake Maxinkuckee. Not at Lake

Cicott. According to the accounts of old settlers, very large cranberry bogs ex-

isted when the country was first occupied. The bogs or marshes now existing are

small and are rapidly disappearing.

Epigaea repens L. Arbutus. Not seen.

Gaultheria proeumberiA L. Wintergreen. Frequent in low, damp woods about

the lakes.

Andromeda polifoiia L. With the Cranberry and Pitcher-Plant, in peat bogs

chiefly; common where it does occur. Not in Coulter's catalogue.

Cassandra calyctdatn. Don. Leather-Leaf. With the last; common.
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Monotropa unijlora Jj. Indian Pipe. Rare; east of Lake Cicott.

Monofropa Hypopiti/it h. Pine-sap. Rare; with the last.

(No other members of the Heath family were seen.)

Dodecatheon Meadia L. Siiooting-Star. A few plants in a wet meadow east

of Cicott. Not seen in other localities.

Trienfalis Americana Pursh. Star-Flower. In tamarack swamps; common

where it does occur.

Sfeironema ciUatinn Raf. General, but nowhere abundant.

Sfeironema longi/olium G. In swamps ; common.

Lysimarhia stricia Ait. Plentiful in a small swamp south of Lake Cicott; no

notes on its occurrence elsewhere.

Aporynum androsannifoUiim L. Spreading Dogbane. General in sandy soils,

and common along the railroads.

Apocynum cannahinum L. Indian Hemp. Not as frequent as the last.

Asclepias verticillata L. About the lakes; rare.

Acerates longifolia Ell. On the high, sandy, south bank Lake Cicott.

Sabbatia angidaris Pursh. This handsome plant is common on the moist, sandy

shores of I>ake Cicott, and was not seen in any other locality.

Genfiana crinita Froel. Fringed Gentian. General in wet places, but not

common.

Gentianu ([ulrniiieilora Lam. Not seen.

Geutiana Andretvsi i Grisb. Closed Gentian. Rare; in moist woods.

Gentiana alba Muhi. \ single i)lant in seed found in the summer of 1895

east of Lake Cicott.

Frusera Carolinensis Walt. American Columbo. A score or so of plants oc-

cur in tlie dry, sandy woods west of Logansport; not seen elsewhere.

Menyanthes fri/oliata L. Buckbean. In bogs with the Pitcher-plant and Cran-

berry; common here.

Phacelia hipinnatifida Michx. In the Wabash Valley about Logansport, on

rocky and hilly places; common; very fetid.

Phacelia Purshii Buckley. Common in cultivated grounds at Logansport as a

weed ; this year it bloomed freely in the fields at Longcliff up to November 27,

not having been injured by a previous temperature of 22 degrees.

Mertenda Virginica D. C. Virginia Cowslip, Bluebells. In two localities in

the valley west of Logansport ; rare.

Lithospermum arvense L. Wheat-thief, Corn Gromwell. A weed common

along the railroads, and has taken possession of some fields.

Lithospermum hirtum Lehm. Common in sandy soils.
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Echium vitlffare. The Viper's Bugloss, or Blue-weed. Occurs along the B. &

O. Railroad east of Turkey Lake, in Kosciusko County; it will quite likely soon

appear in this region.

Chelone glabra L. Turtle-head. Frequent in wet places.

Pentsfemon pubescens Sol. Common in sandy soils.

Pentstemon Id'vigatua Sol. Rare ; in drift soils about Logansport.

Veronica Anagallia L. Water Speedwell. Rare.

Castilleia coceinea Spreng. Painted Cup. About the lakes; rare.

Pediciilaris lanceolata Michx. Occasionally seen in wet places.

Utricidaria species. None found in flower and I have no notes on its pres-

ence in the waters of this region, although it must certainly be found. I have

seen it in Carroll county on the south and in Kosciusko County to the northeast.

Tecoma radican^ .Juss. Trumpet Creeper. Along the railroads.

Ruellia ciliosa Pursh. In sandy soils, frequent.

Verbena angusti/olia Michx. Common in the thin wind-blown, sand_v soils,

often barely covering the underlying limestone, west of Logansport; also occurs

sparingly near the river. Not seen at the lakes.

Pycnanthemum lunceolatum Pursh. Mountain Mint. About the lakes, fre-

(luent. The bruised leaves exhale a strong odor resembling peppermint.

Pycnanthemum linifolvna Pursh. Common in dry, sandy soils about the lakes.

Scarcely odorous.

Calamintha Nnttallii Gray. On wet limestone ledges along the Wabash River

below Logansport ; here plentiful. Not seen elsewhere. Not reported in Coul-

ter's Catalogue of the Plants of Indiana.

Scutellaria galericulata L. Scullcap. Frequent near water.

Phi/sostegia Virginiana Benth. False Dragon Head. Frequent.

Plantago Patagonica. The only species of Plantago observed besides P. major

and P. lanceolata was the above, or a variety of it. It afrew near a railroad in

Logansport.

Polygonum sagittatum L. Arrow-leaved Tear-thumb. Occasional in wet

places.

Dirca paliistris L. Leather-Wood. Common in low, moist, drift soil, woods

near Logansport. I do not remember seeing it in the sandy soils at the lakes.

Comandra umbellata Nutt. Bastard Toad-Hax. (xeneral in dry, sandy soils;

common east of Lake Cicott.

Euphorbia dentata Michx. Abundant in one locality, at the base of a lime-

stone bluff, west of Logansport. Not seen elswhere.
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Ulmii-^ Julia Michx. Slippery Elm, Red Elm. Is a common forest tree in

drift soils, often very large.

Betulu lenta L. Cherry Birch, Sweet Birch. < )ccuis sparingly in the tama-

rack swamps at Delong, south of Lake Maxinkuckee.

Betuki pumila L. Low Birch. Not rare about the lakes.

No notes on Carya, Quercus or Salix.

Conifera'. The only species seen were of Larix and Juniperus; the latter is

general, but nowhere abundant. Larix Ameticaiia Michx. occurs plentifully in

the so-called tamarack swamps, and these are being limited more and more in

size and number.

Orchids. A careful search was made for orchids, and the following list

gives all the species found :

Liparis loeselii Richard. Tway-blade. A few plants on a moist hillside

south of Lake Cicott. The plants were past bloom when found, and a dried

specimen was compared with those in the herbarium of Purdue University.

Spiranthe-i cernua Richard. Rare ; in low, moist woods south of Cicott.

Godyera pubescens R. Br. Rattlesnake Plantain. Rare ; in woods southeast

of Cicutt ;
plants were in leaf only.

Calopo(/on pttlclteUiis R. Br. Common in swamps about the lakes.

Pocjonia ophiocjlo^snides Nutt. In a peat bog at DeLong; here common.

Habenaria bracteata R. Br. Rein-Orchis. A group of three plants found in

the thin sandy woods west of Logansport.

Habenaria lacera R. Br. Ragged Fringed Orchis. Two plants found in peat

bog with Pogonia.

Cypripedium pubescens Willd. Large Yellow Lady's-Slipper. Rare in the

woods southeast of Cicott ; not seen elsewhere.

Cypripeditnn spectabile Salisb. Showy Lady's-Slipper. In the low grounds on

the southern extremity of Lake Maxinkuckee ; rare.

Cypripedium acaule Ait. Stemless Lady's-Slipper. Common in one locality,

a small, dense tamarack swamp east of Monterey.

Aletrisfarinosa L. Star Grass. Very rare ; in low ground on the edge of a

woods south of Cicott.

Allittni cernuum Roth. Wild Onion. Very common in many places and in

all kinds of situations. Tall and showy in the wet meadows and swamps east of

Lake Cicott ; less showy on moist limestone ledges on the Wabash ; small and

stunted in crevices of dry limestone west of Logansport.

Alliitm Canadense Kalm. Wild Garlic. Lake Cicott ; rare.
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Camas.-iia FraseriTovr. Wild Hyacinth. In drift soils in the valley; very rare

and almost extinct.

3faianthemum Canaden^e Desf. Abont Lake Maxinkuckee. plentiful in a few

comparatively dry tamarack swamps.

Lilium Philadelpliicum L. Wild Orange-red Lily, Wood Lily. At the lakes;

seldom seen.

Lilium Caiiaden,"!' L. Wild Yellow Lily. AVith the last and rare.

Medeola Viifjiniana L. Not seen.

Trillium nivole Rid. Not seen.

'Tojieldia glutinosa Willd. Swamp east of Lake Cicott; rare.

Melanthium Virginicumlj. Bunch Flower. With the last; rare. The swamp

about one mile east of Lake Cicott, although containing only a few acres, is re-

markable for the number of rare species occurring in it. Melanthium and

Tofieldia were not seen elsewhere; the former is a tall plant, not readily over-

looked, while the latter is (juite small.

Tradescantia. The fojm with smooth leaves, few in number, is very common

in sandy soils, especially east of Lake Cicott, and blooms early in the spring. The

form with hairy leaves and blooming later is rare and was seen in drift soils only.

Peltundra undidata Raf. A few plants on edge of tamarack swamp, east of

Monteray.

Scheuchzi-ria palnstris \.. In one locality only, a peatbog south of DeLong

;

here plentiful. Not in Coulter's Catalogue.

Potamogelous. No notes. P. natans is common in the Wabash River, with a

narrow-leaved form resembling P. paucijioriis.

Xaias. I do not remember seing any within the region embraced in this

paper. (Have seen plants in Turkey Lake, in Kosciusko County.)

Cyperacece. Not being familiar with this large order, I have not given it

attention ; my few notes are not worth reproducing.

Panieum dandestinum L. (?) Some large plants, up to four feet in height,

with Slinging hair, occur in a wet meadow on the edge of a thicket near the old

canal, three miles west of Logansport. The specimens taken were not in bloom,

and hence the doubt about their identity.

Zizania. Water, or Wild Rice. No notes on its occurrence ; absent?

Alopectiris geniculatus L. Var. arvitatidus, Torr. A few plants found on the

dirt, chiefly peat, thrown out in making a ditch through the tamarack swamp

south of DeLong.

Phragmites communis Trin. A small patch occurs near the southern end of

Lake Maxikuckee. Stalks 8 to 12 feet high.
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Notes on Some PHANEROCiAMS New or Rare to the State. By W. S.

Blatchley.

At the winter meeting of this Academy in 1889, I presented a paper entitled

"Some Plants New to the State List," in which seven species were mentioned

from Monroe County, and fourteen from Vifro County, as not having been previ-

ously recorded in any published list of Indiana plants. The paper was severely

criticised at the time by one or two members of the Society, the species being said

to be wrongly determined or to have been previously mentioned. My ardor for

writing botanical papers was somewhat quenched by this criticism, but time has

since proved that all identifications, with but a single exception, were correct,

and no previous Indiana record for any one of the remaining twenty species has

been or can be pointed out.

The paper in question was never published, and but four of the plants therein

mentioned have been recorded from other portions of the State. This fact, to-

gether with the additional one that I have in my note books numerous records of

plants taken within the past five years at various localities in the State, which, if

published, would greatly extend the known range of such species, has led to the

preparation of the present paper.

In it the stations and habitat of ninety-three species of Indiana plants are re-

corded, and brief notes are in many instances given regarding their abundance,

variations, etc. Of these, thirty-three species, including thirteen of those men-

tioned in my 1889 paper, have not heretofore been recorded in print as

occurring in the State; while thirty-seven have been recorded from but one

other station in the State, and that in almost every instance distant from the one

in which it has been collected by myself. The remaining twenty-three species

have not been recorded from more than two stations in the State and they in

localities widely different, as " Jefierson and Lake counties," or "Gibson and

Noble counties."

Specimens of all the plants mentioned are in my private herbarium or in that

of DePauw University, which, in 1893, came into possession of about 600 species

of plants collected by me. Those species represented in the DePauw herbarium

are marked with an asterisk in the list which follows. The date given is that

upon which the species was collected, or, where collected more than once, the

earliest at which it has been noticed in bloom. The nomenclature and arrange-

ment are those of the new "Catalogue of the Pteridophyta and Spermatophyta of

Northeastern North America," published in 1894 as a memoir of the Torrey

Botanical Clul>. Where the name in the catalogue mentioned differs from that
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in Gra_v"s Manual, rtth Ed., the name used in the latter work is given in parenthe-

sis as a synonym.

1. Botrychium ternatum obliqumn Milde. Grape Fern.

Found in a few localities in Vigo county. Distinguished from the

other forms of the species by its height, 10 to 14 inches, its more compound

fruiting portion, and the oblong divisions of the sterile segment, which are

very oblique at the base.

Recorded in the State Catalogue from Jeflferson county.

*2, Eijuisetum fluviatile L. Swamp Horse-tail.

( E. limosum L.)

Found abundantly in the shallow water around the margins of the

Goose Pond in Vigo county. Not given in the State Catalogue, nor in any

of the published lists, but recorded in Botanical Gazette from Lake County.

May .!.

*3. Pofamo[/eton diveri^ifolius Raf. Pond-weed.

(P. hyhridus 'Slichx.)

Frequent in a pond south of Fair Ground, Vigo county. Oct. 3, 1889.

The first Indiana record.

*4. Potamogeton spiriltus Tuckerm.

Occurs sparingly in the Five-Mile Pond, Vigo cnunty. July 19.

The first record.

5. Zannichellia paliislris h. Horned Pond-weed.

This species grew in abundance in the pond south of the blast furnace

at Terre Haute in the years 18S9-!'.>. The surface of this pond seldom froze

in winter on account of the warm stream of water from the furnace fiowing

into it. Since the furnace shut down the pond has dried up and the plant

has disappeared.

The first record fur the State.

*6. Echinodorus cordifoliinf {h.) Griseb. Upright Bur-head.

{E. roMralu--< Engelm.)

Several acres of this plant grew in 1890 on the site of Conover's Pond.

Vigo county, which had been drained the previous year.

The first record, its range being given in Grays Manual, sixth edition,

as "Illinois to Florida, Missouri and Texas."

7. Panicum autviDnale Bosc. Diffuse Panicum.

Freqixent in Vigo county, on sandy hillsides and banks along railways.

Recorded before by Higley and Raddin from the "' sand ridges south of

Whiting, Ind."
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The Howers of this grass are, when in their prime, a grayish-purple in

color, and, when wet with dew, reflect tlie morning sunlight in a peculiar

and pleasing manner.

8. Piinicum minus Muhl. Wood Panicum.

A specimen, so named by Mr. Nash, of Columbia University, N. Y.^

was taken from a dry hillside in Hippie's coal mine woods, Vigo county,

where it is frequent.

The first record.

9. Pan'ciim pubescent Lam. Hairy Panicum.

Another species named for me by Mr. Xash. It is frequent along tlie

T. H. cV L. Railway in Vigo county.

The first record.

10. Homalorenchnis lenticulans (Miclix.) Scribn. Catch-fiy Grass.

(Leerx/a lenticular is Michx.)

Taken but once, October 6, 1S*)3, from the margin of Five-Mile Pond,

Vigo county.

The first record.

®11. Sporobolus asper {M\chx.) Kunth. Drop-seed grass.

Occurs sparingly along sandy banks and liillsides in Vigo county,

August .30.

The first record.

12. Cyperus speciosics Vahl.

Recorded before only from Jefferson county. Taken in low, sandy

soil in Vigo county, where it is scarce.

Varies much in size. A specimen taken at Heckland, October 14, 1896,

had six umbels, the stalk of each apparently springing from the surface of

the ground, and the whole plant but 2 J inches in height.

13. Eleocharis capitata (L.) R. Br. Spike Rush.

Grows along the mucky margins of the Five-Mile Pond, Vigo county.

Identification verified by N. L. Britton. Recorded before in "Botanical

Gazette," VII, 8, 1882, by E. J. Hill, from a slough south of Whiting,

Ind., and described by him as new under the name of E. dispar. It is a

plant of southern range, and, up to the time of Hill's record, it had not

been found north of Florida and Texas, except west of the Rocky Mount-

ains. It probably occurs in suitable localities throughout the western half

of Indiana.
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14. StenophyHits capillar vi [L.) Britton.

(Fimbristylif capilkii-is Gray.)

Occurs sparingly in Vigo county, along sandy banks and borders of

fields. Recorded before from Lake county.

Grows in dense, circular tufts; the hair-like stems rarely a foot in

hight.

15. Woljfia Columbiana Karst.

Found in abundance in the Goose Pond, Vigo county, in 1890.

"Stagnant waters in the northern counties."

—

State Catalogue.

*16. Medeola virgmiana L. Indian Cucumber Root.

Occurs on high, dry, wooded liills in Monroe county, in company with

Microntylis ophioglossoideH Nutt. and Lycopodium couiplanatum L. ; scarce.

Recorded in B. & C. Flora from Jefferson and Lake counties.

17. Habi'tio ria jlava {Ij.) A. Gray. Greenish Orchis.

(H. vireseens Spreng.)

Taken in some dense, damp woods near Heckland, Vigo county, .June

10, 1891.

Recorded before from Noble county.

18. Achroanthes unifolia (Michx.) Raf. Adder's Tongue Orchis.

(Microstylis ophioglos!'oides Nutt.)

A single specimen was taken at Coal Creek, Vigo county, Sept. 28,

1893. In Monroe county a number of specimens were secured from high

hills, where they were found in company with MedeoUi riryiniaua L. , Pogo-

nia rerticillata Nutt., and in the midst of clumps of the moss Polytrichum

commune L. Specimens taken by the writer in Arkansas were also found

on high hills, though the habitat given in (iray's Manual is "low, mois

ground."

19. Leptorchis I'liifolia (L.) K.nntze. Twayblade.

(Liparis hliifolia Richard.)

Rare in rich woods in both Monroe and Vigo counties. .June 11.

20. Leptorchis loeseUi [1j.) M.a.c'Si. Twayblade.

(Lifjuri.< loeselii L.

)

A number of specimens were taken in a tamarack swamp in Fulton

county, July 14, 1894.

21. He.ralectris aphyllus (Nutt.) A. Gray.
,

Taken by the writer on a high wooded hill two miles south of AVyan-

dotte Cave, Crawford county, July 2'), 189(5.

10
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The first Indiana record, the range in both the Manual and Illustrated

Flora being given as " Kentucky and Missouri to Florida and Mexico."

*22. Polygonum arifolium L. Halberd-leaved Tear-thumb.

Scarce in Vigo county; in ravines and along borders of small streams.

Mentioned in my paper "On Plants New to the State List," read before the

Academy in 1889. Since recorded from Steuben and Noble counties.

23. Polygonum emersum (Michx.) Britton.

(P. muhlenbergii Watson.)

Frequent in Vigo county along sandy margins of ponds. Noted be-

fore in Steuben and Lake counties.

*24. Polygonum, ramosissimum Michx.

Found in low, sandy ground near a marsh south of the Fair Ground,

Vigo county ; scarce.

The first record.

25. Chenopodium boscianum Moq.

Taken in Vigo county, October 17, 1896, in open, sandy woods, two

miles east of Terre Haute.

The first Indiana record.

The flowers much smaller than in allied species; on slender recurved

branches; the black seeds easily separated from the enclosing pericarp.

'26. Arenaria serpyllifolia L. Thyme-leaved Sandwort.

Occurs sparingly in Vigo county in low, sandy soil about the margins

of several of the larger ponds. Noted in the list of Higley & Kaddin as

being found in Lake county and by Hesslar (Proc. Ind. Acad., 1898, 259)

as occurring in Fayette county.

27. Anemone caroliniana Walt. Carolina Anemone.

Found in Vigo county in one locality on a wooded hillside, 5^ miles

north of Terre Haute. First brought to my notice in 1894 by Miss Nora

Arnold, a pupil in the high school. She stated that they had occurred

abundantly in the one locality for 12 or thirteen years to her knowledge,

and how much longer she did not know.

The first record, the Manual range being " Illinois to Nebraska and

Southward."

28. Raniinruhix obtv^niiiscKlus Raf. Water Plantain Spearwort.

Noted in one locality, the border of a marsh near the Goose Pond,

Vigo county, June 22, 1890.

Recorded from Noble county by Van Gorder under the name of R. alls-

maefolius Geyer.
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29. Raniincidus piirshii Kichards.

(i?. multijidm terrestris Gray.)

Occurs sparingly about the borders of the Five-Mile Pond, Vigo

County. June 1.

The first record.

•30. Dentaria heterophylla Nutt. Diverse-leaved Toothwort.

Occurs sparingly in Monroe county in thickets and rich, moist woods.

Recognized as a distinct species in the new Check List. Noted as such in

my paper read before the Academy in 1889, though Dr. Coulter in his list

of JefTerson County plants stated that it was, in his opinion, a variety of

D. laciniata Muhl.

In Monroe county it blooms at least two weeks later, and no connect-

ing forms were noted. Of a specimen submitted to Dr. Coulter, he wrote:

"It looks very much like typical D. heterophylla Nutt., and is as near it as

anything I have seen from the State."

The first Indiana record.

*31. Draba earoliniana Walt. Carolina Whitlow Grass.

Frequent in Vigo county along the banks of the old canal and on

sandy hillsides near it.

One of a MSS. list of additions to Slate Catalogue furnished me by

Dr. J. M. Coulter. Locality not given.

'32. DescKramm pmnata (Walt.). Britton. Tansy Mustard.

(Disymbrium eaiiescens Nutt.

)

Frequent in Vigo county along the gravelly banks of railways and

canal. Kecorded only from Tippecanoe county. April 20.

*33. Arabis dentata T. and G. Toothed Rock-Cress.

Rare in Vigo and Monroe counties, along gravelly banks or rocky hill-

sides. Recorded before from Gibson county. May 3, 1891.

34. Arabis hirsuta (L.) Scop. Hairy Rock Cress.

Found by the writer in Monroe, Montgomery and Vigo counties.

Grows along rocky hillsides.

Recorded by Van Gorder as being scarce in Noble county.

35. Sedum telephioides Michx.

Collected along the hillsides at Coal Creek, Vigo county, by Dr. B. W.

Evermann in 1889. April 30. The State Catalogue record is "Knobs,"

Clark countv.
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*86. Parnasitiu caroliniana Michx. (jrass of Parnassus.

This species was recorded by Stanley Coulter, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci.,

1894, 10.5, as being found in Noble and Kosciusko counties, the latter

record being based on a specimen collected by the writer, now in DePauw

herbarium. It has since been noted by myself at Lake Maxinkuckee,

Marshall county, and in a marsh on the banks of White River one mile

south of Broad Ripple, Marion county.

37. OpulaMer opulifolius (L. ) Kuntze. Nine-Bark.

( Physocarpa opulifolia Raf .

)

Recorded in the State list from Gibson, Jefferson and Monroe counties.

This handsome flowering shrub has been noted by the writer as grow-

ing plentifully on the banks of White River below Broad Ripple, Marion

county, and on the banks of the Wabash just south of the city of Wabash,

Wabash county. It has also been recordied from Wayne and Lake coun-

ties, so that its range undoubtedly includes the whole State.

*38. Gexm macrophyllum Willd.

Taken in the borders of rich open woods two miles east of Terre

Haute, Vigo county, June 2{!, 1892.

The first Indiana record.

*39. Sanguisorba canadensis L. Canadian Burnet.

(
Poterium canadense Benth. and Hook.

)

Occurs along the borders of ditches and damp virgin prairies near

Heckland, Vigo county. In flower from August 10 to October 20.

The first Indiana record, the range of Manual being " Newf. to moun-

tains of Georgia, west to Michigan."

40. Trifol um reflexum L. Buffalo Clover.

Rare in Vigo county, along open sandy hillsides and borders of

prairies. Heretofore noted from Marion county. May 28.

41. Amorpha fruticosa L. False Indigo. River Locust.

Frequent along the bed and sides of the old canal both north and south

of Terre Haute, and as far north as Montezuma, Parke county.

Recorded from Gibson.

42. Fulcatu pitcheri (T. c*i G.) Kuntze. Large-leaved Hog Peanut.

(Amphicarpcea pitcheri T. & G.)

Found sparingly along damp hillside thickets in Vigo county.

The first Indiana record.

Leaflets much larger than in F. comosa L., the blade often more than

3 inches long; pods—ten or more— 1.', inches long, borne on a long, hairy

rachis; seeds, •"> mm. in length.
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*4.'>. Polyyala polyr/ama Walt. Pink Polygala.

Vigo county, in small numbers, along the Vandalia Railway, one mile

east of Terre Haute.

Recorded before from Lake and St. Joseph counties.

44. Euphorbia, heterophylla L.

Occurs in Vigo county, along the banks of old canal near Five-Mile

Pond.

The first Indiana record.

The pods of this and allied species, when dry, burst open with a snap-

ping or crackling noise, and project the seeds to a distance of several feet.

45. CaUitriche heterophylla Pursh. Water Starwort.

Vigo county, in ponds; fre(|uent. April 30.

Recorded from Gibson county.

46. Rhus aromatica Ait. Fragrant Sumach.

{Rhus canaden.^iii Marsh,)

Recorded in the State list from Jefferson and Lake, the two extremes

of the State. Taken by the writer in Monroe and Crawford counties.

Grows on rocky hillsides along streams.

47. Rhamnus carolininna Walt. Carolina Buckthorn.

A shrub or small tree of southern range which occurs as far north as

Crawford and Harrison counties, Indiana, where it was first noted by the

writer November 5, 1896. Straggling in habit; 10 to 20 feet high, with

peach-like leaves, glossy green above; bark smooth and light colored; the

wood bright yellow; fruit, a black drupe resembling a cherry. Hillsides

along Blue River near Wyandotte cave, and roadsides between there and

Corydon; scarce. The first Indiana record, the Manual range being " N.

J., Va. to Ky. and southwest."

48. Hibiscus lasiorarpus Cav.

Grows in prairie swamp near Heckland, Vigo county.

Recorded before from Gibson. '

*49, Hibiscus militaris Cav. Halberd-leaved Rose Mallow.

Frequent along the sandy banks of old canal between Ft. Harrison,

Vigo county, and Montezuma, Parke county. " Knobs," and Jefferson

county are the two previous records. .July 10.

*oO. Hypericuvi ascyron L. Great St. Johnswort.

Banks of larger streams in Monroe and Putnam counties; scarce.

Mentioned in my 1889 paper. Since recorded from Noble coun.ty by Van

Gorder.
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51. Hypericum densijiorum Pursh.

Found on edge of river bank in woods just below Ft. Harrison, Vigo

county, Oct. 12, 1896.

The first record for Indiana; the Manual range being "Pine barrens

of N. J. to glades of Ky., Ark. and southward."

52. Helianthemum canadense (h.) Michx. Frost-weed; Rock-rose.

Vigo county, on a sandy hillside near Five-Mile Pond ; frequent

locally. May 28.

Recorded from the sand hills of Lake county ; also from Noble.

*53. Viola lanceolata L. Lance-leaved Violet.

Margins of Goose Pond and moist prairies at Heckland, Vigo county.

April 16.

The previous records are Lake and .Jefferson counties.

*o4. Eotala ramosior (L.) Kwhne.

Vigo county, in ditches and along margins of ponds; scarce.

Jefferson and Clark counties are its previous records.

*55. Amnmnnia coccinea Rottb. Ammannia.

{Ammannia latifolia L. Gray's Manual, 5th ed.)

Noted in both Vigo and Monroe counties; scarce in the latter. Aug.

10 to Oct. 20.

Recorded from Gibson.

56. Decodon verticillalus (L. ) Ell. Swamp Loosestrife.

(Nescea verticillata HBK.

)

Occurs rarely in Monroe, Vigo and Marshall counties.

Recorded in State Catalogue from "Gibson and Posey. Rare." Re-

corded since from Noble and Steuben. It therefore probably occurs in

suitable localities throughout the State.

57. Oenothera sinuata L.

Vigo county, about the borders of a sandy cultivated field near Ft.

Harrison; scarce. May 14, 1891.

Probably a railroad migrant from the South, the Manual range being

"N. J. to Fla., west to E. Kansas and Texas."

The first Indiana record.

58. Myriophyllum verticillatum L. "Water Milfoil.

Ponds of Vigo County; scarce. May 2.

Mentioned without note in the Steuben County Flora.
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59. Eulophus americanus Nutt.

Borders of damp prairie, near Heckland, Vigo County; scarce. Octo-

ber 5, 1889.

Kecorded from Gibson County.

*60. Cornus circinata L'Her. Round-leaved Dogwood.

Borders of open, moist woods four miles southeast of Terre Haute;

scarce. May 8.

Recorded from Lake County.

61. Hypopitys hypopity8 [L,.) Sma\]. Pine-sap. False Beech-Drops.

Found on high, dry wooded hillsides in both Monroe and Vigo coun-

ties ; rare. A specimen taken in Monroe, June 30, 1886, had the raceme

21 flowered.

Recorded from JeflTerson and Noble counties.

*62. Gentiana andrewsii alhijiora Britton. White Gentian.

(
Gentiana alba Muhl.

)

Grows in one locality in Vigo county, a wooded hillside north of

Terre Haute near the Five-Mile Pond ; scarce. September 23, 1888.

Tippecanoe and Noble counties are its other State records.

*63. Gentiana saponaria L. Soapwort Gentian.

Vigo county along the borders of prairies ; scarce. September 15.

Its previous State record is Lake county.

*64. Obolaria virginica L.

Collected on several occasions in both Monroe and Vigo counties, but

rare in each. Three plants, taken in doors by Prof. Evermaun on Janu-

ary 26, bloomed on February 11.

Its other State record is Clifty Falls, .Jefferson county.

*65. Phlox bifida Beck. Dwarf Phlox.

In the State Catalogue this species is said to be "common in Tippe-

canoe." It has been taken by me in both Vigo and Monroe counties; in

the former being very common on the sandy hillsides north of Terre

Haute. April 7.

66. Hydrophylliim canadense L. Canada Waterleaf.

Noted heretofore from Jefferson and Laporte counties. It occurs also

sparingly on the sides of deep wooded ravines in both Monroe and Vigo

counties.

*67. MaerocaiyX nyctelea (h.) Kunty.e. Ellisia.

(Etli.fia nyctelea h.)

Rare in Vigo county, having been taken but once from a damp spot

in sandy open woods, two miles east of Terre Haute. May 25.

The first Indiana record.
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68. Ciinila organoidei< (L.) Britton. Common Dittany.

{CunUa mariana L.)

Occurs frequently on the summits of dry rocky hills in Monroe county.

June 20.

Recorded in the State Catalogue from the " Knobs."

69. Sijnnndra hispidula {Michx.) Britton. Large-flowered Mint.

(Synandra fprindiflora Nutt.

)

Taken by the writer in Monroe, Putnam, Vigo and as far north as Wa-

bash county, though its range is given in the Barnes & Coulter Flora as

"Banks of the Ohio and its tributaries." May 25.

*70. Stachys cordata Riddell. Heart-leaved Hedge Nettle.

Borders of damjj upland thickets in Vigo county; scarce.

"Jefferson and Gibson" are its previous records.

71. Trichostema dichotomum L. Blue Curls. Bastard Pennyroyal.

Discovered by Professor Evermann, September 1, 1889, in sandy soil

on the banks of the Wabash River south of Terre Haute, Vigo county.

A species of southern range, probably introduced in the past by the

commerce of the river.

Its first Indiana record.

72. Gratiola sphwrocarjM Ell. Hedge Hyssop.

Taken in both Monroe and Vigo counties; scarce. April 30.

In the State Catalogue recorded from "Barrens of Southern Indiana."

*73. Widfenia hou(/h(oniana(Benth.) Greene.

{Synthyris hoKc/htoniana Benth.)

Found in one locality on sandy hillside one-half mile southeast of Five-

Mile Pond, Vigo county, where it was uncommon.

"Tippecanoe and northward" is the only previous record.

74. Afzelia macrophyUa (Nutt.) Kuntze. Mullein Foxglove.

{Seymeria macrophyUa Nutt.)

On dry hillsides in Montgomery, Putnam and Vigo.

" Near the Ohio and Wabash " was recorded in the Barnes and Coulter

Flora.

75. Orobanche ludovicana Nutt. Broom-rape.

(Aphi/llon ludovicianum Gray.)

Banks of Wabash River near brick yards above Terre Haute, Vigo

county; frequent locally. Parasitic on the roots of the Great Horse-weed,

Ambrosia trifida L. Discovered by Prof. Evermann October 2, 1889.

The first Indiana record, its Manual range being "Minnesota to Illi-

nois and Tc-xas."
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76. Plantago aristata Michx.

[Plantago patagonica aristata Gray.)

Evansville & Terre Haute Railway and canal banks south of Terre

Haute, Vigo county ; scarce. June 24, 1888.

The first record for the State.

77. Viburnum moile Michx.

Found along the fence-rows and margins of dry upland prairies below

Youngstown, Vigo county; scarce.

The leaves larger, more rounded, thicker and more soft and downy than

those of V. dentatum L.

Recorded from Jefferson county.

77a. Willoughbya scandens (L. ) Kuntze. Climbing Hemp-weed.

(
Milania scandert-^ L.

)

A handsome twining member of the Compositae.

Found in abundance covering the shrubs growing south of the wagon

bridge across Sandy Hook creek, five miles east of Hebron, Porter county,

September 21, 1897.

Recorded before from Gibson county by Dr. Schneck. Manual range,

" E. New Eng. to Ky. and southward."'

78. Ldcinaria spicata (L. ) Kuntze.

(Liatrii spicata Willd.

)

Virgin prairies near Heckland, Vigo county; scarce. Aug. 17.

Recorded from Jefferson and Lake.

*79. Chryi<opsis villosa (Pursh) Nutt. Golden Aster.

Along the sandy banks of the old canal between Ft. Harrison and Five-

Mile Pond, Vigo county.

The first record for the State, its range being given as " Wisconsin to

Kentucky and westward."

80. Solidago odora Ait. Sweet Golden-rod.

Near Heckland, Vigo county, from borders of prairies; rare. Sept. 15.

Recorded before only from Gibson county, by Dr. Schneck, who, accord-

ing to State Catalogue, "was inclined to doubt this species." Dr. J. M.

Coulter, to whom my specimen was sent for verification, noted it as "a good

find," so that it must be rare in the State. It is regarded as a valid species

by the authors of the Catalogue of the Flora of Northeastern North America.

*81. Solidago rigidiuscula (T. & G.) Porter.

{Solidago speciosa angustata T. & G.

)

Clearings and borders of prairie at Heckland, Vigo county. Sept. 5.

The first Indiana re<x)rd.
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*82. Solidago serolina Ait.

In woods along the borders of the Wabash River below Ft. Harrison,

Vigo county; frequent locally.

Kecorded from Jefferson county. Sept. 8.

*83. Solidago speciosa Nutt.

One of the most handsome of the Golden-rods. Grows plentifully in

the prairie at Heckland, Vigo county. Aug. 25.

The first Indiana record.

84. Euthamia caroliniana (L.) Greene. Slender-leaved Golden-rod.

{Solidago tenuifolia Pursh.)

Frecjuent in Vigo and Monroe counties; along shaded banks, usually

in sandy soil. Aug. 21.

Noted before from .Jasper county.

85. Sericocarpvs linlfolius (L. ) B. S. P.

(Sericocarpus solidagineus Nees.

)

Borders of prairies at Heckland, Vigo county, where it is scarce.

Recorded from Floyd county in B. & C. Floii*.

*86. Aster drummondii Ijindl. Drummond's Aster.

Low open pastures and prairies; frequent in Vigo county. The first

record for the State, its range being given by Gray as "Illinois to Minne-

sota and Kansas."

*87. Aster erieoides L. Heath-like Aster.

Fence rows and old fields, in open, dry soil. Common in Monroe,

scarce in Vigo county.

Recorded in B. & C. Flora only from .Jefferson.

88. Aster linariifolius L. Double Bristled Aster.

On dry, sandy hillside near Five-Mile Pond, Vigo county ; scarce.

Also near Miller's, Lake county.

Recorded in the State Catalogue from the "Knobs" under the name

of Diplopappus linariifolius Hook.

Readily known by the shortness of the stems, which grow in clumps,

and by the rigid linear leaves. Heads large and showy.

89. Ambrosia bUentata Michx. Two-toothed Ragweed.

Roadsides and borders of cultivated fields between Glen, Vigo county,

and Staunton, Clay county; common locally. First noted August 23, 1895.

The first record for the State, its Manual range being " Prairies of Illinois,

Missouri and Southward."
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90. Bidens trichosperma (Michx.) Brhton. Tickseed SunHower.

{Coreopsis trichospei-via Michx.)

Occurs sparingly in Monroe county in swamps along the bottom lands

of Bean Blossom Creek. August 10, 1886.

Recorded in B. & C. Flora from Jefferson county.

91. Hyrtienopappus caroliniensis (Lam.) Porter.

{H. scabios<eus L'Her.

)

Found sparingly on the side of a sandy ridge northeast of Seventh

Street Bridge across Lost Creek, Vigo county. May 31, 1890.

The first record for the Slate, its.range being given in the Manual as

"Illinois and Southward."

92. Senecio lobatus Pers. Butterweed.

Taken on several occasions in 1891 and 1892 from low, damp places

about ponds and ditches in Vigo county. The first Indiana record, its

Manual range being "North Carolina to Southern Illinois, Missouri and

Southward."

93. Lacfum hirsuta Muhl. Hairy Wild Lettuce.

(Laduca sanguinea T. & G.)

Borders of prairies and dry, sandy fields in Vigo county; scarce.

Recorded from Gibson countv by Dr. Schneck.

Periodicity of Root Pbesscre. By M. B. Thomas.

The fact that the roots of plants absorb water and force it up through the

stem, producing bleeding whenever the stem is injured, was discovered by Hales

in 1721, and since that time numerous investigators have examined this phenom-

enon of root absorption in a more or less exhaustive way until we have to con-

cern ourselves only with an inquiry into its daily variations and see if there is

not some law governing the changing phenomenon that will give us a more com-

plete insight into this important physiological problem in plant growth.

The general matter of the periodicity of root pressure in forcing water through

stems in opposition to gravity was studied by Sachs, and his observations form a

basis for our present work. He made experiments regarding the time of maxi-

mum and minimum pressure with a few common plants, and his results are too

well known to need extended description. The conclusions of his experiments

have been to fix the time of maximum pressure at 9-11 A. M., with a decrease
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through the p. m. and early night, when a minimum was reached. After this the

pressure increased until it attained the maximum during the following a. m.

Sachs further showed that the periods of maximum and minimum pressure were

independent of small variations in temperature.

The work of Sachs was done by the use of crude instruments that i-equired

constant attention, and it seemed that an instrument of precision, making auto-

matic records, would enable one to add something to the work already done on

the subject of root pressure. In 1890 a rude instrument was made of wood and

iron, and some few experiments conducted on the subject. Later a machine of

more accurate working was constructed at the college workshop in Crawfordsville,

and this formed a pattern for the one made at Lafayette under the supervision of

Dr. Arthur. In the evolution of the apparatus to its present condition changes

have been introduced that brings the machine into a form easily used by the

average student and capable of giving accurate results.

For our work on the subject of root pressure many plants were grown from

seeds in the greenhouse, and were used when the stems were 4-5 mm. in diameter.

With those plants secured from out of doors or at other green houses, they were

brought in weeks before the experiments and given ample time to adjust them-

selves to any changes in their surroundings. The results show that the latter

plants corresponded in their records with those grown in the green house from

seeds. For the experiments the attachment of the plant to the machine was

made in the usual way under water, and the apparatus placed on an iron pier to

prevent jarring. The records of temperature were made by a self-recording ther-

mometer. The clock used in the root pressure machine would run for eight days,

and an experiment when properly started needed no attention until its comple-

tion, or until the time when the pressure was insufficient to show itself on the

rods of the instrument. The increasing weight of the column of mercury usually

produced this result in 4-5 days. The smoked .rods with the record of the peri-

odicity were placed on sensitive paper, and the lines printed for permanent pres-

ervation. Temperature cards were preserved along with these for comparison.

The plants experimented upon were fuchsia, bean, geranium, grape, sunflower,

tomato, etc.

Occasionally upon the attachment of the plant a decided negative pressure in

the stem would be observed. This was especially noted in the grapevine growing

out of doors, where the records were made. The negative pressure was so great

that the water and part of the mercury were pulled down into the stem and the

particles of mercury could be found in the ducts upon splitting the twigs an inch

or more from the top, where the attachment was made. This phenomenon was
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observed bv Sachs, and is, no doubt, due to the fact that where active transuira-
. . .

'

\

tion IS going on no root pressure exists, but transpiration or other current do not

permit tlie duets to become tilled with water, but, rather, they contain rarified air

that allows the water poured in on top of the cut surface to be drawn down in

the stem.

A study of the records warrant the following general statements regarding

the relation between temperature and root pressure : Under usual conditions

there can be no relation between the periodicity of root pressure and the daily

variations in temperature, the latter being between 50° F. and 90° F., as determ-

ined in the course of the experiments. Even where the periods of maximum and

minimum temperature were reversed in the test, and the reversed condition con-

tinued for several successive days, no appreciable efi'ect was noticed in the period-

icity of root pressure.

The changes in temperature above or below certain limits may alter the

regularity of the times of maximum and minimum pressure periodicity, but do

not interfere with the main cycles of greater or less pressure.

The time element is the all important one, and for most plants the period of

maximum pressure is 12 m., with the limits between 9 a. m. and 1 p. m.

No appreciable difference exists between the times of maximum pressure in

the variety of plants studied and certainly none whatever in a large number of

si^ecimens of the same species even though they may have been grown under

different conditions.

The age of the plant seems to make no difference in the times of maximum
and minimum periodicity or its general behavior in the experiment, except, as

would be expected, a large and vigorous plant .shows more difference between the

amount of maximum and minimum pressure than a small and less vigorous one.

In different genera marked differences exist as to the maximum amount of

root pressure and in some it is so small that at no time can it be measured except

with great difiiculty.

The amount of water present in the soil within certain limits does not affect

the time of periodicity or amount discharged, but in very dry soil, where the roots

become wilted, changes are evident as the result of the loss of the turgidity of the

root.

A consideration of the relation between root pressure and the other phe-

nomena in living plants will be interesting in this connection. With regard to

its relation to transpiration, the latter can not be explained by the former, since,

at the most, it is not sufficient to lift the water above 80-90 feet. . Root pressure

furnishes only a part of the water used in transpiration, as was shown by our own
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and previous experiments/ and no root pressure was found in plants during rapid

transpiration. The time of greatest transpiration seems to bear no relation to the

time of greatest or least root pressure, and changes in temperature that affect the

former do not influence the latter to any degree.

Where no transpiration is going on the root pressure may produce sufficient

pressure in the plants of medium height to force the water out through the water

pores of the leaves, or in some cases producing blistering in the tissues of the stem,

as in the well-known case of the Oedema of the tomato.^

The relation of the root pressure with growth does not warrant any statement

as to the influence of one upon the other. The time of either the maximum or

iminimum periods of each do not correspond, and changes in temperature that af-

iect growth produce no changes in the constancy of the root pressure.

Studies regarding the relation between root pressure and assimilation show

all negative results, and the changes producing variations in the latter have no

effect on the former. The same may be said of the relation between root pressure

and respiration.

In view of these facts we are warranted in the following general conclusions.

The periodicity of root pressure seems to be inherent in the plant, and has

either been acquired by previous adaptation to environments, or as the results of

the action of some constant or periodic changes in the plant. As with the

periodicity of growth and other periodic phenomena it does not always follow

that a periodic change has not been produced by some constantly or continuously

acting agent.

Root pressure does not seem to have any relation to the previous periodicities

of the vital activities of the plant when the top was connected with the roots.

The measure of the root pressure seems to be the osmotic activity of the root

hairs, and is probably due to the presence of organic acids and other substances

in the rhizoids that show great affinity for water.

^

Although the organic acids increase in the cells at 50°-60° F., yet their in-

crease does not seem to make any appreciable difference in the periodicity.

This is true even when the temperature of the soil is brought up to 55° F., ap-

proaching the time of minimum pressure.

The fact that seems inexplicable is that, when the temperature is raised above

the point where the organic acids decompose (60° F.) *in most plants, the roots

may show an increase in their osmotic activity at the daily period of maximum

^DeVries, Arb. Les. Bot. Inst. (B. I , p. 228).

^Atkinson, G. F., Bull. Cornell Exp. Station, No. 8H, 1893.

^DeVries, Bot. Zeitung, 1877, S. 1-10.

^DeVries, Bot. Zeitung, 1883, S. 850.
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pressure. The absence of a top to the plant, and its consequent loss of periods of

maximum and minimum oxidation, which are the real causes of the variation in

the quantity of organic acids in the cell,^ "may be the reason for the failure to

produce the expected results. The time of periodicity of root pressure is con-

stant in the same genus, but some species may show greater absolute pressure than

others. This may be due to accidents in growth, etc. The fact of the periodicity

of root pressure seems to be established beyond the possibility of a doubt, and capil-

arity and similar phenomena, as suggested by Prof. C. B. Clark " and others, can

not account for the facts observed.

Notes on the Flora of the Lake Region of Northeastern Indiana.

By W. W. Chipman.

A glance at any map of Indiana showing the lakes and marshes will convince

one of their special abundance in the north part of the State; and many more

will be observed in the northeastern counties than in the northwestern.

In the Fifteenth Report of the State Geologist of Indiana^, Dr. John M.

Coulter divides the State into seven botanical regions, one of which he calls the

" Lake Region." Included in this "Lake Region " are the sixteen northernmost

counties of the State, with the exception of the very northwestern counties. Lake

and Porter.

I would separate from his Lake Region some of the most northeastern coun-

ties, and claim for this territory sufficient peculiar conditions for plant growth to

merit its being considered a distinct botanical region, and would call it "The

Lake Region of Northeastern Indiana."

outline of the region.

A line drawn from the vicinity of Warsaw, Kosciusko County, north along

the line of the C, C, C. & St. L. R. R. to its intersection with the northern

boundary of the county, and from thence northeast through LaGrange, LaGrange

County, to the northern boundary of the State ; and a line drawn from the vicin-

ity of Warsaw east along the line of the P., Ft. W. & C. R. R. to its intersection

^Ward, Proceedings of Royal See, Vol. XLVII, pp. 393-443.

•^Warbung, Untersuchungen, etc., pp. 77-92.

'Linnean Soc. Journal.

'15tb Rep. State Geologist Ind., p. 256.
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with the eastern boundary of the county, and from thence northeast through

Waterloo, DeKalb County, to the eastern boundary of the State, would enclose

approximately this Lake Region of Northeastern Indiana.

I would not attempt to bound it by any invariable line. The characteristic

conditions for plant growth found in the center of the region may at some places

extend somewhat beyond the limits given, and at other places may not reach

them.

The region includes, in general, all of Steuben County and Noble County,

th'e northeast part of Kosciusko County, the southeast part of LaGrange County,

and the extreme north part of Whitley County.

This part of the State has for some time appeared to me to present conditions

for plant growth different even from the rest of the northern counties contained

in Dr. Coulter's "Lake Eegion," and I am glad to have it proven by Dr. Dryer

in his geological report of Steuben County^ that this region as outlined above has

separate and distinct geological features. After speaking of the drift left by the

Saginaw ice and the Erie ice, and the confused mass of drift left by their union,

he says^ : "Such a belt or drift forms the Saginaw-Erie interlobate moraine,

which in Indiana stretches across the counties of Steuben, LaGrange, Noble,

AVhitley and Kosciusko. Thus are the peculiarities of topography and soil in

that region accounted for."

It is not claimed that plants characteristic of the region are not found in the

neighborhood of lakes of northern Indiana outside of its limits.

The proportion of lakes and their characteristic surroundings outside of the

Northeastern Indiana Lake Region, is so small when compared with such condi-

ions in the region, that plants found farthest from the lakes, together with others

entirely foreign will predominate in the other northern counties.

In a report in 1874, by G. M. Levette*, upon the geology of the northern

tier of counties, including a greater part of the region under discussion and the

most northern counties of Dr. Coulter's Lake Region, he says' : "On the eastern

Bide of the district, the land originally timbered is largely in excess of prairies

and openings, but, as we go west the proportion of prairie land increases." In

the same report he says of Elkhart County" :
" Only a small per cent, is covered

with peat-bogs, lakes and marshes." Of St. Joseph County he says' :
" Diversi-

fied with prairies, oak, openings, and rolling timber lands;" and', "small tracts

" 17th Rep. State Geologist Ind., 1891.

3 Idem, p. 1:^2.

* 5th Rep. State Geologist, Ind., 1S74.

Mdem,p.432.
" Idem, p. 452.

' Idem, p. 457.
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of low, marshy ground." Of LaPorte County': "The central and southern parts

are mostly prairie;" and only", "small marshy spots and peat-bogs" to the

north. Marshall County. is spoken of in another report by AV. H. Thompson' as

mostly prairie and large tracts of barren land.

These references to gmall percentage of lakes, swamps and bogs from these

northern counties not in the lake region under discussion, when compared with

the continued references, everywhere, to the large percentage of such conditions

in the northeast Indiana lake region, would seera to be sufficient authority for

separating it from the "lake region," as formerly considered.

OUTLINE OF THE BOTANICAL WORK DONE IN THE REGION.

A Flora of Steuben County was published in 1892 by E Bradner^", and a

Flora of Noble County in 1893 by W. B. Van Gorder' ^. So far as I can ascertain,

no geological report has ever been made for Kosciusko County, and no specimens

of plants preserved, other than those in my herbarium.

In company with Prof. A. B. Crowe, of Ft. Wayne, and Thomas A. Davis,

of Goshen, I made a short collecting trip through the lakes and marshes in the

northeastern part of Kosciusko County, during the last of June and the first of

July, 1894; and I have made collections in the more immediate vicinity of

Warsaw since 1893.

During the summer of 189() I spent several weeks in the study of the grasses

and sedges of the immediate vicinity of Warsaw, under Dr. Stanley Coulter, but

owing to rains and floods making it impossible to get to desirable low regions,

and to the fact that I was limited to a part of each day by other work, I was able

to collect and study but some forty species.

I may say that it is at the suggestson of Dr. Coulter that I attempt this paper.

The Floras of the two counties mentioned, and my own collections will be re-

ferred to as a basis for deductions, since the three counties thus covered will com-

prise the greater part of the region, and no reports of the botony of the other

counties— only small parts of which are included in the region—have been made.

GENERAL PHYSIOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS.

The climate throughout the region is the same; there being only about forty

miles difference in latitude and sixty miles in longitude. The general surface of

the country is rolling, and almost hilly to the north, sloping in general to the

"Idem, p. 462.

"ISth Hep. State Geologist Ind., p. 178.

'»i7th Rep. State Geologist Ind., 1891-2, p. 135.

"18th Rep. State Geologist Ind , 1893, p. 33.

11
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southwest. About one-third of the region was originally covered with heavy tim-

ber, and the soil of this j)art is a clayey loam. The soil of the very small areas

of prairie land is a sandy loam, and the swamps are tilled with rich, black muck

and peat many feet deep. This is the general distribution, but pure sand and

clay are often found by themselves, over more or less extensive areas. Occasion-

ally sand and muck are found in combination.

These different soils furnish sustenance for a flora of a widely varied species,

while those thriving best in wet soil or growing in water will predominate.
•

LOCAL PHYSIOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS.

In the northern part of Steuben County, to the extreme northeast of the

region, are localities of pure sand of rather extensive area, and lakes entirely

surrounded by sand and lime deposits, around whose edges, and in whose bot-

toms, scarcely any vegetation is to be found. Sandy spots devoid of vegetation

are occasionally found throughout the region, but of very limited extent. The

Steuben County tracts are quite peculiar to their immediate vicinity, and per-

haps should not be included. In none of the other counties do we find entire

lakes so destitute of vegetation. I have counted over ten plants in Bradner's

list^^ characteristic of a barren soil which are not found so far, or only occa-

sionally, in the rest of the region. In general, there would seem to be the greatest

prevalence of plants characteristic of lighter sandy soil in Steuben County, the

greatest prevalence of plants indicative of a wet, peaty soil in Kosciusko County,

and rather more of a mixture of the two in Noble County, between. But a very

general uniformity of species will be found throughout the region, which will

increase with closer study and more extended collecting.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC CHANGES.

1. Low Swamps. The lakes are for the most part surrounded by low lauds

or marshes, which show that the lakes were once of much greater extent. Soil is

accumulating around these lakes by the growth and decay, from season to season,

of the rank vegetation around the edges, and this process is continually diminish-

ing the size of the lakes, forming large marshes, which are being drained by

ditching and tiling. A great deal of valuable land has thus been reclaimed and

successfully farmed.

^niih Rep. Sute Geologist Ind., 1891-2, p. 135.
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The result of this change is a decreasing area for water plants, but an

increasing area for swamp plants, which area is again converted into cultivated

dry land. While this is a slow process, and has not materially decreased the size

of the lakes very lately, yet a great deal of swamp land which formerly was over-

flowed at periods of high water has been, within the past twenty years, so success-

fully drained as to make dry, tillable land. The amount of swamp land in

Kosciusko County at present is not one-half what it was twenty years ago; but

there was so much land of this character then, that the remainder, with the lakes

added, is sufficient to designate this as a true lake region.

The same changes have taken place to a greater or less extent in all the other

counties of the region.

But few species have, in all probability, been yet lost to this flora by these

changes, but the abundance of many species must be greatly reduced.

By means of this system of drainage the land passes from the wettest swamp

through all gradations to dry, solid land, and the plants growing on it change in

•a like manner.

I have in mind a certain swamp, which was an outlot of the city of Warsaw,

Kosciusko County, in which grew, fifteen or sixteen years ago, great quantities of

Typha latifolia L., Sagittaria variabilis Englem., Ct/peous strigo.tus L., and such

plants as grow in the wettest swamps. Open ditches were put through and the

soil was gradually dried. These plants gradually disappeared, and such plants as

Lobelia si/philitica L. , Lobelia carchnalis L., Li/siiiiachia xtricta Ait., L'is versicolor L.

,

and Pofentilla fruticosa L. , were noticed. As the ground further dried out, and

•these began to disappear, others were observed, such as Parnassia Carnliniana

Michx., Viola palmita L., var cucullata Gray, llola Canadensis L., and Gerardia

purpurea L. Even these finally disappeared, until one can now only occasionally

•find a plant of Viola palmafa L. , var cucullata Gray, and such weeds as grow in a

pasture lot— thistles, burdock, etc.

This land has, under my observation, undergone these complete transforma-

tions as regards its soil and plant life, and is only an example of numerous similar

instances throughout the entire region.

The rich black muck soil thus formed and mixed with some sand and lime

(which latter shows itself in places in marl deposits) produces plants of exceptional

size, shows many specimens of rapid growth and unusual development, and

affords much material for study along that line.

This reclaimed soil has proven specially adapted to the growth of celery, and

Warsaw is becoming a large shipping point for celery of exceptionally fine

quality.
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2. Tamaracf: Swamps. Much of this peat (jr muck land was formerly covered

with tamarack, Larix Americana Michx. The trees grew very near to one another

and formed a very dense forest, often with an undergrowth of llhuit vcmnata DC,

and Betula pumila L.

The tamarack has for the most part been cut down, and where standing, the

trees are often dead. The drying of the soil takes away one essential condition

to their growth.

In and near a few tamarack swamps still standing I collected the only

specimens of Betula pumila L., I have seen in Kosciusko County. It is not

reported from Noble County by Van Gorder * % but is from Steuben County, by

Bradner^*, so that it is probably found sparingly throughout the region and dis-

appearing with the tamaracks.

About ten years ago I collected one specimen of Ci/pripedium acaule Ait., in

the edge of a tamarack swamp in the vicinity of Warsaw, Kosciusko Count}'.

In 1882 Dr. Coulter i' lists it as found in a tamarack swamp in Noble County.

Mr. Van Gorder gives reference to the " Editors of the Botanical Gazette, 1881,"

as his authority for listing it in his Noble County Flora i'^*. It is not reported

from Steuben County by Mr. Bradneri*, and has not been seen in Kosciusko

Count}' since the specimen mentioned. The authors of the Lake County list '
'^

claim that as the only Indiana station, and mark it "local." The specimen has

evidently been lost to this Hora by absence of proper conditions for growth.

In connection with the decadence of tamarack swamps in this region, it has

been observed that a great many of the plants listed by Dr. Jno. Coulter^' as

being characteristic plants of his "Lake Region" are not at present the charac-

teristic plants of the "Lake Region of Northeastern Indiana." Of his list of

twenty plants, Betula pumila L., Tofieldia (jlutinosa Willd., Lilium superbum L.,
'

r

Ruellia clliom Pursh., Solidayo stricta Ait., Ribes rubrum L., Potentilla aryenfea

L., and Mi/riaphyllum spicatum L., are very rarely found; while Gypripedium

acaule Ait., O.ralis acetasella L., Aster longifolius Lam., and Vacciniuiu Pennsyl-

vanicum Lam., have not been reported since that time. Arabii^ h/ratu L., and

Lechea major Michx., are only occasionally found. Elodes campanulata Pursh.,

nsth Rep. State Geologist Ind., 1893, p. 3:'..

'*17th Rep. State Geologist Ind., 1891-92, p. 135.

"^ Bet. Gazette, V. Sup. I., 1882, Flora of Indiana.

'"Higby, Wm. K., and Raddin, Chas. S.. Flora of Cook Co., 111., and a part of Lake

Co., Ind. Bull Chicago Acad. Sci. II.

^' 15th Rep. State Geologist Ind., p. 259.

'•Mr. Van Gorder recently report.s it personally found in Noble County, but it is by no

means common.
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Maianthemum Cancuhnse Desf., and Allium cei-nuum Roth., are fountl more com-

monlv, but not in tuch abundance as to be termed characteris-tic of tlie region.

This only leaves two plants of the list which now remain as characteristic, viz. :

Lobelia Knhnti L., and Scutellaria galerieulata L.

It is true, of course, that Dr. Coulter's "Lake Region " covered mtire terri-

tory than the "Lake Region of Northeastern Indiana," but this latter was in-

cluded, and formed a very considerable part of it, and the fact that only two of

his list can now be called characteristic of our smaller Lake Region has its sig-

nificance.

It must be that the entire north part of the State has undergone a noticeable

change in conditions producing its characteristic plants, or that this northeastern

part under consideration has alone changed, or that we have here conditions dif-

ferent from the remainder of the former Lake Region which were existent at that

time. Most of Dr. Coulter's observations were along the line of the L. S. \ M.

S. R. R.—largely in St. Joseph County—and only touching our region in Xoble

County.

It is quite probable that the observations at that time did not extend so

thoroughly in our region as in the districts to the north and west, where there was

not such an a1)undance of lakes and pure lake forms.

The tamarack and associated swamp plants are more frequent in Dr. Coulters

list than our present lake plants and swamp plants free from tamarack surround-

ings. Our most common species of this latter class, now so abundant, can scarcely

be of vei'v recent introduction, and this would seem to show that our pure lake

plants were not even then (1886) so abundant in the remainder of Cuulter's

Lake Region as in this part of it which we call the Lake Region of Northeastern

Indiana, proving more conclusively the distinctiveness of this region. The gradual

disappearance of the tamarack is no doubt general throughout northern Indiana,

and the list referred to would not include so many characteristic plants for any

northern county as when made, yet it would seem evident that the list never con-

tained as many plants peculiar to our region as to the counties north and west of us,

and that there always have been more pure lake forms in the counties included in

the Northeastern Indiana Lake Region than in the remainder of northern Indiana.

From the frequent references which will occur to Lake County as the only other

station, or one of a few other stations, for a number of the plants peculiar to the

Northeastern Indiana lake region, it may be inferred that Lake County as a whole

is very similar to this region, and, with the intervening territory, should be in-

cluded. When the lists of this region and the lists of Lake County are compared

it will be found that there are many plants not in common.
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A large part of Lake County is the sandy region—to which we have no paral-

lel—left by the receding of Lake Michigan to its present bounds. There are in

northwestern Lake County—the southeast part of the region covered by Higley

and Raddin's catalogue—some lakes and marshes which present conditions similar

somewhat to our own. These localities in Lake County have been so thoroughly

examined that it is not strange to find some of our less frequent species also

"very infrequent" there. Most of all the references made are to plants very

rare or local in Lake County. Many of our common species would not be found

in Lake County, and very many common Lake County species would not be found

here at all. While Lake County offers similarities in a small part of its territory,

the Lake region of Northeastern Indiana and the Lake County region, as a whole,

are dissimilar.

Notes in General, Upon Occurrence and Distribution of Rare or In-

teresting Species.

Those who have published lists covering any part of Northeastern Indiana

do not claim them to be complete, and doubtless new plants are yet to be observed.

By comparing the partial catalogues referred to with my own collections I find a

total of some nine hundred and fifty species reported from the " Lake Region of

Northeastern Indiana."

It is to be regretted that Mr. Bradner has not given in his catalogue** any

notes as to abundance of species, or to distribution over the territory. With the

exception of one or two instances it is impossible to tell whether a supposable

rare plant is rarely or more commonly met with, or in what kind of soil, or under

what conditions it is found. If scarce, whether it is recently noticed and just

appearing, or whether formerly seen and just disappearing. With the geology of

the county given by townships in the same volume, Mr. Van Gorder's reference*^

to scarcity or abundance, and to locality by townships, is very helpful.

It would seem that much more importance should be placed on these anno-

tations than is often done. The helpfulness of richly annotated lists is double

that of those with bare names of species.

'n7th Rep. State Geologist Ind. 1891-2, p. 135.

'nsth Rep. State Geologist Ind. 1893, p. 33.
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PLANTS NOT GIVEN IN COULTER's LIST.-"

Dufing my collecting in Kosciusko County I have found seven plants not re-

ported in Coulter's List. On the sandy, low shore of Chapman's Lake, Kosciusko

County, I found, in 1894, (wo .'ipecimen.< only of Epilobium Adenocaulon Haussk.

Although growing very near each other they have a very different aspect, and so

far as I could judge from the manual description I had a specimen of E. glaiulu-

loaum Lehm., which Trelease says^^ does not occur in the United States. The

specimens were both sent to Dr. Trelease, and he writes me that they are both

E. adenscaulon, much as they appear different; and that E. adenscaulon is very

variable. So far as I can ascertain E. adenscaulon has never been found in In-

dians, with the exception of the two specimens I possess ; and it is interesting to

note that Beal & Wheeler- ^ do not list it from Michigan farther south than

Keewenaw County, the very northermost county of the Upper Peninsula.

Anychia Capillacea DC, I have found in Kosciusko County in two places in

quite abundance—on the east shore of Tippecanoe Lake in woods, and in a simi-

lar situation in Winona Park, Winona Lake. The manuaF^ says, " More abun-

dant northward," but it is not given by Beal & Wheeler, as found in Michigan,

just north of us. Higley & Raddin** list it as found in Riverside, 111., Cook

County, but do not list it from Lake County, in their list of Cook County, 111.,

and Lake County, Indiana, plants.

Specimens of Bidens Beckii Torr. were found by me in 1893 in the slow waters

of the Tippecanoe River, near Warsaw, Kosciusko County. 1 could find no list

of any section in Indiana containing this species, and reported the same to Dr.

Jno. M. Coulter. Since then I have found it mentioned as rare in Lake County,

and by Bradner from Steuben County.-"' I failed to find it elsewhere, nor could

it be found in the same place the next year.

I found, in 1894, a few specimens of Asclepias phytaloccoides Pursh. near

Chapman's Lake, Kosciusko County. It is not in Coulter's list, but I have since

-°Bot. Gazette V, Sup. I, 1882, Flora of Indiana. From which all future references to

"Coulter's List" or to the "State Flora" are taken.

^'Monograph Genus Epilobium, p- 100.

"Mich.riora,1892,W. J.Beal and C.F.Wheeler, Agricultural College, Mich, From this

work all future references to Beal & Wheeler, or Michigan Flora, or to;plants of Mich, are

taken.

-^Gray's Manual, 6th Edition. All references to Manual are Gray's 6th Ed.
°*Bull. Chicago Acad. Sci., Vol. II, No. 1, 1891. From which all future references to

Lake County are taken.

-°17th Rept. State Geologist Ind., 1891-2, p. 13.5. From which all future references to

"Bradner's List" or "Steuben Co." are taken.
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found it reported from Lake County "rare," from Central Eastern Indiana^®

" rare," but more common in Noble County- ' and Steuben County than elsewhere,

showing that this lake region must offer peculiar suitable conditions for its growth.

Trifolium L/ybridum L. is fast becoming common in this flora, and is mixing

so with Trifolium repens L., it seems quite impossible to find T. repens very often

true to the type. It is reported from the other counties of this region as quite

common, while to the northwest, in Lake County, it is listed as infrequent, as also

in Beal & Wheeler's "Michigan Flora."

Boutelona racemosa Lag. I found this last summer (189^), on a hillside in

Winona Park, Kosciusko County ; very abundant in one plat about one rod

square, but seen nowhere else. It is not listed by Troop in his "Grasses of Indi-

ana,"-** nor do I find it listed anywhere from Indiana except by Bradner, from

Steuben County, in this region.

Eleocharis (juudrangulata K. Br., is not listed by Dr. Coulter, but is marked

"rare" in the Manual. This was found last summer (1890) in Winona Lake;

quite abundant in one locality. It is reported from South Michigan as rare, and

from Steuben County by Bradner. Outside of these two reports from this region,

I find only one other report from Indiana, and that in the appendix to the Lake

County list, iii one locality only.

PLANTS IN coulter's LIST, BUT NKW TO OR RARE IN THIS REGION.

Eleocharis avaia R. Br., though given in Coulter's List as common to the State,

is not reported in any local list of the south part of the State at my command, and

is "infrequent" in Michigan to the north, but I found a few specimens at Winona

Lake, Kosciusko County, and it is reported from Steuben County, this region.

This northeast part of Indiana would seem to be more suited to it than other parts

of the vState. It is " very infrequent " in Lake County.

Hibiscus Moschentos L. is only reported from the "knobs" in Coulter's list, and

I can find no other report of it from this State than in Lake County. I found a

large clump of it on the Tippecanoe River, Kosciusko County, in 1893.

In- 1894 I found about six plants of Parietaria Pennsylvanica Muht., on a sandy

shore of Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. Coulter's list reports it only from the

banks of the Ohio. 1 can find no other locality in the State from which it is re-

ported, except from Lake County, and then marked "rare."

=''12th Rept. State Geologist, 1882, "Flora of Central Eastern Indiana," A.J. Phinney,

M. D., p. 1%. From which all references to Cent. Eastern Ind. are taken.

''^ISth Rept. Ind. State Geologist, 1893, p. 33. From which all future references to "Noble

Co." or "Van Gorder's List" are taken.

=«Bull. 29 Ind. Agri. Expt. Sta., Lafayette, Purdue Univ., 1889. " Grasses of Indiana."
—.T. Troop.
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I found in 1893, on waste ground, Kosciusko County, one specimen of Ipomve

hederacea Jacq., which is the only discovery of the species I can find north of

Central Indiana, nor is it reported from Michigan, to the north.

A few specimens of Myriaphiillum heterophi/llum Michx., whicli I found in

Boydston's Lake, Kosciusko County, are the only plants of the species I can find

reported from the north part of the State, but from Steuben County, this region,

and from Lake County.

I would add Kosciusko County as another locality, for four plants mentioned

in Dr. Stanley Coulter's paper- ' before the Academy last year, as occurring at

only one or two stations in the north part of the State.

They are Liparis h<rsdii Richard.. Menyanthes irifoliata L., Aster untbellatits

Mill., and Gdlium boreale L. Other plants, not previously reported from the north

part of the State, or if so, only from Lake County, could be stated as having

been found in this Northeastern Indiana Lake Region.

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

In this connection I would call attention to the listing of Pruiius Penii.-<ylva-

nicu L. f., in a list of the common timber trees of seven counties in this immediate

section.^" Is this not a mistake? Should it not he Primus scrotina Ehoh.'! P.

Pennsylvanica is not in Coulter's list, and is not reported from this region by any

list whatever other than this reference. It is marked ''very rare" from Central

Eastern Indiana, and also "rare along the lake shore," in Lake County. Beal &

Wheeler say in '"Michigan Flora," "Very abundant on sandy soil in the north

half of the State, but less common southward, where P. .ferotina takes its place."

P. serotina is surely the only wild cherry here which could be used for lumber

(the only other tree of this genus found here

—

P. Americana Mar-hall—being too

small), and should be substituted in the list referred to for P. Pi'nn<ylvanica.

I would also call attention to some species listed by Bradner iS: Van Gorder,

which appear to me to be probable errors.

Mr. Van Gorder lists from Noble County, " Hepaticu acntiloba DC, Liver

leaf, common"; as does also Mr. Bradner, from Steuben County, and neither list

H. triloba Chaix. In all my collecting in Kosciusko County I have never seen

H. acutHobi, while H. triloba is one of our most common spring plants. I am

well aware that the two species are apt to approach each other, and that transi-

tion forms are apt to be found, but am well acquainted with the two species,

having been able to find at Crawfordsville, Indiana, with close searching for two

-'Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. las.

^"5th Kept. State Geologist Ind., 1873. Observations by G. M. Levette, p. 434.
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seasons, nothing but H. aciUUobu, and tinil nothing in Kosciusko County but H.

triloba, the scapes of which seldom grow to the height of those of aeutiloba.

It would seem strange that such an apparent difference should exist between

counties of the same region, and I feel quite certain, since these lists report but

one form, it must be H. triloba.

Mr. Bradner lists from Steuben County, " Glaytonia Caroliniana Michx.,

Spring Beauty." Mr. Van Gorder reports from Noble County only C. Virgmica

L. , and that is the only species reported from Kosciusko County.

It is not at all probable that C. Caroliniana is found so far south in this longi-

tude. Beal & Wheeler say Caroliniana is not found in the south part of Michigan.

It is reported from Lake County, where the conditions are more like those of

Northern Michigan, and it seems very certain that the plants referred to in Mr.

Bradner's list should be written C. Virginica.

Nowhere can I find Viburnum nudum L. reported outside the limits given in

Gray's Manual, 6th edition, viz.: "From N. J. to Florida," except from Steu-

ben County by Bradner, and if it be correct, is worthy of mention as an entirely

new plant to this region.

Mr. Bradner also reports Typha augustifolia L. from Steuben County, which

is very rare indeed, and deserves special notice.

I have not corresponded with either Mr. Van Gorder or Mr. Bradner, nor

seen their collections, and draw the above conclusions wholly from general obser-

vation.

It is worthy of note that Nelumbo Infea Pers. is reported from Blue River

Lake. Whitley County '—a part of this region. This is the only reported local-

ity in Indiana, except Labe County, and the species is very rare in the Central

States.

This region, as a whole, seems to possess a flora considerably different from

that which it had a decade since; to have lost many of its northern forms, and

to have gained some southern forms. Introduced species from the east and west

have been brought in l)y the railroads. The climate is much milder than form-

erly, and the various conditions for plant growth materially changed. Until re-

cently it has not had as much attention from botanists as other sections of the

State.

A more careful study of the flora will surely develop interesting facts.

There is much to be done along the line of cryptogam ic botany. Surely the ter-

ritory as outlined is worthy the designation of a separate and characteristic

region, and will repay the more extended investigations of botanists.

^' 17th Rept. State Geologist Ind., pp.166.
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Contributions to the Flora of Indiana, No. IV. By Stanley Coulter.

The preceding papers in this series are those entitled Saxifragacea' of Indiana

(Proc. Ind. Acad. fSci., 1894, pp. 103-107): A Preliminary List of Plants Growing

in the Vicinity of Washington, Daviess County (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1895, pp.

169-182); Noteworthy Indiana Phanerogams {Froc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1895, pp. 183-

1981. The notes are incidental to the preparation of the catalogue of the flora of

the State, and are in a measure supplemental to that work.

Many plants which were originally included in this contribution have been

omitted, because of their inclusion in much fuller detail than I could possibly

have given in the papers of Messrs. \V. S. Blatchley and Robert Hessler, M. !>.,

published in these proceedings. With the exception, therefore, of a few forms

to which I desire to call attention, the body of this paper concerns the compositai

of the State, with special reference to their distribution.

Coptis Irifolia Salisb. Mr. Van Gorder reports this plant as very abundant

in certain localities in both Noble and DeKalb counties. So far as has come to

my knowledge, this is the only record of the plant in the State authenticated by

herbarium specimens. Its range and habits of growth would indicate its pres-

ence in the swamp regions of our northern counties.

Ailanthus glandulosus Desf. This tree, not as yet included in the lists of the

forest trees of the State, seems to have become thoroughly naturalized, and is

entitled to a place in our flora. In Jefferson county it has escaped from cultiva-

tion and covers entire hillsides, notably in the vicinity of Madison and Hanover

college. The growth is so dense and rapid as to make it a somewhat doubtful

acquisition. A thicket of Ailanthus in full foliage gives a very fair idea of the

appearance of semi-tropical undergrowth. The tree should be included in the

flora of the State.

Sullivantia Ohionis Torr. and Gray. This form, the distribution of which I

limited (Saxifragace(p of Indiana, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1894, p. 104) to a single

station at Cliffy Falls, Jefferson county, must have an added station in Clark

county. The determination of Dr. C. R. Barnes, questioned in that communica-

tion, has been verified by abundant specimens found among the duplicates in

Purdue university. The Clark county station is of the same general, character

as that at Clifty Falls, the plant clinging to the vertical sides of moist limestone

cliffs, by no chance seeming to leave this apparently barren position for the

deeper and richer soils surrounding. The plant in our region may be considered

as the most characteristic of the limestone cliffs.
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Juniperus Virginiana L. The apparently rapid increase of this cedar through-

out southern Indiana is worthy of note. Within ten years the number of well-

grown forms has increased at least fourfold. The explanation of this increase is

to be found in the almost universal fencing of regions formerly wild, and the con-

sequent restriction of cattle ranges. It is an extremely suggestive example of the

almost immediate effect of a modification of the factors entering into the struggle

for existence. It is incidentally suggestive of the fact that when reforestration is

attempted, the young forest areas must be as carefully guarded as are flower or

vegetable gardens.

Tipularia discolor Nutt. This rare orchid is reported by Prof. A. H. Young

as having been found at the Clifty Falls station, in Jefferson county, the past sea-

son. This is much south of its central range, although in its easterly range it ex-

tends as far south as Florida.

The plant affects sandy woods, while the Clifty Falls Station can offer noth-

ing except a thin limestone soil or a heavy, cold clay. The record is verified by

herbarium specimens.

The composite of Indiana, so far as reported to the survey, number 213

species, distributed through 55 genera. The Asters lead with 32 reported species,

Solidarjo coming second with 28. The other larger genera are Helianthus, 13

species ; Eupatoriuin, 7 species ; Erigeron and Coreopsis each with species ; Bidens,

Silpfiinm and Liatris each with 5 species. Owing to imperfect notes and " scrappy "

material the work, especially in the Asters and Solidagos, was extremely difficult.

While doubtless many errors occur, there has been a constant endeavor to elim-

inate all doubtful references. In some cases specimens have not been seen, but

where admitted the original specimens have been passed upon by some well-known

expert. Very few of Dr. Schneck's specimens have come into my hands, but all

of his doubtful forms were relerred at the time of collection to Dr. Gray. It may

be assumed that all admitted forms have been inspected or passed upon by some

botanist entitled to speak with authority.

It may be intimated here that apparently no other family responds so quickly

to changed conditions. The response, even to slight changes, is often very marked.

Many .4s<e/-.s and some Solidagos present fairly disiinct forms, determined appar-

ently merely by the amount of light or shade. Others indicate clearly the amount

of moisture in the soil. Because of this ready respon.se to environmental changes

a determination of a form from a single specimen is often an impossibility. I

have felt compelled in some cases to omit from the list forms of apparently correct

determination until fuller notes or a larger suite of specimens proved them not to

be environmental variations.
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With but few exceptions, the composites within our bounds do not come into

full flower until July and August. As a rule the tlowering season is long, many

genera bhissoming alnindantly from July until checked by the frosts. From the

middle of August they determine the [diysiognomy of the vegetation over the

entire area of the State. This is especially true in the prairie region and in open

fields. Indeed, the great majority <»f the composites of Indiana are found in their

greatest abundance and lu.xuriauce in dry soils and in regions exposed to the full

action of the sun. Thej' seem to be xerophytes of the xerophytes.

Some species of Eupatorium, Liatris spicata and other forms, however, furnish

exceptions as regards dryness of soil, while Polymnw and a few others give excep-

tion as to light. Certainly in no other family in our area can xerophytic adap-

tations be so satisfactorily studied.

While the flowering season is so extended, and the consequent number of

achenes formed enormous, it is probable that but a small proportion of them

germinate. Theseedlings, also, in all cases in which experiments were tried, were

remarkably sensitive to changes in temperature and moisture. Almost every

other form used was more hardy in the seedling stage than the com{)ositae. Ex-

ceptions to this were the Ambroaias and Laetiica Canadensis L. In the series of

experiments the percentage of seeds germinating was vei\v small in the compositie,

with the exception of Arctium, where the per cents, in three experiments were, 87. o,

80, and 87.5. In Bidens 20 per cent, was the highest, in Laduca 25 per cent., in ^»?i-

brosia 20 per cent., -while in Cnicng out of three plantings of 30 achenes each,

only two achenes germinated. Under the same conditions Abiitilon Avicennn'

Gaertn, in two experiments gave 100 per cent., and in a third, 96.7. The seedlings

of this plant were extremely hardy, withstanding wide ranges of temperature and

moisture. Solanum nigrum L , Datura stramonium L., and Serophularia nodosa L.,

Marilandica Gray, invariably showed germination per cents, above eighty-five.

The plants, other than composites, are introduced simply for purposes of com-

parison. The data given above are derived from a large number of germination

experiments conducted in the Laboratories of Purdue university. In these ex-

periments I have endeavored to eliminate possible error, and to give, so far as

could be determined, natural condition-!. The experiments cover some 30 com-

posite species distributed among 15 genera, and 50 species representing families

other than the compositiv. The material was gathered in almost every instance

with extreme care in order that conclusions might be based upon known condi-

tions. So far as the experiments go concerning composita^, I am convinced that

the distribution of this family is largely limited, first, by the small germination

percentage of the achenes; second, by the extreme sensitiveness of the seedlings
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to heat and moisture changes. A. series of pots containing seedlings was subjected

to an artificial drought of five days. Of the eleven species of composites all except

Ambrona died. Of ten species of other families, only Scrophularia nodosa Marilandica

died. Eepetitions of the experiment showed similar results. Another line of ex-

periments showed that the composite seedlings were unable to withstand any con-

siderable change in temperature, being much more affected by temperature in-

crease than by its decrease. An increase of 5° C, from 25° C. to 30° C , usually

proving sufficient to kill them or greatly retard their growth. When it is remem-

bered that the distribution of composites is for the most part in dry soil, in places

exposed to the full force of the sun, it is apparent that large numbers of seedlings

must perish. It is possible that the danger of a spread of these forms through

seed dissemination has been overestimated.

Another fact indicated by the experiments was that the achenes of the earlier

and later flowers were rarely viable, this being especially true in Helicnithus.

It is somewhat surprising that in a family so dominating in species and indi-

viduals there is not included a greater number of "worst weeds." Considering

the immense size of the family, the number is astonishingly small.

Taraxacum invades the lawns; the Lactucas, Gnicus, Arctium, and Erigeron the

fields ; but none of them compare in noxious features with forms from other fam-

ilies. Ambrosia, which overruns waste fields, I find is considered by the farmers

as a positive benefit to the land. Erigeron, which a few years ago was a great

annoyance, seems to have yielded to cultivation, and to have practically lost its

place among bad weeds. Doubtless in some places it is still annoying, but the

evidence is that it disappears from carefully cultivated fields. Chrysanthemum

Leucanthemum L. is certainly bad, but is of restricted range. Bidens is annoying

to the sheep-raiser, but does not otherwise rise to the rank of a "bad" weed. For

the most part the composita? seem perfectly content to occupy waste places, and

readily yield to man the possession of the soil.

So far as I have been able to discover, none of the species are poisonous, if I

except a few reported instances of poisoning by forms of Cnieus. Most of these

cases, I think, can be referred to personal idiosyncrasy. I have tested all the

forms of Cnicus upon myself and upon numbers of students without results other

than were referable to the mechanical action of the prickles. Xaiithium Cana-

dense Mill, is said to be poisonous to the touch. ^ If this be true, the forms found

in the State, X. spmosum L. and X. strumarium L., are to be regarded with sus-

picion by persons susceptible to plant poisoning. It is to be remembered, how-

ever, that even the known poisonous plants are only poisonous to a small percent-

^Vfhite, Dermatitis vtnr.naia. Boston, 1887.
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age of those touching them, and many are only poisonous in certain stages of

their growth.

Save for the medicinal value of some few forms, none within the State are of

economic value, if Jerusalem artichoke {Helianthus tuberosu.'f L. ) and the Dande-

lion {Taraxacum officinale Weber), both of which are occasionally used as food, are

excepted.

Very few of the composit* are eaten by animals, except by accident or under

pressure of hunger. They are also largely free, at least the Indiana forms, from

plant diseases. Their limitation in numbers and distribution I believe to be

largely determined by the causes named earlier in this paper.

It is not the purpose of this paper to give a full list of the forms found in the

State, but rather to call attention to the more general facts concerning their

distribution.

r. LOCAL FORMS.

The species included in this list, so far as has come to my knowledge, are only

rejiorted from a single locality. A close examination of the list will show that in

many cases this apparently restricted State range is but an indication of territory

that has been closely and continuously worked.

Vernonia aJtissima Nutt. Reported from Tippecanoe county by Messrs.

Laben and Conner. The distinction between this form and V. fa^cicidata Michx.,

turns upon the character of the inflorescence and the surface of the achene. Any

one familiar with the varied inflorescence of V. fuficiculata -wiW see that the ulti-

mate distinction is upon the character of the achene. In fasciculata the achene is

smooth ; in althsimu hispidulous on the ribs. In the specimens reported the

achenes were hispidulous on the ribs and the plant was referred to altissima Nutt.

Further examination of the genus showed that the achenes of V. Noveboracen,-<is

Willd., showed the same characters. The character of the involucral scales, how-

ever, excludes the form from Noveboracensi.-^. V. altissima Nutt. is, therefore,

added to the State flora. In a general way the plant has the inflorescence and

achene of Nov€borax:ensis, the involucral scales oi fascicvlata, and leaves intermediate

between the two. Its appearance is strongly suggestive of the possibility of its

being a hybrid form.

Mikania scandens L. Reported from Gibson and Posey counties by Dr. J.

Schneck. " Sandy thickets along streams; rare."^ There seems to be no reason

- 7th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1875, p. 5?5.
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why this phint should not he found in other hjcalities. It, presumably, from what

is known of its distribution, came into the State from the north and east.*

Liatris squarrosa Willd. Gibson and Posey counties. Dr. J. Schneck. "Dry

soil; rare."^ Another form which is probably of much wider range than preeent

reports indicate.

Chrysops^is villosa, Nutt. Reported from Vigo county by W. S. Blatchley.

"Frequent ; banks of old canal, prairies, etc." * This species has evidently entered

our territory from the west and may be found in the western tier of counties.

Solidago squarrom Muhl. Reported from Floyd county in 1837 by Dr. A.

Clapp, and not since recorded in the State. A number of species found in the

Clapp collection are in similar case. Their disappearance from our flora empha-

sizes the importance of continuous regional study in order that we may have more

accurate knowledge of plant movements.

Solidac/o peliolaris Ait. Specimens by Baird and Taylor from Clark county

have been referred to this species. The specimens are not entirely satisfactory,

but there seems no doubt of the accuracy of the reference. The plant entered the

State Hora from the southwest.

Solidago odora Ait. Gibson and Posey counties, Dr. J. Schneck. "Sandy

soils, scarce."'' Specimens have not been examined, but the species is admitted

for reasons indicated earlier in the paper.

Solidago rupestris Raf. Reported from Clark county by Baird and Taylor.

The inclusion of Indiana in the range of this species in the 6th edition of the

Manual was doubtless based upon this collection.

Brachyehcela cordata Torr. and Gray. Jefferson county. For full notes on

this form reference is made to Xo'eworthy Indiana P/ianerugams, in Proc. Ind.

Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 189.

Senocarpus xolidagiiieits Xees. In the Clapp collections of 1834-37, from

Floyd county. It does not seem to have been recorded since that time.

Aster macrophyUu>^ L. This form from the north is reported from Noble

county, by Mr. W. B. Van Gorder.

Aster Drummondii Lindl. Reported as "frecjuent in low, open pastures and

prairies"" in Vigo county, by W. S. Blatchley. A western form very close to

A. s'igittifoliux Willd., and possibly a mere geographical variety.

^Ibitl, p. 5:34.

' Blatchley, W. S., Composite of Vigo County. In e<l.

^ 7th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1875, p. 536.

" Blatchley, W. S. Composita; Vigo county. In ed.

* Since this was in type, Mr. \V. S. Blatchley, under date of September 26, 1897, i^endi* me-

abundant specimens of this form from Lake county. He reports itas " growing plentifully

over bushes on the mucky margin of a stream, four miles east of Hebron."
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Aster viniitieus Lam., /oliolomis Gray. This form is reported from Franklin

county by O. M. Meyncke. So far as I am able to judge the reference is correct,

although the well-known difficulty of separating the group of species in which it

is found renders absolute certainty impossible.

Aster Junceus Ait. Reported from Clarke county by Baird and Taylor is in

all probability not a member of the State flora. The very scant specimen I have

examined from the Clark county locality is probably A. Novi-Belgii L. As the

specimens fit the latter as well as they do junceus, range probabilities lead to the

exclusion of A. junceus Ait., from the State flora.

Ambrosia bidentata Michx. Reported as " common, dry prairies" " in Gibson

and Posey counties by Dr. Schneck. From the west and probably to be found as

far north as Vermillion county, although the Gibson and Posey county station

the only one reported.

Rudbeekia speciosa Wenderoth. Reported from Jefferson county by J. M.

CouUer. The specimen has not been examined, but is admitted upon the author-

ity of the collector.

Rudbeekia fulgida Ait. Reported by Dr. A. J. Phinney from Jay, Delaware,

Wayne and Randolph counties. Dr. Phinney states that his specimens were veri-

fied by Dr. John M. Coulter. The species is therefore admitted, although so

marked a form should not re.st upon a single reference.

He'ianthus ricjidus Desf. Jay, Delaware, Wayne and Randolph counties.

Dr. A. J. Phinney. The form is very characteristic and could scarcely be mis-

taken. It is probably a member of the State flora, although its more natural lo-

cation would be the western portion of the State.

Helianthus occidentalis Riddell. St. Joseph county. Reported by Dr. Charles

R. Barnes and verified by abundant specimens.

Helianthus tomentosus Michx. Reported from Clark county by Baird and

Taylor, is probably an incorrect reference. No specimens have been examined

and the range probabilities are sharply against its presence in the State.

Coreopsis auriculata L. Clark county, Baird and Taylor.

Coreopsis discoidea Torr. and Gray. A specimen of this species is in the Pur-

due herbarium labelled Gibson county. No collector's name is given. The plant

is not included in Dr. Schneck's Flora of Lower Wabash Valleij. The identification

is correct, the only question which arises is concerning the locality. I know of

no collector other than Dr. Schneck in that region. Upon the specimen, the

species is admitted to the flora.

' 7th Geol. Rep. Intl., 1875, p. 537.

12
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Bidens Beckii Torr. Reported by W. W. Chipman from a single locality in

Kosciusko county. Mr. Chipman secured abundant material of this interesting

species which is northern in mass distribution.

Hymenopappus scabiosaeii.-<, L'Her. "Scarce on sandy knolls "'* in Vigo county

Reported by W. S. Blatchley. This is only one of a large number of plants

added to our flora by the careful investigations of Mr. Blatchley. The plant

entered the State from the southwest. Verifying specimens in De Pauw univer-

sity herbarium.

Artemisia Canadensis Michx. Lake county, E. J. Hill. For full report see

Noteworthy Indiana Phaneroyams, Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 191.

Artemi.'<ia annua L. A Gibson county specimen with no further data. In-

vestigation indicates that it is probably not uncommon in the State, although not,

definitely reported from other localities.

Artemisia Absinthium L. Escaped and well established in Gibson and Posey

counties. Not reported from any other locality.

Seneeio palustris Hook. This species, reported from Clay county by D. T.

MacDougal, is represented by sjiecimens in the DePauw herbarium. I have ex-

amined the forms and believe the determination accurate. Range probabilities

would suggest the form to be »S. lohatus Pers., but the "20 ok more rayx" seem

sufficient grounds for holding to the original reference. It is probable that the

range as indicated in th« manual should be somewhat extended southward.

Cacalia tuherosa Nutt. Reported from LaPorte, LaPorte county, by Dr. C. R.

Barnes. I have also found this species in fair abundance in the low ground to the

south and west of Pine Lake, near LaPorte. Abundant herbarium specimens

verify the reference. The form has probably a much more general distribution

through the northern portion of the State in wet lands.

Cnicus horridulus Pursh. Reported from Putnam county by D. T. MacDougal,

with verifying specimen in herbarium of DePauw university. The reference is

incorrect. The specimen is Cnicus lanceolatiis Hoffm., in which the leaf prickles

have a yellowish caste. With this exception the form is the typical lanceolatiis.

Cnvrus horridulus is a coast plant, and should be excluded from the State flora.

Cnicus Pitcheri Torr. Lake county, E. J. Hill."

Cnicus pumilus Torr. Lake county, E. J. Hill.'"

Cnicus Hillii, "\V. M. Canby. Lake county, E. J. Hill.^'

^Blatchley, W. S. : ('ompositte of Vigo county. In ed.

''Couker, Stanley : Noteworthy Indiana Phaaerogams, Proc. Ind. Acad. 8ci., 1895, p. 193.

'"Ibid., p. 19.!.

I'Ibid ,p.l93.
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Oichorium Intybus L. Reported from Noble county by W. B. Van (Torder.

This form escapes readily from cultivation, and to my personal knowledge has

made a foothold for itself in several localities in the State. This is notably true

in Jefferson county. The only specimens, however, are from Noble county.

Hieraeium Canadense Michx. Reported from Lake county by E. J. Hill.

The form will probably be found to be confined to the northern counties in favor-

able localities, its mass distribution being northerly.

Hi-eraciitm longipilum Torr. ''Prairies and open woods, common,'"- Gibson

and Posey counties, Dr. J. Schneck. From the north.

Prenanthes serpentaria Pursh. Listed from Clark county by Baird and Taylor.

No specimens have been examined. The species is eastern in its distribution,

and the reference is probably incorrect. Excluded from the State flora in absence

of verifying specimens.

The following forms seem to be limited within the State to the northern

counties

:

Solidago stricta Ait. Reported from St. .Joseph county by Dr. V. R. Barnes,

and from Noble county by W. B. Van Gorder. From the north, and probably to

be found in favoring localities in low, damp ground in the northern tier of

counties.

Solidago uliginosa Nutt. Lake, St. Joseph and Noble counties.

SoHdago Riddellii Frank, Reported from Noble county by W. B. Van Gor-

der; from Tippecanoe county by Prof. Hussey; from .Jay, Delaware, Randolph

and Wayne by Dr. Phinney. Tlie Noble county reference is well authenticated

and sufficient to admit form to State flora. The Tippecanoe county specimen is

unsatisfactory, being both scant and incomplete. No special feature excludes it

from the reference, nor, on the other hand, does any marked character require

the reference. I am inclined to think the Tippecanoe county specimen, <S'. Ohio-

ensis, Riddell, a species of known occurrence in the county. Dr. Phinney's

specimens are not accessible. As it stands. Noble county is the only authenticated

station for the species.

Solidago tenuifolia Pursh. Reported from Jasper county by Dr. C. R. Barnes,

and authenticated by abundant specimens in the Purdue herbarium. Also

included by Dr. Phinney in his list of Jay, Delaware, Wayne and Randolph

counties.

Coreopsin palmata, Nutt. Laporte and St. .Joseph counties, reported by Dr.

Barnes. Specimens in Purdue herbarium. Probably from the northwest.

'"th Geol. Surv. Ind. 1875, p. 541.
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Artemisia caudata Miclix. Tliis species, which lias heretofore had its sole sta-

tion in Lake county, but which I intimated should be found more widely distrib-

uted,^^ has an additional station reported in Fulton county by Dr. Kobert

Hessler. The specimens were examined and are unquestionable.

Artemisia Canadensis Michx.'^

Prenanthes racemosa Michx.^^ Formerly reported only from Lake and Noble

counties, has been reported from Cass county by Dr. Hessler. Abundant speci-

mens were submitted to the survey.

The following species, so far as can be determined, seem to be restricted in

range to the southern portion of the state. It is probable, however, that more

extended study will extend many of these ranges.

Elephantopiis Carolinianus Willd. Reported only from Gibson, Posey, Jeffer-

son, Clark, Daviess and Vigo counties.

Eupatoriuru ciflestinum L. Reported from Gibson, Posey, Jefferson, Franklin,

Monroe and Daviess counties. There seems to be no reason why it should not be

found throughout the State, as the mass distribution of the form is northward.

Solidago neglecta Torr. and Gray. Reported from Jefferson county by John

M. Coulter, and from Clark county by Baird and Taylor. The Clark county

specimen has not been examined. The Jefferson county specimen in the Purdue

herbarium is S. argufa Ait. In absence of further data, the form is excluded

from State flora, the range probabilities being against its occurrence in the locali-

ties cited. If found in the State it will probably be in the swamps of the northern

counties.

Solidago Shortii Torr. and Gray. Floyd county, 1837, Dr. A. Clapji. Re-

ported also from Clark county by Baird and Taylor. Indiana probably repre-

sents the eastern limit of this species.

Boltonia asteroides L' Her. Reported from Gibson, Posey and Jefferson coun-

ties. Also included in Dr. A. J. Phinney's list of the central-eastern counties.

Aster ericdides L., villosus Torr. and Gray. This variety should be, and prob-

ably is, fairly abundant in the State. It is, however, only definitely reported

from .Jefferson, Franklin and Vigo counties.

Erigeron divaricatus Michx. In the Sixth Edition, Gray's Manunl, the range

given is "Indiana to Minnesota, and southward." The species, however, is only

reported from .Jefferson, Gibson and Posey counties. In both localities it is said

to be "not abundant."

"Coulter, Stanley : Noteworthy Iniiana Phanerogams. Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1895,

p. 191.

'* Ibid., p., 192.

"^ Ibid., p. 191.
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Pluchea camphorata DC. In Jefferson county, on river Ijanks. In Gibson

and Posey counties, "common in rich clearings and moist glades."

Polymnia Uvedalia L. A species found in moist and miry places. Reported

only from Gibson, Posey, .leflferson, Fr&nklin and Clark counties.

Eclipta alba, Hassk. Probably occurring throughout State, but, so far as re-

ports go, not found north of Johnson county. Very abundant and variable in

the more southern counties.

Heliopsis laevi$ Pers. Reported stations of this species indicate that it is not

found farther north than Johnson county. As in the preceding species, its mass

distribution in the State is evidently southern.

Heliopsis scabra Dunal. Reports indicate this species to be southern in its dis-

tribution. Putnam county represents the northern station in the State.

Helianthus parviflonis Bernh. This form is reported from Gibson, Posey, Jef-

ferson and Franklin counties, and in the list of Dr Phinney.

Helianthus doronicoides Lam. Is reported from the same localities as the

preceding species, with Pntnam county as an added station. There is no ap-

parent reason why both forms should not be of more general distribution.

Anthemis ai-vensis L. Reported from Monroe and Clark counties. The occur-

rence of the species within our boundary is exceptional, and it is a question as to

whether it has maintained its place in the localities in which it was found.

Chrysanthemum, Parthenium Pers. Reported from (xibson, Posey and Clark

counties. The position of these "escapes" in a local flora is very questionable.

I am inclined to exclude such forms from the State list unless the form generally

escapes from cultivation and successfully maintains itself for a series of years.

Onopordon Acanthium L. Doubtfully admitted on reports from Jefferson

county by Dr. John M. Coulter, and from Clark county by Baird and Taylor.

Centaurea Cyanus L. This species undoubtedly escapes at times from cultiva-

tion. It is so reported from Gibson, Posey, Clark and Monroe counties. Its

admission to the State flora will depend upon proof that it has maintained itself

in the localities in which it has escaped.

Hieracium pantcalatun L. Reported from Clark, Monroe, Jefferson and Har-

rison counties. While no range improbabilities intervene the somewhat scant

specimens examined are perilously close to H. srabrum Michx. The well known

variability of the latter species in our range leads to a slight degree of uncertainty

in the reference. The number of flowers in the head, 12-20, however, determined

the reference.

Hieracium venosum L. This species is reported from the "Knobs" by Dr.

Barnes and from .Monroe countv bv Mr. Blatchley. Its mass range is decidedlv
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to the north of these localities, and it may be looked for with confidence in the

northern portions of the State.

Prenanthes aipera Michx. As reported, this species is confined to Jefferson

and Clark counties. There is reason to believe it of more general distribution.

Lactuca hirsuta Muhl., L. Floridana Gaertn. and L. cucophcea Gray, are all

confined to the southern counties, Monroe being the extreme northern reference

in any case.

Only one form appears to be strictly western in its State distribution.

Solidago Missouriensis Xutt. This species is reported from Jasper county by

Prof. Barnes, but with this exception is confined to counties bordering the Wabash

River as far south as Gibson and Posey.

It is thus seen that 36 species have a single reported station ; that 8 species

are strictly northern, 24 species southern and 1 species western in distribution

within our territory. The range of many of these 69 species will doubtless be ex-

tended as the result of further study. The remaining 144 species of the family

are so generally reported, or are reported from such widely separate stations as to

make it probable that they are found throughout the State in greater or less

abundance. In many cases the distribution of these general forms is so thor-

oughly worked out as to give with a fair degree of certainty the determining fac-

tors in the distribution. It is impossible in this paper to give in detail illustrative

cases. In a general way, water courses may be said to be an important determin-

ing factor. In the case of Liatris pycnostachya Michx., a prairie form, the south-

ward extension of the species from the prairie region is found to follow closely

the course of the Wabash River as far south as Gibson and Posey counties. The

same thing is true in a less marked degree of Eupatorium sessilifolium L., which

nowhere wanders far from water ways.

The prevailing winds play a large part in the direction of movement of com-

posite species. After lodgment has once been obtained, the direction in which

any given form spreads seems in many cases to be absolutely conditioned by the

direction of the prevailing winds at the season of the dissemination of the

achenes. A number of lines of distribution are easily attributable to this con-

ditioning factor.

The great trunk lines of railway may serve to introduce new forms, many may

find lodgment because of impure seed supplies furnished the agriculturists, but

the after distribution, with but few exceptions, is determined by water courses and

prevailing winds.

To a slight degree within our area the elevation seems to determine distribu-

tion. Thus our extreme southwestern counties are but 300 feet above sea level.
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while the remainder of the State ranges from 700-1,100 feet above sea level. A
single instance illustrates the point. Solidago la'ifoUa L. is found abundantly

throughout the State, with the exception of the extreme southwestern counties.

It is found, however, in the higher land a little to the west in Illinois, and a little

to the south. Other forms occur which indicate that even a slight change of

elevation may at times enter as a very positive factor in distribution.

I ask the botanists of the State in their future study of composite forms to

devote more time and care to ecologic observations, since by this means only can

our State Hora be made of such nature as to be readily correlated with work done

in other parts of the country. Many.lists are a weariness to the flesh, but ecologic

facts do good as a medicine.

Additions to the Published Lists of Indiana Cryptogams. By Lucien

M. Underwood.

The following plants, mostly collected during my connection with the State

Biological Survey, have not been reported as growing in Indiana, and may prop-

erly be noted in this connection. All are represented by specimens in my her-

barium :

UNREDINEiE.

Aecidium Qyparissic DC. On Euphorbia commutaia, Montgomery, 5, 1895

(Olive).

Coleosporium ipomoete. On Ipomoec pandurafa, Tippecanoe, 9 1895 (Arthur).

THELEPHORACE^E.

Corticium alutarium B. & C. Putnam, 10, 1892.

Corticium cakeiim Fr. Putnam, 5, 10, 189.3; 12, 1894.

Corticium cinereum Pers. Putnam, 12, 1891.

Corticium fiilamentosum B. &C. Putnam, 10, 1892; 12, 1894.

Corticium lacteumFr. Putnam, 6, 9, 1893.

Corticium lividum Pers. Putnam, 5, 10, 1893.

Corticium ochraceum Pers. Putnam, 10, 1891.

Corticium portenfosum B. & C. Putnam, 10, 1892.

Corticium rubropallens Schw. Putnam, 10, 1893.

Hymenoehcete fuliginosa (Pers.) Lev. Putnam, 12, 1894.

Hymenochiete purpurea Cke. & Morg. Putnam, 9, 1893.

Peniophora cinerescens (Schw.) Sacc. Should stand in place of Hymenoehcete

cinerescens previously reported. Putnam, 10, 1891 ; 12, 1894.

Stereum coffeatum B. & C. Putnam, 12, 1891.
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Stereum hirsutum (VVilld.) Fr. Putnam, 10, 1893; 12, 1894.

Siereum ochraceojlavum Schw. Vigo, 10, 1893.

Thelephora iephroleuca B. & C. Putnam, 7, 1894 (Melia Ellis).

AfiARICACE.E.

Collybia zonula Pk. At the foot of a maple, Putnam, 8, 1896.

LYCOPERDACE.E.

Geuster Jimhriutiirn Fr. Putnam, 11, 1894.

Lemanea catenulata grows in abundance, forming fringes on the rocks above

the upper fall (Eel River Falls, Owen County), where I collected it in May, 1893.

According to Dr. Atkinson this species has not before been leported from America.

Its Chantransia stage is still a desideratum. The plant was distributid in Setchell,

Holden and Collins: Pliycotheca Americana.

Additional Hosts for Indiana fungi previously reported.

Carex Pennsylranica (Puccinia caricis). Montgomery, 5, 1895 (Olive).

Galium aparine (Puccinia galii). Montgomery, 5, 1895 (Olive).

Ipoiiiiia nil {Albugo iponna-panduriniy). Tippecanoe, 9, 1895 (.\rthur).

Phaneolus diversi/olius ( Uromyces appfndiculatiit;''. Tippecanoe, 9, 1895 ( Arthur'.

Columbia University, 2(5 December, 1896.

Changes in the Pith Cell Preliminary to the Development of Cavities

IN the Stems of Some Grasses. By George J. Pierce.

The Bacteriological Flora of the Air in Stables. By A. W. Bittinc;

AND Chas. E. Davis.

During the tirst five months of the present year a study was conducted to

determine the number of bacteria found in the air in stables and to determine

whether a relationship existed between the number of germs found in the air and

the sanitary condition of the place.

Ten barns and stables were selected, representing fairly well good, average

and poor sanitary conditions. Fifteen tests of the air were made inside the build-

ings with Hesse's apparatus and a corresponding number of tests made on the

open air at the same time. The average number of colonies developed per liter

from the air inside the stables was 86; the average number of colonies developed

per liter from the air outside the stables was 27. Thirty tests were made by Petri

dish exposures for two minutes each in the air inside the stables and fifteen tests
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for the same length of time outside the stables. The Petri dish exposures were

made at the same time the Hesse tests were made. The average number of colonies

grown on the plates exposed inside the stables was 174, and 55 for those exposed

on the outside. In almost every case the number of germs obtained by both

Hesse's apparatus and Petri dish exposures was greater inside than outside the

stables. It was determined that the number of germs per liter of air could not be

taken as an index of the sanitary surroundings. The dust caused by the feeding

operation, the moving of bedding, currying, etc., have more to do with the number
of germs which will be drawn into a Hesse tube or fall upon a Petri dish than has

lack of ventilation. A box stall with sides and ceiling lined with matched lumber
with noplace for ventilation or the admission of food except a tightly closing door

showed the fewest germs. The air became so foul in twenty-four to thirty hours

that acute catarrh developed in the three different horses confined in it during the

experiment.

A description of eighteen forms studied in detail is herewith appended

:
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DESCRlPTIOy OF FORMS OF BACTERIA OBTAINED FROM THE AIR IN j^TABLES.

FORM No. 1.

Obtained from the air of the stable in the horse barn at Purdue.

Morphology, a diplococcus 1 to 1.5" in diameter. Sometimes three or four arie

joined together.

Biological Characters. An arobic, liquefying motile diplococcus. It grows in

various media at room temperature. In Bouillon it produces turbidity and a white

sediment is formed in bottom of the tube. In Gelatine Stick culture, growth oc-

curs only at the surface; is not luxuriant, of a whitish color; producing a lique-

faction which is covered with a white film. It grows at a temperature of 102° F.

producing a whitish though not luxuriant growth. On Potato it gives a luxuriant

reddish growth with a white growth intermingled. On Agar Plate the colonies
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are white, slick, smooth surface, regular outline with a finely granular portion at

the edge. On Agar Streak it gives a cream-colored, raised convoluted growth

with folds running from the center to the edge. On Lactose Litmus Agar Plates

the colonies were large. They produce no change in the litmus, showing that lac

tic acid is not formed.

FORM No. 2.

Obtained from the air in the Purdue horse barn. The form is very abundant.

Morphology. A micrococcus 1 to 1.5" in diameter. It often occurs in masses

of three or four.

Biological Characters. A liquefying, motile ajrobic, micrococcus. In Bouillon

it produces turbidity and forms a yellow ring on tube at surfaces of the liquid. A

yellow precipitate collects in bottom of tube. On Potato it produces a raised,

yellow, granular growth along the streak. In Gelatine Stick culture a yellowish

growth occurs only on the surface which liquefies the gelatine. On Agar Plate the

colonies are of a brownish color, of irregular outline and of a granular appear-

ance. The colonies that grow on the surface are larger than those that grow on

the bottom of the plate. This form grows at a temperature of 102° F.
;
giving a

medium, irregular, white slick growth along the streak. On Agar Streak it forms

a light yellowish, granular growth of irregular outline. On Lactose Litmus Agar

plates the colonies are large and white. They produce a small amount of lactic

acid.

FORM No. 3.

Obtained from the air in the Purdue cattle barn. Only a few colonies

obtained.

Morphology. A bacillus 4" in length and about 1" in width. It occurs in

short chains.

Biological Characters. A liquefying facultative anasrobic, motile bacillus.

In Bouillon a white flacculent mass forms both on the surface and in the

liquid. In Gelatine Stick cultures it produces a slight white growth along the

puncture. It gives a light brownish, slick, luxuriant growth at a temperature of

102° F. It grows over the whole surface of the Agar and colors it brassy. On

Potato it gives a raised, wrinkled, luxuriant, white powdery growth. On Agar

Streak it forms a convoluted, raised, white growth, which is slightly granular at

the edge. The colonies on Agar Plate, white with a pale spot in the center

and are fringed at the edge. On Lactose Litmus Agar Plates the colonies are

white, raised, wrinkled, with a granular growth around the edge. The litmus is

changed slightly pink, showing a small production of lactic acid. The growth

on this media is quite rapid.
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FORM No. 4.

Obtained from the air in the Purdue horse barn. Tliis form is quite

abundant.

Morphology. A bacillus 3" long and 1" in width.

Biological Characters. A facultative anierobic bacillus.

In Bouillon it produces turbidity and a white sediment forms in bottom of

tube. On Potato it forms a luxuriant, light brownish, raised growth. The

growth at a temperature of 102° F. is very luxuriant over the whole surface of

Agar and has a slick appearance. On Agar Streak it produces a greenish slick

growth only along the streak. On Agar Plate, pale white colonies with a smooth

outline are found, which later turned slightly green. The colonies which grow

on the surface are larger than those on bottom of the plate. On Lactose Litmus

Agar it produces no change in litmus, showing that this form does not produce

lactic acid.

FORM No. 5.

Obtained from the air in the Purdue sheep barn.

Morphology. A diplococcus about 1° in diameter.

Biological Characters. A liquefying, motile serobic, non-spore forming diplo-

coccus. It grows in various media at room temperature. In Bouillon it pro-

duces turbidity, and forms a white precipitate in the bottom of the tube. In

Gelatine Stick a white growth forms only on the surface. The growth at a tem-

perature of 102° F. is very slight, and is of a pale white or bluish color. On

Potato a whitish growth forms over the whole surface of the Potato. On Agar

Plate small white colonies, with smooth outline and smooth edges, are formed.

They grew as luxuriantly on the bottom of plate as on the surface of the Agar.

On Lactose Litmus Agar a portion of the litmus is colored pink, showing that a

small (quantity of lactic acid is produced.

FORM No. 6.

Obtained from the veterinary hospital when the ventilation was very poor.

Morphology. A bacillus from 2 to 3° in length and J" in width.

Biological Characters. A liquefying ivrobic, motile, a trembling motion, spore

forming bacillus. It grows on various media at room temperature. In Bouillon

it causes considerable turbidity, but forms only a slight sediment. On Potato it

produces a yellowish, raised, wrinkled growth. In Gelatine Stick it liquefies the

gelatine on the surface and forms a white scum over the part that is liquefied.*

=' See Plate No. 10.
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On Agar Plate it forms small white irregular colonies which are fringed at the

edge. The growth at a temperature of 102° F. is white, smooth, very luxuriant,

and grows over whole surface of Agar. On Lactose Litmus Agar Plate the col-

onies are white and produce a slight change in the litmus, showing the produc-

tion of a small amount of lactic acid.

FORM No. 7.

Obtained from the veterinary hospital.

Morphology. A sarcena about li" across.

Biological Characters. A non-liquefying aerobic sarcena. It grows in most

media at room temperature. In Bouillon it produces turbidity and forms a white

sediment in bottom of tube. On Gelatine Stick cultures a very slight yellow

growth forms on the surface. On Agar Streak it gives a slick yellowish growth.

The growth extends over surface of Agar, and has an irregular outline.* On

Potato it forms a deep yellow, slick growth along the streak. The growth at the

temperature of 102" F. was very slight, and has an irregular outline. On Agar

Plate it forms small, yellow granular colonies with a smooth outline. The col-

onies that grow on the bottom of the plate are transparent at the edges and gran-

ular in the center. On Lactose Litmus Agar Plate small white colonies are

formed, which produce a slight change in the litmus showing the formation of

lactic acid.

FORM No, 8.

Obtained from the veterinary hospital. Only a single species was obtained.

Morphology. A short round bacillus 2" long and 1" broad. It occurs singly.

Biological Characters. A non-liquefying, non-spore forming motile bacillus.

The growth on usual media at the room temperature is very slight. In Bouillon

it produces slight turbidity and forms a brownish sediment in bottom of tube. It

does not grow on potato. In Gelatine Stick it produces a very slight, transparent

growth. The growth at a temperature of 102° F. is very slight, and is of a pale

white color, with an irregular outline. On Agar Plate it forms small, white or

transparent colonies with a smooth edge. Lactose Litmus Agar Plate, it produces

no change in litmus, showing the production of no lactic acid. In a hydrogen

atmosphere this form grows very luxuriant. The growth is white granular and

extends over surface of Agar.

*• Plate.
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FORM No. 9.

Obtained from the air in the veterinary hospital.

Morphology. A bacillus 3" long and I" broad. It occurs singly.

Biological Characters. A non-liquefying, faculative anterobic, actively motile-

rspore-forming bacillus. In Bouillon it produces turbidity and forms a slight,

whitish sediment in the bottom of the tube. On Potato it forms a white, smooth

growth. In Gelatine Stick cultures it forms a small cup-shape growth on sur,

face. It grows slightly along stick and did not liquefy the gelatine. On Agar

Streak it forms a slick white growth over the whole surface of Agar. On Agar

Plate white, irregular, finely granular colonies are formed. It grows both on sur-

face of Agar and on bottom of plate. The growth at a temperature of 102° F. is

slick, white, luxuriant and extends over surface of Agar. On Lactose Litmus

Agar Plate it forms pearly white colonies, which produce lactic acid in consider-

able quantity.

FORM No. 10.

Obtained from the air in the veterinary hospital.

Morphology. A long slender bacillus with square ends. It occurs united in

chains of two or three cells. Length 4", width 1".

Biological Characters. A liquefying, non-motile, spore-forming, facultative,

anaerobic bacillus. In BouiiloD it forms a white sediment on bottom of tube and

a white film over surface. On Agar Streak it produces a brownish slick growth

with an irregular outline and a white portion on the edge.* On Potato luxuriant

white, raised, wrinkled growth appears. In Gelatine Stick culture it rapidly

liquefies the gelatine and forms a white scum on the surface. On Agar Plate it

develops into white colonies with a smooth outline. They grow both on surface

and on the bottom of the plate. The growth at temperature of 102° F. is white

and not luxuriant. On Lactose Litmus Agar Plates no change is produced, show-

ing that lactic acid is not formed.

FORM No. 11.

Obtained from the air in the veterinary hospital. This form is quite abundant.

Morphology. A short, thick bacillus. It often occurs united in chain of two

cells. Length 3", width U°.

Biological Characters. A liquefying, non-motile, facultative, anaerobic, spore-

forming bacillus. In Bouillon it forms a white sediment in bottom of tube and a

*See Plate.

13
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white scum over the surface. On Agar Streak it produces a white, raised, folded

growth. On Agar Plate it forms smooth white colonies with an even outline. The

colonies grow both on bottom of plate and on surface of Agar. In Gelatine Stick

culture it liquefies the gelatine in a dish-shape growth. It grows along the stick

and liquefies the gelatine. On Potato it forms a raised, wrinkled, white growth.*

On Lactose Litmus Agar small white colonies grow, which produce lactic acid.

FORM No. 12.

Obtained from the air in Mrs. Morley's barn.

Morphology. A small bacillus 1 to 2" in length and 2" in width. It occurs

singly.

Biological Characters. A liquefying, actively motile, facultative, anivrobic,

non-spore-forming bacillus. In Bouillon it produces turbidity in a short time and

forms a white sediment in bottom of tube. On Potato it gives a reddish growth

extending over surface. On Agar Streak the growth is of a cream color and not

very luxuriant. The growth presented an irregular outline and was lined with

small white dots near the edge. It produces a white growth all over the surface

of Agar at a temperature of 102° F. In Gelatine Stick culture it liquefies the

gelatine in a saucer-shape growth, and it grows slightly along the stick. On Agar

Plate it forms white, granular colonies with a smooth outline. It grows mostly

on the surface of the Agar. On Lactose Litmus Agar large round colonies grow.

It produces no change in litmus, showing no lactic acid.

FORM No 13.

Obtained from the air in the veterinary hospital.

Morphology. A short bacillus with round ends. 2^" in length and 1" in

width. It occurs in short chains.

Biological characters. A liquefying non-motile, spore forming, facultative

an:erobic bacillus. In Bouillon it produces turbidity and forms a white sediment in

bottom of tube. On Agar Streak it forms a light yellow smooth growth with an

irregular outline. The growth was near the edge and was of a whiter color than

the center. On potato it forms a slick, raised, cream-colored growth along the

streak. In Gelatine Stick culture it liquefies the gelatine and forms a white scum

over the surface. The growth at temperature of 102° F. is slight and of a white

color. On Agar Plate it produces large pearly white colonies with a smooth out-

line, which later turned to a brownish color. On Lactose Litmus Agar it forms

white colonies which do not produce lactic acid. (See plate.)

"See Plate.
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FORM No. 14.

Obtained from the air in the veterinary hospital.

Marpholoffy. A diplococcus i" in diameter.

Biological Characters. A non-liquefying aerobic, probably motile diplococcus.

In Bouillon it produces turbidity and a light greenish sediment forms in bottom of

tube. A white scum forms on tube at surface of liquid. On potato it forms a

greenish yellow growth along the streak. The growth on potato is not luxuriant

and has a granular appearance. The form does not grow very luxuriant at a

temperature of 102° F. In Gelatine Stick culture it forms a dish shape white

growth and does not liquefy the gelatine. On Agar Streak a greenish yellow,

slick growth with a smooth outline appears. On Agar Plate it forms yellowish

green colonies with a ragged outline. The colonies present a granular appearance

with a light or transparent ring about half way between the edge and the center.

The colonies that grew on the surface are larger than those that grew on the bot-

tom of plate. On Lactose Litmus Agar it forms large white colonies which do

not produce lactic acid. (See plate.)

FORM No. 15.

Red yeast.

Obtained from the air in Professor Troop's barn.

Morphology. It appears as oval shaped cells 3 to 4° long and 2" broad.

Biological Characters. Aerobic. In Bouillon it forms a reddish sediment in

"bottom of tube. On Potato it produces a pinkish though not luxuriant growth.

On Ager Streak it forms a pinkish slick growth. It does not grow at the tem-

perature of 102° F. In Gelatine Stick culture it grows only on surface and does

not liquefy the gelatine. (See plate.)

FORM No. 16.

Obtained from the air in Professor Troop's barn. Only one colony was

obtained.

Morphology. It appears as tetrads, and is composed of four germs in a group

;

it is about 2^"^ across.

Biological Characters. A non-liquefying, facultative anaerobic motile, non-spore

forming tetrade. In Bouillon it produces turbidity and forms a white sediment in

bottom of tube. On Agar Streak it forms a white branched growth. On Potato

the growth is slow, does not show the branched appearance, and has a granular

iippearance. In Gelatine Stick culture it forms an irregular dish shape growth.
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It grows slightly along the stick. It does not grow at a temperature of 1011° F.

On Agar Plate it forms small pearly white colonies with a smooth outline and a

white spot in center. It grows as well on bottom of dish as on surface of agar.

On Lactose Litmus Agar it forms branched white colonies. It produces no lactic

acid. (See plate.)

FORM No. 17.

Obtained from Gregory & Dobbins' livery barn. This form is fairly abundant.

Morphology. A diplococcus |" in diameter. *

BioJogiccd Churactent. A non-liquefying, non-motile ferobic diplococcus. In

Bouillon it produces turbidity and forms a white sediment in the bottom of tube.

A white ring forms on tube at surface of liquid. On Agar Streak it forms a

slick, red colored growth along streak. In Gelatine Stick culture it grows only on

surface, is of a pink color and does not liquefy the gelatine. On Agar Plate it

forms small white colonies. The growth is very slow. On Lactose Litmus Agar

no change was produced in litmus, showing no lactic acid. It does not grow on

Potato.

FORM No. 18.

Obtained from Godman's livery barn.

Morphology. A small micrococcus about ^" in diameter.

Biological Characters. A non-liquefying, non-motile, a-robic micrococcus.

In Bouillon it produces considerable turbidity and forms a white ring on tube at

surface of liquid; it also forms a white precipitate in bottom of tube. On Potato

it forms a raised granular cream-colored growth along streak. In Gelatine Stick

it produces a white convoluted growth on surface, and does not liquefy the

gelatine. On Agar Streak it forms a milk white growth with irregular outline.

On Agar Plate it produces pale white luxuriant colonies with a smooth outline.

On Lactose Litmus Agar the colonies are small and white, producing considerable

lactic acid.

Have the Common Yeasts Pathogenic Properties?—An Experimental

Study. By Eatherine E. Golden.

Yeasts have always been considered as purely saprophytic organisms, and not

supposed to be parasitic in any sense ; but, in the light of some recent experi-

ments, this classification would seem to need reconsideration. These experiments

indicate not only that some yeasts are parasitic, but that they are also pathogenic.

These results are not at all at variance with developments made in the study of

other organisms, as many bacteria which at first were supposed to be saprophytic
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have developed parasitic properties ; this being brought about through a course

of adaptation, which has enabled them to exist under the changed conditions.

There ai-e other bacteria possessing pathogenic properties which can be treated in

such a manner as to cause them to lose their virulency, among these a notable one

being anthrax, which when carried through a course of gelatine cultures is no

longer pathogenic. The pathogenic properties may be restored, however, by ap-

propriate treatment, such as cultivation at the body temperature in specially pre-

pared media. Of course, the conditions for a saprophytic mode of life are more

generally met with than those for the development of parasitic life, so that it is

presumable that most organisms become adapted to them.

About twenty years ago yeast was used in water to spray plants in green-

houses for the purpose of getting rid of insect pests.* This treatment was based

upon the belief that the yeast entered the body of the insect and produced a

growth which was fatal. As pure yeast was nut used, and as yeasts usually have

associated with them bacteria and molds, the use of yeast for such purposes is not

conclusive in proving it to be pathogenic.

Somewhat later a yeast, S. Allii, was grown on the bulbs of onions, and caused

them to rot by reducing them to a gelatinous condition, t during which time a

powerful odor was emitted by them. Bacteria were also found in conjunction

with the yeast in the onions.

In recent years, since accurate methods have been devised for the separation

of the various species and varieties of yeasts, a more definite knowledge has been

obtained of their properties. It has been determined that while most of them

possess the property of exciting alcoholic fermentation, that, aside from this, they

differ widely in the formation of other products that accompany the fermentation.

For example, two species that were found on the fruit of Ilex aquifolium, though

having the same habitat, gave different products, the one {S. ilicis Gronlund)

gave a disagreeable, bitter taste to wort, while the .other (S. a(/«i/bZu" Gronlund)

gave a disagreeable, sweet taete. Of two ellipsoid species studied by Will, the

one gave a rough, bitter after-taste, while the other imparted a disagreeable, aro-

matic taste during the fermentation, and a bitter, astringent after-taste to wort.

Then of two species studied by Hansen, one {S. Pastorianut I.) gave a disagree-

able, bitter taste and unpleasant odor to wort, while the other {S. anomalom) gave

an ethereal, fruity odor. One might go on at length giving examples of the dif-

ferences in the products of yeasts, but from what has been given, it can be seen

that the products differ widely, and that it is highly probable that some of these

•Hagen. H. A., " Nature," Vol. XXI, p. 611. 1880, April.

tSorokin, N., Jour. Roy. Mier. See, 1889, Pt. I.
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various products might be of a toxic cliaracter, and also highly probable that if

these yeasts were growing vigorously and metabolic activity high, these toxic sub-

stances might cause injurious effects either locally or constitutionally in the ani-

mal body.

A somewhat common opinion in regard to the yeasts is that when taken into

the stomach in bread not cooked sufficiently they set up a fermentation, generate

gas, and thus cause great discomfort, though the same kind of gas when taken in

soda water seems to have a rather soothing effect. Then this opinion does not

seem to prevail in regard to the use of beer or other fermented drinks, though

there is no question in regard to the presence or vitality of the yeasts in these

beverages.

To determine the effect of yeasts taken into the stomach, two rabbits were

placed in a cage in the laboratory where they could be observed conveniently.

They were kept over night without any food, and in the morning were given two

compressed yeast cakes. These they refused to eat, presumably from their be-

haviour objecting to the odor. The yeast was then smeared on sugar beet, which

they ate. No apparent result followed. After two days about two grams of a

pure culture yeast were smeared on sugar beet, which was fed them, after which

a week was allowed to intervene. Then, at intervals of two days, each rabbit was

given a dry yeast cake, until each one had eaten five cakes. The dry cakes were

eaten with avidity, being preferred to the sugar beets, their usual food. At the

end of this treatment the rabbits were still healthy, had apparently experienced

no discomfort from the unusual addition to their diet, and showed no symptoms

of disease. After two days one was chloroformed and then examined, to deter-

mine if there were any internal lesions. There proved to be none, all the organs

being in their normal, healthy condition. During this examination inoculations

were made from the various parts of the intestinal tract—cardiac portion of

stomach, pyloric portion of stomach, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, caecum, anterior

colon, posterior colon—into sterilized bouillon and wort.

During the time the experiment was in progress, inoculations were made

daily into sterilized bouillon and wort from the discarded portionsof food which had

passed through the intestinal tract. Out of those cultures in wort seven developed

yeast alone, seven developed yeast and mould, and two developed mould alone. In

conjunction with two of the yeasts was a red yeast which occurs in the air in the

laboratory. All of the cultures in bouillon, but one, had a bacterium, resem-

bling the " thrix " forms. An inoculation into bouillon and wort was made in

each case from the same material, the bouillon being neutral, the wort acid.

The yeasts and mould developed in the wort, but not in the bouillon, whereas,
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the bacterium developed in the bouillon, but did not appear in the wort. The

organisms in both media were very slow in developing, the first appearance of

growth being in about five days, some taking even six and seven days ; and in the

case of the yeast the fermentation was weak. But in most cases the fermentation

lasted for over three weeks.

To test the effect of yeast when introduced into the circulation of animals,

pure culture yeasts were used, one separated from a moist yeast cake, one from a

dry yeast cake, and the third a wild yeast obtained from the surface of plum.

Ten drops from a four days' culture in wort of each yeast were injected into the pos-

terior branch of the main vessel of the ear of three rabbits. These were kept under

constant observation, but showed no ill effects from the introduction of the yeast.

Another test was then made upon two different rabbits, and upon two guinea

pigs. The yeasts used for the rabbits were a wild one from the surface of persimmon,

and one from a moist yeast cake, but a different yeast from the one used in the first

experiment. The yeasts used for the guinea pigs were one from the surface of

grape, and one from a moist yeast cake, also different from the two previous

yeasts. The inoculations in the rabbits were in the vessel of the ear, but those of

the guinea pigs were intra-peritoneal. The following day the guinea pigs were

slightly sore in the region of the puncture of the hypodermic needle, but that

wore off in a short time, and no other ill effects were experienced by any of the

animals.

For the next experiment twenty-two different yeasts were grown at the body

temperature (37.t° C.) in order to select from them the ones growing most vigor-

ously. These proved to be two wild ones, one from apple, the other from guava,

and two cultivated ones, one from beer, and one from a moist yeast cake. One of

the yeasts was injected into the ear of a rabbit, a second into the ear of a guinea-

pig, while the third and fourth were subcutaneous, into the abdominal wall of

guinea-pigs. No ill effects followed the inoculations.

After two days sterilized bouillon and wort were inoculated with blood from

the ear of each animal, but in all cases remained sterile. In one tube of wort,

in which a large drop of blood had been placed, a few dead yeast cells were

found, but no growth took place, indicating that the yeast must have been de-

stroyed in a short time.

The results of the experiments agree in the main with those of Xeumayer,*

except thjit he claims that an injury to the animal may always be expected if a

fermentable substance be taken at the time the yeasts are. He also claims that

when yeasts are grown at a high temperature, abnormal fermentation products

• Xeumayer, J. Centralb. fur Bakt. und Parasitenk., Bd. XIII, 1893, p. 611.
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are formed which may be injurious, this being true for both wild and cultivated

yeasts, but that the normal products of fermentation or the multiplication of the

yeast cells are not injurious.

Busse* has found a yeast which causes a chronic pyaemia. From its resem-

blance to Actinomycosis he gave the disease the name Saccharomycosis hominis.

The course of the disease, as outlined, is that the yeast falling upon the body in-

creases and causes a local change, this eventually leading to formation of pus and

general inflammation. The yeast causes the death of white mice, the blood of

which is found to contain numerous yeast cells.

Kabinowitsch,t out of fifty different varieties of yeasts, obtained seven patho-

genic ones, which, when injected subcutaneously into mice, rabbits and guinea-

pigs, caused their death. It is claimed in this case that the fatalities were due to

the rapid multiplication of the yeast cells in the body, and not to any products of

fermentation. The yeasts seem to be different from the pathogenic ones of other

observers.

The only reasonable conclusion which can be drawn in regard to these vary-

ing results is that different species or varieties of yeast were used, these different

yeasts having very different products. The writer used only common yeasts, such

as are being taken into the system through various sources, from time to time.

Though the pressed yeasts, when used in bread, are killed, the products are taken

into the system, and all the others used would be taken into the system alive, as

they occurred on the skin of fruits and in beer.

The first set of experiments indicate that yeast, when taken into the stomach

of rabbits, causes neither discomfort nor lesions in any organ, even when a fer-

mentable substance be eaten at the same time. They also indicate that certain

organisms —yeasts, bacteria and moulds—can pass through the intestinal tract

without being killed, though from the slowness of growth and the weakness of the

fermentation, their vigor must be somewhat impaired.

The second set of experiments indicate that of the common yeasts those used

possessed no toxic properties for rabbits or guinea-pigs, neither did they multiply

when introduced into the animal body, and in the case of four of them, they must

have been destroyed within 48 hours, though these same yeasts were very vigor-

ous at the same temperature outside the body.

-Busse. Centralb. fur Bakt. und Parasitenk., Bd. XVII, 1895, p. 719.

tRabinowitsch.L. Centralb. fur Bakt. und Parasitenk., Bd. XVIII, 1 Abt., 1895, p.580-
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Exceptional Growth of a Wild Rose. By Stanley Coulter.

While botanizing at Eagle Lake, Indiana, the past summer, my attention was

attracted by the peculiar growth of a wild rose. The bush arose from near the

center of an oak stump, which was some two or three feet in diameter. The

wood of the stump was extremely hard, and showed no signs of decay so far as

could be determined by a large knife. No cracks of any character, large or small,

were observable upon the summit of the stump or along its sides. The three

stems of the bush seemed at first glance to emerge, each from a specially prepared

hole, which it fitted with extreme accuracy, so closely indeed as to prevent move-

ment in any direction. My first impression was that it was a skillfully executed

trick. Further examination, however, showed that at the point of emergence

from the stump each stem showed a well marked intumescence, evidently the

result of arrested growth currents. These swellings resembling exactly those found

at the bases of branches in girdled trees. The bush itself was some two feet high,

and when first visited was in full bloom, bearing fourteen fiowers. It continued

flowering throughout the season, and later set seed well. 'I he foliage leaves,

while perhaps not so large as in bushes of corresponding size growing in the earth,

were in all other particulars perfectly normal. Evidently the plant was several

years old, and that it had had a vigorous growth was sutficiently evidenced by

the intumescences upon the stem, by its prolific flowering and abundant seed set-

ting. A careful examination of the stump at its base showed no crevices in which

seeds could find lodgment. It was very plain that in some way, on the surface of

this apparently solid oak stump, the bush had succeeded in finding the requisites

for a successful growth.

In May, 1897, I again visited the stump and found the bush making a vigor-

ous growth. At this time, however, I observed some wood peckers at work on

the stumps of some newly sawed oaks. Examining the stumps I found many in

which holes had been drilled by this bird. I mention this as a possible explana-

tion of the way in which the seeds obtained lodgment. It does not, however,

account for such a vigorous growth under such apparently adverse circumstances.

The stump, so far as could be determined, was perfectly solid, with not even a

marginal rim of decay, although in one or two places the bark had fallen away.

How did the bush on the summit of a solid oak stump, four feet from the ground,

obtain sufficient moisture? Its stems were so securely fixed in the surrounding

wood that the most vigorous efforts failed to produce movement in any direction.

In the absence of decayed material, what was the source of food supply? I ex-

amined the plant many times, and have not been able to answer these questions
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to my own satisfaction. It has been suggested that the growth was from a crack

which had gathered soil. A mere glance negatives the suggestion. Again it has

been said that the stump, though apparently sound, is really decayed. This, of

course, is possible, but in no part of the stump to a depth of three inches was

there the slightest trace of decay that could be detected.

To my mind it stands as the title indicates, as an exceptional growth of a

wild rose.

A Revision of the Species of the (Ienus Plantago Occurring Within

THE United States. By Alida Mabel Cunningham.^

The genus Plantago of Tournefort under rule 2 of the Madison code is now to

be referred to Linna-us, Sp. PI. 112 (17oo). The description of the genus found

in the Hth edition of Gray's Manual is so complete that it is here quoted without

change.

The purpose of the following study was a revision of the various species of

this genus, based upon seed characters because of the belief that su«h characters

were most likely to be constant and of diagnostic value. The results obtained by

this study have led to a confirmation of these views, and it is believed that an ex-

tension of studies of this character would be of high value.

The material examined was that contained in the herbaria of the United

States Department of Agriculture, the University of Minnesota, Purdue University

and the private herbarium of Dr. John M. Coulter. I extend my thanks to the

gentleman owning or in charge of these collections for their kindness in permit-

ting me to retain the material for the time needed, and to Mr. E. B. Uline for

some original descriptions. I am also deeply indebted to Dr. Stanley Coulter for

his trouble in procuring the material examined, and for his many valuable sug-

gestions in the study of the subject.

The results show that the genus may be broken up into three sections, clearly

separated by seed characters, as follows :

I. Seeds oval in cross section.

P. cordata, major, Rugelii, eriopoda, decipiens, maritima, Tweedyi.

II. Seeds more or less anther shape in cross section.

P. lanceolata, Patagonica, hirtella, Virginica, rubra and minima.

III. Seeds irregularly lobed in cross section.

P. elongata, heterophylla and Bigelovii.

'Plates 1-^0, photographs of the various species, which were intended to accompany this

article, are omitted because of lack of funds.
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The differences in present arrangement, resulting from this, are as follows

:

lanceolata and Patagonica are placed in section two, instead of one ;
while elongata

and heterophylla are placed in a third section.

In the material examined it has been found necessary to establish two new

species, P. rubra and P. minima, which was done somewhat reluctantly.

It has been found impossible to follow, in all particulars, the nomenclature

in the "List of Pteridophyta and Spermatophyta, Botanical Club, A. A. A. S."

There seems to be no good reason why varieties aristata and gnaphalioides of

Patagonica, and longifolia of Virginica should be raised to specific rank. Cer-

tainly if seed characters have any value in determining specific rank, the reason

would seem positive why they should still be considered as varieties.

P. decipiens, on the other hand, is not to be included under P. maritima,

being clearly separable from it, as indicated below.

The original description of P. Tweedyi was not secured. A single specimen

was examined, and on account of its seed characters was placed in section 1.

Judgment as to exact relationship must be suspended until more specimens and

the original description can be obtained.

No specimens of P. sparsiflora were examined, but from the description given

in "Chapman's Flora of the Southern States," it probably belongs in section 2.

All specimens of P. major, var. Asiatica, were referred to either P. major or

P. Eugelii.

P. media is mentioned in the "List of Pteridophyta and Spermatophyta of

the United States," but is not described in "Gray's Manual," "Coulter's Rocky

Mountain Botany" or "Chapman's Flora of the Southern States." The specimens

examined were from Europe, and are not, therefore, included in this work.

ANALYSIS OF THE SPECIES OF PLAXTAGO.

H. Flowers perfect; stamens, 4; corolla not closed over fruit ; seeds oval in cross

section.

* Leaves broadly ovate, strongly veined.

t Leaves and scape glabrous, or slightly hairy ; seeds light brown.

P. cordata.

tt Leaves and scape glabrous, or slightly hairy ; seeds angled, black.

+ Capsule ovoid, circumscissile at the middle, 8-18 seeded; seeds

f mm. X I mm. P. major.

Jt Capsule conical, circumscissile below the middle, 4-9 seeded ; seeds

If mm. X I mm. P. Rugelii.
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** Leaves lanceolate to linear, not strongly veined, thick and rough.

t Leaves smooth ; scape smooth or slightly hairy. P. eriopoda.

tt Leaves and scape slightly pubescent.

j Capsule circumscissile at the middle, seeds black; hiliim not at

centre of seed. P. decipiens.

+i Capsule circumscissile below the middle
; seeds dark brown ; hilum

at centre of seed. P. maritima.

*** Leaves lanceolate, smooth ; capsule circumscissile below the middle ; seed.

light brown. P. Tweedyi.

32. Flowers various
; stamens, 4 ; seeds more or less anther shape in cross section.

Corolla not closed over fruit ; leaves lanceolate to linear.

t Leaves lanceolate ; scape grooved, slightly hairy; seeds yellow, surface

smooth. P. lanceolata.

tt Leaves linear; scape not grooved, densely hairy.

+ Capsule twice as long as calyx ; seeds yellow, surface smooth.

P. minima,

tt Capsule slightly longer than calyx; seeds dark brown, surface

pitted. P. Patagonica.

*^* Corolla closed over fruit ; leaves ovate to lanceolate.

t Capsule oblong, circumscissile below the middle; seeds black.

P. hirtella.

tt Capsule ovoid, circumscissile at the middle ; seeds yellow.

P. Virgin ica.

ttt Capsule oblong, circumscissile below the midcjie; seeds dark red.

P. rubra.

?3. Flowers polygamo-dioecious; stamens, 2; corolla closed over fruit; seeds

irregularly lobed in cross section.

* Leaves linear to filiform, smooth or minutely pubescent, scape very slender.

t Capsule ovoid, circumscissile at the middle; 4 seeded; seeds If mm.

X 2 mm., P. elongata.

tt Capstile conical, circumscissile below the middle; 10-28 seeded; seeds

I mm. X I mm., P. heterophylla.

ttt Capsule conical, circumscissile below the middle, 5 or 6 seeded; seed,

li mm. X 5 mm., P. Bigelovii.
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ANALYSIS OF THE SPECIES OF PLAN PAGO, ACCORDING TO SEED CHARACTERS.

§]. Seeds oval in cross section.

t Black, surface glossy.

+ Size, 3 mm. x ^ mm..

ii Size, If mm. x 4 mm.,

tt Black, surface dull.

i Hilum at centre of seed,

ii Hilum not at centre of seed,

ttt Light-brown, surface dull.

i Size, 6 mm. x 3 mm.,

ti Size, Ii mm. x f mm.,

tttt Dark-brown, surface dull,

?2. Seeds more or less anther shape in cross section.

t Yellow, surface smooth.

+ Size, 2] mm. x 5 mm.,

ii Size, 5 mm. x If mm.,

tt Yellow, surface striated; size, 1^ mm. x ^ mm.,

ttt Dark brown,

tttt Black,

ttttt Red,

|3. Seeds irregular in cross section,

+ Longitudinal section deeply lobed.

i Size, Ig mm. x h mm.,

i+ Size, f mm. x \ mm.,

tt Longitudinal section regular in outline.

P. major.

P. Rugelii.

P. eriopoda.

P. decipiens.

P. cordata.

P. Tweedyi.

P. maritima.

P. minima.

P. lanceolata.

P. Virginica.

P. Patagonica.

P. hirtella.

P. rubra.

P. elongata.

P. heterophylla.

P. Bigelovii.

Plantago, Tourn. Plantain.

Calyx of four imbricated persistent sepals, mostly with dry membranaceous

margins. Corolla salver form or rotate, withering on the pod, the border four-

parted, or rarely two, in all or some flowers with long and weak exserted fila-

ments, and fugacious two-celled anthers. Ovary two (or in No. 8, falsely, three-

four) celled, with one-several ovules in each cell. Style and long hairy stigma

single, filiform. Capsule two-celled, two-several seeded, opening transversely, so

that the toi) falls off like a lid and the loose partition (which bears the peltate

seeds) falls away. Embryo straight, in fleshy albumen. Leaves ribbed. Flow-

ers whitish, small, in a bracted spike or head, raised on a naked scape.
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il. Flowers perfect ; stamens four ; corolla not closed over fruit; seeds oval in

cross section.

•* Leaves broadly ovate, strongly veined
;

petioles long, Hat and chan-

nelled.

t Leaves and scape glabrous; seeds light brown.

1. P. cordata Lam.—150 mm. to 300 mm. high ; leaves round ovate,

glabrous, seven or nine veined, more or less cordate at the base, margins entire or

slightly toothed; petioles smooth, long, flat, channelled; spike long, cylindrical,

looosely flowered, lower ones scattered with round, ovate bracts ; scape smooth,

150 mm. to 450 mm. long; corolla longer than the calyx (Plate I); capsule

twice as long as the calyx, two-celled, from two to four-seeded ; ripe seeds light

brown, surface dull, minutely striate longitudinally, cross section oval (Plate A,

Fig. 1|; longitudinal section oval (Plate D, Fig. 1); size H mm. x 3 mm.; hilum

at center of seed.

Found in low ground and along streams from Xew York to Missouri and

southward.

Specimens' examined: Chicago, Illinois (Brendol, National Herbarium);

Allenton, Missouri (G. W. Letterman, 1882, National Herbarium) ; Winnetka,

Illinois (Alton Collection, May 10, 1891, Herbarium of the L^niversity of Minne-

sota); Alma, Michigan (C. A. Davis, May 29, 1893, Herbarium of the University

of Minnesota; Alexandria,Virgiuia ( Prof. Comstock, 1881, National Herbarium);

Tippecanoe County, Indiana (Hussey, Herbarium of Purdue University); Hub-

bardston, Michigan (C. F. Wheeler, May, 187t'>, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

tt Leaves and scape glabrous or slightly hairy
; seeds black.

2. P. major L.—75 mm. to 350 mm. high ; leaves broadly ovate or oblong,

smooth or slightly hairy, Ave or seven nerved, margins entire or slightly toothed,

abruptly narrowed into a flat, channelled petiole; spike 47 j mm. to 200 mm.

long, cylindrical, obtuse at apex, densely flowered; bracts ovate; scape 125 mm.

to 400 mm. long, smooth or sparingly hairy, round; sepals round, ovate, obtuse,

not carinate ( Plate 2) ; capsule short, ovoid, slightly longer than the calyx, cir-

cumcissile at the middle, eight-18-seeded; ripe seeds black, angled, surface

glossy, minutely granular, granules irregularly arranged, cross section oval ^Plate

A, Fig. 2); longitudinal section oval (Plate D, Fig. 2); size | mm. x | mm.;

hilum at center of seed.

An exceptional form of P. major found at St. Paul, Minnesota (Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota), has a leafy spike. .Just below each seed is a

leaf. These leaves are of considerable size at the base of the spike, but become

gradually smaller toward the apex.

Grows in moist places from Delaware to California and northward.
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Specimens examined: Vegas Valley. Nevada (Coville and Funston, 1891,

390, alt. 1,065 meters, National Herbarium); Sleepy Eye, Minnesota (E. P. Shel-

don, July, 1891, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); California iC. R.

Orcutt, June, 1889, National Herbarium); Shore of Lake Superior, Minnesota

(F. F. Wood, 1891, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Ogden, Utah

(G. W. Letterman, July 29, 1885, National Herbarium); Nicollett's Northwestern

Expedition (C. A. Geyer, July 24, 1839, National Herbarium); Minnesota i F. F.

Wood, 1891, National Herbarium); Centreville, Delaware (Commons, August 3,

1878, National Herbarium); Mishawaka, Indiana ( E. B. Uline, July, 1891, Her-

barium of J. M. Coulter); Elliston, Montana (F. D. Kelsey, Herbarium of J. M.

Coulter); Georgetown, Colorado (H. N. Patterson, July 11, 1885, Herbarium of

J. M. Coulter); Oregon (P. major, var. Asiatica, T. J. Howell, May, 1880,

National Herbarium).

3. P. Rugelii Decaisue:—125 mm. to 300 mm. high; leaves broadly ovate

or oblong, smcoth or sparingly hairy, five or seven nerved, margin entire or

toothed; petioles flat, channelled: spike, 75 mm. to 250 mm. long, cylindrical,

loosely flowered, acute at ai)ex: bi-acts acute; scape, 125 mm. to 450 mm. long,

smooth or sparingly hairy; sepals oblong, acute, carinate (Plate 3) ; capsule con-

ical, twice as long as calyx, circumsisbile below the middle, 4-9 seeded: ripe seeds

black, angled, surface glossy, minutely granular, granules irregularly arranged,

cross section oval (Plate A, Fig. 3j; longitudinal section oval i Plate I>, Fig. 3);

size If mm. x | mm. ; hilum at center of seed.

Grows in moist soil from Vermont to Minnesota and south to Texas and

Georgia.

Specimens examined : Peoria, Illinois (McDonald, Aug. 4, 1893, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota) ; Allenton, Missouri (G. W. Letterman, 1882,

National Herbarium) ; Camden, New Jersey (I. C. Martindale, 1878, National

Herbarium) ; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (Sandberg Collection, Aug. 14, 1888,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Michigan (C. F. Wheeler, July 23,

1890, National Herbarium); Minneapolis, Minnesota (C. L. H., June 20, 1876,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Blue Earth Co., Minnesota (Sand-

berg Collection, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Jordan, Scott Co.,

Minnesota (C. A. Ballard, June, 1891, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) .

Cannon Falls. Minnesota (P. major, J. H. Sandberg, Aug., 1881, Herbarium of

the University of Minnesota) ; Charlotte, Vermont (C. G. Pringle, Sept. 8, 1878,

National Herbarium) ; Belle Isle, Detroit, Michigan (O. A. Farwell, July 3,

1893, Herbarium of the L'niversity of Minnesota) ; Centreville, Delaware (Com-

mons, Sept. 28, 1878, National Herbarium) ; Indian Territory (Dr. Palmer, 1868,
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National Herbarium) ; Glencoe, Minnesota (P. major, T. J. M., Aug. 1, ISMO,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Cambridge, Massachusetts (Keller-

man, July 5, 1878, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

Between P. major and P. Rugelii are found a number of intermediate forms

which are difficult to classify except in fruiting stage.

** Leaves lanceolate to linear, not strongly veined, thick and rough.

t Leaves smooth, scape smooth or slightly hairy.

4. P. eriopoda Torr.—50 mm. to 150 mm. high ; usually having a mass of

yellowish wool at the base ; leaves ovate to lanceolate, thick, rough, three to seven

nerved, obtusely or acutely pointed, tapering gradually into a short, margined

petiole, margins entire; spike 25 mm. to 125 mm. long, cylindrical, densely or

loosely flowered; scape 100 mm. to 300 mm. long, smooth or hairy; sepals

ovate, scarious (Plate 4) ; capsule ovoid, slightly exceeding the calyx, circumscis-

&ile below the middle, from 2-4 seeded ; ripe seeds black, surface dull, striated

longitudinally; cross section oval (Plate A., Fig. 4j; longitudinal section oval

(Plate D.", Fig. 4) ; size, 2^ mm. x 1 mm. ;
hilum at center of seed.

An exceptional form found at Evaston, Utah (G. W. Letterman, National

Herbarium), is 200 mm. high; has thin leaves; scape 425 mm. long; spike

150 mm. long; petioles nearly as long as the leaves.

Moist and saline soil, from Minnesota to California and the lower St.

Lawrence.

Specimens examined : Rimouski County, P. Q. (J. A. Allen, August 5, 1881,

National Herbarium); Kearney County, Nebraska (P. A. Rydberg, June 25, 1891,

304 National Herbarium); Nicollett's Northwestern Expedition (C. A. Geyer, Jufy

16, 1839, 276, National Herbarium); Montana (L. F. Ward, 1883, National Her-

barium); Han's Fork, Wyoming (L. F. Ward, 1881, National Hebarium); Gotten-

burgh, Nebraska (Sandberg Collection, June 19, 1889, Herbarium of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota); Oak Wood Lakes, Dakota (Sandberg Collection, June 4,

1892, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Brookings, South Dakota

(E. N. Wilcox, May 19, 1891, National Herbarium); Western Dakota (Sandberg

Collection, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Ruby Valley, Nevada

(S. Watson, August, 1868, 740, alt. 6,000 ft., National Herbarium); Hayden's

Gulch, Granite, Colorado (P. Patagonica, var. nuda, Mrs. S. B. Walker, 1890,

544, National Herbarium); Ft. Bridger, W^yoming (Porter, July,- 1893, National

Herbarium).

tt Leaves and scape slightly pubescent.

5. P. decipiens Barneoud.—50 mm. to 200 mm. high ; leaves linear, chan-

nelled, acuminate, erect, three or five veined, margins entire; spike slender,.
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loosely dowered, 25 mm. to 100 mm. lung; scape slightly or densely hairy, 100

mm. to 275 mm. long; calyx obtuse; scarious (Plate 5); capsule ovoid, obtuse,

twice as long as calyx, circumsciFsile at the middle, 2-4 seeded ;
ripe seeds black,

surface dull, minutely granular, cross section oval (Plate A, Fig. 5); longitudinal

section oval (Plate D, Fig. •")); size, 1^ mm. x 2| mm.; hilum not at center of seed.

This species can be distinguished from P. maritima by the shape and surface

of the calyx, the shape, length and dehisence of capsule, color of seeds and the

position of the hilum.

Salt marshes along the Atlantic coast from Labrador to New Jersey.

Specimens examined: Nahant, Massachusetts (J. A. Manning, July 29, 1886,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); New Foundland (H. L. Osborn, July

23, 1879, National Herbarium); Newport, Rhode Island (W. W. Bailey, 1878,

Herbarium of Purdue University); Cambridge, Massachusetts (Walter Deane,

Oct. 5, 1890, National Herbarium); New Haven, Connecticut (A. PI. Young,

Sept., 1874, Herbarium of Purdue University).

6. P. maritima L.—50 mm. to 225 mm. high; leaves linear, acuminate,

channelled, nearly as long as the scape, three or five nerved, margins entire

;

spike loosely to densely flowered, 25 mm. to 75 mm. long ; scape round, slightly

hairy, 50 mm. to 325 mm. long; calyx acute, carinate (Plate 6), capsule acute,

slightly longer than the calyx, circumscissile below the middle, two seeded; ripe

seeds dark brown, surface dull, minutely granular, cross section oval (Plate A,

Fig. 6); longitudinal section oval (Plate D, Fig. 6); size, 2^ mm. x 1|, mm.; hilum

at center of seed.

Grows in salt marshes along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, the Gulf of St.

Lawrence to Labrador and Greenland.

Specimens examined: San Francisco, California (G. R. Vasey, 1880, 513,

National Herbarium); Little Metis, P. Q. (J. A. Allen, July, 2, 1881, National

Herbarium); Pigeon Cove, Massachusetts (Alton Collection, Herbarium of the

University of Minnesota) ; Portland, Oregon (Drake and Dickson, July, 1882,

Herbarium of J. M. Coulter) ; Charlotte, Vermont (Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

7. P. Tweedyi Gray.—The original description of this species has not been

secured. A single specimen, so referred, from Pelican Creek, in the National

Herbarium, has been examined. According to its seed characters it belongs in

the first section. The other characters of the plant are as follows: 125 mm. high;

leaves lanceolate, smooth, five-nerved, margins entire; spike 50 mm. long; scape

smooth below, slightly hairy above, cylindrical, 175 mm. long; sepals obtuse,

scarious, with a thick centre ; capsule oblong, twice as long as calyx, circumscis-

sile below the middle, four-seeded; ripe seeds light brown, surface dull, striated

14
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longitudinally, cross section oval (Plate A, Fig. 7); longitudinal section oval

Plate D, Fjg. 7); size, I5 mm. x | mm.; hilum at centre of seed.

i< 2. Flowers various; stamens 4; seeds more or less anther shape in cross

section.

•Corolla not closed over fruit; leaves lanceolate to linear.

tLeaves lanceolate, acute; scape grooved, angled, slightly hairy ; seeds yel-

low, with smooth surface.

8. P. lanceolata L.—50 mm. to 275 mm. high; leaves lanceolate, acute,

tapering gradually into margined petioles, live or seven-nerved, margins entire or

slightly denticulate, si)aringly to densely hairy; spike densely flowered, capitate

at first, in age cylindrical, 12^ mm. to 62^ mm. long; scape grooved, slightly

hairy, 225 mm. to 600 mm. long; sepals acuminate, scarious (Plate 7); capsule

short, ovoid, circumscissile below the middle, two-seeded, ripe seeds light yellow,

having a longitudinal line through the centre lighter than the margins, surface

smooth, cross section anther shape (Plate B, Fig. 1); longitudinal section oval

(Plate E, Fig. 1); size, 5 mm. x If mm.; hilum at centre of seed.

Dry fields, waste places and along the shores of lakes. (Introduced.)

Specimens examined: Providence, Rhode Island (J. F. Collins, July 15,

1892, National Herbarium) ; Kootinai County, Idaho (Alton Collection, Septem-

ber, 1887, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; North Carolina (G. R.

Vasey, 1878, National Herbarium); Virginia (C. Wright, 1853, National Her-

barium); Central California (Dr. Palmer, 1876, National Herbarium); Jeflferson

County, Indiana (C. R. Barnes, May 20, 1876, Herbarium of Purdue University)

;

Pittsford, Vermont (H. L. Osborn, July 2, 1880, Herbarium of Purdue Uni-

versity); Mishawaka, Indiana (E. B. Uline, July, 1891, Herbarium of J. M.

Coulter); Arizona (Palmer, 1876, 308, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Charlotte,

Vermont (June 10, 1879, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Hope, Idaho (Sandberg,

July, 1887, 113, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

tt Leaves linear, acute or obtuse; scape cylindrical, not grooved, densely

hairy; seeds dark brown, surface minutely pitted.

9. P. Patagonica Jacq.—75 mm. to 225 mm. high; leaves glabrate or silky

lanate, linear, acutely or obtusely pointed, three or five nerved, margins entire
;

spike 25 mm. to 75 mm. long; den'jely flowered; scape cylindrical, densely hairy,

100 mm. to 300 mm. long; sepals very obtuse, villous; corolla with broad cordate

or ovate lobes (Plate 8) ; capsule short, ovoid, circumscissile at the middle, slightly

longer than the calyx, 2-seeded; ripe seeds dark brown, surface dull, covered with

minute pits arranged in longitudinal lines; seeds have a transverse line on the
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surface near the center; cross section anther shape (Plate B, Fig. 2); longitudinal

section oval (Plate E, Fig. 2); size, oh mm. x 2| mm. ; hilum at center of seed.

Dry ground, from the Mississippi River westward.

Specimens examined: Brazos, Texas (G. C. Nealley, 1881*, National Herba-

rium); San Bernardino County, California (S. B. Parish, April, 1890, Herbarium

of J. M. Coulter) ; Prescott, Arizona (Dr. Palmer, 1869, National Herbarium)

;

San Diego, California (C. R. Orcutt, April 22, 1882, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter)

;

San Quentin Bay, California (Palmer, January, 1889, Herbarium of J. M. Coul-

ter); Austin, Texas (P. Patagonica, var. nuda, Elihu Hall, May 12, 1872, 397,

National Herbarium); St. George, Utah (M. E. Jones, April 2, 1880, Herbarium

of J. M. Coulter); Portland, Oregon (Drake and Dickson, May, 1889, Herbarium

of J. M. Coulter) ; Uintah, Utah (M. E. Jones, July 2, 1880, alt. 5,000 ft.. Herba-

rium of J. M. Coulter); Los Angeles, California (P. Bigelovii, H. E. Hasse,

April, 1888, National Herbarium); Oregon (P. Bigelovii, Mrs. Nevins, National

Herbarium.)

Var. gnaphalioides Gray.—75 mm. to 125 mm. high; leaves canescently vil-

lous, wool often tloccose and deciduous, linear to lanceolate, acutely ])ointed,

margin entire; spike 12.7 mm. to 1125 mm. long, densely Howered, varying to

capitate and few flowered; bracts oblong to linear, acute, not exceeding the calyx;

scape 50 mm. to 225 mm. long, densely woolly ; sepals obtuse, villous ; capsule

slightly longer than the calyx, 2 seeded ; size of seeds, 4 mm. x 2 mm. ; other seed

characters same as species (Plate 9).

Dry, sandy soil, from Minnesota westward and south to Texas.

Specimens examined : Courtland, Minnesota (C. A. Ballard, Jnly, 1892,

National Herbarium) ; Klickitat County, Washington (W. N. Suksdorf, May 16,

1885, National Herbarium); Minnesota (E. P. Sheldon, August, 1891, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota) ; Oregon (Elihu Hall, 1871, 362, National Her-

barium); San Diego, Texas (M. B. Croft, 1884, 112, National Herbarium); Min-

nesota (Alton Collection, May 11, 1888, Herbarium of the University of Minne-

sota); Lincoln, Nebraska (T. A. Williams, June 1, 1890, National Herbarium)
;

Blue Earth County, Minnesota (P. Patagonica, Sandberg Collection, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota); Kearney, Nebraska (J. H. Holmes, August,

1889, National Herbarium); Mexican Boundary Survey (706, National Her-

barium) ; Washington (Dr. Cooper, National Herbarium) ; LTtah Valley, Utah

(S. Watson, July, 1869, alt. 4,500 feet, 750, National Herbarium) ; Eastern Texas

(Elihu Hall, April 20, 1872, 396, National Herbarium); Ponca Agency, Okla-

homa (Bailey, August 5, 1892, National Herbarium) ; El Paso, Texas (M. E.

Jones, April 16, 1884, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter) ; Hastings, Nebraska (.June
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23, 1888, Herbarinm of J. M. Coulter); ludian Territory (G. D. Butler, June 2,

1877, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Redfield, Dakota (E. Butler, Herbarium of

J. M. Coulter).

Var. spinulosa, Gray.—75 mm. to 125 mm. high ; leaves linear, very acutely

pointed, three or five nerved, nearly as long as the scape, margins entire, white,

with long, soft hairs ; spike loosely flowered, 25 mm. to 100 mm. long ; bracts

slightly exceeding the calyx, obtuse, densely hairy ; scape covered with soft,

white hairs, 100 mm. to 275 mm. long; sepals obtuse, scarious, with a thick cen-

tre, densely hairy; slightly longer than calyx, 2 seeded; size of seeds 3f mm. x

2 mm.; other seed characters same as species. (Plate 10.)

Found on dry prairies from the Mississippi River westward.

Specimens examined: Blue Earth County, Minnesota (P. Patagonica, John

Leiberg, 1883, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) , Zanesville, Minne-

sota (P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides, B. C. Taylor, .June, 1891, 177, Her-

barium of the University of Minnesota); Crete, Nebraska (P. Patagonica, var.

gnaphalioides. Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; St. James, Nebraska

(P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides, Fred Clements, 1893, 2615, National Her-

barium)
; Jordan, Minnesota (P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides, C. A. Ballard,

June, 1891,241, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Wilson Creek, Wash-

ington (Sandberg Collection, June, 1893, Herbarium of the University of Minne-

sota); North Dakota (P. Patagonica, G. A. Holzinger, 1891, National Her-

barium); New Mexico (P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides, Sandberg Collection,

April, 1880, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota^; Kansas (P. Patagonica,

var. gnaphalioides, B. B. Smyth, August 19, 1890, 161, National Herbarium);

Kansas (P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides, Sandberg Collection, July, 1887, Her-

barium of the University of Minnesota); Minneapolis, Minnesota (P. Patagonica,

var. gnaphalioides, Sandberg Collection, June, 1892, Herbarium of the University

of Minnesota); Pueblo, Colorado (Alton Collection, June, 1890, 188, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota) ; Dublin, Texas (C. F. Maxwell, 1893, Herbarium

of J. M. Coulter).

Var. aristata. Gray.—100 mm. to 225 mm. high; leaves linear, glabrous to

densely hairy, three or tive-veined, margins entire; spike cylindrical, loosely

or densely flowered, 25 mm. to 125 mm. long; bracts linear, acute, several times

longer than the calyx; scape slightly to densely hairy, 125 mm. to 300 mm. long;

sepals obtuse, scarious with a thick centre; capsule slightly longer than calyx, 2

seeded; size of seeds, 5 mm. x 2| mm., other seed characters same as species.

(Plate II.)

Grows on prairies and in dry soil from the Atlantic coast to California.
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Specimens examined : Stone Mountain, Georgia (G. McCarthy, 1888, Na-

tional Herbarium); San Diego Countv, California i C. K. Grout, April, 1870,

National Herbarium); Dunson County, Montana (John Lieberg, 1883, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota I; Scottville, Texas L. C. Johnson, May 14, 1SS6, Na-

tional Herbarium); Ellis, Kansas (Sandberg Collection, June 17, 1888, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota!, Providence, Rhode Island (J. F. Collins, July

8, 1892, National Herbarium); Knoxville, Tennessee (Aiton Collection, July,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Cranston, Rhode Island (J. F. C,

July 7, 1892, National Herbarium); Fayetteville, Arkansas (F. L. Harvey, Her-

barium of the University of Minnesota); Colbert's Station, Indian Territory (C. S.

Sheldon, June 20, 1891, National Herbarium); Suffolk, Virginia (P. aristata, A.

A. Heller, June, 1893, National Herbarium); Indian Territory (Dr. Palmer,

1868, 251, National Herbarium); DeKalb County, Georgia (P. aristata, J. K.

Small, July 28, 1893, altitude 1,100 feet. National Herbarium); Converse, Mis-

souri (C. R. B., July, 1877, Herbarium of Purdue University); Vigo County, In-

diana (W. S. B., June 10, 1888, Herbarium of DePauw University i; Northwest

Arkansas (Harvey, 1881, National Herbarium); NicoUett's Northwestern Expe-

dition (P. aristata, C. A. Geyer, June 6. 1839, 275, National Herbarium); New

Mexico (E. A. Merus, April 20, 1892, 126, National Herbarium); Eastern Texas

(Elihu Hall, April 20, 1872, 399, National Herbarium); Dakota (Sandberg Col-

lection, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Texas (P. Patagonica, var.

spinulosa, Steele, July, 1881, National Herbarium); Oklahoma (M. A. Carleton.

July, 1891, 182, National Herbarium); Wilmington, North Carolina (F. V.

Coville, June 28, 1890, 191, National Herbarium), Suffolk, Virginia (A. A. Hel-

ler, June 8, 1893, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Camp Lowell, Arizona (C. G.

Pringle, April 9, 1881, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Hockley, Texas (W. F.

Thurrow, 1890, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Indian Territory (G. D. Butler,

June 14, 1877, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Converse, Missouri (C. R. B., July

14, 1877, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

Var. nuda Gray.—leaves linear, margins entire, scape slender, slightly hairy
;

sepals obtuse, scarious, with a thick center, hairy ; bracts very short, acute.

Specimens examined : California (M. E. Jones, March 27, 1882, National

Herbarium i.

Var. lanatifolia C. and F.—112j mm. to 137^ mm. high; leaves linear,

acute or obtuse, very densely woolly, five or seven veined, margins entire ; spike

25 mm. to 75 mm. long, cylindrical, densely flowered; scape 100 mm. to 225

mm. long, densely hairy ; sepals obtuse, scarious, with a thick center, woolly
;
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capsule ovoid, obtuse, circumscissile at the middle, two seeded; seed characters the

same as the species (Plate 12).

Specimens examined : Industry, Texas ( W. H. Wurtzelow, 1891, Herbarium

of J. M. Coulter).

10. P. minima, ^'or. Sp.—25 mm. to 50 mm. high ; leaves linear, acute,

white, with long, soft hairs, margins entire ; scape round, very slender, densely

hairy, 25 mm. to 125 mm. long; spike capitate, loosely flowered, 6|^ mm. to 18f

mm. long; sepals obtuse, scarious, with a thick center; capsules ovoid, twice as

long as calyx, 2 seeded ; seeds light yellow, surface smooth and glossy, cross sec-

tion anther shaped, longitudinal section oval ; size, 2^ mm. x ^ mm. ; hilum at

center of seed (Plate 13).

Separated from P. Patagonica, var. gnapholioides, to which it is closely allied

by size of plant, surface of sepals, size of capsule, color, size and surface of seed.

Dry soil in western United States.

Specimens examined : Lincoln, Nevada (P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides,

Bailey, May 6, ISUl, 1912 National Herbarium) ; Arizona (P. Patagonica, var.

gnaphalioides, Dr. Palmer, 1869, National Herbarium) ; Panamint Valley, Cali-

fornia (P. Patagonica, var. gnaphalioides, Coville and Funston, April 17, 1891,

678, alt. 400 meters, National Herbarium); California (P. Patagonica, var. gnaph-

alioides, C. and F., April 17, 1891, alt. 400 meters, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

* Corolla closed over fruit ; leaves ovate to lanceolate.

t Scape grooved ; capsule oblong, circumscissile below the middle
; seeds

black.

11. P. hirtella H. B. K.—75 mm. to 500 mm. high ; leaves oblong to lanceo-

late, smooth or slightly hairy, five or seven nerved, margins entire or slightly

denticulate ; spike cylindrical, very densely flowered, lower ones often scattered,

75 mm. to 300 mm. long; scape round, slightly hairy, 150 mm. to 875 mm. long;

sepals obtuse, scarious (Plate 14); capsule oblong, slightly longer than the calyx,

circumscissile below the middle, three seeded ; ripe seeds black, surface dull,

minutely striate longitudinally, cross section slightly anther shape (Plate B, Fig. 3);

longitudinal section oval (Plate E, Fig. 3); size, I5 mm. x ^ mm. ; hilum at center

of seed.

Dry ground in western United States.

Specimens examined : Mendocino, California (C. S. Pringle, Aug. 3, 1882,

National Herbarium); Los Angeles, California (Dr. H. E. Hasse, June 5, 1888,

National Herbarium); Central California (Dr. E. Palmer, 1876, 306, National

Herbarium); Sweet Water, California (May 7, 1884, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter);

Mendocino, California (C. S. Pringle, Aug. 3, 1882, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

tt Scape grooved; capsule ovoid, circumscissile at the middle; seeds yellow.
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12. P. Virginica L.—25 mm. to 125 mm. Iiigli; leaves ovate to oblong, ob-

tuse, tapering gradually into margined petioles, sparingly to densely hairy, three

or five nerved, margins entire or slightly denticulate ; spike cylindrical, densely

flowered above, often loosely flowered below, 25 mm. to 175 mm. long ; scape

grooved, densely hairy, 50 mm. to 350 mm. long; sepals obtuse, scarious with a

thick center, hairy (Plate 15); capsule short, ovoid, not exceeding the calyx, two-

seeded; ripe seeds golden yellow, surface striated longitudinally, cross section

anther shape (Plate B, Fig. 4); longitudinal section oval (Plate E, Fig. 4); size

1} mm. X ^ mm.; hilum at center of seed.

Low, sandy ground from Pennsylvania to Arizona.

Specimens examined : Cincinnati, Ohio (Sandberg collection, .June 17, 1883,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); District of Columbia (W. J. Canby,

1881, National Herbarium); Smithville, Pennsylvania (A. A. Heller, May 30,

1893, 900, National Herbarium); Baumgardner, Pennsylvania (Alton Collection,

May 24, 1890, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Tucson, Arizona (Dr.

Smart, 1867, National Herbarium); Vinita, Indian Territory (M. A. Carleton,

April 17, 1891, 21, National Herbarium); Wichita, Kansas (Sept. 30, 1889, Her-

barium of J. M. Coulter); Hockley, Texas (W. F. Thurrow, 1890, Herbarium of

J. M. Coulter); Guthrie, Oklahoma (M. A. Carleton, May 28, 1891, 168, National

Herbarium), Gillespie County, Texas (G. Jerney, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter);

Fayette County, Texas (H. Wurzlow, 1891, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Duval

County, Florida (A. H. Curtiss, National Herbarium); Lancaster, Pennsylvania

(A. A. Heller, June 2, 1893, National Herbarium); Arizona (C. G. Pringle, April,

1881, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter); Hibernia, Florida (W. M. Canby, March, 1869,

National Herbarium); Charleston, Indiana (C. R. B., May 14, 1877, Herbarium

of Purdue University); Lancaster, Pennsylvania (A. A. Heller, May 30, 1893,

Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

Var. longifolia. Gray.—Leaves oblong, spatulate, 62^ mm. to 125 mm. long,

tapering gradually into long petioles, margins slightly denticulate or strongly

toothed; seed characters same as species (Plate 16).

Specimens examined : Little Rock, Arkansas ( Dr. Hasse, May, 1886, National

Herbarium); Brazos, Texas (G. C. Nealley, 1889, National Herbarium); Brazos,

Texas (P. Virginica, G. C. Nealley, 1889, National Herbarium); Industry, Texas

(H. Wurzlow, 1890, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter).

tttScape not grooved; capsule oblong, circumscissile below the middle; seeds

dark red.
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13. P. rubra, Nov. Sp.—62i mm. to 100 mm. high; leaves oblong, densely

hairy, sometimes having a reddish color, three or five-nerved, obtuse, margins en-

tire or strongly denticulate, petioles short, densely hairy ; spike cylindrical, densely

flowered, 12.^ mm. to 125 mm. long; scape densely hairy, 25 mm. to 200 mm long;

sepals acute, scarious, with a thick centre (Plate 17) ; capsule oblong, obtuse,

sometimes purple, longer than the calyx, circumscissile below the middle, two-

seeded; ripe seeds dark red, surface dull, minutely striate longitudinally, cross

section slightly anther shape (Plate B, Fig. 5); longitudinal section oval (Plate

E, Fig. 5); size 5 mm. x 2] mm.; hilum at centre of seed.

Separated from P. Virginica by the dense hairs, acute sepals, shape and de-

hiscense of capsule, color, cross section and size of seeds.

Sandy soil in western United States.

Specimens examined.- Indian Territory (P. Virginica, Dr. Palmer, 1868,

253, National Herbarium); Southwestern Texas (P. Virginica, Dr. Palmer, Sep-

tember, 1879, 1108, National Herbarium); Mesas, Arizona (P. Virginica, var.

longifolia, C. F. Pringle, May 3, 1884, National Herbarium); Mexican Boundary

Survey (P. Virginica, W. H. Emory, 707, National Herbarium); Mesas, Texas

(P. Virginica, var. longifolia, C. F. Pringle, May 3, 1884, Herbarium of J. M.

Coulter).

14. P. sparsiflora Michx.—The description of this species, according to Chap-

man's Manual, is as follows: Leaves smooth, lanceolate, toothed or entire, nar-

rowed into a long petiole; scape much longer than the leaves, pubescent below;

spike 6'' to 9' long, loosely flowered; bracts ovate; calyx lobes obtuse; capsule

two- seeded.

Moist pine barrens, Georgia and South Carolina. June—September.

The following specimens so referred were examined: Pdtnam County, In-

diana (D. T. McDougal, July 30, 1888, DePauw Herbarium); Union County,

Illinois (G. H. French, July 27, 1878, National Herbarium); Wyandotte, Kansas

(Elihu Hall, September, 1869, National Herbarium); Columbia, South Carolina

(E. A. Smith, April 15, 1891, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota).

The first three of these should be referred to P. Rugelii and the fourth one

to P. Virginica.

?3. Flowers polygamo—dioecious ; stamens, 2 ; corolla closed over fruit;

seeds irregularly lobed in cross section.

* Leaves linear to filiform, smooth or minutely pubescent ; scape very slender.

15. P. elongata Pursh. (P. pusilla, Nutt. ).—25 mm. to 100 mm. high ; leaves

linear to filiform, smooth or minutely pubescent, margins entire; sj^ike 12J mm.
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to 100 mm. long, loosely flowered; scape 311 mm. to 150 mm. long, slender, spar-

ingly hairy ; sepals obtuse, scarious with a thick center (Plate 18) ; capsule short,

ovoid, obtuse, slightly longer than the calyx, circumscissile at the middle, 4

seeded.; ripe seeds light brown, surface dull, deeply pitted, cross section irregu-

larly and deeply lobed (Plate C, Fig. 1); longitudinal section irregularly lobed

(Plate F., Fig. 1) ; size. If mm. x J mm. ; hilum at center of seed.

Dry, sandy soil, or damp places in western and southern United States.

Specimens .examined : Shannon County, Missouri (B. F. Bush, April 13,

1889, National Herbarium) ; Nicollet's Northwestern Expedition (C. A. Geyer,

June 20, 1839, 279, National Herbarium) ; Western Klickitat County, Washington

(W. N. Suksdorf, April 26, 1883, National Herbarium); Lincoln, Nebraska

(Alton Collection, May, 1888, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Mus-

kogee, Indian Territory (M. A. Carleton, April, 1891, 64, National Herbarium)

lodan Valley, Utah (Sereno Watson, June, 1869, 749, National Herbarium)

Portland, Oregon (Drake and Dickson, April, 1887, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter)

East Hampton, Long Island (E. S. Miller, .June 2, 1877, Herbarium of J. M
Coulter) ; Oregon (T. Howell, April, 1885, National Herbarium) ; Georgia (T. C

Porter, 1847, National Herbarium) ; Dakota (Sandberg Collection, Herbarium of

the University of Minnesota) ; Springfield, Missouri (J. W. Blankinship, 1888,

National Herbarium) ; Montana (R. S. Williams, .June 25, 1883, 301, Herbarium

of the University of Minnesota); Arkansas (Sandberg Collection, April-May, 103,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota) ; Seattle, Washington (P. Bigelovii,

E. C. Smith, June 21, 1890, National Herbarium); California (P. Bigelovii, M.

E. Jones, March 28, 1882, National Herbarium).

16. P. heterophylla Nutt.—25 mm. to 100 mm. high; leaves linear to fili-

form, smooth or slightly pubescent, margins entire; spike 6^ mm. to 50 mm. long,

loosely flowered, lower ones often scattered; scape smooth or slightly pubescent,

very slender, 25 mm. to 125 mm. long; sepals obtuse, scarious with a thick center

(Plate 19); capsule conical, nearly twice as long as calyx, circumscissile below

the middle, 10-28 seeded; ripe seeds light brown, surface dull, deeply pitted,

cross section irregularly and deeply lobed (Plate C, Fig. 2); longitudinal section

irregularly lobed (Plate ¥, Fig. 2) ; size f mm. x ] mm. ; hilum at center of seed.

Low or sandy ground in western and southern United States.

Specimens examined: Statesville, North Carolina (Sandberg Collection,

Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Eastern Texas (Elihu Hall, April

10, 1872, 395, National Herbarium) ; Wilmington, California (C. G. Pringle,

March 31, 1882, National Herbarium) ; Aiken, South Carolina (W. M. Canby,

May, 1869, National Herbarium) ; Wilmington, California (C. G. Pringle, March
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31, 1882, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota); Aiken, South Carolina

(W. M. Canby, May, 186!l, Herbarium of J. M. Coulter) ; Florida (Chapman,

National Herbarium) ; Hockley, Texas (W. F. Thurrow, 1890, Herbarium of J.

'M. Coulter); Wilmington, California (C. G. Pringle, March 31, 1882, Herbarium

of J. M. Coulter).

17. P. Bigelovii, Gray.—37;! mm. to 75 mm. high; leaves linear to filiform,

obtuse, smooth or minutely pubescent, entire or slightly denticulate; spike 6|

mm. to 31] mm. long, loosely or densely Howered; scape slightly, hairy, 50 mm.

to 100 mm. long ; sepals broadly oval, obtuse, scarious with a thick center; fiowers

twice as large as those of P. pusilla, stamens exserted but not as long as the style

(Plate 20) ; capsule conical, slightly longer than the calyx, circumscissile below

the middle, 5 or 6-seeded; seeds light brown, surface dull, minutely pitted, cross

section slightly irregularly lobed (Plate C, Fig. 3); longitudinal section oval

(Plate F, Fig. 3); size ll mm. x i mm.; hilum at center of seed.

Moist and saline soil western United States.

Specimens examined: Vacaville, California (W. L. Jepson, May 31, 1891,

National Herbarium); Vacaville, California (W. L. Jepson, May 31, 1891, Herba-

rium of the University of Minnesota) ; North Lower California (Sandberg Col*-

lection, March, 188(>, Herbarium of the University of Minnesota).
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A Microscopic Examination of Certain Drinking Waters. By George

J. Pierce, F. M. Andrews, and A. C. Life.

The Effects of Drought Upon Certain Plants.—An Experimental Study.

By Clara Cunningham.

Because of the general knowledge of the subject, and the great influence of

drought upon the economics of agriculturists and manufacturers, the following

,

experiments were undertaken.

The purpose of this paper is to show by results of experiments the efTects of

drought not only upon the general appearance of the plants studied, but more

especially upon the different tissues.

The plants used for observation were grown under conditions favorable to

normal and healthy growth for three or four weeks or until the plants were large

enough to use for experiments ; then removed and subjected to drought.

The simple apparatus used to give the favorable conditions in air and soil,

consisted, first, of a large glass box 3 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, and Ih ft. deep, and fit-

ted with a glass cover; second, a number of Erlenmeyer flasks fitted with perfor-

ated stoppers holding long glass tubes. These flasks were filled with water and

inverted so that the glass tubes dipped into shallow pans containing the plants in

flower pots.

The plants used in the experiments were Oxalis, Canna, corn, common bean,

Castor bean and cucumber. In making the drawings the camera lucida was used.

Two Oxalis plants were taken from the green house. These plants were of

ecjual size and uniform appearance. One of these plants was examined immedi-

ately, and one was placed in the dry air of the laboratory and a minimum amount

of moisture supplied to the roots.

Comparing the two plants as regards general appearance, I noticed that the

oldest leaves of the plant subjected to drought soon grew yellow and dropped off.

The leaves just budding when brought into drought grew very slowly, and did

not expand properly, and presented a peculiarly twisted or folded surface. After

being subjected to drought five weeks the leaf stalks had grown in length only

three inches, were of an intense dark green color, and somewhat stiffened or

woody. Leaves' of plants subjected to drought also showed a tendency to earlier

acquire the xanthophyll than those of plants under normal conditions. The effect
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of drought on the trichomes caused the plant to become exceedingly viscous, giv-

ing the plant a glistening appearance. Another effect of drought on the general

appearance of the plant ^yas the prevention of the opening of the flower buds,

which soon withered.

In the case of the plant kept under normal conditions for the same length of

time the le_^ves expanded perfectly, the leaf stalks were much elongated and quite

flexible. The plant was of lighter green color, and in general did not show the

dwarfed appearance of plants subjected to drought.

When examined with a microscope the different tissues are found to show as

marked differences as the general appearance of the plants.

When we compare two strips of epidermis, one taken from the lower surface

of the leaf of the plant grown under normal conditions and one from a plant sub-

jected to drought; the first difference noticed is that of the turgescence of the

plant cells.

The cells of the plants grown under normal conditions are very large and

turgescent.

The cells of plants subjected to drought lack turgescence, and show a weak,

flaccid cell wall, are also much smaller than these under influence of moisture.

The growth of the cells being retarded, the stomata are brought nearer to each

other so that the number per inch is 1400, while the number under normal con-

ditions is only 400 per inch.

Drought also causes a slight change in the guard cells, producing a

corresponding change in the breadth of the stomata.

See figures I and II.

The trichomes of Oxalis are numerous and are of the glandular variety.

Their distribution over the surface of the leaf corresponds to that of the stomata.

On the epidermis of plants subjected to drought the trichomes are more numerous

than those of plants grown under moist conditions; are also shorter and more

globular.

The cells of normal jilants contain an abundance of starch ; under the influ-

ence of drought this starch is greatly diminished.

The Canna was the next plant observed, and was if possible more changed by

drought as regards manner of growth than the Oxalis. The plant was only sub-

jected to drought for three weeks, but in that short time the growth was consider-

ably retarded.

When the seeds of the Canna are allowed to germinate under conditions of

drought, the plantlets grow very slowly, sending out numerous opposite leaves.

When the plants were removed to good conditions for growth, they refused for
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several weeks to grow; then above the stunted portion strong leaf stalks shot

upward, and in three weeks had attained a height twice as great as the stunted

portion had reached in two months. The leaves of plants grown under normal

conditions were alternate.

The effect of drought on the Canna was not as immediate as in case of the

Oxalis, not causing wilting, but in time became more decided because of the

changed position of the leaves.

The structural ditierences were quite apparent. In a strip of epidermis taken

from the leaf of a normal plant the cells were irregular and angular; the angles

were held firmly in position b}' the turgescence. The guard cells showed a firm

outline. The stomal openings were quite narrow. The stomata were slightly more

numerous under drought, being 600 per inch, in normal plants 400 per inch. The

stomata openings were also wider in drought. See figures 3 and 4.

The common bean will apparently withstand more drought than any of the

plants examined. The general appearance of the plant was not materially

changed. The growth, however, was retarded by drought, the stalk only growing

half as long as the stalk of normal plant in the same length of time. The shorter

stalk was also larger in diameter. The plant grown under favorable conditions

was more flexible, not because of lack of turgescence, but because of lack of thicker

cell walls developed by drought.

The plant cells were smaller and less turgescent when subjected to drought.

The stomata were increased in number, the guard cells metamorphosed, and the

stomal openings larger than those of plants grown in moisture.

The trichomes of the bean are not branched, and are of the non-glandular

variety. When subjected to drought they remain shorter, and the diameter is

increased slightly.

In a cross section of the stem of plants subjected to drought, the non-

turgescence of the cells was shown, also a slight thickening of the cell walls. This

thickening was demonstrated by the time required for the iodine to penetrate the

.cell walls as compared with the walls of cells grown in favorable conditions. See

figures 5 and 6.

The general appearance of corn showed the effects of drought more in change

of color and the tendency of the leaves to twist and wrinkle lengthwise. The

growth was also stunted.

The epidermis was more difficult to separate from the underlying tissue of

plants subjected to drought than from plants under normal conditions. The char-

acteristic difference in turgescence of the cells was shown, also metamorphosed

guard cells and stomata. See drawings, plates 7 and 8.
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The Castor bean can withstand the least amount of drought of any of the

plants observed. After being subjected to drought for one week, there was a de-

cided change in general appearance. The leaves wilted and shrivelled, and the

stalk was not turgescent enough to remain erect, but wilted. It was almost impos-

sible to obtain the epidermis from the leaf because of its clinging to the under-

lying tissue. By referring to the accompanying drawings of the Castor bean

(Plate 9) the diSerences in structure of the plants grown under the different con-

ditions may be seen. The stomatal guard cells and the surrounding tissue cells

are seen to be smaller in plants subjected to drought. The stomata are increased

in number from 500 per inch in moist air to 700 per inch in drought.

A cross section of the stem showed the characteristic difference in turgidity

and size of the cells.

The effect of drought on the cucumber in general is to destroy the turgescence

and give the stem a wilted appearance. The number of stomata are increased in

drought, as seen in figure 10.

From the above experiments it may be seen that immature plants subjected

to drought for only a short time have decided changes in general appearance and

structure. It seems very probable that in different plants such changes might

occur, as a result of drought, as would greatly change not only the habits of the

plant but its life history.
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Epidermis , leaf of Oxalis
Qrowrv under normal conditions.

Epidermis from Oxalis
subjected to drouglit

.

Fig. 3

EpidertniSjleaf of Canna.,

grown under normaJi conditioas.

Epidermis, leaf of Canna,

subjected to drought.

Fig.

Epidermis leaf of coinmon bean,
grown unda*. normal conditions.

Epidflrtois ,leaf of common bean,

plant subjected to drought.
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Fig. 7.

Epidermis,blade of com.
Epidermis .Corn grown under normal conditions jubjected to drought
showing turgoscent cells.

flg.9.

Epidermis _
Castor t>ean.

5-Under normal conditions.

b-Subjeoted to drought.

Pig. 10.

Bpidem^s oC Cucumber.

a-Onder normal conditions*

b-Subjecied to irought.

15
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Additions to the Cryptogamic Flora of Indiana. By J. C. Arthur.

It was not ray privilege to be present at the meeting of the Academy a year

ago, at which time I was appointed to take charge of a part of the work of the

Biological Survey of the State. No official notice of my appointment has ever

reached me, and no material appertaining to the Survey, such as herbarium spec-

imens upon which the work of the Survey is based, reserve or duplicate speci-

mens for exchange, books, circulars, extra copies of lists already reported, etc.,

have yet been turned over to me, if, indeed, such exist. This state of affairs has

caused some doubt in the mind of the writer as to the exact degree of responsi-

bility which has fallen to him, and some uncertainty as to the scope of the work

he is expected to superintend.

Some good intentions of the earlier part of the year, to send out appeals to

the botanists of the State for their support and active cooperation, were allowed

to remain in embyro. A year has thus passed, and no special effort has been

made to further the interests of the Survey. But the writer desires to state most

emphatically, and he would do it orally were he able to be present at the current

meeting of the Academy, that this lack of activity is not due to a want of sym-

pathy with the aims of the Survey or unwillingness to give as much effort to the

work as time and opportunity permit.

The following list of species is the result of setting aside such specimens as

came to my attention during the year, that have not appeared in the previous

lists of the Survey. They have been handed to me by various persons, but all

residents of Lafayette, in part members of the University and in part citizens of

the town. It includes all classes of cellular cryptogams coming to hand except

Ur&lineip, which are reported in a paper to be presented by Miss Lillian Snyder.

It is to be hoped that at the next annual meeting a far larger showing can be

made, although the present list is by no means uninteresting. If every collector

will send to the writer whatever may come in his way, whether its value is known

or not, it will be easy to greatly extend the list, and in this way to distribute the

labors of the Survey so that it will not be burdensome, and, indeed, may yield a

measure of scientific profit to the participants.

alg.e.

Cladophora (jlomerata (/enuina Kirch.

On wood in Wabash River. Tippecanoe 10, 1896 (R. I. Hight.)

Chamii'siphon confervicola A. Br.

On Hydrodictyon, Spirogyra and other alg;e. Tippecanoe 11, 1896 (Miss K.

E. Golden).
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AGARICINE^F,.

Lepiota procera Scop.

On ground in open woodland. Tippecanoe 5, 1896 (Throckmorton'.

This well known edible agaric was found in considerable abundance in one

place. The specimens were finely developed, the piieus of many measuring four

to five inches in diameter. They were distributed to several families, and prob-

ably as many as a score of persons ate of them. They were palatable and pro-

nounced good eating. The results, however, were unpleasant, for a majority of

the persons who ate of them, even in small amount, were made sick. The symp-

toms in this instance were not those of poison, but everything indicated that the

mushrooms were highly indigestible. Whether this was due to the mode of

cooking, or to the age of the specimens, or to some other cause, was not ascertained.

Pleurotus sapidus Kalch.

On decaying stump. Tippecanoe 7, 1895 (Arthur).

This is also a large edible species, but its merits were not tested. It made its

appearance about the first of .July in a lawn where a tree had been cut down and

the trunk cut off about six inches below the surface of the ground. The fungus

flourished until a yellow mycetozoan {Tilmadoche gyrosa) spread over the gills, and

in the course of a week devoured the whole fungus, leaving only a small amount

of debris not exceeding the size of a walnut. The mycetozoan, having no more

food, spread out over the grass of the lawn a yard in all directions and went into

the fruiting stage. After a few days a fresh crop of the agaric appeared, the rain

dissolved the fruit-heads of the mycetozoan, and it again attacked the fungus.

This alternation continued until frosts and chilly days put an end to the activity

of the mycetozoan. The agaric continued to flourish, however, throughout the

winter, making some growth whenever not frozen, and proving, in fact, of about

the same hardiness and vigor as winter wheat plants. When frozen solid, a piece

taken into a warm room appeared as fresh and unharmed upon being thawed as if

never frozen. The severe changes of thawing and freezing in March and April at

last killed the fungus.

LICHENES.

Cladonia mitrula Tuck.

On ground in pastures. LaPorte 6, 1883 (Arthur). Determined by Fink.

MUCORACE.E.

Mucor racemosiis Fres.

On starchy food (cracker). Tippecanoe 2, 1896 ( Miss Lillian Snyder).

Rhizopus nigricans Ehrenb.

On germinating seeds. Tippecanoe 2, 1896 (Arthur).
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JRhizopus elegans ( Eidam) Ber. & De T.

On masses of corn smut. Tippecanoe 2, 1896 (Wm. Stuart ).

Thamnidium elrgnnn Lk.

On vegetable refuse in greenhouse. Tippecanoe 1, 1896 (Arthur),

MISCELLANEOUS FUNGI.

A.'^cophanus carneus ( Pers. ) Bond.

On paper lying against sheep's dung. Tippecanoe 3, 1896 (Arthur).

Cbirtomium bostnjchodex Zopf.

On sheep's dung. Tippecanoe 3, 1896 (Artiiur). Determined by J. B. Ellis.

Monilia Martinri E. & S.

On a culture of mold in the laboratory. Tippecanoe 3, 1896 (Arthur).

Determined by J. B. Ellis, who thinks that while not agreeing exactly with

this species as it usually appears, yet is not distinct enough to merit a sepa-

rate description.

Podospora penicillata E. <S: E.

On sheep's dung. Tippecanoe 2, 1896 (Arthur).

Stilbum erythrocephalum Ditm.

On rabbit's dung. Tippecanoe 10, 1896 ( Burrage).

u^thaliabombacinu Pers. {Institale hombacina Fr., Sporotriehtnnbombacinum Lk.)

On dead wood under a board walk. Tippecanoe, 1895 (Stanley Coulter).

Determined by J. B. Ellis, who has also received it from North Carolina,

Louisiana and Mexico, collected in similar situations. It forms large, thick,

cake-like masses, six inches or more in length, of a dark purple color, with an

etHorescence of white spores, and exudes a watery li(j\U(l that collects both inside

and outside the mass in copious amber-colored drops.

The Uredine.e of Tippecanoe County, Ind. By Lillian Snyder.

Up to the present time about seventy species of Uredine<r have been found

within Tippecanoe County, out of which there are about fifteen that are new to

the State of Indiana. These species I wish to present to you, noting the points of

interest concerning them. All the species herein mentioned have been closely

examined by the writer in order to detect any differences from typical specimens

that might exist, caused from difl'erence in locality or otherwise.
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Some of the additional species mentioned are so rare that it was with diffi-

culty a good specimen was collected, while others are so abundant that it seems

strange they have not been previously reported.

The collector's name, with date of collection, follows the name of the host,

and the specimens may be found in the herbarium of the persons named. Those

not so designated are in my own collection.

Sincere thanks are extended to Dr. .J. C. Arthur for his assistance in the de-

termination of many of the host plants.

^^idium asterum Schw. Very common.

On Aster sp., 6, 1S9().

^t^cidium compositarum. As this is only a convenient name under which to

place forms found on composita^, the host holds an important part in the classifica-

tion. The form on Eupatorium was found in May and June, growing in marshy

ground. All plants observed were well covered with the ^Ecidia.

On Eupatorium perfoliatum, 5, 6, 1896.

JEcidium euphorbiare Gmel. Common.

On Euphorbia maculata, 8, 1887 (Arthur).

On Euphorbia dentata, 5, 1896.

^Ecidium geranii DC. Rare.

On Geranium macuiatum, 5, 1894 (Golden).

^Ecidium impatientis Schw. Common.

On Impatiens pallida, 6, 1896.

^Ecidium oenotherce Pk. Common.

On Oenothera biennis, 6, 1896.

^Ecidium pentastemonis Schw. was collected in the immediate vicinity of La-

fayette by Mr. Stuart, and although the species was found in abundance in that

particular locality, a close examination of the Penlstemon plants on the part of

others failed to reveal the parasite in other parts of the county.

The spots are irregularly scattered over the leaf, appearing purple in the

fresh specimen, turning brown when dry.

On Pentstemon pubescens, 5, 1896 (Stuart).

^Ecidium Ptelea B. & C. Eare.

On Ptelea perfoliatum, 6, 1896.

^Ecidium ranunculacearum DC.

Cultures have been made by Plowright working out the life history of the

species and thus connecting the first and third stages, but it is probable that the

American differs from the European forms.

On Anemone Pennsylvanica, 6, 1895.
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^Ecidium trillii Burrill. In this species the sori are usually in circular

patches, the central portion free from the rust, or eating through to the upper

side of the leaf.

The species is very closely allied to u^idium courallcmcia of Schweinitz.

On Trillium sp., 6, 1894 (Golden).

^Ecidium verbence Spreng. is extremely abundant. In the last season almost

every plant of Verbena stricta, I observed, was affected with the rust. The plants

grow along the roadside, and even on streets leading out of town.

The fungus may be found on the lower leaves of the host near the ground,

and the ^-Ecidia occur usually in white circular spots, scattered irregularly over

the under surface of the leaves and producing a discoloration of the leaf.

On Verbena stricta, 6, 1896.

Cceoma agrimonia' Schw. Common.

On Agrimonia Eupatoria, 7, 1896.

Coleosporium hydranc/ece (B. & C. ) Only the uredospores of this species were

found, and these seemed to be in great abundance in various parts of the county.

The species is described by most writers under the genus Uredo, but the third

stage has recently been found and connected with the Uredo, thus putting it in the

proper genus.

On Hydrangea arborescens, 9, 1896.

Coleosporium ipomoece (Schw.) Burrill. In this the teleutospores do not usu-

ally appear until late in autumn after frost. They occur in bright orange sori

with spores from four to six celled, cells soon separating at the septa and losing

their bright color.

On Ipom<m sp. 12, 1895 (Arthur), 7, 1896.

Coleosporium Sonchi-arve^isvi (Pers.) Lev. Common.

On Solidago sp. 6, 1896.

Diorchidium lateripes (B. & E.) Mg. Common.

On Ruellia strepens, 11, 1895 (Stuart), 6, 1896.

Gymnosporangium macropus Lk. Common.

On Juniperus rirginiana, 3, 1889 (Bolley).

On Fyrus coronaria, 9, 1892 (Arthur), 6, 1896.

Melampsora populina (Jacq.) Lev. Common.

On Populu^ monilifera, 7, 1896.

Melampsora Salicis-caprece (Per.) Wint. Common.

On Salix discolor, 8, 1896.

Phragmidium fragarife (DC) Wint. Bare.

On Potentilla canadensis, 6, 1896.
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Phragmidium speciosum (Fr. ) Arth.

Stages I and II of this species are found on the same host, the neidia appear-

ing in summer as reddish-yellow spots that follow the veins and petioles of the

leaves, producing much distortion. The third stage appears about two months

later, and, in specimen examined, on the same individual host as the a'cidia.

On Rosa Carolina, 7, 9, 1895 (Arthur), 5, 1895.

Puccmia Anemone-virginiamr Schw. was first described by Schweinitz as early

as 1822, in the "Synopsis Carolina," under the name P. anemone-virginame, and is

referred to by him in a later work under the name P. solida.

The sori occur in dark-brown hardened spots, difficult to free from the host.

The spores are long and linear, and slightly colored.

Only the third stage is known, and is quite common, first appearing about

the month of July.

On Anemone cylindrica, 7, 1892 (Arthur).

Puccinia andropogi Schw. Very common.

On Andropogon scoparus, 9, 1896.

On Andropogon furcatus, 9, 1896.

Puccinia augustMta i'k. Common.

On Scirpus atrovirens, 9, 1896.

Puccinia asteris Duby. Common.

On Aster diffusus, 6, 1896.

Puccinia Bolleyana Sacc. Eare.

On Carex sp., 11, 1888 (BoUey).

Puccinia convolviili (Per.) Cast. Common.

On Convolvulus sepium^ 10, 1895 (Stuart).

On Polygonum dumetonim, 6, 12, 1896.

Puccinia cyperi Arth, Common.

On Cyperus strigosus, 9, 1896.

Puccinia circaea Pers. Rare.

On Circcea lutetiana, 7, 1896.

Puccinia coronata Cda. Common.

On Avena sativa, 11, 1896 (Stuart).

Puccinia caricls (Schum. ) Wint. Very common.

On Carei sp., 10, 1896.

Puccinia eleocharidis Arth. Rare.

On Eleocharis palustris, 11, 1896.

Puccinia fosculosorum (A. & S.) Wint. Common.

On Tararacum officinale, 5, 1895; 6, 1896.
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Puccinia g) aminis Per. Common.

On Avena sativa, 10, 1896.

On Daciylis gtomerata, 10, 1896.

On Hordeum jiihatum, 11, 1896.

Puccinia interstitialis (Qchl.) Yr&nz. Common.

On Ruhus lillosus, 5, 1896.

Puccinia Kuhniw Schw. Rare.

On Kuhnia eupatoriodes, 9, 1888 ( Bolley).

Puccinia Lobelia' Gerard. Rare.

On Lobelia syphilitica, 8, 1896,

Puccinia Indibunda E. & E.

The original description of this species may be found in the proceedings of

the Philadelphia Academy of Science, 1894. The projections at the apex of the

spores, spoken of there, resembling closely Puce, coronata, I have observed in some

cases, but they are very small and inconspicuous.

The host plant was found in low ground along the Wabash River. Most all

plants observed bore some rust, but, generally, the sori were few and scattering,

and being small were difficult to see.

On Carex sparganioides, 10, 1896.

Puccinia menthie Pers. Common.

On Monarda fislulosa, 6, 1896.

On Blephilia hirsuta, 7, 1896.

On Pycnanthemum sp., 10, 1896.

Puccinia nigrovelata Ell & Tracy. Rare.

On Cyperus st7-igosus, 3, 1896.

Puccinia nolitangere Cda. Found in the extreme northern part of the county

in low ground. The plants in the immediate vicinity were badly affected with

the rust, but eflbrts to find the species in other parts of the county proved unsuc-

cessful.

The species was first described by Corda in Icones IV as early as 1841.

On Impatiens fulva, 9, 1896.

Puccinia Physostegia P. & C. Only the teleutospores were examined. These

are usually placed obliquely on the pedicels, but none were found with pedicels

parallel to the septum, as they are in the typical Diorchidium genus.

The original description of this species occurred in 1878 in the 29th Rep.

N. Y. St. Mus.

On Physostegia virginica, 8, 1895 (Arthur).

Puccinia panici. Very common.
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On Panicum capillare, 9, 1896.

Puccinia prenanthis (Per.) Fhll. Very rare.

On Prenanthes alba, 5, 1895 ( Golden j.

Puccinia podophylli Schw. Common.

On Podophyllum peltatum, 6, 1896.

Puccinia polygoni-amphibii Pers. Common.

On Polygonum erectum, 6, 1896.

Puccinia Rubiyo-vera (DC.) Wint. Common.

On Glumes of Rye, 7, 1889 (Arthur).

On Elymus virginicus, 7, 1896.

Puccinia Spornboli Arth. P'ound on Sporobolus cryptandru.<, differs some from

the form found on S. heterolepsis. On the former the spores are larger, usually

constricted at septa, pedicels much longer, generally two or three times the length

of the spore, and slightly tinted. The one-celled teleutospores spoken of in the

original description were not present in specimen examined, probably due either

to the different host species or more mature state of material. The grass is found

in sandy places in great abundance. The leaves and stems are usually entirely

covered with the rust, causing the leaves to curl.

On Sporobolus cryptandrus, 4, 1896.

Puccinia triodin Ell. and Barth. Has been until recently classed under Puce,

emaevlata Schw., and has probably been reported as that species, but there are some

differences existing along with the different hosts, making it certainly justifiable

in separating the forms.

The host plant is found in dry, sandy soil, and the rust is very abundant, the

sori usually covering the whole upper surface of the leaves. All plants observed

were badly infected with the fungus. There are some differences in the teleuto-

spores growing upon the different species of Triodia, mainly in size and shape of

spores.

On Triodia se.'<lerioides, 3, 1896.

Puccinia tenuis Burrill. Rare.

On Eupatorium ageratoides, 5, 1896.

Puccinia tanaceti DC. Common.

On Helianthus grosse-serratus, 6, 1896.

Puccinia vulpinoides D. & H. Eare.

On Carex vulpinoides, 11, 1888 (Bolleyj.

Puccinia windsoricc Schw. Very common.

On Muhlenbergia sylvatica, 9, 1896.

Puccinia xanihii Schw. Verv common.
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On Xanthium Canadense, 6, 1896.

On Ambrosia trifida, 6, 1896.

R(estelia lacerata (Sow.) Fr. Common.

On Gratrrgvs sp., 6, 1896.

Z^romyces appendiculata (Pers.) Lev. Common.

On Phaseolus divermfolius, 6, 1896.

Uroinyces caladii (Schw.) Farl. Common.

On Ariscemia triphyllum, 5, 1896.

On Arisiemia Dracontium, 6, 1896.

Uromyces Euphorhm (Schw.) C. & P. Common.

On Euphorbia dentala, 7, 1896.

On Euphorbia hypericifolia, 6, 1896.

Uromyces gaurina* (Pk.)

The second stage or uredo stage of this species has been described by Peck in

the Botanical Gaz. IV as early as 1879 under the name Trichoba^sis gaurina, of

which he says that it is probable that the species is the second stage to some species

of Uromyces or Puccinia not yet known. I found the teleutospores July 25, 1896, on

the same host with uredo which correspond with those described by Peck. So I

take it that the form recently found belongs to what has been previously known

as Uredo gaurina, but must now be classed under the genus Uromyces.

On Gaura biennis, 7, 1896.

Uromyces Hoicei Pk. Common.

On Asclepias incarnala, 10, 1896.

On Asclepias cornuti, 9, 1896.

Uromyces hedysari-paniculati (Schw.) Farl. Common.

On Desmodium Canadense, 6, 1896.

On Desmodium diellenii, 6, 1896.

Uromyces jtinci (Schw.) Tul. Common.

On Juncus tenuis, 10, 1896.

Uromyces lespedezte (Schw.) Pk. Rare.

On Lespedeza repens, 9, 1894.

Uromyces orobi (Per.) Wint. is rare. In only one locality could I find plants

affected with the fungus, and then only a very few leaves could be found bearing

rust. Plants not ten feet distant seemed to be perfectly free from, any infection.

On Vicia Americana, 10, 1896.

-'Uredo son' scattered, brown; spores globose, finely eehinulate 19-22" w. by 2(>-26" 1.;

teleutosori dark brown, erumpent, roundish; spores sub-globose, ovate or oblong, vertex

strongly thickened with ii blunt-colored apiculus, smooth, 19-24." w. by 20-30," 1.; pedicels

once to three time? the length of the spore, hyaline.
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Uromyces polygoni (Per.) Fkl. Common.

On Polygonum aviciilare, 6, 1896.

Uromyces trij'olii (A. t^ S. ) Wint. Rather common.

On Trifolium protense, 7, 1896.

Uromyces tenbinthi (DC.) Wint. Very common.

On Rhus toxicodendron, 10, 1896.

Besides these species a few additional host plants have been found, the most

interestino; and noteworthy of which is Polygonum dumetorum var. scandens.

A number of species are common on Polygonum species, but in the past

season Puce. Convolvuli has been found upon this host in great abundance. The

rust occurs on the leaves, petioles, and occasionally on the stems in about the

same manner as it does on plants of Convolvulus. In fact, had I not been especially

fortunate in securing the host plant in bloom I should certainly have been led to

believe that I had found the rust upon some species of Convolvulus, as the foliage

and manner of growth of the two plants are very similar.

Although there are some differences existing between the two forms of fungi,

I believe without a doubt they belong to the same species.

Uredospores growing upon Polygonum dumetorum are not so uniform, and of a

much darker color than those on Convolvidus, while teleufospores upon the former

are slightly larger, more varied, with pedicles more deeply tinted, and sometimes

placed obliquely on the spore.

The uredospores were collected the latter part of .June, and were not abund-

ant. Tne marked differences between these spores and uredo of authentic speci-

mens of Uromyces polygoni and Puccinia Polygoni amphibii led me to make further

search for material, and in the early part of the present month the teleutospores

of the above species were found in great abundance upon the same individual host

as the earlier stage. Host plants of the same species in various other localities of

the county were examined, but were not affected in the least with any rust.

Dactylis glomerata (Puce, graminis). As far as I have been able to make out,

Puce, graminis has never been reported as growing upon this host, the usual species

found upon it being Puce, coronata Cda. Through the experiments of Eriksson,

he has found that, among other host plants, Puec. graminis will grow upon Dac-

tylis glomerata.

The rust was found in the Experiment Station yard, appearing in linear sori,

and almost covering both sides of the leaves of the host. Although the grass

grew there in great abundance, only one or two tufts seemed to be infected with

the fungus.
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Hordeum jubatum {Puce, r/raminis). Althougli some search has been made for

this plant, I liave never found it in great abundance. Gray's Manual gives the

ran^e sandy sea shore, Upper Great Lakes and westward. Bulletin of Indiana

Experirae;ital Station, No. 29, reports the plant as frequently occurring along the

Wabash River, but rather sparingly.

The few plants that I have found have their leaves dotted over rather scant-

ily with the uredo, and the culms entirely covered with the teleutospores of P.

graviijiis, the latter appearing sub-epidermal.

Traumatropic Curvature of Tendrils. By D. T. McDougal.

Mechanism of Curvatures of Roots. By D. T. McDougal.

On the Occurrence of the Russian Thistle (Salsola Kali Tragus) in

Wabash County. By Albert B. Ulrey.

[Abstract.]

The Russian thistle is recorded as occurring in two localities near North Man-

chester, Ind. One locality is on the Erie R. R., while the other is somewhat

more than a half mile from the Big Four road.

Some Additions to Our Knowledge of the Anatomy and Embryology of

the HoLOSTOMIDiE. By L. J. ReTTGER.

[Abstract.]

The holostomida^ belong to the class of trematodes and to that division of this

elass designated as the dif/enea, on account of their passing through two stages,

entirely marked off from each other in reaching maturity. They vary in size

from almost microscopic forms to forms tive to ten mm. long. The holostomidae

are usually parasitic in the intestines of birds, though they have been noted

occurring elsewhere. Comparatively few forms are known through all their larval

stages, and in some of the few cases apparently known there is still a large element

of uncertainty. This, lack of definition is caused by the difficulty of finding the

larval forms, and then growing the larvte into the adult parasites.

During last winter while engaged in studying some forms of distomum, I

chanced to find living parasites in the liver of Lymna-a stagnalis innumerable
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larvie, which, upon careful study, seemed to be larval forms of some trematode.

These larv;t? had been observed before and designated as tetracotyle from their

four sucker-like depressions. The complete literature on. the form in question

showed that its anatomy was practically entirely undetermined, and study re-

vealed that the few statements made by the earlier observers were not correct.

The form was therefore subjected to a critical morphological study and its anatomy

fairly well determined. The observations weie, however, extended further. It

was necessary to determine of what species this was of the larval stage. Follow-

ing the experiments of the Italian Helminthologist, Ercolani, some of these larvce

were fed to a duck in the hope that the adult forms might make this bird a tem-

porary or forced host at least long enough to mature. The excreta were ex-

amined prior to the feeding to see whether the duck might already be harboring

similar parasites. None such were found. After about ten days, typical trema-

tode eggs appeared in the excreta, and upon examination the intestines of the

duck yielded about forty mature holostomida?. This seemed a clear case of es-

tablished identity. These forms had been noted but once before by Ercolani, and

he had limited his oliservations to a few external points. These mature forms

were then sul)jected to a similar morphological study, and because of the excel-

lent material aflbrded, their anatomy and histology was determined with more

success than is usual in dealing with such forms. Ercolani had wrongfully clas-

sified the form, and comparison with all the determined species showed this form

to Ije a new one to science.

It was now hoped that the eggs found in the excreta might be watched in

their development until they should as larv:e enter again the body of a snail and

so complete the life-cycle of this trematode. The early segmentation was followed

and its development toward a ciliated embyro noted, but it was not possible to fol-

low the cycle farther. There is, however, from what we know of related forms,

no special difficulty in bridging over this gap.

The results of the observations briefly summarized are these:

(1.) The determination of the anatomy of the tetracotyle larvse.

(2.) The identity of this larv;v with a definite adult form of holostomum.

(3.) The determination of the anatomy and histology of this adult form.

(4. ) The development of the eggs through the earlier stages of segmentation

toward the formation of a ciliated embyro.

(5.) The correct placing of two forms (the larval and the adult) in the sys-

tematic arrangement of the trematodes.

[The detailed accounts of these observations, together with the drawings of

all the structures described, are intended to appear in a published report later.]
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Abnormal Incisor Growth of Rodents. C. E. Newlin, Indianapolis.

The omnipotent and omniscient hand of Mother Nature in providing for the

varied wants and conditions of her children is nowhere better shown than in the

constant and rapid growth of the incisor teeth of that order of little animals

known as Rodents. Securing their food as they do by gnawing the hard bark,

roots and nuts, their incisor teeth would soon be worn off to the very gums if it

were not for the constant and rapid growth of these teeth. To show the rapidity

of this growth is the object of this short paper.

It is no unusual thing to kill a squirrel or rat that by some accident has lost

one of its incisor teeth. The opposing tooth, having no direct opponent to hold

the food against it, often becomes abnormally long, often becoming very incon-

venient to the owner in procuring its food. But usually the remaining tooth is

brought into more or less use in procuring food, and is thus kept ground oflP to

some extent, though I have sometimes found them quite long.

I have in my possession the skull of a Ground Hog, Actomys Monax, which

shows such abnormal growth of all the incisors that I thought it might be of in-

terest to the members of the Academy to call their attention to it.

The specimen that was the unhappy possessor of this skull in life was killed

in a meadow on a farm near Shannondale, Ind., by Wm. T. Beck, now of Craw-

fordsville. He noticed his dog attacking some animal and going to its assistance

found a Ground Hog offering poor resistance, and killed it by crushing the back

of its head with his fork handle. Picking it up he noticed the two white tusk-

like teeth projecting up over its nose. He cut its head of!" and took it to his

woodshed and laid it upon a cross-beam over the door, and there the insects did

what they could to preserve it by denuding it of its tlesh. The teeth became

loose, and in handling it the longest lower incisor dropped out and was broken.

But I had a dentist carefully reproduce the part broken off with paste dentine,

and wired the skull together. Otherwise it is just as it was when it thwarted his

wood-chuckship in his struggle for existence. The right lower incisor is 3 j inches

long and correspondingly a})normally large in circumference. The lower incisor

on the left side seems to have come in contact with the left upper incisor to some

extent and did not grow so long. Both lower incisors extend up over the nose

and securely locked his mouth, so that securing food was almost impossible.

This was possible at all only on the left side and then only by separating his lips

and biting off clover leaves, etc., with his back molar teeth. He had done this so

long that the lips on that side remained wide apart, exposing all the back teeth,

while the lips on the opposite side grew fast together and fast to the gums.
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The left upper incisor grew in a circle, and when it came to the roof of the

mouth became deflected until it found the suture of the palatal surface of the

superior maxillary and passed through this up into the nasal passage and contin-

uing its growth in thi circle turned downward through this bone again into the

mouth, completing over a circle and a quarter. The pleasant sensations he must

have experienced while this growth was taking place must have been entertaining

at least. The right upper incisor was forced to the right and missed the superior

maxillary, and performed the same circular growth between the lip and gum.

Each of the upper incisors are about 31 inches long. The right one shows by the

abrasions on it where it came in contact on its side with the lower incisor in the

earlier stages of its abnormal career, but the contact was not sufficient to arrest

its growth.

The animal was weak and almost starved when killed, and I think no animal

could live long on the small amount of food that could be procured after these

teeth reached one-half their present length. Thus I reason that the growth of

the incisor teeth of rodents must be very rapid, and I would place the time that

elapsed after the accident happened this unfortunate creature, by which his teeth

were so dislocated as not to oppose each other, and the time that he was killed

eould not have been more than a few months, under a year at the farthest. This

rapid growth seems to be reasonable, too, when I consider the growth necessary to

counteract the tremendous wear to which the incisors of a rodent are subjected.

If this were not so, many a little fellow would find himself frequently in the

condition of the fabled rat that gnawed the file.

The Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus) in Indiana. By A. W. Butler.

The Bobolink was one of the fanciful birds of my boyhood. The accounts of

it which came to me, both by tongue and pen, interested me greatly. I longed to

see the bird and hear him sing. At first I concluded it was to be found abund-

antly—a characteristic feature of the landscape—each spring. Year after year I

watched for it, but it did not come. I consulted others who enjoyed the company

of birds, and learned they had not seen it. The natural conclusion was I must

see it in some other locality; but finally, before my purpose was carried out, it

came to me. I saw my first Bobolink in the spring of 1881. On May 5, when

walking by a timothy meadow within the town of Brookville, Ind., I saw a half

dozed males, dressed in their distinctive colors, arise, one after another, from the
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grass, only to alight again beneath its waving tops. They were busily feeding,.

and sang no song. Up to this time there were perhaps not a dozen localities with-

in a hundred miles of the Ohio River, throughout its entire length, from which it

had been reported. Dr. F. W. Langdon had noted it in the vicinity of Cincin-

nati, Ohio; Dr. Rufus Haymond had found it in Franklin County, Ind.; Dr. A.

W. Brayton gave it from Marion County. All these records were of its spring

occurrence. Since then almost every spring it has been met with, in limited num-

bers, in the southern part of this State, but records of its occurrence in fall are

very few. At that time it had been found to range in summer as far north as

Quebec, towards the coast, and in the interior to the Saskatchewan {latitude 60°).

In winter it passed south beyond the United States, reaching the West Indies,

Central America, Galapagos Islands, and going as far south as Bolivia, Argentine

Republic and Paraguay. It was said to reach west, during the period of its visits

to our land, to Kansas and Dakota. But continued explorations have shown its

presence in Utah, Nevada, Wyoming, Montana, also, and, more recently, Maj.

C. E. Bendire has ascertained its occurrence in British Columbia, thus extending

its range to the Pacific Coast. To the form ranging from Kansas and Dakota

westward the subspecific term albimicha has been given. Dr. T. M. Brewer gave

its breeding range from latitude 42° to 54° North ; that is to say, from the south-

ern boundary of Massachusetts, New York, Michigan and the latitude of Chicago

northward to the extent of its range. In the early days of this country's history

they doubtless were found in great numbers, as summer residents, in natural

meadows, prairies and marshy places—such open land as was suited to their needs

for housekeeping and for food supply—in the region indicated. They did not

frequent the timbered districts. The forest lines were barriers to them; but as

the woods of the more level region gave place to grain and then to grass, the ter-

ritory over which they might spend the summer extended, while, on the contrary,

in certain districts, where the forest growth encroached upon the prairies, the area

of breeding ground was correspondingly lessened. Their summer range, at least

in Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and Illinois, has been much misunderstood. Where

it is found no general statement as to its distribution can be made, for it appears

to be quite irregular; indeed, in many localities, exceedingly local. The extent

of its distribution and numbers depends primarily upon the area of land suitable

for its occupation. The extension or restriction of the latter has a. corresponding

effect upon the former.

In order that its local distribution and the effect of man's occupation upon

its history may be made clearer I submit the results of some investigations I have

been permitted to make.
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I shall refer first to Michigan. It is ooiunion and breeds at Port Sanilac

(W. A. Oldfield ). Common and breeds at Bay City (N. A. Eddy). Breeds

commonly at Saline (Norman A. Wood). Common summer resident; breeds at

Belle Isle ( Louis Fites). Common ; breeds at South Ogden ( Mrs. H. C. Somes).

Raisin, Lenawee County; common, breeds (Alfred W. Comfort). Common,

breeds, Ganges, Allegan County ( David Lewis). Brant, Saginaw County, com-

mon, breeds (W. De Clarenze). Ann Arbor; common, breeds (A. B. Covert, L. T.

Meyer, James Savage, F. L. Washburn). St. Clair County; common, breeds

(Stephen A. Warniei. Windmill Point; common, breeds (N. J. R. Kennedy).

Common; breeds. Battle Creek ( Nathaniel Y. Green). Manchester; common,

breeds (L. Whitney Watkins).

Abundant summer resident at Albion, Calhoun County, and St. Joseph,

Berrien County (O. B. Warren).

Mr. R. C. Alexander, Plymouth, says that they have been there for fifty

years and steadily increased in numbers, more common than usual this summer

(189-1). Evenly distributed in this locality. Breeds abundantly.

Prof. A. J. Cook says they were not found in central Michigan until within

a few years ( Birds of Mich., p. 101 ).

I can not tell at how many of these localities it has been coutinuously a

breeder as at present. The following localities report a change : At Agricultural

College, Ingham County, they were first seen in 1874 (A. J. Cook). At Locke

they were rare until 1874 and very common in 1875 ( Dr. H. A. Atkins). First

seen in Monroe County in 1872 (Jerome Tronibley). Grand Rapids, Kent

County ; never common, but two or three pairs breed near this city (Stewart E.

White, I8881. Benzie County: Never seen until late years; rare (Wm. G.

Voorheis, 1892). In the Northern Peninsula, Prof. Cook says, upon the au-

thority of Mr. E. E. Brewster of Iron Mountain, Dickinson County, that it occurs

rarely at that place. In 1895, Mr. O. B. Warren saw them for the first time at

Palmer, Marquette County. They remained and bred.

In Illinois, Mr. Robert Ridgway says it breeds only in the northern part of

that State (Birds of 111., Vol. 1, p. 309).

My own experience is that in the vicinity of Chicago, Illinois, it is the most

abundant I have ever seen it. This is especially true in the vicinity of South

Englewood and southeast of Grand Crossing towards Indiana. The reports of

Messrs. .1. O. Dunn and C. A. Tallman from the last mentioned neighborhood

and of ^[r. Eliot Blackwelder from the vicinity of Morgan Park corroborate my

experience. Mr. Blackwelder in 18l'4 wrote me that it was increasing yearly and

was excessively numerous that year.

Hi
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In Indiana, Mr. L. T. Meyer has assured me of their abundance in the

northern part of Lake County. Mr. C. E. Aiken tells me they were abundant in

that county in 1871. Mr. J. Grafton Parker and Mr. H. K. Coale have noted

them as common in that county. In 1886 Mr. R. B. Trouslot told me it was com-

mon in Porter County. Summer resident near Michigan City, Laporte County

(J. W. Byrkit). Laporte County: Abundant; breeds (Chas. Barber). Mr.

Ruthven Deane reports them abundant and apparently breeding at English Lake,

Starke County. Marshall County: Common (A. I. Mow). Dr. Vernon Gould,

of Rochester, Fulton County, informs me that upon the prairies and oi)en

marshes in the western part of that county the Bobolink is found quite common

in its favorite localities and has been for fifty years. In the eastern half, or tim-

bered section, it is not often seen. He does not think there has been any percepti-

ble change as to numbers since the country was settled. Mr. Victor H. Barnett

reports them present at Francisville, Pulaski County, June 11, 18, 19 and 20,

1896, and thinks they l)reed sparingly. In 1891, Hon. R. Wes. McBride, a close

observer, wrote me that the Bobolinks were entirely unknown in Elkhart County.

That he had not seen one there nor had any one else to his knowledge. In 1895,

Mr. Chancey Juday wrote that he saw a number near Miliersburg, that county,

the week ending June 22. In Kosciusko County, Mr. L. H. Haymond, informs

me they were first observed in 1872 or 1873. The next summer a few pnirs bred in a

swamp witiiin the city limits of Warsaw. They have increased in numbers yearly.

At Fountain Spring Park (Winona) many pairs now breed annually. I, my-

self, have for two seasons, found a great company in the meadow west of the

assembly ground in the latter part of June and early July. In 1894, a pair of

Bobolinks were discovered to have built their nest on ground often occupied for

shooting tournaments. The traps were so placed that the nest was between them

and the shooters. All the firing was over the nest. At first the birds were very

much frightened by the noise. The female left the nest at the beginning of the

shooting, returning when the first match was shot. She left again when the next

match began. After some time, however, she returned to her nest and remained

tliere until the close of the shooting. Hundreds of shots were fired over her, yet

she sat quietly on her nest through it all. Mr. J. E. Mow says they are common

and breed at Millwood in Kosciusko County. Mrs. Jane L. Hine, of Sedan, Indi-

ana, wrote me in 1892, that tlie first Bobolinks appeared near Kehdallville, Noble

County, in 1883. She saw them there the next year, June 4, 1884. In 1885

they ajipeared two and a half miles east of the DeKalb and Noble County line. In

1886, at Sedan, two miles farther east, she saw three males that spring. There was

more of them in 1887 and increased after that. In 1888 the people of a neighborhood
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six miles east of Sedan were telling of their new bird, the Bobolink. Mr. McCord,

who has been much upon the Auburn and Fort Wayne road, saw his tirst Bobo-

link there in 1887.

According to Hon. R. Wes. McBride, Bobolinks tirst appeared about Water-

loo, Dekalb County, about 1880. In 1891 he wrote me they were one of the most

common summer residents in Dekalb, Steuben and Lagrange counties, and in a

paper before this Academy (Proc. 1891, p. 107,) he reiterates his remarks in sub-

stance, and adds: "It is still very rare in Elkhart County, only a short distance

west, with the apparent conditions not materially different.'" In 1886 Mr. J. O.

Snyder informed me that pairs remained all summer at Waterloo. In 1887 he

said it was uncommon and bred. In 1888 he noted it as becoming more common

each year. In 1894 Mr. J. P. Feagler said, in speaking of Dekalb and Steuben

counties, the rate of increase is about ten per cent, a year. In 1889 Mr. C. A.

Stockbridge, of Ft. Wayne, wrote me they were found in Allen County all sum-

mer, and he thought they bred. In 1893 Mr. W. O. W^allace wrote me it was a

common summer resident at Wabash. It was first noticed there about 1887, when

he saw two males. From that time they have been increasing until they are now one

of the commonest meadow songsters. Dozens of persons—adults—asked him what

the new bird was. Upon their describing it he recognized their new acquaintance

as the Bobolink. Mr. D. C. Eidgley first noted it breeding in Wabash County about

1891. Since then Mr. Wallace has often caught young unable to fly, but has never

found their nests. (Birds of Wabash County, Proc. I. A. S. 189o, p. 1-53.) Mr.

F. E. Bell reports it as common and breeding at North Manchester.

In 1892 Prof. E. E. Fish, Buffalo, New York, wrote me that several years ago

he traveled slowly through several of the northern counties of Indiana without

once seeing a Bobolink. He adds, "but they now sing in the meadows near Lo-

gausport, and doubtless they nest there, as they remain so late in the summer."

Prof. A. H. Douglass, of Logansport, has recently written me that he has observed

these birds for a number of years. Their numbers have increased steadily every

summer. They breed there now in almost every timothy meadow. He adds :

"It is a great joy to me during the latter half of May and the month of June to

drive into the country and see them so abundant where there were none a few-

years ago. In some meadows last year (1896) there were more Bobolinks than

Meadow Larks." They were first reported as migrants from Carroll County in

1884 by Prof. B. W. Evermann. Mr. Sidney T. Sterling says the first of these

birds he saw in that county was in 1891. That summer two pairs remained about

a wet place in a timothy meadow. As they remained so constantly near the same

place, he concluded they were nesting. They disappeared about harvest time, to
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be seen no more until the following spring, when they returned to the same place.

In 1893 the field was put in wheat, and the birds were not seen any more. At

Lafayette it is rare, and I can not learn that it is a summer resident, or breeds.

(L. A. and C. D. Test, R. R. Moffitt). Mr. J. E. Beasley, Lebanon, says that the

first of this species he saw in Boone County was in 1869. There were three males.

They have been increasing since that time. While the greater part seen are mi-

grants, there are always a few pairs that breed. I myself have seen them during

the spring migration in Howard County, but do not know that they have been ob-

served to breed there. Mr. A. B. Ghere says they breed commonly in Clinton

County. In 1889 Mr. J. R. Slonaker reported them common at Terre Haute, and

added they had been noticed to breed there for the past three years only. Mr. A.

H. Kendrick reports them as breeding near Ellsworth, Vigo County, in 1896. In

1887 Dr. A. W. Brayton informed me that he had found them breeding upon the

grounds of the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb within the city of Indianapolis.

In 1889 Mr. W. P. Hay reported them breeding at Irvington, adding, they had

been scarce until the last two years. Mr. Roy Hathaway informs me they breed

in .Jay County, near Red Key. In 1886 Mr. G. G. Williamson reported one from

Delaware County, June IJ, and added they bred there. In 1890 he notes it as not

common; breeds. In 1892 he informed me the Bobolink had surprised him. He

writes: "He has come and brought all his friends and relatives with him. He

has always been a scarce bird hereabouts before this. But this time he is actually

abundant. Every suitable meadow furnishes one or more, and their music boxes

are in the best of order."

The first record I have from Wayne County is from Dr. Erastus Test, Purdue

University, Lafayette. He tells me he saw a number of Bobolinks there from

1883-(), and especially refers to them in the vicinity of Earlham College, near

Richmond. They were next reported from that county in 188S by Messrs. H. N.

McCoy, W. C. DeWitt and Fred. ^l. Smith, of Richmond. They noted them as

remaining as late as July 1st. I have reports from there almost every year since.

In 1891 I found it near the southern boundary of Wayne County. I called the

attention of some of the members of the Wayne County Horticultural Society to

this occurrence. As a result I received a report for that year from Mr. Walter S.

Ratliff. This was the first time he had observed them. There were only three.

They were seen about the edges of the same meadow every day until July 21st.

He says they bred. In 1892 they returned to the same farm. There were nine.

They paired and again nested in the meadows. Young weje noted a mile farther

north. July 20th they left. In 1893 these birds came again in larger numbers
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than before. In 189(5, however, they remained but a few days in the locality for-

merly frequented, and did not breed there.

Bobolinks have been reported from Decatur County for a number of years.

Prof. W. P. Shannon found them June I, 1895, and a pair July 2, 1896. He is

inclined to think it breeds.

Thus it can readily be seen how the breeding range of this species has been

extended within recent years through the encroachment of man upon the t)riginal

forest area of our region until it now occupies in summer near two-thirds of the

State. By this also its range during the breeding season is extended southward

about three degrees. In addition to those noted, the Bobolink has been reported

from the following counties in this State, in most of which it probably occurs as

a migrant; Knox—Bicknell (E. J. Chansler), Vincennes (Angus Gaines); Mon-

roe—Bloomington (W. S. Blatchley, C. H. Bollman, B. W. Evermann, G. G.

Williamson, E. M. Kindle); Bartholomew—Newbern (U. F. Glick); Fayette

—

Oonnersville (J. E. Rehme); Dearborn—Moore's Hill (C. W. Hargitt, G. C. Hub-

bard); Grant—Marion (H. N. McCoy); Putnam—Greencastle (J. F. Clearwaters,

Jesse Earlle); Henry—Dunreith (E. Pleas); Brown—Spearsville (Victor H. Bar-

nett); Madison—Anderson (Charles P. Smith); Johnson—Trafalgar (Miss Harriet

Jacobs).

It is interesting to note the summer range of the Prairie Horned Lark, 0. a.

praticola and of the House Wren {T. irdon), arid see how nearly they coincide in

this State with the summer range of the Bobolink.

In Ohio, Dr. J. M. Wheaton (Report on the Birds of Ohio, 1882, p. 352) tells

us : Dr. Kirtland gives it without comment, Mr. Read gives it as very abundant

and breeding, and says that "years ago it was not found upon the reserve." Mr.

B. F. Abell, of Welchfield, Geauga County, says that it was first observed in

that place May 20, 1857. In the vicinity of Columbus, he states, it was unknown

to old residents. He says: "I first saw them in May, 1857, when I obtained a

specimen which, with two or three others, was perched upon a tree upon the bank

of Alum Creek. Since then they have increased in numbers and, during the last six

or seven j'ears at least, a few have nested with us. They are also known to breed

at Yellow Springs, about fifty miles south of west of this city." Dr. F. W. Langdon

(Journal Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. Ill, Oct., 1880, p. 224), the week ending July

4, 1880, observed a few birds only near Port Clinton, Ottawa County. Prof. E.

L. Moseley reports it from the vicinity of Sandusky. In addition to those noted

Prof. A. L. Treadwell, Oxford, O., and Mr. Charles Dury, Cincinnati, note it in

their respective localities, where it is probably only found as a migrant.
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It would seem that it is entirely probable before man commenced his warfare

upon our forests and began to replace the trees with grass, the Bobolinks found

suitable breeding grounds about the lower end of Lake Michigan, reaching indefi-

nitely westward and possibly southward into Illinois. They extended over some

six or eight counties of northern Indiana to the vicinity of Rochester, Fulton

County, and a few of the southwestern counties of Michigan. From this center

they seem to have spread out in all directions. It is probable that along Lake

Erie, in Ohio, there were localities they also originally sought as summer homes,

and from there have spread over quite a large part of that State. The data at

hand is not sufficient to guide one very correctly in this regard. From southeast

Michigan, however, more observations are available, and would indicate that

even there the Bobolink is a recent advent. Whether or not they are of recent

introduction into the Saginaw Bay region the evidence does not say.

Prof. W. W. (Dooke and Mr. Otto Widmann give it as a summer sojourner at

Jefferson Cisy, Mo. (Bull. No. 1, Kidgway Ornithological Club, December, 18S3,

p. 33). Dr. William C. Rives thinks it may breed in the Virginias (Cat. Birds of

the Virginias, Proc. Newport, N. H., Soc, October, 1890, p. 69). These locali-

ties are slightly farther south than those I have noted. With these exceptions

I have given the extreme southern points of their breeding range, and thev are the

fringing markers on the barriers of the breeding region. Capt. C. E. Bendire, in the

second volume of his valuable "Life Histories of North American Birds," has re-

corded the unusual fact that the Boljolink breeds, in April, in small numbers, on

Petite Anse Island, on the coast of Louisiana, and that it probably breeds rarely

in Florida (Special Bulletin V. S. National Museum, Smithsonian Institution,

1895, p. 433).

The Bobolinks reappear on the southern border of the United States in April,

and for about a month are very destructive to the planted rice. Then they move

northward to their breeding grounds. This is true of the bulk. There are single

birds which often push on ahead of the crowd—some of them at a very early date.

April 4, 1890, I found a single male at Brookville, Ind. No others were seen

until May 17. Dr. P. L. Hatch says it arrived in the vicinity of Minneapolis,

Minn., April 5, 1870. (Notes on the Birds of Minnesota, First Rept. State Zoolo-

gist, Geol. and N. H. Surv., June, 1892, p. 271.) In 1885 it first reached Mount

Carmel, Mo., April 20. (U. S. Dept. Agriculture, Div. of Econotnic Ornithology,

Bull. No. 2, Report on Bird Migration in the Mississippi Valley in the years 1884

and 1885, by W. W. Cooke, 1888, p. 160.) In 1885, also, Mr. C. H. Bollman found

a single male at Bloomington, Ind., April 17. It was next seen there May 2.
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I am convinced that the great balk of these migrants pass up the Athmtic

Coast and seek their summer homes in this region from the east or southeast.

The migrants that are seen with us are exceedingly few compared with the im-

mense numbers that frequent our Northern meadows and prairies. While it is

true they migrate at night, yet we see neither the weary resting by day nor hear

the noise of the winging hordes by night. In the East it is commonly said that

their unmistakable voices come to the listener as one of the characteristic sounds

of the warm nights in early May. Who has had such an experience among us ?

Strange as it may seem, the birds in their original breeding range, and in South-

ern Michigan generally, arrive as soon—and in some cases actually sooner—than

they do in the localities farther south, where they more recently began to nest. It

is further true that often the corresponding dates of first arrival, etc., of the sched-

ule are as early—and not infrequently earlier—in the old summer home than they

are in the localities southward, where they occur only as migrants. This may be

another clew from which further investigation will derive a point tending to show

the route of the migration of the bulk of the Bobolinks to these breeding grounds

is farther to the eastward, and earlier, and not across the interior States of the

Mississippi and Ohio Valleys.

While Bobolinks, singly or few in number, migrate very early, as heretofore

stated, most of them are actually noted between April 27th and May 8th. This

may in some years be a day or two earlier, in others a few days later. The date

at which they have been noted as common in various localities in general may be

said to range from May 1st to loth. The males precede the females by from two

days to two weeks, averaging at least a week earlier. They are the features of the

early clover field as it comes into bloom. The blossoms of the small red clover

(I'rifolium pratense) and the Bobolink come together.

For reference I give at the end of this paper a synopsis of the reports received

for the years 1885 to 189ti, both inclusive. These reports include not only obser-

vations from Indiana, but also some reports from correspondents in Ohio, Illinois

and Michigan. I desire to thank them all, and also to express my appreciation

of the courtesies extended to me by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Biological

Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture.

When the Bobolinks come north in the spring the males wear an attractive

livery of black, with white and light brownish markings above. They are attired

for the opera. Their exquisite songs and lively, cheery, droll ways which form a

characteristic feature of the life ot a locality where they abound are shown to

please the other sex—to make them attractive to the females and not to please you

and me. But in fact we do derive much enjoyment from tiieir life and song.
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Whether or not it is so, it seems that there are two or three males devoting them-

selves to every female. The latter, in their sparrow-like dress of yellowish and

brown, are comparatively inconspicuous, and this may be the reason they seem so

few. The days of courtship are soon over and the Bobolinks settle down to house-

keeping. Often there are many pairs nesting close together. They prefer a

sociable company. They nest in cloverheld, prairie, meadow or grassy marsh.

Nest building is begun within a few days after arriving, usually about the middle

of May. The full complement of eggs may usually be found in them by the first

week in .June. Some of the earlier laid sets are found far advanced the second

week of that month, while between June loth and .July 5th the nests usually

contain young. The nest is built of dried grass, Hags or weeds loosely placed

together and lined with finer dried grass. It is often, perhaps usually, built in a

slight natural depression in the groitnd. Sometimes it is placed upon the level

earth. In either case it is arranged so as to be concealed by the dead grass sterna

and growing blades. Often the nest is placed in a clump of clover or tuft of grass

above the ground and fastened to the stems of the plant.

The average nest is four inches in outer diameter by two inches in depth ; the

inner cup is two and one-half inches in diameter by one and one-fourth inches

deep (Bendire, loc. cit. p. 433). The eggs are ovate. The ground color varies

from pearl gray or drab to reddish brown or cinnamon. They are irregularly

spotted with different shades of brown, heliotrope and lavender. Almost no two

eggs are marked alike. The average size is .83 by .62 inch.

By the middle of July the young are beginning to leave the nest and labor

for themselves. The males in a surprisingly short space of time take on the

plumage of the females, and the families form groups and many families unite,

all attired in plain colors, living a quiet life until they begin their journey toward

their winter homes. Many persons are not acquainted with the female, and when

the attractive coat of the male changes to plainer hue they conclude the birds

have gone. Kence many think the Bobolinks leave from the 20th to 30th of -luly.

In some localities they perhaps desert more undesirable places and congregate in

favorite spots, in others they remain about their homes. Most of them seem to

leave about the middle of August, though it is much more difficult to get satis-

factory statistics as to their fall movements in the northern States thau of their

spring migrations. That they often remain much later than the date noted, and

well into September, is known. In 1890 Mr. H. N. McCoy sent me a Bobolink

taken at Marion September 29. In IS91 the last was reported from South Ogden,

Mich., September 2. In 1892 from Plymouth, Mich., September 12. In 1894
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from Plymouth Mich., September 21, and from Cook County, 111., September 24.

In 1895 from Morgan Park, 111., September 12.

During the spring migrations with us and throughout the breeding season the

food of the Bobolink is largely insects. Naturally those species frequenting grass

lands are chiefly preyed upon. As illustrations of this I may refer to the results

of two investigations of their food at this season. Dr. B. H. Warren, of West

Chester, Pa., examined the stomachs of twenty-seven specimens taken in Chester

County, Pa., in May, 1879, 1880, 1882 and 1883, and found that eighteen fed

exclusively on beetles, larvae, ants and a few earthworms; five, in addition to

insects and larva?, showed small seeds and particles of gray vegetable materials,

apparently the leaves of plants; the four remaining birds revealed only small

black and yellow colored seeds. (Birds of Pennsylvania, second edition, 1890, p.

207.) In the early part of May, 1886, Mr. George L. Toppan, of Chicago, exam-

ined the stomachs of nine Bobolinks taken near Grand Crossing, 111., not far from

the Indiana line. Eight had their stomachs full of insects, while the ninth con-

tained, in addition, a few worms. After the breeding season is over these birds

turn their attention to the ripening grass seeds. They seem to be especially fond

of the seeds of Hungarian grass. They are also said, in some localities, to eat

the milky grains of the maturing corn. On the whole, their life with us may be

said to be one of blessing and benefit, of happiness and good cheer. In the South,

along the South Atlantic and Gulf coasts, how different are its portents. There

they are winged destroyers, blighting the prospects of the results of man's labors.

Dr. Merriam, in his report as Chief of the Division of Ornithology and Mammal-

ogy of the United States Department of Agriculture for 1886, gives the results of

his investigations of the destruction caused by the Bobolinks, locally known as

"rice birds," among the rice-growing regions of the South. I take the liberty of

giving the following extracts from a letter from Capt. William Miles Hazzard,

of Annadale, S. C, one of the largest rice growers of that state, which is included

in the above-mentioned report and will, better than anything else that I know,

give an idea of the work of these birds among the rice fields.

"The Bobolinks make their appearance here during the latter part of April.

At that season the plumage is white and black, and they sing merrily when at

rest. Their flight is always at night. In the evening there will be none. In the

morning their appearance is heralded by the popping of whips and firing of mus-

ketry by the bird minders in their efforts to keep the birds from pulling up the

young rice. This warfare is kept up incessantly until about the 25th of May,

when they suddenly disappear at night. Their nest appearance is in a dark yel-

low plumage as the ricebird. There is no song at this time, but instead a chirp
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which means ruin to any rice found in milk. My plantation record will show

that for the past ten years, except when prevented by strong south or southwest

winds, the ricebirds have come punctually on the night of the 21st of August,

apparently coming from the seaward. All night their chirp can be heard passing

over our summer homes on South Island, which is situated six miles to the east of

our rice plantations, in full view of the ocean. Curious to say we have never

seen this tiight during the day. During the nights of August 21, 22, 23 and 24,

millions of these birds make their appearance and settle in the rice fields. From

the 21st of August to the 25th of September our every effort is to save the crop.

Men, boys and women, with guns and ammunition, are posted on every four or

five acres, and shoot daily an average of about one quart of powder to the gun.

This tiring commences at first dawn of day and is kept up until sunset. After all

this expense and trouble our loss of rice per acre seldom falls under five bushels,^

and if from any cause there is a check to the crop during its growth which pre-

vents the grain from being hard, but in milky condition, the destruction of such

fields is complete, it not paying to out and bring the rice out of the field. We
have tried every plan to keep these pests off our crops at less expense and manual

labor than we now incur, but have been unsuccessful. Our present mode is ex-

pensive, imperfect and thoroughly unsatisfactory, yet it is the best we can do. I

consider these birds as destructive to rice as the caterpillar is to cotton, with this

difference, that these ricebirds never fail to come."

Captain Bendire thinks it probable the decrease in the numbers of Bobolinks

noticeable in their breeding range in some of the eastern states is due to this relent-

less warfare by the planters. That there is no decrease but rather a noticeable and

continual increase in numbers and also in the gradual extension of their range in

our region is the burden of the testimony I have been able to collect.
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The Birds, Our Friends. By E. J. Chansler.

Some Additions to the Indiana Bird List, with Other Notes. By A. W.
Butler.

The reports upon the migration of birds for the past year have not all been

received; consequently the notes which I had hoped to report at this time will

not all be given. What I have to say will be quite short. The facts, though few,

are interesting and of much importance to Indiana ornithology. These include

the addition of two species to the list of the birds of the State; also notes upon

other species which are of rare occurrence or in other ways worthy of attention at

this time.

^anihocephaliis .vanthocephalus (Bonap.) Yellow-headed Blackbird.

Reported by Mr. C. A. Tallman from Cook County, III. It was first seen

May 9, 1896, when two were noted; next observed May 16, and became common

the same day. He found them nesting in a swamp about seven miles west of

Morgan Park, and also at Mud Lake, on the Illinois and Indiana line. Their

breeding habits are very similar to those of the Red-winged Blackbird.

Anviiodramus hensloirii (.4.ud.) Henslow's Sparrow.

Not common in Cook County, 111. The first one the past spring was seen

April 19; next noted April 25, when it was as numerous as it became; breeds.

(C. A. Tallman).

-Arenaria interpres (Linn.) Turnstone.

May 23, 1896, Mr. Eliot Blackwelder and Mr. C. A. Tallman, of Chicago,

noted two Turnstones at Wolf Lake, in Indiana. They were in company with a

miscellaneous dock of small Sandpipers. They were again seen June 9. I am

informed upon the same authority that Mr. F. M. Woodruff has taken specimens

of this species in Cook County, 111.

Dendroim discolor (YieiU.) Prairie Warbler.

Mr. J. E. Beesley mounted a female that was taken at English Lake, Ind.,

June 14, 1896. It is now in the collection of the State Museum in the State House,

Indianapolis.
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Ampelis garrulus Linn. Bohemian Waxwing.

I am informed by Mr. J. E. Beesley that one spring, about forty years ago,

he took nineteen Bohemian Waxwings in one day near Indianapolis. They were

all in one flock, and were flying forward and backward over the river, catching

insects, after the manner of Flycatchers.

Pfotonotaria citrea (Bodd.) Prothonotary Warbler.

Mr. Beesley informs me that some years ago he obtained a pair of these warb-

lers on the farm formerly owned by Judge Terhune, three or four miles from

Lebanon, Ind.

Buteo borealis hcaiani (And.). Harlan's Hawk.

This hawk is also known by the names Black Hawk and Black Warrior.

There is a specimen of this rare species in the possession of Mr. E. B. Williams,

who mounted it, at Lebanon, Ind. The bird was obtained in Perry Township,

Boone County, Ind., in September, 1887. It was shot and its wing broken by Mr.

W. H. Moler. He brought it alive to the present owner. The following are the

measurements taken from the mounted specimen : Length, 24f in.; wing, 16 J in.;

tail, 9h in.; culmen, 1] in.; tarsus, 2^^ in.; bare tarsus, If in.; middle toe, \h in.;

claw, i in. This is the first record of its occurrence in the State. It had pre-

viously been taken in Illinois, where Mr. C. K. Worthen shot one of a pair on the

Mississippi River, near Warsaw, Hancock County, in March, 1879. There is in

my collection a specimen taken several years ago in Cumberland County, 111., and

presented to me by Mr. W. S. Everhart, of Toledo, 111.

Fregala aquila (Linn.). Man-o'-War Bird.

The past fall I had the pleasure of seeing in the oflice of Mr. J. E. Beesley,

at Lebanon, Ind., a fine specimen of a young male of this bird. He informed me

he received the specimen in the flesh .July 15, 1896, from Mr. W. I. Patterson,

Slielbyville, Ind. It was killed the day before he received it (July 14), near that

city. The following are the measurements taken from the mounted specimen :

Length, 3 feet; wing, 2 feet; tail, 16 in.; depth of fork, 7 in.; culmen, 4^ in.

This is a bird of the tropical and subtropical seas. Its occurrence with us is

wholly accidental. This is its first record for our State, although Mr. Robert

Ridgway has previously reported it from Ohio. (Man. N. A. Birds, 1887, p. 83.)

17
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Nuvieniu^ lon(jiros(ii.-< Wils. Long-billed Curlew.

A mounted specimen of this bird was seen in the possession of Mr. Fletcher

M. Noe, of Indianapolis, Ind., the past summer. He told me it was taken by

Herman Eckert in a swamp near Jasper, Dubois County, Ind., April 2, 1896. The

mounted specimen showed the following measurements : Length, 21 in.; bill, 5^

in.; wing, 10 in.; tail, 4 in.; tarsus, 2^ in.

Ardea afrulea (Linn.). Little Blue Heron.

Keported by Mr. E .J. Chansler from Bicknell, Knox County, April IS, 1896.

He says they are not uncommon in that vicinity in summer, though he does not

think they are now so numerous as they were l)efore they began to drain the

ponds and swamps.

Falco pereyrinus anatiim (Bonap. ) Duck Hawk.

In the State Museum in the State House at Indianapolis is a Duck Hawk
taken in Boone County, Ind., May 14, 1896. (Beasley).

Anus penelope Linn. Widgeon.

Mr. Ruthven Deane wrote me of the capture of the fourth specimen of the

European Widgeon in this State at English Lake in the spring of 1896. This is

the eighth record of this species from the interior of the United States. It was

killed on the marshes of the English Lake Shooting and Fishing Club by Mr.

John E. Earle, of Hinsdale, 111., March 23d last, and is now in Mr. Earle's pos-

session. (The Auk, Vol. XIII, July, 1896, p. 2o.-)).

Ammodramus scuubcichensis savanna (Wils.). Savanna Sparrow.

Mr. J. E. Beasley mounted a specimen of this sparrow, a female, which was

killed at English Lake, Ind., June 14, 1896. The specimen is now in the collec-

tion of the State Museum.

Peucrea cestivalis bachmanit (And.) Bachman's Sparrow.

September 22, 1896, I found a specimen of this species three miles north of

Brookville. It was seen along a rail fence, and tried a part of the time to keep

hidden behind a rail. It was very tame and unsuspicious. Often would squat

upon the bare ground or in the short grass and remain there motionless for some

time. I was within an arm's length of it quite frequently, and saw it very dis-

tinctly a number of times, as I followed it along the fence. This^is its first record

for the White Water /Valley, and, indeed, for southeastern Indiana.

Brookville, Ind., Dec. 29, 1896.
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Some IyTERE:?TiN'C4 Bon'es. Bv M. B. Thomas.

[abstract.]

In October, 1896, there came to Crawfordsville a man by the name of Henry

Patterson with a large wagon load of bones. These were extravagently described

in handbills and attracted many visitors.

They were studied by the author and Prof. D. Bodine. Afterwards by Dr.

E. E. Cope, with the aid of photographs. The bones were from some recent fin-

back whale, but they made a profitable exhibition for their owner.

The Hydrographic Basins of Indiana and Their Molluscan Fauna.

By R. Ellsworth Call.

For the purposes of this paper the State of Indiana is regarded as being di-

vided into ten major hyrographic basins, as shown in the accompanying map.

Of these the largest is the basin of the Wabash ; the smallest the basin of the Pa-

toka. Some of the waters of the State debouche into the Atlantic through the

great lakes; others find their way to the gulf by way of the Illinois and Missis-

sippi, still others reaching the same destination by way of the Ohio and

Mississippi. Of these two major systems of drainage the latter is by far the most

important.

Waters of the Atlantic Drainage.—In the northeastern part of the State is a

considerable area of country, drained by the Maumee, itself a stream formed by

the St. Mary's and St. .Joseph rivers, and emptying into Lake Erie. Of the sur-

face features of this small basin more will be said in the section devoted to the

physiographic features of the various regions.

The second and third sub-drainage areas of northern Indiana contribute their

waters to Lake Michigan; one, the largest, through the St. Joseph's River, the

second of that name within the State; the other, the smaller, has no large streams

and is directly drained into Lake Michigan. Between the two last named lies

the upper portion of the Kankakee River, a considerable stream, which flows into

the Illinois.

Waters of the Gulf Drainafje. —More than nine-tenths of the State's area is

directly contributary to the Ohio through the remaining six basins which we have

found it convenient to establish. Nearly all of this vast territory is drained by

the Wabash and its two principal tributaries, the east and west forks of the

White River. Next in order of size come the Ohio, the Whitewater and the Pa-

toka, the latter, however, tributary to the Wabash directly.
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Surface features.—The northern region of Indiana is entirely within the regior»

of ancient giaciation
;

its surface is characteristic of the drift areas. It is char-

acterized by streams which are almost entirely in glacial debris, sand, gravel,

boulders and clay variously contributing to the bottom features of the several

streams; in the low-lying and imperfectly drained prairie regions are many lakes

of varying areas, as the seasons are wet or dry, and of very great differences in

their comparative sizes. These lakes are, for the most part, shallow, with more

or less sandy, or gravelly, or bouldery, bottoms and shores. An abundant marshy

vegelatioQ surrounds them, and sluggishly flowing streams serve to drain most of

them. The whole region being so heavily covered with glacial deposits there are

few elevations and they are mostly portions of the several terminal moraines;

the country rock rarely, if ever, appears in either natural or artificial sections.

The beds of all the streams are full of glacial boulders and sands or gravels.

The Kankakee basin differs in no essential respects from those just described.

It is worthy of note, however, that the course of this river, as indeed that of all

within the drift area, has been largely determined by the moraines which cross

the State in a series of irregular lines, most of which are north of the Wabash.

The same general truth is apparent of the Maumee Eiver, the course of which

has certainly been determined by the glacial detritus over which it flows. But

the general drainage level is so slight that there are sections, as those between

Huntington and Fort Wayne, where, at seasons of the year when the streams are

all at full flood, the waters indifferently flow to either the Atlantic or the Ohio

drainage. This important fact will be again noted in the matter of distribution

of the mollusks of the two regions.

The region drained by the Wabash and the White rivers is, in many respects,

widely different from the region previously described. For many miles of its

course the upper Wabash flows through canons cut into the country rock within

its own life history ; at Wabash and Peru the real nature of this corrasive work is

well exhibited. But higher up the canon is deeper and the stream less wide;

suddenly it rises high on the siirface and flows along over glacial detritus, like the

rivers farther to the north. That it flows, for some part of its course, in pregla-

cial channels is true, but it is also true that it has abandoned those channels in

other portions of its course. It results from this that its character changes at va-

rious points along its course ; a fact of importance that should be borne in mind

in discussing the distribution of the fresh-water mollusks found in its waters.

Both the basins of the W^hite rivers present two features in common ; they

flow, at their beginning, over a surface covered with glacial matter and then sud-

denly pass beyond its limit of distribution and flow in channels through regions
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the physiographic features of which were deteraiined in preglacial times. In the

upper portion of their courses, therefore, they present similar features to those of

the upper Wabash, but in their hiwer valleys they are quite different though alike

in most respects when compared with each other. The highest and roughest re-

gion of the State is drained by the White River and the small Wabash contribu-

tary basin, the Patoka. This region is the least well known conchologically.

The Whitewater basin is very like the upper Wabash and for the most part is

entirely within the limit of glaciation, which reaches the Ohio in the vicinity of

Lawrenceburg, in Dearborn County. The lower portion of the Whitewater is pe-

culiarly sandy and does not seem to be suited to very great development of mol-

luscan life.

The long and narrow basin of the Ohio is very rougli and the country rock,

chiefly limestone, everywhere appears in the bluffs and along the small tributary

streams. In certain of the smaller streams of this basin Strepomatid shell life

appears in great abundance, but the Unionid fauna is mainly confined to the (Ihio

itself and no species appear which are not to be found in that stream

From these facts it is evident that a wide diversity of environmental condi-

tions is exhibited in the several basins as herein outlined. These differences find

corresponding variables in the waters of the streams ; in some they are (juite soft,

while in others the waters are very hard. Most of the small lakes in the northern

portion of the State present waters that are very hard ; in them tiie waters are

often so highly charged with calcium carlionate that it is deposited thickly on the

portions of the shells that project above the bottoms in which they are partly

buried. In many of the streams the same facts are to be observed ; this is especi-

ally noticeable in the upper Wal>ash, the shells from which are all more or less

heavily coated with this substance. Collections from lower down, notably from

Terre Haute to the mouth, are almost entirely devoid of this accretion.

It is important to note the moUuscan facies of the various drainage areas and

by a. comparison of their faunas seek to correlate, if possible, the facts of distri-

bution with the physiographic and geologic features. The physiographic features

have already been noted ; to facilitate comparisons of this nature lists of the

mollusks have been collated, in every case based upon specimens actually col-

lected at one or more localities in the several basins. While these lists are incom-

plete in that they do not represent the full richness of the several faunas they

have proven instructive and may be useful in the general biologic study now un-

dertaken by the Academy. These lists now follow.
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SUMMARY OF GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.

Species.
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SUMMARY OF (iE()(4RAPHIC DISTRIIU'TION-Continuci.

Species.
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SUMMARY OF GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION-Continued.

Spkciks.
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wide geographic distribiuion over the northern United States, a fact which goes a

long way, first, in establishing their high antiquity as species, and second, the

fact that they have successfully adapted themselves to conditions which are widely

variant. Many of them occur far to the southward, beyond the limits of glacia-

tion, extending even to the middle portions of Alabama, some of them under

other names than those which we are accustomed to apply to them here. Dif-

ferences of a trivial character, the result of environment, appear to have been

seized upon by the species makers and the older naturalists whose ambitions alike

seemed to have been to write " nobis " after a specific name.

REGISTER OF GENKRALLY DISTRIBUTED SPECIES.

Unio claims.

* Unio iris.

Unio luteolus.

Unio ligamentintis.

Unio multiradiatus.

Unio rubiginosus.

^Margaritana marginata.

Anodonta ferussaciana.

^Anodonta gi-andis.

Sphaerium striatinum.

Amnieola porata.

Limnophyaa patustris.

Limnophysa desidiosa.

Physa heteroMropha.

Unio ellipsi".

Unia preii-ns.

Unio gibbo.'ms.

Unio rectus.

Unio occidens.

Margaritana calceola.

Margaritana rugosa.

Anodonta edentula.

Sphaerium solidulum.

Sphaerium transveisum.

Amnieola Imiosa.

Limnophysa reflexa.

Helisoma trirotvis.

Physa gyrina.

Goniobasis pulchella.

Summarizing this group of names, there are nine genera and twenty-nine spe-

cies; of these four genera and twenty species are bivalves; the rest are univalves.

There have been found up to this time, and thus certainly known to belong to

the Indiana fauna, a total of one hundred and sixty-five species of fresh water

shells. Nearly one-sixth, therefore, of our species are to be found all over the

State; this proportion will certainly be increased on thorough exploration. Geo-

graphic series, which have been studied, of these widely distributed forms show

some interesting facts in the line of variation, facts which are, most certainly, to

be correlated with peculiarities of environment. This is especially true of those

forms which are indifferently found in lakes, ponds or flowing streams, such as

*These form? have been found in all but one ba-in in Indiana, with every probability

that each occurs therein and will be found on full exidoration.
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Margaritana rugosa and TJnio luteolus. No two series, from the different areas,

present exactly the same facies. So marked is this, in some cases, that the lake

forms can always be separated from those which were obtained in streams. This

general study is reserved for more abundant data and final discussion on another

occasion.

A further study of the geographic tables will demonstrate that the richest

shell faunas occur in the Wabash and the Ohio drainages, these two areas furnish-

ing nearly the same species in common, though many of each are not generally

distributed over the State. Of the shells which are both common and yet limited

in distribution Unio ebenus, TJnio irroratus and Unio cewpus among the bivalves,

and Campetoma ponderosinn and Pleurocera canaliculatum among the univalves will

serve as types. The differences between the two basins may be noted from the fol-

lowing lists:

OHIO BASIN.

Unio camelus.

TJnio varicosus.

Unio cincinnatiexsis.

TJnio foliatK.".

TJnio dorfeuiiiianiis.

Sphaerium staminei(m.

Anculosa praro-'^a.

Anculosa triliueuta.

Anculosa carinafa.

Ooniobasis bicolorata.

Ooniobasis depygi^.

GONIOBASIS INFANTULA.

Goniobasis Informix.

Ooniobasis intersiki.

Goniobasis loi'isvillensis.

Pleurocera simplex.

Amnicola cincinnatiensis.

WABASH BASIN.

TJiiio personatus.

Unio sampsonii.

Anodonta suborbiciilaia.

Margaritana confragosa.

Sphnericum sphaericum.

'^Sphcrium fabale.

Goniobasis spartenburqhensis.

Goniobasis livescens.

Goniobasis cubicoides.

Angitrema armigera.

Meseschiza grovesnorii.

Pleurocera troostii.

Vivipara subpurpurea.

Viripara contectoides.

Viripara intertexta.

Menetus exacutus.

Campeloma decisum.

Campeloma rufuni.

Campeloma subsolidum.

Limnophysa caperata.

Planorhella campanulatn

.

•'Not seen ; adiuitted to the list on the authority of Temple Prime, vide " Catalogue of

the Species of Corbiculada-," p. 10, 18t5i.
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Here are totals of eleven species found in the Ohio basin against fifteen

which are found in the Wabash basin. The proportion would be substantially

the same if the synonymous forms included, printed in small capitals, were ex-

cluded from the list. None of the members of the genus Vivipara appear in the

Ohio basin, while but two Unione!< are found in the AVabash basin that are not

found in that of the Ohio. No limnteids appear to be characteristic of the Ohio

basin, while three such are found in the Wabash. Yet it is to be constantly

borne in mind that further collections may invalidate this comparison by the

discovery of other common forms, or that some of these forms may yet be ascer-

tained to be common to the two faunas.

Turning again to the northern portion of the State, the most interesting fact

presented is the existence of a number of (^hio drainage forms in the Maumee

River, a stream of the Atlantic drainage. Opportunity was afibrded the past

spring to make a small collection in the Maumee and the St. Mary's Rivers at

Fort Wayne, well within the Maumee Basin. While the collection was by no

means exhaustive, it developed some very interesting facts which possess more

than a passing significance.

Among the Ohio River forms found were the following

:

Unio rubiginosus, Unio davits,

Unio glans, Unio giBbosus,

Unio Inteolus, Unio parvus,

Unio retusus, Margaritana calceola,

Margaritana complanata, Goniobasis pulchella,

Anodonta edentula, Unio pressiis.

These species are accredited to the Western fauna, and most of them are not

hitherto recorded as belonging to the Atlantic fauna. Two of these were so re-

corded by the writer as long ago as 1S77, in the Erie Canal, in the Mohawk drain-

age, at Mohawk, N. Y., and record made of the fact in the "American Natural-

ist," Vol. XII, pp. 472, 473. Other records have since appeared. Unio luteolus

is often quoted in faunal lists used for exchange purposes by Eastern collectors,

but in every case where specimens have been secured, thus far, they have proven

to be the male forms of the totally distinct Unio cai-iosus, a form not j'et found in

Western waters. Anodonta edentula may be, and probably is, a geographic variety

of the Eastern Anodonta undulala, but the Maumee forms are Western in facies.

It is therefore proper to regard it here as a Western shell in the drainage of an

Atlantic stream. So far as the specimens go which are in ray possession, they do

not present very marked differences from the same shells found a few miles to the

west in waters tributary to the Wabash. The environmental factors are precisely
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the same in l)oth areas, and there should Ite no marked differences. There are

none. But mingling with the Western fauna of the Upper Wabash were found

large numbers of the Eastern strepomatid shell. Gonioba-ns livescens, a form which

is abundant from New York throughout Northern Ohio and along the Great

Lakes. Near Huntington, on the Wabash, this shell was the most abundant

strepomatid found. The same facts were true of the St. Mary's and the Maumee,

thougli the greatest numbers were found in the former stream, clinging to the

rocks along the banks, in the heart of the city of Fort Wayne. Associa'ted with

them were large numbers of Pleurocera subulare, a form abundant in the East, but

also of wide Western distribution, and an undetermined pleuroceroid mollusk of

Western affinities. It closely resembles Pleurocera lewidi, but of this determina-

tion I am yet uncertain.

It is important to note, in this connection, that the headwaters of the Aboite

River, or its east fork, approach to within three miles of the St. Mary's at Fort

Wayne, and that the divide at that locality is hardly perceptible. Moreover, the

Wabash tSi; Erie Canal has long established water communication between the two

basins—^probably long enough to establish interchange of faunas, especially in the

case of the univalves, which are far more migratory in their habits than the

Unionid;e. This is the case in the Erie Canal in New York, by means of which

the advent of the Western fauna into Eastern waters may be almost chronolog-

ically traced. To offset this possible explanation is the fact that the species seem

to be well established, and occur, many of them, in great numbers in the Maumee

Basin. But, whatever the explanation, the species appear in the two basins, and

in them both there is a commingling of the two faunas, with but few Western rep-

resentatives of the Eastern fauna. The Eastern representatives in the Western

fauna greatly outnuml)er, both in species and individuals, the Eastern fauna in

the Western Basin.

The suggestion of the relation of this distribution to glaciation and its physi-

ographic results has before occurred to the writer, though in another connection.

As long ago as ISSfi, in discussing certain anomalies in the distribution of Ohio

River forms of Union id<i in the State of Kansas, attention was directed to this

problem in the following language : "Considerable data have accumulated in the

hands of the writer which seem to imply the necessity of correlating this peculiar

distribution with certain facts in glacial geology, but those data will not warrant

the statement that such correlation exists. Attention is directed to this problem

in the hope that other observers may use their opportunities and supply all the in-
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formation possible."* A recent writer proposes** the same explanation for tlie

distribution of the two faunas in this region and, from the facts we have herein

adduced, the locality ofters most excellent opportunities for a careful study of the

problem. Yet, the fact of the artiticial connection of these two areas must con-

stantly be borne in mind. A second region where the heads of the drainage areas

are practically coincident occurs in Kosciusko County, where the several small

lakes and general low-lying region are all drained by streams whicli How either

into the Tippecanoe or the Turkey rivers, the first of which is tributary to the

Wabash, the second to the St. .Joseph's, of Michigan. A low moraine separates

the two basins. This is the location of the Biological Station of the State Uni-

versity which will, jjresumaldy, interest itself in this ((uestion.

An investigation of the fauna of the Upper Wabash that would be complete

might disclose others of the eastern species in its waters. Strong corroborative

evidence might be secured through the ichthyic fauna of the two rivers, the Wa-

bash and the Maumee, for, if the suggestions of this paper are tenable, some de-

gree of correspondence should be disclosed by a study of the fishes. This corre-

spondence, if it exists, will aid in understanding the method of distribution of the

Unionidii which is so largely effected through the medium of fishes.

-Vide, Call, " Fifth Contribution to a Knowledge of the Fresh-Water MoUusea of Kan-
sas," Bull. Washburn College Laboratory of Nitural History, vol. i. No. 6, pp. 178, 179, 1886.

**Sinipson, "On the Mississippi Valley Unionida; Found in the St. Lawrence and At-

lantic Drainage Are:i.<." American Naturalist, vol xxx, pp. o79-384, 189ti.
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The Americas Ixdian. His Relioion. By GEORfTE L. Curtis.

JsOTES ox THE ORIGIN OF THE EPIPHYSIS CEREBRI IN" AmIA. By B. M. DaVIS.

[Abstract.]

The presence of the epiphy.iis in all the vertel)rate3 from the Cyclostomes up

has made it an object of study among comparative anatomists for a long time.

Its structure and development has been described for all the groups except the

Ganoids.

I have had occasion lately (together with Dr. Eyclescheimer of Chicago Uni-

versity) to examine the early development of this structure in Amia calva, and

this is merely a preliminary note to a more detailed and complete account, which

will be published later.

It has been described {e. g., Hertwig's Embryology) as always arising in

exactly the same way, i. e., as a forward evagination of the roof of the thalameu-

cephalon. As a matter of fact, however, the opposite is true in several forms.

{Petromyzon, Acipenser, Amia, Chick.)

Its first appearance in Amia is in a larva still uncoiled from the yolk. It is

noteworthy that it does not appear this early in all individuals. In some cases it

does not develop until the larva has uncoiled from the yolk and has attained a

length of four or five millimetres.

It is at first a simple fold in the brain-roof directed backward. There are no

histological features which would distinguish it from the adjacent parts of the

brain.

The stages immediately succeeding this show a gradual change in structure.

The upper part of the fold is differentiated into the epiphi/.iis. It is a glove-finger-

like structure, with its cavity bounded above by two rows of cells and below by

several.

The distal end for some time remains much the same in structure, but the

dorsal wall of the proximal end becomes thickened. This thickened portion

extends forward and becomes the so-called "anterior vesicle." From the time of

origin it would seem that "secondary vesicle" would be a better designation.

The two vesicles are attached to the brain-roof by a stalk and have a common

opening into the thalamencoele.

Later the anterior or secondary vesicle shifts to the left, and from the ten-

millimetre stage on is found to the left of the primary vesicle.
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Archiv. f. Anat. u. Phys. Jahrg. 1888.

1893 Studnicka, Snr les organes parietanx de P. planeri.

Prague, 1893.

1893 Prispevky K. morfologii parietalnich organn craniotu.

Pragne, 1893.

1895 Zur Anatomie der sog. Paraphyse des Wirbelthiergehirns.

Prague, 1895.

1895 Beitrage zur Anatomie n. Entwicklungeschichte des Vor-

derhirns der Cranioten.

Konig Bohmish. Gesell. der Wiss., 1895.

1816. Tiedmann, Friedr. Anatomie und Bildungsgeschichte des Gehirnsliin

Foetus des Menschen.

Nuremberg, 1816.

1884, Van Wijhe, Ueber den vorderen Xeuroporus und die phylogenetische

Function des Canalis neurentericus der Wirbelthiere.

Zool. Anz. 1884.

1876. Viault, Fr. Recherches histol. sur la structure des Plagiostomes.

Archiv. de Zool. Experim. t. V.

1887. Waldschmidt. Beitrag zur Anatomie des Centralnervensystems u. des
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Zool. Jahrb. 1888.

1887. Weissmann, A. Ueber den Riickschritt in der Natur.

Ber. d. Gesellsch. zu Freiburg. Bd. II.

1812. Wenzel, J. De penitiori cerebri structura. Tubigen.

1888. Whithwell. The Epiphysis cerebri in Petromyzon fluviatiJis.
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1884. Wright, Ramsey. On the Nervous System and Sense-organs of Amiurus.

Proc. Canadian Instit. Toronto. Vol. II. fasc. o.

The above list is as complete as I could make it and includes all the impor-

tant papers on the subject. For the titles of some of the articles which I was

unable to consult, I am indebted to the papers of Sorensen and Francotte and

Prenant's " Elements d'Embryologie."

The Snowbird at Night. By "NV. P. Shannon.

On the Occurrence of Several Families of Aquatic Animalcul.e in

New Stations. By Elwood Pleas.

On February ^o, 1896, while searching a small lichen for diatomes that might

have found a possible lodgment, it was a matter of much surprise to find a large

and active Rotifer vulgaris measuring its length across the microscopic field. Far-

ther examination of this lichen, as well as others from the same and neighboring

trees, logs, stumps, board and rail fences, disclosed the fact that the Rotifera (in

several genera and species), Anguillula fluviatilis, Macribiotus americtmu-'', Paramfpciu,

and many more minute flagellate Monads (some or all of them) might be expected

in every lichen, in short, compact, growing mosses, and in fact wherever a crypto-

gam can be found.

The temperature was below freezing when the first lichens were collected, and

had been lo° below zero a few days earlier, but upon soaking the lichens for a

minute or two in about as much water as they would absorb, and sijueezing into a

small dish and transferring two or three drops (dregs and all) with the dipping

tube to a slip or cell, it was generally found that some or all of these strangely

domiciled animals had already resumed the functions and activities of life.

A few of these microscopic animals had become i^uite familiar as denizens of

almost every ditch and pool in the land, but the astonishment was scarce greater

at finding such creatures in such a habitat than at the great variety and vast num-

bers of them on exhibition.

On March 22 a lichen about IxlJ inches, pared from the upper edge of a

fence board, yielded 203 rotifers, besides other living forms.

Examination was not resumed until December -4, when a lichen about lix I5

inches, yielded 69 rotifers, 18 water eels, 7 water bears, several Paramivcium and

many minute flagelate protozoa.
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On December 13, a fragment of lichen l^xl^ inches square slipped from the

bark of a May cherry, yielded 828 "wheel bearers," 10 "water eels," 25 "water

bear," and greater numbers of minute infusore^e; while on the same day, from a

minute greenish yellow lichen, estimated at ^ inch in diameter, there were taken

65 rotifers, 4 eels, 1 bear and 4 mites.

So universal seems to be the distribution of some of these forms that the diffi-

culty is to find a spot where lodgment is possible not already occupied.

On December 19, from the calyx of an apple that had been in a dry cellar for

a month 2 rotifers and 6 eels and other things were obtained, and 3 apples yielded

32 of these forms, fragments of insects and the wreckage of various filamentous

fungi, and innumerable unknown spores and bacteria.

The writer of this paper has neither the fine microscopic appliances nor

works of reference necessary for a close study and determination of the most

minute forpis observed, and the names of a few in the list which follow are given

provisionally. We are, however, indebted to the distinguished microscopist and

widely known writer and author of several splendid books on microscopic sub-

jects. Dr. Alfred C. Stokes, of Trenton, New Jersey, for having examined material

sent and identified a dozen or more of the species in the list, which is as fol-

lows :

Infusoria.

Amphileptits, sp. ?.

Heteromita, sp. ?.

Tellina, sp. ?.

Vortieella, sp. ?.

Paramaecia, sp. ?.

ChUodon, sp. ?.

Free swimming Monads, several sp. ?.

Rhizopods.

Euglypha Cilliata.

Euglypha alveaiata. ?.

Arcdla vulgaris,

Anueba verrucosa.

Assulina feminulum.

Difflugia pyriformis.

Difflngia corana ?.
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Eels, Mites, Etc.

Anguillula jluviatillis.

Alacrobioties americamis.

Water Mite, sp. ?.

Mite, sp. ?
;
probably terrestrial.

Entomontraca, resembling Diopiomu.".

KOTIFEEA.

Rotifer vulgaris,

Rotifer, 2 sp. ?.

Philodimi aculeata.

Rotifer, eggs, sp. ?.

Alg^.

Nostic lichenoides, ?.

Pratococoeus vindis.

Spii-ogyra, sp. ?.

Osciilaria, sp. ?.

Diatomes, species, ?.

Examples of lichens rich in the a([uatic organisms above listed were sent to

half a dozen prominent microscopists with the request that they report the things

found in them, and whether the finding of such creatures in such habitats was

new; and if not they were requested to cite some article or work of reference giv-

ing information upon the matt«r.

All expressed surprise at the find and failed to cite any work of reference,

save a distinguished lady of Pennsylvania, who referred to Dr. Joseph Leidy

(XII vol. Hayden's Geol. Rep., 1870), where, in speaking of Rhizopods, he says,

substantially: "'While essentially aquatic," they occur wherever there is moist-

ure, commencing with one's own doorstep and extending to ocean's depth, and

even upon the bark of growing trees, etc., etc.

The theory generally advanced to account for the sudden appearance of

countless numbers of Bacteria, Infusoria, Rhizopoda, etc., in cisterns, watering

troughs, transient pools and puddles of water, is that they or their eggs or germs

have been gathered up from dried-up ponds and ditches by the summer winds

and carried for long distances and deposited on walls and roofs, etc., from whence

they are washed by copious rains and afterward germinated, or are developed or

revived.

While this may be true in part as to some of the almost structureless Pro-

tozoa, it would seem scarcely sufficient to account for the appearance of the more

highly organized Rotifers, Anguillula and mites, in the driest of dry lichens, in

every stage of development from egsr to the full-grown animal, and that in the
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dead of winter. One of the correspondents reporting on material sent for exam-

ination, twice reported Rotifer eggs, and the second time as being furnished with

hooked spines, and the young rotifer alive within the egg and its mastax in oper-

ation; while on December oth the writer witnessed a Macrobiotis ovipositing in its

peculiar style, which consists of depositing a dozen or more rather large eggs in

the posterior portion of its skin and frantically scrambling out at the front end,

and leaving the sack for the use of its young.

The first animals found were of various sizes, last February, and must have

occupied the position in which they were discovered for several months at least

;

and to test their capacity for withstanding great and sudden vicissitudes of

weather, both those in the lichen and those soaked out have been dried within

six inches of a gas stove, running day and night for two weeks, and a portion of

the Rotifers, Eels, Bear and Infusoria resumed life after soaking five to ten min-

utes. The thermometer indicated that they were withstanding the temperature

and desiccation of 75° to 110°. Some of those washed out and put to dry (in a

teaspoonful of water) were resoaked and redried four or live times at intervals of

twenty-four hours.

Others were subjected to zero temperature for 2h hours, and after being

thawed over a gas jet a few Rotifers and Eels were resurrected in five to 10 min-

utes, but no Infusoria appeared to have withstood the ordeal.

A very surprising feature of the survey taken is, that of the thousands of

minute living forms forced to pass in review, certainly not one in a hundred

were of such as are commonly regarded as terrestrial. Insects were mostly repre-

sented by fragments.

In view of the facts cited the problem, from whence came these myriads?

may not be solved, but it does seem clear that the "(/ecm-and-egg" transportation

theory of their distribution is insufficient.

Notes on the Biological Survey of Milan Pond. By A. J. Bigney.

Milan Pond is situated in the eastern part of Kipley County, one-fourth mile

east of the village of Milan. The pond is an artificial one, having been con-

structed by the old O. & M. Railroad in 1854 as a watering station. It is nearly

one-half mile long and one-fourth mile wide. Its greatest depth is twelve feet.

It receives water from four small streams, but is drained at a certain height, so

that it keeps at the same stage most of the time, except in dry seasons. In the

summer of 1895 it would have gone dry had not the railroad company kept it

supplied with transported water. This is the only time it has been very low.
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However, there was sufficient water in it during that season to prevent mncli in-

terference with the life forms. Since then the life has been just as abundant.

Since the organization of the Biological Survey of Indiana I have thought it

would be profitable to make a study of the plants and animals of this pond in

order to discover the forms existing and to note any change in the organisms

during a number of years and to record any facts of interest in biological lines.

This paper makes no pretensions of being exhaustive, but is merely intended

to be preliminary, for I have not had an opportunity to make a thorough'studv

of the forms of life.

I. Botany.—On the banks uf the pond are found the ordinary hard-wood

trees of Indiana and much shrubbery, such as the elder, willow, hazel and gum.

Many of the smaller Phanerogams abound on the margin, but very few occur in

the shallow waters. The pond is very rich in alg:e, such as spirogvra, zvgnema,

vaucheria, oscillaria, euglena, diatoms, desmids and kindred forms. No classified

list has yet been made.

II. Animah.—Among the vertebrates are to be found several kinds of snakes,

wild ducks, several species of snipes, frogs in great abundance, sun-fish, cat-fish

and carp. The insects have many representatives. The Crustacea are reallv the

most numerous. Crayfish, water-Heas, ostracods, copepods, isopods, and amphi-

pods and rotifers are almost without number. Several species of worms occur,

and among the moUusks physa, limnfeus and planorbis are quite plentiful. It is

the best place for hydra, both brown and green, that I have ever found anywhere.

In the dry seasons the pond scums are almost filled with them. In even a small

handful of the alga^ I have found more than a hundred. Among the porifera is

the fresh-water sponge, spongilla. This is the only place that it has ever been

found in this section of the State. The pond is also rich in protozoans. All the

forms will be classified and described during the coming year. The pond is very

valuable for laboratory purposes.

Suicide of a Crow. By Stanley Coulter.

The paper reported the finding of the body of a crow under the following cir-

cumstances : The head of the crow had been passed between the trunk and a strip

of the bark of the ordinary shell-bark hickory. Its withdrawal was prevented

by the projections of the occipital bone. The protruded tongue, the bulging

eyes, and the position of the body showed that death had occurred by strangula-

tion. The location of the tree in an unfrequented portion of the woods, and the

fact that the crow was suspended much above the reach of any one furnished suf-

ficient evidence that it was responsible for its own death.
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The Kandolph Mastodon. Bv Prof. Jos. Moore.

The genus Mastodon, belonging to the elephant family, began as far back in

time as the miooene, or middle tertiary, and continued into the earlier centuries

of the present epoch. First and last there have been as many as twenty known

species, distributed about as follows: Europe nine, Asia five, N. America four,

S. America two. Remains have been found in Australia which have been claimed

for Mastodon, but naturalists are waiting for the claim to be better substantiated.

The species known to N. America are, M. Americanus (same as M. giganteus

or 31. ohioticus), M. obscurus, M. produxtus and M. murijiciis. The only species

found in Indiana or adjoining states, so far as I have learned, is M. Americanus.

That this majestic creature once trod our wilds in prehistoric times, roaming in

herds from Canada to the Gulf, feeding on the prairies, in the forest jungles and

on the banks of lakes and streams, often getting helplessly and fatally mired in

our bogs— that it did all this and more seems to be quite satisfactorily evident.

They must have been crowded slowly southward before the great ice sheet,

and afterwards followed the retreat of the same northward that they might pos-

sess the land in company with the Mammoth and other great beasts during the

champlain and terrace epochs and into the beginning of the present.

It is a common thing to find Mastodon remains. Hardly a week passes but

that some paper near or far reports a find. Often it is a false report, but probably

oftener it has some foundation in fact, even if the discovery be but a grinder or

part of a tusk.

People say they never lived in herds here for thousands of years, or with all

the digging for wells, sewers, cellars, railroads and hundreds of other things, we

would be finding remains every few hours. There were millions of horses in

Indiana previous to, say, 1860. Now send out a company of explorers to find

skeletons of horses that died previous to said year and see how many they will

bring in. But it is far from common to find the skeleton of a Mastodon that is

approximately complete, and rarer still to find such an one which, on drying,

does not crumble to bits.

Near twenty years since a farmer struck some very large bones and a tusk two

or three miles from New Paris, Ohio. A number of the bones were well preserved.

A tusk was taken out, entire, which measured near eleven feet in length and ten

inches in diameter at base. Such a tusk would seem to indicate a powerful male

of full age. On drying, for want of proper treatment, this majestic specimen went

to crumbs and splinters, except three and a half feet of the outer end. The other

remains consisted of a pair of grinders, half a dozen vertebrie, more than a dozen

19
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ribs, stumps of the scapnlaj, one femur, one humerus, the lower segments of the

hind legs, the main part of the sternum and a few feet bones. After the original

purchaser had tried the show business for a time, said remains were secured for

Earlham College.

Some eight years later a Mr. Bookout, near Losantville, Eandolph County,

while ditching to drain a small bog abounding in peat, struck the major part of

an entire skeleton, which almost exactly matched, for size, the New Paris rem-

nant. While the head was of extraordinary size, the tusks were but moderate.

The pelvis was six feet, two inches across and ample in every direction. This was

most likely a female. In prying at the larger parts, the head and pelvis, to re-

move them from the mud they parted, each into a number of pieces. These, on

drying for years, would of course crumble at the broken edges. These massive

fragments of head and pelvis were sent to Ward & Co., of Rochester, New York,

who arranged them in original position, and so welded them by tilling in the gaps

that only an expert would suspect they had ever been in fragments.

The Randolph remnant, in addition to the head and pelvis, gave us about half

the vertebrse, both scapulfe, radius and ulna, both right and left, one good femur,

the right, a majority of the ribs, and near a bushel of feet bones. The Randolph

remnant would have been secured when first taken up but for the price. By wait-

ing more than eight years it shrank to less than a quarter the original standard.

The composite skeleton as it now stands was mounted by the curator of the

museum, assisted by a very efficient student. It is nearly all bone. Both rem-

nants, however, furnished but one humerus, the right. The lower jaw is perfect,

with all the grinders. The tusks are paper but are moulded exactly after orig-

inals. A tusk of the Randolph find lies on the platform, but was too heavy in its

brittle condition to mount. Of the vertebra;, including those of the neck, body

and the larger joints of the tail, thirty-six are bone. Of the thirty-eight ribs all

are bone but three. The hind legs are all bone except the fibula on the right

side. The sternum is bone.

From the pedestal to the top of the highest spine is eleven feet, less half an

inch. From pedestal to crown of head is eleven feet two inches. From pedestal

to summit of pelvis, nine feet. From sole of foot to top of scapula, nine feet,

seven inches. From forward curve of tusks to backward curve of tail, twenty

feet, two inches. It ranks among the largest of known mastodons. Such a crea-

tui-e when alive could scarcely have weighed less than ten tons.
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The Increasing Abundance of the Opossum (Didelphis virginiana Shaw)

IN Northern Indiana. By Albert B. Ulrey.

[Abstract.!

During the past year my attention has been called to the fact that an unusual

number of specimens of the Common Opossum has been taken. On inquiry I

found this was true not only in the immediate vicinity, but reports from other

places in northern Indiana indicated a similar increase in abundance. The past

few yeai's show a somewhat progressive advance in numbers.

Temperature of Lake Wawasee. By J. P. Dolan.

(^ne of the problems presented in the study of the temperature was, "Does a

period of stagnation obtain for any considerable period, especially during the

summer months?"

It will be seen by a perusal of the tables and charts that during the winter

months, when the lake is covered with ice, that there is only a slight difTerence

between the surface and bottom temperatures, but that during the summer months

there is much difference. What was only conjectured after a few months' observ-

ation last year is now conclusively shown, namely, that no condition of stagnation

obtains during the summer and autumn months.

It will also be seen that, notwithstanding Lake Syracuse is forty feet shallower

than Wawasee, the temperature of the former is from one to two degrees higher,

both top and bottom, than the latter during the summer months.
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TEMPERATURES OF LAKE WAWASEE.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. N. E. Bio. Laboratory.

5. Mouth of Johnson Bay.

6. Jarrett's Bay.

7,8,9,10. West of Blk. Stump Point.
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Risk and Fall of Lake Wawasrk from July 6. 1895, to Xovf.mber 1,1896.

Jtiir Au(/. Jqex? Oct -^of y{Vv .yny^ /yd. Mur/i A/jnU,. .V,/y. //o/r ./u/y ^lucr Se/>A. Ou.

J/^/O-msZfvv
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Month.

Tempera-
ture.

a.m. p.m.

Direction of
the Wind. Character of Day.

1896 February.. 6
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Ice Formation Lake Wawasee. By J. P. Dolan.

In the season of 1890-6 there were two periods of ice formation, one begin-

ning December 3 and terminating December 20; the other commencing December

31, 1895, and ending March 29, 1896. The first was fully described by Mr. D. C.

Kidgley in his excellent report last year on the formation of ice, its effects on the

shore line, and other kindred subjects relating to it, so that there is but little left

to be said on these subjects in this paper.

From December 31 the ice continued to thicken till March 13, when the maxi-

mum thickness of fourteen (14) inches was attained, although there were brief

periods of slight diminution, and, besides, the last three inches were additions

rather than regular growth, being made up of partly melted snows.

After the 13th the disintegration was rapid. The rate of decrease from day

to day, as well as the increase, is shown in the accompanying tables.

South and southwest winds prevailed from 24th to 29th, which, together with

temperature I'anging from 33° to 62°, swept the lake clear of all ice just four days

later than the previous year.

March 8, 1896, the effects of the expansion of the ice were seen at their maxi-

mum. Ice along the shore at Pickwick, Kale Island, Epert's Vawter Park,

Siiarp's Bay and Wawasee a prominent ridge was pushed up, reaching in many

places a height of six feet.

The force was most noticeable along the shore at Epert's, where for two

hundred feet riprapping had been done to protect the low sandy and gravely

embankments. This was all pushed back several feet and many of the largest

bowlders lifted clear over the top of the five-foot ridge.

Across the entrance to the Gordonierre the effects were also marked, and again

at Kale Island, though in less degree.

Photographs of these places were secured at the time.

Prior to 1895 the largest ice cracks observed were not more than three and

one-half inches wide.

On January 18, 1896, a well marked, clean cut crevice ten inches wide and

three hundred feet long was seen west of Blk. Stump Pt. The same day another

four and one-half inches wide and five hundred and fifty feet long was observed

northwest of the ten-inch crack just mentioned.

There was no suggestion of conformity to shore line in either of them; neither

was there any similarity in their trends.

The only instance in which the cracks bore any seeming relation to the shore

line was on lower Wawasee or Syracuse Lake, where a series of six wavy cracks
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three-eighths of an inch wide, about twelve inches apart and one hundred feel

long, were formed west of Weaver's Point.

In some instances the cracks seemed to be formed by an impact at right

angles to the field as if some subaqueous cyclpps had hurled a thunderbolt against

the frozen mass and sent fractures in all directions from this point as center.

Off the Pickwick shore covering a large area the cracks were so numerous as

to suggest a fine intricate mosaic. This will to some extent explain the readiness

with which ice eight inches thick was removed by the wind and made to resembk'

slush in a few hours after nt begins to move.

January 27, 1896, there occurred an unusual cracking of the ice, lasting all

day and far into the night. A constant bursting, crashing and booming pervaded

the whole lake. The noises suggested the crunching of heavy falling timbers and

the hoarse roar of distant cannonading. The day was clear, sun shining most of

the time, with temperature 26 to 34 degrees. The next day, with temperature 30

to 32, and cloudy, the lake was as silent as a cemetery.

After several days' moderately high temperature, during the last week of

February the ice was well honeycombed. March 1st the temperature lowered tu

26, accompanied by a high north wind and snow. The drifting snow was driven

into the cells of the ice, making the whole field resemble a tine piece of oolite.

The Plankton of Turkey Lake.* By Chancey .Juday.

The data for this preliminary report were collected during July and August,

1896, at Indiana University Biological Station. To Dr. C. H. Eigenmann, Director

of the Biological Station, I am indebted for the plan of the net and for many

helpful suggestions.

Hensen, who is the author of the term "plankton," applied this term to all

plants and animals which are found floating free and which are carried about

involuntarily by winds, waves, tides or currents. Haeckel extended the applica-

tion so as to include all swimming and floating organisms. At present, however,

those organisms that are not subject to the above-named physical forces are not

considered plankton, and they shall not be dealt with as such in this report.

It has been demonstrated that a part of the plankton, the Crustacea, furnishes

nearly all the food of our most important fishes at a very critical period of their

lives, that is, while they are very young fry (Forbes, 1889). This makes plankton

a very important factor in the environment of these fishes. Its scarcity or abund-

ance and the relative amount of Crustacea will have much influence upon the

'•'Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the Indinna University under the

direction of C. H. Eigenmann, No. ]9.
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growth and development of the young fish. The plankton of Turkey Lake is here

considered as an environment rather than as including a large portion of its

inhabitants. As yet very little has been done toward classifying the various

organisms composing it, but a great portion of it is .crustaceans.

The net used in determining the quantity of plankton is essentially the same

as those used by Hensen, Apstein and Reighard. The upper part consists of a

truncated cone of canvas, supported by an iron framework. The diameter of the

upper or smaller end of this cone is 33.35 cm. and of the larger or lower end 49 cm.

The slant height is 36 cm. •

The net proper is made of Dufour's No. 20 bolting cloth. It is a truncated

cone with a slant height of 8() cm. The larger end is attached to the iron ring

supporting the larger end of the canvas cone. To the smaller end is fastened a

flat metal ring which supports the bucket. Three ropes attach this flat metal ring

to the framework of the canvas cone. This relieves the net proper of the weight

of the bucket. A twine net of inch mesh surrounds the net, serving to protect it

and to remove as much strain from it as possible.

The bucket is a metal cylinder 6.5 cm. in diameter and 7 cm. deep. A flat

metal ring is attached to the top. Through this pass three binding screws, which

fasten the bucket to the ring on the bottom of the net. The sides of the bucket,

except three narrow strips, are cut away, making three openings, 30x50 cm.

These openings are covered with a wire gauze which has 77 percent, of its surface

solid and 23 per cent, open for the passage of water. The No. 20 bolting cloth

has S3 per cent, of its surface solid and only 17 per cent, open for the passage of

water. But an examination of water sti-ained through each proved that the wire

gauze is as efiective a strainer as the cloth, and when water rich in plankton is

forced through each by means of a pipette the gauze is the more effective strainer

(Eigenmann, 1895). The bottom of the bucket is cup-shaped and has a small

opening in the center. This opening is closed by a rubber stopper through which

passes a short glass rod that enables one to remove the stopper conveniently.

Three legs, each 10 cm. long, support the Ijucket.

Three ropes radiating from an iron ring are attached to the framework of the

canvas cone and support the entire net. The rope which is used in drawing the

net up is attached to this iron ring. This rope is measured off' into feet or frac-

tions of a meter, so the depth to which the net descends can be determined easily.

The plankton boat is provided with a swinging derrick in the stern. In the

end of this derrick is a pulley through which the net rope passes. The derrick ia

high enough to allow the net to swing clear of the sides of the boat, so that the

net may be swung into the boat after a haul has been made. (Eigenmann, 1895.)
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In making a haul, the net is lowered slowly at first, so as to allow it to fill

Avitli water that has filtered through the bolting cloth. This prevents any abnormal

amount of plankton which might occur if the surface water, rich in plankton,

were allowed to fill the net without first being strained. The net is now lowered

to the desired depth and hauled in hand over hand. The number of seconds re-

quired to raise it to the surface is noted. This will give the velocity, and from

this the coefficient of the net, or its efficiency in straining, is calculated. The net

is now raised out of the water, and while the process of filtering is going on some

water is dashed against it so as to wash down any organisms that may be lodged

on the inside. When the filtering process has progressed far enough, the binding

screws are loosened and the bucket is removed. Filtering is now hastened by

gently tapping the wire gauze with the hand. As soon as nearly all of the water

has filtered. out the bucket is placed over a small, glass-stoppered bottle which

will hold about 250 cc, the rubber stopper is removed and the contents transferred

to the bottle. The organisms that may be lodged on the sides of the bucket are

rinsed into the bottle with filtered water. Enough 95% alcohol is now added to

the contents of the bottle to give the whole a strength of 70%. This kills and

j)reseives the organisms and facilitates the work by eliminating two or three

steps which are necessary when some other killing agent is used. Besides, the

organisms were found to be in a very good condition for qualitative work when

killed and preserved in this way.

In measuring the quantity of plankton, a centrifuge manufactured by

Richards & Co., of Chicago, was used. This is preferable to letting the material

settle twenty-four hours, because it requires less time and puts the mass into a

more compact form. This method also has an advantage in that it makes the

measurements more uniform. If there is a large amount of light material in a

haul, this will not settle very compactly in twenty-four hours, consequently the

volume will be large. On the other hand, another haul may have a greater mass

of material, but not yield such a large volume, because it is composed of material

that will settle more compactly in the twenty-four hours.

Each bottle is permitted to stand an hour or so after it is taken to the labora-

tory. Some of the alcohol may then be removed without danger of losing any of

the plankton. The remaining material is shaken up and poured into a graduated

cylinder. The bottle is carefully rinsed and the rinsings added. The material is

now thoroughly stirred with a small glass rod, so as to distribute the organisms

equally throughout the liquid. The two sedimentation tubes, which are gradu-

ated to tenths of a cubic centimeter, are filled and placed in the metal cases of

the centrifuge. The drive wheel is turned through 50 revolutions and the tubes

are permitted to stand a few minutes so that the few small organisms that may
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still be floating in the liquid may settle to the bottom; 50 more revolutions are

given and the quantity of plankton is recorded. In all the measurements given

in the table below only from 20% to 50% of each haul was actually measured. As

a check upon this method several hauls were estimated and then the entire quan-

tity measured. The differences were so slight that they might be accounted for

by the small quantity of sand that is nearly always present. This would settle to

the bottom of the graduated cylinder quickly, and would not be included when

only a part of the haul is measured.

One revolution of the drive wheel of the centrifuge causes SIA revolutions of

the sedimentation tubes, and a hundred revolutions of the drive wheel are made

in one minute. Thus in each case the plankton is subjected to 3,150 revolutions

per minute, which is equivalent to a centrifugal force of about 391,680 dynes.

In order to compare these results with those obtained by letting the material

settle twenty-four hours, eight measurements were made by both methods. These

show that the quantity obtained by the centrifuge is, on an average, only one-fifth

of the quantity obtained by the other method. So it must be borne in mind that

the results tabulated below must be multiplied by five in comparing them with

results obtained by letting the material settle twenty-four hours.

The quantity of plankton taken at each haul does not represent the entire

quantity in the column of water through which the net passes. Some of the water

will be forced aside and the amount thus forced aside depends upon the velocity

of the net. (Reighard, 1893. ) That is, when the net is raised at a velocity of about

77 cm. per second, it will strain only half the column of water. In this case, to

get the entire quantity of plankton, the amount taken must be multiplied by two

which is the co-eflicient of the net for this velocity. If the net is drawn slower

more water is forced aside, hence a greater co-efficient. By plotting the results

obtained by using the co-efficient for the observed velocity and that for the aver-

age velocity of the sixty hauls, it was found that the two curves differ very little

except in two places and these represent hauls in which the velocity is very low.

So it was deemed best to use the average velocity, 63.5 cm. per second, in com-

puting results. The co-efficient of the net for this velocity is 2.215.

Also, to find the quantity of plankton under one square meter of surface

another calculation is necessary. The area of the top of the net is 873.5 sq. cm.

or a little less than one-eleventh of a sq. m. (jr^lg) Thus, the quantity taken

multiplied by the co-eflicient of the net (2.215) and this by 11.448, or a total of

25.357, will give the amount of plankton under one sq. m. of surface. This result

divided by the depth of the haul will give the quantity of plankton per cu. m. of

water.

The tabulated results of the sixty hauls are as follows;
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In the table the stations are indicated by Roman numerals and the number

of the haul by Arabic. The other points are self-explanatory.

The twenty-one stations are quite widely distributed, as the accompanying

map will show, so as to include as many of the various conditions as possible.

To see whether local variations ati'ect the distribution of plankton, two or more

hauls were made at the same station as nearly under the same conditions and in

as quick succession as possible. Following Apstein, the mean for the hauls thus

made is taken, and the per cent, of variation of each haul from this mean is cal-

culated. The results are shown in the following table :

NUMBER OF
HAUL.
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Eighty-four per cent, of the 38 hauls do not vary more tlian 20 per cent and

only one over 25 per cent. This variation is slightly greater than in the results

obtained by Apstein and Reighard.

Station IV was selected for the purpose of studying changes in distribution

from day to day by making daily hauls, but this plan was not carried out. How-

ever, five hauls were made here in July and eight in August at a depth of six

meters. Those made in July have an average of 12.26 cc. of plankton per cu. m.

of water, while the eight made in August have an average of Hi. 86 cc. per cu.

m. of water. This increase of 4.6 cc. is due to the natural seasonal variation, as

Apstein (1892) found that there is a rapid increase in the quantity of plankton

during August and September, reaching a maximum about the 1st of October.

Turkey Lake is comparatively rich in plankton. Dobersdorf See, which is

classed as "plankton rich" by Apstein, contained in July, 1892, 1,062 cc. of

plankton under one sq. m. of surface at a depth of 20 m., or -).3 cc. per cu. m. of

water. One haul (III) in Turkey Lake, July 2, shows that it contained 348.6

(69.73x5) cc. under one sq. m. of surface at a depth of nearly 20 m., or 18.15 cc.

per cu. m. of water. Thus Dobersdorf See contained not quite three times as

much plankton. In comparison with other North American lakes, Turkey Lake

has from thirty to fifty times as much plankton in August as Reighard (1893)

found in Lake St. Clair in September, and from fifteen to twenty times as much

as Ward (1894) found in Lakes Michigan, Round and Pine at the same depths

and during the same month, August.

A surface stratum about three meters deep contains most of the plankton of

Turkey Lake. The average number of cc. per cu. m. of water for the ten hauls

made at a depth of three meters is 36.4, for thirty-one hauls made at a depth of six

meters it is 14.8. By means of a pump, a piece of rubber hose, and a small net

of No, 20 bolting cloth, it was found that very few organisms live below a depth

of six meters and scarcely any but Oligochetes below fifteen meters. Three hauls

(Illfi, IVj, XXg) present some difficulties which are still unexplained. They are

hauls from a depth greater than six meters, and show a smaller quantity of plank-

ton actually taken than hauls made just before or immediately after at a depth of

six meters. This difficulty was not noticed, however, in time to make further

hauls in the same manner to see if an explanation might be found. The unusu-

ally large quantity taken id hauls XIV and XV is probably due to a local accumu-

lation, as the wind on the previous day was of such strength and from the proper

direction to cause such.

To sum up

—

1. The plankton of Turkey Lake is quite uniformly distributed.
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2. It is the richest in plankton of any of the North American lakes which

have so far been examined, and compares favorably with what are termed "plank-

ton rich" lakes.
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PHYsrcAL Survey of Lakes Tippecanoe, Eagle, Webster and Cedar. By

Thomas Large, Assisted by C. O. & A. D. Fisher.

The method of measurement in this work was the same as that employed by

Messrs. Juday and Ridgley and myself last year in the survey of Turkey Lake,

differing only in an attempt to follow such established lines as section lines, quar-

ter and half-section lines, which are usually indicated by farm fences, and, there-

fore, can be readily found, and are thus permanently marked. Profiting by the

experience of the previous year, we made but few cross lines, as they are very

confusing, particularly when made in rough weather.

Three of the lakes sounded this year are parts of the Tippecanoe drainage

system—that river flowing through Lakes Webster and Tippecanoe, and being con-

nected with Eagle Lake by a small stream. Cedar Lake has for its outlet a small

stream flowing to the Kankakee River. Of these lakes Tippecanoe is the largest,
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least knowa and retains most nearly its primitive condition. No damming or

draining have in any way affected it. The principal alterations by man being the

removal of the largest trees from its shores for lumber, and clearing of eight tracts

for farming, which border it in its twelve and three-fourths miles of shore line.

Did we know that the government surveyors in 1834 had followed the shore faith-

fully, we could now draw some conclusions of value concerning the rapidity with

which this basin is filling. I have good reasons to believe, however, that those

surveys can not be depended on for such work. The area, as computed for the

lake by the "weighing method" used last year, is 1.41 square miles.

The amount of marsh land about the shore is very much less, comparatively,

than that about Turkey Lake. This may be accounted for by the fact that

Tippecanoe lies in the middle of a system rather than at the head, as in the case

of the former. The low wooded hills come quite close to this lake at almost all

points excepting the eastern end on the north and south sides. It is in three

basins: James Lake, of about a half square mile area at the east end connected by

a channel through swamp to the main lake, which is of about one and one-half

square miles in area, and Oswego Lake, below, also connected by a channel, and

having an area of about thirty acres. The channels are usually about four feet

in depth and are much frequented by minnows and young fish. Here and in the

mouths of streams are found the pond-lily plants {Nymphea) and spatter-dock

{Naphur}, the root-stalks being in many instances four or five inches in diameter

and usually washed bare and shining. They were roasted and used for food bv

the Indians; remains of pits lined with boulders and used for this purpose are vet

found on the south shore near "Indian Furnace Point."

This lake being greater in general depth (the greatest depth found is 121 feet

in the main lake) than any of the others, Turkey included, has less of the aquatic

vegetation than they. BuUrushes and bladderwort ( Utricularia) not seeming to

thrive in water more than eight or ten feet in depth, and these are usuallv the

advance guards of the vegetable encroachments.

Eagle Lake being second of those under consideration in general depth stands

next to Tippecanoe fewest in water plants. As Prof. S. Coulter is investigating

the conditions of life there I gladly leave that in his hands.

The measurements of Eagle Lake are as accurate as those of the others, but

owing to a flood at the time the work was done much that would be of interest was

inaccessible. It will be noticed from the map that the lake consists of a main

body of water of almost a square mile in area and a small bay on the west side

connected by a shallow channel. The outlet is a small stream from the south end

of this bay. Two creeks and several springs on the east shore contribute water to
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this lake. The amount of marshy land is small, lying principally at the south-

east end near the outlet.

The margin of the lake, according to the government survey (1834), is at

some distance from the present shore line, but I am inclined to think that that

only marked the edge of marshy ground, since at many points within this line are

quite large trees growing. I have not been able to obtain accurate information

concerning this matter. Tiie greatest changes made in the form of this lake are

by the construction of a race-track by filling in a part of the lake on the east side

and excavation of a canal from the northwest part of the bay to a point near the

railroad depots. We are indebted to the members of the Winona Summer School

for boats for our work and admission to the grounds at the time we were making

soundings. The area is .987 square mile.

Webster Lake has been more changed than either of the others by human

agencies. It was formerly a group of two or three lakes of about thirty-five feet

at their deepest point, lying in the positions indicated by the dotted lines on the

accompanying map, surrounded by a marsh of about the extent of the present

lake. A dam was constructed for water power for a fiouring mill, and this raised

the water to seven feet above its former level. In the north part of the lake nu-

merous stumps of various sizes indicate the position of a shore line. "The Back-

water" was entirely produced by this dam. The total area at present is 1.057 sq.

miles.

This lake presents a greater diversitv than either of the others ; being shallow, it

has great abundance of water plants, the "Backwater" being literally crowded with

splatterdock and pond lilies. It has eight wooded islands and shore with variety

of meadow, wood, marsh and hill. On the shore also is a variety in vegetation.

The edge of the backwater in many places is crowded with cat-tails, while a bog

of about five acres in extent at the most northern part of this bay was covered

with pitcher plants [Sarrarenia purpurea), and on a ridge somewhat fartlier east

was found a considerable diversity of fungus growth. The marsh at the north-

east part of the main lake was peculiar because of the height of the ijuaking,

grass-grown bog. In two places it was almost twelve feet in height and quite nean

the lake. Lying behind this was bog lower than that mentioned. I can not ac-

count for this formation satisfactorily, unless it is caused by powerful springs of

water beneath making deposits there.

An instance where springs have built up bog to a greater height is to be seen at

the northeast of "the backwater" on either side of a gravelly ridge, but here the

water may follow the ridge out from the higher ground.

A noticable thing about all of the Tippecanoe lakes in contrast to the Turkey

Lake is the amber appearance of the water, given, perhaps, by the bogs from
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whence it flows. In Turkey Lake the water has a clear, almost greenish appear-

ance. The measurements of intiow and outflow taken will have no value, because

of the swollen condition of the streams at the time they were taken.

Cedia- Lake (or Clear Lake of the Government Surveys, also "The Lake of

the Red Cedars") is a shallow, regular body of water having a more than ordi-

narily uniform slope of basin, and in no place exceeding twenty feet in depth.

About its shores are wooded hills which in almost every part come very near the

shore, the south end excepted. Here there is some marshy land. At the north

end the hills reach a height of sixty feet. They are a part of the moraine which

separates the Mississippi and St. Lawrence valleys. Within a fourth of a mile

from the north end of the lake is a narrow ridge loO feet in length, 30 feet wide

and 8 feet high, in appearance very like a railroad embankment, which crosses a

narrow hollow and' divides the waters which flow into these two systems. To the

north of it is a swamp of perhaps fifty acres in extent, extending to the ridge.

On the south side a narrow channel twenty feet in width, choked with grasses,

etc., but still with stagnant water in it, starts a few feet from it; further down the

soil has waslied in and closed it, except for a narrow stream. The whole appear-

ance of the ridge is that it is very recent formation, but I am informed it was

there when the white men came. The moraine at the north, the appearance of a

wide valley to the southward and the shallowness of the lake make the conclusion

almost irresistible that this lake basin has been formed by the washing of the

water of the melting glacier which has rested on the north of it, as the water

found its way to the Kankakee. The present outlet is by a small stream flowing

past the town of Lowell to the southeast into the Kankakee.

The ice beaches on this lake are larger than those of any other I have

noticed. On the north is a ridge of sand, probably formed in this way, 1,000 feet

long, 35 feet wide, and about 7 feet high in the highest part. On the east side are

two others, but much less conspicuous. The bottom of the lake is generally sand..

Vegetation is less abundant than generally in the shallow lakes in the eastern

part of the State. The muskrat is very abundant, building, according to its

habit, reed houses in the fall in great numbers at a little distance in the lake.

At the northwest side near the end of the great sand ridge was found an Indian

mound. This had been opened and a number of skeletons found in it. On top

of it grew formerly an oak tree showing almost 200 "growth marks."

I am under obligations to Rev. Timothy Ball, of Crown Point; Dr. Herbert

S. Ball, of Crown Point; Mr. A. D. Fisher, of Indiana University, and the Mo-

non Railroad Company for valuable assistance, information, etc. My report of

this lake would be very meager indeed had I not received the assistance from the

gentlemen at Crown Point.
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The Destruction of a School of Blue Gills. By Thomas Larc^e.

/

On August 14, 1896, Mr. A. .J. Chapman, while standing on tlie bridge across

the channel between the main lai^e and the backwater bay of Wel)ster Lake,

noticed immense schools of Blue Gills {Lepomis P((llidu.<)—among which were

but very few other fish—passing toward the main lake. On the days just preced-

ing this the temperature had risen the highest of any other period of the sum-

mer, and Mr. Chapman states that the watei'-gates of the grist mill at Boston, Ind.,

a few miles up the Tippecanoe River, had been closed, and caused the water be-

low to fall to a lower level than usual. None of the water of this part of the lake

is more than five or six feet in depth, and much of it much shallower. The wa-

ter became very much heated, and if this is the correct explanation of this move-

ment, these fish can not endure a great change in temperature, hence migrated to

the deeper water below. By opening the water-gates, a current being re-estab-

lished and the lake rising to its usual level, the fish attempted to return to their

usual feeding ground, and a large part of them lost their way in the lily-pads and

spatterdock which line either side of the narrow, winding channel, and, coming

into the shallow water near the shore on the east side, just below the bridge, were

killed by the great heat of the water there.

Four days later, when I visited this place and found the dead fish and re-

ceived the substance of the above explanation from Mr. Chapman, the margin of

the lake for about ten rods was thickly covered with dead fish. Among them, as

before stated, were very few other fish—one or two bass and a catfish being all

that I found. There was a considerable uniformity in size, ranging from three to

five or six inches in length. They had been fiy-blown, and were almost entirely

destroyed, excepting bones, scales and skin, and the road at a distance of a dozen

feet was literally covered with maggots. The stench was great.

I have no better explanation to ofTer than the one given above, but noticed

on entering the channel, almost a half mile below, a film on the water, such as

one sees where organic matter decays, and noticed an odor different from that

near the fish. In the water were masses of decaying bladderwort ( Utricnlaria vul-

r/aris), which might ,have been killed by the heat, and its presence in tlie water

might have caused the migration.
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The Fovea. By J. K. Stonaker.

In a brief discussion of a subject like this one can but touch upon a few of

the many interesting and important points which present themselves in a careful

study. The following is mainly an abstract of a paper that will appear soon in

a number of the "Journal of Morphology" under the heading of "A Compara-

tive Study of the Area of Acute Vision in the Vertebrates," to which any one is

referred who may desire a more thorough and systematic treatise on this subject.

The term Fovea comes from the Latin, and means a pit or depression. It is

in this sense that I have used it, and not as the point of acute vision in any eye.

The significance of this statement will be readily seen when you consider the fact

that many animals do not possess such a pit or fovea, but do have an area of

most acute vision. However, when a fovea is present it is the point of most

acute vision.

Before giving a minute description of the fovea a few words concerning its

embryological development may be desirable.

J. H. Chievitz, a German investigator, has done a great deal on this subject.

He finds that there is first develoiied, in tlie place where the fovea afterwards

appears, a thickening of the retina. This thickening he terms the "Area cen-

tralis." It is present in the human foetus about the sixth month, after which

time the fovea begins to appear. This increase in thickness is due largely to an

accumulation of cells in three layers, viz.: the nerve cell layer and the inner

and outer nuclear layers. Then follows a gradual pitting in of the vitreal sur-

face, due to a thinning out or pushing toward the periphery of the elements of

all the layers of the retina excepting the rod and cone and the pigment layers.

This development has proceeded in some animals only to the formation of an

area, in others to a very shallow fovea ; while many have a very deep and well-

defined depression. In a very shallow fovea all the layers may be present in the

center, though somewhat thinner; but in the center of a deep fovea some of the

layers will be entireW absent, and those which remain very much reduced, ex-

cepting, of course, the rod and cone and the pigment layers. The layer which

disappears first is the nerve fibre layer. Then follow the nerve cell layer, inner

molecular layer, inner nuclear layer, and, in a very deep fovea, the outer molec-

ular and nuclear layers may also be wanting. This is readily seen in the fovese

of the turkey, pigeon, robin, hawk or human. We thus have a fovea developed

which is always surrounded by an area, or, in the terms of human physiology, a

macula lutea.
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As one approaches the fovea the rods and cones have less diameter, and are

more numerous per given area. This necessitates an increase in the number of

cells which form the connection with the nerve fibres (ganglion or nerve cells and

cells of the inner and outer nuclear layers). But this is not the only cause for

an increase in number of these cells. Raymon y Cajal has carefully worked out

the manner in which these cells form the connection between the rods and the

cones and the nerve fibres. In general, processes pass outward (detidrites) from

the ganglion cells and branch profusely among the ingoing processes (neurites)

from the cells of the inner nuclear layer. A similar relation obtains in the outer

molecular layer between the dendrites and the neurites of the cells of the inner

and outer nuclear layers. Each ganglion cell, and consequently each nerve fibre,

comes in contact with from ten to thirty rods or cones. But in the region of the

area the dendrites and neurites of these cells branch less and finally reach that

condition in the center of the fovea where each ganglion cell is in contact with

but a single cone.

In the peripheral part of the retina the rods generally exceed the cones in

number, but as one approaches the area or fovea the cones become more numer-

ous, and finally in the center of the fovea the rods are entirely wanting.

The fovea varies greatly in form, number and position in different animals.

It varies from a very questionable depression found in the domestic guinea hen

to a very sharp and deep funnel-like pit found in most birds, especially birds of

prey, and in many lizards. The depression may be very broad, as seen in man

and some fishes; or, according to Chievitz, we may have a trough-like fovea of

various depths, extending horizontally across the retina. In my researches I

have not been able to find such a fovea. It is true that in many birds I have

seen what appears, to the unaided eye, to be a trough-like depression, but when

sections were made across such a region and examined microscopically such a

fovea was not discerned. I have been able to examine but one of the species

which he has mentioned as having this peculiar fovea, so have included them in

my tabulation as he has described them.

As a rule but one fovea is present, but twelve birds have been examined in

which two distinct fovese have been found. Chievitz has described some as having

also a trough-like fovea. A double fovea has been discovered only in birds.

Among those which I have found to possess double fovea^ are three species of

hawks, the white-bellied swallow, the common tern and the kingfisher.

The position of the fovea may be either on the nasal side of the entrance of

the optic nerve (fovea nasalis), as in most birds, or it may be situated on the

temporal side (fovea temporalis) as in man and the owls. The fovea nasalis
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occupies about the central point of the retina and functions onh' in monocular

vision. The temporal fovea functions in binocular vision. In man it is

located about the center of the retina, but in the owl it is some distance

to the temporal side of the center. In the case of two fovese, the one

at the center of the retina (fovea nasalis) functions in monocular vision; the

other (fovea temporalis) corresponds in position to that of the owl, and functions,

likewise, in binocular vision. If a trough-like fovea is present it would function

in acts of sight anywhere between monocular and binocular vision.

The area centralis also has a variety of forms, number and positions corre-

sponding to those of the fovea and similarly named. A simple fovea is always

surrounded by a round area which is frequently on or in a band-like area extending

horizontally across the retina. If a trough-like fovea should be present it would

lie along a band-like area. Frequently when two foveso are present the areas

surrounding each are connected by a band-like area.

We may thus have various combinations of area and fovea. The most com-

mon is a simple fovea surrounded by a round area. Further, this round area

may be continuous with a band-like one. Or two fovefu may each be surrounded

by a round area, one of which may be continuous witli a band-like area, or each

may be so connected.

When one considers the prevalence of a fovea in the diflerent vertebrates he

finds that, though each class has representatives which possess a fovea, by far the

greater number have only an area centralis. Many have been examined in which

not even an area has been observed.

The following tabulation represents in a condensed form the results, so far as

I have been able to collect them, of all investigations up to the present time:.
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Of all the animals which I liave been able to tabulate (227 species) no area

was found in 26, a round area was perceived in 183, and a band-like area in 55.

Of this number, 120 possessed a simple fovea, 12 a double fovea, and according

to Chievitz 25 had a through-like fovea.

Mammals do not as a rule possess a fovea, but generally have an area. Of

the 51 species tabulated 10 were found in which no area was demonstrated ; 33

had a round area and eight a band-like area. Only 18 species (all primates) pos-

sessed a well-defined fovea.

In the 104 birds all had a clear fovea excepting one, the common chicken.

Why the chicken does not have a fovea when it is present in all the nearest allied

forms remains a query. A round area was found in every case, and in 36 a band-

like area was also observed. Ninety-one had a simple fovea, twelve double

fovea, and twenty-two the questionable trough-like fovea.

Among reptiles a well-defined fovea has generally been found in the lizards

and crocodiles, but it has not been observed in the snakes and turtles. Of the

twenty-eight species examined only three were found which did not possess an

area, while twenty-three had a round area and three band-like ones. A round

fovea was seen in the lizards tabulated and a trough-like fovea in the crocodiles.

A fovea has been observed in only two of the fourteen amphibians tabulated.

Chievitz reports a trough-like fovea in Bufo calamila and Hulke a simple fovea

in Bufo vulgaris. I have not found a fovea in any of the amphibians which I

have examined. In the tabulation, three of the number had no area, three had

a round area, and eight possessed a band-like one. I have found the band-like

area common to frogs and toads.

In fishes the absence of a fovea is the rule. In the thirty species given a

fovea was observed in but five, and no area in ten. In these ten, however, the

material at hand was not suflicient to warrant a definite statement. Of the

twenty-six fishes I have examined only one was found with a fovea. This was the

pipe fish {SiphoMoma fuscum).

When one compares the retinas in the different vertebrates he finds a

marked diversity. A great difference is noticed in the relative thickness of the

different layers. But the most marked change is noticed in the rod and cone

layer. Comparing the diameter, length, shape and relative number of the rods and

cones we find that fishes, frogs and mammals possess the longest rods. In mam-

mals the rods have the smallest diameter, and in frogs the greatest of any of the

vertebrates. In birds they are comparatively short and thick. The cones are the

longest in some of the reptiles (chameleon) and of greatest diameter in am-

phibians and mammals. They have about the same length in birds and am-
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phibians, while in fishes they are the shortest. In birds the diameter of the cones

approaches very closely to that of the reptiles.

When one is comparing the sensitiveness of the retina of difTerent animals

the diameter of the rods and cones is of vast importance. For since these sensi-

tive elements are arranged close together, where the diameter is small there would

be more per given area and a more sensitive retina.

The relative number of rods and cones is also of importance. In mammals

and amphibians the rods far surpass the cones in number. In birds, with few ex-

ceptions, the reverse is true, while in reptiles few or no rods are present. In

fishes they are more equally divided.

Investigations by experiment and histological examination prove that the

rods are more sensitive to faint impressions than the cones, but that the cones

have the greatest power of discrimination both of color and shade. Most noc-

turnal animals that liave been examined have few or no cones.

Experiments on the human retina show that the fovea has the power of

most acute vision, and that the power of distinct vision grows rapidly less toward

the periphery. We may thus assume that in other animals the fovea, which has

the same general arrangement of retinal elements as in man, when present bears

the same relation to the more peripheral parts. The human macula, though

inferior to the fovea, sees objects more distinctly than the peripheral parts, and

we may reasonably say that in general the area centralis bears this relation to

the other parts of the retina.

The peripheral part serves as a sentinel, for it perceives objects in motion

more easily than objects at rest. Moving objects attract all animals more quickly

than stationary ones, and this is especially true in those animals whose retinal

development has not proceeded beyond the differentiation of an area. Only those

animals which possess a fovea seem to have the power of quiet and close dis-

crimination of an object at rest.

In speaking of the powers of sight in the difTerent classes of vertebrates, I

can do no better than quote from the original article of which the foregoing is a

summary.

Fishes as a rule depend upon sight for their food, excepting such as the

shark, which depends almost wholly on its smell. This class of vertebrates does

not, however, usually possess a fovea.

How distinctly they see we can not say, but we know that the trout quickly

takes the fly when thrown on the water, or the pickerel the Avhirling spoon as it is

drawn before it. They see the objects while in motion and are apparently una-

ble to distinguish them from the real article of food. An experience in fishing
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oontirms the fact that a pickerel will not bite at a motionless spoon-hook. The

retina of these fish has simply a thickening or area at the axis of vision.

A somewhat similar experiment can be tried with the frog or toad. If one

attaches a bit of red Hanuel, a green leaf or any other small object to a thread

and dangles it before a frog he will quickly jump for it. A toad may be fed on

meat in a similar way, but in no case will the meat be taken unless it is in mo-

tion. Neither do these animals show any marked power of discrimination by

sight. They will jump at any small moving object and are apparently not able

to distinguish, till they have it in their mouths, whether it is an article of food

or a pebble. Investigations again show the presence of an area and absence of

a fovea.

In some of the reptiles, however, a marked diflf'erence in power of discrimi-

nation by sight is noticed. Experiments were made wholly on a small lizard

( horned toad ). If a dead Hy were put before him when he was hungry he

would eye it closely for a brief time then ([uickly take it. His aim was also cer-

tain, never missing his mark, while that of the ordinary toad was more at random,

throwing out her tongue indiscriminately at moving objects. It is true the lizard

was attracted more by a live and moving fly than by a dead, motionless one, but

he also had the power of perceiving things at rest. This little creature pos-

sessed a sharp and well defined fovea.

In general, bird's eyes are almost as perfect as man's, and, likewise, the optic

lobes are even greater in proportion to the size of the body than that of man. It

is true that the bird often catches Hies as they buzz about, but it also inspects

each leaf carefully above and below for a worm or bug which may be there in

hiding and which it seldom fails to recognize. The hawk as it soars high in the

heavens sees the snake, rat or mouse in the grass and is frequently seen to dart

and secure its prey. Very acute sight is present in all birds and especially in

birds of prey.

A great difference exists in the power of sight in mammals. The primates

possess the power of most acute vision. Many of the mammals depend on smell

and hearing more than on sight. The dog picks his master out of the crowd by

smell, so does the sheep her lamb. Sight in this case being only partial recogni-

tion and they are not sure until they have confirmed their sight by the sense of

smell. The same is true of the cow. for she must smell of the strange cow when

introduced into the herd. The horse is cured of his fright by smelling of the ob-

ject which caused it. In all these cases we find a motion of the ears showing that

the animal is not only using sight and smell but also hearing. Mammals in gen-

eral do not recognize a man by sight if he remains (juiet, but the crow easily sees

•21
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liim ami does not fail to distinguish his stick from a gun. The doj( looks into

your face, but you can not tell whether he is looking into your eyes or at your

mouth. He has an indefinite gaze, and, like most mammals, is not satisfied with

the sense of sight alone, but must confirm and improve with the sense of smell

and hearing.

In conclusion, we may say, that though all animals may have the power of

accurate observation, yet the power to perceive the delicate lines and shades of

an object distinctly seems to reside only in tliose forms whose retinal development

has reached the highest stage, that is, a fovea centralis.
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